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Three Stars in the East

JANUARY 19, 1953, was aMonday. It was the day of asubtle
but significant shift in twentieth-century-America. Though it had
been almost thirty years since Charles Francis Jenkins had demonstrated the world's first experimental television, fifteen years since
the first American TV sets had gone on sale, and nearly five years

ately, the Eisenhower inauguration on January 20, 1953, was the
first to be televised live, coast-to-coast, giving millions of Americans
their first glimpse at the pageantry and ceremony in the American
style of transferring power.

since Milton Berle had become the first television superstar, it
was not until January 19, 1953, that three separate events marked
the point at which television became synonymous with American
popular culture.

and the Eisenhower administration) came within twenty-four hours
of each other was coincidental, but it serves as aconvenient landmark in the history of television. The ascension of Eisenhower
and Nixon ended the medium's long struggle to be taken seriously

The fact that all three births (Desi Arnaz, Jr., Little Ricky,

As they did every Monday night, millions of Americans turned
to CBS at 9:00 P.M. to watch the top-rated show in the country,
ILove Lucy. That night the audience for the program was greater

by government officials and important newsmakers. The nationwide
attention lavished on the ILove Lucy birth episode was solid evidence that the American viewing public had totally accepted televi-

than usual because Lucy Ricardo was to become a mother. This
development was set in the fictional world of situation comedy,

sion's Hollywood-flavored sitcom characters as part of its daily
life. By January 19, 1953, television had become the most powerful
mass medium in the land.

but, at the same time, it was also very real. On ILove Lucy that
evening, Lucy Ricardo gave birth to ahealthy baby boy, nicknamed
"Little Ricky" after his father, Ricky Ricardo. Earlier that very
same day, Lucille Ball, who played Lucy Ricardo, gave birth herself
to a real life healthy baby boy, named Desi Arnaz, Jr. after his
father, Desi Arnaz. Interest in the two births had steadily grown
over the previous three months through baby-related plots on the
weekly series and in publicity photos and feature articles in popular
magazines. The widespread attention paid to the double drama
of celluloid TV pregnancy and real life pregnancy practically overshadowed the other big news story of the day: the inauguration
of Dwight D. Eisenhower as president and Richard M. Nixon as
vice president.
January 19, 1953, was the last day in office for President Harry
Truman and it ended twenty years of uninterrupted leadership
by Democratic presidents, who had taken the country through a
major depression and aworld war. The new Republican administration marked not only asignificant shift in political style and priorities, but also adramatic change in the election process itself. The
Eisenhower-Nixon ticket was the first to reach national office by
the deliberate and successful use of television. Eisenhower owed
his nomination to the dominant presence of television at the 1952
Republican convention and to the skillful use of the new medium
by his campaign managers. Richard Nixon, Eisenhower's running
mate, had saved himself from an almost certain dumping from
the Republican slate by responding to charges of maintaining a
"secret slush fund" with an unprecedented personal appeal to the
country, via television, in his famous "Checkers" speech. Appropri-

The appearance of Little Ricky and Desi Arnaz, Jr. (the first
by-products of television's premiere couple) also ushered in abrand
new generation of Americans, the first to spend their entire lives
growing up in the world of video images. Under the influence of
the nation's new electronic babysitter, these children acquired a
video vision of life which made it increasingly difficult for them
to differentiate between the shape and makeup of the fantasy world
they observed on the tube and the hopes and dreams they nurtured
for the real world they lived in. While watching TV, the new
video generation grew up with perfect parents such as Ozzie
and Harriet, Donna Reed, and Fred MacMurray; perfect heroes
such as the Lone Ranger and Superman; perfect buddies such as
Howdy Doody and the Mouseketeers; and the generation's own personification—the perfect kid—Jerry Mathers as the Beaver. In
the immediacy and intimacy of television, these fantasy characters became as real, if not more real, than the world itself. Unlike any previous form of entertainment, television brought
lifelike images directly into homes throughout the country by the
mere flick of a switch, allowing people thousands of miles apart
to see, share, and learn the same things together. This simple fact
made television the ultimate miracle of twentieth-century technology.
Since the first major experiments in television during the 1920s,
ecstatic visionaries had been struck by the near miraculous technical
nature of the new medium and they had painted rosy pictures of
television as the "savior of our culture." Once TV arrived, nearly
everyone marveled at the amazing process itself and watched almost

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz (c.)
as Lucy and Ricky Ricardo,
America's #1 sitcom couple,
along with Vivian Vance as
neighbor Ethel Mertz and
Richard Keith as Little Ricky.
(Photo by Viacom, Hollywood)

anything that aired, from roller derby to serious drama, yet it
quickly became clear that the high expectations had ignored the
hard realities of the business interests that had worked to develop
television.
Television was conceived by the same people responsible for
commercial radio. Like radio, television was structured around
just afew programming networks, paid for by commercial advertisers, and dedicated to attracting the largest possible audience. At
heart, TV was just avery fancy new way to present mainstream
entertainment and sell some soap at the same time. This came as

was far removed from reasonable reality.
To be understood, American television must be viewed as the
embodiment of contradiction—a miracle of spectacular technical
achievement imprisoned by the demands of its mundane day-today operations. So-called "high class" programming almost always
competes with mass appeal presentations because, with 365 days
a year to fill, programmers cannot possibly stock each moment
of each day with uplifting culture. In spite of all its limitations,
this mundane miracle still produces great moments of popular culture and, to varying degrees, special moments of brilliance that

arude shock to the visionaries and, within afew years, they were
calling television amental wastebasket for the dregs of American

rekindle the awe felt by the first TV owners. Yet, in the game of
American television, the bottom line has always been high ratings

creativity. Like their original great expectations, this later letdown

and, to this day, it still is.

Watching TV in Mayberry,
North Carolina. (From I.)
Gomer (Jim Nabors), Andy
(Andy Griffith), Aunt Bee
(Frances Bavier), and Opie (Ron
Howard). (Photo by Viacom,
Hollywood)
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1. The World Is Waiting
for the Sunrise

FOR A long time people were, and felt, apart from each other.
Communication between cities and countries took time and, as

social pattern of society. With an ever expanding flow of information, world events grew increasingly complex and, consequently,

late as the nineteenth century, people's lives and global events

individuals, businesses, and governments wanted to communicate
even faster and farther.
In 1896, Guglielmo Marconi, ayoung Italian working in London,
demonstrated the next step in communication technology, the wireless telegraph. This device could flash dot and dash messages limited

moved at a very slow pace. Then, almost within one lifetime, in
one amazing century (1840-1940), the whole concept of conununication was turned inside out.
The upheaval began on the afternoon of May 24, 1844, when
Samuel Morse, sitting in the United States Supreme Court building
in Washington, tapped out a series of electric dots and dashes
on his new telegraph machine. Forty miles away, assistants in Baltimore received and decoded the message sent through the telegraph
wires stretched between the two cities. Morse's first message was
"What hath God wrought?" It was an appropriate comment on
the entire revolution in communication that was just beginning.
Implications of the Morse message were staggering. For the first
time in human history, people in two separate cities could converse
with each other instantaneously. The new invention spawned a
network of telegraph cable that covered the country within afew
years and soon thereafter spanned the oceans. News became a
same day medium. Using dots and dashes sent over wires, people
could learn of events within twenty-four hours of their occurrence
anywhere in the Western world. Yet this was only the beginning.
Thirty-two years after Morse's breakthrough, Alexander Graham
Bell provided the next communication link, the telephone. With
this, the human voice itself could be sent over the wires.
The new-found ability to bridge great distances and bring people
together tickled the imaginations of nineteenth century romantic
visionaries. Ignoring the more pragmatic side of human nature,
they naively predicted that the new technology would be developed
and expanded for great humanitarian and social reasons. Soon, it
was said, leaders of the world would be linked by cable and, with
such channels of instant communication open, permanent world
peace would naturally result. Instead, the new inventions were
used to make money. Through such major companies as Western
Union and American Telephone and Telegraph, both the telegraph
and telephone became ameans for private communication in which,
for a fee, customers could send personal and business messages.
Though this was amuch less exalted purpose than the overnight
end to all war, it provided an equally important change in the

distances through the air without any connecting cable. Wireless
communication was perfect for situations which could not be handled by regular telegraph and telephone wires, such as ship-toshore contact. In July, 1897, the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company was formed in Britain and, two years later, abranch office
was established in America.
As the new century began, the Marconi company led the way
in commercial message wireless service and, by the outbreak of
World War Iin 1914, wireless telegraphy was athriving business
in the United States. Other companies such as General Electric
and Westinghouse became involved in wireless research and development as well, though they all assumed that the most lucrative
aspect of wireless communication would be transmitting personal
messages for customers, like the telegraph and telephone.
At the same time, there were also thousands of amateur "ham"
operators who took the basic wireless design and built home machines, tapping out their own messages into the dark. A few intrepid
souls such as Reginald Fessenden and Lee De Forest began crude
wireless voice broadcasts, a process dubbed "radio," and, within
afew years, voices filled the air as well as dots and dashes. Wireless
fanatics sat for hours at their equipment, listening for distant messages and sending their own. Some young executives such as American Marconi's David Sarnoff saw great potential in the dedicated
listenership and proposed that the communication giants expand
beyond private messages into the area of free informational and
entertainment voice broadcasting. Such suggestions were ignored
because there did not seem to be any great profit in this.
When the United States entered World War I, the military took
over all important wireless transmitters for use in the war effort.
Following the armistice of November, 1918, the administration
of President Woodrow Wilson toyed with the idea of retaining
governmental control of all broadcast facilities, but the private
1

Telephone and Telegraph, and RCA set up radio broadcasting
June 2, 1896
Guglielmo Marconi is awarded a British patent for his wireless
telegraphy system. In December in London's Toynbee Hall,
Marconi publicly demonstrates his invention for the first time.
July 20, 1897
The Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company is established in London. This is the great-grandfather of NBC.

stations in major cities across the nation.
The phenomenal growth in equipment sales that resulted from
the free broadcasts turned radio into aspectacular moneymaker.
Yet almost immediately the costs of providing enough entertainment to fill the stations' expanding program schedules began to
escalate as well. Searching for away to meet rising costs and further
increase profits, broadcasters soon realized that a veritable gold
mine of adifferent sort lay at their feet. Instead of merely selling
tubes and radio sets, the companies operating radio stations could

November 22, 1899
Marconi sets up a U.S. branch office, the American Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company, in Trenton, New Jersey.
August 25, 1900
First appearance of the word "television." A report from the
International Congress of Electricians, meeting in Paris, uses the
term in acaption.
September 30, 1906
American Marconi hires fifteen-year-old Russian immigrant David Sarnoff as a $5.50-a-week office boy.
December 24, 1906
Reginald Fessenden becomes the first to broadcast an entertainment program via radio. From his transmitter in Brant Rock, Massachusetts, Fessenden performs "0 Holy Night" on the violin, plays
afew records, and reads from the Bible.
February 5, 1907
Lee DeForest establishes the world's first regularly broadcasting
radio station, operating on the roof of the Parker Building in New
York City.

sell the air itself. They could charge other companies for the privilege of inserting commercial messages into their entertainment programs. With the acceptance of radio advertising by the general
public, radio as aprofitable commercial medium became economically feasible, with no apparent limit to its possible growth.
With the potential for so much money and power at stake, hundreds of individuals and corporations quickly set up their own
radio stations throughout the country, with very little governmental
oversight. By the mid-1920s, broadcasting had deteriorated into
a series of vicious battles as station owners jockeyed for choice
frequency allocations and arbitrarily increased their transmitting
signal strength. They wanted to round up as large an audience
as possible in order to attract and satisfy advertisers. For more
than ayear there was near chaos in the radio spectrum. At last,
in desperation, the industry itself asked the government to step
in and, in early 1927, Congress passed legislation establishing the
Federal Radio Commission to sort out the broadcasting mess. In
doing so, the government set up abasic conflict in American broadcasting that would remain present throughout its further development: the battle between "crass" commercial interests and "class"
programming.
Rather than assigning individual station owners permanent con-

enterprise spirit won out and commercial wireless service was restored. An important part of the plan to end governmental control
of broadcasting was the promise by American Marconi to separate
itself from its "foreign" (British) roots. In the fall of 1919, General
Electric set up the Radio Corporation of America (RCA), which
absorbed American Marconi that November. When commercial
wireless service resumed in February, 1920, RCA was the largest
broadcasting company in America.
Looking for acompetitive edge in the postwar marketplace, the
Westinghouse company hatched a scheme to expand the market
for its wireless equipment by producing ready-made wireless receivers. Instead of restricting itself to the limited world of dedicated
amateurs, Westinghouse aimed for the general public. In late 1920,

trol of particular frequencies as expected, the Radio Act of 1927
took a dramatically different approach and defined the airwaves
as belonging to the public. It authorized the FRC to issue only
limited licenses which permitted the temporary use of, but not
the actual ownership of, the airwaves. Station owners were required
to apply for renewal of their licenses every few years. In granting
a renewal, the FRC was to judge whether, overall, the station
owner had used the frequency assigned to serve the "public interest,
convenience, and necessity." Though the commission was also forbidden by law to act as censor on specific programs and in dayto-day operations, this licensing procedure gave it apowerful tool
of influence. Previously, profit had been the sole motivation behind

Westinghouse set up a rooftop broadcasting station (KDKA) in
Pittsburgh to provide free entertainment and information programs
that could be picked up by home radio receivers. For its inaugural
broadcast, KDKA carried up-to-the-minute results of the presidential race between Warren Harding and James Cox, using information telephoned in by reporters from aPittsburgh newspaper office.
Leo H. Rosenberg, aWestinghouse public relations man, read the
reports on the air. In the weeks preceding the broadcast, Westinghouse launched an intense publicity campaign for both the election
night coverage and its "easy to operate" radio sets. The enthusiastic
response to both was much stronger than anticipated and Westinghouse went ahead with afollowup to the election night program—
nightly radio broadcasts running at least an hour and featuring
talk, music, speeches, and some sports. The success of KDKA
convinced the major industrial firms that free radio broadcasting
could be used to increase sales of radio equipment dramatically.
Over the next few years, Westinghouse, General Electric, American
2 WATCHING TV

The earliest radio listeners needed headphones to hear the few
stations on the air. (National Archives)

Young Guglielmo Marconi and
one of his "black boxes."
(Smithsonian Institution)

broadcasting. With the FRC sitting in judgment, station owners

By 1938, CBS was even strong enough to purchase Columbia

were forced to also make concessions to the public good that they
could point to at renewal time, even though some of these concessions might not be profitable at all.
Just before the FRC was established to bring order to the airways,

Records as awholly-owned subsidiary.
Though CBS consistently took second place to NBC in both

the major communication companies were busy themselves developing asystem to meet the growing demand for radio programming
across the country. AT&T, GE, RCA, and Westinghouse had been
fighting each other throughout the decade for control over the
various lucrative aspects of radio broadcasting and its hardware.
In July, 1926, they hammered out their differences and set up
the mechanism for anational source of radio programming, a"network." RCA, GE, and Westinghouse, the major producers of radio
equipment, formed the National Broadcasting Company (NBC),
based in New York City, to offer commercial entertainment and
information programs to stations across the country. AT&T, which
completely withdrew from actual station operation, provided the
vital cross-country telephone cable link that made anational network possible. Programming was "fed" over AT&T lines for simultaneous broadcast by the individual stations subscribing to the
NBC service. As aresult, the opportunity for profit was established
at each stage: equipment, commercial time, and cable use. In turn,
listeners throughout the country were treated to highly professional
New York based entertainment.
NBC actually consisted of two separate networks, called NBC
Red and NBC Blue. Though governed by the same company, they
featured different programs and could be sold to different radio
stations in the same reception area, or "market." Less than ayear
after NBC's first broadcast in November 1926, a rival network
service was organized, the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS).
The new network began operating in September, 1927, on shaky
economic footing and was virtually bankrupt the night of its debut.
Less than two months later, Columbia Records, its chief financial
backer, pulled out of the venture. The network floundered for nearly
ayear before William Paley, the twenty-six-year-old son of aPhiladelphia cigar manufacturer that was one of CBS's few regular sponsors, bought acontrolling interest in the network and became its
president. Within afew years, Paley's careful budgeting and emphasis on popular entertainers put CBS on stable financial footing.

number of hit shows and the number of listeners, the two systems
were set up in essentially the same way. NBC and CBS used both
"owned and operated" stations (so-called O&Os) and independent
"affiliates" in their respective networks. The O&O stations, located
in the major metropolitan areas, were the most valuable. The net-

April 14, 1912
David Sarnoff, atwenty-one-year-old American Marconi wireless
operator, picks up a distress signal: "S.S. Titanic—Ran Into Iceberg—Sinking Fast." For seventy-two hours, the sole link to the
dis.ster is Marconi's wireless station atop New York's Wanamaker
Department Store. Wireless receives an important publicity boost
with its role in the crisis.
October 17, 1919
General Electric sets up the Radio Corporation of America, which
on November 20 takes control of American Marconi. David Sarnoff
is RCA's commercial manager.
November 2, 1920
Westinghouse's KDKA in Pittsburgh reports on the Warren Harding-James Cox presidential race, ushering in a new approach to
radio.
August 28, 1922
WEAF, AT&T's New York City radio station, broadcasts the
first radio commercial: apitch for asuburban housing development.
November 14, 1922
Just as America is beginning commercial radio, Britain goes noncommercial. The government assumes control over all broadcasting
stations, setting up the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC)
to run the system without the need for advertising support.
December 1, 1922
Edward Belin gives a public demonstration of "tek-vision" in
Paris. His system transmits flashes of fight afew feet.
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leys" as literally true. The early ratings confirmed the obvious—

works themselves ran these as amajor source of network revenue
and an important outlet for network programming. Affiliates were
independent stations around the country which contracted to

NBC was far ahead of CBS. Because anetwork's advertising rates
depended on its popularity as determined by the Crossleys, ratings

broadcast as much of the networks' programming as they felt like,

soon became crucial in decisions on what shows stayed and what

or could be pressured into accepting. Through the affiliates and
OezOs, NBC and CBS maintained avirtual hammerlock over radio
station programming from coast to coast. By 1930, just ten years

shows were axed.
The most important finding of the first ratings was that radio
listenership had enlarged tremendously in the late 1920s, confirming

after the KDKA breakthrough, the pattern of American network
broadcasting had taken shape. The networks had become the coun-

radio's status as anational mass medium. It joined two other entertainment forms that had also experienced dramatic growth in the

try's primary source of radio programming, presenting top stars
singing, telling stories, acting out dramas, and reporting the latest
headline news.
Almost as soon as NBC and CBS began network operations,
industry insiders felt a need to measure how one network was
faring against the competition. Unlike newspapers and magazines,

Twenties, phonograph recordings and motion pictures. ,.Phonographs, pioneered by Thomas Edison about the time of the birth
of the telephone, began appearing in the homes of millions of Americans in the Twenties along with easy to operate and relatively
cheap playback machines called "victrolas." Motion pictures,
which had attained tremendous popularity without the benefit of

radio networks could not count how many people were steady
customers, so an unofficial system of measuring audience size was

sound since the turn of the century, made adramatic leap forward
in 1927 with the development of sound-on-film movies, called "talk-

instituted at the end of the 1920s. Archibald Crossley's research
organization began to compile program "ratings" by calling homes

ies."
All three young media, to varying degrees, sought to remove

and asking what radio station, if any, the folks there were listening
to. It was impossible to call everyone in the country, so instead

the barriers between average people and popular entertainment.
Yet, all three were flawed. Phonographs were severely limited in
length, radio was entertainment for the sightless, and movies could

Crossley contacted people in carefully targeted small sample areas,
usually consisting of several hundred or sometimes afew thousand
households. Their answers were extrapolated into an estimate of

only be seen at aneighborhood theater. By the mid-Twenties, enterprising scientists had developed aworking model of agreater won-

how many listeners a show probably had nationwide. There was
a margin of statistical error inherent in such a procedure but,

der, adevice which could bring both sight and sound to the home
virtually free of charge. It was called television.

for want of anything better, everyone in radio accepted "the Cross-

4 WATCHING TV

2. Shadows in the Cave

AT THE turn of the century, the inventors who had sent first
dots and dashes, then spoken words, into the air proclaimed that
they were on the verge of doing the same for moving images.

television was only slightly more complicated than the radios of
the day and, as late as 1930, amateur mechanics magazines included
instructions on how to build television sets at home from scratch.

Over the years, the arrival of this tantalizing process, called "television," was constantly postponed. By the early 1920s, scientists
had only developed methods of transmitting shadows, not detailed

It was generally felt that if television progressed at the same rapid
rate as radio, within five years the system could easily be in homes

pictures. Nevertheless, on April 5, 1923, David Sarnoff, then RCA
vice president and general manager, confidently declared to ameeting of the RCA board of directors that soon "television will make
it possible for those at home to see, as well as hear, what is going

throughout the country. Such predictions appeared to be more
than idle speculation in the late 1920s, when it seemed that science
fiction could barely stay ahead of science fact.

on at the broadcast station." He urged the company to enter the
potentially lucrative new field, predicting that eventually television
would be in the home of every American. A decade before, execu-

In March, 1927, Fritz Lang's German film concerning life in
the future, "Metropolis," opened in New York City. Among the
film's many special effects was an elaborate television-telephone
system used by the industrial wizard who ruled the fictional city.
A mere thirty days later, such a system was used in real life,

tives had fumbled the lead in radio broadcasting by ignoring a
Sarnoff memo proposing entry into that field, and RCA did not
intend to repeat the mistake for television. Along with General

tying together New York, New Jersey, and Washington. This intercity transmission was viewed at the Bell Telephone labs in New
York City. Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover delivered an

Electric and Westinghouse, the company began to invest more
and more money in television development and research.

opening congratulatory message from Washington via cable (his
voice was carried by telephone) and then acomedy skit was sent
over the air from nearby New Jersey. In this, avaudevillian named
A. Dolan told afew Irish jokes, then donned blackface and told
"darky" jokes. Sent out as a moving image made up of eighteen
horizontal "lines of resolution," the entire show appeared as a
bluish-green hazy picture on atwo-by-three-inch screen. Nonetheless, on April 8, 1927, the New York Times proudly proclaimed

Ironically, an outside independent American inventor, Charles
Francis Jenkins, beat these powerful companies and produced the
world's first working television on his own. On June 13, 1925,
Jenkins brought Curtis Wilbur, the Secretary of the Navy; Stephen
Davis, the Acting Secretary of Commerce; and other dignitaries
to his laboratory at 1519 Connecticut Avenue in Washington.
There, they watched moving images, transmitted from an old Navy
radio station five miles away, appear on aten-by-eight-inch screen.
The action sequences were simple: one consisted of scenes from

in afront page headline: "Far Off Speakers Seen As Well As Heard
Here." A subheadline added: "Like aPhoto Come to Life."
The excitement expressed by the New York Times infected the

amotion picture film; another showed the vanes of asmall Dutch
windmill rotating in the air. Four months later, an independent

electronics industry as a whole. David Sarnoff called the event
inspiring and said that it proved television had "passed the point

Scottish inventor, John Baird, performed asimilar experiment in
his London studio. His system carried the image and sound of a
fifteen-year-old boy and "Stookie Bill," a ventriloquist's puppet.

of conjecture ...the possibilities of the new art are as boundless
as the imagination." The Federal Radio Commission optimistically
declared that "visual radio is just around the corner" and set aside

These first television systems were based on amechanical process
that used rapidly spinning disks containing spiral perforations to

frequencies for the new medium, just above the AM radio band.
At first, it seemed as if all the enthusiasm was justified. In January, 1928, GE and RCA held the first public demonstration of

transmit the action. The spinning disks in the camera and receiving
unit would "see" a rapid succession of tiny flashes of reflected
light through the perforations. If the disks were spinning fast
enough, the tiny flashes would be perceived by the human eye as
forming a coherent, moving image. The process was akin to the
techniques used to create the illusion of movement in film, where
aseries of still photos flashed by so quickly that the subjects appeared to move. Though very awkward and bulky, mechanical

home television sets, in Schenectady, New York. David Sarnoff
appeared on the promotional show, calling it "an epoch-making
development." Though at that point GE had produced only three
of the bulky, spinning disk sets for home use, a larger number
did go on sale later that year for $75 each. In May, 1928, General
Electric's Schenectady station, W2XCW (later WRGB), became
the world's first regularly operating television station, simulcasting
5

June 13, 1925
Television is born. In his downtown Washington laboratory,

the FRC to lift the ban on commercial television broadcasting,
but the commission disagreed. Though continuing to encourage
experimentation and expansion in television, it felt that approval
of commercial broadcasting on a par with radio would have to

vision system.

wait for further technical improvements as well as a significant
increase in station operation and set sales. Broadcasters felt that

November 15, 1926
The National Broadcasting Company (NBC) goes on the air.

such developments hinged on commercial backing, but the argument soon became irrelevant as two factors combined to stop the

Charles Francis Jenkins demonstrates the world's first working tele-

Heard on twenty-six radio stations located as far west as Kansas

television boom cold: the introduction of anew television system

City, the NBC network is the first national source of radio program-

and the beginning of the Great Depression.

ming.

Since 1919, Vladimir Zworykin, aRussian immigrant, had been

September 7, 1927
Philo T. Farnsworth constructs the first all-electronic television

television system. In 1925, he demonstrated an early model iconoscope, the "eye" of an electronic TV camera and, by 1928, Zworykin

system.
September 18, 1927
Though nearly bankrupt, the struggling new Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) takes to the air on sixteen radio stations, challenging NBC.
July 20, 1928
The FRC grants RCA alicense for aNew York television station,
W2XBS, which goes on the air in September.
September 26, 1928
William Paley becomes president of CBS.
August 19, 1929
Amos and Andy. (NBC-Blue Radio). Freeman Gosden (Amos)
and Charles Correll (Andy), radio's first situation comedy superstars, make it to a network after four years of local broadcasts.
Their fifteen-minute show runs weekdays, beginning at 700

hard at work for Westinghouse and, later, RCA developing an
alternative method of transmitting TV pictures, the all-electronic

P.M.

November 20, 1929
The Rise of the Goldbergs. (NBC-Blue Radio). Gertrude Berg
(as Molly Goldberg) heads one of radio's first funny ethnic families,
struggling for financial security in anew land.

had perfected the receiving end of the process, the kinescope. The
all-electronic television system used an electron gun to "spray"
tiny flashes of light into very thin horizontal lines of resolution,
from the top to the bottom of a TV screen. This accomplished
the same task as the spinning disk, but with amuch smaller device
that provided greater clarity. Because the electronic system operated at afaster rate than the mechanical one, less light was needed
to illuminate the subjects in the studio and the resulting picture
appeared better defined and more lifelike. As television technology
improved, the number of lines used to form the picture increased,
and the images became even sharper.
From the start, mechanical television had been awkward, bulky,
and incapable of avery sharp picture. The new electronic system
solved all these problems but imposed one new one: the two systems
were incompatible. A mechanical TV set could not pick up the
images sent out by an electronic system, and vice versa. Because
the electronic system provided amore saleable product in the long
run, it was only amatter of time before the industry would adopt
it. As a short term result, all the mechanical spinning disk TV

programs with General Electric's Schenectady radio station, WGY,
for a half-hour three days a week. At this point, television was
primarily viewed as an adjunct to radio, not acompetitor. In the
experimental simulcasts by RCA and GE, television was literally
visual radio, merely adding pictures to the audio then being broadcast on radio.
Throughout 1928 and most of 1929, enthusiasm for the new
medium continued to grow. W2XCW broadcast the first outdoor
scene, the first television play, and even covered the acceptance
speech by Democratic presidential candidate Alfred E. Smith from
Albany, New York. In July, John Baird, in London, successfully
sent out the first color television images: ared and blue scarf and
a man sticking out his tongue. The Federal Radio Commission
began issuing noncommercial television station licenses so that an
expanded schedule of experimental broadcasts could be conducted.
RCA received one of the first licenses and, in the fall of 1928,
W2XBS (later WNBC) went on the air in New York City. Because
no human could stand extended stretches under the intense light
needed for the experimental broadcasts, W2XBS used astatue of
Felix the Cat, which slowly revolved on a platter, as its moving
test pattern.
By the fall of 1929, John Baird had begun regular television
service in London and twenty-six stations were operating in America, including five in the New York area. Programming was spotty
and set sales were slow, but broadcasters felt the possibility for

One of General Electric's early experiments with the cumbersome
"spinning disk" mechanical television system. (Smithsonian

real economic growth in television was almost at hand. They urged

Institution)
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televise pictures of the candidates and bulletins, beginning
at 8:00 P.M.
Two weeks before Roosevelt's inauguration, though, W2XAB
suspended broadcasts when it became impossible to overcome the
effects of the worsening depression. Though CBS was in solid financial shape overall, television was proving to be adead-end investment for the time being. The problem was the lack of sets. Almost
everyone already had aradio, but only ahandful of people possessed
TV sets. Even though RCA probably could have begun mass production of commercial electronic televisions by 1935, very few people would have been able to afford one.
The healthiest Western economy in the mid-1930s was that of
Germany under Adolf Hitler. There, the National Socialist (Nazi)
Party was strongly committed to propaganda efforts in the popular
arts and mass media, and it set up the first relatively public electronic television system in the world. On March 22, 1935, after
six months of extensive testing, the Reichs Rundfunk in Berlin

Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover (seated) takes part in
the first public inter-city television broadcast. (Reproduced with
permission of AT&T Co.)
sets were doomed to obsolescence and this meant at least a fiveyear hiatus in the expansion of television into American homes.
Consumers and station operators might have been able to absorb
such an expensive television adjustment without too much trouble,
if not for the Great Depression.
The Wall Street "crash" of October, 1929, sounded the death
knell for early television. Financing for experimentation and set
construction evaporated. Most American station owners could not
afford the changeover from the mechanical to the electronic system,
so they went off the air. No new sets were being produced and
there was little chance that very many people outside New York
City would be watching anyway. Only the two giants of American
radio broadcasting, NBC and CBS, could afford to keep television
alive.
With personal income plummeting, radio became the average
citizen's cheapest source of entertainment. Situation comedies such
as Amos and Andy and The Rise of the Goldbergs, soap operas
such as One Man's Family, and entertainers such as Rudy Vahee
kept people glued to their radios and kept the networks in the
black. NBC and CBS used the income from their successful network
radio operations to subsidize flashy moves in television. In 1931,
NBC received permission to build alarge, powerful TV antenna
atop the Empire State building. CBS opened its own New York
TV station, W2XAB (later WCBS) with New York Mayor Jimmy
Walker presiding at the ceremony, and Kate Smith and George
Gershwin providing the music. W2XAB then seized the initiative
from NBC's W2XBS and commenced a fairly regular schedule
of entertainment and discussion programming in the evening for
those few in New York who had receivers. CBS television even
covered the 1932 presidential election.
On October 11, 1932, the »stage and screen division" of the
Democratic National Committee held athirty-minute political rally
on W2XAB. Master of ceremonies Wayne Pierson introduced celebrities who, in turn, explained why they were supporting Franklin
Roosevelt. On election day, November 8, the New York Times
exalted:
... television set owners, believed to be afew hundred, will

began three-day-a-week broadcasts, at 180 lines, using the world's
first mobile TV units. The Reich, like RCA, was capable of producing TV sets for home use in 1935, but wanted to wait until the
price could be reduced enough to put television in the reach of
the average German. In place of home sets, the Nazis temporarily
compromised by setting up eleven viewing rooms in Berlin, where
members of the public, after obtaining a free ticket, could view
one of the ninety-minute film programs broadcast via television.
By January, 1936, transmissions consisting of live and filmed segments were increased to one hour each day (with repeats). In August, the Berlin Olympics were televised to twenty-eight public
viewing rooms. The Germans used three cameras and two mobile
vans, but it is not known how they handled play-by-play and color
commentary. The announcers were no doubt shamelessly biased

January 3, 1930
David Sarnoff becomes president of RCA.
July 21, 1931
CBS begins its television operation with the birth of W2XAB
in New York.
February 15, 1932
The George Burns and Gracie Allen Show. (CBS Radio). After
some well-received guest appearances on NBC in 1931. George
and Gracie are snapped up by CBS for aradio show of their own.
May 2, 1932
The Jack Benny Program. (CBS Radio). The master of comic
timing takes to the air. Benny popularizes the concept of a"family"
of supporting players for a comedy-variety program, adding Don
Wilson in 1934 and both Eddie "Rochester" Anderson and Dennis
Day in 1937.
January 30, 1933
The Lone Ranger. Tales of the Western masked man establish
a new radio network. The program starts out on just one station,
WXYZ in Detroit, but is soon picked up by other major independents, including WGN in Chicago and WOR in New York. In
1934, they form the Mutual Broadcasting System (Ml3S).
February 23, 1933
CBS's W2XAB suspends television broadcasts.
March 22, 1935
The Nazi TV network goes public.

catch aglimpse of the future when they see the way Americans will get the election returns in the '40s. W2XAB will
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telecasting in Berlin was soon increased to six hours aday in order
to boost war morale and entertain the soldiers in hospitals. The
Berlin broadcasts did not cease until Allied bombing destroyed
the German transmitter on November 23, 1943, though Nazi-controlled telecasts continued from the Eifel Tower in Paris until August 16, 1944.
Right behind the Germans in bringing electronic television to
the public were the British. The government-run British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) had taken over John Baird's fuzzy thirtyline mechanical television operations in August, 1932. Three years
later, the BBC signed off to retool for high definition, all-electronic
television. The necessary new receivers went on sale in London
in August, 1936, as the BBC resumed test broadcasts. On November
2, 1936, the BBC officially inaugurated its electronic television
service, operating each weekday for an hour in the afternoon and
an hour in the evening. It acquired its first mobile vans in May,
1937, in time to cover the coronation parade of King George VI.
Three cameras sent the scene to an estimated 50,000 people watching on 3,000 sets. Before World War II intervened, France, Russia,
Italy, and Japan also commenced high-definition electronic television service, with Japan broadcasting the first televised baseball
A mid-1930s German prototype of home television sets. (National
Archives)
for the home team, and, like Hitler himself, had to be publicly
humiliated when the record-breaking performance of black American Jesse Owens triumphed over the best of Germany's "Aryan"
athletes.
German home TV sets went on sale in July, 1939, but the outbreak of war two months later prevented many sales. However,
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game eight years before America.
As aresult of the length and severity of the Depression in America, the United States lost the lead in television development to
Europe. In the mid-1930s, television in the U.S. was largely moribund, having almost shut down completely after the "false start"
of mechanical TV. It took avery powerful company and a very
persistent man to pump some life back into the industry in the
middle of the Depression. The company was RCA and the man
was David Sarnoff.

3. The Dawn

JUST as Nazi Germany began its regular television broadcasting
service in 1935, David Sarnoff, by then president of RCA, acted
to revive television in America. Though the lingering economic
depression made mass market set sales impractical, he was determined to keep the idea of television before the public while firmly
establishing RCA and NBC as the unquestioned leaders in the
medium. At a meeting of RCA stockholders on May 7, 1935,
Sarnoff announced a $1 million program to take television "out
of the lab" and "around the corner," saying that:
In the sense that the laboratory has supplied us with the
basic means of lifting the curtain of space from scenes and
activities at adistance, it may be said that television is here.
But as asystem of sight transmission and reception, comparable in coverage and service to the present nationwide system
of sound broadcasting, television is not here, nor around
the corner.
Samoff's plan called for experimental broadcasts that would
showcase the dramatic technical and artistic breakthroughs in the
quality of television and, at the same time, generate public curiosity
and excitement. Television was to put aside the 1920s concept of
radio simulcasting and present its own programming instead. Picture quality was set at the much sharper transmitting signal of
343 lines and new receivers were to be placed in highly visible
locations for easy public viewing. RCA was practically the only
company in America capable of mounting such an expansive campaign then, due largely to the continued success of its network
radio operations. Even though the end of simulcasting was, in
effect, the quiet declaration that television and radio were to go
their separate ways, radio would continue to pay for the very expensive experiments in television for nearly two decades.
After fourteen months of construction and testing, NBC's
W2XBS began the all-electronic, high definition phase of American
television on July 7, 1936. David Samoff presided over a special
telecast, which featured comedian Ed Wynn. There was no effort
to rush electronic TV sets onto the market because both the technical engineers and program producers wanted to use the experimental phase to discover what would and would not work on television.
Besides, the government's ban on commercial TV was still in effect,
though this "limitation" actually helped NBC's program producers.
They could run any film and stage any play they wished without
having to worry about paying for commercial authorization. As
aresult, over the next three years, W2XBS aired awide range of
material.

Even though RCA did not push set sales during this experimental
phase, executives still felt that it was very important to keep news
about television constantly before the public, so every few months
reporters were brought to NBC's New York studios in Rockefeller
Center to witness another test broadcast. During 1937 and 1938
they saw Gertrude Lawrence's play "Susan and God" (with the
original Broadway cast), humorist George Ade's vaudeville act
"The Mayor and the Manicure," Claudette Colbert in the film
version of "I Met Him in Paris," and an adaptation of aSherlock
Holmes short story, "The Adventure of the Three Garridebs."
Just before Christmas, 1937, W2XBS obtained America's first two
mobile TV vans and they immediately began to roam within twentyfive miles of New York City, sending signals back to
transmitter via microwave. For the time, these telecasts
newsworthy and the press usually came away suitably
(reviewers called the mobile broadcast of a fire "very

the studio
were quite
impressed
graphic").

Often, though, the writers swallowed whole the NBC press relations
material that touted television as aforce that would soon revolutionize entertainment, if not the world. A typical news report described
the medium as:
[a] vital new form of electronic theater that augurs an exciting
and challenging new cultural era ...the imperishable wonders of a vibrant and articulate stage will be spread to the
far corners of the land ...
They were falling into the same trap as their predecessors. Telephones were going to bring world peace, but instead brought pay
phones. Radio was going to bring grand opera and learned discussion into the home, but instead delivered cigarette and soap commercials. Television's cultural visionaries saw the amazing tube
as nothing less than the savior of the nation's artistic soul, while
television's business planners saw it as amoneymaker potentially
more lucrative than network radio.
Even though W2XBS was the only New York City station operating in 1937, technicians were already hard at work on a system
that would make possible a national television network similar
to the existing radio network. Due to technical limitations, television could not use regular AT&T phone lines for long distance
hookups as radio did, so it was necessary to devise athicker, more
complex cable, called a"coaxial cable," and construct an alternate
cable system throughout the country. In November, 1937, the first
AT&T coaxial cable link was established, connecting New York
with Philadelphia, which also had one television station in operation. The Philco company's W3XE (later KYW) began to occasion9

Now we add sight to sound. It is with afeeling of humbleness
that I come to this moment of announcing the birth, in
November 2, 1936
The BBC officially inaugurates its high definition, all-electronic
television service. England is the first country in which home sets
capable of receiving the improved signal are actually put on sale.
January 25, 1937
The Guiding Light. (NBC-Red Radio). The start of one of the
few top radio soap operas to survive the challenge of television.

this country, of a new art so important in its implication
that it is bound to affect all society. It is an art which shines
like a torch in the troubled world.
It was such prose that, four years later, earned Sarnoff the title
Father of American Television.
On Monday, May 1, the day after the fair opened, the first

In the early 1950s, it makes asmooth transition to video.

American electronic television sets went on sale. There were twentyfive models, ranging from $200 to $1,000. Throughout the fair,

November 9, 1937

an NBC mobile van remained stationed at the RCA exhibit, attract-

The first link in the chain. The New York to Philadelphia television coaxial cable opens.
March 13, 1938
CBS World News Roundup. (CBS Radio). Edward R. Murrow
makes his first on-the-air broadcast for CBS's new daily news show,
which emphasizes on-the-spot reporting.
July 20, 1938
The Department of Justice sues the eight major Hollywood studios for anti-trust violations, claiming they unfairly control both
the production and the projection of movies.
August 8, 1938
Paramount Pictures, one of the eight major Hollywood studios,
buys an interest in DuMont Labs.
October 29, 1939
CBS's New York TV station, W2XAB, returns to the air.
January 12, 1940
General Electric's television station in Schenectady is linked to
New York, via microwave.

ally share programs with W2XBS via the cable, though it was
usually aNew York-to-Philadelphia sharing.
NBC's W2XBS practically monopolized domestic television
progress through the late Thirties. In August, 1937, CBS served
notice that, after letting its New York City license lie dormant
for more than four years, it would reinject network competition
into the television market by soon resuming its telecasts. It announced plans for constructing television studios in Grand Central
Station, though CBS's W2XAB did not actually return to the air
until October, 1939. During that time, David Sarnoff moved NBC
and RCA into the next phase of their expansion initiative.
By early 1939, the American economy had picked up and RCA
felt it was time to launch afull-scale drive to promote home television set sales. W2XBS was technically capable of presenting reasonably high quality signals and programming from both in the studio
and on remote, so Sarnoff decided to put the station on aregular
daily broadcast schedule which could be effectively publicized. As
a dramatic kick-off event, NBC covered the opening of the 1939
New York World's Fair.
At 12:30 P.M. Sunday, April 30, 1939, the 200 television sets
already in use in New York City and the twelve special receivers
at the RCA Pavilion at the fair, carried amilestone in American
broadcasting. Producer Burke Crotty directed the one-camera program, opening with agraceful view of the Trylon and Perisphere
(the symbols of the fair), sweeping over to the Court of Peace,
and resting on the opening day crowd and assembled VIPs. President Franklin Roosevelt (the first president to appear on television)
delivered an opening address, as did many other dignitaries, but
once again it was David Sarnoff of RCA who captured the moment:
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ing large crowds of curious viewers who delighted in seeing themselves on television. However, there was no immediate rush to
buy home sets. Though not as awkward as the old mechanical
models, the new sets were still rather large and bulky. Many included a complicated tilted-mirror viewing device because it was
feared that looking directly at the screen itself could cause radiation
damage to the eyes. NBC confidently pressed on with its expanded
broadcasting schedule anyway and, during the next few months,
W2XBS racked up numerous television firsts: first baseball game
on American TV; first TV professional baseball game; first TV
prize boxing bout; first TV football game; first TV professional
football game; first TV college basketball game; first TV professional
hockey game; and the first televised circus.
These events were usually covered by one NBC mobile van which
was severely restricted by the limitations of the equipment. There
was only one television camera in a van and no means for the
announcer to monitor the on-air signal. As a result, it became
very difficult to coordinate the descriptions and pictures in complicated wide-open team sports such as baseball and hockey. Boxing
and wrestling, on the other hand, were much easier to follow because both involved only two contestants and took place in small,
well-lit arenas. Announcers such as Bill Stern, Dennis James, and
Ben Grauer could sit ringside, reasonably certain that their descriptions would match the actions on the screen. Consequently, early
television favored the one-on-one boxing and wrestling contests
over major team sports, and sports announcers became some of
the first familiar television personalities, turning up throughout
the broadcast day—even on non-sports events. In addition to his
play-by-play duties, Dennis James hosted two weekly shows, Dennis
James Sports Parade and Television Roof (scenery and interviews
from atop the Rockefeller Center). Ben Grauer did the special
"play-by-play" report on the festivities surrounding the New York
premiere of "Gone With the Wind" on December 19, 1939.
In spite of NBC's many well-publicized events and the return
to the air of CBS's W2XAB in October, fewer than 1,000 TV
sets were sold in New York by November, 1939. The Federal
Communications Commission (successor to the FRC) analyzed
the lack of public support for television and concluded that people
would not buy sets until there were more stations and better programs available. NBC felt the best chance for such growth in the
industry rested in commercial television, but the FCC felt that
there were anumber of vexing technical problems still to be worked
out before opening up TV for sponsors. CBS, having just returned
to active television broadcasting, was inclined to support the FCC's
more cautious approach. Executives at both NBC and CBS did
agree that one of the major stumbling blocks to popular acceptance
of television was its monochrome nature—television pictures appeared only in black and white. Most agreed that television in
color would be more appealing and saleable, but just how and
when to add color to the system posed aperplexing problem.
The television industry's uncertainty over color was similar to

problems the movie industry faced thirty years before in adding
sound and color to film. When movies were developed at the turn
of the century, some argued that commercial motion pictures
should be withheld until the entire system was perfected and color,
sound, and depth could be incorporated into the projection process.
Others felt that the public would be willing to accept silent black
and white two-dimensional films until something better came along,
and this view prevailed. It proved to be an astute business decision
and, as a result, the film industry made a great deal of money
on silent pictures while color and sound techniques were worked
out.
In television, successful but crude color broadcasting had been
demonstrated in 1928, only three years after the first black and
white transmissions, buethe development of asystem for acceptable
high quality color images proved to be a very difficult next step.
With initial black and white set sales very slow in 1939, the industry
faced the question: Should it delay the promotion and mass production of black and white sets until acolor system could be developed?
Tackling the problem head on, RCA unveiled a prototype color
system to the FCC in February, 1940. Seven months later, CBS
proposed its own system. The two differed in various technical
aspects but were identical in one vital respect: they were incompatible with black and white television sets. Both proposed color systems were based on the spinning disk method used for television
in its mechanical era. The electronic black and white sets then

sources, as it tried to start its own television network. The company
had no established stars and no experience in running any broadcast
stations. NBC and CBS had a ready-made pool of radio talent
(performers, producers, technicians) that could be shifted to television when the time came. DuMont had aready-made pool of technicians, but had to start from scratch in finding creative programming
talent. In the crucial area of signing up affiliates for a television
network, NBC and CBS also held atremendous advantage because
they had been in radio since the 1920s. Most of the firms beginning
local TV operations were companies that owned radio stations.
They were used to dealing with NBC and CBS and they expected
to do so again as soon as network television became feasible. DuMont had to first become abroadcaster itself, then develop aworking relationship with the other broadcasters in order to win alarge
number of TV affiliates in the future.
Essential to the DuMont strategy was ahealthy string of owned
and operated stations located in key cities. These formed the nucleus
of any network because they allowed it to showcase programs and
stars for potential affiliates. Once commercial television began turning a profit, the O&Os would also serve as an important source
of income for the network. Though DuMont lacked the program
experience and radio network income of NBC and CBS, at this
early stage of television its entry into the field was arealistic business
gamble. It was already afeisty competitor to RCA in the manufacture and sale of sets and, once it obtained its O&Os, DuMont

in use would merely pick up static when trying to tune in acolor
broadcast. This meant that unless a compatible system could be
devised, one day home owners would have to buy new sets specifically designed for color. In early 1941, when NBC and CBS began
test color broadcasts, the prospect of junking all the TV sets then
in use did not appear to be adistasteful solution. There were only
3,000 black and white TV sets in New York City and far fewer
in other major cities. Throughout the country, there were fewer
than ten TV stations on the air.
The debate over the proposed color TV systems was just the
latest battle in the decade-long rivalry between the two major radio

March 23, 1940
Truth or Consequences. (NBC-Red Radio). Ralph Edwards becomes radio's number one gamesman as the host of a slick stunt
show. Contestants who fail to answer simple quiz questions must
"suffer the consequences" and participate in some outlandish, usually slapstick, "punishment."
April 13, 1940
The FCC grants DuMont its first television station license:

networks, NBC and CBS. All through the 1930s virtually all the
important progress in American television had come from either

W2XWV in New York.

one network or the other. Though some other major industrial
firms were involved in local television operations (Zenith in Chi-

June 24, 1940

cago, Philco in Philadelphia, and General Electric in Schenectady),
it was generally assumed that the two big radio chains would monopolize any future system of network television. One company,
however, dared to challenge NBC and CBS on their own turf,
DuMont Labs.
Allen B. DuMont, who had worked with Charles Jenkins in
the earliest days of television, had set up his own research corporation in New Jersey in 1931 and, during the decade, DuMont became
an important electronics manufacturer. When NBC and CBS appeared ready to resume full-scale TV operations in the late 1930s,
DuMont announced that it would join them—as a full-fledged
television broadcasting power mass producing TV sets, applying
for its own stations across the country, and setting up its own
national network. Such a grandiose plan required more financial
backing than the healthy, but limited, electronics base of DuMont,
so in August, 1938, DuMont sold about 40% of its stock to Paramount Pictures. With this influx of capital, DuMont's TV sets
were right beside RCA's in the department store showrooms when
TV sets went on sale in May, 1939. That same year, DuMont
applied for aTV station in New York City to serve as headquarters
for its network operations.

The Republican National Convention opens in Philadelphia and
becomes the first convention to be televised.
February 20, 1941
NBC begins on-the-air tests of its color television system.
July 1, 1941
Commercial television begins in the United States with Lowell
Thomas, Truth or Consequences, and Charades.
October 14, 1943
NBC sells its Blue radio network to Edward Noble. In 1945,
Blue is officially renamed ABC.
October 18, 1943
Perry Mason. (CBS Radio). Erle Stanley Gardner's literary sleuth
turns up as a foppish playboy in a sudsy daytime serial starring
Bartlett Robinson.
April 27, 1944
CBS asks the FCC to kick television "upstairs" to UHF in order
to facilitate the shift to color broadcasting.
May 21, 1944
DuMont's New York TV station, W2XWV, at last goes commercial as WABD.

DuMont faced two critical problems, aside from financial reWATCHING TV
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beginning of the 1940s, spurts of technical and program expansion
continued. DuMont's first station, W2XWV in New York, signed
on in October, 1940. In June, NBC used a "network" of three
television stations to cover a major news event, the Republican
National Convention in Philadelphia. Four NBC cameras sent
twenty-five hours of political shenanigans live over Philco's station
in Philadelphia, via coaxial cable to NBC's W2XBS in New York,
and then over the new microwave link to the General Electric
station in Schenectady. As the general public watched (if the elite
few who then owned TV sets could be called general), the convention delegates selected a dark horse candidate, Wendell Wilde,
as their presidential nominee. The Democratic convention was held
in Chicago, far from any coaxial cable connection, so television
was limited to newsreel reports of the rehomination of President
Franklin Roosevelt. Election night television coverage in November, though, was the first to go beyond merely posting vote -totals.
NBC even brought in as announcers radio news star Lowell Thomas
and veteran broadcaster Leo Rosenberg (who had performed in
the vanguard radio election night coverage on KDKA in 1920).
Through 1941, NBC continued to urge the FCC to approve
commercial television, feeling that it was the only way enough
money would ever be available to develop entertaining programs
to attract a larger audience. In May, 1941, the commission at
last agreed and announced that commercial television could begin
in America on July 1, 1941. To qualify for commercial status,
stations were required by the FCC to be on the air for at least
fifteen hours aweek and to broadcast at an improved transmitting

By 1937, television had won aspot in London's home
entertainment showrooms alongside radio. (National Archives)
could develop its own stars and be ready to flourish when television
really caught on.
Into all this, a monkey wrench was thrown to jam DuMont's
expected growth. On May 8, 1940, RCA claimed to the FCC that
DuMont was trying to get inferior technical standards adopted
for television to protect the film industry because DuMont was
really controlled by Paramount Pictures, its major stockholder.
The immediate charge went nowhere, but the underlying claim
stuck. Paramount Pictures, though not owning amajority of DuMont stock, was strong enough to elect half of the eight-member
board of directors and the FCC ruled that, under its definition,
Paramount controlled DuMont. Therefore, the FCC would treat
the two companies as one entity. This distinction had important
ramifications because the commission had set an ownership limit
of five O&Os for any television broadcaster. In 1940, DuMont
had already obtained a license for New York and was applying
for one in Washington. Paramount had applied for licenses in Los
Angeles and Chicago. These three applications were granted in
June, 1940, but, according to the FCC, if either company received
another television license, the DuMont-Paramount "combine"
would reach its limit of five O&Os. After that, neither would be

signal of 525 lines. The FCC also authorized new call letters to
take effect when the stations began commercial telecasts. In New
York, the only city in which all three fledgling networks were
already in direct competition, NBC's W2XBS would become
WNBT, CBS's W2XAB would become WCBW, and DuMont's
W2XWV would become WABD.
Appropriately, W2XBS, the main pioneering force in American
television, was the first to make the changeover, transforming itself
into WNBT at 1:30 P.M. on July 1, 1941. WNBT's first commercial
rates were $120 an hour during the evening and $60 for an hour
during the day. The first day's broadcast schedule contained nothing momentous—the station did not have the money for it yet—
and the first commercial was very simple. During atime, temperature, and weather report, a watch bearing the name Bulova was
shown ticking for sixty seconds. That was it. No catchy jingle.
No pretty girls. Just aticking watch.
The programming itself was equally primitive. Lowell Thomas
read the news, but, without accompanying visuals, his newscast
was essentially just aradio program. In contrast, quiz and game
shows offered very cheap and easy visual action (slapstick, stunts,
excited contestants), so the day's schedule was overflowing with
them. Ralph Edwards hosted atest video episode of Truth or Consequences, sponsored by Ivory Soap. Uncle Jim's Question Bee, another quiz show, followed. Soon thereafter came Charades, the
animated parlor game which quickly became atelevision cliché—
it was what every run-of-the-mill programmer instinctively thought
of when ordered to come up with something "new and visual"

granted licenses for any more stations. Paramount and DuMont
contended that they were not the same organization and so deserved

for television.
NBC soon applied for permission to upgrade to commercial sta-

more stations. DuMont pointed out that if it was to become a
creditable national television network, it had to have a full slate

tus its stations in Washington, Philadelphia, and Chicago. Throughout the country, twenty-three television stations were either on
or in the process of construction, including Paramount's Chicago

of O&Os operational in the major cities as soon as possible. As
long as the FCC stuck to its interpretation of DuMont's ties with
Paramount, those hopes were mortally wounded.
Despite the complications facing experimental television at the
12
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station, WBKB (later WLS). Television seemed ready to take off
at last. Once again, though, outside forces intervened to put the
medium back into the freezer.

On May 27, 1941, just after the FCC authorized commercial
television broadcasts, President Roosevelt declared an "unlimited
national emergency" as America found itself being drawn into
World War II. War came to the United States on December 7,
1941, when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor in Hawaii. CBS's
WCBW broadcast an unprecedented nine-hour news special on
the attack, anchored by Dick Hubbel, but then television practically
shut down. American industry was ordered to cut down on unnecessary production and devote itself to the huge war effort. Station
construction was halted. All but nine stations went off the air,
and those that remained drastically cut their schedules. The three
network stations in New York went from broadcasting on four
nights a week to just one. By the end of 1942, NBC and CBS
had locked their studios, falling back on filmed shorts, afew live
sports remotes, and civil defense instruction films. Hospitals requisitioned as many TV sets as they could find for the entertainment
of wounded servicemen. Police stations acquired sets so that the
men could take notes on the generally dull civil defense flicks.
All production of home TV sets ceased. The few thousand who

FCC approved the beginning of commercial television in 1941,
when the commission issued aproposed new set of rules to govern
the relations between radio networks and their affiliates. The FCC
felt that NBC and CBS enjoyed anear monopoly of the airwaves,
so most of the new rules were aimed at loosening the hold the
networks had on the operation of local stations. The radio networks
could not prevent their affiliates from airing afew shows offered
by other networks, and the duration of contracts tying a station
to aparticular network was reduced from five to two years. The
networks were also ordered to give local stations more advance
warning (fifty-six days) before exercising their "option" to reserve
atime slot for anetwork program (a process called "option time").
In giving affiliates astronger voice in their own affairs, the FCC
hoped to encourage the growth of new networks. Its final rule
went a step further and, in effect, ordered the creation of a new
network by stating that no network could operate two competing
chains at the same time. This section applied solely and specifically
to NBC which, for years, had run both its Red and Blue networks,
maintaining itself as number one in the radio ratings. NBC fought
this ruling in the courts for two years, but lost. In October, 1943,
NBC sold the Blue network to Edward J. Noble for $8 million.

owned sets had to treat them with love and care because anybody
with enough technical skill to fix aTV set had been absorbed by
the military. If a set stopped working, it had to sit idle "for the
duration."
During the war years, the most important development in Ameri-

pany (ABC). Although Blue-ABC was anew network in a legal
sense, it retained most of its old identity, hit programs, and top

can broadcasting was the government-induced divestiture by NBC
of its Blue radio network. The process began one day after the

personalities in the transfer of owners. It even came equipped with
three radio O&Os. For television, the arrival of ABC meant that

In June, 1945, it was renamed the American Broadcasting Com-

"Now we add sight to sound."
The symbols of the 1939 New
York World's Fair: (c.) The
Trylon and Perisphere.
(Reproduced with permission
of AT&T Co.)
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there was anew competitor applying for television stations, though
ABC had to play "catch-up ball" for years—it was even behind
DuMont.
The tide of World War II turned in favor of the United States
and its allies in 1943 and, under the glow of this optimism, the
networks began to awaken television from its nearly comatose state.
The three New York TV stations had each been operating only
one night of the week (NBC's WNBT on Monday; CBS's WCBW
on Thursday; and DuMont's W2XWV on Sunday), but by New
Year's, 1944, all three had expanded their broadcast hours to fill
each night of the week (DuMont on Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday; NBC on Monday and Saturday; and CBS on Thursday and

minute wrapup of news headlines using newsreel film. Under the
direction of arecently hired producer, Worthington "Tony" Miner,
CBS also began to develop entertainment shows. Miner's strategy
was simple: He took successful CBS radio shows (usually game
shows) and brought them to TV to see if they worked with video
added. Lacking NBC's years of television program experience, CBS
would have preferred a few more years of experimentation while
the technicians, bureaucrats, and producers sorted out television's
teething pain problems: program development, frequency allocation, and color. CBS urged that color be added to television before
any postwar expansion took place, feeling that it would be best
to abandon the few thousand TV sets then in service and move

DuMont was anxiously awaiting the FCC's go-ahead to change

television to anew set of frequencies which would be more adaptable to color broadcasting. Though it developed some new shows,
CBS maintained that television was still in the "experimental"
stage. Consequently, it did not join in the early bidding for new

W2XWV from experimental to commercial status and, in preparation, it was trying hard to gather performing and production talent.

television station licenses in other cities and limited television operations to its sole outlet in New York City.

The network brought in Broadway producer Irwin Shane to organize a regular live dramatic series, Television Workshop, which

A milestone in reverse took place in the summer of 1944 as
the two major political parties staged their presidential nominating
conventions and, for the last time, disregarded television. Both
conventions took place in Chicago, even though the city was not
yet connected to the minuscule coaxial cable system. Just as in
the 1940 Democratic convention, East Coast viewers had to be

Friday).
NBC and DuMont were especially optimistic about launching
full-scale network television operations as soon as the war ended.

won critical praise for its version of "Romeo and Juliet." Doug
Allen acted as host of another studio program, Thrills and Chills.
The title was slightly misleading, though, because Allen merely
conducted interviews with studio guests who narrated their own
travel films.
Through the war years, DuMont was the only network doing
any live-in-studio productions but, on April 10, 1944, NBC at
last reopened its TV studios after two and one-half years of old
films and remote broadcasts. Network and FCC dignitaries were
on hand to introduce what was boldly billed as the first world
premiere movie on television, "Patrolling the Ether." It turned
out to be a turgid two-reel MGM short which dramatized the
FCC's work in tracking down illegal radio transmitters. Still, a
brand-new film short for television was something to brag about
in 1944. Since television's earliest days, and especially during the
slow war years, programmers had plugged in virtually any film,
regardless of subject matter or age, just to fill dead spots in the
schedule.
On May 25, little more than a month after resuming studio
programming, NBC was involved in one of the first instances on
record of television censorship. Eddie Cantor, one of the first big
radio stars to appear on television, was in the middle of a duet
with Nora Martin on "We're Having aBaby, My Baby and Me,"
when the sound was cut off. The song was considered "suggestive."
As Cantor commenced a hula-type dance, the cameraman was
ordered to change the focus of the picture to asoft blur.
CBS reopened its studios on May 5, 1944, with the premiere
of the CBS Television News (hosted by Ned Calmer), a fifteen-
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satisfied with just same-day newsreel coverage. The established
newsreel firms (RKO-Pathé and 20th Century-Movietone), which
were actually more concerned with producing reports for the nation's movie theaters, flew the footage to New York for the special
broadcasts. Only one concession was made to television at the
1944 conventions: Republican Governor Earl Warren of California
pre-filmed his keynote address so that it could be aired on the
three-station NBC network as he was delivering it in Chicago.
While the politicians practically ignored television that summer,
major advertisers were beginning to seriously consider the commercial possibilities of the medium. There had not been much chance
to dabble in commercial television before the war but, once peacetime began and things returned to normal, Madison Avenue felt
that video advertising might be worth trying. The first major ad
man to publicly display his faith in the future of commercial television was J. Walter Thompson, head of one of radio's largest advertising and program production firms. In the summer of 1944, he
personally took charge of his company's premiere foray into television, "The Peanut Is a Serious Guy." This light hearted fifteenminute opus on DuMont was nothing more than an entertaining
plug for peanuts. Nonetheless, Thompson felt that such basic TV
experience would prove invaluable in afew years because, he stated
flatly, television was going to be "the biggest ad medium yet."

g(i4=430 21,a0CDIM

4. We Want to Find Out
First Where TV's Goin'

ON FRIDAY, September 29, 1944, the first successful long lasting commercial network television program premiered, The Gillette
Cavalcade of Sports. That evening, Steve Ellis, the announcer for
the Gillette Razor Company's radio sportscasts, did the blow-byblow description as world featherweight champion Willie Pep easily
defeated Chalky Wright in fifteen rounds. The entire NBC television
network—New York, Philadelphia, and Schenectady—carried that
first program and the series became aFriday night fixture on NBC,
lasting sixteen years.
The Gillette Cavalcade of Sports was an outgrowth from radio.
Gillette had joined with Mike Jacobs's 20th Century Sporting Club
in the late 1930s to present weekly boxing matches over the NBC
radio network, which met with considerable success. In October,
1943, NBC television began occasional sports broadcasts from Madison Square Garden for servicemen in hospitals, carrying such
events as the rodeo and boxing. By mid-1944, it was clear that
television boxing and wrestling were quite popular. Telecasts from
Madison Square Garden, local semi-professional matches, and a
few professional prize fights drew astrong response. With hordes
of servicemen expected back soon from the war, Gillette felt it
might be wise to expand its sports coverage and get in on the
ground floor of television by adding a TV version to its regular
radio broadcasts. It scheduled telecasts for three nights of the week:
boxing from St. Nicholas Arena on Monday, wrestling from the
same spot on Tuesday, and, the main draw, boxing from Madison
Square Garden on Friday.
Gillette's commitment to weekly television sponsorship, coming
so soon after J. Walter Thompson's initial entry into television
over the summer, gave the video industry amuch-needed shot of
respectability among the hard-to-impress skeptics on Madison Avenue. It proved that advertising on television was no longer afarfetched fantasy for the future, but rather adaily commercial reality.
The success of Gillette's sports show (with its roots in radio)
also showed that, while radio and television had ostensibly gone
their separate ways adecade before when NBC ended its reliance
on simulcasts, the two media were still inexorably tied. Not only
did radio provide the funds to pay for television expansion, it also
supplied ideas for shows. Programmers would look at established
radio hits and restage them for television, hoping to attract asimilar
loyal following of fans to the new medium. Besides sports, radio

stunt and game shows in the style of People Are Funny and Truth
or Consequences had the most obvious visual appeal. The format
consisted of handsome interchangeable male hosts using the lure
of cash or gifts to lead unsuspecting, eager, basically naive average
Americans through demeaning yet undeniably funny shenanigans.
In these audience participation programs, the antics were much
more entertaining when seen rather than merely described.
The first network radio game show to be made into a weekly
television series was Missus Goes A' Shopping. Actually, CBS had
brought it to the air two months before the premiere of NBC's
Gillette boxing, but because it was unsponsored the program was
not considered as important to television's progress. Host John
Reed King, aveteran of much the same sort of thing from radio's
Double or Nothing game, presented such stunts as awoman trying
to slide a quarter off her nose without moving her head and a
250-pound truck driver trying to squeeze into agirdle. CBS producer Worthington Miner added some clever visual production
bits to this generally undistinguished show and perhaps it was
his touch that won Missus Goes A' Shopping rave reviews. One
critic wrote: "This removes all doubts as to television's future.
This is television."
Simple stunt and game shows were the easiest choice among
radio programs being considered for television and were especially
appealing to CBS (which still treated TV as chiefly experimental)
and the newly established Blue (ABC) network. In fact, the first
television program by ABC-Blue was aTV version of amediocre
radio game show, Ladies Be Seated (hosted by Johnny Olson),
which aired on February 25, 1945. Five months later, Blue was
officially renamed the American Broadcasting Company, though
it still did not have a home base for its television operations. It
had applied for stations in New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles,
but the FCC had put a halt to processing applications for the
duration of the war. As aresult, ABC was forced to bicycle around
the East Coast, producing television shows in the studios of General
Electric's WRGB in Schenectady and DuMont's WABD in New
York. Among the productions in this jerry-rigged television operation were a video version of radio's Quiz Kids and a ten-week
variety series, Letter to Your Serviceman, with the incongruous
line-up of Joey Faye, Burt Bacharach, and Helen Twelvetrees.
DuMont did not have a stable of radio shows to draw from,
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so it put more emphasis on formats specifically designed with video
in mind. Instead of radio game shows, the network dabbled in
travelogue presentations such as Magic Carpet and breezy cooking
instruction such as Shopping with Martha Manning. Like game
shows, these were cheap, visual, and easy to produce, though the
subject matter of travel and cooking ultimately proved just as
dull and trivial. However, because they were so simple, such programs proliferated for years on all the networks, serving as inexpensive filler with such appropriate titles as The World in Your Home
and ILove to Eat.
When striving for class and recognition, however, DuMont continued to concentrate on drama and achieved mixed success. In
the fall, DuMont presented the first televised version of "A Christmas Carol" by Charles Dickens as well as the first full-length musical comedy specifically written for television, "The Boys from
Boise." "A Christmas Carol" was well received but "The Boys
from Boise" (staged by the Charles M. Storm Theatrical Company)
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suffered from the technical shortcomings of mid-1940s television.
The cameras could focus clearly on only alimited area of action
and so, on the small TV screen, movement seemed very cramped.
As a result, the life and bounce of a wide-open stage show was
absent and the meager plotline typical of such musical-comedy
efforts wore through very quickly.
All of the TV networks were anxious to develop a successful
TV format for music because music and musicians were the essential
ingredient of radio. Programmers assumed that, to a degree, the
same would hold true for television. CBS launched its own modest
efforts at television music with aspecial fifteen-minute solo program
featuring Victor Borge, arecent Danish emigre, and aweekly variety show hosted by Paquita Anderson, At Home, which featured
regular appearances by singer-guitarist Yul Brynner. Developing
musicians with TV experience seemed vital because, in network
radio, most of the big stars had begun as singers or instrumentalists,
and even the comedy giants included musical bits or singing side-

kicks in their comedy-variety shows for achange of pace. In fact,
that fall CBS radio promoted to top billing just such a pair of
second bananas—Ozzie and Harriet Nelson.
Ozzie and Harriet had become man and wife in the mid-1930s,
three years after Harriet Hilliard joined Ozzie Nelson's band. While
later becoming the symbols of middle-aged parenthood at its best,
at that time Harriet was quite abeautiful young singer and Ozzie
was a very popular dance band leader. The two gained national
recognition during their 1941-44 supporting stint on Red Skelton's
new radio comedy show. Their relaxed ribbing of each other concerning marital spats and their young children made them wellliked radio personalities who showed they could handle comedy
as well as music. When Skelton was drafted into the Army, the
Nelsons received their own show.
Billed as "America's favorite young couple," Ozzie and Harriet
began their radio series on October 8, 1944, their ninth wedding
anniversary. Over the years, their personal and professional lives
had become intertwined in the public's mind, so their program
was structured to continue that impression. On The Adventures
of Ozzie and Harriet, Ozzie Nelson, band leader, portrayed afictitious Ozzie Nelson, band leader. In both worlds, he and Harriet
had two young sons, eight-year-old David and four-and-one-halfyear-old Eric (known later as Ricky). At first, child actors (Tom
Bernard and Henry Blair) played David and Ricky, but by 1948
the real Ozzie Nelson allowed his real sons to portray their fictional
counterparts.
This "I-Me-Mine" sitcom approach (as it might be labeled)
placed a celebrity into a setting in which the fictional character
was almost identical with real life. Thus, the very relaxed and
natural personality that listeners had come to enjoy could be easily
recognized by the audience in the new show. Top radio comedian
Jack Benny had developed this style in the 1930s by playing a
comedian, surrounded by atalented supporting cast, trying to stage
aradio comedy show aided by atalented supporting cast. In Benny's
program, though, showbiz life usually remained the focus and what
emerged was avery funny comedy-variety show about putting on
a comedy-variety show. Ozzie and Harriet shifted the emphasis
almost completely to family home life in California, with occasional
nods to the professional work that made the comfortable lifestyle
possible. Their program was really a domestic situation comedy
about a very likable family and their friends and neighbors. The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet was apioneering innovation and
atremendous success. The format carried them through both long
radio and, later, television runs. It served as the model for other
television performers in the mid-1950s, such as Danny Thomas
in Make Room for Daddy, who wanted to place their show business
characters into warm family settings.
Whatever plans the networks may have had for increasing the
amount of music on TV were dealt a severe setback at the start
of 1945 by James C. Petrillo, president of the American Federation
of Musicians, the largest of the musicians' unions. Petrillo had
become one of the most powerful men in American broadcasting
by using radio's reliance on music as an effective bargaining tool.
He had won fat pay raises for "his boys" in the radio orchestras
by calling crippling musician walkouts during protracted contract
negotiations throughout the late 1930s and early 1940s. Petrillo
claimed the large raises were necessary to rectify the inordinately
low-paying labor contracts that had been signed by his predecessors
when radio was not yet alucrative mass medium. He had no intention of falling into the same trap himself with television, so in
February, 1945, before any bad video contract precedents could
be set, he decided to put atotal ban on all television appearances

WTOP's Arthur Godfrey covers the Independence Day
ceremonies at Arlington National Cemetery, July 1945. (National
Archives)
by any AFM musicians. Before making any deals, Petrillo said,
"
.̀ We want to find out first where TV's goin'!"
The Petrillo ban, which lasted three years, was acrippling blow
to television at this stage because it eliminated some of the most
popular radio talent, techniques, and formats, such as musicalvariety shows and shows with famous singers. Without live music,
television would never get off the ground. The few musical-variety
shows tested on television after the Petrillo ban went into effect
demonstrated the futility of such ventures without live musicians.
Performers on atest TV version of ABC radio's popular Breakfast
Club with Don McNeill tried to mime (or "lip sync") records,
but the results were disastrous. Until the networks and Petrillo
came to an understanding, television had to restrict itself to boxing,
drama anthologies, cheap film shorts, cooking instruction, game
shows, and, to avery limited extent, news.
The television networks had made little effort to establish any
sort of news service by 1944 because television as a whole was
not yet profitable and there seemed no reason to spend money in
such alow return area. Instead, the networks used theatrical newsreel companies as the cheapest source of newsfilm, even though
most of these reports barely qualified as news. The newsreels were
light, upbeat, and oriented toward highly visual events such as
far-off natural disasters, the christening of anew ship, or the finals
of abeauty pageant. There was very little on-the-spot sound and
no in-depth reporting. Instead, an announcer delivered breezy narration in stentorian tones while hokey "appropriate" music
matched the action (a newsclip of an earthquake in Japan would
be accompanied by oriental-style music).
In the 1930s, there had also been asimilar scarcity of news on
the radio, with most reports consisting of afew headlines supplied
by the major newspaper wire services, or leisurely observations
1944-45 SEASON
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by commentators such as Lowell Thomas (NBC) and H. V. Kaltenborn (CBS). The outbreak of World War II changed all that as

only pretend that it was covering the news. On V-E Day, May

CBS made aconcerted drive to become the top radio news service.
Emphasizing on-the-spot coverage, the network built asolid corps

operation.
That day, all three networks managed to assemble specials on

of battle-trained correspondents (led by Edward R. Murrow) who
brought their sharpened reporting skills back to the States when
the war ended.
The saine sort of style was impossible in the early 1940s for
television, which lacked the technology, personnel, and finances
for on-the-spot coverage. In the first half of 1945, as the war in
Europe ended and the leadership of many major powers changed
hands, world events moved much too quickly for newsreel orientation, yet the networks continued to rely on them. Television could

September 29, 1944
Gillette Cavalcade of Sports. (NBC). The first sur,,ssfui, longlasting commercial network television series.
October 8, 1944
The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet. (CBS Radio). "America's

the end of the war in Europe, but most of the coverage consisted
of live pickups of the celebrating crowds in New York City's Times
Square. A week after V-E Day, NBC decided to get the jump
on its television competition and established the NBC Television
News Film Department. It was alovely title, but all the department
consisted of was a few cameramen who made extensive use of a
35mm camera "borrowed" from the government. For news anywhere outside New York, NBC continued to purchase newsreels.
On August 8, 1945, NBC presented the first network produced
television news show, The NBC Television Newsreel, but it was
virtually indistinguishable from the coverage provided by the theatrical newsreel companies. For example, as the country celebrated
the end of the war against Japan one week later, the program
merely featured more live pickups of cheering crowds at Times
Square. Since mid-1944, CBS had been presenting fifteen minutes
of news on the nights that the network was on the air, but The
CBS Television News relied solely on material purchased from the

favorite young couple" begin twenty-two years of weekly shenani-

newsreel firms. Anchor chores on the CBS newscast fluctuated

gans.

for over two years until late 1946 when twenty-nine-year-old Douglas Edwards became the regular anchorman (a post he held for
more than fifteen years). Edwards resisted the assignment at first
because he feared that television news was adead-end occupation.

December 11, 1944
Chesterfield Supper Club. (NBC Radio). Perry Como's first musical-variety series, in which he follows Bing Crosby's formula of
easy, natural singing.

In the mid-1940s, the only road to broadcast news stardom was

January 15, 1945
House Party. (CBS Radio). After a year as sole host of People

on radio, which had made a celebrity out of Ed Murrow and,
more recently, Arthur Godfrey.
Godfrey began his radio career as "Red Godfrey, the warbling

Are Funny, Art Linkletter adds asecond show, one with less slapstick and more interviews.
February 25, 1945
Though it has no "home base" station of its own, the Blue network
gamely begins television operations with avideo version of its radio
game show Ladies Be Seated.
April 15, 1945
NBC Television Theater. (NBC). Producer Edward Sobol begins
Sunday night television drama on NBC, with Robert Sherwood's
"Abe Lincoln in Illinois." Twenty-nine-year-old production assistant Fred Coe takes over as producer in 1946.

banjoist" on Baltimore's WFBR in 1929. During the 1930s, he
served a long stint as a disk jockey on CBS affiliate WTOP in
Washington, where he pioneered a"natural" style of announcing.
Godfrey tried to sound like a"regular Joe" rather than an officious
announcer mechanically hustling some sponsor's products. He presented himself as an honest fellow who ad-libbed and talked directly
to each individual listener, sharing just what was on his mind.
The stuffy commercial scripts that shamelessly plugged the sponsors' products frequently served as aspringboard for his comments,
and Godfrey became infamous within the radio industry for his
on-the-air ribbing of advertising men ("Boy, the stuff they ask

April 30, 1945
Arthur Godfrey Time. (CBS Radio). Slotted as an unsponsored
summer filler, the "old redhead" stays on for twenty-seven years.

me to read!"). The audience grew to love Godfrey and because
he directed his comments at the commercial presentation rather
than the product itself, their support kept nervous sponsors and

April 30, 1945
Queen for a Day. (MBS). Distraught women vie for fabulous

programmers at bay.
National newspaper columnist Walter Winchell ran some com-

prizes by describing their personal crises (on cue). Jack Bailey becomes emcee to this tearfest in January, 1944.
May 13, 1945
NBC sets up its own television newsfilm department.
June 7, 1945
The Adventures of Topper. (NBC Radio). Roland Young recreates
his movie role as host to a pair of ghosts.
June IS, 1945
The Blue network officially becomes the ABC network.
July 2, 1945
Beulah. (NBC Radio). After a stint on the Fibber McGee and
Molly show, the popular character of Beulah, ablack maid, begins
her own program. Though the "queen of the kitchen," Beulah is
actually played by a small white man, Marlin Hurt.
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7, 1945, not one television network had its own news-gathering
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plimentary reviews and this gave Godfrey a national reputation.
Godfrey served a brief stint on the small Mutual radio network
in the late 1930s and, in 1941, he secured amorning slot on CBS
radio's local New York station. He handled this new assignment
while still remaining in Washington by pre-recording the New York
show. After finishing his early morning chores at WTOP, Godfrey
would start all over again and record onto disk (or "transcribe")
another music and gab show which would be shipped up the East
Coast for airing the following morning. By early April, 1945, Godfrey was a radio workaholic, on the air ten hours a week from
WTOP and sending another seven and one-half hours to New
York. Though Godfrey was popular locally, the CBS radio network
was not sure whether he could be sold nationally. It decided to
give him atest run in the spring and summer of 1945, when the
network's American School of the Air (a highly acclaimed educational show) took a summer vacation. CBS ran the educational

known. "FDR" engendered very deep emotions in almost everyone—he had helped the country out of the Great Depression and
had led it to the brink of victory in World War II. Though his
death was not totally unexpected—he had been quite ill for awhile—
it was still ajolt.
On April 14, 1945, the whole country turned to radio for coverage
of Roosevelt's funeral in Washington. Arthur Godfrey, as top man
at CBS's WTOP, had the assignment of narrating the network's
radio coverage of the slow caisson parade down Pennsylvania Avenue. Like everybody else, Godfrey was overcome with emotion
that day, but, unlike his broadcasting brethren, he let those emotions show. As the parade moved slowly by, Godfrey talked of
the millions of people listening who were "getting ready for suppertime." When the car carrying the new President passed, Godfrey
choked as he spoke of the man who "just had such burdens fall
upon him, God bless him, Harry Truman!" As Roosevelt's coffin
came into sight, Godfrey broke down and sobbed into the microphone, "Oh God, give me strength!" It was a natural reaction
for a man whose radio style was based on naturalness. Nobody
else on the air that day better captured the way the country felt.
When Godfrey began Arthur Godfrey Time on April 30, he already
seemed like aclose friend to many listeners.
Arthur Godfrey remained a daily fixture in broadcasting for
the next thirty years, though he had no exceptional performing
talent (his banjo and ukulele playing were only average and his
jokes only mildly humorous), and his program (standard musicalvariety with comedy) was different only in that it was ad-libbed.
The funeral procession for President Roosevelt. (National
Archives)
program on a"sustaining" (unsponsored) basis anyway, so Godfrey
was given the weekday morning network show unsponsored. If
he caught on, it might be possible to snare abrave national sponsor
and keep the show going on its own in the fall. Just two weeks
before Godfrey's scheduled network debut, President Roosevelt
died.
Franklin D. Roosevelt had been in the White House for twelve
years and he was the only President many Americans had ever

Years before the heyday of television, though, Godfrey had discovered the secret of longevity that would prove so important in the
decade to come: personality. Because he was not tied to an act
or theatrical style, Godfrey could remain on the radio day after
day, year after year, and still not use up his material or overstay
his welcome. People did not tire of him because he was an interesting person to listen to. He was himself.
Advertisers noted that, despite Godfrey's reputation for ribbing
the sponsors' scripts, his approach to commercials was very effective. He was not just selling something, he was recommending it
to his radio friends. Listeners enjoyed visiting with Godfrey, trusted
him, and bought what he asked them to. He was the ideal pitchman.
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5. After the Storm

WHEN World War II officially ended on September 2, 1945,
there were fewer than 7,000 working television sets in the United
States. There were only nine television stations on the air: three
in New York City, two each in Chicago and Los Angeles, and
one each in Philadelphia and Schenectady. Programming on all
of them was spotty. Yet within sixty days, three events occurred
which signalled the approaching expansion of television and the
end of this torpid era of American broadcasting.
On October 8, the government lifted its wartime ban on the
construction of new television stations and television sets. Over
the previous four years, the FCC had received several applications
for television station licenses, but had taken no action because
most of the country's industry was occupied with War Department
contracts. With wartime restrictions at an end, manufacturers could
start to gear up for the production of TV station equipment and
home sets on amass market scale. People began to take an active
interest in acquiring commercial television stations again and the
FCC received asteady stream of applications, chiefly from major
cities in the East and Midwest. Though the commission's own
bureaucratic procedures kept it from moving very fast on processing
the requests, within a year television managed to expand its base
to areas outside New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles.
Near the end of October, Gimbel's Department Store in Philadelphia held the first large-scale television demonstration in years.
Aside from the RCA Pavilion display at the 1939 New York
World's Fair, most Americans had never seen aworking television
system close up. More than 25,000 people came to Gimbel's over
three weeks for achance to watch NBC programs from New York
and local shows sent out by Philco's Philadelphia station. Because
the major set producers had not yet retooled for domestic work,
it would be another eleven months before large numbers of postwar
sets reached the stores, so most of the sets on sale in 1945 were
actually RCA and DuMont prewar models. Nonetheless, the public's response to even these old sets demonstrated great potential
for television sales and it brought TVs back into store showrooms
for the first time in years.
In October, RCA held its first public demonstration of abrand
new type of television camera, the image orthicon, the first major
improvement in TV cameras since Vladimir Zworykin's iconoscope
of the late 1920s. The image orthicon was 100 times as sensitive
as the other cameras then in use. This not only produced asharper
picture overall but also extended television's "depth of field." Previously, television cameras could show clearly only arelatively small
20

area of stage or playing field. With the image orthicon, much more
remained sharply in focus, so television producers could present
indoor productions that occupied an entire stage, and outdoor
events that were spread over large playing fields.
The first tangible benefits from the new camera turned up in
the field of sports. The networks stepped up their interest in wideopen team sports. NBC began regular Saturday afternoon telecasts
of college football games in the fall of 1945 and, the next summer,
it made professional baseball an important part of its local New
York programming. NBC also realized that the image orthicon
camera allowed the already very popular one-on-one boxing
matches to be presented with crystal clarity. With a sharp new
product to display, NBC and Gillette staged what was billed as
the first "television sports extravaganza," the Joe Louis-Billy Conn
heavyweight fight at Yankee Stadium in June, 1946.
The Louis-Conn fight was heavily promoted in the East Coast
television cities as both an important sports event and a special
television program. By the time it aired, Washington had been
connected to the East Coast coaxial cable network, so NBC added
DuMont's experimental Washington station, W3XWT (later
WTTG), to its four-city ad hoc fight network. Even though the
program was an NBC exclusive, there was no reluctance to include
aDuMont O&O in the hook-up because it was the only way the
event could be seen in Washington. In the immediate postwar years,
competing network affiliates in amarket were rare, so any station
on the coaxial cable would be offered a show if it was the only
outlet in anew TV city.
The fight was atremendous success, with an estimated audience
of 150,000 watching over 5,000 TV sets, as Louis defeated Conn
in eight rounds. Announcer Ben Grauer compared the event to
the 1921 Jack Dempsey-Georges Carpentier bout which, as the
first heavyweight championship fight on radio, generated similar
excitement in its time. Tube veterans and television novices raved
about the new clarity provided by the image orthicon camera.
One reviewer said, "This is the sort of event that'll make people
buy televisions, not the endless boring cooking shows that seem
to turn up on every channel."
Gillette had proved its point—there was ahuge potential audience for TV sports. For every TV set tuned to the fight, there
were, on the average, thirty people watching, many of whom were
seeing an event on television for the first time. NBC inserted frequent references to Gillette's weekly Cavalcade of Sports show,
hoping that the excitement over the Louis-Conn fight might trans-

and Mrs. North," adapted from aBroadway show taken from a
radio series based on magazine articles—with Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr. in a bit part. Critics who had barely heard of television just
months before began to praise NBC's television drama productions
as being as good as or better than anything running on Broadway.
Under Fred Coe, the performers, scripts, and direction were top
notch and, almost singlehandedly, Coe made NBC the leader in
serious TV drama for adecade. He was NBC's equivalent to Worth-

September 29, 1945
NBC begins regular Saturday afternoon telecasts of college football games, featuring the few Eastern schools that will allow television coverage. In the first game, Columbia defeats Lafayette, 40
to 14.
October 5, 1945
Meet the Press. (MBS). Martha Rountree and Lawrence Spivak
lead weekly, unrehearsed radio interviews with newsmakers. The
first guest is U.S. Chamber of Commerce president Eric Johnson.
October 8, 1945
The war-induced freeze on handling new station applications
ends. ABC officially files for three television O&Os, including one
in New York.
October 25, 1945
NBC unveils its new image orthicon camera.
October 27, 1945
Harry Truman makes his first live television appearance as President: a Navy Day speech in New York's Central Park.
December 1, 1945

RCA's new image-orthicon cameras allowed better coverage of
sporting events. (National Archives)
late into agreater number of regular TV viewers. The chief stumbling block to this strategy was that, aside from sports, no other
program format had shown itself to be asure-fire video hit, worthy
of asponsor's support or aviewer's investment in ahome set.
Network programmers turned again and again to radio for precedents and ideas, but not all radio translated well into video. Game
shows continued to appear all over television, both as clones of

Army beats Navy (on NBC) in their annual football contest,
the first event to be televised with the new image orthicon camera.
January 9, 1946
William Paley, president of CBS since 1928, moves up to chairman of the board. Frank Stanton is named the new president.
February 12, 1946
Washington is linked to the East Coast television network. General Dwight Eisenhower is shown laying a wreath at the Lincoln
Memorial.

radio hits and as original video productions, but none could capture

April 15, 194.6

asponsor. In the 1945-46 season, television presented such shortlived experiments as Cash and Carry (with Dennis James), Play

comes the first TV network to have two O&Os on the air, connected
by coaxial cable.

the Game (more charades), and See What You Know (with Bennett
Cerf). NBC's suspense radio thriller, Lights Out, failed in its attempt to cross over to TV in 1946. On radio, the program used
spooky sound effects and the power of suggestion to create masterpieces of audio horror. During afew test television episodes, equivalent video tricks were either impossible or too expensive. As a
result, the stories in the television version emerged as much too
tame to match the reputation of the original.
NBC was more successful with The NBC Television Theater, a
weekly drama series launched in April, 1945. Following DuMont's

The DuMont television network is officially inaugurated and be-

May 9, 1946
Hour Glass. (NBC). Vaudeville comes to television and it seems
to work.
June 6, 1946
Here's Morgan. (ABC). Radio's reigning bad boy, Henry Morgan,
tries out television, taking advantage of the visual nature of the
medium. To illustrate his monologue largely devoted to the intense
light ner‘essary in aTV studio, Morgan—on camera—strips to the
waist.

lead, NBC turned to the stage for inspiration, presenting drama

June 19, 1946

productions with firm roots in the legitimate theater rather than

Joe Louis overcomes Billy Conn in television's first "sports extravaganza."

radio. By 1946, Fred Coe had taken over production chores for
the series, and he displayed atremendous understanding of drama
as both a serious and entertaining form. In its first year, NBC
Television Theater presented: Noel Coward's "Blithe Spirit"; "Angel Street," aninety-minute thriller using the entire Broadway cast

July 2, 1946
Arthur Godfrey's Talent Scouts. (CBS Radio). Godfrey enters
prime time, as host of an amateur talent show.

of four people—an ideal size for the television staging; and "Mr.
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NBC Television Theatre

ington Miner at CBS—a producer with superb television instincts.
The NBC Television Theater ran Sunday night, usually starting
about 9:00 P.M. (NBC devoted the time slot to drama for the
next twelve years) and, from the beginning, the network had high
hopes for the series. Though it remained unsponsored for more
than three years, the critical acclaim given to The NBC Television
Theater served as areminder to viewers that television could expand
beyond theretofore typical fare such as newsreels, games, cooking,
film shorts, and sports. Just like Broadway, television could present
high quality entertaining stories.
While pleased at the artistic success of its unsponsored Sunday
night drama, NBC was still searching for a formula that could
generate acommercial television hit. Comedy-variety and musicalvariety programs were among the network's most successful radio
shows then on the air, so in May, 1946, despite the continued
ban on live music by James Petrillo's musicians union, NBC and
Standard Brands, one of the major advertisers on radio, gambled
22
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NBC

with the first big budget TV variety show, Hour Glass.
In adapting the variety format to television, Hour Glass took a
very simple approach: On each program a host introduced four
or five performers (nonmusical) who stood in front of the curtain
backdrop or asimple set, did their individual acts, and departed.
The show was really nothing more than aseries of vaudeville routines staged before acamera, yet Hour Glass served as an important
experiment in TV programming. Though this pioneer television
vehicle rarely could afford a"name" act, its weekly talent budget,
$4,000, was far higher than any previous video series. There was
also money for better lighting, sets, props, and writers.
Because Hour Glass was the first program of its type on television,
it started out ragged and uncertain. Singer Evelyn Eaton, the program's first host, had to lip-sync her records because of the Petrillo
ban. During the show's first weeks, the pretty young women showing off the sponsor's products frequently forgot their lines and
the ads often dragged on for five minutes, but, by the fall, the

Congressmen gather at the Statler Hotel in Washington to view the first "television sports
extravaganza": the Joe Louis—Billy Conn heavyweight fight. (Historical Pictures Service, Inc.,
Chicago/ Harris & Ewing Photo)
show had tightened up and such fluffs were rare. Actress Helen
Parrish took over the hosting chores and she proved more adept
at projecting her personality through television and catching the
imagination of viewers. Parrish became one of the first performers
to be stopped in the streets of New York City and recognized as
atelevision personality. Hour Glass attracted aloyal following and
soon Edgar Bergen, one of radio's biggest stars, did aguest spot.
Hour Glass was the only commercial success of the TV season,
yet it lasted less than ayear. The program was the most expensive
television production at the time and there were not enough stations, sets, and viewers to justify such a costly experiment after
it had proved its popularity with the viewing public. Standard

Brands could not point to any dramatic increase in sales as a
result of its television advertising and there seemed to be no end
in sight to the stagnant situation in live television music and, more
importantly, to the FCC's continuing indecision on color—which
was serving as a deterrent to new station applications. In early
1947, the program was canceled. Hour Glass had been just slightly
ahead of its time.
Yet Hour Glass set very important programming precedents in
its brief run and became the model for future television variety
shows. It demonstrated the surprising fact that the simple vaudeville format—long judged passé on stage—seemed tailor-made for
the home screen.
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6. TV Gets the Green Light

NETWORK radio was at the height of its golden age in the
fall of 1946. The nation was resuming peacetime activities. More
people had radios than ever before, and they spent more time
than ever listening. There seemed to be an almost perfect mixture

ule was structured essentially the same way, but without as many
big names. At CBS, there were such celebrities as Kate Smith,
Frank Sinatra, Dinah Shore, Jimmy Durante, and Arthur Godfrey,

of news, familiar entertainment programming, and promising new

plus asmattering of musical and dramatic programs such as Texaco
Star Theater, Lux Radio Theater, Suspense, The Thin Man, and

series available. Network news operations, staffed with battletrained correspondents, were given a larger share of the weekly

Your Hit Parade.
In January, 1946, William Paley, president of CBS since 1928,

schedule. Nationally known commentators such as Walter Winchell, Ed Murrow, and H. V. Kaltenborn had very popular regular
slots in the early evening. In the ratings for evening entertainment
shows, Jack Benny was number one, closely followed by Bob Hope,
Fibber McGee and Molly, and Edgar Bergen. The strength of relative newcomers such as Red Skelton and Arthur Godfrey augured
well for the future.
The NBC network was the unquestioned champion of radio.
Through the early 1930s, the Crossley ratings showed NBC far
ahead of CBS. In 1935, the Hooper organization supplanted Crossley as the most respected radio ratings source, and NBC continued
its healthy lead in "the Hoopers." Even the government-induced
sale by NBC of its Blue network (later called ABC) in 1943 had
not shaken NBC's financial stability and dominance in the ratings.
Though many stars such as Jack Benny and Fred Allen hopscotched
between NBC and CBS in constant search of the best contract
deal, NBC always maintained the strongest roster of programs.
As the fall of 1946 approached, NBC had claims on Jack Benny,
Bob Hope, Edgar Bergen, Bing Crosby, Fred Allen, Perry Como,
Red Skelton, Kay Kyser, Dennis Day, Burns and Allen, Abbott
and Costello, Eddie Cantor, Alan Young, and Art Linkletter, plus
such popular continuing programs as Amos and Andy, Fibber
McGee and Molly, Life of Riley, DuPont's Cavalcade of America,
The Voice of Firestone, Bell Telephone Hour, Dr. I.Q., Mr. and
Mrs. North, The Great Gildersleeve, Duffy's Tavern, Mr. District
Attorney, The Aldrich Family, The Kraft Music Hall, Truth or
Consequences, and The Grand Ole Om.
NBC's schedule included several popular sitcoms as well as a
few high caliber drama and music shows (usually financed by large
industrial corporations in order to promote a positive company
image), but the network based its ratings strategy on the strength
of its line-up of established singers and comedians. NBC favored
the variety format to showcase its stars and used them as hosts
of comedy-variety and musical-variety vehicles. CBS's radio sched-
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was promoted to the position of chairman of the board. During
the war Paley was away from broadcasting, serving as head of
the government's Department of Psychological Warfare, and, upon
his return to civilian life, he was eager to begin aconcerted drive
to move CBS ahead of NBC and into the role as America's number
one network. Paley chose Frank Stanton, aman who had worked
his way up the CBS corporate ladder over nine years, to succeed
him in the post of president, and the two began their task by
analyzing CBS's strengths. CBS has earned the reputation for superiority in radio news during the war by pioneering the on-thespot style of reporting. In an equivalent move in the entertainment
field, the Paley-Stanton team decided that, instead of merely trying
to imitate NBC's approach to programming, they would give CBS
adistinctively different "feel" from the competition. At NBC, sitcoms were generally passed over in favor of variety formats, so
CBS began to encourage ideas for popular sitcoms, adding to the
handful—led by The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet—it already
had on the air. The network also attempted to break from the
accepted practice of program control by advertisers and their production companies and to produce some shows completely on its
own instead.
In the early 1930s, the radio networks had willingly turned over
artistic and production control of their programs to the sponsors.
At the time, the networks needed the advertising revenue to fund
the fledgling but rapidly expanding operations, and felt relieved
that some of the production burden had been removed. The sponsors, in turn, did not usually hire the talent and organize the shows
themselves, but instead contracted with advertising agencies such
as J. Walter Thompson and Young & Rubicam, which actually
put the shows together. Soon it became clear that the networks
had lost control of what they were broadcasting. For all practical
purposes, popular shows on competing networks often sounded
the same because the same agencies had done them. With the
additional levels of production, the networks also lost asubstantial

In late 1946, the postwar
television production lines were
rolling at a record pace.
(National Archives)

share of the program profits. Because this policy was very lucrative
to the "outside" producers, the networks found it next to impossible
to eliminate on established shows. The only way around the status
quo was to retain control on new programs and hope that they
became big hits as well.

trol over network programming decisions and did not even have
any owned and operated stations. While the individual stations
did quite well, as a network Mutual was always on very shaky
financial grounds and could rarely afford to stage high budget
series.

The sponsor-agency combination turned out very slick packages

Since the mid-1930s, Mutual had been playing an unsuccessful

that worked well in popular comedy, adventure, music, and variety
formats. These were light entertainment vehicles perfect for showcasing the sponsors' products and big name stars. Applying the
same standards to drama, however, tended to eliminate any serious

game of catch-up with the other networks and, in 1946, found
itself last in the network radio ratings race, suffering the inherent
frustrations of that position. Any hit shows developed by Mutual

or controversial productions. Shows such as The Lux Radio Theater
usually settled for fluffy star-laden melodrama. Appropriately, one
of the first series in CBS's postwar independence drive was an
ambitious drama anthology, Studio One. Under the direction of
Fletcher Markle, the program began in April, 1947, with apoignant
and exciting adaptation of Malcolm Lowrey's "Under the Volcano," a masterpiece on the alcoholic mind. Subsequent productions of Studio One continued to emphasize high quality writing
rather than glamorous stars, giving CBS aclearly different radio
offering. The network hoped that such distinctive network-controlled programs, combined with its established shows and stars,
would eventually push it to the top. As long as NBC had so many
big name stars under its banner, this was about the best strategy
CBS could pursue.
The battle for supremacy in network radio was between NBC
and CBS. Far behind, but still turning profits in this golden age
of radio, were the two other networks, ABC and the Mutual Broadcasting System (MBS). Mutual was the third oldest independent
radio network, formed in 1934 by owners of afew powerful radio
stations not affiliated with either NBC or CBS. As aself-proclaimed
"voluntary association of independent broadcasters" (thus the name
"Mutual"), the network allowed its local affiliates much more con-

were inevitably snatched by the competition, so the network lost
such programs as Dick Tracy, The Lone Ranger, It Pays to Be
Ignorant, Kay Kyser's Kollege of Musical Knowledge, Juvenile Jury,
The Green Hornet, and Roy Rogers. In the other direction, Mutual
served as the dumping ground for network shows on their last
legs such as Lights Out, Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, and Sky
King. Nonetheless, even Mutual found gold during this era of
broadcasting prosperity, chiefly with flashy but inexpensive game
and quiz shows such as Queen for a Day and Twenty Questions.
The prestige program of the Mutual network was Meet the Press,
a simple panel show with an important innovation. Previously,
most radio interview programs consisted of tame reporters lobbing
softball questions at that week's guest. Items of substance were
rarely covered. In 1945, thirty-year-old Martha Rountree, afreelance writer, and Lawrence Spivak, editor of the magazine American Mercury, convinced Mutual to try a different interview
approach, an unrehearsed interrogation with bite. Each week on
Meet the Press an important, often controversial, public figure was
grilled by some of the nation's top reporters. During the give and
take between the guests and the questioners, important revelations
and admissions sometimes slipped out and soon the national news
services were covering Meet the Press as alegitimate news event
itself. On one program, for instance, labor leader John L. Lewis
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toyed with the idea of entering television, but its loose organization
and meager financial resources eventually forced it to ignore video
altogether. Meet the Press, however, was brought to television in
late 1947 by NBC.
The ABC radio network ran ahead of Mutual in the ratings,
coming in adistant but still respectable third. Even though it was
technically the newest independent radio network, ABC's network
roots (as NBC Blue) stretched back twenty years. As a result,
ABC had amuch stronger and more formal network organization
than Mutual. Though it could not possibly match the depth of
programming by NBC and CBS, ABC carried as varied aselection
as possible, including comedy and adventure staples such as Lum
and Abner, Gangbusters, and The Lone Ranger, as well as prestige
programs such as The Theater Guild of the Air (later The U.S.
Steel Hour), The American Town Meeting of the Air, and commentary by political gadfly Drew Pearson. Like Mutual, however, ABC
WATCHING TV

CBS
DUMONT

BROADWAY PREVIEWS

unveiled a threat of a national coal strike. For a while, Mutual
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NBC

turned increasingly to quiz shows for its most successful popular
programming. In 1947, ABC had the most popular quiz show
on the air, Break the Bank, which handed out the largest prizes
(up to a then astronomical $9,000) and offered one of the most
enthusiastic quiz hosts, Bert Parks. He displayed an amazing knack
for getting caught up in the quiz itself, urging contestants through
their paces, and sounding as if he truly cared whether or not they
won.
Television did not enter into the overall broadcast picture very
much going into the fall of 1946, and seemed as distant a threat
to radio's supremacy as ever. Few television stations were on the
air, very few TV sets were in people's homes, broadcast schedules
were brief and irregular, and there were next to no hits or stars
to attract an audience. The debate over the adoption of a color
TV system seemed to go on forever and there was even a move
still afoot to discard all the TV sets then in use and move television
to adifferent set of broadcast frequencies.

Beneath this apparent weakness, there was adramatic expansion
building. Special events such as the Louis-Conn boxing match in
June, 1946, and regular series such as Hour Glass had demonstrated
the public's interest in television. In September, 1946, the first
large batch of postwar television sets rolled off' the assembly lines
and into department stores. For the first time ever, interest in
TV began to translate into sales. People began to buy television
sets in great numbers.
The rise in television set production that fall was nothing short
of phenomenal. In the first eight months of 1946, only 225 TV
sets were produced in the United States. In September, 3,242 were
turned out. On November 4, RCA put its first postwar models
on sale and, to pump up interest, NBC-TV aired a star-studded
special edition of In Town Today, with Bob Hope, Edgar Bergen,
and Ben Grauer. By January, 1947, the monthly TV set production
figure had jumped to 5,437 and, by May, it reached 8,690.
This sudden surge of TV set production added asense of urgency
to resolving the important technical questions that still faced the
industry. The central problem was color. Because both RCA and
CBS's proposed color systems used the mechanical spinning disk
concept, they were incompatible with electronic black and white
sets. Since 1940, the FCC had been cautiously considering the
wisdom of ordering the few TV sets then in use to be junked in
favor of new ones designed for color reception. At mid-decade,
however, the color question become entangled in yet another problem: frequency allotment.
In the late 1930s, the FCC had assigned television stations space
on the VHF (Very High Frequency) band (channels 1to 13), even
though, practically speaking, this could accommodate only about
400 TV stations across the country without cross-signal interference. This was barely enough to support two national networks
with affiliates in all major American cities and certainly could
not provide outlets for three or four networks.
In April, 1944, CBS executive vice president Paul W. Kesten
suggested that both the color and frequency problems could be

The psychological turning point of the struggle came at the end
of October, 1946, when RCA held its own "surprise" demonstration
of abrand new color system that would make the CBS spinning
disk version obsolete. The new RCA color system was all-electronic.
More importantly, the system was partially compatible with black
and white sets. When aconverter was attached to an existing set,
RCA's system would allow reception of shows sent out both in
black and white and in color. This meant that the TV sets already
in operation could be kept and, with a flick of a switch, could
be used no matter what sort of program was sent. RCA promised
the FCC that, within five years, further improvements would make
the RCA color sytem totally compatible with black and white
sets, and the bulky converters would be unnecessary. Without any
new equipment at all, owners of old TV sets would then see color
shows in black and white, and those who bought RCA's color
sets could see black and white shows without any problem.
RCA's promised compatible system involved far fewer headaches
for the TV industry and for TV set owners, but CBS's noncompatible system seemed the closest to being ready for mass use. When
sales of black and white VHF sets began multiplying in the fall
of 1946, it became clear that the time for some sort of decision
was at hand. If the CBS plan was to succeed, it had to be approved
as soon as possible, before sales of monochrome sets increased
further. In March, 1947, the FCC issued a ruling, stating that,
despite the promises, CBS's color system was not yet ready for
commercial use. The commission added that, in the meantime,
there was no reason to prevent Americans from buying and using
black and white television sets. This fateful statement relieved manufacturers and potential station applicants, who were worried over
the possibility that the entire television system could be pulled

September 22, 1946

solved in one fell swoop by "kicking TV upstairs" into the UHF
(Ultra High Frequency) band (channels 14 to 83). In UHF, there

Broadway Preview. (NBC). Fred Coe, with help from the Dramafists Guild, presents television "sneak previews" of plays under
consideration for Broadway runs.

would be room for four times as many TV channels, and broadcasts
in spinning disk color could commence at once. In 1944, with

October 2, 1946

the war still on and no new television sets in production, the transition could be relatively easy. The few people who owned TV sets
would have to buy new ones but, Kesten said, in the long run it
would be worth it.
Most of the other important television powers disagreed and
CBS was virtually alone in supporting this plan. RCA-NBC, DuMont, Philco, and General Electric were already heavily committed
to TV stations in VHF and to the promotion of black and white
TV sets. They saw such a radical proposal as harmful to their
own best interests and an unnecessary delay to the arrival of commercial television in America. Once the war ended, they observed,
network operations would begin in earnest as TV station construction and set production resumed. CBS countered that color was
essential to television's success and that the move to UHF offered
the best solution to the problem. The network insisted that television was still only "experimental" in its monochrome stage and,
to show that it was serious, CBS restricted itself to broadcasts
on its sole outlet, WCBW in New York City.
During 1945 and 1946, the FCC held lengthy hearings on CBS's
suggestion. RCA insisted that the CBS color system would not
be ready for five to ten years, while CBS countered with a string

Faraway Hill. (DuMont). Television's first regular soap opera
series stars Flora Campbell as Karen St. John, ayoung city widow
who moves to the country and finds a new love. This vanguard
effort fades by Christmas.
October 17, 1946
CBS begins televising sports (other than boxing) from Madison
Square Garden, opening with a rodeo contest. John Henry Faulk,
anew CBS acquisition from Texas, handles the announcing chores.
November 1, 1946
WCBW, CBS's New York TV station, becomes WCBS.
January 3, 1947
Television covers Congress for the first time, carrying its opening
day ceremonies live. Three days later, President Truman's state
of the union address before the House and the Senate is also broadcast.
January 9, 1947
ABC temporarily ceases television programming in order to sink
its money into station construction.
May 7, 1947
Kraft Television Theater. (NBC). New York says "cheese" and
Kraft smiles.

of "surprise" demonstrations of progress in its color system, which
it claimed would be ready by mid-1947, at the latest.
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out from under them in asudden move to color. The FCC simply
put aside the pesky color question for the foreseeable future and,
in effect, made black and white VHF the approved television system
for America. The path seemed clear at last for a rapid expansion
in TV growth because, intended or not, the FCC had given commercial TV the green light.
Almost immediately following the FCC decision, applications
for stations began pouring in. Within a few months, the number
of stations on the air more than doubled. Most of the new licenses
were for cities that previously had no TV stations at all, such as
St. Louis, Detroit, Baltimore, Milwaukee, and Cleveland.
As more TV stations signed on across the country, local nonnetwork programs began to reach afair level of quality and talented
local personalities began to emerge from cities other than New
York. By mid-1947, WBKB, in still far-off Chicago, had developed
several performers who would later become network stars. Young
Dave Garroway, a former NBC page, added a touch of humor
to Remember the Days, a weekly thirty-minute sustaining series
that consisted of old silent films. As host, Garroway not only read
the subtitles but also gently poked fun at the stylized flicks. One
reviewer thought that the show was too cute, asking, "Won't we
be doing the same thing to 1947 television one day?" A few months
later, Fran Allison, who played the gossipy Aunt Fannie on radio's
Breakfast Club, and Burr Tillstrom, a puppeteer, began a daily
kiddie show on WBKB, Junior Jamboree (sponsored by RCA).
The program focused on Fran's interaction with agroup of puppet
characters, especially Kukla, awell meaning little bald man, and
011ie, a scatterbrained dragon. Allison's gentle good humor and
Tillstrom's imaginative puppet characterizations made the team
regional celebrities and soon won Kukla, Fran, and 011ie anetwork
slot on NBC.
By the end of 1947, Washington, Philadelphia, and Baltimore
had joined New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles in having
more than one TV station on the air. Stations connected to the
East Coast coaxial cable began establishing regular network affiliations, though most stations continued to accept programs from
two, three, or even four networks—for the time being. With its
long head start in video programming, NBC was the most successful
in signing up TV affiliates.
CBS, the apparent loser in the color TV shuffle, had been caught
napping. Expecting its color system to be approved and television
"kicked upstairs" to UHF, the network had been lax in developing
regular programming, seeking out sponsors, signing up TV affiliates,
and applying for other owned and operated TV stations outside
New York City. Grudgingly accepting the fact that black and white
VHF TV was here to stay—at least for afew years—CBS applied
for aChicago O&O.
Two months after the FCC's "no go" to color, CBS began an
ill-fated drive to make up for lost time in TV programming and
to leapfrog into the TV lead by adopting adistinctively different
"feel" from the competition. The network closed its TV studios
at Grand Central Station in favor of all on-location ("remote")
and filmed broadcasts. CBS announced plans to sharply increase,

of astudio, which, it was said, was too much like radio with pictures. CBS promised to bring the world—or at least New York
City—directly into viewers' living rooms. CBS's move was, at best,
ill-timed and highly unrealistic. Television's bulky technology was
not yet ready for extensive out-of-the-studio broadcasting and, with
little preparation, CBS had nothing special to offer potential sponsors and potential viewers with its new format.
DuMont adopted amuch more reasonable middle ground. The
network also could not match NBC's in-studio expertise, but, unlike
CBS, DuMont launched amore limited series of remote telecasts.
The network copied NBC's already successful prime time sporting
schedule and began an extensive series of on-location sports telecasts in the fall of 1946, with aseries of Monday-Wednesday-Friday
boxing and wrestling matches from New York's Jamaica Arena.
NBC had aired anumber of wrestling matches, but it had always
concentrated on boxing, so DuMont emphasized wrestling, and
turned it into anational fad. Like boxing, wrestling was confined
to asmall space and limited to just afew contestants at a time,
which made it ideal for television coverage. Unlike boxing, wrestling
had been a sport of only marginal interest until the arrival of
television. Very quickly, the promoters of wrestling began to emphasize the theatrical values of the contests above the sport itself,
which TV insiders soon nicknamed "flying beef." Before and after
matches, the wrestlers threatened each other in pre-planned interviews and confrontations. Once in the ring, such colorful characters
as Haystack Calhoun, Gorilla Monsoon, and Gorgeous George
played every stomp, scream, and painful grimace to the audience
for maximum effect. DuMont's ringside wrestling announcers patterned their actions to fit this style. Dennis James added such
touches as snapping chicken bones next to his microphone when
awrestler was put in aparticularly painful-looking hold. As wrestling grew increasingly popular, James became known for his trademark phrase, "OK, Mother ..." which he used to begin
explanations of the sport directed toward housewives in the audience.
DuMont's on-location sports programming was arousing success
and wrestling remained apart of the network's schedule through
the next decade. Unlike CBS, DuMont continued to try in-studio
program formats as well, achieving mixed results. Faraway Hill,
network television's first soap opera series, was short-lived, but
Small Fry Club, starring "Big Brother" Bob Emery, became television's first hit children's show. By April, 1947, Small Fry Club
aired Monday through Friday, 7:00-7:30 P.M., beginning the television day with kiddie games and clowns for the small fry lucky
enough to have a TV set at home. (After a successful five-year
network run, Emery relocated on a local Boston station where
he remained a comforting uncle figure to yet another generation
of children.)
NBC continued to televise college football on Saturday afternoons and boxing matches in the evening two nights aweek, but
its primary focus remained on attracting advertisers for in-studio
programming. The Borden Milk company sponsored a series of
variety programs that served as try-outs (or "pilots") for formats
that might work on TV, all without live music (the Petrillo ban
was still in effect). Fred Coe beefed up the Sunday night drama

in the fall of 1947, telecasts of live sports events such as college
football, basketball, hockey, track and field, and the rodeo. In addition, cooking shows would originate from famous restaurants,
drama shows would come from theaters, and children's shows

show with assistance from the Dramatist's Guild. For a while,

would be staged in parks throughout New York City. Douglas
Edwards's news broadcasts would continue, but with Edwards rele-

trips. The show ended abruptly after twenty-six weeks when she

gated to the role of off-screen newsreel narrator.
CBS touted its outside-the-studio broadcasts as agreat leap forward in television. The other networks merely televised the inside
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the lead-in to the drama slot was Geographically Speaking, starring
world traveler Mrs. Carveth Wells, who narrated films of her world
ran out of films.
The radio talk show duo of Tex and Jinx made amore conscious
effort to adapt to television, experimenting with three different

May 11, 1947
CBS closes its Grand Central Station studios and begins aschedule of all-remote and film telecasts.
June I, 1947
The Jack Poor Show. (NBC Radio). One of the "post-war" generation of comics, Pur begins a summer substitute series for Jack
Benny and then, in the fall, moves over to ABC Radio for his
own regular weekly program.
June 8, 1947
Lassie. (ABC Radio). The perspicacious canine travels from the
movies to radio.
June 16, 1947
News from Washington. (DuMont). The first nightly network television news show. Walter Compton is anchor, but the program
lasts only eleven months.
June 29, 1947
Strike It Rick (CBS Radio). Warren Hull is emcee of "the quiz
show with aheart." Poor unfortunates plead for help and the studio

and home economics, while their ever-present celebrity friends
tossed bons mots. Apparently Tex's chief responsibility was to sample, with relish, Swift's taste-tempting meat products specially prepared for the show. Because television broadcasting still required
enormous amounts of light, the resulting heat wreaked havoc on
the food. The mayonnaise went bad often enough that an off-screen
bucket was kept close at hand so that Tex could immediately vomit
if necessary.
The longest-running and most important program that NBC
brought out in the 1946-47 season was The Kraft Television Theater, which began in May. NBC and Fred Coe had been staging
weekly unsponsored dramas for some time, but the Kraft dramas
were different. Not only were they sponsored by amajor national
concern, they were also produced by an outside firm, the J. Walter
Thompson agency. All the early NBC and CBS video productions
were "in-house," so it came as quite a surprise to the industry
that NBC would allow its first major sponsored TV drama series
to be run by outsiders.
Kraft and J. Walter Thompson had been long-time partners in

audience decides which ones get the loot.

staging The Kraft Music Hall on radio, so the television arrangement made good business sense. It also offered NBC aready-made,

July 6, 1947

sponsored vehicle to plug into its slowly expanding schedule. If

Candid Microphone. (ABC Radio). Allen Fwe starts sticking
his nose into other people's business.

program forms that season on NBC. John Reagan "Tex" McCrary
(newspaperman turned commentator) and his wife, Eugenia Lincoln "Jinx" Falkenburg (tennis player-swimmer-glamour gin), had
been on NBC's local New York radio outlet since early 1946,
leading alowkey, intelligent celebrity talk show program. On April
27, 1947, they brought their successful format to television in At
Home with Tex and Jinx. From a studio set resembling a fancy
apartment, Tex and Jinx entertained their famous friends and
showed home movies (apparently they took trips, too).
During the summer of 1947, Tex and Jinx took abrief vacation,
but NBC wanted to continue their Sunday evening broadcasts,
so, in spite of the network's preference for live programming, a
filmed series was shown in its place. The new format, Ringside
with Tex and Jinx, moved the show's locale from the couple's
"apartment" to their favorite club haunts, where they continued
to hob nob with their celebrity chums.
The success of the duo's Sunday evening program earned them
an additional assignment, the first commercial network daytime
television program. On May 16, The Swift Home Service Club
began a one-year residency on NBC, Friday from 1:00 to 1:30
P.M. Geared toward the housewife audience, the show featured
Tex and Jinx (especially Jinx) giving tips on interior decorating

the Kraft series caught on, the network might have an easier time
finding support for its own drama series. In spite of network fears
that the agency would turn out a slick and shallow Lux Radio
Theater style drama series, The Kraft Television Theater maintained
a remarkably consistent, high quality over the years. The show
was rarely stupendous but was constantly quite good. Though the
first presentation of the series, the slightly dull melodrama "Double
Door," did not receive rave notices, another part of the program
did.
Kraft's new McLaren's Imperial Cheese had been introduced
to the market in early 1947 but, at one dollar apound, was doing
quite poorly in sales. Kraft subscribed to the notion that television
might be an excellent advertising medium on a par with radio
and decided to use Imperial Cheese as the acid test. For the first
two weeks, all of the ads run on Kraft's show were for McLaren's
Imperial Cheese. For two weeks, pretty model Dana Wyatt demonstrated the tastability of the cheese. For two weeks, the ever-convincing voice of Ed Herlihy expounded on the wonders of this
new cheese marvel. By the third week, every package of McLaren's
Imperial Cheese available in New York City had been sold.
Now this was news! Mrs. Carveth Wells could show all the
travelogues she wanted, but this was something to make Madison
Avenue sit up and take notice. Everyone had always suspected
that television, with its combined visual and aural appeal, would
probably be the "biggest ad medium yet," but until Kraft, nobody
had proved it.
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7. Vaudeville Is Back

IN SEPTEMBER, 1926, RCA placed afull page ad in the nation's major newspapers announcing the birth of NBC and the
beginning of network radio broadcasting:
The day has gone by when the radio receiving set is aplaything. It must now be an instrument of service. ...The
purpose of [NBC] will be to provide the best program[ing]
available for broadcasting in the United States.
Only two years later, NBC began operating an experimental television station, but it was not until January 5, 1948, that the followup ad appeared, announcing network TV:
1948—TELEVISION'S YEAR
...an exciting promise is now an actual service to the
American home. After twenty years of preparation, the NBC
television network is open for business..
NBC proudly spoke of the four TV stations already programming
its network material, with stations in Boston and Baltimore to
open soon. In 1947, it was pointed out, the number of TV sets
operating in America had increased by more than 2,000 percent,
from 8,000 to 170,000.
Nineteen forty seven marked the end of television's interim
period. Nineteen forty eight marks TV's appearance as a
major force.
In almost awe-struck tones the ad concluded:
The greatest means of mass communications in the world
is with us.
The excitement that followed Kraft's successful entry into TV
in the summer of 1947 had continued into the fall as more and
more sponsors invested money in television entertainment.
Throughout the fall, the networks launched new television vehicles
and the quality of their programming began to rise noticeably.
In October, DuMont presented gossip columnist Jack Eigen in a
nightclub setting, surrounded by glamour girls. For fifteen minutes,
Eigen talked about the latest showbiz rumors and chatted with
whatever celebrity he could corral. (Both Frank Sinatra and Fred
Allen were on the show, but only via a telephone hookup.) In
November, NBC brought Mutual radio's popular Meet the Press
interview program to TV, after convincing asponsor, General Mills,
that the show was not too controversial for television. Fred Coe
enlisted help for his NBC Sunday night drama presentations from
two respected Broadway organizations, the Theater Guild and the
American National Theater Academy (ANTA). In December, DuMont restaged "A Christmas Carol," using twelve sets and acast
of twenty-two.
30

Still, it was another sports remote that produced the most exciting
television in the fall of 1947—baseball's annual World Series contest, the first to be televised. All eight TV stations on the Fast
Coast coaxial cable broadcast the seven game "subway" series between the New York Yankees and the Brooklyn Dodgers, two
bitter cross-town rivals. With Gillette and the Ford Motor Company as sponsors, CBS, NBC, and DuMont organized a "pool"
coverage system in which the three networks each carried all of
the games but took turns on the play-by-play and camera chores.
Bob Stanton of NBC was the broadcast voice for games one and
seven, Bill Slater took games two, five, and six for DuMont, and
Bob Edge handled games three and four for CBS. Close-up cameras
presented viewers at home and in bars with sharp, clear pictures
of every phase of the game: the antics of baseline coaches giving
complicated signals, the challenging stance by a batter waiting
for a pitch, and the dejection on the face of a pitcher taken out
of the game. Television, in effect, provided the best seats in the
house and gave the dramatic championship match agreater sense
of theater than ever before as the Yankees won the series, four
games to three.
Viewer response to the World Series was even greater than the
reaction to the Louis-Conn fight of the year before. The TV audience was estimated to be at least 3.8 million, and retailers reported
a sharp increase in TV set sales during early October. Welcome
as this news was, the World Series was merely another short-term
special event. The TV networks were still searching for regular
weekly hit series to solidify their position as the primary source
of video programming. They were abit anxious to find such material
because the very concept of national live TV networks was under
attack from the West Coast.
In June, 1947, Jerry Fairbanks, aformer producer of film shorts
at the Paramount studios in Hollywood, announced that he was
setting up aTV film unit. He promised to supply regular weekly
filmed programs to individual stations directly through the mail
for airing at their pleasure (a process called "syndication"). Not
only did this represent a considerable saving when compared to
the potential cost of using AT&T's coaxial cable, but, with coastto-coast network TV hookups still years away, Fairbanks offered
aready supply of programs to new TV stations not yet connected
to the cable. He filmed seventeen episodes of acrime drama series,
Public Prosecutor (at the unconventional length of twenty minutes
per episode), but the networks were able to pressure the local TV
station managers into ignoring the service. The networks feared

that if local stations began to obtain filmed shows directly from
asyndicator, they might eventually decide not to use network programming at all. Stressing that television should be live, not filmed,
the networks assured the locals that once the cable connections
were made, stations would receive much better material if aligned
with anational network. In the meantime, for those in the hinterlands, DuMont supplied the stopgap solution when it announced
development of amethod of preserving live TV shows by filming
them directly from a television monitor. These kinescope recordings, popularly known as "kines," meant that while alocal station
waited for the arrival of live network TV in its area, it could
still obtain network programs, albeit delayed aweek or two. Though
the kines were often grainy and hard to hear, they allowed the
TV networks to beat Fairbanks at his own game. Finding no buyers,
Fairbanks dropped the idea and, as aresult, his Public Prosecutor
series stayed on the shelf until the early 1950s.
The success of the networks in scuttling the Fairbanks film proposal had as much to do with the standoffish attitude of Hollywood
to television, and vice versa, as their own influence on the locals.
All the major film studios considered TV to be aprime competitor
for the future, and they refused to allow any of their feature films,
producers, directors, or stars to appear on television in any form.
Consequently, they also gave Fairbanks no support in his scheme.
Their strategy was to treat the upstart television with disdain and
not give it any help or support, hoping that it would just fade
away.
While Hollywood viewed television as apossible economic threat
in the future, the movie industry had to concentrate on handling
amore immediate crisis in the fall of 1947: the growing fear that
Hollywood films might be used to spread Communist propaganda.
Only two years after World War II had ended, the new "cold
war" between the United States and the Soviet Union dominated
the nation's thinking. Many Americans truly felt that the country
•
was in danger of being infiltrated by sinister forces. They looked
with suspicion at the many pro-Soviet organizations in America,
which had been formed during the Depression of the 1930s and
the war camaraderie of the 1940s, and regarded them as asubversive
fifth column that could not be counted on in the seemingly inevitable struggle with communism.
Newsletters and magazines, such as Counterattack (founded in
May, 1947, by two former FBI agents), sprang up to publicize
the names of Americans suspected of having ties to communism.
Congressional committees such as the House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) held public hearings designed to document
Red collusion wherever it could be found. One of the first targets
of HUAC was the film community of Hollywood, which possessed
the most popular system for capturing the nation's attention in
an effective, entertaining manner. The committee feared that Communists seeking to subvert the national will would logically try
to take over various parts of the film industry as aquick way to
reach the American public.
In October, 1947, HUAC opened public hearings to prove that
Communists had been writing, producing, and starring in "suspicious" Hollywood films for years. The hearings, which featured
some of Hollywood's leading producers and stars, were broadcast
live by many stations along the East Coast television coaxial cable.
These were the first important congressional hearings ever to allow
television coverage and they provided the first national television
exposure for ayoung first term congressman from California, Richard M. Nixon, a HUAC member. At first, Hollywood's bigwigs
treated the hearings as ajoke, but they soon realized that, in the
national climate of fear and suspicion, the committee was looking

for ascapegoat. Fearing that alack of cooperation might lay the
industry open to agovernmental takeover, the movie moguls offered
up for sacrifice the "ten unfriendlies," ten writers with leftist and
Communist connections who had refused to cooperate with HUAC.
The writers' refusal to answer questions on their political backgrounds had infuriated the members of HUAC, who loudly observed that they "must be hiding something." The ten unfriendlies
were suspended from their jobs and "blacklisted," that is, nobody
in Hollywood would hire them any more because they had been
linked to communism. Soon, blacklisting spread from these ten
to others who worked in movies. In each case, the mere accusation
of leftist ties was tantamount to being pronounced guilty, and the
blacklisted artists were rarely given a chance to try and "clear"
themselves. Writers, producers, directors, and actors suddenly
found themselves out of work because of unsubstantiated charges
made by unseen accusors. At first, television was mostly untouched
by blacklisting because it was felt that TV in 1947 was not even
worthy of infiltration.
As television continued to expand through the fall and winter,
though, that situation was rapidly changing. Applications for stations, which had been crawling in at one or two per month the
year before, averaged three a week by the end of 1947. Set sales
were climbing and the January, 1948, declaration by NBC that
network television had arrived served as a signal that the time
had come for serious efforts at regular weekly programming.
Less than two weeks after the NBC ad, DuMont revived the
long-successful radio variety standard, The Original Amateur Hour.
Major Edward Bowes had run the series on radio from the early
1930s until it ended in 1945, just before he died. Bowes had assumed
awholesome, fatherly, yet realistically critical role introducing new
talent to the nation. The possibility of rags-to-riches stardom had
made the show very successful on radio and DuMont had high
hopes for the TV version. Ted Mack, who had worked under the
tutelage of Bowes, took charge, adopting the sanie approach in
welcoming the aspiring performers. Though DuMont took achance
and slotted the program earlier than practically anything else then
on (Sunday night, 7:00-8:00 P.m.), it became avery popular video
hit. But how popular?
Television was being run by people familiar with radio formats
and strategies and, as they began to develop more expensive new
video series, they felt the need for program ratings just as in radio.
Less than one month after The Original Amateur Hour premiered,
the Hooper organization, radio's most respected ratings service,
conducted the first television rating sweep, in New York City.
Ted Mack's show walked away with the number one slot, registering a46.8% rating (that is, of the televisions in the homes contacted,
46.8 percent were on and tuned to The Original Amateur Hour).
The J. Walter Thompson agency, an early believer in TV advertising, was the first ad agency to subscribe to Hooper's rating service.
In early 1948, NBC also found itself with a hit show, though
it took awhile longer to catch on. Puppet Television Theater had
begun at Christmastime, 1947, as aone-hour children's show running Saturday afternoons at 5:00 P.M. By April, 1948, two weekday
episodes were added and the series was renamed Howdy Doody
after the main puppet character. The idea behind the show was
simple: afew kids, afew puppets, aclown, and some music. What
made it click was the personality and verve of the program's ringmaster, "Buffalo" Bob Smith, a former New York disk jockey
who had previously been the host of arelaxed Arthur Godfrey—
type morning radio show for adults. Smith seemed to enjoy the
children present in the "peanut gallery" and his efforts to entertain
them came out in an ingratiating but not condescending form.
1947-48 SEASON
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He supplied the voices to most of the puppets (such as Howdy
Doody, Phineas T. Bluster, and Captain Scuttlebutt), giving each
an individual personality. The live characters such as Princess Summer-Fall-Winter-Spring and the mute clown Clarabell (played by
Bob Keeshan, later renowned as Captain Kangaroo) shared his
enthusiasm and helped make the humans as warm and friendly
as the puppets. By the fall of 1948, the program aired Monday
through Friday.
Howdy Doody was one of television's first superstars. Small
fry seized control of the family TV set in the late afternoon and
demonstrated that they could become quite devoted to atelevision
character. Mothers were not upset because, when the kids were
occupied with Howdy Doody, they could relax. In the postwar
baby-boom era, television had apractical function—it was an excellent babysitter. As aresult, the late afternoon and very early evening
"after school" time slots were recognized as prime "Icidvid" hours—
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perfect for programming geared toward children, whose parents
were still too busy to settle down and watch.
Television was becoming an item of interest to more and more
households. Newspapers began accepting the medium as a fact
of life and grudgingly agreed to print daily broadcast schedules
for no charge—just as they did with radio. CBS, which had been
airing only remote telecasts for almost ayear, realized that NBC
and DuMont had seized the initiative in television programming.
Having attracted only afew sponsors for its outdoor broadcasts,
the network conceded defeat in February, 1948, by announcing
that it would soon reopen and greatly enlarge its studios at Grand
Central Station. ABC, which had abstained from TV production
for a year while waiting for its home base in New York to be
constructed, decided not to wait until the August completion date
but geared up instead for amid-April kick-off, using its affiliates
on the East Coast.

All the networks realized that if their new program drive was
to go anywhere, they would need live music. They at last came
to terms with James C. Petrillo's American Federation of Musicians
and the total ban on live television music ended. Within hours,
CBS and NBC staged anip-and-tuck race to be the first network
to present live music on television. CBS won by ninety minutes.
Eugene Ormandy and the Philadelphia Orchestra hit the air at
five in the afternoon on March 20, while Arturo Toscanini and
the NBC Orchestra weighed in at 6:30 P.M. These orchestral presentations, however, were not really representative of the future of
live television music. Soon, pop-oriented musical programs appeared, modeled after the popular radio music shows, which showcased singers in either an all music format (usually afifteen-minute
slot) or more elaborate musical-variety shows (a half-hour or an
hour long).
Though CBS was far behind NBC in developing studio entertainment programming and signing up new TV stations as affiliates,
once it decided in earnest to reenter in-studio commercial television
the network quickly became the chief competitor to NBC, leapfrogging the competition. This was areflection of CBS's radio strength.
It was a very strong number two in radio behind NBC and the
two were generally regarded as the powerhouses of broadcasting.
As television stations decided to align themselves with anetwork,
it made sense to go with one of the two biggest in radio.
CBS's only holdover from its all-remote concept was the network's first effort in theatrical drama, Tonight on Broadway. Producer Worthington Miner took TV cameras to New York theaters
in order to present hit Broadway plays, beginning with "Mr. Roberts," starring Henry Fonda. Miner treated the series like any other
remote event and positioned the cameras so that the entire stage
was visible at all times on the TV screen. While dead center, thirtyfive rows from the front, might have been perfect for apatron at
the theater, it was disastrous to viewers at home who tried to
follow the action on their eight-inch screens (opera glasses were
not much help). The tiny figures were lost in the open expanse

of stage, but it was felt that this was the only way to correctly
convey the feel of theater. The cameras were there to present the
event exactly as a member of the audience would see it. Home
viewers were, in effect, sneaking in for free.
The resurrected ABC also dabbled in drama with its first new
series in April, Hollywood Screen Test. Originating at first from
Philadelphia, the program was a combination drama-anthology
and talent show in which two performers who had Broadway experience, but who were not yet stars, appeared in a scene with a
celebrity veteran. Just as in The Original Amateur Hour there was
the lure of seeing stars-in-the-making, but the overall quality of
production was much higher. The show was set up as if it were
an actual West Coast "screen test," which not only served as an
innovative format but also covered up the lack of expensive scenery.
The series lasted five years for ABC, with veteran Neil Hamilton
acting as host for all but the first few months.
Through the spring of 1948, the networks' TV schedules expanded tremendously to include elementary versions of basic entertainment formats that were popular on radio. NBC presented
Barney Blake, Police Reporter, starring Gene O'Donnell as a reporter-as-cop. On DuMont, real-life husband and wife Johnny and
Mary Kay Stearns faced the humorous trials and tribulations of
married life in the appropriately titled situation comedy, Mary
Kay and Johnny. Kyle MacDonnell, one of the first singing stars
to make aname on television, hosted a series of pleasant fifteenminute musical vehicles for NBC: For Your Pleasure, Kyle MacDonnell Sings, and Girl About Town. All the networks had quizzes
such as Americana Quiz and Charade Quiz DuMont offered the
imaginative Court of Current Issues, in which actors would argue
a case in a courtroom setting and the studio audience acted as
jury. This seemed the perfect setting for a television discussion
show.
While television developed its selection of entertainment vehicles
in an effort to duplicate some of the attraction of network radio,
adramatic—and symbolic—change took place in radio program-

Milton Berle, the first host of
Texaco Star Theater, soon
became known as Mr.
Television. (Smithsonian
Institution, Allen B. DuMont
Collection)
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can only lose thirty minutes." That was not quite true—with a
October 27, 1947
You Bet Your Life. (ABC Radio). After several misfired flops,
Groucho Marx, the great ad-libber, finds asuccessful radio format
under producer John Guedel. The setup is simple: Groucho acts
as host of aquiz show that devotes most of its time to his jokes.
November 13, 1947
Boston is connected to the East Coast network, though it does
not yet have any television stations on the air.
November 18, 1947
Mary Kay and Johnny. (DuMont). Television's first weekly situation comedy.
February 9, 1948
The Frederick W. Ziv Company, radio's largest program syndicator, sets up atelevision film branch to help fill the many program-

of similar giveaway shows appeared, at the expense of both established comedians such as Allen and youngsters such as Danny
Thomas and Jack Paar. By June, 1949, Allen quit radio in disgust.
At the time radio was about to meet television in a head-tohead battle for advertising dollars, Stop the Music demonstrated
that a game show could topple a highly paid star. This offered
radio sponsors an attractive way to cut costs yet still have a top
rated show. Even with all that fancy prize money, quiz show budgets were much less than the salaries of top radio stars who at
the time made as much as $30,000 aweek. A subtle shift in priorities
began to take place. Though radio was still regarded as important
to sponsors, the high-class high-budget formats had become expendable if necessary. Lower-budget quizzes could pull in high

ming gaps on the local TV stations.

radio ratings while advertisers directed more of their money to

February 16, 1948
Camel Newsreel Theater. (NBC). Fox-Movietone produces NBC's

television.
The giveaway quiz show fad did spill over into TV in mid-1948,

first nightly television news show.
April 15, 1948
ABC resumes television broadcasting, using as its temporary

but none of the programs became big hits. Video production budgets
were still relatively small so the TV quiz programs looked cheap
rather than magical and glamorous. The shows simply did not

headquarters WMAL in Washington and W1FIL in Philadelphia.

appear as visually exciting as the equivalent radio programs
sounded. They remained just one more experimental format for

April 28, 1948
CBS resumes in-studio television broadcasts as the Douglas Edwards news show becomes aMonday through Friday production.
By fall, twenty-five-year-old Don Hewitt becomes the program's

television programmers in search of hit shows and prestige events.
The 1948 presidential race provided the networks with an excellent opportunity to boost television's stature. President Harry Truman, who had assumed office when Franklin Roosevelt died, was

first regular producer.
May 3, 1948
The Supreme Court upholds the anti-trust decision in the tenyear-old "Paramount Case." The eight major movie studios must
begin to divest themselves of their theater chains.

ming. On March 21, the day after the Petrillo ban ended for television music, Stop the Music premiered on ABC radio. It was a
musical quiz show conceived by Louis G. Cowan, directed by Mark
Goodson, and slotted in one of the toughest time periods of the
radio week: Sunday night against Edgar Bergen and Fred Allen.
Surprisingly, within months, Fred Allen, amember of radio's top
ten for a decade, had dropped to thirty-eighth place. By the end
of the year, Edgar Bergen took his Sunday night show off the
air for aseason. Stop the Music had beaten them both.
Quiz and game shows had been a part of radio for years, but
Stop the Music was different. It was aquiz that directly connected
entertainment with the personal greed of listeners at home, offering
prizes for merely tuning in. The contest was simple: Phone numbers
from across the nation were selected at random. While host Bert
Parks dialed anumber, the show's musical regulars began performing a popular song. As soon as the home contestant picked up
the phone, Parks would say "Stop the music!" and ask the listener
to identify the song that had just stopped playing. If correct, the
listener would win aprize and achance to identify amuch more
difficult "mystery melody" worth as much as $30,000. Though
the odds against being called were astronomical, listeners felt it
was wise to tune in and be prepared—just in case. Besides, the
music was good, Parks was energetic as ever, and the show was
entertaining in its own right.
In the fall of 1948, Allen offered insurance (up to $5,000) to
any listeners who lost out on winning on Stop the Music because
they were tuned to him. "In other words," Allen said, "my listeners
34

top prize of up to $30,000 on Stop the Music they could lose up
to $25,000. But in any case, the offer cam
- etoo late. Large numbers
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running for his first elected term and the Republicans felt certain
they could beat him. As the race heated up through the spring
and summer, the networks devoted as much air time as possible
to the various campaigns. Most of the stories appeared on the
fifteen-minute nightly newsreel shows that the networks had established over the previous year in an effort to upgrade the image
of their news departments. DuMont had been first in the summer
of 1947 with Walter Compton's News from Washington. NBC soon
followed with Camel Newsreel Theater, a ten-minute collection
of newsreels completely produced by Fox-Movietone (which even
took responsibility for hiring the show's off-screen announcing trio
of Ed Thorgensen, George Putnam, and Helen Claire). In April,
1948, as part of its return to in-studio broadcasts, CBS brought
Douglas Edwards back on camera and retitled the daily program
Douglas Edwards and the News. ABC joined the others in the
summer with News and Views, which used arotating anchor crew,
including TV's first anchorwoman, Pauline Frederick.
In addition to coverage on the newsreel shows, that summer
CBS gave thirty-minutes of time to adifferent presidential candidate
each week on Presidential Timber. Republican Harold Stassen was
the first to appear. At the time, the radio networks banned the
"dramatization of political issues," so most political forays into
radio were generally dull discussions and speeches by either the
candidate or achosen representative. Television had no such ban,
so Stassen hired an ad agency to produce athirty-minute film to
run in his segment of Presidential Timber. Actually, the film did
not spend much time on "the issues" at all, but instead served
as awarm pictorial biography meant to promote Stassen as a"nice
guy" rather than just aspeechmaker.
The planners of both party nominating conventions had noted
the staggering growth of television set sales in 1947 and realized
that acity connected to the Eastern coaxial cable network offered
the opportunity for a tremendous publicity boost at convention
time. Both parties chose Philadelphia and, by the time the first

It was also avery good television speech. By not reading from
a script, Truman could look the camera (and the voter) in the
eye, without the distracting pauses and downward glances of most
speechreaders. He came across on TV as a sincere natural man
who was not so much the President as "one of the guys." Truman's
speech vividly demonstrated the personal intimacy possible through
television. Sharp politicians sensed that television might be even
more important than first suspected, but they were not yet ready
to incorporate the medium into afull-scale presidential campaign.
That fall, Governor Dewey turned down an advertising agency's
suggestion to concentrate on short "spot announcements" for television, and he and President Truman restricted their use of TV to
afew live pickups of large political rallies. It was generally agreed
that television played very little part in Truman's come-from-behind
victory.
While politicians were just beginning to experiment with television, the era of testing had passed for entertainment programming.
The networks and sponsors were ready for adramatic breakthrough
to tie it all together. Kraft's McLaren Cheese promotion demonstrated how effective television advertising could be. The top-rated
Ted Mack show proved that viewers liked variety. The vaudeville
styled Hour Glass had attracted adevoted following in 1946 without
any live music, and now the Petrillo ban was lifted. The total
number of TV sets in the country was doubling every four months.
It was time to move!
On pages 26 and 27 of the May 19, 1948, issue of the entertainment trade weekly Variety, the William Morris talent agency placed
atwo-page ad with alarge headline:
Paul White (I.), who helped create the CBS news organization
in the early 1930s, and Douglas Edwards. (CBS News Photo)

VAUDEVILLE I
SBACK
The Golden Age of variety begins with the premiere of The

gavel fell, there were eighteen stations from Boston to Richmond
sending out the proceedings to ten million viewers watching on
300,000 sets.

E.D.T., starting June 8 on NBC and its affiliated stations
in New York, Washington, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Texaco Star Theater on television, Tuesday, 8:00-9:00

There was little to distinguish one network's convention coverage
from another's because all four used the same pictures, provided
by acommon pool camera set up to focus on the main podium.
There were no additional pickups from roving floor reporters,
though NBC did set up a small studio off the convention floor
("Room 22") in which Ben Grauer cdnducted on-the-spot, offthe-cuff intervieWs with political bigwigs. To anchor coverage of
the proceedings, the networks rotated among their top reporters.
CBS featured Ed Murrow, Quincy Howe, and Douglas Edwards,
while NBC had H. V. Kaltenborn and Richard Harkness. ABC
made extensive use of Walter Winchell, while DuMont, which
had no formal news staff, hired Drew Pearson as its main commentator.
The Republican convention was generally uneventful and dull
as Governor Thomas Dewey from New York easily beat Harold
Stassen, but the Democrats staged adrawn-out free-for-all. Minnesota's Hubert H. Humphrey, acandidate for the U.S. Senate, led
a floor fight over inclusion of a civil rights plank in the party
platform and, in response, Southern Democrats walked out and
formed their own splinter party (popularly known as the Dixiecrats). The Democratic nominee, President Harry Truman, fell
victim to the floor wrangling along the way and his acceptance
speech was delayed until 2:00 A.M. By then most viewer-voters
were asleep and consequently missed atruly electrifying presentation. Though Truman was ahorrible reader of prewritten speeches,
when he started speaking ad-lib from the heart, his oratory was
close to perfection. This was the style he used for his acceptance
address and it resulted in one of the best speeches of his life.

P.M.

May 6, 1948
The FCC takes away channel one from television, giving the
military use of the frequency instead.
July 5, 1948
My Favorite Husband. (CBS Radio). Lucille Ball plays a wacky
wife whose zany escapades make life difficult for her banker husband
and his short-tempered boss (played by Gale Gordon). Jess Oppenheimer produces this "in-house" CBS radio sitcom.
July 19, 1948
Our Miss Brooks (CBS Radio). In another successful home-grown
CBS radio sitcom, Eve Arden plays Connie Brooks, alevel-headed,
believable teacher at mythical Madison High School. She is backed
by the omni-present Gale Gordon as the blustery principal, Osgood
Conklin.
July 26, 1948
The Bob Howard Show. (CBS). Piano-playing Bob Howard becomes the first black to host anetwork television series, appearing
in afifteen-minute weekday evening musical show.
August 10, 1948
ABC at last gets it own home-base television station as WJZ
(later WABC) goes on the air in New York.
August 11, 1948
News and Views. (ABC). Six different anchors handle ABC's first
television news show.
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Richmond, and Schenectady. WANTED—Variety artists
from all corners of the globe. Send particulars to the William
Morris Agency.
A radio version of The Texaco Star Theater had played since
the fall of 1938, but that mixed variety and drama under asuccession of celebrity hosts (including Ken Murray, Fred Allen, James
Melton, Alan Young, and Gordon MacRae). The new television
version was conceived as a throwback to the vaudeville houses
(such as New York City's famed Palace Theater), which had thrived
from the turn of the century until the advent of radio and talkies.
In vaudeville, a few acts would appear on stage, perform, and
step off, beginning with the unknowns and working up to the headliners. An emcee would introduce the performers and attempt to
give the show some continuity. NBC felt that abig budget television
version of the vaudeville form might catch on, just as Hour Glass
had done in its brief run. With imaginative production, a good
selection of talent, and astrong host, Texaco Star Theater could
be abig hit. Finding the right host was the most difficult part of
the formula, so the network decided to spend the summer giving
afew candidates trial runs. It quickly settled on Milton Berle to
open the series. Berle was a successful nightclub comedian who
had been aflop in numerous attempts to make it on network radio,
but he had brought down the house on aheart fund auction program
televised by DuMont on April 7. It seemed that the added visual
nature of television was just the extra plus Berle needed and, on
June 8, he stepped out for the first Texaco Star Theater. It was
as if television had been reinvented.
Reviewers were ecstatic: "Television's first real smash!" "Let
the hucksters make way for the show folk!" As emcee, Berle delivered acleaned-up version of his nightclub routine, with visual mannerisms impossible to convey over radio, then introduced a
succession of acts (including Pearl Bailey). Yet that was just the
beginning. Berle also had an amazing sense of timing and pacing.
When he saw the show was lagging, he would dash on stage and
ham it up, holding the program together with the force of his
personality. Unlike old-time vaudeville and every other variety
show previously on television, Berle's Texaco Star Theater opened
fast, stayed fast and tight, and finished fast. Even the one commercial—known as the middle ad—was integrated into the act as a
funny plug by pitchman Sid Stone, whose "tell ya' what I'm gonna
do ..." come-on soon became anational catch phrase.
Instead of staging the show for the studio audience, the producers
were more interested in giving the viewers at home asharp, clear
picture. The camera was taken out of the infamous thirty-fifth
row and placed on stage. The resulting closeups produced an immediacy and intimacy unmatched by radio and theater. This marriage
of vaudeville and video techniques produced anew form, vaudeo.
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There had never been anything else like it on television.
NBC had hoped for success, but had not expected ahit of such
proportions. After Berle's three appearances in June and July, a
rotating group of emcees took over (including Henny Youngman,
Morey Amsterdam, and George Price), but none could generate
anything near the excitement of Berle. The format and his personality had meshed perfectly. After frantic importunings by NBC, Berle
signed to become permanent host of Texaco Star Theater beginning
in September.
Twelve days after Berle's June premiere, CBS unveiled its own
television vaudeville show, Toast of the Town, with Ed Sullivan
as host. Sullivan had been a Broadway newspaper columnist for
almost twenty years and his Broadway contacts made him the
perfect choice to head avariety show drawing on new talent. CBS
producer Worthington Miner first spotted the somewhat dour, lowkey Sullivan as apotential for television, and chose him to emcee
the 1947 Harvest Moon Ball, staged and televised in Madison
Square Garden by CBS and the New York Daily News. He used
him again in a 1948 Easter Sunday variety benefit, and Toast of
the Town soon followed.
Coming so soon after Berle's spectacular, Sullivan's June 20
debut suffered in comparison. He was judged by the sanie standards
even though Berle had been chosen for his abilities as aperformer
and Sullivan for his skills as an off-stage producer who could unearth new talent. Toast of the Town itself was much closer to a
traditional vaudeville set up than Texaco Star Theater, as Sullivan
merely introduced asuccession of acts and stepped aside. At first,
even the camera placement was back at the thirty-fifth row.
Jack Gould of the New York Times called the selection of Sullivan
as emcee "ill advised," saying: ". ..his extreme matter-of-factness
and his tendency to introduce friends in the audience add up to
little sparkling entertainment."
In amedium centered on performing talent and warm intimacy,
Sullivan was the permanent exception to prove the rule—he had
neither, but his knack for finding talent on the verge of making
it big was uncanny. In fact, two of the seven performers on the
opening show were the then unknown "zany comic" team of Dean
Martin and Jerry Lewis (paid $200 for their appearance). Nonetheless, jokes about Sullivan's stage mannerisms never ceased, even
after the show became a big success. Budding impressionists cut
their teeth on mimicking his scrunched stance and his frequently
repeated phrases such as "And now, right here on our stage ..."
and "really big shew." Husbands would turn to their wives in
the glowing dark and opine, "He's got no talent. He'll never last."
It was Sullivan who had the last laugh as his program ran for
twenty-three years. Fred Allen explained the incongruity: "Ed Sullivan will stay on television as long as other people have talent."
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8. The Freeze

THE EXPANSION of television during the first nine months
of 1948 was nothing short of miraculous. Set manufacturers could

television, people in the rest of the country became caught up in
the new focus of popular entertainment.

hardly keep up with the demand for new product. The FCC could
hardly keep up with the paperwork of applications for new stations.

The most exciting event of the new season was the return of
Milton Berle, the uncrowned king of television, to the Texaco Star

All four television networks planned major program premieres
in the fall, treating the new TV season with the same respect as
a new radio season. To the television industry, the era of "the
greatest means of mass communications in the world"—also known
as "the biggest ad medium yet"—had arrived at last. There seemed
to be no limit to the coming boom. At the end of September,
though, a long festering technical problem cast a chill over this
euphoria.

Theater. Milton was back and NBC had him. What's more, he
was still "boffo!" The magic chemistry that had powered Berle's
few summer appearances continued to charge his fall shows. When
the first ratings came in, Berle and Texaco were so far out in
front that the number one slot was virtually conceded to them,
and the other networks lowered their sights and aimed for number
two. By November, Texaco Star Theater had an 86.7% rating
(meaning that of all sets, including those not turned on, 86.7%

In the 1930s, when the FCC had first set technical standards
for television broadcasting, it frankly had no idea how far apart
stations assigned to the same channel should be. If they were too
close to each other, signals would clash and many home viewers

were tuned to Berle on Tuesday) and a 94.7% share (meaning
that of all sets then being used, 94.7 percent were tuned to Berle).
Milton Berle had ahammerlock on the Tuesday-at-8:00 P.M. time

would receive a jumble of images. In 1945, the commission set
150 miles as the minimum distance between stations on the same
channel but, during 1948, when the number of TV stations on

It soon became quite clear that any program slotted against
Berle was going to lose big. A sponsor would have to be crazy
to buy into ashow on versus Berle—nobody would watch it. So,

the air almost tripled, there were more and more reports of crossstation interference. The FCC felt impelled to do something quickly

the other networks began filling early Tuesday evening with extremely weak programming (usually unsponsored) that had little

because unlike the question of color, which could be postponed

hope of catching alarge audience anyway. One of the first to do
so was DuMont, which moved out its promising Court of Current
Issues and moved in Operation: Success, a program of self-help
tips for crippled veterans.

indefinitely, signal interference was an obvious, irritating, and immediate problem which would only get worse as more stations
signed on. Yet the FCC really needed time to study the situation
and work out new standards, so on September 30, 1948, the commission put a freeze on processing applications for new stations.
When the freeze was announced, there were thirty-seven stations
on the air in twenty-two cities, with eighty-six other stations already
approved and in the process of preparing to sign on. These new
stations would be allowed to go on the air, but the 303 station
applications sent in but not yet acted on were filed away until
the FCC could work out the frequency problem. The commission
said that the freeze would be in effect for only ashort time (approximately six months), so the networks took no immediate notice
of it. At worst, they felt, there would be a slight pause in the
rapid rise of television. Instead, the freeze extended three and onehalf years and placed television in a peculiar state of suspended
animation, just on the verge of expanding into a national mass
medium. From 1948 to 1952, advertisers and programmers were
given the opportunity to refine their formats and techniques while
serving a large, but limited audience. While part of the nation
continued to wait breathlessly for the long-postponed arrival of

slot that he would keep for almost eight years.

Milton Berle's program seemed irresistible with its fast-paced
tempo aimed directly at the home audience. Gradually, the program
evolved from standard vaudeville into an even stronger vehicle
for Berle's dominating personality, a"sketch" show. This formalized Berle's habit of butting into routines by adding as a regular
feature scenes with Berle and his guests performing together. This
provided better continuity as well as the assurance that Berle would
appear throughout the show as often as possible. Although sometimes he seemed to be staging a one man production, Berle also
introduced some very talented performers as Texaco Star Theater
became one of the prime television showcases for new talent. Sid
Caesar, arising young comic, appeared on one of the early shows
to recreate an airplane skit he had performed in the feature film
"Tars and Spars." In March, band leader Desi Arnaz soloed with
his hot bongo drumming.
Number two in the ratings behind Berle was Ed Sullivan's Toast
of the Town, which also served as a television springboard for
new talent. In February, Jackie Gleason, who was then starring
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on Broadway in "Along Fifth Avenue," delivered acomedy monologue about a man in love with a juke box. Later that month,
young nightclub comic Larry Storch did some hilarious impersonations and, in June, Sam Levenson, a former schoolteacher, presented his view of life in New York City in a monologue that
drew strong critical praise. Sullivan also arranged for the first television appearances by established stars such as Faye Emerson, Rosemary Clooney, Vaughn Monroe, Peter Lind Hayes, Sldtch
Henderson, the Baird Puppets, Franlde Laine, and Frank Fontaine.
Unlike Berle, Sullivan continued to present his guests in a pure
vaudeville format, always stepping aside once the introductions
were finished. He also included a greater variation in types of
guests than Berle, placing concert singers, circus animal acts, ballet
troupes, and acrobats alongside more traditional comedy and pop
music performers. Sullivan boasted that he put on a show with
something for everybody in the family.
Even though Berle and Sullivan had only been on the air since
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June, their shows had become the standards other television series
tried to copy. The makeup of the program schedule for the fall
of 1948 made it quite clear that television had adopted yet another
radio trait—mass imitation. Nervous radio sponsors, desiring the
largest possible audience for their programs, tended to choose carbon copies of already successful formats rather than risk audience
rejection with an untested concept. The same was holding true
for television. Berle and Sullivan had vividly demonstrated the
popularity of vaudeo shows, so the airwaves were filled with similar
programs trying to cash in on this proved path to video success.
Combined with the expected deluge of new musical-variety shows
launched after the Petrillo ban was lifted, these gave viewers their
first overdose of ahit formula.
Russ Morgan hosted Welcome Aboard, which was ostensibly
set aboard a ship, and featured numerous guest appearances by
Sullivan's first finds, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. Frank Fontaine
and later Jan Murray hosted Front Row Center, while Morey Am-

sterdam's show brought forward the talents of second banana Art
Carney. NBC slotted Phil Silvers to host The Arrow Show but,
because he was also starring in "High Button Shoes" on Broadway
at the time, Silvers had to rush from the studio immediately after
his live TV program in order to appear live on stage. After a
few months of this madness, Silvers gave up The Arrow Show.
NBC placed Perry Como's casual fifteen-minute Supper Club after
the fights on Friday, marking the first attempt at late night network
programming.
Band leader Fred Waring conducted the classiest musical-variety
show of the season—and the most expensive at the time ($20,000
each week). Waring rarely used guests, relying instead on his sixtyfive-member family of dancers, singers, and musicians. In contrast,
some of the season's weaker vehicles included ABC's American
Minstrels of 1949, which placed twenty-six-year-old Jack Carter
and the blackface duo of Pick and Pat into a cumbersome mix
of the vaudeville era and the minstrel age; Paul Whiteman 's TV
Teen Club, which presented only mildly uptempo big band dance
music; Bob Smith's attempt at a weekly half-hour of song and
chat, similar to his pre-Howdy Doody Godfrey-esque radio show;
and the unwieldy team of Dunninger the mind-reading mentalist
and ventriloquist Paul Winchell.
The prime exponent of pure and simple variety was "the old
redhead," Arthur Godfrey, who quickly became as much of a
workaholic on television as he was on radio. Godfrey's first television series was asimulcast of his Monday night radio hit, Talent
Scouts, in which he played the genial Ted Mack role. A month
later he added Arthur Godfrey and His Friends, aWednesday night
television version of his popular morning radio show in which
he headed aclose knit "family" of musical performers. Like Godfrey, the show was extremely lowkey. Guests came on, engaged
in chit-chat, and sang asong or two. One of the program's regulars
performed a number. Godfrey recommended some products he
truly believed in, played his ukulele, told a few slightly ribald
jokes, and said goodnight. His warm, sincere personality carried
over to television perfectly and he transformed such potentially
boring routines into entertaining visits with an old friend. Both
shows immediately became top ten hits and remained so for years.
One vaudeville format that failed miserably in the transition
to television was the hellzapoppin' humor of Ole Olsen and Chic
Johnson, the hosts of Fireball Fun-For-All, Milton Berle's summer
replacement. For three decades, Olsen and Johnson had specialized
in cornball punchlines and comic anarchy, including exploding
scenery, stooges in gorilla suits, pop-up midgets, seltzer bottles,
and gobs of custard pie. Their very busy productions worked well
with a live audience in a large theater, but they were stopped
cold by television. Even though the writers worked out detailed
scripts and camera shots in advance, the very nature of the act—
which Olsen and Johnson brought unaltered to television—made
it impossible for the camera crews to follow close up, so the action
was generally shown in long shots. As a result, the complicated
bits were completely lost to the home audience watching on eightinch screens. Without the impact of the visuals, Olsen and Johnson's
cornball humor bombed.
In the summer of 1949, one year after Berle and Sullivan had
first appeared, DuMont launched its big effort in vaudeo, Cavalcade
of Stars, with Jack Carter as host. By then, there had been so
many others like it already that Cavalcade of Stars was almost
lost in the crowd. The only unique feature of the program was
its unorthodox time slot—Saturday night at 9:00 P.M. The other
networks did not place any of their stronger programs on Saturday
because it was assumed that on "date night" the home audience

would put television aside (as it had done with radio) and go out.
Instead, more people stayed at home with the TV set than the
networks had expected, so Cavalcade of Stars built a moderate
(but not overwhelming) following and served as atraining ground
for comedians such as Jerry Lester, Jackie Gleason, Larry Storch,
and Jack Carter, who went on to success with other networks
after astint with the show.
The less-than-spectacular performance by Cavalcade of Stars
even against weak competition was agrim disappointment to DuMont, which badly needed asmash hit show. Though all the networks had ignored the FCC-imposed freeze at first, after the flurry
of fall premieres it became apparent that, as aresult of the freeze
on new stations, the competition for affiliates would be tighter
than ever before. During the freeze, there were many cities with
only one television station, and, consequently, these stations found
themselves besought by all four networks to air programs. Broadcasters in one-station markets regularly took programs from all
the networks, depending on which shows were doing the best.
DuMont and ABC were especially hurt by this situation because
NBC and CBS, the leaders in network radio, had the biggest names
and already occupied the top of the TV ratings. By the middle
of 1949, the two major networks dominated the airtime on most
stations, at the expense of the two smaller networks. Cavalcade
of Stars demonstrated how difficult it was to break this cycle, even
with a pretty good show. ABC and DuMont needed smash hits
just to catch the attention of local programmers and get them
used to airing their material. This became acircular "Catch-22"
situation because if local stations regularly chose the most popular
programs, how could any new show build an audience and become
a hit? Soon, DuMont realized that the tight market limitations
of the freeze had also provided it with one important weapon to
fight back, the city of Pittsburgh.
Before the freeze took effect, DuMont had won FCC approval
for its third O&O station, WDTV (later KDKA-TV), the first
television station in Pittsburgh. During the freeze years, this gave
the network the only television outlet in one of the nation's largest
markets and sponsors who wanted to be seen in Pittsburgh had
to play ball with DuMont. This monopoly over the Pittsburgh
airwaves soon became one of the network's most important assets
and it won sponsors for anumber of DuMont shows that would
have been otherwise ignored. One of the most peculiar program
deals took place in early 1949 when Admiral agreed to run its
Admiral Broadway Revue on DuMont as well as NBC (which had
more affiliates than any other TV network) in order to get into
Pittsburgh. The simultaneous placement allowed DuMont to tout
the, program to local stations as a DuMont show and to try to
interest them in its other network offerings. This short cut to credibility failed because broadcasters considered The Admiral Broadway
Revue an NBC program anyway, so it never became the "DuMont
hit" the network so desperately needed.
NBC had its own problems with The Admiral Broadway Revue,
chief among them the fact that its Broadway-based producer, Max
Liebman, concentrated on the theatrical presentation itself and
did not take the vital next step of directing the stage action toward
the audience at home. He brought together a talented group of
young performers—comics Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, and Mary
McCarthy as well as dancers Marge and Gower Champion—and
each week staged avery funny Broadway-style revue that worked
well in the theater but came across as choppy and distant on the
TV screen. Instead of demanding intimate camera placement, Liebman was content to let the crews shoot the whole stage from out
in the audience (the infamous thirty-fifth row). The Admiral Broad1948-49 SEASON
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Washingtonians watch the
1949 World Series on aset
displayed in astore window.
(National Archives)

way Revue ended after athirteen-week run when Admiral pulled
out as sponsor, though Liebman learned from his mistakes and
had considerably more success the following season when he restructured the program as Your Show of Shows.
When the FCC approved DuMont's request for a TV station
in Pittsburgh, the commission reiterated its belief that DuMont
was controlled by its major stockholder, Paramount Pictures, and
said that it would not grant any more TV licenses to either Paramount or DuMont. The FCC had set an ownership limit of five
TV stations for any one group and because it classified Paramount
and DuMont as one organization, it counted the two Paramount
stations (WBKB in Chicago and KTLA in Los Angeles) and three
DuMont stations (WABD in New York, WTTG in Washington,
and WDTV in Pittsburgh) as reaching that limit. Both companies
refused to accept the FCC's decision as final and planned to continue the fight once the freeze was lifted. Paramount wished to
establish TV stations in Boston, Detroit, and Dallas, while DuMont
intended to push for O&Os in Cincinnati and Cleveland. With
the battle over network TV affiliates already so intense, DuMont
felt that it needed five O&Os as a solid base for expanding its
network. Paramount also felt that it badly needed the income from
some extra television stations because the end of a decade-long
legal case had jeopardized the entire financial structure of the big
Hollywood studios.
In 1938, the Department of Justice had filed an anti-trust suit

the Supreme Court ended the marathon suit (popularly called "The
Paramount Case") by siding with the government and ordering
the eight studios to end their production-exhibition arrangement.
Along with the others, Paramount had to unload its chain of theaters, amajor source of the company's revenue.
In 1949, Paramount Pictures, Inc., split in two. The Paramount
Pictures Corporation was set up to continue making movies. It
also kept control of KTLA and about 30% of DuMont. A separate
company, United Paramount Theaters, was created to manage the
movie theaters and run WBKB. The Justice Department was satisfied that Paramount had complied with the Supreme Court's ruling,
but the FCC was not so sure. Preoccupied with the freeze, the
commission refused to say whether it accepted the ParamountUnited Paramount split as total. Until it did decide, it would continue to assume that DuMont and the two Paramounts were one
organization that owned five TV stations and would get no more.
The FCC's slow pace in sorting out technicalities placed broadcasters in asqueeze between their day-to-day business reality and
the commission's decision process. Without the expansion of television into new markets, the smaller networks found themselves consistently lagging behind as NBC and CBS solidified their hold in
TV. Potential station applicants and investors across the country
were forced to scuttle their television plans because they had no
idea when the freeze would end. Yet during the freeze period,
important growth did take place within the areas already served

against eight major film studios (including Paramount), claiming
that they were monopolizing the movie business by controlling
both the production and projection of films. The "big eight" not

by television. Set sales continued to climb and the size of the home
audience expanded. Both advertising and production budgets in-

only created most of the movies in Hollywood, but also owned

formats as variety and drama. The networks tried out programs
in other time periods such as the morning and early afternoon.
Through all this, work on the cross-country coaxial cable contin-

and ran large national chains of movie theaters, which routinely
obtained exclusive screening rights to the latest films. By 1948,
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creased. Producers worked out some of the rough spots in such

ued, bringing the industry closer to live, nationwide TV.
In September, 1948, a Midwest coaxial cable network began

an immediate, eye-catching punch that made the story instantly
accessible. The Roman legions, dressed in pseudo-Nazi attire,

operations, connecting Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Milwaukee, Toledo, Buffalo, and Cleveland. On January 11, 1949, the Philadelphia-Pittsburgh-Cleveland link connected the Midwest cable with

clearly suggested the recent battle against fascism in World War
II and brought the themes of totalitarian oppression and political

the East Coast network (Boston to Richmond) so that, for the
first time, one quarter of the nation's population was within reach
of live network programming. One of the first shows on the EastMidwest hookup was the inauguration of President Truman.
Ninety-one-year-old Luther Parsons, who had seen the March 4,
1889, inauguration of Benjamin Harrison, watched the Truman

conspiracy from ancient Rome to contemporary society. In one
very effective sequence, Miner moved the camera into a tight
closeup on the eyes of one of the Roman conspirators and played
the actor's prerecorded voice to reveal his inner thoughts. Viewers
experienced the unnerving but exciting sensation that they had
jumped inside the man's mind as he thought about the assassination

in Philadelphia was "the much more comfortable way."

of Caesar. That was something even Broadway could not do! Viewers who had considered Shakespeare too highbrow and inscrutable
found the program comprehensible and exciting. Critics praised

One month after the inauguration broadcast, NBC took over
control of its nightly news show, bringing in a live on-camera

the production as an example of the high quality television drama
they had been hoping for.

announcer, John Cameron Swayze, acomparatively fancy set, and
anew title, Camel News Caravan. The new program soon passed
Douglas Edwards and became the number one network news show,
remaining so for seven years. At heart, though, both Edwards
and Swayze were doing essentially the same thing and neither pro-

as the first sponsor for the network's three-year-old Sunday night
drama showcase, which became The Philco Television Playhouse.
Producer Fred Coe's first efforts for Philco were adaptations of

ceremony on television and declared that seeing it from his home

gram could match the depth of network radio news coverage. Television still relied on the newsreel organizations for films of news
events that were more visual than newsworthy. There was very
little on-the-spot reporting and important, but more complex, stories were usually left for sketchy summaries by the news anchors.
In his reports, Swayze would chirp, "Let's hop-scotch the world
for headlines!" and then read afew bulletins taken from the wire
services.
While news was still regarded as the domain of radio, much
was expected of live television drama. New York based critics—
surrounded by theater—viewed drama as one of the best forms

At NBC, the Philco corporation signed on in the fall of 1948

Broadway productions and classic plays. In the second season he
shifted to adapting books and presented the program as a novela-week. Gradually, as Coe turned more and more to original scripts
rather than adaptations, the program improved and eventually became known as the most innovative drama series on television.
The obvious solution to the adaptation problem was original
material. In 1948, however, TV writers felt it was tough enough
just turning out the adaptations on a weekly basis. Soon, out of
practical necessity, the thirty-minute anthology programs were
forced to come up with original scripts. Adaptations used on the
thirty-minute anthologies such as Chevrolet on Broadway, Colgate
Theater, and Actor's Studio required extensive, time-consuming ed-

television could present. Yet in 1948 and 1949, television drama
was still far from their expectations. Original stories were rare
and producers still needed to develop their production techniques.
The biggest problem, however, was the sheer bulk of material required. Each week there were eight or nine programs, with no
reruns.
Television writers turned to previously written plays, books, and
short stores for scripts, but even these required a great deal of
work. Everything had to be adjusted to television's limitations and
cut down to fit asixty- or thirty-minute format. In addition, the
Hollywood studios applied as much pressure as possible to try
and keep television away from hot Broadway property that was
under consideration for film. Hollywood lawyers even argued that
the studios' exclusive rights to film adaptations of some shows
meant that the television kinescope recordings could not be allowed
because they were really fi/ms of the productions. Just to be safe,
TV producers usually concentrated on material the Hollywood
studios did not care about or had no legal claim to.
CBS had assigned its top producer, Worthington Miner, the
task of developing amajor dramatic program for the fall of 1948

October 3, 1948
The National Football League becomes the first professional
sports organization to allow regular weekly network television coverage. As with radio, the Sunday afternoon NFL contests are on
ABC, because both NBC and CBS do not consider pro football
worth covering. On this first Sunday telecast, Joe Hasel does the
play-by-play as the Washington Redskins defeat the New York
Giants, 41 to 10.
October 22, 1948
Break the Bank (ABC). Radio's big money quiz show fad is
transplanted to television by ABC, the network that started the
trend on radio. Bert Parks is emcee of what becomes ABC's first
top ten television show.
November 22, 1948
Columbia Records releases the first I Can Hear It Now album,
an audio montage of news events between 1933 and 1945. CBS's
Ed Murrow narrates and NBC Radio's Fred Friendly produces.

and he responded with aTV version of Studio One. The program

December 17, 1948

consisted of the usual book and theater adaptations, but Miner's
production skills transformed the material into high quality televi-

The Morey Amsterdam Show. (CBS). Amsterdam brings his comedy-variety format to television from CBS Radio, playing the smart-

sion drama. He adapted most of the first season's stories himself
and used both theater veterans and fresh talent (including young
Charlton Heston) in the casts. In his adaptation of William Shakespeare's "Julius Caesar," Miner demonstrated just how effective
television drama could be. Using Studio One's tight budget to his
advantage, Miner staged the story in modern dress, an approach

mouthed emcee of the "Golden Goose' nightclub. He is aided and
abetted by his bumbling doorman (played by Art Carney) and a
dumb cigarette girl (played by Jacqueline Susarm).
December 24, 1948
Supper Club. (NBC). Perry Como pioneers late night television as host to a fifteen-minute music show aired Friday nights
at 11:00 P.M.

successfully used on stage by Orson Welles and the Mercury Theater Company in 1937. As aresult, the television production had
1948-49 SEASON
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iting anyway and usually the finished product barely resembled
the original work. The producers realized it could be cheaper and
faster to use original scripts. Most of these vanguard efforts were
horrible, but it really did not matter. Critics, who could barely
keep up with all the television drama, had quickly dismissed the
thirty-minute form and devoted most of their attention to the sixtyminute anthologies. There were fewer hour shows, they had bigger
budgets, and they seemed more worthwhile and important. Though
the thirty-minute showcases sometimes featured high quality productions, they were left practically unnoticed by critics and instead
served as unheralded television training for aspiring writers such
as young Paddy Chayefsky.
The thirty-minute dramas were also in the vanguard of the use
of film. A few anthology series such as Your Show Time and Fireside
Theater either began as all-film operations or turned to film after
abrief live stint. The networks were still abit leery about putting
filmed shows on the air, and the hour dramas were restricted to
just afew film clips for transitions and for some outdoor action
shots that could not be staged in the studio. Producers learned
that combining live action and film always held a danger of an
embarrassing technical flub. For example, one script called for a
quick cut from an actor jumping through astudio prop window
live to a film of a figure falling to the ground. Instead, the film
clip came in two seconds too late and viewers saw the actor hit
the safety of the studio floor and scamper away.
The networks generally favored live action over cheap-looking
film formats because, from a practical viewpoint, live television
emphasized the networks as a source of original programming.
The programs themselves seemed more intimate and immediate,
presenting the home viewers the opportunity to follow the action
as it happened. For instance, in the Chicago-based Stand By for
Crime on ABC, afictional police homicide chief would narrate a

story in flashback, list the suspects, and then ask home viewers
to call in with their guesses as to who was guilty.
In spite of television's progress, with the freeze in effect network
radio remained the only means for advertisers to reach consumers
throughout the country at once, and it was still the main entertainment force in television cities as well. The major comedy and
variety performers shied away from any serious commitments to
television, and radio was still regarded as the main stage for the
continuing battle for network primacy between NBC and CBS.
Since World War II, CBS has been engaged in aconcerted drive
to break out of its perennial number two slot. The network chipped
away at NBC's radio lead with a string of lightweight situation
comedies such as My Friend Irma (with Marie Wilson as the archtypical dumb blonde) and My Favorite Husband (with Lucille
Ball as the archtypical scatterbrained housewife), but NBC still
had the top comics. With its virtual monopoly on popular big
name humor, NBC seemed well insulated from even the most imaginative CBS program strategy. Determined to move his network
into the top spot, CBS chairman William Paley came up with an
ingenious ploy to lure NBC's comedy talent to CBS.
In September, 1948, Paley convinced Amos and Andy's creators
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll that by selling CBS the rights
to the characters of Amos and Andy (for $2 million), they could
substantially reduce their taxes. By treating the program as abusiness package, which they happened to perform in, Gosden and
Correll declared much of the income from the show's sale as a
capital gain on an investment, and their tax rate dropped from
77% to 25%. NBC doubted the legality of Paley's maneuver and
failed to make equivalent offers to its other stars. Soon Jack Benny,
Edgar Bergen, Groucho Marx, Burns and Allen, and Red Skelton
rode "Paley's Comet" to the opposition.
It was the biggest programming coup in radio history. CBS had

The popular ethnic humor of
The Goldbergs came to
television with: (from I.) Eli
Mintz as Uncle David,
Gertrude Berg as Molly
Goldberg, and Philip Loeb as
her husband Jake. (CBS, Inc.)
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captured the core of NBC's big name star roster and seemed ready
to take over as number one after two decades of effort. CBS radio
was the immediate beneficiary of the shift but, as Paley later recalled
in an interview with the industry magazine, Broadcasting:
Iwas not only thinking of radio, where Iwanted to bolster
our standing and please our audience ...Iwanted people
who Ithought would be able to transfer from radio to television.
Development of television vehicles for the new CBS property and
stars would take a few years, especially with situation comedy
formats such as Amos and Andy. In the meantime, CBS brought
its reliance on situation comedy over to television with a strong
video version of another popular radio show, The Goldbergs. CBS's
ace producer, Worthington Miner, developed the program for television and it became the network's first major TV situation comedy.
Since 1929, The Goldbergs had run as a popular radio show
presenting the members of aJewish immigrant family as they grew
up and adjusted to life in their new home, the East side of New
York City. Gertrude Berg, who played Molly Goldberg, wrote,
produced, and directed the radio program, which was one of several
very successful "ethnic" comedies that thrived during the 1930s
and 1940s, including Lum and Abner (Arkansas hillbillies), Amos
and Andy (blacks in Harlem), and Life with Luigi (Italians in Chicago). The characters in these obviously reflected ethnic stereotypes,
usually in their dialect and misspoken English ("It's time to expire"
for "Let's go to sleep"), but within their settings, they were natural
and homey.
In the transition to television in January, 1949, The Goldbergs
retained its rich ethnic flavor and concern for everyday family
problems. Unlike the brash, snappy vaudeo shows of the time,
the program drew its humor from the complications that evolved
as the characters faced generally realistic working class situations.
Molly managed the household while her husband, Jake (Philip
Loeb), ran asmall clothing business. Though they worried about
keeping the family solvent, their chief concerns were domestic.
Jake was astrong father who loved his children yet did not hesitate
to punish them when they deserved it. Molly served as both peacemaker and family gossip, always on the lookout for a "perfect
match" for either their teenage son, Sammy (Larry Robinson),
or daughter, Rosalie (Arlene McQuade). Molly's Uncle David (Eli
Mintz) also lived with the family, tossing in homey aphorisms.
For the latest in neighborhood news, Molly leaned out the window
and summoned her upstairs neighbor by yelling, "Yoo-hoo, Mrs.
Bloom!"
While drama programs at the time followed the anthology-adaptation format, the situation comedy of The Goldbergs presented
viewers with slices of life involving familiar characters they could
return to week after week, like old friends. Within six months,
CBS added another warm family comedy to its schedule, Mama,
which caught on and ran for eight years.
Mama presented the growing pains and light humor in the lives
of a Norwegian immigrant family in San Francisco during the
first years of the twentieth century. The series was based on the
book by Kathryn Forbes, Mama's Bank Account, which had been
turned into a play and theatrical film earlier in the decade (both
called "I Remember Mama"). Each episode of the series opened
with the family's oldest child, Katrin, looking at the family photo
album, thinking back to her childhood and the people and places
she had known so well. She remembered many things: "I remember
the big white house ...and my little sister Dagmar, and my
big brother Nels, and, of course, Papa. But most of all, Iremember
Mama."

January 12, 1949

Kukla, Fran, and 011ie. (NBC). Chicago's first major contribution
to network television arrives on the East Coast.

January 21, 1949

Your Show Time. (NBC). The first all-film series on network
television dramatizes one-act plays, with Arthur Shields as narrator.
Naturally, this venture comes from Los Angeles.

January 25, 1949
The first Emmy Awards are handed out by Walter O'Keefe at
the Hollywood Athletic Club. Pantomime Quiz alocal Los Angeles
show, is named "Most Popular TV Program."
April 9, 1949
The telethon is born. Milton Berle stays on the air for fourteen
hours to raise $1.1 million for cancer research.
May 5, 1949

Blind Date. (ABC). Arlene Francis transfers her successful radio
game show to television. Anxious bachelors, hoping to be picked
for anight out, take turns trying to woo abeautiful female hidden
from their sight by astudio wall.

May 5, 1949
Crusade in Europe. (ABC). Time-Life produces television's first
documentary series, astudy of World War 11.

July 7, 1949
Dragnet. (NBC Radio). Jack Webb dramatizes real life police
cases, presenting policemen not as glamour boys or boobs, but as
dedicated professionals.

Like The Goldbergs, Mama focused on down-to-earth problems
faced by an immigrant family, and both series extolled the family
as the most important force in adecent society. "Mama" Hansen
(Peggy Wood), like Molly Goldberg, kept a watchful eye on the
household while "Papa" Hansen (Judson Laire) worked to support
his family. Neither the parents nor their children were always right
and members of the family occasionally grew frustrated, angry,
and confused with each other. Though the turn-of-the-century pacing was sometimes extremely slow, Mama lasted longer on television than any of the other ethnic series of the Forties and Fifties,
as viewers followed it almost like a soap opera. Its Broadwaybased cast performed each episode live until the series was canceled
in 1956.
Television grew agreat deal during the first year of the freeze,
establishing important foundations in comedy, drama, and variety.
Nonetheless, there was still very primitive programming through
most of the broadcast day and, as the networks expanded into
new time periods, they ran anything they could.
Two fifteen-minute programs designed to showcase model railroads premiered in the fall of 1948. Roar of the Rails, on CBS,
used a model railroad train going around and around the same
track to illustrate stories told by a narrator about the railroads.
ABC's Tales of the Red Caboose ran fi/ms of a model railroad
train going around and around the same track while a narrator
told stories about the railroads. They were sponsored by the makers
of American Flyer and Lionel model trains, respectively.
In November, DuMont tried expanding its schedule to run from
10:00 A.M. until 11:00 P.M., with adaytime line-up aimed primarily
at housewives (chiefly cooking and fashion shows). This caused
Jack Gould, television critic for the New York Times, to quip:
...the idea of a nation of housewives sitting mute before
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the video machine when they should be tidying up the premises or preparing the formula is not something to be grasped
hurriedly. Obviously it is amatter frought with peril of the
darkest sort.
The nation was saved for awhile because DuMont's daytime schedule was a colossal failure and served to give daytime television a
bad name for years.
In January, 1949, NBC unveiled television's first daytime soap
opera, These Are My Children, which used blackboards as cue
cards, giving the performers afar-away look in their eyes as they
strained to read their lines.
In March, ABC brought the violent cheesecake of Roller Derby
contests to the air. This gimmick sport consisted of teams of women
on roller skates going around and around a roller rink shoving
and punching each other trying to score game points. It had been
around (and around) since 1935, but attracted very little popular
attention until the summer of 1946, when WNBT in New York
City used some live telecasts to fill out its local schedule. ABC
looked at DuMont's success with theatrical-style wrestling matches
and decided to try the same stunt with Roller Derby. The sport
was the same sort of constant mindless theatrical action. Even
though there were complicated rules, everyone virtually ignored
them. ABC's Ken Nydell did the skate-by-skate description and
Joe Hasel did the color, as such healthy young women as Midge
"Toughy" Brashun and Ann "Red" Jensen threw football- and
wrestling-style blocks and punches against their opponents. ABC's
strategy succeeded and Roller Derby became anational fad.
When summer arrived, the networks were further pressed. Summer was traditionally the time when the top performers took vacations, along with much of the home audience. With very few films
and no reruns available, the networks used the period to experiment.
Hollywood's boycott of television prevented most American movies
from reaching the air, so CBS dug up somewhat dated British
product for The CBS Film Theater of the Air. This was the first
of many early network movie series that relied on obscure foreign
or cheap domestic films to fill out holes in the broadcast day.
DuMont used Program Playhouse to test pilots for possible series,
and "Hands of Murder" earned a spot in the fall 1949 lineup.
NBC's Theater of the Mind anthology featured psychological
drama, while ABC's Stop the Music game show (with Bert Parks)
tried to duplicate its radio success.
Yet summer proved to be a rich viewing time for those who
stayed indoors and sorted through the filler. In addition to Mama
and Cavalcade of Stars, there were off-beat new programs for both
children and adults.
Worthington Miner was the producer of Mr. IMagination on
CBS, which starred Paul Tripp as a magical engineer who took
ideas from children's letters and staged them as skits in which
the suggestions came true. DuMont's Captain Video series, featuring the "guardian of the safety of the world," brought to life Flash
Gordon and Buck Rogers style adventures on an absurdly minuscule budget. Despite the constraints, the series worked and became
ahit as children realized that Saturday afternoon movie adventure
serials were available five nights a week at home. Young viewers
also eagerly tuned to NBC to see decade-old Hopalong Cassidy
movies starring William Boyd as the virtuous Western cowboy.
Perhaps the most unusual and innovative show of the summer
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was NBC's unsponsored Garroway at Large, placed in a bleak
Saturday slot (10:00 P.m.), then still considered television's Siberia.
Dave Garroway ran the program as a variety show, only it did
not look like one. He had no studio audience or elaborate backdrops. Instead, he calmly meandered about the studio, working
with his guests and talented family of regulars, including Jack
Haskell, Cliff Norton, and Connie Russell. They sang, told stories,
and performed in short skits, always at a very casual pace and
usually with the cameras, mikes, and cables in sight. In one sequence, Garroway and Jack Haskell walked onto asimple outdoor
set consisting of afew fake trees, some tools, ashovel, and abucket.
As they discussed the song Haskell was about to sing, the studio
crew walked on camera and took the props away, one by one,
leaving the set bare as he began his song. Another time, the show
went for two minutes without any words or music. First, the camera
panned the studio, following Cliff Norton as he hid behind boxes
and trunks, occasionally mugging to the camera. Connie Russell
joined him and silently the two sneaked into aroom with aprinting
press that was turning out counterfeit money. All this served as
the lead-in to the duo's rendition of apopular hit tune, "Counterfeit
Love."
More than any other variety host then on TV, Garroway understood how important visual imagery was to the new video art.
Even with abare-bones budget, he realized that afew simple actions
in the intimate medium of television could produce a program
that was visually entertaining to the home viewer. Reviewers were
not quite sure exactly what Garroway had in mind, but they liked
it, seeing him as NBC's equivalent to the casual Arthur Godfrey.
The key to Garroway's program was its location, Chicago. Television shows from Chicago always had much less money than those
in New York and therefore the people working there had to innovate. They were also generally outside the rigid traditions of network radio and Broadway, the two cultures that dominated New
York TV, and so were more inclined to take afresh approach in
aproduction. For instance, instead of staging abig finale, Garroway
would smile and say "Peace," adding some unusual description
of Chicago as his closing line—such as, "This program came to
you from Chicago, where even pigs can whistle."
In spite of all the progress in television, it was still losing money.
In 1948, the entire TV industry lost $15 million. None of the
networks, and none of their O&Os, made money. The profits in
network radio kept television afloat. Yet, sponsors could barely
contain their attraction to the glowing tube. By the summer of
1949, they had begun to shift their attention toward television
and, wherever possible, they began cutting back the radio budgets
to more "cost effective" programs. Even with the freeze in effect,
television was demonstrating its ability to produce popular entertainment in the best radio tradition. Besides, the cheaply produced
quiz shows on radio offered aperfect alternative to the high-budgeted, high class radio series. No matter how good the ratings
were for prestige comedy, variety, and drama programs, those
shows could not match the commercial value of radio quizzes,
which attracted a large audience at only a fraction of the price.
As radio and television approached afateful head-to-head battle
for audience support, radio was losing its best weapon—a high
level of program quality. And that just drove move people into
the arms of the waiting television set salesman.
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9. Behind the Ion Curtain

WHILE giveaway quiz shows dominated network radio in 1949,

the FCC's August, 1949, quiz ruling, ABC came out with one of

it was generally assumed that the bulk of these programs would
fade away just like any other format craze, with a few of the

the most blatantly exploitative television giveaways yet, AuctionAire. Libby foods sponsored this weekly live auction in which contestants both at home and in the studio bid on merchandise—
not with cash but with labels from Libby products. On the second

better ones hanging on to become stable hits as the next gimmick
appeared. During the summer of 1949, however, the FCC decided
that it did not want to wait.
On August 19, 1949, the FCC ruled that giveaway quiz shows
such as Stop the Music violated the U.S. Criminal Code on lotteries
and that stations which carried the programs after October 1would
not have their licenses renewed. The commission claimed that the
shows met the legal definition of a lottery because they required
radio listeners to expend something of value (the time it took to
listen to aprogram) in order to be able to win if called at home.
Technically, the FCC's rule applied only to shows that telephoned
people (such as Break the Bank, Winner Take All, and Stop the
Music), but the point was clear: The FCC wanted to rid the airwaves
of quiz shows.
The networks took the issue to court saying that the FCC had
no business sticking its nose into programming decisions. They
might not like the quiz shows themselves, but the sponsors wanted
them and so did the audience, according to the ratings. In court,
the networks managed to block the FCC's October 1rule from
going into effect while the case dragged on. During the court presentations, it became increasingly clear that the FCC was on very
shaky legal footing because its charter specifically prohibited program censorship. Even if the giveaways were illegal, the issue was
probably outside the commission's jurisdiction. In 1954, the Supreme Court knocked down the FCC ruling, but by then most
of the giveaway shows had been taken off the air. The FCC's
charge had given the giveaway shows a taint of illegality which
drove away listeners and scared off sponsors. By November, 1949,
ABC's Stop the Music had lost one-half of its radio audience and
CBS radio had taken four quiz shows off the air. Nonetheless,
producers felt games and quizzes were still viable, so they temporarily turned away from the brash come-ons of the big money giveaways and focused on more restrained formats such as celebrity
panels.
Most of the new television quiz shows in the 1949-50 season
followed asimilar strategy, emphasizing guest celebrities (What's
My Line?), funny antics (Beat the Clock and Pantomime Quiz),
and revamped parlor games (Twenty Questions). Still giveaway
shows did not completely disappear. Stop the Music continued to
run on both television and radio until 1952 and, just weeks after

week's show, bidding had reached the astounding level of 20,000
labels when an anonymous viewer called and said, "I'll give you
30,000 labels if you take this show off the air." The generous offer
was refused but it raised an obvious question: What sort of person
would have 30,000 Libby labels lying about the house? Whatever
the explanation, it was clear that the something-for-nothing illusion
of the giveaway shows struck aresponsive nerve within many Americans and acampaign by the FCC would not kill this interest.
In some ways, the FCC's heavy-handed attempt to purge the
airwaves of giveaway shows merely reflected its frustration over
the proliferation of what it viewed as aparticularly "crass" format.
Since the 1920s, culture-minded citizens and profit-oriented businessmen had fought over the content and effects of the new forms
of popular entertainment: movies and radio. Businessmen produced
what sold, explaining that they were giving the public what it
wanted. At the same time, special interest groups worked to remove
what they viewed as dangerous and offensive material (no matter
how popular) and tried to promote uplifting high quality culture
instead. However, not everybody agreed on what was uplifting,
proper, or offensive, so the battle never ended and the self-appointed
guardians of the public morality remained ever alert for new dangers.
Just as the FCC's crusade against giveaway shows was driving
most of the big radio quizzes off the air, television began to supplant
radio as the focus for popular entertainment trends. During 1950,
television viewing matched radio listening in New York and other
major cities and, in this first year of real head-to-head competition,
radio rating plummeted. Though network radio continued to make
money (in 1949 radio made $56 million while television lost $25
million), it was clear that, once the FCC freeze on television growth
was lifted to end radio's monopoly in many markets, the older
medium could not match the allure of television. The radio networks joined advertisers in adapting radio to anew marketplace.
Instead of high program ratings (which, relative to television, were
increasingly irrelevant) they began to emphasize sales effectiveness
(the cost-per-listener). To this end, the networks turned to less
expensive musical disk jockey shows (using prerecorded music).
By the summer of 1950, almost all of radio's superstars decided
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consumers. Television was the marketplace for the future.
During the 1949-50 season, television also became the new scapegoat for the ills of society. With seventy new TV stations on the
air (approved before the FCC freeze went into effect), there were
sixty-five cities in the country with at least one television station.
More and more people had sets, making television an established
part of society. Some saw the tube as the ultimate way to reach
out and touch people, while others considered it adisruptive force
which was already getting out of control.
Throughout the country, ad-hoc commissions sprang up to study
the problem of television, focusing on what they saw as instances
of excessive and unnecessary sex and violence. Some blamed televi-
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sion programs for an increase in juvenile delinquency, pointing
to the violence on TV cop shows as abad influence on children.
Dr. Daniel L. Marsh, president of Boston University, told his 1950
graduating class: "If the television craze continues with the present
level of programs, we are destined to have a nation of morons."
Others warned of the potential danger to unstable adults lured
by the urge to "make a big splash" on television. One such offbeat act of television violence took place in Texas where, on June
11,1950, Sanford B. Twente boasted to awaitress, ". ..just watch
me at the end of the fifth inning." Later that day, he barged into
the announcing booth during the telecast of aHouston versus Dallas
minor league baseball game. Viewers heard Twente exclaim, "I've
got something to tell you—!" Announcer Dick Gottlieb replied,
"Not now, this mike is live." Seconds later, there was the sound
of agunshot. The camera focused on the players and fans turning
to stare at the announcing booth; then the cameraman swung
around to show the inside of the booth and Twente, slumped dead,

in the arms of an engineer. Coroner Tom Mays, who happened
to be watching the game at home, turned in his verdict of suicide
without ever going to the hospital. The game continued after a
short break.
Protests over sex settled on more symbolic connections and issues
because there was not any sex, per se, on television in 1950. Instead,
people focused on actions that seemed to suggest an erosion in
moral attitudes and the encouragement of irresponsible behavior.
Two of the first symbols were women's necklines and Arthur Godfrey's tongue.
Arthur Godfrey's natural broadcasting style occasionally resulted in afew bawdy stories and suggestive "blue" jokes, which
went over the air uncensored. What upset some people even more
than the jokes themselves, however, was the fact that Godfrey
was never reprimanded by CBS. It appeared that nobody at the
network felt capable of telling him to "clean up his act" because
he was too important and powerful. Godfrey was practically a
one-man network on CBS, doing eight hours and forty-five minutes
of radio and TV broadcasting per week. His two TV programs
never left the top ten that season and he was directly responsible
for thousands of dollars' worth of advertising. Wayne Coy, chairman of the FCC, drew attention to this turnaround in authority:
. .when acomedian gets so big that his network can no
longer handle him, then Ithink we have a case of the tail
wagging the dog ...it seems to me, that the question of
just how bad poor taste can get before it merges over into
downright obscenity or indecency may be settled one of these
days ...

tremendous growth. All of the networks were expanding, but NBC,
as the number one network, expanded the most. NBC was reaping
the rewards of being the first to begin network television broadcasting. It had the longest association with the older, established TV
stations, giving it the best collection of network affiliates and the
best showcases for its network programming. By early 1950, NBC
had sold out almost all of its available commercial slots in the
popular evening hours, or "prime time" (approximately 8:00-11:00
P.m.), so it began looking for new periods to sell. In studying
viewer habits, the network noticed a shift from the patterns of
radio. Previously, people had listened to their favorite radio shows
between 7:00 P.M. and 10:00 P.M., then turned off the set and
read the paper or cleaned the dishes. With television, families finished the housework first, tuned in about 8:00 P.M., and watched
until it was time for bed. NBC concluded that they might be induced
to stick around another hour (11:00 P.M. until midnight) with just
the right program. After avery careful search, the network selected
twenty-six-year-old Los Angeles comic Don "Creesh" Hornsby
to host Broadway Open House, acasual mixture of comedy-variety
and talk. The day of the scheduled May 22, 1950, premiere,
Hornsby died of asudden attack of polio.
NBC delayed the show for a week, then filled in with guest
hosts, including Tex and Jinx, Pat Harrington, and Dean Martin
and Jerry Lewis. By June, anew format was ready. The Broadway
Open House slot was split between two performers: Morey Amsterdam handled Monday and Wednesday, while Jerry Lester took
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. Amsterdam was a borscht-belt

Performers such as Faye Emerson and Ilka Chase upset some
people in a different way. They were attractive women who frequently wore lowcut gowns as part of their image as popular television "glamour girls." For years, such beautiful women had
appeared on TV wearing mildly suggestive costumes, usually in
background roles on "sophisticated" nightclub formats. Emerson
and Chase merely stepped to the forefront as individual stars who
dressed in slightly more daring outfits as part of their overall promotion strategy, and they were quite successful at it. Emerson was
aregular on three different panel shows and in April, 1950, won
her own prime time variety program on NBC. Chase appeared
in her own interview show for CBS in February, Glamour-GoRound (with Durward Kirby). Both Emerson and Chase capitalized
on creating the impression of introducing viewers to the ultimate
in witty, sophisticated society.
As women such as Ilka Chase and Faye Emerson became popular
stars, they attracted both approving stares and outraged criticism.
In doing so, they sparked animated discussions on the proper attire
for women in public and the issue soon became anational cause
célèbre. Most viewers did not care one way or the other about
such supposedly scandalous behavior, though, and merely used
the controversy as an excuse to look at beautiful women and to
talk about looking at beautiful women. The issue served as aperfect
springboard for routines and one-liners by television comedians
and punsters. On the humorous panel show This Is Show Business,
which featured Clifton Fadiman, George S. Kaufman, and Abe
Burrows as "problem consultants" to famous celebrity guests,
French actress Denise Darcel asked if her sisters should come
and work in the United States amid the lowcut controversy. Abe
Burrows quickly said "Yes!" suggesting that "LS/MFT," the slogan
of the show's sponsor, Lucky Strike cigarettes, really meant: "Let's
See More French Tomatoes."
The most important aspect of the interest in sex and violence
on television in 1950 was that it vividly demonstrated the medium's

The Lone Ranger was one of the first important filmed TV series:
(from r.) Clayton Moore as the Lone Ranger, his horse Silver,
and Jay Silverheels as Tonto. (The Lone Ranger and Tonto are
trademarks of Lone Ranger Television, Inc.)
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wit and figure made her the most popular member of Lester's

September 5, 1949
Pat Weaver becomes NBC's programming chief.
October 10, 1949
RCA at last unveils atotally compatible color television system.
October 24, 1949
"Battleship Bismark" plays on Studio One and provides young
Charlton Heston his first starring role. He portrays a consciencetroubled Jewish gunnery officer on a large Nazi ship.
November 11, 1949
John Daly leaves CBS News for ABC.
November 26, 1949
Stud's Place. (NBC). Another off-beat high-quality (rarely sponsored) television series from Chicago. Writer-philosopher Studs
Terkel acts as barkeep, sharing stories and songs with his "regulars,"
including a folk singer and a jazz pianist. The show is relaxed
and loose, with ablue and lonesome tone.
January 1, 1950
Mark Woods, ABC's first president, becomes vice-chairman of
the board. Forty-year-old Robert Kinter moves up to become the
youngest network president in television.
January 30, 1950
Robert Montgomery Presents. (NBC). The first major defection
from Hollywood's closed ranks. Montgomery directs and oc, sionally stars in this fancy, top-class drama showcase.
April 9, 1950
"Star Spangled Revue." (NBC). Max Liebman produces one of
the vanguard big-budget television specials. Host Bob Hope makes
his first major television appearance and is the first important radio
comic to take the plunge into video.

vaudeville comic who was already a TV veteran from his own
prime time series and astring of guest spots on panel shows. Lester
had spent a few months hosting DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars,
replacing Jack Carter. In the new form, the late night program
quickly became a hit. The number of TV sets in use after 11:00
P.M. increased dramatically and the show registered ratings as high
as many prime time shows.
Broadway Open House was loose and had no formal script. There
was light chatter, strains of comedy and variety, afamily of regulars,
and some guests. Above all, the program ran on the personality
of its hosts. Though Amsterdam did agood show, Lester quickly
attracted the more devoted following. He was described as "a middle-aged Mickey Rooney, awalking seltzer bottle who never runs
out of fizz." Lester cultivated the image of Broadway Open House
as a late night private party and viewers picked up the spirit,
latching onto his catch phrases and in-jokes. A detractor once
labeled him abean bag, so Lester immediately formed the fictitious
Bean Bag Club of America, naming himself as president. Seventy
thousand people wrote in to join.
In addition to his own off-beat humor, Lester used afamily of
regulars including dancer Ray Malone, the Milton Delugg Orchestra, and Dagmar. Jennie Lewis (Dagmar) was atall, buxom blonde
who delivered dry spicy one-liners, somewhat in the style of Mae
West. Her deft, often suggestive, comments frequently stole the
show, though some sensitive viewers described Dagmar as "nothing
more than awalking pin-up picture," apparently even more dangerous than Faye Emerson and Ilka Chase. Nonetheless, Dagmar's
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supporting crew.
Broadway Open House lasted only one year as first Amsterdam,
then Lester, left the program. Lester tried to bring his style of
late night zaniness to prime time but his off-beat personality worked
against him there as the much larger and more diverse evening
audience found his oddities harder to accept. Dagmar hosted a
brief late night show of her own, Dagmar's Canteen, but it folded
after only four months. NBC used afew other hosts for Broadway
Open House, but none seemed to have asimilar rapport with the
home viewers. Reluctantly, the network turned the time slot back
to the local affiliates. NBC had demonstrated the viability of late
night TV, but had also discovered the importance of finding just
the right personality for the slot.
Broadway Open House was only one of NBC's television innovations in 1950. Though the network had lost some of its top radio
comedy talent to CBS in the Paley's Comet raids of 1948, NBC
was determined to maintain its momentum in television. It pressed
to develop not only new time periods but new programs and formats
uniquely suited to TV. In August, 1949, NBC hired Sylvester "Pat"
Weaver, who had been vice president for radio and television at
the powerful Young & Rubicam ad agency. Weaver became chief
of programming and almost immediately began testing creative
new ideas.
Weaver's first project was a two-and-one-half-hour concept he
called Saturday Night Revue. The previous season, DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars had demonstrated that viewers were willing to stay
home on Saturday night to watch television, so Weaver planned
afull night of special entertainment that could realistically compete
with feature films and live theater. As first conceived, Saturday
Night Revue consisted of an hour-long film or play done especially
for television, followed by an hour of Broadway revue material,
and ending with athirty-minute nightclub variety segment. Weaver's grandiose plan faced staggering financial and casting problems,
as well as strong opposition by the other networks.
In early 1950, AT&T still had only a few coaxial cable links
connecting TV stations in the East and Midwest, and the networks
fought with each other for use of these cables on ashow-by-show
basis. NBC, with the largest number of popular shows and the
most affiliates, consistently grabbed the choice slots on the cable.
ABC, CBS, and DuMont quickly realized that the proposed Saturday Night Revue would tie up the East-to-West cable all night
and, in effect, prevent any of their Saturday night programming
from being aired in the Midwest. DuMont was particularly incensed
because the NBC show would directly affect its Cavalcade of Stars,
which had broken the ground for Saturday night broadcasting.
DuMont complained to the FCC, which, after complicated legal
maneuvering, forced NBC to make two concessions: The first hour
of the Saturday Night Revue would originate in Chicago (thereby
freeing one of the East-to-West cable lines), and NBC was forbidden
to insist that stations take the entire two and one-half hours as a
package. Instead, the show was to be offered in thirty-minute blocks
so that local programmers—especially in those crucial one-station
markets—could run fare from other networks as well.
Ironically, the forced partitioning of Saturday Night Revue made
the entire project economically feasible by allowing NBC to institute arevolution in sponsorship. Previously, there had been three
ways to sponsor a show: sustained (paid for by the network),
co-op (no national advertising, but local stations inserted commercials from local sponsors), or, the most common form, direct sponsorship (one sponsor paid for an entire program). Weaver conceived
a new form, participating sponsorship, which allowed a number

of national sponsors to carve a program into separate blocks of
time, each considered its own segment. With the costs of television
rising rapidly, such amove was inevitable because there were few
sponsors that could continue to bankroll an entire program alone.

television comedy-variety act worked perfectly. Part of the improvement was areflection of more polished writing. At the same time,

Saturday Night Revue, for example, cost $50,000 aweek to produce.
Besides devising amethod to encourage sponsorship for the expensive new show, Weaver also revised its structure. He dropped
the costly idea of an original film or play every week and broke

which managed to convey to the viewers at home the humor and
excitement of the wide-open production. Above all, Caesar blossomed. His frequent coughing and throat-clearing, which had
marred his Admiral Broadway Revue performances, were gone.

Saturday Night Revue into just two programs: The Jack Carter
Show (one hour of standard vaudeo from Chicago) and Your Show
of Shows (ninety minutes of comedy-variety from New York).
Nonetheless, Madison Avenue agencies played it cozy, waiting to
see if NBC could make the two and one-half hour format work.
Consequently, when the two shows premiered at the end of February, 1950, not one of their fifteen commercial slots was sold.
The Jack Carter Show was fairly funny, but nothing special.
Carter had recently departed from DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars
and did not change his act much for the new program. In contrast,
Your Show of Shows marked a major improvement by producer
Max Liebman and headliners Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca over
their previous series, Admiral Broadway Revue. This time, their

the Broadway-based Liebman adjusted his techniques to meet television's demand for intimacy, bringing the camera "up on stage,"

He was cooler, more controlled, and better suited to carry awide
range of skits with Coca. Though Your Show of Shows included
fine supporting crews of singers and dancers, as well as aweekly
guest star host (Burgess Meredith the first two weeks), the comedy
sketches featuring Caesar and Coca transformed the show into
truly exceptional entertainment.
The most obvious vehicles for the two were man and woman
settings, and these ranged from starry-eyed lovers on afirst date
to an unhappy couple trying to put some romance back into their
tired marriage. In these sketches, Caesar and Coca conveyed the
humor and drama of everyday life, yet they functioned just as
well in more abstract settings such as apair of lions looking out
at the visitors to the zoo. Both could also handle solo spots. Coca

On June 25, 1950, Communist forces invaded South Korea, and the U.S. was drawn into war.
(U.S. Army.)
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excelled in comic dance and singing while Caesar demonstrated
remarkable versatility in monologues, pantomime, and crazy dialects. They were soon joined by sidemen Carl Reiner and Howard
Morris, and the ensemble of four was able to tackle virtually any
comedy routine concocted by the writers (including then-unknowns
Neil Simon and Mel Brooks). They reached heights of gleeful frenzy
in the parodies of movies and television, including This Is Your
Life, "Shane," "The Mark of Zorro," and "From Here to Eternity."
With such astrong basic cast, Your Show of Shows became alonglasting hit and it quickly sold all of its ad slots.
Your Show of Shows was better than almost anything else then
on TV, so Jack Carter's merely adequate program suffered in comparison. Yet Carter's presence infuriated the Chicago television
community, which felt that the town's reputation for innovation
was being hurt. Instead of drawing on the still unsponsored homegrown talents such as Dave Garroway and Studs Terkel, NBC
had used a New York flavored, New York run program for its
required telecast from Chicago. The network seemed to consider
Chicago's own creative talent irrelevant, while national sponsors
treated the city like a cowtown that did not warrant a business
trip.
Chicago received such cavalier treatment because ultimately the
city was not important to the networks' future expansion plans.
It was merely an O&O city that, by circumstance (the route of
the coaxial cable construction), became aconvenient location for
some stopgap TV production. Once the coast-to-coast cable was
completed, Chicago programs would become largely expendable.
Television, like radio and the movies, would operate from the two
coasts.
New York and California had been battling for control of American popular culture since the early 1900s, when Hollywood replaced
Long Island as the nation's movie capital. In the late 1930s, Los
Angeles had supplanted New York as the main locale of network
radio programming. New York TV people prepared for another
conflict as the theater oriented East Coast and the Hollywood
based West Coast faced off over television production. Network
television was oriented toward live performances, so the technical
limitations facing Los Angeles in 1950 gave New York City the
upper hand for the moment. The West Coast was not connected
to the coaxial cable and, going into the 1949-50 season, the networks carried very few filmed series. Some Hollywood production
was inevitable, though. New York studio space was already tight
and the network schedules were still expanding. CBS bought land
out in Los Angeles for afuture television city and also launched
the first important use of Los Angeles-made kines, The Ed Wynn
Show.
Kinescope recordings were films of live shows shot directly off
a picture tube monitor as they played. They were grainy, lacked
definition, and were generally apoor substitute for live television.
Viewers in cities not connected to the East Coast coaxial cable
watched them because there was no other way to receive the New
York-based network shows. The Ed Wynn Show reversed the process and originated live in Los Angeles, sending kines to the East
Coast. Wynn staged a revue show, mixing variety, comedy, and
his own lowkey mimicry and whimsy. He drew on the talent based
in Hollywood for guest spots. In December, he sang aduet with
Buster Keaton and, in January, did a great pantomime bit with
Lucille Ball, who was making her television debut. Viewers out
East liked the program, but they hated the kines. Accustomed to
high-definition live telecasts, they were appalled by the gray grainy
quality of the picture and the poor sound reproduction. Although
other series such as The Alan Young Show (another comedy revue)
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and The Ruggles (a sitcom) were staged lived in Los Angeles and
shipped out as kines, negative viewer reaction made it obvious
that live West Coast productions would have to wait for the cable
connection.
Film was an obvious way around the cable problem and, in
the 1949-50 season, the concept of filming shows for television
received important boosts. At the time, the networks generally
regarded film as inferior to live presentations and most filmed efforts
seemed designed to prove the point. The Fireside Theater drama
anthology, produced by the Hal Roach studios, consisted of low
budget episodes churned out in just a few days each. Both The
Life of Riley (starring Jackie Gleason) and The Hank McCune
Show, two filmed sitcoms, were stilted and cheaply produced. Ed
Wynn quipped:
In the beginning a television set cost hundreds of dollars
and you could see a few bad shows. In a couple of years,
you'll be able to buy a television set for a few dollars and
see hundreds of bad shows.
Apart from these, there was a dramatic exception in the fall of
1949, the wide open Western adventures of The Lone Ranger.
In looking at the TV success of Hopalong Cassidy, the struggling
ABC saw that Saturday matinee-style heroics on television were
very popular with children. The network was searching for any
sort of hit, so it decided to take achance on brand new filmedfor-television adventures of apopular radio cowboy hero, the Lone
Ranger. The TV series was pure pulp adventure, following the
radio legend of a daring masked lawman (Clayton Moore) and
his faithful Indian companion, Tonto (Jay Silverheels), who fought
for law and order in the amorphous old West of the 1870s. The
Lone Ranger helped anyone in need, never accepted payment for
his services, and always defeated the bad guys. Unlike previous
filmed series, The Lone Ranger was treated like amedium-budget
adventure movie and the first season's fifty-two episodes (there
were no reruns) cost $1 million to produce. The money was well
spent—kids found the outdoor action and scenery athrilling release
from the "cooped up" New York studio productions and they
made The Lone Ranger one of ABC's first TV hits.
Several months after the masked man appeared, TV film pioneer
Jerry Fairbanks unveiled acheaper but more efficient way to produce filmed TV series, the multi-cam system. In February, 1950,
the previously live New York based Silver Theater moved out West
and became the first to use the multi-cam process, which was designed to combine the feel of live TV with the perfectability and
permanence of film—without a large increase in budget. Three
film cameras with thirty minutes of film in each were positioned
in the studio and used like regular TV cameras. All three operated
continuously and the director could monitor what they were shooting. Like live shows, a program could be done in one smooth
take, from start to finish. Like filmed shows, the action could be
stopped to correct mistakes or to change lighting, then resumed.
When editing time was added, an average half-hour show took
three days to complete, while its live equivalent took five, including
rehearsals. The multi-cam made West Coast filmed series aviable
alternative to live shows from New York City, and the focus of
East Coast objections shifted from technical limitations to the programs themselves.
The New York branch of the TV industry had seen Hollywood
assume control of movies and radio, and some executives feared
that if the same happened with television the medium would soon
be reduced to mindless fluff. They criticized California productions
in general as flashy, light, and empty, and pointed to the first
wave of West Coast filmed TV sitcoms as confirming their worst

June 4, 1950
The Stew Allen Show. (CBS Radio). While Our Miss Brooks is
gone for the summer, twenty-eight-year-old Steve Allen gets his
first network comedy series.
June 26, 1950
The Garry Moore Show. (CBS). After afew years as junior partner
to Jimmy Durante on radio, Garry Moore gets his own weekday
comedy-variety series on television, with Durward Kirby as his
sidekick.
July 10, 1950
Your Hit Parade. (NBC). A video version is added to a fifteen
year radio smash. Dorothy Collins and Snooky Lanson sing the
top seven songs of the week, plus three up-and-coming "extras."
On this first program, "My Foolish Heart" is number one.
July 20, 1950
Arthur Murray Party. (ABC). Part variety, part dance instruction,
this is the perennial summer replacement show. By the fall of 1953,
it will have been on all four television networks, the first show to
achieve such a distinction.
August 19, 1950
ABC becomes the first television network to begin Saturday morning programming for children, offering: the informational Animal
Clinic and the Western circus setting of Acrobat Ranch.

apprehensions. The Hank McCune Show, for instance, was just
like Hollywood's theatrical "screwball" comedies that featured
empty-headed adventures of lovable, inoffensive bumblers. The series even "faked" its laughter by dubbing the sound of an audience
onto the audio track of the film (creating a"laugh track"), though
no audience had been present at the filming. Another program,
The Life of Riley, was an all-around loser with terrible scripts,
cheap sets, and a weak supporting cast. However, the show did
have one saving grace: Jackie Gleason in the lead role of Chester
A. Riley.
For six years on radio, William Bendix had played Chester Riley
as yet another simple-minded, lovable middle class bumbler who
could turn the most innocent task into asilly crisis. Though Riley
would frequently sputter and moan "What arevoltin' development
this is!"—it was all show. He was really apushover and the problems, which were inevitably just simple misunderstandings, melted
away every week. Under Bendix, Riley never really got angry and
his chief appeal was apredictable soft heart and forgiving nature.
In 1949, William Bendix was under an exclusive film contract
which prevented him from continuing the role on TV, and Jackie
Gleason got the job instead. Gleason played Riley abit differently
from the image Bendix had cultivated on the radio. Though Gleason's Riley was also a simple man with a soft heart, his anger
was more threatening and he seemed capable of really popping
off in asituation. This made the moments of forgiveness and resolution more believable, but Gleason's expressive interpretation went
against the public's image of Riley and there was some resistance
to it. Gleason was good, but he was not Chester A. Riley! More
importantly, the writing and production on the show were exceptionally bad so Gleason did not have the support to build afollowing
for his version of Riley. After six months, the program was off
the air.
Though afailure itself, The Life of Riley provided Gleason with
important television exposure as he demonstrated his ability to
shine in ashow despite weak writing and production. When Jerry

Lester left DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars to do Broadway Open
House, the network signed Gleason as the new host, beginning
in July, 1950. Under Gleason, Cavalcade of Stars came closest to
DuMont's dream of ahit comedy-variety show and, in September,
the network helped it along by moving the program to Friday
night, against NBC's boxing matches and away from Your Show
of Shows.
Though Gleason was surrounded by the usual variety trappings
of music (the Sammy Spear Orchestra) and dancing (the June Taylor Dancers), the revamped program worked because of Gleason's
energy and versatility. His characters ranged from a down-andout bum to an arrogant playboy, and his facial expressions could
carry ascene without aword of dialogue (only Sid Caesar could
top Gleason's contortions of pain). For his sidekick Gleason chose
Art Carney and the two developed into smooth comic foils. Carney
served as an especially effective balance to Gleason's more boisterous characters, playing a stern father to haughty Reginald Van
Gleason III or the prim but caustic Clem Finch to loudmouth
Charlie Bratten. In 1951, they introduced what soon became their
most popular character sketch, "The Honeymooners," featuring
Gleason as ablustery Brooklyn bus driver, Ralph Kramden; series
regular Pert Kelton as Kramden's wife, Alice; and Carney as Ed
Norton, an obliging sewer worker who was Kramden's best friend.
By 1952, Gleason had blossomed into a first rate television star
and, in the fall, he jumped to CBS—taking Carney and the June
Taylor Dancers with him. As always, DuMont's Cavalcade of Stars
had been merely a stepping stone to abetter salary and abigger
budget.
At the same time that Jackie Gleason was toiling on the illfated Life ofRiley, other stars-to-be were working in the hinterlands
of broadcasting, also in search of their lucky break. Future talk
show host Mike Douglas was asinger on Kay Kyser's Kollege of
Musical Knowledge (a musical quiz show); Jim McKay, later a
renowned sportscaster, arrived in New York to host The Real
McKay (a local chit-chat variety show set on his patio); and actor
Jack Lemmon played "a brash young lad from Kalamazoo" who
was trying to break into show business by serving as houseboy
to a famous drama critic (played by Neil Hamilton) on ABC's
That Wonderful Guy. At the New Jersey state fair, Trenton disk
jockey Ernie Kovacs failed in his effort to break the marathon
radio broadcasting record of one week, while in nearby Camden,
Ed McMahon played ared-nosed circus clown on CBS's Big Top.
Despite the many successful new programs and emerging stars,
television was still losing money at adisturbing rate. ABC's president Mark Woods explained that his network had expanded too
fast to meet expenses and announced major cost-cutting moves:
ABC cut 20% from its TV budget in the winter of 1950 and canceled all of its Monday and Tuesday programming. These actions
saved the network from total collapse. By the fall of 1950, ABC's
five 08zOs were nearing the black, but in the tight freeze market
the network still had serious problems attracting viewers and selling
its shows to sponsors. Even number one NBC was beginning to
feel the squeeze. Though it was actually selling more commercial
time than ever, costs for programs had shot up. More importantly,
the networks could not yet charge advertisers premium rates because the FCC freeze limited television coverage across the country.
Established markets might reach a higher saturation of TV sets,
but there were still millions of people who had never seen atelevision program. The nation had settled into apeculiar social division:
One half of the country was going TV crazy while the other half,
"behind the ion curtain," had to imagine what everybody else was
talking about. Though the FCC had instigated the freeze in 1948
1949-50 SEASON
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merely to investigate signal interference and channel separation,
the commission soon found the issue mired in the more complicated
questions of UHF frequencies and color. The promised six month
halt in processing new station applications had already extended
for one and one-half years, and there was no sign that the freeze
would be ended in the foreseeable future.
Apart from the stagnation of the freeze, darker shadows tainted
American television that season. Since World War II, Americans
had become increasingly concerned about the safety of the United
States as Communist forces seized control of governments in both
Europe and Asia. Congressional committees such as HUAC and
private organizations such as Counterattack had assumed the task
of identifying Communists, Communist sympathizers, and so-called
fellow-travelers throughout American society. In response, the Hollywood film industry had begun blacklisting writers and actors
charged with having suspicious ties to leftist organizations—usually
without ever corroborating the accusations. By 1948, blacklisting
had become an established but rarely discussed practice in network
radio as well. After examining the programming and the personnel
files of the four radio networks, Counterattack evaluated each one,
concluding:
NBC and Mutual are the least satisfactory to the Communists ...ABC is about halfway between most satisfactory
and least satisfactory, and CBS is the most satisfying network
to the Communists.
At first, television had been dismissed as unimportant, but, as
the medium grew, so did concern over its potential for misuse
by Communist subversives. Through 1949, television sponsors and
network executives also quietly adopted the practice of blacklisting
as protection against charges of helping the Communist cause.
Blacklisting was a vague process—there were no lists as such,
only individual campaigns and reports published by self-proclaimed
Communist investigators who would tout every rumor and innuendo as fact. A brave network or sponsor could decide to ignore
such accusations and hire the "suspicious" talent anyway. Ed Sullivan chose to do just that by scheduling dancer Paul Draper for
an appearance on Toast of the Town in January, 1950. Reluctantly,
the network and sponsor went along, even though Draper had
been blacklisted from network television for more than ayear.
On Sullivan's show Draper danced to, of all things, "Yankee
Doodle Dandy." Benson Ford, of the Detroit Ford family (who
owned Sullivan's sponsor, Lincoln Mercury) happened to be in
the audience that night and was shown clapping when Draper
finished. In spite of this apparent corporate approval, aconcerted
letter writing and phone campaign produced hundreds of complaints about Draper's appearance. At first Sullivan defended his
decision to have Draper on the show, but after intense pressure
from the American Legion, the Catholic War Veterans, and banner
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headlines in the New York Journal American, Sullivan backed
down, agreed to clip Draper from the 'Line being sent to the nonconnected stations, and issued apublic apology, saying he was opposed
to "having the program being used as a political forum, directly
or indirectly." Draper's dismissal was the first public acknowledgement that television had begun blacklisting writers and performers.
A network talent chief candidly complained:
Now we spend our time trying to satisfy our top brass that
the actors have never been on the left side of the fence. If
one of them has even had his picture taken with a known
Communist, even if it was several years ago, he's a dead
duck as far as we're concerned.
Two weeks after the Draper incident, an obscure senator from
Wisconsin, Joseph McCarthy, gave a speech in Wheeling, West
Virginia, in which he stated:
I have here in my hand a list of 205 [State Department
employees] that were known to the Secretary of State as
being members of the Communist party and are still working
and shaping the policy of the State Department.
McCarthy, in fact, did not have any such list, but his bold accusations brought him national attention. Within weeks, McCarthy
had been embraced by crusaders against communism as the popular
new leader of the movement. Others had said much the same thing,
but McCarthy served as a dramatic and crafty individual who
did not bother with corroboration or offer the opportunity for
rebuttal. He knew how to appeal to people's gut feelings and fears.
Adopting the theory that nobody was too high to accuse, McCarthy
offered the public reasons for the rise of communism—American
traitors. Russia had the atomic bomb and some American scientists
confessed to passing secrets to the Russians. If the scientific world
was rife with traitors, why not the world of government, the military, or, for that matter, the world of broadcasting?
On June 22, the publishers of Counterattack issued a special
pamphlet, Red Channels ("The Report of Communist Influence
in Radio and Television"), which was designed as ahandy reference
source for blacklist-minded networks and sponsors. It contained
the names of 151 entertainment personalities said to have ties with
the Communist party. Among those listed were Leonard Bernstein,
Lee J. Cobb, Ben Grauer, Pert Kelton, Gypsy Rose Lee, Philip
Loeb, Burgess Meredith, Arthur Miller, Zero Mostel, Pete Seeger,
Howard K. Smith, and Orson Welles. Like previous efforts by
Counterattack, the listings were based on rumor and hearsay information. In less paranoid times, the audacity of such sweeping accusations without substantiation might have been dismissed outright.
Instead, three days later, the eternal vigilance called for by Red
Channels seemed completely vindicated as Communist forces invaded South Korea.
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10. What's My Crime?

THE KOREAN war was not a television war. Film cameras
were too bulky to allow the extensive on-the-spot battlefield reporting that would mark the networks' coverage of the Vietnam war
more than adecade later. In 1950, TV news crews barely covered
events at home, so there was no reason to expect them to turn
up in Korea. More importantly, the networks saw no need to supplant the official information supplied by the government. A month
after the invasion of South Korea by the Communist forces from
the north, NBC was the only TV network there with atechnical
crew—which consisted of three cameramen and one reporter. Consequently, most of the television coverage of the Korean war consisted of live pick ups of debates at the United Nations and frequent
one-minute battle summaries. The little film footage shown at home
came largely from the U.S. Signal Corps.
The idea that television news could be an independent force,
like the newspapers, had not occurred to most people. Both the
government and the networks regarded television as an entertainment medium which, in special cases, could be used by officials
to communicate directly with the voters. In this spirit, NBC created
a weekly series, Battle Report Washington, which was designed
for administration spokesmen who wished to address the nation
on war-related questions. The government controlled the show and
said whatever it wished, without any second-guessing or crossexamination from NBC reporters. To debunk propaganda emanating from Moscow and Peking, DuMont contributed Our Secret
Weapon—The Truth, aweekly panel show produced by Freedom
House. CBS, in its part to promote civil defense, aired a timely
forty-five minute documentary in September, "What To Do During
an A-Bomb Attack," hosted by a thirty-three-year-old reporter
the network had just picked up from United Press International,
Walter Cronkite.
The news from the battlefront was rather grim during the summer of 1950. By the end of August, the North Koreans controlled
most of the peninsula; the U.N., American, and South Korean
forces held only asmall enclave in the south near Pusan. At home,
the question of Communist influence in America was no longer
restricted to the theoretical level—the nation was at war. With
American boys being felled by Red bullets, no sponsor wanted
to be charged with satisfying the Communists by putting one of
their fellow-travelers on national television. Publications such as
Red Channels became unofficial Madison Avenue bibles on performers with alleged Communist connections and soon the practice
of blacklisting again broke out into the open.

At noon on August 27, 1950, the cast of The Aldrich Family
(a frothy TV situation comedy that had been transferred from
radio a year earlier) assembled in NBC's New York studios for
a final rehearsal for that night's season premiere. The only news
expected to come from the day's broadcast was the response to
the performances of two new members of the cast: Richard Tyler
who replaced Bob Casey as Henry, and Jean Muir who replaced
Lois Wilson as Henry's mother, Alice. The rehearsal never took
place. A spokesman from the Young & Rubicam ad agency announced that Jean Muir was being temporarily suspended from
the program because of protests the agency had received about
her background. Muir, it was learned, had been listed in Red Channels. She was cited as one of twenty actors named in grand jury
testimony in August, 1940, as amember of the Communist party
(an association she denied and an association never proved). She
was also said to have been a member of such leftist groups as
the Artists' Front to Win the War and the Congress of American
Women. She even subscribed to Negro Quarterly. Muir denied
knowing about many of the groups and publications, but it did
her no good. On August 29, the show's sponsor, General Foods,
dropped Muir permanently from The Aldrich Family cast, saying
that it made no difference whether she was guilty or not: Muir
had become too controversial and her presence on the program
could hurt sales. This reasoning by General Foods became amodel
for other blacklisting cases. It did not matter how truthful the
charges of Red tainting were. The very fact that somebody had
been accused at all made them guilty of being too controversial.
Muir, like most blacklisted people, spent her energies trying to
disprove the charges without realizing that it was already too late.
The extensive news coverage given to Muir's firing combined
with the bad battle news from Korea to produce asharp upswing
in the number of sponsors who agreed to let publications such
as Red Channels be the final arbiter of TV employment. Before
the Muir case, afew well-known broadcasting figures had withstood
the pressure from the blacklist lobby and defended the rights of
their associates. Robert Kinter, the new president of ABC, had
rejected demands that he fire Gypsy Rose Lee (a Red Channels
target), who hosted an ABC radio show, What Makes You Tick
Gertrude Berg had persuaded General Foods to allow Philip Loeb
(who was also listed in Red Channels) to continue to appear as
Molly Goldberg's husband on The Goldbergs. After the Muir firing,
even having afriend "upstairs" meant nothing for all but the most
popular celebrities.
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of its employees to take a loyalty oath. In May, 1951, General
Foods dropped The Goldbergs because of the continued presence
of Philip Loeb, even though the program had increased the sales
of Sanka coffee an amazing 57% among TV viewers and had occasionally been atop ten TV show. No other sponsor stepped forward
and CBS soon took the popular series off the air. NBC picked
up options to the program, but also could not find asponsor willing
to accept the show with Loeb. In January, 1952, Mrs. Berg gave
in and agreed to dismiss Loeb (who was unable to find work elsewhere and later committed suicide). Within a month the show
was back on—with Harold J. Stone as Papa—but it never recaptured the following or feeling of its CBS run. The united front
put up by sponsors in forcing Loeb off The Goldbergs was dramatic
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In the wartime atmosphere of Communist expansion into Korea,
sponsors and networks were determined to avoid controversial performers at any cost. In December, 1950, CBS, still stinging from
the charge of being "the most satisfying network to the Communists," went so far as to announce that it would require all 2,500
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proof that blacklisting had become firmly established as an unofficial but iron-clad rule that advertisers, networks, and performers
had to accept as part of the broadcasting business.
Networks and ad agencies established elaborate procedures for
checking the acceptability of individuals under consideration as
writers, directors, and performers. They funneled the names of
all prospective talent through a company executive in charge of
personnel "security," who would, in turn, consult self-appointed
authorities on Communist subversion such as Vincent Hartnett,
who had helped write Red Channels.
Using as abase the single issue of Red Channels (published in
June, 1950), such consultants provided up-to-date information on
further charges of Communist infiltration. The clearance procedure
on talent was usually conducted by phone and consisted of little
more than the agency or network security chief ticking off alist
of names and being told "Yes" or "No" by the consultant after
each one. Just as in Red Channels, the consultants relied on hearsay
evidence as well as words and actions twisted out of context.

The blacklisting process was well insulated from criticism and
rebuttal because the people identified as suspicious were never confronted with the charges. Instead, they were merely told that they
were "not right" for the job (too tall, too short, and so forth). It
was only after being consistently turned down that individuals
realized they had probably been blacklisted, but they faced anearly
impossible situation. There were no formal charges to dispute and
no accusers to face. As aresult, dozens of people were added to
blacklists and effectively denied employment without a word of
explanation or formal accusation. The networks viewed this system
as a distasteful, but necessary, procedure forced upon them by
the sponsors and by the paranoid state of the country. Blacklisting
was seen as the networks' way of policing themselves in awartime
situation—when it was wise to be extra cautious anyway.

blackface singing "Ain't She Sweet" and "Ma, He's Making Eyes
at Me." Cantor made it a point to give exposure to new talent
and during the season he featured the TV debuts of Eddie Fisher
and sixteen-year-old Joel Grey, son of veteran borscht-belt comedian Mickey Katz. Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, who had become
big radio and film stars by 1950, brought back to television their
highly polished combination of Martin's romantic "paisano" crooning and Lewis's zany "swell nonsense." Comedy newcomer Norman
Lear usually wrote many of their segments. Ed Wynn came in
from the West Coast and used the cavernous Center Theater in
New York as aTV playground, staging such show-stopping routines as bicycling French singer Edith Piaf around on top of a
movable piano. Bob Hope added hilarious visual double takes to
his radio style of sharp one-liners and clever skits, while Jimmy

Though the practice of blacklisting proved to be a traumatic
experience for those affected, the viewing public found it only

Durante drew on his electric personality and unbeatable charm
with lady guests.

vaguely disturbing. Only afew incidents, such as the Philip Loeb
firing, ever made the papers and most Americans could not believe
that people would be accused of Communist connections unless
there was some truth to the charges. Because blacklisting usually
only affected second-level TV personalities (the superstars were
generally left alone), average Americans found the situation easy

There were some problems. Danny Thomas, one of the youngest
of the nine, did not click at first. Though his opening monologues
were good—Thomas assumed the pose of belligerent underdog—
the rest of the show emerged as static and bland. Instead of project-

to ignore. Viewers turned to television for entertainment, not disturbing news, and blacklisting remained abehind-the-scenes internal problem that would have to be resolved by the people within
the industry. Even the news of the Jean Muir firing in August,
1950, was soon superseded in the public's mind by the glittering
events of the new season premieres.
In September, viewers were treated to the most exciting fall
season since Milton Berle's first appearance, as the nation's most
popular radio stars made the plunge into video. With agreat deal
of advance publicity, NBC unveiled The Colgate Comedy Hour

ing his personality to the folks at home, Thomas began to play
to the studio audience (he frequently lapsed into wartime flagwaving that came over only as bad corn). By March, though, Thomas gained more confidence and the show improved tremendously.
He was helped by better writing and the adoption of the more
cohesive "book show" style. In this process, an hour-long comedyvariety show tied together its sketches and music with athin continuing thread, such as Thomas and his crew taking a train ride to
Miami.
The three other stars had more serious problems. Los Angeles

and Four Star Revue, two lavishly furnished comedy-variety hours
staged live, in huge New York theaters, with flashy sets, music,
dancing, and skits. The two shows were the network's vehicles
for bringing to TV nine of its top comedy acts: Eddie Cantor,
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, Fred Allen, Bob Hope, and Bobby
Clark on The Colgate Comedy Hour, and Jimmy Durante, Ed
Wynn, Danny Thomas, and Jack Carson on Four Star Revue. In
order to avoid the wear and tear of aweek-in, week-out routine,
each of the nine had aseparate production staff and was scheduled
to appear as host only about once a month, rotating the chores
with the other headliners. This was thought to be the perfect solution to the pressures that frequently faced such performers as Sid
Caesar and Milton Berle, whose writers had to come up with material for an entire program every week. Even though the rotating
procedure was very expensive ($50,000 a week), NBC felt this
was the best way to produce comedy blockbusters and the network
confidently slotted the programs against the two most popular
shows on CBS: The Colgate Comedy Hour aired on Sunday versus
the number three rated Toast of the Town, while Four Star Revue
took on the number two ranked Arthur Godfrey and Friends on
Wednesday.
In September and October, as the stars each made their first
appearances, ratings were high and reviewers were ecstatic in their
praise of the two shows. It looked as if NBC had pulled off a
minor miracle. Though the network had lost aslew of big comedy
names to CBS radio in 1948, NBC appeared to be on the verge
of locking up the field of TV comedy. Week after week, viewers
saw top-notch material that had taken the stars years to polish
and perfect.
Eddie Cantor's first program showcased amarvelous "Cavalcade
of Cantor"—a reprise of his many hits—ending with Cantor in

From 1949 to 1954, Ralph Bellamy played private eye Mike
Barnett (a sleuth who never carried agun). (From Man Against
Crime. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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Of the September array of NBC comedy celebrities, Allen was

September 7, 1950
Truth or Consequences. (CBS). After ten years on radio, Ralph
Edwards brings his popular audience participation show to television, intact. "Consequences" on the first video episode include a
wife throwing trick knives at her husband, and the sentimental
reunion oía wounded G.I. and his mother (after athirty-one month
separation).
September 18, 1950
NBC Comics. (NBC). Animated cartoons come to network television in a fifteen-minute late afternoon weekday program made up
of four three-minute cartoon series: "Danny Match" (a young private eye), "Space Barton" (interplanetary adventures), "Johnny and
Mr. Do-Right" (a school boy and his dog), and "Kid Champion"
(a young boxer).
September 25, 1950
The Kate Smith Show. (NBC). NBC succeeds with the first major
venture in afternoon network television: an hour of music and variety.
October 6, 1950
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse. (ABC). Alex Segal directs ABC's first
major dramatic series. The acting and writing are top-notch, with
scripts from a number of Pulitzer Prize winning authors such as
Maxwell Anderson, Thornton Wilder, and James Michener.
October 16, 1950
Following the lead of NBC and Kate Smith, CBS jumps into
afternoon television with two hour-long variety shows. Garry Moore
and Robert Q. Lewis are the hosts.
December 15, 1950
Hear It Now. (CBS Radio). Ed Murrow is reunited with Fred
Friendly (recently signed to CBS) and together they create "a document for the ear."
December 25, 1950
The Steve Allen Show. (CBS). "Steverino" shifts to television
(weekday evenings) with a simple format that will serve him well
for years: He plays the piano, interviews guests, and talks to the
audience. The following May, Allen is moved to noontime and
his show expands to an hour.

comic Jack Carson's shows were replete with bad timing and insufficient planning. Bobby Clark, whose appearances were produced
by famed showman Mike Todd, was lost amid abevy of beautiful
legs (a Todd trademark), sloppy slapstick routines, and erratic
production work. The big failure, though, was Fred Allen. After
being away from audiences for ayear (following his radio banishment by Stop the Music), Allen seemed rusty, spiteful, and uncomfortable in the role of emcee. He had not performed on the open
stage for eighteen years, yet NBC placed him, like the others, in
a huge Manhattan theater that often swallowed up guests and
hosts that did not come on brash and brassy. Allen was ahumorist
used to the close, relaxed atmosphere of a radio studio and he
never hid his disdain for television, which added an unwanted
Scrooge-like element to his already acerbic character. For Allen's
long-time radio fans, one of the big letdowns in the television show
was the treatment of Allen's Alley. Instead of using talented character actors to flesh out the residents of the famed fictional street,
the program presented Ajax Cassidy, Titus Moody, Mrs. Nussbaum, and Senator Claghorn as puppet characters, turning the
program into some bizarre sort of Kukla, Fred, and 011ie show.
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the first to fall. He left the show in December, citing high blood
pressure and issuing aparting blast at the network, which he said
had forced the revue format on him. "I'm through with this kind
of television," Allen said, adding that if he returned it would be
in alowkey thirty-minute format closer to the style used by Chicago's Dave Garroway.
CBS also brought a number of radio stars to TV in the 195051 season, including some that had been lured to the network in
the Paley's Comet talent raids of 1948. Edgar Bergen, Jack Benny,
and Bing Crosby did occasional specials, while Frank Sinatra had
a weekly series running against Your Show of Shows. Despite the
big budget variety shows in its schedule, though, CBS felt that
situation comedy was actually a more stable television form that
would be easier to exploit in the long run. The network felt such
programs could overcome some of the weaknesses of the variety
format by presenting viewers with continuing characters, settings,
and stories, rather than week after week of unrelated skits, which
often looked like sixty minutes of random activity. Consequently,
CBS, as it had previously done in radio, concentrated on sitcoms,
trying to give its programming a different "feel" from NBC and
hoping to develop a blockbuster hit that could push it ahead of
NBC in the TV ratings race. In the fall of 1950, however, the
network had only one new sitcom ready, The George Burns and
Gracie Allen Show—and even that aired only on alternate Thursdays, live from New York.
George Burns and Gracie Allen performed an effortless transition
into television, bringing to the new medium the characters they
had developed through twenty-five years in vaudeville and on radio.
They were a real life husband and wife comedy team and they
played themselves in adomestic setting. George was the long-suffering straightman and Gracie was the mistress of malapropism who
seemingly was on a different plane of reality from the rest of the
world. The structure of the series was simple: Using a very thin
plot line to hold each episode together, George and Gracie interacted with each other and various members of the supporting cast,
in effect staging their familiar comedy routines throughout the
program. George described the show as having "more plot than
avariety show and not as much as awrestling match."
The Burns and Allen Show drew elements from both Jack Benny
and Ozzie and Harriet. Like Benny, George and Gracie portrayed
performers who put on a weekly comedy show, but while they
often talked about their fictional television program, they never
got near the studio. Instead, like Ozzie and Harriet, they used
their showbiz identities as a springboard for behind-the-scenes
homelife escapades. In these, George and Gracie were joined by
their announcer, Harry Von Zell, and their next door neighbors,
Blanche Morton (Bea Benaderet) and her straight-laced C.P.A.
husband, Harry (played by a succession of actors: Hal March,
John Brown, Fred Clark, and Larry Keating). Each week's complications were very simple, inevitably the result of some household
or showbiz misunderstanding by Gracie. Though in some ways
the program's plots were very much like Hollywood's "screwball"
theatrical comedies and the first wave of West Coast filmed TV
sitcoms, the excellent writing and emphasis on the comic characters
and routines raised the show far above such routine fare. In fact,
even when the program became a weekly series in 1952, moving
out West and onto film, it retained its high quality production
and unique point of view. Gracie Allen was not a dumb blonde
or a two-faced schemer—she merely followed her own illogical
logic to its nonsense conclusions, leaving everyone who crossed

it felt would usher in the age of sitcom supremacy on television:
Amos and Andy.
Since May, 1949, CBS had been scouring the country in search
of an all-black cast for the TV version of radio's Amos and Andy,
building as much interest and anticipation as possible for the show.
With its proven history of success and viewer loyalty on radio,
the series seemed agood choice by CBS for apossible breakthrough
in television situation comedy. Created by Freeman Gosden and
Charles Correll, two white men, Amos and Andy had been one
of radio's first nationwide sensations, becoming anational obsession
soon after arriving on the NBC network in 1929. People planned
their lives around the 7:00-7:15 p.m. weekday radio broadcasts.
Movie theaters altered showtimes and some even piped in the program for patrons.
Amos and Andy began as the humorous adventures of two black
men, focusing on their home lives, friends, and the funny situations
they got themselves into. Amos Jones (portrayed by Gosden) was
the respectable straightman—a hard-working, church-going solid
citizen, happily married with two children. Andy Brown (Correll)
was the good natured comic foil—a pudgy addlebrained bachelor.
They lived in the Harlem area of New York City and operated
the "Fresh Air Taxi Cab Company, Incorpulated"—consisting of
one run down old car that did not even have awindshield. Amos
did most of the work while Andy loafed or chased women. They
both socialized with George Stevens—nicknamed the Kingfish—
who was the head of the Mystic Knights of the Sea Lodge and a
fast talking conniver. The Kingfish (also played by Gosden) was
always ready to fleece Andy with some new get-rich-quick scheme
George Burns and Gracie Allen, successful radio stars from 1932,
made an effortless transition to CBS television in 1950. (Courtesy
George Burns)
her path totally confused. "If she made sense," George quipped,
"I'd still be selling ties."

and, as the series evolved in the 1930s, he began to supplant Amos,
whose character was abit too straight for many comic situations
and misunderstandings. Governor Huey Long of Louisiana, agreat
fan of the show, even adopted the nickname Kingfish for himself.
Though the Kingfish put on aboastful front as abig-time operator, his schemes were generally penny ante manipulations and he

While Gracie was the comic center of the program, George's
special outlook added extra flavor. Going beyond the simple role
of straightman to Gracie, George took mischievous delight in confusing people himself because, of all the characters in the show,
George alone acknowledged that they were all doing a comedy
program and that ultimately none of the complications were meant
to be taken seriously. Looking directly into the camera, he made
frequent witty asides to the audience, delivering both comic monologues and comments on the story. George usually knew what
everybody else in the show was doing, occasionally getting this
information just as the home viewer did, by watching the program
on TV while it was still in progress. He became aspecial confidant
to the audience at home, acting as both acharacter and an omniscient observer. As a result, The Burns and Allen Show emerged
as arelaxed, leisurely visit with some very funny people.
Though the show did well in its time slot against tough competition, the program was not arunaway hit in its early years. CBS's
sitcom strategy had yet to be proved for television. In fact, by
January, 1951, there was not one sitcom listed among TV's top
ten rated shows. According to the A.C. Nielsen Company (which
had taken over the Hooper ratings service in early 1950), NBC
dominated the television ratings chart with comedy-variety hours,
drama anthologies, and Friday night boxing. CBS was represented
at the top of "the Nielsens" with afew of its own variety, drama,
and sports shows, but the network continued to bank on sitcoms

December 25, 1950
"One Hour In Disneyland." (NBC). Walt Disney's first television
special. He quickly displays agreat blend of television showmanship
and commercialism, incorporating plugs for upcoming Disney films
in a "best of Disney" retrospective.
January 20, 1951
The Cisco Kid. Duncan Rinaldo plays a Mexican equivalent to
the Lone Ranger in a syndicated adventure series distributed to
the local stations by Ziv. Just to be prepared, the episodes are
filmed in color.
April 23, 1951
Ed Thorgensen and the News. (DuMont). The second of DuMont's
three attempts at its own nightly news show. This version uses a
top newsreel announcer, but settles for a very cheap set (even by
DuMont's standards). One month later, the program is gone.
May 14, 1951
Time for Ernie. (NBC). Ernie Kovacs makes it to network television in a brief afternoon series. In July, he is moved into Kukla,
Fran, and 011ie's time period.
August 24, 1951
After two months under the leadership of Jack E. Leonard, Broadway Open House is closed, ending (for the moment) NBC's experiment in late night television.

for the future. In the summer of 1951, when most of the comedyvariety stars were on vacation, CBS presented a new show that
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Senator Estes Kefauver (seated,
I.) campaigning in the 1952
New Hampshire presidential
primary. He used notoriety
gained from televised crime
hearings in 1951 to mount a
serious bid for the Democratic
nomination. (National
Archives)

was caught as the fall guy almost as often as Andy. Over the
years, the Kingfish became the main character of the series, with
more and more attention given to his home life. There the Kingfish
was just ahen-pecked husband, dominated by his wife, Sapphire
(Ernestine Wade), and hounded by his sour mother-in-law
(Amanda Randolph). As a result, the Kingfish emerged as an
earthy, uneducated, but lovable conniver rather than as a cruel
and malicious schemer. The only chance he ever had to show off
was down at the lodge where he could always talk Andy into
another hair-brained venture or berate Lightnin', the lodge's shuffling dim-witted janitor.
Like all radio comedies of the era, Amos and Andy had its share
of stock phrases. During the program's heyday in the 1930s, many
of these became part of the nation's vocabulary, including "I'se
regusted!" "Ow-wah, ow-wah, ow-wah!" "Now ain't that sumpin'!"
and "Holy mackerel, Andy!" Even into the 1940s when it became
ahalf-hour weekly series, Amos and Andy was still atop ten radio
show with a strong following. The program was a logical first
choice for CBS's famed Paley's Comet talent raids of 1948 and
the network had high hopes that aTV version of Amos and Andy
would be just as successful and long-lasting as the radio show.
Freeman Gosden and Charles Correll, who did their radio show
from Los Angeles, personally supervised the long casting process
and they produced the series' TV pilot film, on the West Coast,
at the then expansive cost of $40,000.
Amos and Andy was the first important television situation
comedy filmed in Los Angeles, and it used a program formula
that was identical to the vanguard West Coast filmed sitcoms of
the previous season, only with abigger budget and better overall
production. These filmed series were just like Hollywood's theatrical "screwball" comedy films, which relied on simple cardboard
characters placed in silly situations that could be easily repeated
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and endlessly exploited. In this form of comedy, the situation became all important. The stereotyped characters ran through the
paces of the plot as if it were an obstacle course, serving as mouthpieces for one-liners as they reacted to the absurd events. This
formula had worked well for movie and radio comedies and CBS
thought that Amos and Andy could produce television's first smash
hit sitcom with this style.
Like the formula screwball comedies, the TV series relied on
misunderstood situations, aploy which allowed even the most trivial actions to become the basis for an outlandish story. In one
episode, Andy (Spencer Williams) and the Kingfish (Tim Moore)
mistook an atomic testing plant for afancy clock factory and they
brought in their broken clock to exchange for another. At first,
the two were mistaken for experimental scientists but, when Andy
and the Kingfish walked off with the super secret atomic clock
they were assigned to test, they found themselves pursued as enemy
spies. Another week, the overage Kingfish received adraft notice
intended for another, much younger, George Stevens. He felt honored to prove his manhood at middle age and proudly reported
for the Army physical. When the Army turned him down, the
Kingfish felt ashamed and had Andy hide him at the lodge, where
he wrote postcards "from training camp" and sent them to Sapphire. Inevitably, afew words of explanation cleared up such misunderstandings, and the characters were ready to do it all again the
following week. These simple stories were silly but funny, and
the actors were good in their comic roles (Ernestine Wade as Sapphire and Amanda Randolph as Sapphire's Mama even came directly from the radio version.) However, instead of giving CBS
its first important sitcom success, Amos and Andy created nothing
but problems once it hit the air.
Because Amos and Andy was the first major television sitcom
series from Los Angeles, the inherent weaknesses of the style were

painfully evident. Characters in West Coast comedies were exaggerated comic caricatures living in afantasy world of formula humor.
Even though Amos and Andy was done much better than such
dismal TV vehicles as The Hank McCune Show, East Coast critics
still had serious reservations about the form. Amos and Andy faced
an additional problem. Because the series was also the first television
program to deal exclusively with blacks, the underlying silliness
of the characters was interpreted by some as a putdown directed
specifically against blacks. Protests began almost immediately after
the program premiered. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) blasted the series:
[Amos and Andy] depicts the Negro in a stereotyped and
derogatory manner ...it strengthens the conclusion among
uninformed or prejudiced people that Negroes and other
minorities are inferior, lazy, dumb, and dishonest.
Though there had been agreat deal of ballyhoo over the search
for an all-black cast for Amos and Andy, the fact that the performers
were black was secondary. The characters and plots were totally
interchangeable with scores of "white" sitcoms that both preceded
and postdated Amos and Andy. Gosden and Correll had never
used the incongruity of white men playing black roles as asource
of laughs, and the approach in the television version also avoided
situations that might have been staged as cheap racial putdowns.
Amos and Andy was set up in an essentially all-black world, where
whites were rarely seen. If the Kingfish was outsmarted, it was
by a black con artist, not a white one. There were black lawyers
and black doctors to balance off black stooges. As in any screwball
comedy, the stories depended on misunderstandings and crazy antics by such tried and true stereotypes as amoney-hungry bumbler,
a slow-witted second banana, a shrewish wife, and a battleaxe
mother-in-law. In Amos and Andy, these familiar comic caricatures
just happened to be black. Nonetheless, the NAACP was outraged
that the first major television program to feature blacks prominently
was a screwball situation comedy, a form which included as a
matter of course comic caricatures that the organization was particularly sensitive to seeing identified with blacks. For example, the
minor supporting character of Lightnin' (Horace Stewart), the janitor at the lodge, was shiftless, lazy, and dumb. Worse yet, he
spoke with a high-pitched drawl ("Yazzah") and walked with a
lazy shuffle.
Reacting to the characters and the stories, the NAACP urged
a boycott of the show's sponsor, Blatz beer. The boycott never
caught on, but then again neither did the show. Television's Amos
and Andy never attracted anywhere near the loyalty and support
of the radio version, and for CBS it was an expensive disappointment. Instead of dethroning Milton Berle and comedy-variety,
Amos and Andy secured only marginal ratings and, after two years,
the show was taken off the air. Fifteen years later, in response to
protests over the program's racial tone, CBS even withdrew Amos
and Andy from circulation as an off-network rerun.
In away, Amos and Andy was kicked off the air for the wrong
reason. Though its black stereotyped characters were gone, the
underlying assumptions for West Coast screwball sitcoms remained.
For more than a decade similar series flourished featuring white
performers. In that light, Amos and Andy was merely the harbinger
of a successful trend, with its black characters no more or less
demeaning than their white equivalents.
Lost amid the controversy over Amos and Andy was another
West Coast filmed sitcom that focused on blacks, ABC's Beulah.
Arriving six months earlier than Amos and Andy and receiving
much less attention, Beulah more justifiably deserved harsh criticism. While Amos and Andy presented an essentially all black world

that rarel

even alluded to the presence of whites, Beulah cast

blacks exclusively as servants in asimplistic update of the antebellum "Gone With the Wind" setting.
Beulah (Ethel Waters) was the much put-upon "Mammy" for
a suburban white middle class family, running their day-to-day
domestic lives as "queen of the kitchen." Though asharp woman
who often rescued her "masters" from their own household incompetence, Beulah was still just hired help. Unlike Amos and
Andy, there were no respectable black professionals in the supporting cast; instead, Beulah had ashiftless boyfriend, Bill (Percy Harris), and a scatterbrained girlfriend, Oriole (Butterfly McQueen).
Beulah's taint of racial deprecation had begun on radio. The
character of Beulah was created by a white man, Marlin Hurt,
and had first appeared in 1944 as part of The Fibber McGee and
Molly Show, In 1945, ABC radio gave Beulah "her" own show,
with Hurt continuing the character in the new series. Each week,
he got his first big laugh by exploiting the incongruity between
his radio character and his physical appearance. After an introduction by the studio announcer leading up to Beulah's first appearance, Hurt, previously unseen by the studio audience, jumped into
place and yelled, in character, "Somebody bawl for Beulah?" The
sight of asmall white man with the voice of alarge black woman
never failed to touch off aroar of laughter from the studio audience.
When Beulah shifted to CBS radio in 1947, a real black woman
(Hattie McDaniel) took the title role, but the program never lost
its condescending attitude, even in the transfer to television.
The Los Angeles-produced filmed sitcoms introduced in the
1950-51 season were, at best, only marginally successful. Yet there
would be more. As the coast-to-coast coaxial cable neared completion, television executives prepared to link the operations of the
two centers of popular entertainment in America, New York and
Los Angeles. Increased Hollywood production was inevitable as
the East and West branches of television moved into anew phase
of their battle for dominance in the medium.
With the final hookup of the East-West cable targeted for the
fall of 1951, the networks eliminated practically all of their remaining Chicago-based productions. Executives found that it made more
sense to draw on the resources of the two coasts instead. New
York-based producers had tremendous expertise with complicated
in-studio productions, especially live drama, plus a rich stock of
Broadway performers to draw from. Los Angeles had talent proficient in filmed productions and was also the home of the top stars
in radio comedy and variety (many of whom had temporarily relocated out East for the move to television). Chicago programming
was totally expendable. Throughout the season, most of the Chicago-based variety programs—usually unsponsored anyway—were
replaced by more easily sold programs live from New York or
on film from Los Angeles. Even Garroway at Large, the most popular of the Chicago television stable, found itself without asponsor
at the end of the season.
One of the last successful network programs to come out of
Chicago was alowkey new game show, DuMont's Down You Go,
hosted by a professor of English from Northwestern University,
Bergen Evans. Even though it was created by Louis G. Cowan,
who had conceived such flashy vehicles as Stop the Music, Down
You Go had a distinctively different flavor from other network
programs, chiefly because of its Chicago-based production. Using
fresh, unknown talent rather than a panel of familiar big name
celebrities, Down You Go emerged as one of the wittiest, most
relaxed game shows on television. The mechanics of the game
were simple: Using clues provided by Evans, the four panelists
had to guess a slogan, sentence, word, or phrase, filling in each
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word, letter by letter. For "I don't want to set the world on fire,"
Evans suggested that this was "the usual excuse for those who
have no burning ambition." Evans and the panel members obviously
enjoyed working with each other and their personal charm and
effortless good humor consistently came through to the home audience. The program stood out favorably against the competition
and ran on DuMont for four years, subsequently appearing briefly
on each of the other three networks as well.
Though the top rated programs in the 1950-51 season were
variety shows, drama anthologies, and sports contests, the networks
usually selected a game, panel, or quiz show format to fill holes
in their schedules. Such programs were easy to stage, inexpensive,
and practically interchangeable. Only afew ever stood out. Besides
Down You Go, there were two other distinctive game shows that
season, You Bet Your Life and Strike It Rich.
Strike It Rich began on television as a CBS daytime offering
and was soon added to the network's nighttime schedule as well.
Hosted by Warren Hull and occasionally by Monty Hall, Strike
It Rich described itself as "the quiz show with a heart," though
critics claimed it merely exploited the weaknesses of contestants
in order to garner high ratings. The program featured people in
need, including such unfortunates as someone who needed money
for an expensive operation, achildless couple looking for an orphan
to adopt, and a widow needing funds to start a new life. After
answering a few simple qualifying questions, the contestants had
to stand in front of the audience, tell their stories, and plead for
assistance. The loudness of the applause by the audience in response
to their presentations determined who received the most money.
Afterward, home viewers were invited to phone in pledges for
those who still needed additional help.
Strike It Rich regularly crossed the line between entertainment
and exploitation. Reacting to the absurd mechanics of the program,
humorist Al Capp proposed that the show use a Misery Meter
which would measure the strength of each tale of woe. The scale
began with "sad," and worked its way through "depressing,"
"heartbreaking," "sickening," and "sickeningly heartbreaking" before reaching the ultimate: "unbearably tragic." The program was
regularly criticized for its maudlin tone, but the most dramatic
expression of outrage took place in the studio control room when
the show's director was ordered to broadcast a tight closeup of
the legs of a cripple trying to walk. Instead, the director silently
stood up, walked out of the control room, and never returned.
You Bet Your Life, the season's most successful new game show,
was far more tasteful. The program had begun on radio as avehicle
for the ad-lib wit of Groucho Marx, and continued unchanged
in the move to television. Prior to You Bet Your Life, Groucho
had been a flop on radio in four short-lived scripted programs.
In 1947, John Guedel, the creator of Art Linkletter's audience
participation shows People Are Funny and House Party, talked
Groucho into trying the quiz show format. At first Groucho resisted, feeling that the role of quizmaster was beneath his professional dignity. Once the program started rolling, it quickly became
apparent that Guedel had found the perfect setting for Groucho's
wit. The quiz portion of You Bet Your Life was unimportant; it
served as the excuse to have pairs of contestants brought out to
be interviewed by Groucho before "playing the game." Groucho
did not see the contestants before they were introduced by announcer George Fenneman, so all of Groucho's comments were
spontaneous.
In order to assume control over such apotentially volatile format,
the show's producers carefully selected the contestants, looking
for people that could play well against Groucho. For further control, one hour of material was taped live before astudio audience,
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then edited down to thirty minutes. This allowed the producers
to assemble atight package and to discard unsuccessful exchanges
and exceptionally risque comments. The format clicked and You
Bet Your Lift became a top ten radio show for NBC. When the
program came to television, the producers merely added acamera.
Television viewers could then see Groucho's leering eyes whenever
abeautiful woman appeared, and the flustered attempts at composure by any contestant whom fate had saddled with afunny-sounding name—a favorite target of Groucho's tongue. You Bet Your
Lift continued on television virtually unchanged until the early
1960s, amonument to Groucho's creativity and Guedel's insight.
While You Bet Your Lift shot into the top ten for NBC, Groucho's brother, Chico Marx, bombed in The College Bowl, an odd
musical comedy on ABC. Cast as the owner of a campus malt
shop, Chico played essentially the same character as he did in
the successful Marx Brothers feature films, singing nonsense songs
at the piano and cracking horrible puns in Italian dialect. He was
surrounded by a crew of young singers and dancers (including
eighteen-year-old Andy Williams) who played the local "campus
types" that hung around the malt shop. There was constant singing,
dancing, and light humor, but the scripts were terrible, the staging
lackluster, and the program never caught fire.
Another major disappointment for ABC was the performance
of aTV film version of Chester Gould's comic strip crimefighter,
Dick Tracy. The show was unable to duplicate the success of ABC's
only big hit, The Lone Ranger, even though it possessed many
of the same pulp adventure elements in an urban crime setting.
From its beginning in 1931, the Dick Tracy comic strip presented
aviolent world of clearcut good guys, bad guys, crime, and punishment. Tracy joined the police force as a plainclothes detective
following the murder of his financee's father, and his pursuit of
off-beat criminals such as Flattop, Prune Face, and Pouch inevitably
included agraphic, fatal shoot-out. Through the 1930s and 1940s,
the comic strip inspired a successful radio show and a series of
theatrical films starring Ralph Byrd. Yet the television series, which
even had Byrd repeating the title role, never took off.
One unexpected problem the producers faced was that when
the series began filming in early 1950, Congress was going through
one of its first seizures against television violence. Word was flashed
to Los Angeles to tone down Tracy's escapades. Consequently,
the first two episodes of Dick Tracy shown in September were
very mild. The third and fourth episodes, filmed after the congressional heat had cooled, brought Tracy back to his more familiar
tough guy stature. The fifth show featured two murders, a gun
fight, and afist fight. The sixth show opened with ahanging. Even
so, the program failed to make adent in Arthur Godfrey's Monday
night audience.
ABC's poor showing in the fall served to compound the network's
shaky financial position. While NBC and CBS battled for ratings
points at the top, ABC was fighting for its life. The network had
saved some money the previous season by substantially cutting
back its schedule, but when ABC resumed seven-day-a-week programming, it found the money and ratings problems worse than
ever. Though ABC had afew hits such as The Lone Ranger and
Stop the Music, the rest of its programs were regularly trounced
by the other networks. Worse yet, all through 1950, TV production
costs multiplied at a staggering rate and, for the first time, the
networks' television budgets surpassed their radio budgets. All the
other networks pumped money into TV broadcasting from other,
more profitable, parts of their corporate setup. NBC was part of
RCA, CBS owned Columbia Records, and DuMont made TV sets.
ABC had to sink or swim with its radio and TV operations alone.
ABC saw no hope for a quick upswing in either the number

of viewers or the number of affiliates. The outbreak of the Korean
war had forced a sharp reduction in TV set production, and the
FCC's unending freeze on new TV station construction had halted
such expansion. ABC decided that if anew source of income was
not found, the network would not be able to continue. In May,
1951, after flirting with amerger offer from CBS, ABC announced
plans to merge with United Paramount Theaters. United Paramount had been formed when Paramount Pictures was ordered
by the Supreme Court to divest itself of the ownership of movie
theaters while the studio continued to produce films. Besides offering ABC much-needed cash, United Paramount had a number
of officials steeped in Hollywood techniques and tradition. It was
felt that such an influx of West Coast showmanship could give
the young and struggling ABC adistinctive flair, contrasting with
the New York orientation of the other three networks.
The parties asked the FCC to approve the merger before September to allow ABC to begin the next season on a new footing.
Perhaps they should have specified which September they intended,
because two seasons slipped by while the FCC sat on the merger
request. The FCC was still struggling with the comparatively simple
decision of whether to accept the Paramount Pictures-United Paramount split. Because the FCC repeatedly had contended that Paramount Pictures controlled DuMont, the ABC request would go
nowhere until the FCC decided whether to accept United Paramount as aseparate entity. Only then would the commission get
into the question of whether atheater chain should own atelevision
network. As the bureaucrats at the FCC chewed on these questions,
ABC watched its financial reserve sink lower and lower.
Though the FCC postponed adecision on ABC's merger request,
during the 1950-51 season the commission ended, for the moment,
ten years of deliberation on another topic: color. In October, 1950,
the FCC voted to approve CBS's mechanical noncompatible process
as the country's official color television system. The Korean war
and the freeze on station construction had temporarily halted the
growth in TV set sales but, even so, when the decision was announced there were nine million black and white sets in use that
would have to be scrapped and replaced by new color models.
Even though RCA had produced aworking, compatible color system, the FCC justified its decision by pointing out that CBS's
was better in quality and ready at the moment. The RCA system
appeared to be afew more years from commercial viability.
RCA appealed the FCC decision, taking the battle all the way
to the Supreme Court. The legal wrangling delayed CBS's commercial color debut for more than seven months and, during that
time, RCA decided to carry the fight into the public sector. In
December, 1950, RCA called in television critics from the major
newspapers for a demonstration of its compatible color system.
The improvement from the previous RCA public exhibitions was
substantial and the critics noted that there was only aslight difference in quality between the CBS and RCA systems. This effectively
changed the nature of the color debate. Some people observed
that the FCC had chosen noncompatible color just as acompatible
color system was nearing completion. They questioned the wisdom
of asking the nation's viewers either to invest in expensive new
color sets or to miss out on important chunks of color TV programming that could not be picked up by black and white models. In
May of 1951, however, the Supreme Court turned down RCA's
legal appeal and it appeared that CBS had won. Most TV set
manufacturers said they would go along with the decision and
produce the new color sets when there was an evident public demand for them.
At 4:30

P.M.

Monday, June 25, 1951, Arthur Godfrey walked

onto the stage of CBS's Grand Central Station studios and was

seen in lovely, spinning disk, noncompatible color by the 400 guests
watching on eight color sets at CBS, and by other viewers gathered
around the thirty color receivers then available in the New York
City area. The program was broadcast in color to Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Washington, though it is doubtful that anyone
outside the control rooms of those CBS affiliates saw anything
but jumbled static. Sixteen sponsors (such as the makers of multitinted automobiles and vibrantly colored lipsticks) paid $10,000
for the privilege of being seen by a handful of people. CBS felt
color would follow the progression of black and white television
the previous decade: Early test programs would be seen by next
to nobody, a few brave sponsors would stake out some turf in
this goldmine of the future, and eventually afew hit shows would
lure the reluctant public into the color TV showrooms.
Following the opening day special, no hit shows turned up. No
brave sponsors presented themselves. The war-conscious public refused to give up its old black and white sets. In fact, the public
showed complete apathy toward color television. CBS soon realized
that the FCC approval had come too late. The network had a
multi-million dollar lemon on its hands that it needed to unload.
In October, 1951, National Production Authority chairman Charles
Wilson (whose top aide was CBS chairman William Paley) politely
asked CBS to cease all color television operations for the duration
of the national emergency resulting from the war in Korea. Before
the print was dry on Wilson's request, CBS graciously agreed to
this virtual death sentence for the government-ordered monopoly
it had fought so long for. Everybody said publicly that the halt
in color operations was just temporary and the FCC continued
to limit tests of compatible color to outside regular broadcast hours.
Within the television industry, however, it was felt that noncompatible color was dead.
The public's indifference to color television had nothing to do
with its feelings toward TV in general. Viewing levels were greater
than ever. In fact, three months before color's inauspicious debut,
interest in anew television programming event swept the country.
Alternately labeled "What's My Crime" and "Underworld Talent
Scouts," this program had everything a hit TV show needed: a
cast Hollywood could not beat, an ad-libbed script better than
any drama, and free publicity from the morning papers. There
was suspense, personality conflict, suspicious motivation, and real
life human drama. The program was the traveling road show staged
by the Senate Crime Committee, Senator Estes Kefauver, chairman.
The committee's investigation into organized crime began to
attract attention in early February, 1951, when local Detroit TV
coverage of the proceedings pulled in top ratings. The story broke
into the headlines later that month in St. Louis when nationally
known betting expert James J. Carroll refused to testify if television
cameras were present. Carroll's lawyer called such television coverage "an invasion of privacy," and observed that his client, "may
be ridiculed and embarrassed as aresult." When the hearings moved
to New York City in mid-March, all the TV networks decided
to run them live, during their nearly empty daytime hours. Over
the course of the broadcasts, daytime viewing reached twenty times
its usual level. TV viewing parties sprang up and people suddenly
became aware of the previously untapped power that television
had for conveying and even creating events.
Committee Counsel Rudolph Halley and Senator Kefauver became instant celebrities as they probed into the shady activities
of such underworld bigwigs as Frank Erickson, Frank Costello,
and Joe Adonis before millions of television viewers. One of the
most dramatic and damaging of the sessions took place when Frank
Costello, like James Carroll, said that he would not testify with
television cameras present. Unlike Carroll, Costello then modified
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his stance and agreed to acompromise—the network cameramen
could show only his hands during the testimony. In aweird way,
this arrangement backfired for Costello because it attracted much
more attention than if his face had been routinely shown like the
others. Instead, viewers were given an eerie contrast between a
calm voice seeking exoneration and the fidgeting hands of aclearly
nervous man. After hours of intense questioning under the hot
TV lights, Costello said, "I am not going to answer another question!" and walked out of the committee room. Thirty million viewers saw him leave and the committee cited Costello for contempt.
,In spite of the publicity and increased daytime viewing from
the hearings, the networks were happy when they came to an end.
Extended broadcasting without commercial sponsors meant losing
money. In fact, when a night session was held, NBC and CBS
stuck with their regular programming and only ABC and DuMont,
both with few sponsored shows, continued the broadcasts.
Television's coverage of the Kefauver hearings was called the
advent of electronic journalism. Had the hearings been reported
only in the newspapers and on the brief nightly TV news shows,
they would not have received such wide public attention. Instead,
the issues and personalities involved became household topics simply because they had been on live TV. One reviewer marveled
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that "[Television] has shown that it can arouse public interest to
adegree which virtually beggars immediate description." With a
presidential election little more than ayear away, politicians with
foresight realized that television could be something more than a
mute conveyor of convention hoopla.
The Kefauver hearings had other peculiar forms of fallout. The
networks saw that there was a tremendous audience waiting for
daytime broadcasting and they prepared to exploit it. They also
increased the number of crime dramas about the mob throughout
the prime time schedule. Senator Kefauver decided to use his newly
acquired national celebrity status to run for the Democratic presidential nomination the following year. Though he lost that bid,
Kefauver was aserious contender right up to the party's nominating
convention.
Perhaps the man who made the best use of his exposure was
Halley, the committee counsel. In September he became host of
a network crime show called Crime Syndicated. Even though he
only appeared at the beginning and end of the program, laboriously
reading cue cards, the exposure was enough to help secure his
election as president of the New York City Council in November.
Now, this was a facet of television politicians could really understand.
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11. The Thaw

AT 10:30 P.M. (Eastern time), September 4, 1951, coast-to-coast
network television became a reality. In the fifty-two cities joined
by the coaxial cable, ninety-four of the 107 American television
stations then on the air broadcast the same event: President Harry
Truman's address to the opening session of the Japanese Peace
Treaty Conference at San Francisco's Opera House.
Before the completion of the Western cable hookup, only 45%
of the American homes with atelevision could be reached by live
network TV. Afterward, 95% of the TV homes, from Atlanta
north to Boston, west to San Francisco, and south to San Diego,
could all watch the same thing at the same time. By the opening
of the political conventions in the summer of 1952, only one TV
station—KOB in Albuquerque, New Mexico—was not hooked in
with the national networks.
All four television networks carried President Truman's speech
from the West Coast and, at the end of September, regular commercial coast-to-coast programming began with astring of star-studded
variety hours from Hollywood. Still, the most effective demonstration of the electronic magic of transcontinental sight did not
take place until Sunday afternoon, November 18, on the premiere
broadcast of CBS's See .It Now (a television version of Edward
R. Murrow's respected Hear It Now radio news documentary series). On that first show, Murrow sat before two television monitors
in CBS's New York City Studio 41 and asked director Don Hewitt
to punch up a live signal from the West Coast on one monitor,
while showing ascene from New York City on the other. Instantly,
a panorama of the Golden Gate Bridge, Alcatraz, and the San
Francisco skyline appeared alongside the view of the Brooklyn
Bridge, Manhattan, and New York Bay. For the first time, Americans could see both coasts of their vast continent at once, live
and instantaneously. Murrow, a man not easily moved, said he
was "very impressed" with this technical miracle, and that he expected alot from TV.
The biggest change in programming caused by the coast-to-coast
link was the immediate availability of Los Angeles as alive origination point. Performers who had moved East to host the top variety
shows on NBC and CBS immediately transferred back to the West
Coast, where their film and radio careers had long been centered.
Television was at last ready for coast-to-coast operation. More
big money sponsors began to buy television commercial time because there were, via cable, enough markets capable of receiving
the networks' signals to justify the investment. With more people
tuning in and more sponsors interested in purchasing spots, the

cost of advertising on a prime time show shot up. On NBC and
CBS, the two most successful networks, prime time was soon filled
with sponsors and, by the end of 1951, their network TV profits
exceeded those of their network radio operations for the first time.
Television also registered an overall profit in 1951, with ninetythree of the 108 TV stations on the air finishing in the black.
Yet even amid this expansion there was disappointment. Though
DuMont and ABC also saw their network television incomes increase, they were far behind CBS and NBC. The continuing FCC
freeze on new stations still kept many cities without television at
all, or limited to just a few stations. Pacific residents, who for
years had endured the low quality ldnes of live East Coast fare,
found themselves inconvenienced even with the live cable connection. Due to the difference in the time zones, the top live prime
time hits began at 5:00 P.M. out West so that the East Coast viewers
could see the shows at 8:00 P.M.
The biggest disappointment voiced by many viewers was that,
aside from the technical magic of bridging the cross-country chasm,
there was very little excitement over the approach of the 195152 season. For the first time since the arrival of Milton Berle more
than three years before, the networks' fall line-ups consisted primarily of familiar shows returning for another season. Compared to
the avalanche of superstar talent that had descended upon TV
for the first time during the 1950-51 season, the upcoming season
seemed very dull. With most of radio's top talent on television,
the period of continuous innovation and expansion appeared to
have come to an end.
Television reviewers, bemoaning the absence of any exciting new
headliners on the horizon, pointed out that prime time had become
too valuable for experimentation, especially at NBC and CBS. The
problem was that television had automatically adopted radio's rigid
approach to the time period. Programmers assumed that the best
way to keep an audience was with the same format, week-in and
week-out. With ad slots in the evening sold out, they saw no reason
to risk upsetting this rhythm with out-of-the-ordinary fare. As a
result, newcomers went through try-outs as second bananas, in
fringe hours, and, ironically, on network radio. In these settings,
new and different personalities could try to carve out a niche for
themselves and spring into prime time as headliners.
In 1951, there were many such stars-to-be still toiling in relative
obscurity, waiting for their lucky break. Steve Allen was host of
aninety-minute daytime TV variety talk show on CBS, and also
served as one of the network's favorite panel show substitutes.
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Jack Paar, who had starred in a few unsuccessful comedy series
on network radio, was host of the NBC radio quiz, The $64 Ques-

had served similar warm-up stints in previous late night or afternoon programs. Industry insiders watched to see whether stars

tion. Even in this simple setting, his fiery personality proved unnerving to network executives. When the quiz show's sponsor pulled
out and NBC asked all involved to accept apay cut, Paar promptly
walked off the show (a dramatic action that became aPaar trademark). Buff Cobb and her husband, Myron (Mike) Wallace, were

such as Kate Smith, Jerry Lester, and Garry Moore would be
able to transfer their magic to prime time competition. Yet, what
would prove to be the most popular and important new show of
the season was barely considered in the preseason projections. Critics did not expect anything more than run-of-the-mill Hollywood

brought by CBS from Chicago to New York, where they became

TV production from anew filmed series, ILove Lucy.

hosts of an endless series of afternoon TV chit-chat shows, some
of which aired during CBS's brief and unreceivable color run. Mery

Through the 1940s, Lucille Ball had pursued acareer as aHollywood film star, but never had any big hits. In 1948, she began a

Griffin was a lead vocalist on The Freddy Martin Show, one of
the numerous unsuccessful attempts to bring the big band sound

more successful venture, playing the part of ascatterbrained suburban housewife on the CBS radio sitcom, My Favorite Husband.
That series ended in 1951 just as her real favorite husband, Cuban
band leader Desi Arnaz, was involved in his own radio show for

to TV. Soon thereafter Griffin had asolo hit record, "I've Got a
Lovely Bunch of Coconuts," and he began to appear as a TV
guest on his own.
Going into the 1951-52 season, the few new prime time series
that evoked any anticipation featured as headliners performers who
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CBS, Your Tropical Trip. Each week, Arnaz mixed his bouncy,
infectious Latin "babaloo" rhythms with a hokey giveaway segment—for instance, acontestant who could guess how many bags

of coffee Brazil produced the previous year would win a trip to
South America. The program was adisaster and vanished in April,
1951, after only athree-month run.
The two were then able to try their hands at atelevision comedy
vehicle and CBS, still eager to develop the TV sitcom form, encouraged them. Lucy and Desi had made several competent guest appearances together on TV variety shows and, with Lucy's radio
mentor, Jess Oppenheimer, serving as producer and writer, they
developed adomestic sitcom premise and submitted it to the network. Immediately, several points of disagreement arose. CBS
wanted to do the show live from New York, like The George Burns
and Gracie Allen Show. Lucy wanted to do it from Los Angeles,
on film, so she could be at home with her husband. CBS also
balked at the suggestion that Desi Arnaz play the part of the
husband in the series. Network brass doubted that he could carry
the acting for the comic role. Though a competent band leader
and talented song and dance man, Desi was also aforeigner with
aheavy accent. Lucy held firm on both points, which CBS agreed
to only after some horse trading. CBS demanded that Lucy and
Desi take a pay cut, to help make up for the added expense of
film production. The couple went along with the cut, as long as
CBS allowed them to retain total production control over the series.
After both sides approved the arrangement, Lucy and Desi formed
their own TV film production company, Desilu, which would produce the show, and they set about assembling acast and turning
out the first filmed episodes.
At the time, Los Angeles TV films were usually produced by
small independent filmmakers because the big studios still refused
to become involved with television production. Most of these filmed
series adhered to a predictable formula and suffered from inadequate scripts, cheap sets, and weak acting. Though there were a
few good Los Angeles productions under way, most were considered inferior to live East Coast shows. In their series, Lucy and

Desi also followed abasic screwball comedy formula, but unlike
the others they carefully fashioned it into a delicate balance of
exaggerated domestic farce and believable comic characters.
The setup for I Love Lucy was an intriguing variation of the
"I Me Mine" formula successfully used by Jack Benny and Ozzie
and Harriet for years on radio, focusing on both professional and
domestic situations. Desi Arnaz played Ricky Ricardo, a Cuban
band leader who worked in aManhattan nightclub, the Tropicana.
Lucille Ball played his showbiz-starved wife, Lucy. This combination allowed Arnaz to, in effect, play himself while Ball took off
as the comic center for the show, using her talents for slapstick
and comic timing that were matched only by Sid Caesar and Jack
Benny.
Though the series was filmed in Hollywood, the action was set
in New York City, and—in an important break from many previous
filmed comedies and radio sitcoms—the two stars were not presented as an already successful suburban couple. Instead, Ricky
Ricardo was an up-and-coming, but still struggling, nightclub performer who lived in amiddle class Manhattan brownstone within
a comfortable but not extravagant family budget. The characters
of Lucy and Ricky were especially believable because they resembled the real life Lucy and Desi in a setting that viewers found
easy to relate to and accept. The apartment building itself was
owned by a down-to-earth middle-aged couple, Fred and Ethel
Mertz (William Frawley and Vivian Vance), who were the landlords, upstairs neighbors, and best friends to Lucy and Ricky.
I Love Lucy was set in this essentially real world with three
normal characters and one zany but lovable madcap—Lucy. This
effectively combined the best of two strains of comedy. From the
warm and natural style championed by The Goldbergs carne a
concentration on character interaction. From the Hollywood screwball comedy style exemplified by Amos and Andy came absurd
coincidences and misunderstandings as the basis for the plots. Ball

Coast-to-coast network
television becomes a reality.
President Truman addresses the
opening session of the Japanese
Peace Treaty Conference.
(Reproduced with permission
of AT&T Co.)
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people. Even with Lucy's zany schemes, the farce never completely

September 3, 1951
Search for Tomorrow and, three weeks later, Love of Life lather
up the soap opera suds for television, giving CBS the lead in developing this daytime radio staple for TV.
September 10, 1951
The CBS "eye," designed by William Golden, becomes the CBS
logo.
September 29, 1951
Television coverage of NCAA collegiate football is reduced to
asingle national "game of the week" carried by one network (NBC)
on Saturday afternoons.
September 30, 1951
The "fourth" television network, DuMont, steals the Sunday afternoon NFL professional football games from the "third" network,
ABC.
October 3, 1951
Celanese Theater. (ABC). Alex Segal directs ABC's second major
drama series, showcasing material by the "Playwrights Company"
(including Maxwell Anderson, Robert Sherwood, Elmer Rice, and
Eugene O'Neill).
October 4, 1951
After four years of "pooled" coverage, baseball's World Series
begins twenty-five years as the exclusive property of NBC.
November 27, 1951
The Dinah Shore Show. (NBC). NBC's female equivalent to Perry
Como eases into a relaxed fifteen-minute weekday show.

played the Lucy character as asharp but scatterbrained housewife
who inevitably misunderstood conversations and eventà, turning
everyday complications into comic disasters. The other three reacted as basically normal people caught up in ascrewball situation.
Together they formed a strong performing ensemble that could
handle practically any comedy situation.
In one of the first episodes of the series, Lucy—engrossed in a
lurid murder novel—overheard Ricky talking on the telephone
and became convinced that he was trying to kill her. She asked
Ethel to help her avoid Ricky's clutches while a confused Ricky
turned to Fred for suggestions on what could possibly be wrong
with Lucy. Like any misunderstood situation, the mix-up took
only a few words of explanation to clear up at the end, but the
sharp script and strong performances by each character turned
such silly fluff into engaging comedy.
Other stories focused on deliberate schemes by Lucy, especially
as she tried to follow Ricky into the glamorous world of show
business. Ricky always insisted that Lucy stay home as a loving
wife, but she used any outlandish disguise and complicated lie to
get on stage or even just meet famous stars and directors. Ethel
inevitably acted as Lucy's accomplice, slightly scared of Lucy's
schemes but eager underneath to give them atry. Usually, Lucy's
hard-fought-for tryouts turned into hilarious failures.
Often, the program avoided show business completely and focused on domestic complications. Sometimes the Ricardos argued
with the Mertzes. Other times, the wives and husbands teamed
up against each other. In other situations, all four neighbors took
on acommon problem. Through all the settings, the energy between
the Ricardos and the Mertzes served as the driving force behind
the show. They faced situations together as believable, humorous
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overshadowed the characters and the characters never got in the
way of the humorous situations. As aresult, ILove Lucy emerged
as aperfect combination of sharp comic writing and acting.
The production style used in filming ILove Lucy also represented
acareful mix of techniques, combining the best traits of both Hollywood films and live TV staging. As in atheatrical film, there was
full screen action, effective editing, and well-planned direction. As
in live sitcoms, character movement was generally continuous and
compact, staying within afew basic sets: the Ricardo apartment,
Ricky's nightclub, and one or two special "location" scenes. There
was also astudio audience present for the filming, so the comedy
was staged for real people responding to the energy of the players.
ILove Lucy premiered on CBS on October 15, 1951, in achoice
time slot—Monday night, following the number two rated Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Scouts. Reviewers marvelled at how well the Ricardos and Mertzes walked the tightrope between character and caricature, and how well producer-writer Jess Oppenheimer had made
use of the standard screwball elements. Within four months, I
Love Lucy deposed Milton Berle's Texaco Star Theater as the toprated show on TV, and Lucy stayed on top for the next four years.
In the process, the Ricardos became the first TV family to be
taken to heart by the entire nation, becoming just as real and
alive as the characters of radio's Amos and Andy had been to a
previous generation.
For CBS, ILove Lucy accomplished what the network had hoped
television's Amos and Andy would do. It proved the strength and
acceptability of TV sitcoms, giving the network astrong weapon
against NBC's flashy comedy-variety hours. Sitcoms presented
viewers with continuing characters, settings, and stories, rather
than a mixed bag of skits, and CBS planned to bring others to
the schedule as soon as possible.
It quickly became evident that many of the new sitcoms would
be quite aletdown from the careful craftsmanship of ILove Lucy.
Radio's My Friend Irma began alive TV version in January, 1952,
featuring Marie Wilson as afemale even more scatterbrained than
Lucy Ricardo. (Irma was once convinced that her cat was amissing
friend, reincarnated.) Though adequate, the series had nowhere
near the energy of I Love Lucy. My Little Margie, the summer
replacement for I Love Lucy, had terrible scripts and a cast of
characters that seemed designed to embody as many offensive Hollywood stereotypes as possible. Produced by the Hal Roach studios,
My Little Margie featured: Gale Storm in the title role of abratty,
know-it-all young girl; Charles Farrell as her dad, Vernon Albright,
an emasculated, mushy widower; Clarence Kolb as George Honeywell, Albright's boss, astuffed-shirt, blustery capitalist; Gertrude
Hoffman as the eighty-three-year-old Mrs. Odettes, who gave senility a bad name; and Willie Best as Charlie, the black elevator
operator, who made Amos and Andy's Lightnin' look like aRhodes
scholar. Yet even this series became abig enough summer hit to
be picked up as awinter replacement the following season. It was
clear that while there might be many successful I Love Lucyinspired sitcoms, few would match the quality of the original.
A summer sitcom that achieved success with aradically different
style was Mr. Peepers, alowkey live NBC series produced by Fred
Coe. Wally Cox portrayed Robinson J. Peepers, aquiet slow-tempered high school biology teacher in the small Midwestern town
of Jefferson City. Unlike the screwball sitcoms, the humor in Mr.
Peepers developed from just slightly exaggerated situations that
the soft spoken Peepers encountered. His friend, Harvey Weskit,
abrash history teacher (Tony Randall), and Mrs. Gurney, abefuddled English teacher (Marion Lorne), served as excellent comic

The first TV sitcom superstars:
(from I.) Lucille Ball, Vivian
Vance, Desi Arnaz, William
Frawley. (Photo by Viacom,
Hollywood)

foils to his mild manner, and the stories emerged as whimsical
visits with friendly, good-natured people. The show was originally
scheduled for just asummer run, but viewer response was so strong
that NBC used it early in the 1952-53 season as a replacement
series. The program ran until 1955 and, at the end of the second

December 24, 1951
"Amahl and the Night Visitors." (NBC). Gian-Carlo Menotti
presents the first written-for-television opera, a gentle Christmas

full season, the mild mannered Peepers summoned the courage
to ask Nancy Remington (Patricia Benoit), the school nurse, to
marry him.

fantasy of a twelve-year-old boy who befriends the three kings
searching for Jesus. The opera becomes an annual Yuletime tradition
on NBC.

One of NBC's first major experiments in filmed TV series was
not asitcom but acrime show, Dragnet, which the network brought
in as a winter replacement in early 1952. Under the direction of

January 6, 1952

producer-narrator-star Jack Webb, Dragnet had begun in the summer of 1949 on radio, featuring Webb as Sergeant Joe Friday of
the Los Angeles police department and Barton Yarborough as
his partner, Sergeant Ben Romero. The series broke from radio's
romanticized image of crime fighting and emphasized instead the
mundane legwork necessary for success by real policemen. Stories
were based on "actual cases" from the Los Angeles police department and each week, following the opening theme ("Dum-DeDum-Dum"), the announcer reminded the audience, "The story
you are about to hear is true. Only the names have been changed
to protect the innocent." Webb's clipped narration described each
case step by step, introducing to the general public the jargon
and methodology of police work as well as his own catch phrases
such as "Just the facts, ma'am." Listeners, who did not know
any more about the cases than Friday and Romero did, followed
the painstaking investigations clue by clue and became caught up
in the excitement of piecing together the solutions to real life urban
crimes. Each show tied everything together at the conclusion with
acrisp report on the trial and punishment given to the apprehended
criminal. Without resorting to excessive blood and violence, Dragnet turned investigative police work into exciting and popular entertainment.

Hallmark Hall of Fame. (NBC). Actress Sarah Churchill (daughter of Winston) serves as host of aSunday afternoon drama anthology. Later, as a series of floating specials, the Hall of Fame
productions serve as one of television's classiest series.
January 7, 1952
Arthur Godfrey Time (CBS). A television simulcast of Godfrey's
morning radio variety show pushes CBS-TV up to a 10:00 A.M.
starting time.
April 26, 1952
Gunsmoke. (CBS Radio). William Conrad plays marshal Matt
Dillon in a Western that takes dead aim at adults.
June 19, 1952
I've Got aSecret. (CBS). Garry Moore runs another Mark Goodson-Bill Todman celebrity panel quiz show, emphasizing the sharp
banter of its regulars. The format is simple: Each contestant has
a secret which the panel attempts to guess.
June 30, 1952
The Guiding Light. (CBS). CBS adds this veteran fifteen-yearold radio soap opera to its afternoon television line-up. By the
1970s, The Guiding Light will be the longest running network entertainment show in American broadcasting.
July 7, 1952
The Republican National Convention opens in Chicago. CBS
has anew anchor, Walter Cronkite.

The television version of Dragnet continued the methodical style
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of the radio show and its dedicated support for the average cop
on the beat. Dragnet first appeared at Christmastime in aspecial
"preview" episode featuring Webb, Yarborough, and guest Raymond Burr as adeputy police chief. Yarborough died on December
19, so when the show came to the regular NBC television schedule
in January, 1952, Webb tried out afew new assistants, eventually
choosing Ben Alexander as his new partner, officer Frank Smith.
Like the radio version three years before, TV's Dragnet marked
a major change from the standard crime shows proliferating on
television. In series such as Martin Kane, Private Eye, the hero
was a loner detective so the police were presented as fumbling
fools who would probably trip over adead body before they realized
that acrime had been committed. Series such as Dick Tracy, Mr.
District Attorney, and Racket Squad consisted entirely of character
stereotypes. The bad guys wore slouch hats and needed a shave
while the smooth know-it-all heroes relied on third-degree grillings
and coincidence to break acase. Dragnet, on the other hand, pictured police neither as boobs nor glamour boys, but as dedicated
human beings who solved crimes by careful deduction, using brains
rather than brawn.
Dragnet was atremendous success and, like ILove Lucy, set a
program style that would be imitated for years. Both shows also
made filmed television series respectable. While most of the programs emanating from Los Angeles were still live, the television
networks ceased considering filmed series as simply filler. The major
Hollywood studios continued to treat television as a leper, but
smaller, independent studios were more than happy to fill the new
demand for filmed product.
The ILove Lucy-inspired boom in sitcom development served
as adirect challenge to NBC's emphasis on comedy-variety giants.
Even Milton Berle, the network's biggest star, felt the pressure.
Though he began the season by knocking off his first serious Tuesday night competition in years (CBS's Frank Sinatra Show), Berle
dropped as ILove Lucy climbed. After being dethroned by Lucy,
Berle began changing his program's tone, aiming the show more

carried over to television and he shot straight into TV's top ten.
NBC also tried to expand comedy-variety into a new, earlier
time period that season, in an attempt to duplicate the early-evening
radio success of Jack Benny. For years, Benny had led off CBS's
Sunday night radio line-up with his top-rated 7:00-7:30 P.M. program, so NBC slotted Chesterfield Sound Off Time for the same
period, which was unusually early for TV variety. Once again,
there was arotating format, with Bob Hope, Fred Allen, and Jerry
Lester taking turns as the show's host. Hope was just as good as
always; Lester, who had quit the late night Broadway Open House
in May, failed with amix of bland scripts and racy ad-libbed humor;
and Allen was once again saddled with hosting avaudeville show,
atask unsuited to his nature. Sound Off Time vanished by Christmas, only to be replaced by another variety show, Royal Showcase.
This was also unable to snare alarge audience, though it did feature
Fred Allen's best TV performances ever. Appearing as a guest
two times in the spring, Allen at last brought to life the characters
of his famed Allen's Alley. If this had been done ayear and onehalf earlier, Allen might have become the TV star everyone expected
him to be, using his familiar stock of characters in much the same
way as Red Skelton.
NBC's experiment with early evening variety achieved only occasional success. However, there was amuch more serious problem
beginning to show in the network's comedy-variety showpieces,
The Colgate Comedy Hour and All Star Revue. Nightclub and
film commitments of the original regulars disrupted the smoothly
balanced rotating schedule that had been set up for the two shows
and, as the major headliners decreased the number of their appearances, NBC was forced to rely increasingly on less popular substitute hosts. These included Donald O'Connor, Martha Raye, Ezio
Pinza, Ben Blue, Tony Martin, the Ritz Brothers, Jack Paar, Spike
Jones, Abbott and Costello, and Jerry Lester. Colgate was sinking
$100,000 per week into its show (which totaled $3 million per
year, then the highest budget in television) and desperately wanted
only the familiar big names as headliners. But the top stars were

and more toward the kiddies, adopting a new cognomen, Uncle
Miltie. In mid-season, large numbers of adults began to turn from

getting tired of the routine. They found their backlog of material
used up very quickly and were forced to fall back on writers who

the Texaco Star Theater to anew, unexpected source of competition: God. DuMont, which prided itself—out of financial neces-

could turn out only so much greatness on a week-to-week basis.
At the end of the season, Danny Thomas quit the grind, exploding:

sity—on producing "sensibly priced" entertainment, threw up
against Berle aconcept considered too ridiculously simple for the
other networks to take seriously: a sermon. For thirty minutes
each week on Life Is Worth Living, Roman Catholic Bishop Fulton
J. Sheen delivered a strong but sensitive religious presentation.
He was not plugging aparticular doctrine, but rather was discussing
everyday problems and the help a faith in God could bring. He
even had a sense of humor, often joking about his competition
with Berle. One quip had it that both worked for the same boss,
Sky Chief.
Even with the challenges to Berle, NBC stuck with its big name
variety shows—highlighted by The Colgate Comedy Hour and All
Star Revue (the renamed Four Star Revue)—because overall they
were still producing top ratings. Throughout the 1950-51 season,
The Colgate Comedy Hour had regularly defeated its Sunday night
competition, Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town, and for the new
season NBC came up with another TV winner, Red Skelton,
Red Skelton's television act centered on little hats, big grins,
his rubber face, and aready-made roster of already familiar characters from radio including Clem Kadiddlehopper, Willie LumpLump, Bolivar Shagnasty, and the infamous Mean Widdle Kid.
Each week, Skelton merely stepped on stage in front of acurtain
and performed, vaudeville style. His decade-long success on radio
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TV is for idiots! Idon't like it ...it has lowered the standards of the entertainment industry considerably. You ...
work years building routines, do them once on TV, and
they're finished. Next thing you know, you are, too. ..
When and if Iever do my own TV show, I'd like it to be
ahalf-hour on film.
Eventually most of the other major headliners echoed the criticisms of both Danny Thomas and the previously departed Fred
Allen. Television comedy-variety used up routines at an incredible
rate and performers quickly had to settle for presentations that
were just average, frustrating themselves and disappointing viewers.
Their shows began to look the same, with the same guests, the
same format, and the same material.
As The Colgate Comedy Hour turned more frequently to lesser
light substitute hosts, Ed Sullivan's show began to nibble away
at NBC's hold over the Sunday at 8:00 P.M. slot. After being consistently beaten in the 1950-51 season, Sullivan had decided to give
his show a new wrinkle in the hope of drawing even with the
celebrity-studded variety hour on NBC. In September, 1951, the
budget for Toast of the Town was increased and Sullivan began
doing elaborate special tribute shows. Throughout the season, entire
programs were turned over to salutes to Oscar Hammerstein, Helen
Hayes, Bea Lillie, Cole Porter, and Richard Rodgers, with the
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The center camera stand at the 1952 Democratic Convention gave home viewers the best seats
in the house. (National Archives)

featured artist as headliner and well-known friends as the supporting cast. These tribute shows were, in effect, floating specials that

ther. However, another of Weaver's pet projects did get on the
air while he was still in charge of programming—Today, a two-

aired within the Toast of the Town framework. When stars such
as Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis were on The Colgate Comedy

hour news and information series broadcast in the early morning.
At the start of 1952, daytime TV programming was still exceedingly sparse. A few stations signed on at about 10:00 A.M., but
nothing of any importance took place until about 4:00 P.M. One

Hour, NBC still came out on top. However, when viewers were
faced with headliners such as Spike Jones or Abbott and Costello,
Sullivan's specials provided an attractive alternative on CBS.
NBC's programming chief, Pat Weaver, learned a lesson from
Ed Sullivan's success against The Colgate Comedy Hour and, late
in the fall of 1951, he proposed that NBC adopt the idea of regularly
scheduled specials as part of its network strategy. Weaver felt such
programs—which he dubbed "spectaculars"—could be used to
keep NBC's TV schedule vibrant by breaking the weekly routine
that too many shows had fallen into. He suggested that a twohour spectacular could be scheduled to appear about once amonth,
financed by the regular sponsor of the time slot. Television's big
advertisers, as well as NBC itself, were not receptive to this idea.
They believed that week-in, week-out regularity in programming
was the best way to keep an audience, with Christmas specials
such as "Amahl and the Night Visitors" the only exception. Weaver
pressed the spectacular idea but was soon "kicked upstairs" to a
largely meaningless corporate post before he could develop it fur-

exception was WPTZ in Philadelphia which, each weekday morning from 7:00 A.M. to 9:00 A.M., ran Three to Get Ready, aloose
show led by former radio disk jockey Ernie Kovacs. The program
had begun in late November, 1950, and featured some live music,
records, time and weather checks, and great doses of Kovacs's
own peculiar television insanity. He read fan letters on the air,
performed skits he had written himself, shot off toy guns after
puns, picked his teeth, and even held an audition for goats. Oddly
enough, Three to Get Ready did very well in the local ratings
and the success of Kovacs apparently convinced NEC that Weaver's
idea for an early morning show might attract network viewers as
well.
Chicago's Dave Garroway, who had been without a show for
afew months, was chosen as the lowkey host for the new program—
originally called Rise and Shine but retitled Today before its premiere. NBC budgeted the concept at $40,000 per week and took
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out full page ads in trade magazines declaring the show to be "a
revolution in television," and that, via Today, "the studio becomes

champagne that did not tickle your nose, and that his ladies looked
great in Cameo stockings. Inevitably this led to aplug for women's

the nerve center of the planet." When the program began in January, 1952, though, such proclamations could only be regarded as
promises for the future. Skeptical advertisers withheld support and

stockings, revealing the great lover as apitchman in arented tuxedo.

there was only one sponsor for the premiere.
On the home screens the first Today broadcast appeared as an
almost meaningless hodge-podge. The cast and crew were squeezed
into a tiny street-front New York City studio that had originally
been a public display showroom for RCA TV sets, and viewers
could see: three teletype machines, weather maps, wirephoto displays, clocks set to the times of various world cities, record players,
newspapers, the crowd outside the studio, and, oh yes, the show's
regular cast of Dave Garroway, Jim Fleming, and Jack Lescoulie.
Throughout the program there were frequent cuts to live reports
from the Pentagon, Grand Central Station, and the corner of Michigan Avenue and Randolph Street in Chicago, as well as live phone
reports describing the weather in London, England and Frankfurt,
Germany. Viewers were bombared with data and the first reactions
to Today were confusion and indifference. Today did not seem to

One critic labeled this extended commercial "the most needless
program on television."
The expansion by the television networks into the fringe operating hours reflected the increasing growth in the country's economy,
despite the fighting in Korea. The war had settled into apeculiar
state in July, 1951, as cease-fire and armistice talks began. Though
these dragged on for two more years while thousands of American
soldiers remained in Korea, the level of fighting toned down sufficiently for domestic production facilities to be returned to civilian
use. Manufacturing and consumer buying picked up and it was
against this background that television programming and sponsor
support took off with the coast-to-coast cable connection and the
success of shows such as I Love Lucy. Though the FCC freeze
still prevented television from touching many areas, viewer interest
in television cities was greater than ever. Competing magazines
listing the week's TV fare hit the stands, giving the home viewer
achoice of TV Preview, TV Review, TV News, TV Views, TV Fore-

have any point other than to show off fancy gadgets. Before long,
NBC toned down the video tricks and adopted a news, reviews,

cast, TV Digest, TV Today, and an early version of TV Guide.
Besides the program listings, these magazines usually featured short

features, and interviews format more suited to Garroway's relaxed
nature. By May, the show was in the black.

puff piece articles on individual shows, star biographies, and ads.
The program listings sometimes served as plugs themselves with

Today was so successful that WPTZ, in order to carry it, was
forced to shift the Ernie Kovacs Three to Get Ready program to
noon, amove soon followed by his departure to New York City.

the sponsor's name as part of the title in such shows as Texaco
Star Theater, Pabst Blue Ribbon Bouts, and Chesterfield Sound

There, Kovacs did a few daytime network shows for NBC, but

Off Time. Most TV magazines and newspapers drew the line,
though, at an ABC Sunday night adventure show whose official

soon found himself on the CBS local New York affiliate doing a
morning show against his old nemesis, Today. His new show continued the loose off-beat style of Three to Get Ready, with such features

title was Your Kaiser-Frazer Dealer Presents "Kaiser-Frazer Adventures in Mystery" Starring Betty Furness in "By-Line." Despite

as Tondelayo, an "invisible" cat that was visible to everybody,

taking as much column space as possible, the title in print was
inevitably shortened to By-Line.

and Yoo-Hoo Time. Kovacs noticed that most members of astudio
audience began waving as soon as acamera was pointed in their
direction, so he generously set aside Yoo-Floo Time for just such
activity. A display card showed the name of aperson in the audience
who was invited to stand up and wave to his heart's content, egged
on by Kovacs. Actor Peter Boyle also made guest appearances,
often appearing as either arotund Irish cop on the beat or arotund
uncle-figure who urged the kiddies to "Eat up like Uncle Pete!"
When the makers of Serutan ("Natures spelled backwards") took
over five minutes of his morning slot, Kovacs insisted for weeks
on referring to himself as Ernie Scavok. Above all, Kovacs constantly ribbed the effusive wall gadgets and world-wide air of the
competing Today show. He hung up signs on his set with such
helpful descriptions as: "London," "Cloudy," "Frown," and "Trenton."
On the other side of the broadcast day, the networks were experimenting with new late night telecasts, but these were far less successful than the early morning Today. One of the worst shows

the sponsor's determined effort to squeeze in an extra plug while

As television became more and more popular, those concerned
about the medium's persuasive effects on others became increasingly
vocal. Aspiring politicians discovered that they could catapult
themselves into the headlines by claiming that sex and violence
on television was corrupting the nation and that such programming
should be halted by federal fiat. Those who wanted to clamp down
on television pointed to seemingly ominous incidents such as one
that took place in Detroit. There, John R. Sikron, aforty-six-yearold deputy sheriff in Macomb County, had been arguing with his
wife over whether the family should watch CBS's thriller series,
Suspense, claiming that the show was too violent for her and their
six children to see. During the argument, Sikron's fifteen-year-old
son, Jerry—who later explained that he could not stand to see
his father push his mother around—picked up his father's shotgun
and shot his dad through the back, killing him.
In the early days of motion pictures, there had been similar
charges that violence on the silver screen translated into violence

was CBS's gauche attempt at sophistication, The Continental, which
aired Tuesday and Thursday nights, 11:15 P.M. to 11:30 P.M. Renzo
Cesana played aTV gigolo who sat in an apartment setting, trying
to look like a swank European melange of Charles Boyer and

in real life. When governmental intervention appeared imminent
in the 1920s, the major studios called in arespected former postmaster general, Will Hays, to help draw up a morality code which

Ezio Pinza. Cesana sipped fancy drinks, puffed expensive cigarettes,
sang, and pitched woo to the presumably palpitating housewives
at home. The camera was supposed to be their eyes and ears, so
Cesana acted as if the viewers were really in the room with him.

lating code in effect, the demand for federal censorship abated.
In 1951, the self-appointed guardians of the public morality began
looking askance at examples of television sex and violence, such

He handed cigarettes and drinks to the camera, gushing sweet
nothings such as "Don't be afraid, darling, you're in aman's apartment!" Trying to tickle romantic fantasies, Cesana went on and
on that he loved the marvels of awoman's smile, that he valued
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would govern the content of all Hollywood films. With aself-regu-

as Dagmar's cleavage and Dick Tracy's mayhem, and TV moguls
decided to adopt aHollywood-style code of ethics. The networks
hoped that their declaration of support for such industry self-regulation would assuage the vocal critics, prevent federal intervention,
and prove that television was doing its part to keep Americans

square with God. There were four basic rules laid down to guide
all producers of television programs:
1. Shows will not sympathize with evil.
2. Shows will not degrade honesty, goodness, and innocence.
3. Figures exercising lawful authority should not be ridiculed.
4. Law breakers must not go unpunished.
In October, the proposed television code was adopted by the
National Association of Broadcasters (NAB), which asked its members to voluntarily agree to abide by it. On the day the code went
into effect, March 1, 1952, television industry publications proudly
proclaimed that seventy-seven of the 108 American television stations had taken the pledge. The airwaves had been cleansed and
the nation could sleep in peace.
That may have been enough for the television industry, but it
was not enough for U.S. Representative Ezekiel C. Gothings, a
Democrat from Arkansas. He induced the House Interstate Commerce Committee to hold public hearings on the morality of TV
programs. One witness, conservative radio commentator Paul Harvey, complained that television had become an outlet for comics
schooled in the "bawdy night life" of New York City, who were
disseminating their "purple" jokes to the nation, thereby imposing
"their distorted views on the rest of the forty-seven states." Representative Gothings himself presented the committee with a more
specific bill of particulars. One night, he announced, he had viewed
anetwork variety show in which ". ..agrass-skirted young lady
and athinly-clad young gentleman were dancing the hoochie-koochie to alively tune and shaking the shimmy!"

had been received by the FCC, many for the new UHF band.
The chief flaws in the new television status quo were in the
setups for both the UHF system and the noncommercial stations.
None of the eighteen million TV sets in use in 1952 were able to
receive the UHF frequencies, and set manufacturers saw no reason
to spend extra money to include the feature unless their customers
demanded it. With plenty of entertainment available on VHF, the
public ignored the new system. Few people purchased UHF converters for existing sets or asked for UHF capabilities on new
sets. Almost immediately, fierce battles began over the more accessible VHF frequencies as applicants realized their competitive value.
In launching the new system, the FCC might have unofficially
declared certain cities as all-UHF, giving manufacturers acaptive
audience for UHF sets, but this did not occur. Instead, the commission decided to let the subtle pressures of supply and demand
solve the UHF problem.
Most of the newly created noncommercial channels were on
the UHF band, so their future hinged on the success of the new
system. Yet, they also faced an additional, fundamental problem
of their own: funding. The FCC had left this important aspect of
noncommercial television unsettled—it was not clear where the
money was to come from if the stations were to be both noncommercial and independent of the government. San Francisco's KQED
(one of the few educational stations on the VHF band) soon hit
upon the concept of a yearly on-air auction to raise operating
funds, but the UHF stations, with far fewer potential viewers, could
not do even that. The only major source of revenue for noncommer-

In spite of such shocking observations, the committee at large
accepted the explanations and assurances of the network presidents
who testified at the hearings. The TV executives admitted that
much of what was on television was bad, but quickly pointed out
that many books and many plays were also bad. Television was

cial TV came from the Ford Foundation, which donated $1 1
2
/
million to establish the Educational Television and Radio Center
(forerunner of the National Educational Television Network) to
produce and distribute educational programs. However, through
poor organization and faulty funding, both of the major TV cities,

just another mass medium which was trying to appeal to a mass
audience. Some banality had to be expected with so many hours
to fill. Besides, they concluded, the public was not forced to watch
everything on television and, in fact, if a viewer chose carefully,

New York and Los Angeles, did not have an educational station
at all. Without them, noncommercial television remained, for all

there were many good shows throughout the schedule. In its final
report, the committee stated that there was too much crime and

practical purposes, avery expensive television laboratory.
The failure of UHF and the lack of major market outlets for
educational TV prevented the noncommercial system from having
any influence on American TV programming for more than ade-

suggestiveness on television, but government control would be
worse than the moments of poor taste. The committee also commended intra-industry self-regulatory measures, such as the NAB
code, which, it pointed out, was already having abeneficial effect—
Dagmar's neckline had gone up.

cade. Commercial television experienced no such delay. At the
time of the thaw, there were only 108 stations (all VHF) on the
air in sixty-three cities, and thirty-seven of those cities—places
such as St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Buffalo, New Orleans, Houston, and
Indianapolis—still had only one TV station each. Within a year,

Interest in the effects of television on the public became more
intense during 1952 because, in April, the FCC at last ended its
freeze on processing station applications and cleared the way for
television to eventually reach nearly every home in America. The

the number of TV stations on the air increased from 108 to 200,
and another 200 were in the process of construction.
The birth of live coast-to-coast television and the surge in TV
station growth assured by the thaw made television amuch more

commission had first ordered the freeze in 1948 to study and revise
frequency allocations in order to solve problems of cross-station

important factor in the 1952 presidential campaign. The politicians
remembered the amazing effects of television during the 1951 Ke-

interference. After three and one-half years of deliberation, the
FCC announced acomprehensive new set of rules. First, the commission squeezed 220 additional stations into the VHF band, raising
that system from its previous maximum of 400 to anew level of

and NBC decided to build some much-needed television news respectability with early and extensive coverage of the 1952 electoral
process.

620. It also opened seventy channels (14 to 83) on the UHF spec-

fauver hearings and prepared to exploit it. At the same time, CBS

In March, for the first time, CBS and NBC film crews descended

trum for television broadcasting, making 1,400 new UHF stations
available nationwide. Both systems combined permitted more than
2,000 TV stations in 1,291 cities. This meant that, theoretically,
television at last had enough channels to allow operations by four

upon New Hampshire, forever turning the state's previously unimportant presidential primary into a vital national bellweather.
Among the Republicans, General Dwight Eisenhower scored a

(or more) national TV networks. In a bold step, the FCC also
reserved 242 channels (mostly in the UHF spectrum) for independent noncommercial educational stations. By July, less than three
months after "the thaw" took place, almost 600 station applications

made "Ike" a credible candidate. The quality and depth of the
two networks' coverage of New Hampshire showed that television
could cover news on its own, independent of radio and newsreels.
Candidates soon discovered that they had to augment their speech-

surprise write-in victory and the wide play this received on TV
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writing staffs to have new catchy phrases ready for the everpresent TV cameras. As with the comedy-variety shows, television
used up political speech material very quickly. Without new lines,
candidates ran the risk of turning off the public with "the same
old stuff."
The most important breakthrough in television's news stature
came in June when Eisenhower held his first big campaign press
conference. Though the event marked the beginning of his active
run for the Republican nomination (after leaving the Army), Eisenhower's press aides—in collusion with the newspaper and newsreel
reporters—announced that television crews would be barred from
covering the press conference. This practice was not at all unusual
in those days, but CBS's William Paley decided to take a stand.
He boldly announced that CBS was sending acamera crew anyway
and Eisenhower would have to throw it out. Fearing bad publicity,
Eisenhower's people let CBS (and the late-coming NBC) into the
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conference, and a milestone in TV journalism had been reached.
For the first time, TV news had stood up for itself, and won.
At the Republican National Convention in July, the Eisenhower
aides showed that they had learned their lessons well. When the
forces of Eisenhower's chief rival, Robert Taft (who controlled
the convention machinery), tried to sneak through an important
delegation challenge out of sight of the cameras, Eisenhower's people suddenly appeared all over television talking about "convention
rigging," "the big steal," "smoke-filled rooms," and "steam-rollered
conventions." Incensed viewers sent telegrams to the convention
and the public outcry that resulted from the charges on television
swayed enough delegates to put Eisenhower over the top. Television
news coverage had been proved even more powerful than many
people had imagined. TV had not only come of age, it was also
affecting who was chosen to lead the country.

Ileee-0,2

Mi2C311M

12. Grade-B TV

IN SPITE of the great strides made in television coverage of
politics in the spring and summer of 1952, the real beginning of
political television took place at 9:30 P.M., September 23, 1952,
when, live from NBC's El Capitan studio, Senator Richard M.
Nixon faced the nation, and won. Nixon had made a name for
himself as a congressman a few years before by "getting" Alger
Hiss, an accused Soviet spy in the State Department, and, in 1952,
Republican presidential nominee Dwight Eisenhower chose Nixon
as his running mate. Soon thereafter, stories began circulating that
a group of California businessmen were supplying Nixon with a
secret slush fund. Republican leaders, primarily concerned with
ensuring Eisenhower's election, urged him to drop the young senator from the ticket, but Eisenhower gave Nixon a few days to
clear himself. Nixon talked the Republican National Committee
into buying a half-hour of radio and television time so that he
could explain his side of the story. With pressure mounting for
Nixon's ouster, tension on the day of the broadcast was quite high,
because nobody knew what Nixon was going to say.
Nixon's presentation that night demonstrated that he was one
of the first major politicians to grasp fully the impact and nature
of television as apolitical tool. His performance was aplaywright's
dream. The young star (with his devoted wife Pat at his side)
faced the allegations on his own, trying to save his honor in a
world turned cruel and hard. The charges concerning the $18,235
in asupplementary expenditures fund were quickly dismissed. Yes,
Nixon admitted, he received the money, but he denied any sinister
or illegal motives. It was not an under-the-table gift, Nixon said,
but merely afund to help him better serve his constituents. Then
almost immediately, Nixon left the original topic behind and
launched into a brilliant "Just Plain Bill" portrait of himself as
simple, downhome folk. He told atear-jerker story of his impoverished background and minimal current financial holdings. He described his war record, the two-year-old car he drove, the mortgage
on his home, and his repayments of loans, with interest, to his
parents.
The Horatio Nixon story culminated in the ultimate heart-tug,
alittle dog. He had used such sure-fire gambits as mom, the family
hearth, the poor-boy-makes-good, and the story of a struggling
young couple, so all that remained were cute little puppies and
young children. Near the end of the speech, Nixon disclosed that,
yes, he had received agift from asupporter after all:
One other thing I probably should tell you, because if I
don't, they'll probably be saying this about me too. We did

get something—a gift. ...A man down in Texas heard
Pat on the radio mention the fact that our two youngsters
would like to have a dog and, believe it or not, the day
before we left on this campaign trip, we got amessage from
Union Station, saying they had apackage for us. We went
down to get it, and you know what it was? It was a little
cocker spaniel dog in acrate that he sent all the way from
Texas. [It was] black and white and spotted, and our little
girl—Trisha, the six-year-old—named it Checkers, and you
know, the kids love the dog, and Ijust want to say this
right now, that regardless of what they say about it, we're
gonna keep it.
What ascenario! All it needed was some organ music underneath
and the nation would have been awash in bathos. Who could resist
such apresentation? Nixon correctly assumed that television (which
everyone had said was an intimate medium) was the perfect way
to get to people's hearts for an emotional response. The "little
people" came to Nixon's defense and flooded the Eisenhower campaign headquarters with telegrams urging the retention of Nixon.
Television industry people, while admiring the showmanship in
Nixon's presentation, were vaguely disturbed by its implications.
It was an implied declaration that a clever politician could, via
television's immediacy, reduce politics to personalities, issues to
emotions, and complexities to simplifications. Certainly this was
not a new trend in politics—Franklin Roosevelt's references to
"my little dog Fala" on radio was close to Checkers in such intent—
but TV had elevated it to amuch higher level of effectiveness.
The rest of the campaign was dull by comparison. Eisenhower,
always uncomfortable in front of television cameras, relied chiefly
on ad agency-produced short spots, many of which featured cartoon
marching bands endlessly repeating "I Like Ike! You Like Ike!
Everybody Likes Ike!" Adlai Stevenson, the Democratic nominee,
stuck to the more traditional half-hour speech format.
Election night itself was not all that dramatic, either. It was
evident early on that Eisenhower and Nixon would win, and NBC
and CBS's much-touted Univac computers made little difference
in the speed of calling the races. The only news about the news
coverage was the surge in popularity of CBS, which decided to
stick with its successful new convention anchor man, Walter Cronkite. The CBS sponsor, Westinghouse, also stuck with its anchor,
commercial spokeswoman Betty Furness.
In December, fulfilling a campaign promise, Eisenhower flew
to Korea. TV news, still flexing its muscles, was able to force
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ship were transpiring at the truce talks. Murrow focused instead
on average people and how they reacted under the intense pressure
of a stalemated war. One reviewer called the program "a visual
poem" because some of the show's best moments contained very
little dialogue. These included a native girl in a South Korean
military uniform singing "Silent Night" in aplane flying over enemy
territory, a French officer who kept shrugging his shoulders as
he noted that nobody really knew how to end the war, and a
weary patrol being given its orders and then trudging off to face
the enemy. Such scenes gave the show afeel for detail unrivaled
at the time. Seeing the war portrayed in such human terms came
as almost ashock to viewers at home, and they were deeply moved
by the show. Seven months later, an armistice was signed, officially
ending the three years of fighting in Korea. For many, Ed Murrow's
Christmas documentary served as their only real glimpse of the
confusion, frustration, and personal dedication of the forces stationed halfway around the world.

Television news was becoming increasingly important to American life. Network coverage of the 1952 presidential campaign, as

films could be sold to individual stations for local broadcast and,
conceivably, even to other countries.

well as the use of television by the Eisenhower-Nixon ticket, had
proved to be decisive factors in the outcome of the race. Prominent

Interest in film, and its rerun value, was inevitable as television
continued to grow. The need to fill so many hours of broadcasting
each day put both the networks and local programmers into the

newsmakers were beginning to treat television with more respect.
Yet television remained, above all, a popular entertainment medium. Though millions saw the broadcast of Eisenhower's presidential inauguration—the first to be shown live, coast-to-coast—far
more watched ILove Lucy as a matter of course every week. In
fact, on January 19, 1953, the night before the inauguration, a
record number of viewers tuned in the program to see a special
event: the birth of Lucy and Ricky Ricardo's first child.
At the time, pregnancy was considered afairly taboo topic for
broadcast, especially in acomedy format. De,si Arnaz and Lucille
Ball were sticking their necks out abit by devoting so much attention in that season's episodes to Lucy's pregnancy, but because
Lucy was pregnant in real life, it would have been harder to avoid
it. Production of the 1952-53 ILove Lucy episodes began a few
months earlier than usual. In June, 1952, five post-birth shows
were filmed while Lucy showed no growth. In August, as she
grew larger, the pre-baby shows were filmed. To ensure the acceptability of the treatment of so delicate asubject, apriest, arabbi,
and aminister were present at these filmings to lend divine approval.
The nation, which had already come to accept the Ricardos as
real, became caught up in this latest development. What could
make more sense in this natural show than for the couple to have
ababy, certainly acommon enough occurrence. As the new year
approached, the big event drew closer. Lucy began having cravings
for papaya milk shakes, and Ricky experienced sympathetic morning sickness. In an event that was apress agent's utopia, the real
baby and the celluloid baby arrived within hours of each other,
almost overshadowing the Eisenhower inauguration the next day.
More than 70% of America's TV sets were tuned to I Love
Lucy that night, and this tremendous ratings performance boosted
CBS past NBC in that week's Nielsen ratings. Occasionally, CBS
had topped NBC before, but this was the first of astring of weekly
CBS victories that, by spring, put the network ahead of NBC in
the season's average. For more than a year after that, NBC insisted—through some fancy juggling of figures—that it was still

same position that Hollywood had been in years before with its
theatrical features. In order to keep the public occupied in between
big name features and large budget spectaculars, the studios regularly churned out screwball comedies, soap opera-ish romances
("women's films"), kiddie Westerns, and pulp adventure sagas—
all labeled "grade-B" movies. As television expanded, the appearance of TV equivalents to grade-B films was almost unavoidable.
Through the late 1940s, West Coast filmmakers such as Jerry
Fairbanks worked to develop such filmed television series, but most
of these vanguard efforts were terrible. They were also not considered very important to the networks' schedules, which were oriented toward live productions from New York, especially variety
and drama vehicles. However, local stations desperately needed
material to use when there was no network program, especially
before completion of the coast-to-coast coaxial cable. In 1948, Frederick Ziv, radio's top program syndicator, set up atelevision branch
to produce and distribute TV films to local stations. By the 1950s,
Ziv was the most important independent syndicator in television,
with material aimed chiefly at the 7:00 P.M. and 10:30 P.M. periods,
when the networks often did not offer any shows to their affiliates.
Besides Ziv, the Hal Roach studios, Screen Gems, and Revue also
produced such TV films. In aiming programs at the syndication
market, the Hollywood-based producers devised virtual carbon copies of Hollywood's grade-B theatrical films because their interchangeable plots and characters made them practically timeless.
The success of ILove Lucy prompted NBC to try some filmed
sitcoms in the fall of 1952. This strategy got off to a disastrous
start, though, with what was generally regarded as the worst new
sitcom of the new season, Doc Corkle, ahighly-touted series starring
Eddie Mayehoff as a screwball neighborhood dentist. The show
was panned by critics, shunned by viewers, and abandoned by
its sponsor. After three weeks, NBC replaced the program with
its surprise success of the previous summer, Mr. Peepers. NBC's
other new filmed sitcom entries for the fall were IMarried Joan
and My Hero. IMarried Joan, starring Joan Davis and Jim Backus,

number one, but by 1954 CBS's lead had widened and NBC had
to concede that it had become number two. CBS's sitcom strategy
had paid off. After twenty-five years, CBS had displaced NBC as
America's number one network.

was acompetent copy of ILove Lucy. Backus played abelievable
judge who handled other people's domestic problems in court while
facing complications at home from his own scatterbrained wife,

Besides boosting CBS to the top, ILove Lucy also touched off
astampede toward West Coast films, the first wave of which arrived

Joan. My Hero, on the other hand, was a weak slapstick vehicle
for Bob Cummings, who not only starred in the show but was

for the 1952-53 season. Between 1951 and 1952, the number of
filmed TV series almost doubled, going from twenty-five to fortysix. There were new crime, adventure, and drama anthology series,
though sitcoms were regarded as the most important ventures as

its co-writer, co-executive producer, and part owner. He played
adopey California real estate salesman and, said one critic, brought
a"magnificent terribleness" to his role.

everyone hoped to duplicate the instant success of ILove Lucy.
A large number of new shows began on film while some series
that had been previously done live such as The George Burns and
Gracie Allen Show transferred to celluloid.
One of the important advantages of afilmed series was that it
could be rerun. This lowered the overall cost for the season by
allowing athirteen-week summer rerun cycle consisting of selected
episodes from the previous thirty-nine weeks. Reruns also helped
the networks to fill the summer programming gaps that opened
when many top stars were on vacation. The rerun value of filmed
series, however, went beyond summer filler and opened a whole
new market not possible with live network shows. Once apopular
network filmed series completed its prime time network run, the

Another unsuccessful NBC filmed comedy was the previously
live Red Skelton Show. For the fall of 1952, Skelton changed to
film production while NBC moved him to the Sunday at 7:00
period, hoping that his established success could turn the
early evening slot into astrong lead-in for the entire evening. InP.M.

stead, the filmed series fell badly in the ratings. Skelton continued
to rely almost entirely on the bare-bones vaudeville setting of acts
performing on asimple stage, and these appeared stale and cheap
compared to even simple filmed sitcom stories. In March, when
Skelton was ill, it was decided to take advantage of having the
shows on film, and instead of using a substitute host, reruns of
very recent shows were inserted to fill the time. This strategy backfired and Skelton's ratings fell further. At this point, NBC let
Skelton escape to CBS, where he returned, live, in the fall of 1953
1952-53 SEASON
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The inauguration of Dwight
Eisenhower was covered live
on all networks. (National
Archives)

ued to show their willingness to accept and support the TV film

all came over with Arden from the radio version) and the stories
evolved from their comic misunderstandings and interaction.
The strong, independent personality of Connie Brooks set her
apart from other female sitcom characters in the 1950s. Yet, in
keeping with the prevailing social philosophy of the era, she was
also presented as just waiting for her wedding day so she could
retire from teaching and become agood wife. Until that day, Miss
Brooks led aVictorian social life—never going beyond adiscussion

format, and both CBS and ABC came up with a successful new
filmed sticom each for the fall, Our Miss Brooks and The Adventures

of the reproduction of horned toads with Mr. Boynton. There was,
however, a happy ending. Though shyly avoiding romance with

of Ozzie and Harriet.
Our Miss Brooks, on CBS, was aDesilu production that featured

Miss Brooks for eight years on radio and television, in a movie
adaptation of the series, Mr. Boynton finally popped the question.
ABC's Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet, like Our Miss Brooks,
had begun on radio in the 1940s. There, Ozzie and Harriet Nelson
had pioneered the "I Me Mine" style of domestic comedy in which
they essentially played themselves: ahappily married showbiz couple with two sons, David and Ricky. The only change made for

with a much more rounded variety format (and a larger budget)
that lasted seventeen years.
Even with the failure of Red Skelton on film and the proliferation
of weak sitcoms, the continued high quality and success of ILove
Lucy and the transplanted Burns and Allen Show demonstrated
that filmed comedy series could be both well done and popular.
While rejecting terrible shows such as Doc Corkle, viewers contin-

Eve Arden as Connie Brooks, an English teacher at Madison High
School. The show had begun on CBS radio in July, 1948—just
two weeks after Lucille Ball's My Favorite Husband premiered—
and was still ahit when the TV filmed version began. Arden played
Brooks as a wise-cracking tough gal with a heart of gold who
was both human and humorous in facing the daily grind of a
high school teacher. She was constantly at odds with the school's
blustery, authoritarian principal, Osgood Conklin (Gale Gordon),
while trying to control her pupils, especially her main classroom
problem, the squeaky-voiced Walter Denton (Richard Crenna).
Perhaps her biggest problem was Philip Boynton (Robert Rockwell), a handsome biology teacher, who was too shy to respond
to her advances and suggestions of marriage. At home, her elderly
landlady, Mrs. Davis (Jane Morgan), constantly offered words of
advice on every situation: how to handle the principal, how to

television was that Ozzie and Harriet dropped all references to
their show business careers and instead played solid middle-aged
parents raising their family full time in aclassy Los Angeles suburb.
When the program came to television, David was fifteen and Ricky
was twelve, and, over the next fourteen years, the main focus of
the series was on their lives, from the teen years to young adulthood.
The Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet was not ascrewball sitcom,
but rather acontinuing story about growing up in suburban America. The Nelsons were relaxed and natural people and the humor

control the students, and how to snare Philip Boynton.

on the show developed from everyday problems and simple misunderstandings that the family and their friends and neighbors faced.

Our Miss Brooks reflected the same care and craftsmanship that
went into ILove Lucy, with an effective reversal of the setup in

Though the setting was an idealized household and the complications were as simple and noncontroversial as needing money for

that show: Connie Brooks was presented as alevel-headed person

a date, the program was very much in the spirit of radio's epic

surrounded by exaggerated but generally realistic characters. The
cast was especially effective together (Gordon, Crenna, and Morgan

family series, One Man's Family, and was very effective in presenting the growing pains and daily lives of avery likable TV family.
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Even Ricky's moment as aheart-throb rock'n'roller was incorporated. As Ozzie and Harriet proudly looked on, Ricky played his
songs to screaming teenage fans on the show—and then he did
the same in real-life concerts. From 1957 to 1964, he had more
than a dozen top ten hits, including "Teenager's Romance,"
"Travelin' Man," "Poor Little Fool," and "Hello Mary Lou." In
time, first David, then Ricky, got married. Even then, they never
lost touch with the folks back home and, by the early Sixties, all
three couples—Ozzie and Harriet, David and June, Rick and
Kris—were introduced at the beginning of each episode as part
of "America's favorite family."
On radio, the Nelsons had been one of many families that listeners followed with affection and interest, including the strong ethnic
characters on programs such as Lee with Luigi (Italians in Chicago)
and The Goldbergs (Jews in New York). While Ozzie and Harriet
thrived on television, however, the ethnic TV shows were in retreat.
During the 1952-53 season atelevision version of Life with Luigi
ran only three months, NBC's revival of The Goldbergs flopped,
and CBS canceled Amos and Andy. Unlike their radio counterparts,
ethnic TV shows touched off embarrassing criticism and controversy for the networks. Even though Life with Luigi came to television virtually unchanged from radio—including many performers
from the radio cast—it was criticized for ethnic stereotyping. Despite the all-black cast for TV's Amos and Andy, black groups
such as the NAACP urged a boycott of the program's sponsor.
At the same time, the ethnic shows were not runaway big hits in
the TV ratings. The networks decided that they were just not
worth the trouble. As a result, programmers turned increasingly
to comedies that avoided obvious ethnic slants while focusing on

pletely different cast, including Jackie Gleason as Riley. The Life
of Riley had been one of the first network radio sitcoms to transfer
to television as afilmed series, but that version had aweak supporting cast for Gleason, terrible scripts, and cheap sets. Though the
revival with Bendix—who had played Riley in the radio show—
reflected better overall production and writing, several problems
remained. The supporting characters were still lifeless stereotypes,
overshadowed by the silly situations and reduced to mouthpieces
for one-liners. More importantly, Bendix's Riley was too predictably powerless to carry the series. Jackie Gleason's Riley had at
least seemed capable of blowing his stack, bringing astrong comic
tension to the character. With Bendix, it was aforegone conclusion
that Riley would forgive and forget because he was as bland as
everyone else. Yet despite all its shortcomings, the revived Life
of Riley caught on and ran until 1958, asure sign of the growing
popularity of such noncontroversial sitcoms.
The failure of the ethnic comedies along with the success of
The Life of Riley also reflected asubtle change in social attitudes
across the country. In the expanding postwar economy of the early
1950s, more and more blue-collar Americans (like Chester A. Riley)
were achieving their personal dream of joining the middle class
and moving to the clean, homogeneous suburbs. They wanted to
leave behind the distinctive problems of urban life, and television
programs with obvious ethnic or racial settings were disturbing,
especially as comedies. Such stories served as reminders to people
of both where their family had probably been some twenty years
earlier and where other families still lived. It was much more reassuring to follow "nice" American families such as the Nelsons
and the Rileys.

nondescript white middle class life, usually in safe, homogeneous
suburbs. This dovetailed perfectly with the settings of many Los
Angeles filmed sitcoms which were generally set in faceless California suburbs. The Goldbergs even tried to adapt to this new style
in its final revival attempt in 1955. After twenty-six years of city
living, the family moved to the suburbs, but this approach was
an even worse failure. Not only were the Goldbergs visibly ethnic,
they were right next door!
The increasing interest in noncontroversial settings and characters removed an important edge from the television sitcom form.
Through the remainder of the decade, only ahandful of new shows
would have the touch of reality found in ILove Lucy or the expressive ethnic characters found in Amos and Andy. Even with well
written, funny scripts, most of the new series would be trapped
in abland never-neverland beneath the ever-present California sun.
A perfect example of this approach was NBC's revival of The
Life of Riley, a winter replacement series that began in January,
1953.
Chester A. Riley (William Bendix) was alovable bumbler who
lived in a quiet nondescript Los Angeles suburb that was never
disturbed by anything more than aharmless misunderstanding—
it never even got cold there. His wife, Peg (Marjorie Reynolds),
faithfully stood by him in any situation and was interested only
in housework and raising the children. Their children, Babs (Lugene Sanders) and "Junior" (Wesley Morgan), were perfect kids—
always in some lovable rnixup but at heart never selfish or malicious.
Occasionally, the Rileys had friendly spats with their next-door
neighbors, Jim and Honeybee Gillis (Tom D'Andrea and Gloria
Blondell), but afterward they always remained good friends. Riley
was presented as the comic focus of the series, and his simpleminded bumbling and misunderstandings touched off the weekly
complications with his family and neighbors.

September 20, 1952
The Jackie Gleason Show. (CBS). The "Great One" comes to
CBS from DuMont, bringing along Art Carney, the June Taylor
dancers, Joe the Bartender, the Poor Soul, and The Honeymooners.
Pert Kelton is left behind, though, as Audrey Meadows becomes
Alice 1Cramden number two.
October 3, 1952
Death Valley Days. Stanley Andrews is "the old Ranger," host
and narrator to this popular syndicated Western anthology. Already
a twenty-two-year radio veteran, this show runs another twenty
years on television without ever receiving anetwork slot.
October 9, 1952
ABC All-Star News. (ABC). ABC reenters television news with
afive-night-a-week prime time combination of straight news, manon-the-street interviews, and filmed reports. Against the standard
entertainment fare of the competition, the program dies by Christmas.
October 26, 1952
Victory at Sea. (NBC). A twenty-six-week Sunday afternoon documentary series on the naval battles of World War II, using film
from ten countries and an original musical score by Richard Rodgers.
December 30, 1952
The Ernie Kovacs Show. (CBS). CBS gives Kovacs a four-week
tryout opposite NBC's Milton Berle.
January 15, 1953
Rod Serling's "Ward Eight" wins the $1,000 first prize in aTV
script contest held by WTVN in Cincinnati.
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February 1, 1953
You Are There. (CBS). Up-and-coming CBS newsman Walter
Cronkite gets his own Sunday evening show on which he serves
as anchor for asimulated news report covering an important event
from history. Actors portray the historical figures while actual CBS
reporters tell the story "from the scene."
March 1, 1953
WJZ becomes WABC in New York City.
March 19, 1953
NBC presents the first national telecast of Hollywood's Academy
Awards ceremony. Bob Hope is emcee and Gary Cooper wins the
"Best Actor" Oscar for his role in "High Noon."
April I, 1953
The Adventures of Superman. One of the great syndicated television series of the 1950s brings Krypton's man of steel to life in
the person of George Reeves. The program adheres faithfully to
the straight-laced spirit of the Superman comic books, promoting
"truth, justice, and the American way." And, of course, no one
ever seems to notice the obvious resemblance between mild-mannered reporter Clark Kent and his famous alter ego.
April 18, 1953
Rod Brown of the Rocket Rangers. (CBS). Future Batman major
domo William Dozier produces a Saturday morning kiddie space
opera. Cliff Robertson stars as the clean cut Rod Brown and Jack
Weston plays his bumbling sidekick, "Wormsey."
May 30, 1953
ABC brings major league baseball to network television with
Saturday afternoon "game of the week" broadcasts. For the first
contest, Dizzy Dean and Buddy Blattner report the play-by-play
as the Cleveland Indians beat the home team Chicago White Sox,
7 to 2.

Broadway-based live TV plays were, by their very nature, imperfect.
Like any individual performance on Broadway, mistakes were
bound to occur and often did. Even the best performances were
usually gone after one broadcast because few were kept on lcines.
Yet these limitations were a source of strength. Producers were
more willing to experiment with new ideas and challenging themes
because the plays were one-shot affairs. If they did not work, there
was always next week.
The fluffy West Coast Hollywood-influenced filmed dramas, on
the other hand, were designed, like filmed sitcoms, to play for
years, especially in post-network syndication runs. As a result,
they took fewer chances. One of the first West Coast TV producers
explained:
Most of us are from the motion picture business, where we
worked under a code for a long time, so we automatically
observe good taste in programs. We must also consider the
rerun value of afilm, which would be impaired if we injected
controversial material. You don't have this on live television.
As the Hollywood branch of TV asserted more influence on
television production, this more restrictive attitude sometimes
spilled over into the networks' overall approach to drama so that,
given achoice, some executives would opt for the more cautious
route in programming. The most obvious instances of this took
place in the TV drama scripts that were adaptations from other
sources, some of which were changed to seem "nicer" for television.
Sometimes the changes were humorous and trivial, as when General
Electric discovered that the episode it was sponsoring on Studio
One Summer Theater was Rudyard Kipling's "The Light That
Failed." GE forced CBS to change the title to "The Gathering
Night." Other revisions went further, completely changing the
thrust of astory.
Though Schlitz Playhouse proudly proclaimed that it was presenting the first Ernest Hemingway play to appear on television, "Fifty
Grand," it did not point out the major alterations made to the
story. In Hemingway's original plot, the central character, aboxer,

The move toward a lighter approach to entertainment on TV
reflected the growing influence of the Hollywood branch of the

bet against himself and deliberately threw afight in order to win
some money. The modified story had the boxer bet on himself to

industry, as the medium shifted its operations westward. West
Coast TV production received tremendous boosts from the opening
of the coast-to-coast coaxial cable and the ratings success of filmed
series such as ILove Lucy and Dragnet. In late 1952, both CBS
and NBC opened new "television city" studio production facilities
in California (CBS near Hollywood; NBC in Burbank), so that,

lobotomy on "The Brooch," the first work by William Faulkner
to be presented on television. The original story featured amama's
boy who permitted his mother to rule over his wife (described as

win, and then be beaten. By losing the fight, he learned the evils
of gambling, gave up the habit, and went back home to his wife.
In much the same vein, The Lux Video Theater performed afrontal

for the first time, New York and Los Angeles were competing
on an equal footing. The preference for one or the other location

"the trampy type"). When his wife left him, the boy realized his
unending dependence on his mother, and killed himself. The televi-

more and more reflected achoice in program philosophy. As with

sion version presented him as a nice young kid who married the
sweet young thing from next door. The mother tried to interfere
in their lives, but the husband stood up to her, the mother gave

radio, the West Coast TV producers worked well in light comedy,
adventure, and variety formats done Hollywood style. Applying
their approach to drama, however, tended to eliminate serious or
controversial productions, especially in the filmed drama anthology
series.
Radio producers had faced asimilar philosophical choice during
the 1930s. In 1936, when the producers of the New York based
Lux Radio Theater needed to boost sagging ratings, they moved
out West. Once in California, they quickly adopted the West Coast
emphasis on flashy stars over the weekly stories as the main attraction for listeners. In 1953, The Lux Video Theater made the complementary change for television, becoming one of the first TV drama
series to originate from CBS's new television city.
Much of the difference in the approach to drama between the
two coasts came from the dissimilar philosophies behind New York
and Los Angeles entertainment productions. The East Coast,
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in, and they all lived happily ever after. The producers said that
the new self-regulating TV code forbade presenting suicide as a
possible solution for someone's problems, but clearly the people
at Lux could have eliminated the suicide while keeping the point
and tenor of the play. The reasoning behind such alterations was
best described by Frank Wizbar, director of the Hollywood-based
filmed drama series, Fireside Theater: "We sell little pieces of soap,
so our approach must be the broadest possible ...we never take
adepressing story."
There were people, chiefly on the East Coast, who were fighting
this attitude toward television drama. They took their productions
in the opposite direction, venturing into areas theretofore thought
too topical for television. In early 1952, Fred Coe made an important change in his NBC drama showcase—he decided to stop rely-

ing so much on adaptations and start cultivating writers who could
turn out original works. Previously, some thirty-minute drama anthology series had turned to original scripts, but most of them
were slapdash, hackneyed, and meant just to fill time. With his
original stories, Coe hoped to substantially upgrade The Philco/
Goodyear Television Playhouse (the program had taken on Goodyear as an alternate sponsor in 1951). Throughout 1952, Coe tried
out plays by young unknown writers who were not shackled by
years of experience on Broadway or in Hollywood and seemed
better able to create works that were specifically tailored for the
small screen. Most of the new plays tended to be extended character
sketches, taking one or two people and placing them in engrossing
lifelike situations. One of Coe's first finds was a Texan, Horton
Foote, who came up with "The Travelers," amildly amusing look
at two Texas women who were husband hunting in New York
City.
By 1953, other hour-long drama shows began seeking new writers, and original television dramas began attracting critical acclaim.
Kraft Television Theater presented two compelling originals by
Robert Howard Lindsay, "The Chess Game" and "One Left Over."
The first depicted an atheist alcoholic who, after discussing the
idea with a priest, confessed to a murder he did not commit in
order to save ayoung man he knew was being framed. The second
portrayed the struggles of ayoung husband who lost his wife and
two of his children in acar crash. The man had to overcome his
grief and carry on life with his remaining daughter. Both plays
were out of the ordinary for that era: alcoholics were seldom acknowledged, much less portrayed with dignity; and death and its
consequences were rarely discussed at all. Though dealing with
highly emotional subjects, both plays avoided easy, maudlin clichés.
Fred Coe's year-long search for good, original material at last
paid off on May 24, 1953, when he presented Paddy Chayefsky's

saying that original television drama could be just as good as live
theater and popular literature. If there was such athing as television's golden age, this marked the beginning of it.
Yet just as television drama was coming of age, Worthington
Miner, one of TV drama's founding fathers, found himself without
ajob. After four years with Studio One, Miner had switched to
NBC in the spring of 1952. He produced a brief summer series,
Curtain Call, as a warm-up for a projected hour-long program
in the fall (labeled "Studio Miner" because it had no real title).
However, NBC was unable to sell this show and instead of "Studio
Miner" the network presented IMarried Joan and The Scott Music
Hall with Patti Page. Throughout 1952 and 1953, Miner sat idle
while NBC searched for atime slot. A new hour-long series (this
one had a title, Galley) was scheduled to start alternating with
the new Hallmark Hall of Fame on Sunday afternoons, but the
Hallmark company had no desire to cut back. It was enjoying
great success featuring Sarah Churchill and Maurice Evans in
Shakespeare classics. As aresult, Miner found himself out in the
cold.
The difficulty that even a veteran of Miner's stature faced in
securing a new slot demonstrated the increasing competition for
advertising dollars. With prime time filling up with filmed series,
the non-prime time hours were becoming increasingly important
to the networks as arepository for experimental "class" programming. Such material might be brought to prime time as a special
prestige hit, but only after it had proved itself in the less critical
time period. NBC placed The Hallmark Hall of Fame on Sunday
afternoons and CBS did the same with Edward R. Murrow's See
It Now news program. In November, 1952, CBS added Omnibus,
aninety-minute production by the Ford Foundation's Radio and
TV Workshop, directed by Alex Segal and hosted by Alistair Cooke.

"Marty," starring Rod Steiger. "Marty" was well-suited for television in that it concerned the close, cramped life of simple people.
Unlike most of its contemporaries (theater and tube), "Marty"
did not concern itself with prominent people doing momentous
things or beautiful people doing remarkable things. Instead, it focused on common people doing common things. Marty, as played
by Steiger, was anot-so-young local butcher who still lived with
his mother. She wished he would get married (to almost anybody)
because she felt it was not right for anyone not to be married.
Marty, who knew his looks were, at best, average, had tried and
failed at meeting girls and had no desire to endure the pain of
rejection again. After persistent nudging from his mother and his
friends, Marty attended a weekly neighborhood ballroom dance
where he met and fell in love with an equally lonely young woman
(who was no beauty herself). It was a simple story, told well,
that used television's close quarters to its advantage.
The importance of "Marty" to the TV industry was that, for
the first time, serious filmmakers in Hollywood showed some interest in a production done for television. "Marty" received next to
no publicity from NBC before its airing, and afterward the play
was not even reviewed by many leading television critics. It was
Hollywood that declared "Marty" worthy of merit by making a
movie version (starring Ernest Borgnine). The word was out that
television drama could be a source of high quality, commercial
material. Established playwrights began taking television more seriously, while unknown writers and actors saw the opportunity for
exposure they had been looking for. Viewers, too, were struck by
the increased respect for television drama. Previously, important
theatrical films had been based on novels, short stories, and Broadway plays, but never on television scripts. Hollywood was, in effect,

Alan Hale, Jr., and Randy Stuart played an American husband
and wife undercover spy duo. (From Biff Baker, U.S.A. Courtesy
of MCA Television Limited)
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Cooke described the series as a "vaudeville show of the arts and
skills of man," though some reviewers saw it as being closer to a
long-haired Toast of the Town with some Studio One on the side.
The first episode featured excerpts from "The Mikado," "Tales
of Anne Boleyn," and a William Saroyan original (with Sidney
Poitier in abit part). One of the highlights of the new series was
a patient explanation of the great works of Beethoven by young
conductor Leonard Bernstein. With its "mixed bag" approach,
Omnibus constantly experimented in agenerally unexplored field:
adapting different forms of classical culture to popular tastes. Occasionally the program fell into the habit of repetition and condescension, but, as Cooke observed, "If you aim at the stars you sometimes
land on the roof."
It was this willingness to try new ideas that might even fail
that gave the so-called golden age of TV its life. Vehicles such
as Omnibus as well as the top of the line prime time drama showcases treated television drama as an exciting challenge. But this
uninhibited spirit was soon doomed by technological progress. In
1953, technicians were already demonstrating early versions of
video tape recorders, which would eventually sound the death knell
for live television by providing an easy way to prerecord and preserve any show. What's more, the move to film and Los Angelesstyle production continued to pick up steam.
The network that was leading the way in the marriage of television and Hollywood was granted salvation in 1953. On February
9, the FCC approved the merger of ABC and United Paramount
Theaters—having decided that United Paramount was not connected to the Paramount Pictures-DuMont "cartel." ABC, which
lost $141,000 in 1952 and owed $12 million, received an influx
of $30 million with its marriage to United Paramount. The network
felt that it could at last compete with NBC and CBS as an equal.
Within one month, ABC's radio and TV 08tOs signed up $4 million
of new business. By the summer, George Jesse', Ray Bolger, Paul
Hartman, Cesar Romero, Danny Thomas, Sammy Davis, Jr., and
Joel Grey were signed to headline shows (though the last two
never made it to the air). U.S. Steel, which had sponsored Theater
Guild of the Air on radio since 1945, agreed to come to television
on ABC, rather than NBC, which had the radio show. ABC even
moved out of the RCA building.
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ABC was not the only innovative force busy in television. Steve
Allen reactivated the concept of a late night variety-talk show
(on New York's WNBT), while KNXT in Los Angeles featured
Carson's Cellar, a Friday night comedy-variety show starring
Johnny Carson, who listed as his co-writer a fellow named Joe
Twerp. Canada's top TV news commentator, Lorne Greene, came
to New York to plug his stopwatch invention. Paul Newman portrayed Nathan Hale on CBS's historical dramatization series, You
Are There, while newcomer James Dean "stole the show" from
Walter Hampton in "Death Is My Neighbor" on the Danger drama
anthology. Dean played ayoung psychotic who nearly killed someone, a role he soon mastered on the movie screen. While all this
was going on, young Philadelphians were watching WFIL-TV
where, five days a week, radio disk jockeys Bob Horn and Lee
Stewart presented Bandstand, aprogram later taken over by Dick
Clark. In 1952, the kids were "gone" over Johnny Ray.
ABC did manage one humorous triumph over its competition
to start the summer of 1953. With NBC and CBS neck and neck
in the ratings, practically any event became an opportunity for
one-upmanship. As aresult, the two turned the June 2nd coronation
of Queen Elizabeth into achildish race to be the first on the air
with film from England of the ceremony—pompously dubbed "the
birth of world TV." Both CBS and NBC hired speed pilots to
fly in the films when they arrived in Canada. Appropriately, the
two speed demons were late and NBC had to go crawling to ABC,
which calmly beat them both simply by arranging to pick up a
Canadian television feed from Montreal.
Earlier in the day, NBC had faced other embarrassing technical
problems when wire photo and live phone reports from London
during Today were interrupted by ads from General Motors brazenly touting cars described as "queen of the road" and "royal
carriages." British egos were also offended by J. Fred Muggs, a
baby chimp that had become Today's on-air mascot in February.
He was shown bouncing about the studio making chimp noises
in between reports on the coronation. People felt that his antics
degraded a solemn occasion by injecting a circus atmosphere.
Though NBC eventually issued a semi-apology, at the so-called
"birth of world TV" American television had put its worst foot
forward, pairing the queen of England with amonkey.

21/120K1

13. Point of Order

ON MARCH 25, 1953, the seemingly endless battle over the
development of color television technology reached adramatic climax with the collapse of the CBS forces. The erosion of CBS's
strength had begun in 1951, despite the government-ordered monopoly status granted to the CBS noncompatible color system in
June of that year. Within months, CBS had discovered that few
television set owners had any desire to discard black and white
sets in favor of expensive color models, and by October the network
had "temporarily" suspended its color broadcasts under the guise
of complying with wartime production cutbacks. For longer than
a year, CBS allowed the losing venture of noncompatible color
television to lie dormant, while RCA's ever-improving compatible
color process was limited to off-hour experimental broadcasts. Eighteen months after the much ballyhooed inauguration of CBS color,
the viewing public found itself effectively denied any color broadcasts at all. In March, 1953, the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce began hearings on the color question, trying
to determine whether color TV was ready for the public or not.
RCA sensed the mood of the committee and saw the opportunity
for victory. The company carefully modified its approach by presenting the RCA color process under the umbrella of the National
Television Systems Committee, an industry-wide group of twenty
top television set manufacturers. As the NTSC color process, the
proposal offered CBS a face-saving opportunity to terminate its
noncompatible system officially. Rather than surrender to RCA,
its hated rival, CBS could adopt a conciliatory stance and step
aside in favor of a "new" color system with broad-based industry
support. Following an RCA-NTSC demonstration that was almost
identical to many previous RCA presentations, CBS president
Frank Stanton announced, on March 25, that CBS had "reluctantly
but realistically" recognized that it would be "economically foolish"
to attempt to persuade the public to discard twenty-three million
black and white television sets to institute CBS color. Without
specifically endorsing RCA, Stanton ended the decade-old battle
with the almost weary admission, "perhaps this time it is different,
perhaps this time they have found the answer."
Others were more enthusiastic. Committee chairman Charles
A. Wolverton said he was "astounded" by the quality of RCANTSC color, and his committee urged the FCC to approve the
system forthwith. Wolverton said, "Color TV is ready for the public; there is no reason for more delay." RCA submitted its petition
to the FCC in June, and the commission took a few months to

ruminate. On December 17, 1953, in one of the few instances in
which the FCC publicly admitted achange of heart, the commission
reversed its October, 1950, decision favoring CBS color and approved the RCA-NTSC system. Immediately, NBC scheduled several color holiday specials, including the perennial "Amahl and
the Night Visitors," the traditional Dragnet Christmas story, and
the New Year's Tournament of Roses parade. By this time, the
Korean armistice had been signed and the remaining limits on
domestic production had been lifted, so NBC expected color TV
set sales to skyrocket over the next twelve months.
NBC pursued color broadcasting with more vigor than the other
networks in 1954. Realizing that its technicians still needed agood
deal of practical experience, the network set up a rotating color
broadcast schedule in the first part of the year. NBC broadcast,
on the average, ten color programs each week, selecting different
shows each week for treatment in color. By March virtually every
NBC program had been telecast in color at least once.
The addition of color to some programs such as quiz, discussion,
and children's shows did not seem to add much. The same held
true for news. The only new information conveyed in the February
16 color telecast of the Camel News Caravan was the color of
the bathing suits in the cheesecake feature footage (shot in Florida)
and the color of John Cameron Swayze's ever-present carnation
(red that day). However, women's programs—with those colorful
fashions and taste-tempting food tips—were enhanced by color.
The process was also an enormous aid to musical productions in
programs such as "Amahl and the Night Visitors" and Your Hit
Parade, so NBC began staging lavish musical-variety specials as
sure-fire promotions for color. Advertisers, too, found color awelcome bonanza. Kraft was nearly apoplectic over the vibrant yellow
luster of products like Velveeta, which provided arich complement
to the sincere voice of Ed Herlihy (". ..then smother it with
thick Velveeta cream sauce ..."). Car manufacturers emphasized
their two-tone autobehemoths while cigarette companies presented
their brands in bright, decorative packs. CBS went a little more
slowly, restricting its color tryouts to a Friday afternoon variety
show called The New Revue, with Mike Wallace and his wife,
Buff, as hosts. ABC decided to postpone color broadcasting until
the public demanded it.
There was no public demand for color TV. Only 8,000 of the
expensive color sets were produced in the first six months of 1954
and manufacturers discovered that they were very hard to sell.
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that it had sóld only thirty sets, nationwide. On one of the variety
specials NBC held to promote color, emcee Bob Hope quipped
that there was a"tremendous" audience watching in color—"General Sarnoff and his wife."
ABC was more than willing to let NBC occupy itself with color.
Entering its first full season with the financial backing of United
Paramount, ABC was hoping to win over the television audience
with fancy new black and white programming and catapult itself
into direct competition with CBS and NBC. Such a leap would
have been astounding, because when the merger with United Paramount was approved, ABC's status was much closer to that of
the ailing DuMont system.
As the new season commenced, ABC presented a seemingly
impressive line-up of new shows, highlighted by drama and situation comedy. The two showcases for drama represented atentative
vote of confidence in the struggling network by two major sponsors,
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Westinghouse staged abig color push and found after one month
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United States Steel and Kraft Foods. Kraft had decided to launch
a second weekly hour-long drama series, not on NBC (home of
its Wednesday night series) but on ABC. U.S. Steel, too, had passed
over NBC (home of its radio series) and scheduled The U.S. Steel
Hour for ABC. While such support was gratifying and impressive,
the network was banking on comedy as its chief ratings weapon.
ABC expected quick success with its new roster of veteran comics
(George Jessel, Paul Hartman, Ray Bolger, and Danny Thomas)
while holding high hopes for a new sitcom, Jamie. The list of
newly acquired talent was formidable, but none of the shows became
hits and ABC was unable to place a series in the top ten. The
network was doing better in the ratings overall, winning some
time slots and coming in number two in afew more, but the hopedfor leap to respectability did not take place. The chief stumbling
block was one that would plague ABC for the rest of the decade:
affiliates. Because station investment and construction was just
gearing up after the freeze and Korean war, many large and me-

dium-size cities still had only one or two channels operating. As
a result, ABC had fewer affiliates than either NBC or CBS. In
addition, many of ABC's affiliates were UHF stations and, because
most home sets lacked UHF converter attachments, the network's
programs, no matter how good, could not be picked up by large
numbers of Americans. Until its affiliate situation improved, ABC
would remain far behind the two television leaders.
Though its potential success was severely limited, ABC approached the season aggressively, out to score substantial gains
despite the affiliate handicap. The network's emphasis on comedy
vehicles was asound strategy, building on aproven formula that
had taken CBS to the top. ABC won warm critical praise for
two of its new shows, though there were some disappointments.
The much-touted Jamie series proved to be the biggest letdown.
Eleven-year-old Brandon De Wilde played Jamie, ayoung orphan
living with his aunt. There, he became best friends with Grandpa
(played by sixty-three-year-old Ernest Truex), who understood
Jamie's loneliness and frustration at being an extra burden to an
unwilling relative. Despite the age difference, the two constantly
shared adventures and experiences together, often just sitting and
gazing thoughtfully at the sky—perhaps searching for abrighter
tomorrow. Though the pilot for the program had won rave reviews
the previous season on the network's anthology series, ABC Album,
the sentimentality dished out on the weekly series frequently overshadowed both the plots and the characters.
Veteran George Jessel was also lost in a great gush of tears
and sentiment. He began the season as host of two programs, The
Comeback Story and George Jessel's Show Business. The Show Business variety program included music and monologues and featured

developed alarge following and ran only two seasons.
In Make Room for Daddy, Danny Thomas—who apparently
had concluded that television was no longer "just for idiots"—
portrayed ashow business father and, in effect, himself. The character of nightclub comedian Danny Williams was almost identical
to the character Danny Thomas had been projecting for years in
his own nightclub act and on television comedy-variety shows.
In the sitcom setting, Thomas was given a strong TV family for
support, consisting of Jean Hagen as his wife, Margaret; elevenyear-old Sherry Jackson as his daughter, Terry; and six-year-old
Rusty Hamer as his son, Rusty. The concept was perfect for
Thomas, resolving the many objections that had driven him from
television variety the previous year. Unlike the random skits of a
comedy-variety show, Make Room for Daddy provided aworkable
setting that allowed stories to be built around both domestic and
show business complications.
Make Room for Daddy was filmed at Desllu and, like ILove
Lucy and Our Miss Brooks, reflected important touches of real
life. The Williams family lived in a New York City apartment,
rather than a Los Angeles suburb. Danny was not abumbler or
adummy, but an intelligent, principled, often stubborn, father and
husband. Margaret was aloving but creditable wife, and the children were cute, though pushy and conniving often enough to seem
real. More importantly, Danny Williams actually worked. His
nightclub act was sometimes incorporated into the show and he
even had to "go on the road" to perform. This served as an important basis of the humor at home because his absences caused family

Jessel in his favorite, familiar role of toastmaster general of the
United States, leading combination toast-roasts of celebrities. This
show was squirreled away Sunday at 6:30 P.M., just before You
Asked For It, while The Comeback Story received aFriday night
prime time slot. As host to this maudlin copy of This Is Your
Life, Jessel presented each week the tear-filled life story of aonce
famous celebrity who had fallen from grace but was battling back.
Doing both shows proved too much for Jessel and in December
Arlene Francis took over The Comeback Story while Jessel continued the Sunday variety series. In its terrible time slot, though,
this barely lasted the season.
Pride of the Family, Paul Hartman's vehicle, turned out to be
just an average Los Angeles filmed sitcom. Though Hartman was
a talented dancer and satirist, he appeared as abumbling father
who, like Chester A. Riley, had a loving, faithful wife (played
by King Kong's former flame, Fay Wray) and two bland teenage
children, Junior (Bobby Hyatt) and Ann (Natalie Wood). Apart
from these drab disappointments, ABC's new sitcom schedule contained two jewels, Where's Raymond? and Make Room for Daddy,
which both featured stars essentially playing themselves.
Where's Raymond? cast Ray Bolger as Ray Wallace, a professional song and dance man who had a habit of arriving at the
theater only minutes before he was to step on stage—causing the
supporting crew to wonder constantly: "Where's Raymond?" Once
he began performing, everyone forgot the frustrations and watched
the charming, whimsical star. The show was less a sitcom and
more a loose musical comedy tied together by a slim thread of
situation—Bolger's stage act was the focus of the series. Each
week's musical numbers often incorporated his character bits from
Broadway and feature films (such as the Scarecrow in "The Wizard
of Oz"), and the show was greatly admired by critics as one of
the more imaginative filmed series to come from Los Angeles.
With ABC's affiliate problem, though, Where's Raymond? never

Make Room for Daddy did not become ahit until it moved from
ABC to CBS in 1957. After the switch, the cast included: (from
I.) Marjorie Lord, Sherry Jackson, Angela Cartwright, Danny
Thomas, Rusty Hamer. (Courtesy Danny Thomas Productions)
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by Van Dyke Parks, who later became arock musician and wrote

September 27, 1953
ILed Three Lives From Ziv, America's leading television syndi-

music for TV commercials). The series was strongly ethnic and
the children were considerably more independent than Terry and
Rusty Williams, but the stories lacked the driving force of aperson-

cator, comes Richard Carlson, aman renowned for subduing aliens
in grade B science fiction films. Playing an undercover agent for

ality like Danny Thomas. The program never took off, even though
making Bonino awidower opened up awide range of possibilities.

the FBI, he battles amore clear and present danger, the Communist
party, U.S.A.
October 2, 1953
Person to Person. (CBS). In addition to his Tuesday night See
It Now chores, Ed Murrow hosts aFriday night celebrity interview
show, originating directly from the stars' homes. One of the first
guests is Massachusetts senator John F. Kennedy and his new bride,
Jacqueline.
October 3, 1953
DuMont brings professional football to prime time for the first
time. A national "game of the week" airs Saturday nights, while
regional games are televised on Sunday afternoons. In the first NFL
prime time contest, the Pittsburgh Steelers overcome the New York
Giants, 24 to 14.
October 9, 1953
Topper. (CBS). A delightfully wacky sitcom about two married
ghosts who can be seen only by Leo G. Carroll ("host to said
ghosts") as the befuddled Cosmo Topper.
October 12, 1953
John Daly and the News. (ABC). After four years, ABC resumes
early evening nightly news.
October 20, 1953
The Bob Hope Show. (NBC). Leaving the Comedy Hour rotation,
Hope secures his own regular monthly comedy-variety series.

Such acharacter offered the best of two comedy worlds: children
to add afamily touch, and girlfriends for sex appeal. Though not
much happened in this series—which ended after just three
months—many TV widowers followed Bonino and they exploited
both angles extensively.
Prior to his stint on Bonino, Ezio Pinza had alternated with
singer Dennis Day on The RCA Victor Show during the 1951-52
season. In the fall of 1952, Day became the sole star of the program
and in the 1953-54 season the show went to film and its title
was officially changed to The Dennis Day Show. Through each
permutation, Dennis Day played himself, Dennis Day, an often
naive but determined young bachelor-vocalist living in Hollywood
and trying to get ahead in show business. His character had been
developed on Jack Benny's radio show during the 1940s and came
virtually unchanged to television (he also continued on Benny's
program). Cliff Arquette, who had appeared occasionally on Benny's radio series himself—playing Jack Benny's father—brought
his Charlie Weaver character to television as the janitor for Day's
apartment building. NBC seemed to consider the filmed series to
be either asleeper hit or doomed from the start because the network
threw it to the wolves by placing it against ILove Lucy on Monday
night.
Jack Benny, who had perfected the "I Me Mine" style of comedians playing themselves two decades earlier on radio, continued
his own steady expansion into television that season. Beginning
in the fall of 1950, Benny had done occasional floating specials

problems, especially when he tried to compensate upon returning.
The kids shamelessly exploited him to cover their mischief—until
Danny caught on. Then, he exploded. When Thomas bellowed,

on CBS television, while maintaining his successful Sunday night
CBS radio show. By 1951, he settled on 7:30-8:00 P.M. Sunday
as a good television slot, appearing there about once a month.

the show crackled with energy. The moments of forgiveness and
reconciliation that followed were especially effective because they
showed that, underneath, he had aheart of gold and really loved

By slowly increasing his television work, he developed an excellent
feel for the medium before attempting more frequent exposure.
He had seen too many comedians burn themselves out trying to

his family.
Make Room for Daddy demonstrated that a believable father

show appeared every third week and the following season he agreed

could serve as an effective comic focus for a series. Critics were
effusive in praising the program, but the ratings were disappointing.
Sixty stations carried the premiere episode (a good figure for ABC)
and by November the show was on 112 stations—the largest number of any ABC program. Yet this could not match coverage by
NBC and CBS, so Make Room for Daddy remained rather acult
program for three years. It became abig hit only when it moved
to CBS in 1957.
Even with ABC's strong new line-up, NBC and CBS again dominated television. Like ABC, they also included a healthy dose of
comedy, though NBC continued to emphasize both filmed sitcoms
and live comedy-variety hours. In fact, the network introduced
only one new sitcom in the fall, Bonino, while bringing My Little
Margie over from CBS.
Bonino was NBC's own "daddy" TV show, a live production
by Fred Coe featuring one of the network's favorite "paisano"
guest stars, singer Ezio Pinza, as a concert singer whose career
conflicted with his family life. Though the premise of Bonino resembled that of Make Room for Daddy, Coe took it the opposite direction. Unlike Danny Williams, Babbo Bonino was established as
a widower who gave up his far-flung touring schedule in order
to return home and raise his six children (one of whom was played
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do too much on a weekly basis. In the fall of 1953, Benny's TV
to an every-other-week schedule.
The Jack Benny radio show combined the variety and situation
comedy formats by presenting Benny as the lowkey star of acomedy-variety show about trying to put on acomedy-variety show.
The show-within-a-show setup allowed Benny to act in a very
relaxed, natural manner and gave him the option of shifting back
and forth from variety to sitcom. Sometimes the comedy-variety
show was presented intact, with guests, songs, and sketches. Other
times, the show would never start at all as the action focused on
backstage complications and Benny's home life. For television, he
continued this winning format intact.
What separated Jack Benny's show from others that used asimilar formula was Benny's uncanny sense of comic timing and delivery, combined with his strong supporting cast. The familiar
characters that had surrounded him for years on radio made the
transition to television almost as easily as he did, drawing on their
own well-established personalities. Portly Don Wilson the announcer portrayed Don Wilson the announcer; Eddie Anderson
continued as Benny's valet, Rochester; and Dennis Day the vocalist
played Dennis Day the vocalist (a role he obviously relished). Mel
Blanc (the voice of Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, and other cartoon
zanies) appeared as an assortment of crazy characters including

sharply with the downturn in NBC's comedy-variety vehicles. Both
of the network's top of the line showcases, All Star Revue and
The Colgate Comedy Hour, were in serious trouble—in artistic
quality as well as in ratings strength.
In the fall, NBC reduced All Star Revue to a once-a-month
offering placed in the Your Show of Shows time slot and, by December, after Martha Raye had often been called upon to act as host,
the title was changed to The Martha Raye Show. The remaining
headliners from All Star Revue were merged into The Colgate Comedy Hour rotation so that the Sunday night show was divided
almost evenly (but erratically) among Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, Jimmy Durante, Eddie Cantor, Donald O'Connor, and Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello. Ed Sullivan's show regularly topped
this line-up in the ratings and, at a yearly budget of $6 million,
the Colgate program was turning into agrowing disappointment.
Colgate's producers seemed unable to find fresh new talent to act
as hosts, and the old timers, who often repeated their old routines
over and over again, began to irritate many home viewers. During
one of the frequent appearances by Abbott and Costello, afrustrated
viewer, Frank Walsh of West Hampstead, Long Island, took out
his gun and shot his television set. He later told police he thought
the show was too loud. Naturally, such a cult figure could not
be ignored by the medium he wished to destroy. Less than aweek
later, Frank Walsh of West Hampstead, Long Island, appeared
on Strike It Rich ("the program with a heart") and won—what
else—a new television set.
The erosion of the comedy-variety format during the 1953-54
season was not limited to NBC's Colgate Comedy Hour; stars
When Jack Benny (r.) moved to television, he brought along his
entire radio "family," including his valet, Rochester (Eddie
Anderson). (From The Jack Benny Program. Courtesy of MCA
Television Limited)
Professor Le Blanc, Benny's frustrated violin teacher; Sy, a very
concise Mexican who spoke in one word sentences; and the sputtering personality of Benny's limousine, amisfiring old Maxwell.
At the center of the show was the easily identifiable character
of Jack Benny, the vain miser. Benny employed an excellent crew
of writers who came up with continuing routines that fit the character: he had apay phone in his house, kept his money in asubterranean bank vault, and filled his Maxwell with gasoline one gallon
at a time. As a master of delivery and timing, Benny used such
material for years. Though Fred Allen once said that Jack Benny
couldn't ad-lib a belch after a Hungarian dinner, it was obvious
that he did not have to. Benny's elongated double-takes and phrases
such as "Well!" "Now cut that out!" and "Wait aminute!" became
legendary. He could milk a bit better than anyone. Benny once
carried the audience through five minutes of sustained laughter
with a staged telephone call to his sponsor in which he asked
about araise supposedly promised to him. The sponsor was never
heard. All the viewer saw was Benny on the phone saying "but—"
over and over again, with different intonations and pauses.
Jack Benny's television show, like his radio program, became
a top ten hit. Even with this success, Benny did not drop his
weekly radio show until 1955 (he was one of the last of the big
name comics to do so) and he did not begin doing his television
show on aweekly basis until the fall of 1960.
With the strong showing by Jack Benny and the continued top
ratings by veteran filmed sitcoms such as ILove Lucy and Our
Miss Brooks, CBS held its lead as the number one television net-

throughout the networks' schedules were suffering from escalating
costs and format fatigue. The grueling weekly TV schedule that

November 13, 1953
The Jack Paar Show. (CBS). Paar hosts an easy-paced daytime
variety show, assisted by a family of regulars that includes Edie
Adams and Jose Melis.
December 4, 1953
Sylvester "Pat" Weaver becomes president of NBC-TV.
December 30, 1953
The first compatible color TV sets, built by the Admiral corporation, go on sale. Price: $1,175.
January 3, 1954
"The Bing Crosby Show." (CBS). Even more hesitant toward
television than Jack Benny, "Der Bingle" headlines his first television show. He will continue to dos few specials each season, resisting
a weekly series for nearly adecade.
February 22, 1954
Breakfast Club. (ABC). ABC returns to the daytime television
battles with avideo version of Don McNeill's veteran radio variety
hour. Though the program is sold out on radio, the network cannot
give away ads for the television series, which is carried by only a
few stations.
May 23, 1954
Earn Your Vacation. (CBS). Johnny Carson debuts on network
television as host of ashort-lived genie show.
July 9, 1954
It's News To Me returns to the air on CBS with anew quizmaster,
the ubiquitous Walter Cronkite. John Henry Faulk remains aregular
panelist.

work. The strength of its sitcoms in the 1953-54 season contrasted
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Jack Benny so carefully avoided was taking its toll. Even Godfrey
stumbled.
As a virtual one-man network for CBS radio and television,
Arthur Godfrey appeared invulnerable. With his consistently high
ratings, Godfrey was responsible for millions of dollars' worth of
advertising and stood practically beyond network criticism. If he
decided to tell a slightly risque story or to change around the
format of one of his programs, sponsors and network executives
accepted it. Over the years, he.had built his own strong organization
to handle the multi-million-dollar enterprise, taking care of booking
and paying guests, as well as managing his own cast of regulars.
Godfrey treated his shows as both a business and family affair,
acting like a benevolent father who was determined to take care
of his performing family.
Since 1951, Godfrey's "family" had included young singer Julius
La Rosa. Over just eighteen months, La Rosa became the most
popular member of the supporting cast, with his fresh, modest
personality generating atremendous following, second only to Godfrey himself. In the fall of 1953, as his career continued to expand,
La Rosa violated an unwritten rule of Godfrey's organization—
he arranged his own business deals, hiring an agent and signing
an independent recording contract. Godfrey's response came ashort
time later.
On Monday, October 19, as Godfrey was nearing the conclusion
of his morning radio-television simulcast program, he brought La
Rosa to the microphone and began afatherly reminiscence of how
he had brought the young singer so far so fast. La Rosa, he noted,
seemed to be on the verge of stardom on his own. He had signed
an independent recording deal and was going to become "a great
big name." Godfrey asked La Rosa to sing "I'll Take Manhattan"
(which he sang). Then, as the show was ending, Godfrey said:
"Thanks ever so much, Julie. That was Julie's swan song with
us; he goes now out on his own, as his own star ..."
What this meant was that Julius La Rosa had been fired.
At a press conference the next day, Godfrey was pressed to
explain why he so suddenly dismissed one of his protégés. Godfrey
responded that La Rosa did not understand that on his show "we
have no stars ...we're all one family." By trying to venture
into independent recording, La Rosa had "lacked humility"—two
words that Godfrey would regret. To the public, it appeared just
the opposite. It was Godfrey who seemed to lack humility, firing
an aide who had become very popular on his show.
Immediately after the firing, La Rosa became an instant cause
célèbre. He was signed to appear on a number of Ed Sullivan's
programs where he acted very humble, but was lost in some silly
production numbers. Later, La Rosa was host of afew TV summer
replacement musical series, but he never really made it big on
his own. But something did happen to Godfrey. He began losing
his audience. For adecade, the Old Redhead had been Mr. Nice
Guy, Mr. Natural. After his firing of La Rosa, he appeared instead
to be an evil taskmaster, jealous of every scrap of publicity. This
was clearly a wild over-reaction to the La Rosa incident, but the
public's view of Godfrey had become jaundiced. By March, 1954,
neither of his two television shows was in the top ten, an unprecedented situation at that time. Though he remained on the tube
for another five years, and on radio into the 1970s, Godfrey was
never able to regain the stature he had before the October day
he gave young La Rosa the kiss of death.
Another television institution, Your Show of Shows, ended its
successful run in 1954. The program had been one of NBC's first
comedy-variety blockbusters, but unlike many others that followed
it, Your Show of Shows quit while it was still in top form. Performers
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Sid Caesar, Imogene Coca, Carl Reiner, and Howard Morris were
still sharp and the writers, including Neil Simon and Mel Brooks,
were often brilliant. Nonetheless, the program's ratings had dipped
abit in the 1952-53 season, so producer Max Liebman instituted
afew changes for the fall of 1953. He dropped the Billy Williams
Quartet and the dance team of Bambi Lynn and Rod Alexander,
invited more guests, and worked with an increased budget. It soon
became apparent that there was amore fundamental problem that
could not be solved by such minor tinkering.
Viewers who followed the program show after show, season after
season, had come to know the cast and writers inside out* and
there was little either could do that seemed fresh and new—even
very funny skits were somehow familiar and repetitious. The escalating costs of the program applied further pressure. With abudget
of $100,000 to $125,000 per week ($4 million per year), the loss
of even one sponsor pushed the program into the red. In February,
1954, Caesar, Coca, and Liebman decided that they had done all
they could in Your Show of Shows and made plans to split up
and start fresh as headliners of their own shows in the fall. The
last three Your Show of Shows programs recapitulated the most
popular skits of the series, which had become practically a TV
legend while it was still on the air. The tear-filled final program
on June 5 featured a guest appearance by Pat Weaver, the man
responsible for selling the show's original concept in 1949. All
the central figures from Your Show of Shows had varying degrees
of success in their subsequent series, but none of them was able
to assemble such apool of consistently successful writing, producing, and acting talent again. In 1973, the feature film "Ten from
Your Show of Shows" brought kines of their hilarious performances
back to the screen—many of which had become landmarks in
TV comedy—and they were as sharp and fresh as ever.
The appearance of Pat Weaver on the final edition of Your Show
of Shows reflected his return to power following ayear of corporate
disfavor. Weaver was brought in from the cold to become the
president of NBC just before New Year's, 1954, in order to meet
the challenge of CBS's continued strong ratings. At once, he reactivated his concept of regularly scheduled special programs—dubbed
spectaculars—which had run into network and sponsor opposition
when first proposed in 1951. This time, Weaver presented the spectaculars as the means to catapult NBC back into the TV ratings
lead, and he was able to convince the sponsors to try it. Weaver
signed Max Liebman to coordinate the project, which was slated
to begin in the fall of 1954.
One reason that skeptical sponsors were more receptive to the
concept of spectaculars was that another Weaver innovation, Today, had turned into the biggest money-making show on television.
Even J. Fred Muggs, the program's mascot chimp, had become
acelebrity and turned up as aguest on anumber of NBC variety
shows. Unfortunately, Muggs lacked the sense of camaraderie that
usually existed among showbiz folk and he began biting people.
After he bit Martha Raye on the elbow in April, Muggs was sent
on aworldwide promotional tour. There, he attracted the attention
of the Russian newspaper, Izvestia, which described J. Fred Muggs
as:

A symbol of the American way of life ...Muggs is necessary
in order that the average American should not look into
reports on rising taxes and decreasing pay, but rather laugh
at the funny mug of achimpanzee.
In March, 1954, CBS launched The Morning Show in an attempt

to duplicate NBC's success with Today. The new show included
a similar mixture of news, interviews, and features, with Charles
Collingwood as the news anchor and Walter Cronkite as the genial

abilities and willingness to innovate had generated new excitement
at NBC. With Weaver back, three of the four television networks
were once again in the position of tremendous growth and expansion, after the slowdown caused by the FCC freeze and the Korean
war. CBS was solidifying its newly-won ratings lead, NBC was
banking on Weaver's leadership skills, and ABC was drawing on
the money and Hollywood experience on United Paramount.
The only network that was slipping was DuMont, which was
in both financial and programming distress in early 1954. The
FCC continued to prevent DuMont from acquiring any new owned
and operated stations, and the failure of UHF meant that there
still were not enough TV stations in most major cities to provide
strong affiliates for all four networks. DuMont inevitably came
up last in the competition. Actually, DuMont did have a brand
new project that it hoped would provide a boost in its network
prestige and income, agiant new television production facility located in New York. However, instead of serving as DuMont's
successful equivalent to the expansion by the other three networks,
the five-studio $4 million "telecenter" proved to be avery expensive
failure.
Over the years, while the DuMont network had been losing
money, the parent DuMont Labs had made enough to keep the
overall DuMont operations solvent. In building the New York
telecenter (the biggest on the East Coast), DuMont funneled what
little company profits there were away from program development
and into the future facility. This strategy proved to be adisaster.
By the time the telecenter was completed and dedicated on June
14, 1954, television producers interested in expanded facilities were
In the fall of 1953, after two years of Sunday afternoon broadcasts,
See It Now with Ed Murrow (foreground) moved into prime time.
(CBS News Photo)
host. Like Today, The Morning Show had its own flashy wall gadgets
and animal mascots, though Humphrey the hound dog and Charlamane the lion were puppet characters—from Bi! and Cora Baird—
and much easier to control than J. Fred Muggs. However, the
wall gimmicks were just as confusing and silly as Today's. At
appropriate moments in the program, Cronkite pointed to an electric weather map that was covered with special effects meant to
resemble falling rain, snow, and clouds. On the home screen, it
seemed more like a giant pinball machine than a helpful guide
to the nation's weather. Cronkite soon tired of his role as entertainer-bon vivant and left The Morning Show in August, though
the program continued under acavalcade of successors including
Jack Paar, John Henry Faulk, Will Rogers, Jr., and Dick Van
Dyke. None of them could boost the program anywhere near Today's ratings and, after three years, CBS gave up and canceled
the show.
Pat Weaver had more success with NBC's new one-hour features
and interview program, the late-morning Home show, also begun
in March, 1954. Like many other daytime shows, Home was aimed
at housewives, but Weaver treated them with considerably more
respect, assuming that they were intelligent, perceptive viewers.
With Arlene Francis and Hugh Downs as hosts, Home avoided
the glamour chit-chat formula in favor of a more down-to-earth
style of dealing with fashion, food, home decorating, leisure activities, home gardening, and children. It was an immediate hit and
dominated late morning programming for three and one-half years,
before succumbing to the competitive pressures from aline-up of
popular soap operas on CBS.
By the summer of 1954, Pat Weaver's amazing programming

heading west. As a result, while the telecenter remained largely
unused, DuMont's programs reflected the painful absence of
money.
The network's new offerings for the 1953-54 season were practically doomed from the start by third rate scripts and cheap production. Love Story was asimpering romance anthology, The Stranger
was a stale pulp adventure featuring a mysterious Shadow-like
character, and Melody Street required the performers to lip sync
other people's records. Even a series such as Colonel Humphrey
Flack with a moderately good character actor (Alan Mowbray)
as lead, could not compensate for DuMont's inadequate budgets.
Compared to the flashy variety shows, big name sitcoms, and classy
drama programs on the other networks, DuMont's series looked
cut rate. Fewer and fewer viewers and local stations bothered to
even consider DuMont's offerings. The only large audience DuMont attracted in 1954 tuned in for a show the network itself
did not stage—the Army-McCarthy hearings broadcast in April,
May, and June.
Senator Joseph McCarthy had been awarded his own committee
and staff after the Republicans took control of Congress in the
1952 elections. As amember of the President's party, the majority
party in Congress, McCarthy acted as if he had been given ablank
check to pursue his far-flung investigations of Communist infiltration into any area of public life he wished. He often used the
mass media to rally support and to blunt criticism, bending broadcast rules to suit his needs.
In 1949, the FCC had formally articulated aFairness Doctrine
applying to broadcasters in reporting important public issues. Previously, stations had been obliged to cover issues fairly, but also to
refrain from expressing their own editorial views. The commission
said in the Fairness Doctrine that stations could editorialize on
the air, as long as their overall coverage provided "reasonably
balanced presentations" of current issues. McCarthy interpreted
this to mean that anytime anyone on television took a stand on
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a controversial issue, an equal and opposing opinion had to be
presented. He sold the public on this view and cajoled the individual
stations and networks into accepting it, giving him free access to
television for the flimsiest of reasons. In November, 1953, after
much huffing and puffing, McCarthy even received "equal time"
to reply to aTV speech by former President Harry Truman.
In his speech, Truman had merely used the word "McCarthyism"—as the senator's process of guilt-by-inference had been labeled—while defending himself against charges from the new
Republican attorney general, Herbert Brownell. That did not matter to McCarthy, who ignored everything Truman said and used
the television time to launch athinly veiled assault on the Eisenhower administration's brother Republicans for not doing agood
enough job weeding out Communists. McCarthy also promised
to intensify his latest investigation, which was aimed at finding
Red subversives in the U.S. Army. For once, it seemed as if McCarthy had aimed his sights too high. The President and the Republican
party leaders felt McCarthy needed to learn who was boss and
they waited for an appropriate opportunity to discipline him.
On March 7, 1954, CBS broadcast a speech from Miami by
Adlai Stevenson, who blasted the Republican party and Senator
McCarthy in particular. Though this program was part of the
network's policy of regularly offering air time to major political
figures, McCarthy immediately demanded equal time to reply. On
March 8, the Republican National Committee pulled an end-run
around McCarthy by announcing that Vice President Richard
Nixon, not McCarthy, would respond to Stevenson. This was the
break the networks had been waiting for, and CBS rejected McCarthy's request. McCarthy fumed: "They will grant me the time,
or they will learn what the law is. Iwill guarantee that."
This threat could not be lightly dismissed, and CBS was quick
to point to the Republican party action as the reason for its refusal.
Though the networks resented McCarthy's heavy-handed demands,
he had successfully intimidated them because they knew he generally had strong support from the public and powerful allies in
the government. Executives went along to avoid embarrassing public controversies and, more importantly, threats of trouble from
the FCC. McCarthy had effectively handpicked two of Eisenhower's nominees for the FCC and the commission almost routinely
followed McCarthy's suggestions to investigate "suspicious" broadcasters. In one case, Edward Lamb, an Ohio station owner who
had failed to carry McCarthy's speeches, found himself enmeshed
in an FCC plot to deprive him of his stations' licenses because
of alleged Communist connections. Lamb aggressively defended
himself and placed full-page ads in the New York Times and other
papers offering $10,000 to anyone who could prove he was aCommunist. Three years of expensive, drawn-out hearings ensued, and
only the depth of Lamb's financial resources and the eventual fading
of McCarthy's influence prevented him from being beaten. The
message of the Lamb case had not been lost on other broadcasters:
Don't mess with McCarthy.
However, McCarthy's seemingly invulnerable stature was shaken
when the Republicans circumvented his request for equal time
after Stevenson's Miami speech. The next day, March 9, Senator
Ralph Flanders of Vermont followed up the action and became
the first Republican to attack McCarthy on the Senate floor. Later
that night, CBS's Ed Murrow attacked McCarthy in,a much larger
forum.
Murrow's See It Now had moved into prime time on Tuesday
evening in the fall of 1953, after two years of Sunday afternoon
broadcasts. In October, the program carried areport on avictim
of McCarthy-style guilt by association, Lieutenant Milo Radulo88
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vich. In March, Murrow and producer Fred Friendly pieced together film clips and information on McCarthy that their crew
had assembled and, on March 9, See It Now presented "A Report
on Senator Joseph McCarthy."
In the program, Murrow deliberately let the film clips speak
for themselves because they vividly illustrated McCarthy's style
of using half-truths and vague associations to inflame audiences,
badger witnesses before his committee, and embarrass people he
had under suspicion. After each film sequence, Murrow came on
camera, simply noted the inaccurate statements made by the senator, point by point, and then moved on to the next piece. At the
conclusion of the report, Murrow underscored the presentation,
taking avery strong editorial position:
...It is necessary to investigate before legislating, but the
line between investigation and persecuting is afine one, and
the junior senator from Wisconsin has stepped over it repeatedly. ...We must remember always that accusation is not
proof, and that conviction depends upon evidence and due
process of law. ...This is no time for men who oppose
Senator McCarthy's methods to keep silent, or for those
who approve. ...The actions of the junior senator from
Wisconsin have caused alarm and dismay amongst our allies
abroad and given considerable comfort to our enemies, and
whose fault is that? Not really his. He didn't create this
situation of fear; he merely exploited it, and rather successfully.. ..
Murrow took this step with great trepidation. To spell out his
judgment of McCarthy so clearly and firmly violated a cardinal
rule in his style of journalism: Don't tell the viewer what the
story is supposed to mean; instead present the facts and let the
viewer decide. Murrow felt, however, that the issue of McCarthyism
was too important and that, in this case, there should be atemporary suspension of the rules.
This suspension was both good and bad for television news.
For one thing, it marked ashining moment in broadcast journalism
in which Ed Murrow drew the American people's attention to a
grave situation many were not aware of. Other reporters in the
early 1950s had tried to expose McCarthy as a tricky operator,
but none had Murrow's stature and vast television pulpit. Murrow's
See It Now show on McCarthy set a standard for bravery and
decisiveness that television newsmen would measure themselves
by for years.
The day after the Murrow broadcast, CBS was flooded with
telegrams supporting the show, and Eisenhower praised Senator
Flanders for his Senate speech criticizing McCarthy. The tide had
turned. CBS turned down McCarthy's request that William F.
Buckley appear in his place to respond to Murrow's program.
McCarthy had to appear himself. Though McCarthy had often
used television to air charges against other people, he was on foreign
turf trying to respond to a well-produced documentary with his
blustery style. Because Murrow had used McCarthy's own words
throughout the report, McCarthy was put in the position of trying
to respond to himself. William F. Buckley might have been able
to sidestep this problem with the force of his cultivated, smooth
manner, but McCarthy would not. Yet he also could not turn
down the air time without losing face. •
In his filmed reply, McCarthy assumed his usual approach to
television: Take the offensive and use the air time to generate other
news. He treated Murrow's broadcast as unimportant and not worthy of a detailed reply, turning instead to the juicier topic of a
possibly sinister eighteen-month gap in the development of America's first hydrogen bomb. Six days later, while denying any connec-

tion with McCarthy's charges, the Atomic Energy Commission
suspended the security clearance of J. Robert Oppenheimer, atop
nuclear scientist who had urged delay in constructing the H-bomb.
Though McCarthy's response to Murrow's program did stir up
another controversy, it failed to blunt the impact of the original
presentation. More than ever, McCarthy was open for attack.
Murrow's See It Now show on McCarthy demonstrated that
the medium of television could serve as a powerful independent
force with the ability to affect national politics even beyond anational election. Yet the broadcast also opened aPandora's box of
troubles. For the first time, atelevision newsman had taken adefinite stand on acontroversial topic and, naturally, there were many
viewers who disagreed with his conclusions. More importantly,
they questioned Murrow's decision to use See It Now to present
his personal viewpoint over the air. "Who elected him?" the cry
went. A suspicion began to grow that television could be used as
apropaganda mouthpiece to champion unpopular causes.
Some of this suspicion was well founded and even some antiMcCarthy forces, who applauded Murrow's show, expressed reservations about the precedent that the See It Now episode had set.

and Army Secretary Robert T. Stevens if arecently drafted McCarthy staff member, G. David Schine, was not given preferential
treatment. Public hearings were scheduled for April to delve into
the complicated Army and McCarthy charges and counter-charges.
The thirty-six days of public testimony at the Army-McCarthy
hearings were broadcast live by DuMont and ABC, both of which
had little or no daytime programming. NBC and CBS, which did,
stuck to late night wrapups of each day's proceedings. At first,
with the hearings entangled in procedural wrangling, the size of
the viewing audience was less than expected. As the personalities
and the issues involved sunk in, the public began to tune in. In
May, a Cincinnati housewife wrote to a Democratic member of
McCarthy's committee:
Just when do you think you can stop these hearings? My
husband has given up his job, just sits and watches those
hearings all day, and doesn't work anymore. Being aDemocrat, he has laughed so much that he has become ill, and
I don't think he'll be able to go back to work even if it
was over.
It was soon apparent that all the parties involved knew that

What would have happened if the tables were turned? If Morrow
could awaken the nation with his thoughtful analysis, what could
aclever rabble rouser do? What if McCarthy knew television techniques better than he did, and had responded with aslicker program

the hearings were being staged chiefly for the public. No decision
on either side's contentions would be reached in the hearing room
in Washington. Instead, throughout the country, the viewing public

wounding Murrow? Or what if McCarthy had been abroadcaster
in the first place? If the networks allowed newsmen to take stands

thy lost. His image as afearsome warrior who was never defeated

in their newscasts, what could prevent a sharper, better-looking
version of Joseph McCarthy from putting everyone in his pocket?
The fear of just such an event spread through CBS and, in later
years, Murrow found the opportunity to express such a strong
conviction on TV much harder to come by. For some people,
Murrow's McCarthy broadcast marked the day the device they
had so eagerly brought into their homes turned against them, challenging their pre-established views. Television and, more specifically, television news, would never be seen as the same benign
servant it had appeared to be before March 9, 1954.
The attacks against McCarthy continued. On March 11, the
Army put McCarthy on the defensive by charging that he and
his assistant, Roy Cohn, had threatened to "wreck" the Army

would decide which side "came over better." On this level, McCarcollapsed and instead he appeared as avenal, cantankerous, pushy
man who displayed no sensitivity for the feelings of other people.
His frequent interjections of "Mr. Chairman, Mr. Chairman!" and
"Point of order!" became national running gags. Panelists on game
shows started using them for sure-fire laughs. There was even a
song called "Point of Order, Baby, ILove You." McCarthy the
person had been separated in the public's mind from the larger
issue of anti-communism. Once he became the butt of humor,
McCarthy could never again make the nation cower.
In June the hearings ended. ABC and DuMont absorbed their
financial losses and the Senate went on to condemn McCarthy in
private. Joseph McCarthy was gone, but many of the other transgressions of the "McCarthy era," such as blacklisting, continued
unabated for years.
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14. Showbiz in a Hurry

ONCE the Army-McCarthy hearings ended and TV programming returned to normal, the prime topic of discussion in television
circles was NBC's upcoming series of spectaculars. These were
seen as the biggest programming gamble of the new season because
network chief Pat Weaver was risking his reputation on the belief
that the American public was willing to disrupt its normal viewing
patterns in favor of one-shot programming.
There had already been successful examples of Weaver's basic
concept in the previous two seasons. To celebrate its fiftieth year
in business, the Ford Motor Company, in 1953, had purchased
the same prime time slot on all the networks and replaced the
regularly scheduled programming with a lavish variety special,
"The Ford Fiftieth Anniversary Show." Produced by Leland Hayward at a cost of $500,000, the program featured big name stars
such as Mary Martin, Ethel Merman, and Helen Hayes, and won
both critical praise and high ratings. General Foods did asimilar
show in early 1954 on its corporate anniversary. Both programs
had atremendous built-in advantage, however. Because they were
on all the networks at once, there was no competition—their ratings
had to be high. Pat Weaver felt that such programming could
succeed on aregular basis even carried by only one network, and
he presented the spectaculars as the gimmick that would pump
new life into the schedule and help NBC to regain its position as
the number one network.
Sponsors found the concept of frequently scheduled specials disturbing because it disrupted the usual audience flow from one familiar series to another. After extended negotiations during the winter
and spring of 1954, the spectaculars received advertising support—
primarily based on Weaver's track record with such hit concepts
as Today and Your Show of Shows. NBC's publicity department
then went to work cranking out mountains of notices which created
the impression that the entire television world was about to undergo
a massive alteration and that NBC would crush its competition
with the spectaculars. Once a month, ninety minutes of the network's normal entertainment schedule on Saturday, Sunday, and
Monday would be replaced by Weaver's spectaculars: special programs of either variety, drama, comedy, or music.
Max Liebman, the former producer of Your Show of Shows,
was put in charge of the Saturday and Sunday slots. The Monday
night program, called Producers' Showcase, was to be acooperative,
supervised by Fred Coe, who had recently left The Philco/ Goodyear
Television Playhouse. Individual guest producers were scheduled
90

to handle the details of each Monday broadcast, while Coe assumed
overall responsibility. Though the exact format of both Liebman
and Coe's programs was unclear, sponsors knew that whatever
form they took, the shows would be big, expensive, and in color
(an added incentive to boost color set sales). The television industry
anxiously awaited the night of the first spectacular, Sunday, September 12. It was adisaster.
For ninety minutes live from New York, Max Liebman presented
"Satins and Spurs" in four acts, thirteen scenes, in color, at a
cost of $300,000. Star Betty Hutton jumped, twirled, sang, and
yelled the part of a rodeo performer in New York City who fell
for aphotographer from Life magazine. Critics described the production as loud and annoying, somewhat sophomoric, and certainly
not spectacular. Though "Satins and Spurs" had been labeled an
original musical comedy, they also noticed a strong resemblance
to "Annie Get Your Gun," aBroadway musical comedy that had
also starred Betty Hutton.
Worst of all, the ten-city Trendex ratings service (which emphasized speed by focusing on fewer cities than the national Nielsen
ratings) indicated that Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town had devastated the first spectacular, registering twice the audience. From
the start, the spectaculars were given ablack eye. Betty Hutton
said she was quitting television. Nervous sponsors began muttering
about throwing away their money and sent their lawyers searching
for ways to break contracts. Liebman's second show, "Lady in
the Dark," aBroadway adaptation starring Ann Southern, barely
beat its CBS competition—at aprice of $500,000.
In spite of all the advance publicity, the nation's viewers had
not joyfully risen to embrace the spectaculars, the competition
had not been destroyed, and sales of color television sets were as
abysmal as ever. Pat Weaver held firm, saying, "Take my word
for it, this is it!" He knew that his spectaculars required amajor
change in audience habits. It would take time for the public to
adjust to the idea of setting aside afamiliar program routine for
a one-time special. In October, a major psychological break occurred. The season's first national Nielsen ratings (which took almost amonth to compile) gave the spectaculars generally higher
ratings than the Trendex service had. Sensing that maybe the programs were not as disastrous as they first appeared, the skeptics
decided to withhold final judgment for awhile.
Despite the reprieve, the spectaculars still faced a tremendous
uphill battle. Some of the difficulties were inherent in the format

of a one-shot show. Unlike a weekly series, which could draw
on its familiar structure, continuing characters, or running gags,
the spectaculars had to present something entirely new for every
outing. Each program required new scenery, anew story line, and
anew line-up of stars. Even one month was not enough time to
properly plan, write, and rehearse the productions.
The spectaculars faced an additional problem. Because of the
tremendous ballyhoo that preceded them, public expectations were
far higher than for any individual segment of acontinuing series.
Even with the live drama anthologies, which faced many of the
same time and rehearsal pressures, there was always next week's
production. With a once-a-month big budget spectacular, every
presentation was expected to be special. Any Broadway producer
could point out the problems of trying to throw together asuccessful
show from scratch every few weeks. Even with adequate preparation and rehearsal, many plays and revues on Broadway flopped.
Television compounded the difficulties and underscored failure.
Unlike Broadway productions which could open, play awhile, and
build an audience—or quietly clo.se after unfavorable reviews—a
TV spectacular had one chance. One night, no previews. Worse
yet, there were only two or three other stations to choose from
so that afailure, or even amediocre effort, stood out much more
on TV than it would on Broadway.
Trying to solve some of these problems, Max Liebman very
quickly began to adopt some familiar trappings from regular series,
especially on his Sunday spectaculars against Ed Sullivan. In late
October he teamed Judy Holliday, Steve Allen, and Dick Shawn
to form the central cast for amusical-comedy revue, "Sunday in
Town." The team clicked and throughout the remainder of the
season they reappeared on a number of Sunday evenings, with
different guests but in the same sort of revue. Liebman saved his
more unusual shows for Saturday night, when the competition
was not as formidable. One of his best productions was amusical
version of "Babes in Toyland" starring Jack E. Leonard as the
inventor of castor oil, Wally Cox as atoymaker, and Dave Garroway as Santa Claus. By Christmas, spectaculars, while still viewed
with deep suspicion, were pulling in decent ratings and were no
longer a dirty word. It was Fred Coe, however, who wiped out
any remaining doubts about the ratings potential of the spectaculars

Darling (Kathy Nolan), to Never-Never Land. There they had a
series of adventures, culminating in afearful battle with the villainous scalawag and pirate, Captain Hook (Cyril Ritchard). In the
spirit of the fanciful evening, even the Ford automobile commercials
were staged as humorous productions, presented by Ernie Kovacs
and Edie Adams.
The public response to "Peter Pan" was extraordinary. Onethird to one-half of all Americans saw the program. Twenty-one
million TV homes, containing sixty-five million to seventy-five million viewers, tuned in. "Peter Pan" became the highest rated show
of television's brief history and served to convince sponsors that
spectaculars could live up to Pat Weaver's promises. By the end
of the season, all but one of the sponsors for NBC's spectaculars
renewed.
Even CBS offered its own "minor spectacular" color programs
for the 1954-55 season, though the network's two monthly shows—
Best of Broadway and Shower of Stars—rarely reached the level
of NBC's productions. CBS had decided to try such special programming late into the planning for the fall, and the lack of preparation and whole-hearted commitment showed through. Shower of
Stars, which replaced the Thursday night drama anthology Climax
once amonth, wasted big name stars such as Betty Grable, Harry
James, and Mario Lanza in splashy but slapdash variety programs.
Best of Broadway, the monthly stand-in for CBS's Wednesday night
boxing matches, usually stuck to merely adequate one-hour cutdowns of old Broadway classics. Yet even this show scored well
when, like "Peter Pan," it used an experienced crew that had
worked out the production kinks long before the play was brought
to television. In January, 1955, for example, members of the original
Broadway cast of "Arsenic and Old Lace" (including Boris Karloff)
reunited for asuccesful new television production of the macabre
murder story.
Despite the recovery by the spectaculars after their
start, programmers, sponsors, and viewers soon came
that only a handful of the shows could possibly live
tremendous advance hype. This in itself represented an

disastrous
to realize
up to the
important

shift in attitude because it broke the dependence on an unchanging
weekly routine that the networks had automatically carried over
from radio. Spectaculars proved that, with the right mix, aspecial

with his March 7 presentation of the Sir James Barrie fantasy
classic, "Peter Pan."

program could succeed and provide a temporary, but dramatic,
ratings boost for anetwork.

Coe, like Max Liebman, had experienced difficulties at the beginning of the season with his spectacular slot. As aresult, Producers'

Pat Weaver's once-a-month spectacular schedule survived on
NBC for three seasons, though to meet production deadlines the

Showcase generally downplayed original productions and stuck to
less risky adaptations of Broadway chestnuts. Though well done,
these did not generate much excitement. They seemed to belie
the spectacular buildup by focusing on well-worn material that
could have just as easily fit into an average drama anthology program. With "Peter Pan," though, Coe brought asuccessful Broadway production to television almost intact only nine days after it
had finished its theatrical run. Not only was interest in the show
high, but the cast and crew were exceptionally sharp. In effect,
they had been practicing for months for their TV appearance and
the program reflected their confidence and energy.
"Peter Pan" was the story of a magical trip by several turnof-the-century London children to another world. Working with
a$700,000 budget and the excellent cast, Coe and producer Richard
Halliday skillfully adapted the elaborate stage choreography for
television, retaining both the sense of wonder and the spirit of
youthful adventure from the original. Mary Martin as Peter Pan,
an impish pixie, flew about the studio aided by nearly invisible
wires, guiding the children under the care of the oldest child, Wendy

shows often settled for traditional variety showcases and safe Broadway adaptations in between truly "spectacular" events. By the
late Fifties, the monthly frequency of such programming was reduced to amore realistic and manageable level and the term "spectacular" was replaced by the less bombastic description of "special."
Nonetheless, even as irregularly scheduled specials, Weaver's concept provided an important opportunity to try something different
on television, and they often served as a showcase for the best
programming television had to offer.
In the prime time ratings race for the 1954-55 seqson the spectaculars proved too erratic to deliver consistent blockbuster ratings
against CBS's strong weekly series. With full sponsor support after
the success of "Peter Pan," though, Pat Weaver looked optimistically toward the following season for the flowering of the spectaculars and the promised return of NBC's supremacy.
Besides the spectaculars, the most important addition to the
network's schedule that fall was the late night Tonight show. Pat
Weaver had been tremendously successful with the early morning
Today show and the mid-morning Home program, so in preparing
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into the post-prime time slot with aone-hour variety-talk program
at 11:00 P.M., Broadway Open House, and had discovered that
there was asurprisingly large reservoir of late night viewers. When
host Jerry Lester left the program, the network was unable to
come up with a personality that the affiliates would accept as a
replacement, so, reluctantly, NBC turned back the time to the
locals. They, in turn, were more than happy to run old movies
and sell the lucrative commercial time themselves. Though not
ruling out the resumption of network control, the affiliates made
it clear that any new late night program would have to be worth
more to them than their films.
Eager to reclaim the time, the network floated alternative plans
such as a midnight mystery show and live extravaganzas from
the streets of New York City, but these were dismissed as unproven
and too risky. NBC soon revived the notion of the talk-variety
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format and began to search for an appropriate host. It was generally
agreed that Jerry Lester's distinctive personality had made Broadway Open House click and that if the network could find someone
with similar strengths the locals would probably buy the show.
The major stumbling block to launching such a program from
scratch was that any new host—no matter how talented—needed
time to build afollowing.
The solution to the late night problem began to emerge in 1953
when Steve Allen joined NBC. Allen had worked previously as
a variety-talk host on a number of programs broadcast at odd
hours on CBS and, in July, he was given a forty-minute show
(just before midnight) weeknights on NBC's local New York City
station. In effect, this slot provided him with amajor market showcase for his approach to late night television. He quickly demonstrated that his many years of experience as atelevision performer
on five days aweek had taught him the basics for survival in the
daily grind. Above all, Allen realized that funny routines were

not as important as apositive, identifiable personality:
If the audience likes you, they'll laugh at anything you
say. ...The reason people don't tire of Arthur . Godfrey
is that he doesn't do anything. Martin and Lewis put on a
much better show, but the audience gets tired of them
quicker. Ihave found that people get tired of you on TV
nine times faster than they do on radio.
Allen drew on his dry, humorous appreciation for the irrelevant
and often overlooked aspects of life to project acasual, distinctive
TV personality. He also surrounded himself with atalented family
of supporting players, beginning with singers Steve Lawrence and
Helen Dixon (who was soon replaced by Eydie Gorme). By the
fall of 1954, he had gained enough support from NBC affiliates
to move his Tonight show onto the network schedule, beginning
September 27, 1954. For ninety minutes each weeknight, the program came live to the East and Midwest. Slowly, it began to catch
on with the national audience.
By the time Tonight began its network run, Allen's supporting
family had grown to include former disk jockey Gene Rayburn
as his announcer, band leader Skitch Henderson, and singer Andy
Williams. Over the years other performers joined the troupe, but
Steve Allen always remained the focus of the entertainment.
Dubbed "the midnight Godfrey," Allen would stroll through the
studio, play the piano, conduct humorous interviews with members
of the audience, and ad-lib routines with the regulars. His most
popular reoccurring bits were "man-on-the-street" interviews and
his "reports to the nation." Though Allen was willing to try virtually any comic stunt (he once took aswim in ahuge vat of gelatin),
he also occasionally delved into serious non-showbiz topics with
his guests. Under Allen, Tonight developed into aconsistent ratings
hit for NBC, reestablishing the network's hold on the slot and
providing the model for late night entertainment that would survive
for decades.
Just as Tonight reached the network schedule, twenty-nine-yearold Los Angeles comic Johnny Carson, a self-effacing, quiet
charmer who had hosted amundane prime time quiz show during
the summer of 1954, received his big break on CBS. Red Skelton
hurt himself one night in rehearsal for his live comedy-variety
show and Carson, who wrote for Skelton, was picked as a last
minute stand-in. Carson's on-the-spot cool won him his own prime
time summer series on CBS in 1955. In The Johnny Carson Show,
Carson appeared as emcee to a traditional comedy-variety mix
of singers, dancers, guests, skits, and monologues, but it just did
not work. After years of developing his "boy down the block"
appeal into a strong ad-lib personality, he seemed to be miscast
in aheavily scripted prime time format. Though the summer series
continued into the fall, by the spring of 1956 Carson was taken
out of the evening schedule and slotted into the daytime, where
he flourished. He later compared the freedom allowed in daytime
television (and, he might have added, late nighttime) with the restrictions imposed in the closely watched prime time shows:
Ithink that any comic who appears as apersonality, week
after week [in prime time] has got to lose ground in two

and alack of direction. Though the show stabilized by mid-season
with the writing and production returning to Caesar's previous
levels of quality, Caesar's Hour could not overcome CBS's powerful
Monday night sitcom line-up. Red Buttons came over from CBS,
but was unable to find a format or writers that clicked for him.
Every few months he reworked his show, but it died at the end
of the season.
On Sunday, the sagging Colgate Comedy Hour lost the services
of most of the few strong headliners it had left. Dean Martin and
Jerry Lewis appeared infrequently; Jimmy Durante and Donald
O'Connor moved to a reactivated Texaco Star Theater (Texaco
had bailed out of Milton Berle's show in 1953, when production
costs seemed to be soaring out of sight); and Eddie Cantor jumped
ship entirely. Cantor signed with the independent film syndicator,
Ziv, to do two years of half-hour variety shows, but the syndicated
product seemed cheap in comparison to his previous network offerings. After ahalf-year of tepid local ratings, Cantor, citing ill health,
parted ways with Ziv and retired from regular television work.
After the many defections, The Colgate Comedy Hour focused
more and more on flashy sets and production numbers rather than
the comedy headliners. Singer Gordon MacRae became a semiregular host and, during the summer of 1955, Paramount Pictures
supplied guest stars and clips from upcoming films. The studio
treated the TV shows as little more than a chance to plug its
new films for free, so programs such as a"behind the scenes peak"
at "Pete Kelly's Blues" were really just sixty-minute ads. Yet even
with these excesses, Paramount's involvement with anetwork television show reflected the fact that the long-standing Hollywoodtelevision feud was beginning to cool.
In the early years of television, the major Hollywood studios
chose to meet the TV challenge by treating the new medium with

September 11, 1934
"Miss America Pageant." (ABC). John Daly and Bess Myerson
host the first television coverage of Atlantic City's annual fall rite,
as Lee Ann Meriwether (of California) wins the top prize.
September 27, 1954
Morgan Beatty and the News. (DuMont). The third and final
try by DuMont at anightly news show.
October 3, 1954
Father Knows Best (CBS). Robert Young plays an all-knowing,
patient father. Low ratings nearly kill the series in its first season.
October 21, 1954
James Bond comes to the screen for the first time in "Casino
Royale" on CBS's Climax anthology. Aft-American Barry Nelson
is the urbane secret agent and Peter Lorre plays aSoviet operative.
November 7, 1954
Face the Nation. (CBS). A Sunday afternoon answer to NBC's
Meet the Press. CBS's Ted Koop is moderator and Senator Joseph
McCarthy is the first guest.

or three years ...in daytime, you can be relaxed and informal, but an easy informal show won't go [in prime time]
because people aren't conditioned to it.
While the late night Tonight show and the spectaculars eventually
caught on, the performance of NBC's comedy-variety showcases,
the mainstay of the network's prime time schedule, proved to be
disappointing. Your Show of Shows star Sid Caesar brought along
sidekicks Carl Reiner and Howard Morris to his new vehicle, Cae-

January 2, 1955
The Bob Cummings Show. (NBC). A product of the mind of
Paul Henning. Bob Cummings plays an oversexed, swinging bachelor photographer. The series (later retitled Love That Bob) also
has agreat line-up of sidekicks: Rosemary DeCamp as Bob's widowed sister, Dwayne Hickman as her son, Chuck, and Ann B.
Davis as Bob's assistant, Schultzy.

sar's Hour, but the program had ashaky takeoff with weak sketches
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Fess Parker (r.) as Davy
Crockett, "King of the Wild
Frontier," with Buddy Ebsen as
sidekick George Russel. (Walt
Disney Productions)

disdain. They refused to give it any help or support, pretending
that television might fade away if they just ignored it. Network
executives, who had seen radio profits in the 1930s diluted by
the involvement of West Coast production agencies, were similarly
wary of the major West Coast studios. As aresult, when the networks began looking for sources of filmed programs, they turned
to small independent filmmakers. CBS and NBC, which early on
recognized the many practical advantages of West Coast TV production, were able to keep almost complete control over any live
and filmed work done for them in Hollywood. By 1954, both had
built huge live studios in California and had established working
agreements with the smaller filmmakers. As independents such
as Desilu prospered, the possibility of the networks and the major
studios working together seemed increasingly remote.
If the major studios had not been so determined to ignore the
challenge of television in the 1940s, they might have realized from
the beginning that the new competitor could also open anew field
of production to them, fihns for television. They, not the small
independents, should have led the way in producing TV sitcoms,
spy chillers, and adventure yarns. Even following the ruling in
the Paramount case of 1948 which forced the major studios to
surrender control of their lucrative theater chains, they seriously
questioned the viability of TV films and made no moves to court
the networks.
There were a few exceptions to Hollywood's "hands off TV"
policy, chiefly in efforts by individual film actors and producers.
In February, 1950, star Robert Montgomery began producing and
often starring in an NBC draina anthology series sponsored by
Lucky Strike. The fall of 1952 brought the first major defections
to the television market—David Niven, Dick Powell, Charles
Boyer, and Ida Lupino, who alternated as the stars of CBS's Four
Star Playhouse, athirty-minute filmed anthology. In 1953, Loretta
Young began the sudsy Letters to Loretta, which staged heartthrob soapy situations described in Young's fan mail and cast her
as aDear Abby-style counselor who offered possible solutions after
each story. That same year, matinee idol Ray Milland played the
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part of an addlebrained drama professor at a women's college in
Meet Mr. McNutley. While bringing some big name Hollywood
stars to television, these efforts in no way reflected a change of
heart by any of the major studios or the networks. Instead, the
Hollywood-network feud ended gradually as both sides discovered
that they could use each other.
ABC, which was far behind CBS and NBC in the ratings, had
made the first serious moves toward Hollywood at the beginning
of the decade. More than the others, ABC needed help in producing
and developing enough programs to fill its schedule, and the network was one of the first to rely on vanguard filmed series such
as The Lone Ranger. ABC had also turned to Hollywood for financial help when, in 1953, it merged with United Paramount Theaters
for amuch-needed influx of cash. As Hollywood became an increasingly important television production center following such successes as ILove Lucy and Dragnet, ABC decided to take achance
with an established film studio in the hope of finding ablockbuster
hit. On April 2, 1954, the network signed an agreement with the
Walt Disney studios for a one-hour weekly series beginning in
the fall of 1954, Disneyland.
ABC's agreement with Disney represented several important
changes in television programming philosophy. Though Disney
was not one of the eight major Hollywood studios, it was the
largest to venture into full scale television production at the time.
More importantly, by turning to Disney, ABC was tacitly admitting
that unlike CBS and NBC it was willing to rely on outside sources—
even established film studios—for major programs, thereby conceding loss of network control. ABC paid a premium price for the
Disney series, including funds toward the construction of a"Disneyland" amusement park planned for Anaheim, California. In
return, the network received twenty one-hour programs, which
were to be rerun to fill out the entire season.
ABC considered Disneyland its biggest hope for the 1954-55
season and very quickly sold out the available ad time on the
show. The network also decided to use the program for acalculated
assault against the programming strategies of the competition and

scheduled it to run Wednesdays, from 7:30

P.M.

to 8:30

P.M.

At

the time, CBS and NBC did not begin prime time broadcasting
until 8:00 P.M., filling the 7:30-8:00 P.M. period with fifteen minutes
of news and fifteen minutes of musical entertainment. (Perry Como,
Jo Stafford, and Jane Froman appeared on CBS while Tony Martin,
Dinah Shore, and Eddie Fisher sang on NBC.) Only ABC had
regularly scheduled half-hour programs in the 7:30 P.M. slot but,
aside from The Lone Ranger, these had never made asignificant
difference in the ratings. As aone-hour program, however, Disneyland would be in progress when the other networks began their
prime time shows, giving ABC acritical edge. Just as important,
Disneyland would begin early enough to catch the attention of
the nation's children by providing an attractive alternative to news
and music. ABC was counting on them to raise a ruckus and
control the channel selection as family viewing began for the evening. The kids came through.
Disneyland premiered in late October, 1954, to rave reviews.
One critic declared: "It's happened and it's wonderful!" Drawing
on more than twenty years of theatrical material, as well as new
features shot specifically for the television show, Disneyland presented adelightful combination of kiddie adventure yarns, travelogues, real-life nature stories, mildly educational documentaries,
and classic Disney animation. It was the perfect family show and
aresounding ratings success, providing ABC with its first top ten
hit in five years.
Until his death in 1966, Walt Disney himself hosted the series,
demonstrating how to mix promotion, education, and homespun
humor into an enchanting visit to the "magic kingdom." Though
in effect many of the shows were actually plugs for one of Disney's
new theatrical features or for the Disneyland amusement park,
they were always entertaining. Disney the showman never forgot
that people, especially children, watched television for pleasure
and that they would accept a commercial pitch as well as some
basic history and science if it was well done and fun to follow.
One episode, meant to coincide with the release of Disney's "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea" (based on the Jules Verne novel), focused
on the complex underwater photography techniques used in the
production. The program was a perfect promotion for the film
(which was abox office smash) yet also aworthwhile documentary
(it received an Emmy award). Viewers actually were interested
in how the special effects had been staged for that adventure film.
The frequent glimpses of Disney's California amusement park
put Anaheim, California, at the top of every child's list of dream
vacation spots, but the most dramatic instance of fan support began
in December when Disneyland touched off anationwide fad with
the first of five programs fantasizing the life of Western hero Davy
Crockett. In response to the stories (which starred Fess Parker
in the title role and Buddy Ebsen as Crockett's sidekick, George
Russel), a Davy Crockett mania swept the nation. It seemed as
if every child—along with many adults—owned a"genuine imitation" Davy Crockett coonskin cap. Senator Estes Kefauver wore
one through most of his 1956 campaign for the presidency. There
were even seventeen recordings of "The Ballad of Davy Crockett"
competing for the fans' attention.
By the spring of 1955, the competition on the other networks
was reeling. NBC's IMarried Joan was knocked off the air and
Arthur Godfrey saw a huge chunk of his audience carved away.
Due to a short production year, Disneyland operated on a 2020-12 schedule its first season, meaning that the twenty episodes
were presented, then all twenty were repeated (beginning on March
26), and then twelve selected episodes were run athird time during
the summer. This procedure was almost unheard of at the time,

yet the ratings for the Davy Crockett episodes actually increased
for the reruns, and the drop off in viewers for the third runs was
nowhere near what had been feared. Disneyland proved once and
for all the viability of reruns as well as the strength of kiddierelated programming. The series kept right on rolling through the
mid- and late Fifties, serving as adisplay window for such Disney
classics as "Alice in Wonderland," "Treasure Island," and "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow," as well as endless reels of cartoons
featuring such familiar Disney characters as Donald Duck, Mickey
Mouse, Goofy, and Pluto. The program moved to NBC in 1961
where it went to color and eventually became the longest running
prime time series on television.
The success of Disneyland in the 1954-55 season provided a
tremendous boost to ABC and convinced executives at both the
Hollywood studios and the networks that apotential ratings bonanza lay at their feet. In planning for the fall of 1955, NBC
and CBS joined ABC in scheduling programs produced by other
major Hollywood studios as the first tentative followups to Disneyland. At the same time, number one CBS also made ahasty decision
to eliminate its 7:30-8:00 P.M. news and music block in the fall
and to fill it instead with kidvid programming. (NBC resisted that
temptation for two more years.) The performance of two other
early evening kiddie-related series—Lassie and Rin Tin Tin—underscored the fact that children were increasingly important in
program selection, and CBS was determined not to cede the advantage in that market to ABC.
The Adventures of Rin Tin Tin, which led off ABC's Friday
night schedule, became the network's second top ten program for
the 1954-55 season. The show starred a perspicacious German
shepherd, Rin Tin Tin, that barked out orders in apost-Civil War
frontier camp, Fort Apache. Surrounding the canine was aset of
characters that soon set the standard for kiddie TV action shows:
a young child (Lee Aaker as Corporal Rusty, who theoretically
owned Rin Tin Tin), his strong clean-cut male guidance figure
(James Brown as Lieutenant Rip Masters), and the bumbling comic
friend-of-the-hero (Joe Sawyer as Sergeant Biff O'Hara). The venerable quartet of animal, kid, man, and comic fool followed the
grade B adventure formula of fights, frantic gunplay, and dramatic
chases in aprogram that was, like The Lone Ranger, an effective
television equivalent to the Saturday kiddie matinees and radio
adventure shows of the Thirties and Forties. Rin Tin Tin, in fact,
had first appeared on the silver screen in 1923 and subsequently
starred in asuccessful four-year radio adventure series before turning up at Fort Apache.
The other dog star of the season was CBS's Lassie, a cerebral
collie that had also appeared in films and on the radio in the
Forties. In contrast to Rin Tin Tin's rugged Western adventures,
television's Lassie adhered to the spirit of the heart-tugging MGM
film "Lassie Come Home" and focused on "the world of love and
adventure shared by a boy and his dog." Though the program
included dramatic animal heroics to keep the children interested,
the series was agentle family show featuring tales of kindly people
who were in trouble and received help from Lassie. A pair of
young boys, Jeff Miller (Tommy Rettig) and Timmy (Jon Provost),
along with atrio of mothers (played by Jan Clayton, Cloris Leachman, and June Lockhart) appeared as Lassie's sidekicks until the
1960s. Then the dog began wandering from the care of such families
taking up first with a park ranger and later striking off on her
own, sleeping under the stars with itinerant raccoons and squirrels.
During her final season in the early 1970s, Lassie even fell in love
and gave birth to alitter of puppies.
Kidvid was yet another hit formula that was done best on film
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in Hollywood, rather than live from New York, and a line of
imitations was inevitable. I Love Lucy had spawned dozens of
screwball sitcoms, and copies of NBC's first important filmed series,
Dragnet, were already on the air.
By early 1954, Dragnet was regularly coming in number two
in the ratings, right behind ILove Lucy, and each of the networks
had planned similar "docudrama" shows for the 1954-55 season.
CBS presented the most blatant duplicate, The Lineup, acop show
produced in cooperation with the San Francisco police department.
Warter Anderson played Lieutenant Ben Guthrie, aslightly more
talkative version of Dragnet's Sergeant Joe Friday. Like Friday,
he fought everyday crime in agenerally realistic setting, with stories
based on actual cases from the police department's files.
The next step in cashing in on the success of Dragnet was to
take the docudrama format into another profession. NBC's Worthington Miner produced one of the best of such series, the "authentic
medical dramatizations" of Medic, starring Richard Boone as Doctor Konrad Styner. Overall, Medic did agood job duplicating the
manner in which real doctors handled life-or-death cases, as Miner
combined in-house jargon—like Dragnet—with such innovative
touches as intercutting film footage of real-life surgery with closeups of awhite-masked, profusely sweating Richard Boone. Along
with doctors there were also lawyers, with Gary Merrill starring
in NBC's live Justice series. Producer David Susskind drew from
the files of the National Legal Aid Society and usually focused
on poor people needing legal advice.
ABC also jumped on the docudrama form in the fall of 1954
but, in searching for a suitable new profression to protray, the

January 19, 1955
President Eisenhower allows television crews to film his press
conferences for the first time. ABC gives the delayed films aweekly
prime time slot.
January 19, 1955
The Millionaire. (CBS). Fabulously wealthy J. Beresford Tipton
starts handing out million-dollar checks, through his executive secretary, Michael Anthony (Marvin Miller). Oddly, on the first episode, a woman refuses the loot because she does not want to be
richer than her fiancé!
March 7, 1955
Steve Allen is emcee for the first nationwide telecast of the Emmy
Awards, presented by NBC.
March 15, 1955
"No Time for Sergeants" plays on ABC's U.S. Steel Hour. What
it was, was Gomer.
April 16, 1955
CBS captures the Saturday afternoon baseball game of the week
from ABC. In 1957, NBC gets in on the action by signing away
a few teams as abasis for aseparate Saturday baseball series.
June 6, 1955
Chet Huntley defects from ABC to NBC.
July 21, 1955
CBS removes See It Now from the weekly prime time schedule,
slotting it as an hour-long monthly floating special instead.

network came up with arather silly vehicle, The Mail Story (subtitled "Handle With Care"), based on the files of the United States
Post Office Department. Herb Nelson played the "relentless" inspector who tracked down the malefactors that used the mails to
send subversive explosives, threatening letters, junk mail—anything
that could undermine the moral edifice of the nation. The hokey
series lasted only three months and disappeared before it could
spawn its own logical spinoffs, Insufficient Postage and Overdue
Book
Even as the networks continued to expand their reliance on
Hollywood filmed series, they also maintained their New Yorkbased drama anthologies. These East Coast programs were particularly powerful because, after years of developing plays for television,
the producers and writers had come of age. They had learned
what worked best within the limitations imposed by live television
and consequently turned out an amazing number of high quality
original plays.
Aspiring new writers had flocked to the drama anthology programs because they knew that asuccessful TV production could
very well be picked up by Hollywood and turned into atheatrical
feature. This had happened in 1953 with Paddy Chayefsky's
"Marty" and since then many of the most popular TV plays were
selected for film treatment. The writers also came to realize that
with so many anthology programs to fill, they had aconstant opportunity to experiment and grow. Neither Broadway nor Hollywood
offered so many script outlets, and many of the best TV writers
used the shows to develop simple mood pieces and slices of life.
They sharpened their sense of character interaction and dialogue,
developing aneedlelike perception of human relationships. Their
stories often focused on the difficult personal decisions faced by
realistic people and the consequences of their actions. In the process
of turning out these intimate, human stories, both the veterans
and the newcomers produced astring of outstanding dramatic productions that matched and sometimes even surpassed the best works
on stage and in the movies.
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ABC's often retitled Elgin Hour, produced by Herb Brodkin,
presented "Crime in the Streets" by Reginald Rose. John Cassavetes
starred as the leader of ateenage gang in this perceptive portrayal
of the bitterness, loneliness, and violence of slum life that turned
natural born leaders into outlaws. The Elgin Hour alternated with
The U.S. Steel Hour (directed by Alex Segal), which had premiered
in November, 1953, with a David Davidson original, "P.O.W."
Richard Kiley and Brian Keith played former Korean war captives
who attempted to defend the ways they handled the pressures while
in aprisoner-of-war camp. Gary Merrill was the American psychiatrist who listened intently to their stories.
In subsequent productions, The U.S. Steel Hour presented Frank
Gilroy's "Last Notch," aserious Western featuring Jeff Morrow
as George Temple, a mild mannered man who happened to be
the fastest gun in town. Because people were constantly coming
to town to challenge him, he found himself repeatedly facing total
strangers and killing them. The story was in the spirit of two
adult Westerns that had been successful theatrical films, "High
Noon" (in 1952) and "Shane" (in 1953). In March, 1955, the program offered amuch lighter tale, "No Time for Sergeants," based
on the hit book by Mac Hyman. Andy Griffith—who had made
a name for himself the year before with a left field hit record,
"What It Was, Was Football"—played Will Stockdale, aGeorgia
farm boy drafted into the Air Force. In uniform, he constantly
bedeviled his sergeant (played by Harry Clark) with his unorthodox
plowboy logic. The success of the TV play inspired afilm, which
was a virtual copy of the television production except that Don
Knotts was cast as the goggle-eyed camp psychologist. In the 1960s,
Andy Griffith used the same format for Gomer Pyle, U.S.M.C, a
spinoff from his own successful TV series.

CBS's drama showcase, Studio One, produced by Felix Jackson,
presented three works by the prolific Reginald Rose that season.
"Thunder on Sycamore Street" touched on the sensitive issue of
racial prejudice by depicting an analogous situation in which an
ugly gathering of suburban neighbors wanted to get rid of an exconvict that had moved into their town. As the mob grew increasingly hostile, apreviously weak and silent neighbor stood up, horrified at his neighbors' actions, and defended the ex-con, causing
the crowd to disperse. "The Incredible World of Horace Ford"
cast Art Carney as a thirty-five-year-old toymaker on the edge
of anervous breakdown, longing to return to his childhood. In a
delightful fantasy ending, his wish came true and he somehow
returned to his old home street, set as it was when he was aboy.
The most powerful of Rose's works was "Twelve Angry Men,"
the story of a jury debating a life and death decision—whether
to convict ayoung boy of murder. The 'entire play was set inside
the cramped jury room as each of the men struggled with his
conscience. At the beginning all but one of the jurors voted guilty.
The lone holdout (played- by Bob Cummings) explained why he
felt there was "a reasonable doubt" in the case and he then pressed
the others to reexamine the evidence and reconsider their votes.
In the heated arguments that followed, personal one-upmanship,
peer pressure, and the desire to simply end the long deliberation
became just as important as analyzing the case itself. One by one,
the jurors changed their votes, shifting the total to eleven not
guilty, one guilty. At the dramatic conclusion, the last man, frightened at the prospect of standing alone to defend his guilty decision
to the others, agreed to the not guilty verdict.
NBC's top drama producer, Fred Coe, had left the Sunday night
Philco/Goodyear Television Playhouse at the end of the 1953-54
season to supervise Producers' Showcase, but he left his old program
in able hands. Under replacement Gordon Duff, Coe's stable of
writers, including Paddy Chayefsky and Horton Foote, continued
to turn out sensitive original works dealing with such situations
as the disintegrating marriage of a man out of work, a woman
who refused to be shut away in an old age home, and the inhabitants
of aboarding house in asmall Texas town. One story was particularly striking, Robert Alan Aurthur's "A Man Is Ten Feet Tall,"

to discover, however, that Jim Ramsey (Everett Sloan), the head
of the company, was grooming him as a replacement for Briggs.
There was no obvious solution to the situation. Each man had
to determine what was important to him, how hard to fight for
it, and the consequences of his decision. Staples realized that he
wanted and deserved the job, yet was determined to defend and
protect his friend. Ramsey felt that Briggs was no longer effective
and that, for the good of the company, Staples should replace
him. Because Briggs had seniority and agood track record, though,
Ramsey could not fire him outright, so he planned to pressure
and humiliate him into retiring. Briggs himself had allowed his
job to become the most important part of his life and could not
conceive of quitting.
Building on these decisions, Serling developed "Patterns" into
ahighly charged, intensely exciting human debate. The confrontations between Ramsey and Staples were the most powerful because
Staples was the only person in the entire company brave enough
and strong enough to stand up to the boss—and both knew it.
In fact, it was for that very reason that Ramsey was determined
to promote Staples, at any cost. Following apublic dressing down
of Briggs by Ramsey at aboard meeting, the humiliated executive
collapsed of aheart attack. At first the enraged Staples threatened
to resign, but then reconsidered and proposed amore lasting revenge. He agreed to stay with the company as one of its top executives and pledged to constantly criticize and attack Ramsey's every
move, until he was toppled. Ramsey agreed. It was an acceptable
price to pay for the good of the company.
Such standout works of original television drama provided spectacular moments of entertainment. New York based TV critics,
steeped in Broadway tradition, regarded the television anthology
programs featuring original drama as the best possible use of the
medium and called for more. In doing so, however, they ignored
many obvious signs that the form was doomed to ashort life cycle.
The nature of television made demands on writers and producers
that were suicidal, even compared to the rigorous grind of the
theater. On Broadway, there might be fifty major openings in a
year, plus adozen revivals and anumber of continuing productions.

which cast Sidney Poitier as ablack dock worker who encouraged

All of these plays would be presented (or rerun) hundreds of times.
At the start of 1955, there were ten regular hour-long drama anthol-

a white GI deserter (played by Don Murray) to straighten out
his life and pull himself together. Because blacks rarely had leading

ogies on the four TV networks, accounting for thirty-five hours
of programming amonth. Adding the fourteen thirty-minute drama

roles in TV drama, Poitier's- appearance brought a special edge
to the production. In May, Gore Vidal's satirical fantasy, "A Visit
to a Small Planet," used alight, humorous touch to poke fun at
the foibles of modern society, including its elaborate war-game
strategies. Cyril Ritchard portrayed Mr. Kreton, an eccentric but
superpowered visitor to earth who arrived dressed in Civil Warera fashions, thinking it was 1860, not 1960. Realizing that he
could not participate in the war between the states, Kreton decided
to direct amodern world war instead because, he observed, that's
what mankind seemed to want anyway.
One of the most important dramas of the 1954-55 season was
"Patterns," written by Rod Serling. The story appeared on NBC's
Kraft Television Theater in January, 1955, and received so much
acclaim that it was restaged less than amonth later. It provided
the big break for Serling, who soon became one of television's
top dramatic writers.
"Patterns" was set in the high pressure world of big business.
An up-and-coming young executive, Frank Staples (Richard Kiley),
joined alarge New York organization and was assigned to work
with one of the experienced old timers, Bill Briggs (Ed Begley).
The two became good friends and worked well together, as Staples
quickly demonstrated his sharp business acumen. He was shocked

anthologies, the monthly total rose to sixty-three hours. To expect
television to turn out even two good hour-long plays per week,
for an entire season, was to expect it to almost double Broadway's
normal yearly output. For television to consistently stock all of
its anthology programs with good material bordered on the impossible. Yet the most amazing thing about the "golden age of TV
drama" was that the writers and producers managed to come up,
with as many good productions for as long as they did.
One reason the medium performed so well was that fresh talent
emerged and eagerly turned out new stories for television. When
the initial infusion passed, though, the high percentage of truly
exceptional work had to pass as well. With so many anthology
programs on the air, the demand for new TV plays began to outdistance the supply of good material, and the overall quality of original
TV drama began to drop. Even returning to adaptations of books,
films, and old plays (which had been the basis of most TV drama
in the 1940s) did not offer much help because it was very hard
to squeeze a wide open story line into sixty minutes, especially
within the confines of alive television studio.
Writers found it harder and harder to create so many new settings
and new characters week after week. Viewers found it harder and
harder to get involved in the constantly changing worlds tossed
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allowing the best writers the opportunity to flourish.
There was another very practical reason for considering such
changes in television drama—the anthology showcases were becoming less and less popular with the large corporations that had been
acting as sponsors since the late Forties. They recognized that,
with almost 40 million TV sets in use in the United States in
1955, the average television viewer was no longer part of the elite
upper middle class. Instead, there was an increasingly large audience (of both post-World War II "baby boom" youngsters, and
working class adults) that considered television to be primarily a
source of light entertainment. These viewers preferred following
the adventures of their favorite sitcom characters rather than
searching out dramas which often posed disquieting questions on
the basics of American life.
In August, 1955, Philco pulled out of its alternating sponsorhip
of NBC's Sunday Television Playhouse. Dealers had complained
that customers told them they wanted more "boy meets girl" shows
rather than the often complicated realism dispensed by the Playhouse writers. Critical acclaim and respectable ratings were no
longer enough to guarantee support even for atop flight show.
The networks were also beginning to cast a critical eye at the
more limited interest "class" programming in their prime time
schedules. With the ratings race more heated than ever, programs

Bob Cummings played a professional photographer of beautiful
models in The Bob Cummings Show, later known as Love That
Bob. (From Love That Bob. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
out before them in the anthology programs. Television producers
began to consider seriously alternatives to the highly praised anthology format. Successful series such as Dragnet and Medic suggested
one answer; they provided viewers with afamiliar cast and setting,
yet still showcased well written stories. Perhaps it would be easier
on everyone to work some dramatic themes into weekly drama
series with continuing central characters, while saving more ambitious original stories for one-shot specials (such as Pat Weaver's
spectaculars) or for a select number of special anthology shows.
Such astrategy could reduce some of the production pressure while
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that could not beat the competition by attracting the largest possible
audience were becoming harder to justify. Original drama anthology programs were expensive to produce, increasingly difficult to
sell to sponsors, and often disturbing to viewers.
It was not just drama that was squeezed. News, too, felt the
crunch. See It Now, carried for years by Alcoa, found itself without
asponsor when Alcoa announced that it would replace Philco as
the sponsor for NBC's Sunday night drama (with the assurance
that The Television Playhouse would "lighten up"). Even without
Alcoa, CBS was going to carry See It Now in its regular late Tuesday
night slot into the fall of 1955, unsponsored if necessary. During
the summer, however, amore compelling element entered the equation: See It Now's time slot became too valuable. By September,
1955, every advertiser in the business wanted to place ashow on
CBS at 10:30 Tuesday night, so it could follow The $64,000 Question.

ggeni0C
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15. The Road to Reruns

IN APRIL, 1954, after five years of legal debate, the Supreme
Court ruled that the FCC's 1949 proposal to ban giveaway quiz
shows was illegal. The commission had claimed that giveaway
shows violated the U.S. Criminal Code on lotteries and should
be barred from the airwaves. By definition, participants in alottery
had to expend "something of value" to win, and the FCC had
stretched that to include programs such as Stop the Music, which
required viewers to "spend" time watching the show in order to
learn information necessary to win. Even though the Supreme Court
agreed that giveaway shows were a complete waste of time, it
rejected the commission's attempt to kick them off the air by defining them as lotteries.
During the five-year court battle, giveaway quiz shows had virtually disappeared anyway, with most new quizzers following the
more cautious celebrity panel format that emphasized repartee over
financial largess. Once the Supreme Court had cleared the good
name of the giveaway format, the big money programs were primed
for a comeback. In the fall of 1954, Stop the Music, which had
started the giveaway trend on radio in 1947, returned to ABCTV. Despite network ballyhoo, the revived program managed to
bring in only marginal ratings and could not generate anything
near the excitement of its top ten TV run in the late 1940s. Some
television programmers pointed to this as proof that the era of
the big money quiz shows had passed. Louis G. Cowan, creator
of Stop the Music, disagreed. He felt the idea was still good, it
just needed anew package.
The FCC's actions in 1949 had effectively scuttled the giveaway
quiz shows before television developed many strong vehicles that
could convey visually the excitement of the contests. In early 1955,
Louis Cowan's production company put together abig money quiz
package that was specifically tailored to meet the demands of television. The show was based on a simple radio quizzer from the
1940s, Take It Or Leave It, which had run for ten years without
any fancy frills or expensive gimmicks. On the radio show, contestants were asked to answer aseries of increasingly difficult questions
in order to earn an increasingly valuable cash prize. Each contestant
selected a category of questions from a prepared list and, at any
point along the way, could stop—keeping the money already won—
or choose to move on to the next question and risk losing it all.
The value of the questions doubled at each step: $1, $2, $4, $8,
$16, $32, and finally, $64. Take It or Leave It eventually changed
its name to The $64 Question because that was what most people
came to call the show.

For the transfer to television, Cowan took the basic idea of
The $64 Question and added mounds of show business hype. Instead
of the sixty-four-dollar question, the goal became the sixty-fourthousand-dollar question. Upon reaching the $8,000 level, the contestant was placed inside an isolation booth. Ostensibly this was
to prevent hearing clues yelled by members of the audience, but
it was really done to increase the visual suspense for the home
viewers. The contestant stood alone in the isolation booth, ready
to face the challenge of the four big money questions: $8,000,
$16,000, $32,000, and $64,000. To prolong the suspense, only the
$8,000 and $16,000 questions were posed the first week. If these
were answered correctly, the contestant was given aweek to decide
whether to keep the money or go on. If the $32,000 question was
answered correctly the next week, the contestant was given another
week to decide whether to keep the winnings or to try for the
ultimate jackpot. As an added incentive to go for the $64,000
question, the contestant was permitted to bring into the isolation
booth an expert in the chosen category for advice. To demonstrate
the program's unimpeachable standards of honesty, agrand show
was made of having armed guards surround the safety deposit
box in which the questions were stored. A bank official regularly
appeared on the show to testify that nobody who had any connection with the program had access to the safety deposit box, "except
the editors" (an exception mentioned very quickly and, at the time,
no one seemed to notice it).
The super-charged big money package, with veteran sitcom
sidekick Hal March as emcee, premiered on CBS live from New
York on June 7, 1955, as a summer replacement for the Danger
drama anthology. Within one month, The $64,000 Question was
the most popular television show on the air. People found it irresistible and became caught up in the hokey but nonetheless real human
drama, unfolding live before them. Unlike most previous big money
quiz shows, The $64,000 Question asked tough, but not tricky,
questions, written by Professor Bergen Evans, host of another Louis
G. Cowan program, Down You Go. Contestants on The $64,000
Question were allowed to choose their own category of questions
and this encouraged participation by smart but basically average
people who happened to have agreal deal of specialized knowledge
in one particular topic. This helped the show's popularity enormously because members of the audience could see themselves in
the ordinary, run-of-the-mill people competing, and they shared
vicariously in the decision to "go for the big dough."
The producers had hoped for an enthusiastic public response
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to the program, but they were plensantly surprised to receive an
unexpected bonus from the nation's major newspapers, which devoted a great deal of space to the trials and tribulations of The
$64,000 Question's contestants. The weekly progress of the suddenly
famous people was treated as anews item and reported in articles
outside the TV page. The day after the first show, large writeups described the performance of ahousewife from Trenton who
answered seven questions on the movies, but lost on the eighth.
(She received a Cadillac as a consolation prize.) Then, a Staten
Island policeman, Redmond O'Hanlon, worked his way through
questions on Shakespeare and found himself facing what was soon
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reached the $32,000 plateau. All week, New York was abuzz:
Would Gino go? A local radio station broadcast arecording of a
phone call to Gino from his ninety-two-year-old father, who lived
in Italy. Papa Prato urged caution and Gino, ever the dutiful son,
took the money and ran. The tension became unbearable. Was
there no American strong enough to stand up and challenge the
fates on the $64,000 question? Just as the 1955-56 season began
such a man appeared. Appropriately, he was a soldier, twentyeight-year-old Marine Corps Captain Richard S. McCutchen, who
decided to try for the $64,000 question and chose his father as
the expert to accompany him into the isolation booth. For the

to become a familiar, agonizing decision: keep the $8,000 or go
for more. He went on, but stopped at $16,000, so public attention
shifted to Mrs. Catherine E. ICreitzer, aBible expert who eventually

final question in the category of food and cooking (his hobby),
McCutchen was asked to explain an exotic menu served to the
king and queen of England in 1939. He answered correctly.

stopped at $32,000. (She did, however, "go on" to read achapter

McCutchen's boldness had paid off and his success at winning
$64,000 (which, after taxes, came to about $32,000) was reported

from the Bible on Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town.) Mrs. Kreitzer
was followed by Gino Prato, aBronx cab driver-opera buff, who
100
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on page one of the staid gray New York Times.

On December 6, atwenty-eight-year-old psychologist, Dr. Joyce
Brothers, became the second contestant to go all the way. In her
chosen topic, boxing, she identified the caestus as the special gloves
worn by gladiators in ancient Rome, and won $64,000. Dr. Brothers
received so much publicity from her victory that she went into
broadcasting full time, and became a well-known TV and radio
personality. Around the time of Dr. Brothers's triumph, some ma-

During the summer of 1955, just as The $64,000 Question was
topping the ratings charts, aless meteoric but equally unexpected
hit appeared on ABC: The Lawrence Welk Show. Over the previous

jor newspapers reached an unofficial agreement with each other

seven years, band leaders such as Eddie Condon, Vincent Lopez,

to downplay their treatment of The $64,000 Question. There was
afeeling that the free publicity generated by reporting the contestants' progress with such gusto had helped foster the program's
sudden popularity. Whatever the cause, The $64,000 Question had
become atelevision phenomenon by the fall of 1955, and it handily

Sammy Kaye, Wayne King, and Freddy Martin had come and
gone on TV with no success. They seemed to violate the cardinal

and formats were on uncertain ground. Throughout the season
there were surprise failures and unexpected hits, some of which,
like the big money quizzes, had been previously unsuccessful or
dismissed as past their prime.

defeated all the returning series, staying the number one rated
TV show throughout the 1955-56 season.

rule of television by presenting a format that emphasized sound
rather than visuals. When Lawrence Welk, who had been on TV
locally in Los Angeles since 1951, brought his pleasant, unpretentious schmaltz to ABC's summer schedule, he was expected to
follow the other band leaders to oblivion. Instead, Welk's Saturday

Many other programs used the distinctive game show as ahook.
Almost every variety show did a take-off, and one of the best

night dance party, featuring his patented champagne music, turned
into the sleeper hit of the season.

was by Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis on The Colgate Variety Hour.

Welk led a relaxed hour of dance music, featuring a talented
crew of supporting players including accordionist Myron Floren,
singer-dancer Alice Lon, clarinetist Pete Fountain, and the singing
Lennon Sisters. The key to the success of his simple, direct musical
format proved to be an elusive enigma. Trying to duplicate the
chemistry, a rash of musical hopefuls soon appeared: Guy Lombardo's Diamond Jubilee (part music, part giveaway, part This Is

Martin played Hal April, emcee of The $64,000,000 Question. At
the $16,000,000 plateau, Lewis, an unwilling contestant, was shoved
into taking the next question. Instead of entering an isolation booth,
he was pushed under water. Jackie Gleason wrote and starred in
aserious play on the topic, "Uncle Ed and Circumstance," which
aired on Studio One. Using the actual $64,000 Question set, Gleason
played the family goat who suddenly came into favor by winning
$64,000. The triumph on the quiz show provided him with avictory
his relations could admire and gave him the inner strength to
cut his home ties and go off on his own. He actually did not
care about the prize money itself and gave it to his family. Gleason
aired another quiz story that season on his regular weekly series.
In ahumorous Honeymooners tale, Gleason (as Ralph Kramden)
went through the agony of mastering music, his chosen topic, only
to get stagefright and blank out on the opening question of identifying "Swanee River."
Within the television industry, the sudden success of The $64,000
Question over the summer prompted afrantic race by all the networks to come up with copies. One of the first to appear was

Your Life), The Ina Ray Hutton Show (featuring an all-female
orchestra), The Russ Morgan Show (like Welk's, presented straight),
and It's Polka Time (with lively emcee Bruno "Junior" Zielinski,
who shouted loud, enthusiastic introductions to each song). None
of these attracted afollowing like Welk, whose natural but cultivated accent and manner made him apopular national figure. (Even
his trademark phrase "a vun and a two and a t'ree" became a
popular gag line.) Unlike the failed competition, Welk not only
continued to thrive on Saturday night, he also launched asuccessful
spinoff series, Lawrence Welk's Top Tunes and New Talent, which
ran three seasons.
One of the most important changes for the 1955-56 season was
the expanded role of Hollywood in network programming. Following the success of Disneyland the previous season, ABC, CBS,

another Louis G. Cowan product, The Big Surprise (hosted by
Mike Wallace), which premiered on NBC in October. Though
the program increased the winning ante to $100,000, it lacked

and NBC had made agreements with several major studios for
programs produced specifically for television. The networks hoped

the raw edge of human emotion symbolized by the isolation booths
of CBS's $64,000 Question. The first quiz clone that proved aratings

for another ratings bonanza and the studios hoped to duplicate
Disney's ploy of using a profitable TV show to plug the latest

success was The $64,000 Challenge created by—who else—Louis
G. Cowan as avirtual carbon copy of his established hit. On The
$64,000 Challenge, winning contestants from The $64,000 Question
returned to the isolation booths to face new challengers and to
try for a top prize of $128,000. Soon after its spring debut on
CBS in 1956, The $64,000 Challenge joined The $64,000 Question
in television's top ten list.
The spectacular success of The $64,000 Question came as amajor
surprise to the inetworks. In just afew months, the rank upstart
quizzer had deposed ILove Lucy as America's number one show.
The preferences of the television audience were obviously changing
and the network executives faced the difficult and sometimes puzzling task of trying to analyze them.
One reason that tastes were changing was that the audience
was changing. As TV set sales continued to grow, the size and
makeup of the audience had turned television into amore broadbased mass medium. In addition, the post-World War II baby
boom children were almost ten years old and increasingly influential
in setting family viewing patterns. With these important new factors
affecting program selection, even previously successful stars, shows,

theatrical features. Almost every one of the highly touted film
industry productions was adisappointment.
Number one CBS showed the most restraint and selectivity in
approaching the major studios, and secured the closest thing to
an all-around Hollywood success that season, The 20th CenturyFox Hour. Joseph Cotten hosted the bi-weekly series, which presented high quality adaptations of old movies such as "The OxBow Incident" and "Miracle on 34th Street," and occasionally
featured afew big name stars not usually seen on television.
NBC talked the Screen Directors Guild into producing a halfhour weekly drama anthology, Screen Director's Playhouse. Despite
the participation by such distinguished feature film directors as
John Ford and Fred Zinnemann, the series was unmitigatingly
bland and indistinguishable from every other thirty-minute drama
anthology. NBC was also let down by the first world premiere
on American television of amajor feature length film, the Britishmade "The Constant Husband." The story was alight farce starring
Rex Harrison as an amnesia victim who married several different
women, and its November telecast drew universally tepid reviews.
This created the impression that NBC had been taken for a ride
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as Rick, an American expatriate who operated acafe in Casablanca,

September 17, 1955
The Perry Como Show. (NBC). Perry defects to NBC after CBS
axes his early evening music show. For his new network, Perry
hosts a lavishly-financed hour-long musical-variety program with
Goodman Ace as awriter and the Ray Charles singers as back up.
September 22, 1955
Commercial television comes to Britain, at last providing competition to the government-sponsored BBC.

and Ingrid Bergman as Ilsa, his long-lost love from Paris, who
was working underground against the Nazis. For the television
adaptation, the setting remained Rick's cafe in Casablanca, but
everything else was updated to the 1950s. The town was no longer
overrun by Nazis, but by Russian spies on the lookout for nuclear
secrets. Charles McGraw and Anita Ekberg took Bogart and Bergman's roles, though in keeping with the updated setting, Ekberg's
character was transformed into Trina, a Swedish scientist. The
magic of the original premise was smothered in Fifties relevancy.
It was aclose race, but King's Row was judged to be worse than

September 25, 1955
Toast of the Town becomes The Ed Sullivan Show.
September 28, 1955
NBC telecasts the first color World Series game: The New York
Yankees beat the Brooklyn Dodgers 6 to 5at Yankee Stadium.
October 16, 1955
Wide Wide World. (NBC). Another Pat Weaver programming
innovation. Dave Garroway hosts a live ninety-minute potpourri
every other Sunday afternoon. This first week, the roving cameras
bring the Grand Canyon, Rockefeller Center, the Texas State Fair,
and Florida's Weeki Wachee to the living rooms of America. In
March, the series presents the U.S. premiere of the film "Richard
III," starring Sir Laurence Olivier.
October 26, 1955
Highway Patrol. Ziv, masters of off-network syndication, scores
with Broderick Crawford as the griunpy, rumpled highway patrol
chief, Dan Matthews, who barks "ten-four" into his radio while

Casablanca, and it was the first to be axed, replaced in January
by Conflict, an undistinguished drama anthology.
The only member of the original Warner Brothers triumvirate
to succeed was Cheyenne, abetter-than-average stock Western starring Clint Walker as Cheyenne Bodie, a half-Indian government
scout in the classic "strong silent type" mold. Cheyenne attracted
asizeable audience, composed largely of youngsters, that became
caught up in the Western setting and adventures. When King's
Row faded around New Year's, Cheyenne was increased to an alternate week frequency, with Casablanca and Conflict filling out the
month.
The real reason for Warner Brothers Presents was not left to
the imagination. Every week the last fifteen minutes was turned
over to Gig Young who hosted "Behind the Camera at Warner
Brothers Studios." Plug. Plug. Plug. More fascinating interviews
with fascinating stars about their fascinating movies soon to open

chasing criminals over the nation's motorways.

at alocal fascinating movie theater.
The behind the scenes features on Disneyland were subtle and

December 10, 1955

entertaining. It was possible for viewers to watch and enjoy that
program without ever seeing the theatrical films involved—though
it was likely they would attend after being teased by the well done

Mighty Mouse Playhouse. (CBS). The first animated cartoon on
Saturday morning network television.

background reports. Warners' features were little more than
cheaply produced promotional trailers. The fifteen minutes of plugs,
added to the normal commercial allotment, brought the one-hour
by the British film studio, paying agreat deal of money to show
a filin that would not have been a hit if released to the theaters.
ABC also turned to Britain for filmed material and purchased
fifty features from the J. Arthur Rank studios to launch one of
the first network schedulings of feature films in prime time, the
Sunday evening Famous Film Festival (soon expanded to include
The Afternoon Film Festival). Most Americans at the time found
British drama too stiff and British accents too confusing to follow,
so the network's experiment was unable to beat the tough competition of Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town. Acceptance of prime time
movies did not come about until NBC acquired the television rights
to more recent American films six years later. Though disappointed
by the failure of the prime time British films, ABC was much
more concerned by the weak performances of its major new Hollywood produced series, MGM Parade and Warner Brothers Presents.
The network ran the hour-long Warner Brothers adventure series
Tuesday from 7:30 P.M. to 8:30 P.M., repeating the early starting
time strategy that had worked so well with Disneyland. In order
to fill the program each week, the studio set up Warner Brothers
Presents as ashowcase for three continuing series that rotated in
the slot. Each was atelevision adaptation of apast Warner Brothers
film. The first in the series, King's Row, came from a competent
but unexciting grade—B filin about asmall-town psychiatrist. Appropriately, the film inspired acompetent but unexciting grade-B
adaptation. Second in the series was Casablanca, a silly grade-Z
yarn based on the grade-A film thriller. The original film had been
set in Morocco during World War II and starred Humphrey Bogart
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program dangerously close to a fifty-fifty mix of entertainment
and commercials. ABC's other new Hollywood showcase was even
worse. The MGM Parade was set up as aweekly behind-the-scenes
peek at the MGM studios in ahalf-hour melange of old film clips,
new film clips, shots of productions in progress, and afew interviews. The program was poorly paced, lacked cohesion, and played
as ablatant plug for the studio.
The public reaction to both programs (with the exception of
the Cheyenne segment) was largely negative and the ratings were
nowhere near the blockbuster success of Disneyland. The major
Hollywood studios soon realized that television had to be treated
as more than a garbage dump for promotional messages. In the
spring, MGM upgraded its program and presented several high
quality episodes, such as a well researched review of the career
of Greta Garbo. By then, however, the show had already been
canceled. Warner Brothers scuttled the Warner Brothers Presents
format at the end of the season, but carried over Cheyenne as a
series on its own. The success of Disneyland and Cheyenne pointed
to asimple, but effective, strategy. Leave the obvious plugs behind
and produce programs that would stand on their own as profitable
hits.
Though the major studios fared poorly in the initial attempts
to package feature programs for the networks, their failure did
little to slow the steady shift in the balance of power in television
from New York to Hollywood. Later that season, in fact, the major
studios successfully released almost 2,000 pre-1948 theatrical films
to television and in the process almost single-handedly killed off

live local programming. Stations quickly snapped up the features
because running the old films was much cheaper than anything
else they could do. Like the networks, the locals were increasingly
willing to cede control in return for reliable, popular product.
Throughout the years, Hollywood had consistently displayed a
better grasp than New York of how to produce pop culture material
that appealed to the average American. In the 1910s, the center
of the American film industry had shifted from the East to the

Westerns made an easy transfer to the home screen where anew
generation of children eagerly snapped them up in both reruns
of the old filins and new exploits made for television.
In the early Fifties, the assumption that Westerns were "just
kid stuff" began to change as theatrical films such as "High Noon"
and "Shane" placed more serious plots in Western settings. These
stories became known as adult Westerns and did well at the box
office. ABC staged asuccessful adult Western ("Last Notch") on

West and, in the 1930s, the sanie thing had taken place in radio.
By the 1950s, the ascendancy of Hollywood-based filmed sitcoms,
cop shows, and adventure series gave the West Coast the upper

its U.S. Steel Hour anthology and, in the 1955-56 season, all three
networks made tentative tests of the popularity of the format in
aweekly series.

hand in the battle for control over television. Even many live variety

NBC handed Worthington Miner the task of developing a
continuing adult Western, and Miner responded with Frontier, an

programs originated from Hollywood because that's where the stars
lived. ABC was largely committed to California production and
CBS was not far behind. With so much of its new programming
originating from Los Angeles, CBS created the position of Manager
of West Coast Network Programming. James Aubrey, general manager since 1952 of CBS's Los Angeles station, KNXT, became
the first to fill the new post.
The rise of programs such as Disneyland and The Adventures
of Rin Tin Tin in the 1955-56 season had added to prime time
another popular format that was easily done on the West Coast,
kidvid adventure films. For the fall of 1955, CBS dumped its 7:308:00

P.M.

news and music programs in favor of kiddie-oriented

sagas such as Sergeant Preston of the Yukon, Brave Eagle, The
Adventures of Champion, and the British-made Adventures of Robin
Hood. These standard pulp adventure yarns focused on animals,
young boys, and stalwart adults in rugged settings ranging from
the frozen tundra to the forests of Sherwood. Though none of
them produced outstanding ratings, they served their purpose and
attracted alarge pre-teen audience for advertisers.
CBS also made abid for children in the early morning, taking
one hour from the foundering Morning Show news program and
installing Bob Keeshan (formerly Clarabell the clown on Howdy
Doody) as the gentle Captain Kangaroo. ABC took its kidvid strategy to the late afternoon and challenged NBC's Howdy Doody
with another Disney series, The Mickey Mouse Club. For one hour
on film each afternoon, host Jimmie Dodd and a dozen young
"Mouseketeers" performed in skits, sang songs, and introduced
special features such as the Mickey Mouse Newsreel, safety lectures
by Jiminy Cricket, nature films, Disney cartoons, and guest performers ranging from circus aerialists to veteran comedian Morey
Amsterdam. There were also adventure serials such as "Corky
and White Shadow," "Annette," "The Hardy Boys," and "Spin
and Marty," usually featuring members of the Mouseketeers in
the lead roles. (Annette Funicello was the most popular performer.)
Local California children sometimes participated in the show as
well, often taking part in studio contests. (In 1957, a youngster
named Jerry Brown was acontestant. Seventeen years later, when
the series was still being seen in reruns, Brown was elected governor
of California and later became a candidate for president.) The
Mickey Mouse Club proved so successful for ABC that Howdy
Doody was soon banished to Saturday morning.
One format that had kept preadolescents enthralled long before
television emerged was the Western, apopular setting for American
adventure tales throughout the twentieth century. During the
1930s, near-mythic hero types such as Wild Bill Hickok, Hopalong
Cassidy, Gene Autry, and Roy Rogers had filled countless Saturday

anthology based on Western folklore. Frontier was an abysmal
failure, partly because of its often pretentious plots (liberally sprinkled with heavy-handed psychology), but largely due to the absence
of acontinuing identifiable Western hero that viewers could latch
onto.
ABC's The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp was a half step
removed from Frontier and considerably more successful. Most
of the early episodes were based on allegedly historical events from
a biography of frontier lawman Wyatt Earp (who had died in
Los Angeles in 1929 at the age of eighty-two). To this base, ABC
added a more traditional handsome leading man, Hugh O'Brian,
as sheriff Earp. As portrayed by O'Brian, Wyatt Earp was agenuinely interesting character and far beyond the one-dimensional heroic figures such as Hopalong Cassidy. Earp took his job seriously,
but compassionately, first in Kansas (Ellsworth and Dodge City)
and then in Tombstone, Arizona. The conflict between apreviously
lawless town and an effective, dedicated sheriff provided astrong

January 3, 1956
Do You Trust Your Wife? (CBS). Edgar Bergen, like Groucho
Marx, hosts a quiz show that emphasizes humorous patter over
the actual game.
January 3, 1956
Queen for a Day. (NBC). "Would you like to be queen for a
day?" Jack Bailey asks. America's housewives respond in the affirmative, as NBC regains control of the weekday afternoon hours
with this successful, heart-tugging audience participation show.
February 20, 1956
Good Morning. (CBS). A last gasp move to salvage CBS's version
of Today. Will Rogers, Jr. takes over as host. Ratings rise at first,
but Today appears to be unbeatable.
April 2, 1956
CBS presents the first daily thirty-minute television soap operas,
As the World Turns and The Edge of Night.
May 28, 1956
After ayear in prime time, Johnny Carson is demoted to daytime
duty on CBS, replacing Robert Q. Lewis. Carson "loosens up" in
his new slot, adopting astyle similar to Steve Allen's. Nonetheless,
CBS cans Carson in September.
August 13, 1956
The Democratic National Convention opens in Chicago. Along
with Bill Henry, NBC adds as co-anchors two new faces: Chet
Huntley and David Brinkley.

morning matinees with hard-riding action interrupted by only a
few "boring" love scenes. The stories were simple morality plays,
with good and bad clearly defined and justice always triumphant
over evil. When television arrived in the late 1940s, the kiddie

September 7, 1956
Pat Weaver quits as chairman of NBC.
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tion of effective, inevitable violence and compelling slices of human
drama that had worked so well on radio. In one story, Dillon
spent most of the program in relentless pursuit of a killer, only
to discover—on confronting him—that the man was not so much
an evil murderer as aslightly psychotic individual who only wanted
to be left alone. Dillon understood the man's desire for solitude,
felt compassion, and cursed the circumstances that turned him
into akiller—but nonetheless brought him in. It was his painful,
necessary duty as marshal.
While NBC's Frontier was aflop, CBS's Gunsmoke and ABC's
Wyatt Earp proved quite successful, Neither was aratings smash
in its first season, but both were solid performers, with a slowly
but steadily growing legion of regular viewers. The two-out-ofthree scorecard for adult Westerns, while not overwhelming, combined with the success of Cheyenne to underscore the surprising
strength of the Western format. Once again, adurable Hollywood
film staple provided yet another network television hit. The growing
feeling that Hollywood production represented the best chance
for success with the expanding TV audience pushed program activity westward, and it dealt the crippling blow to one of television's
pioneers, the DuMont network.
For some time, DuMont had conceded the fact that it was not
in the same league as CBS and NBC, preferring instead to bill
itself as the reasonably priced network that allowed not-so-large
sponsors a crack at television. This proved to be a workable, if
limited, strategy that did attract a number of new sponsors to
television for the network's few successful low-budget programs:
Calvalcade of Stars, Captain Video, Down You Go, Life Is Worth
Living, Rocky King, The Plainclothesman, They Stand Accused,
Life Begins at Eighty, wrestling, and prime time NFL football.
In time, however, even these inexpensive programs became impossible to maintain as television costs continued to escalate.
The turning point for DuMont came around New Year's 1955,
On their simple kitchen set, the stars of The Honeymooners: (from
I.) Art Carney, Jackie Gleason, Audrey Meadows. (Photo by
Viacom, Hollywood)

when the network sold its Pittsburgh O&O, WDTV, to Westinghouse for $9.7 million. WDTV's position as the only television
station in Pittsburgh had been the main reason DuMont stayed
alive as long as it had, but by the end of 1954, DuMont Labs

basis for the weekly plots. The program was well executed and
avoided obvious Western film clichés even within the obligatory
fights, chases, and shoot-outs. (During afist fight near the town
water reservoir, nobody fell in!)
CBS based its adult Western series on its successful radio hit,
Gunsmoke. The innovative radio Western had premiered in early
1952 (predating the breakthrough film "High Noon") as afinely
crafted portrait of the old West as seen through the eyes of a
tough but compassionate U.S. marshal, Matt Dillon (played by
William Conrad). Dillon lived in atough, violent West that cheated
honest men and sometimes left the heroes frustrated and confused,
even after winning ashowdown. At the start, CBS radio did not
quite know what to make of the show and relegated it to an obscure
time slot, where it stayed for one and one-half years before securing
a sponsor. By that time, "High Noon" had won an Oscar and
Gunsmoke was moved to abetter time period, where it flourished.
In 1955, when CBS began to search for an adult Western television vehicle, all it had to do was look to its radio branch. For
the video version, an entirely new cast was chosen, with the rotund,
slightly grumpy William Conrad replaced by the tall, lean figure
of James Arness. America's number one traditional Western film
star, John Wayne, who had suggested Arness for the lead, introduced the first episode of the series, assuring old-time sagebrush
fans by his presence that TV's Gunsmoke was worthy of their
patronage. The program successfully maintained the tight combina104
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was in desperate need of cash. The network operation had never
been very profitable, but TV set sales had always been great enough
for an overall company profit. When the labs began sliding into
the red, DuMont was forced to sell the only valuable property it
owned, even though WDTV would remain the only commercial
VHF station in Pittsburgh for three more years.
The sale of WDTV was an admission that the DuMont television
network was a failure. In early 1955, DuMont began cutting its
use of the costly coaxial cables, effectively reducing network output
to almost nothing. The long-running Monday through Friday Captain Video serial ended April 1. Down You Go, Chance of aLifetime,
Life Begins at Eighty, and Bishop Sheen's Life Is Worth Living
moved to ABC. By October, 1955, DuMont maintained only one
or two live sporting events.
While effectively out of the television network business, DuMont
hoped to stay alive as a source of television programming. With
more and more prime time programs on film, DuMont decided
to offer its newly built five-studio New York telecenter as aconvenient location for East Coast film production. It tried to convince
New York producers to stay put and transfer to film without the
expense of a cross-country shift, using a new DuMont TV film
process, the electronicam. The lure of Hollywood was too hard
to buck and, by the fall of 1955, only Jackie Gleason had signed
on as acustomer.
In the face of such an all-around failure, Paramount Pictures

staged a coup d'état in August, 1955, and at last took complete
control of DuMont. By teaming up with the investment firm of
Loeb & Rhodes (another major DuMont stockholder) Paramount
obtained aworking majority of stockholders and instituted immediate changes. Dr. Allen DuMont was kicked upstairs to the meaningless position of chairman of the board, and Bernard Goodwin (a
Paramount man) was installed as president. Soon thereafter, DuMont announced that it no longer considered itself anational television network.
Paramount's dramatic victory turned out to be a Pyrrhic one.
In July, 1957, Paramount was voted out of control when the Loeb
& Rhodes faction teamed up with the owners of WNEW, anewly
acquired New York City radio station. A year later, the DuMont
network was officially put to rest when Paramount sold its remaining shares of stock and Dr. DuMont retired. DuMont Broadcasting,
which had failed so miserably as atelevision network, was renamed
Metromedia and, ironically, it ultimately became a very healthy
string of independent radio and TV stations, similar to the Westinghouse ("Group W") organization.
DuMont's brief venture in 1955 as an East Coast production
outfit did result in one major contribution to American television—
the preservation of thirty-nine episodes of Jackie Gleason's Honeymooners series. By early 1955, three years after leaving DuMont
for CBS, Gleason's Saturday night comedy-variety hour had replaced Dragnet as the number two television program in America.
Despite the success of his proven format, Gleason decided to gamble
and discard the variety part of his show in favor of athirty-minute
filmed situation comedy devoted exclusively to the long-running

Honeymooners characters. CBS was very nervous over Gleason's
plan because it practically invited rival NBC to counter with a
strong hour-long program in a time slot previously conceded to
CBS. After extended negotiations, Gleason got his way, but with
some limitations. Though he signed avery generous contract which
granted him ahefty percentage of the rerun profits for the filmed
series, the deal was limited to one year, to see if it would work.
Despite network misgivings, Gleason's venture seemed to have
every reason to succeed. The Honeymooners had been a part of
his repertoire for years, originating during Gleason's tenure as host
of DuMont's Calvalcade of Stars. When he transferred to CBS
in the fall of 1952, Gleason brought the Honeymooners along,
though at first it remained just another element in his stock of
character skits. Soon it became evident that the Honeymooners
was the most popular of all and sometimes the entire hour was
devoted to a Honeymooners story. A Honeymooners series was
the logical next step, lifting the familiar cast and concept, intact,
from the variety show. Using the DuMont electronicam process,
the episodes were filmed before a live audience which retained
the spontaneous energy of the live sketches and helped the program
to appear as just acontinuation of Gleason's variety show.
The Honeymooners was a working class character piece, built
around the chemistry between Jackie Gleason and Art Carney.
Over the years the duo had developed superb physical and verbal
comic timing together, carrying even weak sketches by the sheer
force of their personalities. The Honeymooners was a showcase
for two of their best characters and some of their most effective
interaction. Gleason played Ralph Kramden, afat, loud-mouthed,
but basically warm-hearted Brooklyn bus driver, while Carney was
Ed Norton, an uneducated, clumsy, but cheerful and innately perceptive sewer worker. The two were best friends and constantly
played off each other. When Ralph was blustery, Norton was befuddled. When Ralph was scheming, Norton was gullible. When Ralph
was hurt, Norton was consoling. When Ralph was pompous, Norton was there to prick the balloon. Through it all they remained
inveterate dreamers, convinced that just one lucky break could
make them wealthy.
Equally important to The Honeymooners, however, was the relationship between Ralph and his wife, Alice (played by Audrey
Meadows, who replaced Pert Kelton in the role when Gleason
moved from DuMont to CBS). Ralph and Alice stood apart from
the typical television sitcom couples of the time, which often contained abland, lovable husband and aflighty, lovable housewife.
Ralph Kramden was not a particularly lovable man. He had no
patience, was often self-centered, quick tempered, and had an overblown estimate of his own importance. Alice was a bedrock of
stability who knew Ralph's faults and still loved him in spite of
(perhaps even because of) his occasional bursts of irrationality.
Unlike Ralph and Norton, she had long ago accepted their lowly
position in life and her realistic, almost fatalistic, personality provided a strong counterbalance to the flights of fancy the "boys"
engaged in.
The emphasis on reality distinguished The Honeymooners from
the mainstream of 1950s television sitcoms. The sets suggested a
simple working class neighborhood. There were no split level houses

The Mickey Mouse Club: (from I.) Jimmie Dodd, Doreen Tracey,
Karen Pendleton, Bobby Burgess, (top); Cubby O'Brien, Annette
Funicello, Darlene Gillespie, Roy Williams. (Walt Disney
Productions)

or expensive apartments. The Kramdens did not even own atelephone. In fact, there was very little scenery at all, just the alltoo-farniliar Kramden kitchen and afew occasional secondary locations. The entire world of The Honeymooners—the domestic squabbles, money shortages, the get-rich-quick schemes—took place
on the basic set containing adoor, achest of drawers, atable, some
chairs, awindow, astove, and an ice box.
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ILove Lucy also had trappings of reality, but it used the setting
as a launching pad for zany situations with ashowbiz flavor. (In
1955, the Lucy plots revolved chiefly around Ricky's movie career
in Hollywood.) The Honeymooners accomplished something much
more difficult, restricting the focus to average Americans facing
everyday problems. In the process, the show brought out the humorous twists in the often mundane workaday world and demonstrated how funny reality could be.
Oddly enough, The Honeymooners did not do all that well. As
part of the deal with Jackie Gleason, CBS was forced to accept
Stage Show, ahalf-hour program from Gleason's production company. This gambit (called "Buy me, buy my show") had been
used by other stars in previous years to affect the selection of
their summer replacement series. Those Whiting Girls, a Desilu
production, became ILove Lucy's summer sub; Caesar's Hour was
spelled by the Sid Caesar-produced Caesar Presents; and pinchhitting for George Gobel was And Here's the Show, a product of
Gobel's Gomalco Enterprises. However, unlike these short lived
summer series, Stage Show (which had already failed as Gleason's
summer replacement in 1954) was included in CBS's 1955 fall
line-up, leading off the vital 8:00-9:00 P.M. Saturday night slot
(preceding The Honeymooners). As feared, the program turned
into a ratings disaster, driving viewers to the new Perry Como
variety hour on NBC and away from The Honeymooners.
Stage Show was a straight vaudeville style vehicle, hosted by
the musical Dorsey Brothers (Tommy on trombone, Jimmy on
sax). Just like the "good old days," one performer after another
appeared on stage, while the Dorsey Brothers and their orchestra
filled the moments in between acts with a few musical numbers.
The only exception to this predictable routine was the network
television debut of "young hillbilly singer" Elvis Presley on January
28, 1956 (with his hip-churning renditions of "Blue Suede Shoes"
and "Heartbreak Hotel"). At the start of 1956, CBS convinced
Gleason to, at least, swap times with Stage Show so that the much
stronger Honeymooners would lead off the 8:00 hour. Even after
this move, though, Gleason could not regain the control of Saturday
night he had previously enjoyed. In the spring of 1956, he decided
to suspend the filmed Honeymooners series and in the fall return
to his live hour-long variety format, which would occasionally contain some Honeymooners sketches. This was not only a mortal
blow to DuMont's electronicam system (Gleason was its only customer) but also aloss to viewers of the future because there would
exist only thirty-nine filmed episodes of The Honeymooners.
Strangely enough, the series (which went into syndication one year
later) garnered much better ratings as an off-network rerun than
as part of the CBS schedule. The far-sighted Gleason raked in
year after year of rerun profits as aresult, while he had only varying
success with his restablished variety format.
Another classic sitcom made its debut on CBS during the 195556 season, You'll Never Get Rich (later retitled The Phil Silvers
Show, but popularly known as Sgt. Bilko). Phil Silvers had worked
briefly as aTV variety show host during the late 1940s, and subsequently proved more popular as a variety show guest star. He
usually played an underhanded type of fellow and the networks
said he was not "warm" enough for aregular series. Nat Hiken,
aformer writer for Martha Raye, disagreed. He analyzed Silvers's
acerbic characters and devised what he saw as the perfect setting:
the United States Army.
With Hiken as director, Silvers portrayed Master Sergeant Ernest
Bilko, asly conman who served in the peacetime Army on abase
filled with men who had nothing to do but eat, sleep, and gamble.
This very workable situation gave Silvers a setting for a double
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dealing character that could launch numerous money making
schemes and deceptions without really hurting anyone. In civilian
life his actions would have appeared cruel and selfish. As asoldier,
he was helping the GIs to pass away the time at an otherwise
boring military base in Kansas—while lining his own pockets in
the process. Best of all, Bilko did not have to worry about going
to jail—he was already in the Army.
There was little chance of Bilko ever being caught because Hiken
surrounded him with the most inept, disheveled Army outfit ever
conceived. No commanding officer would ever be as blind and
addlebrained as Colonel Hall (Paul Ford). No tub-of-flesh like Private Doberman (Maurice Gosfield) would be allowed in this or
any other Army. The other borscht-belt confederates (Herbie Faye,
Harvey Lembeck, Alan Melvin, and Joe E. Ross) seemed more
appropriate in Broadway's Palace Theater than on Fort Baxter's
parade ground. In effect it was vaudeville burlesque, complete with
ridiculous outfits, breezy plots, and cardboard characters. But when
had vaudeville ever been done so well on television? The scripts
and supporting cast were excellent and the weekly schemes sheer
magic. A setup took place in the first few minutes and, once again,
Bilko would be off.
The entertaining joy of a Bilko con was its execution. He had
an ear-to-ear grin that told everyone except the unknowing target
that the master was at work. Bilko manipulated his boys and other
military personnel like aChicago ward heeler, buttering up bigwigs,
choosing the perfect flunkies, and twisting every Army regulation
to suit his needs. Though he was never allowed to get away with
any really big sting, Bilko won most of the little battles with the
Army bureaucracy, earning the undying graditude of an entire
generation of former GIs.
Like The Honeymooners, You'll Never Get Rich began in abad
time slot. The program started halfway through the Tuesday night
NBC comedy-variety rotation and followed aweak CBS adventure
saga, Navy Log. At mid-season, Bilko swapped slots with its leadin, the ratings went up, and apattern developed. When Cheyenne
appeared on ABC's Warner Brothers Presents, the Western was
the top show of the evening; when Bob Hope was on NBC, he
was number one; and when neither of these two were present,
Bilko, the old standby, came out ahead. The Bilko saga lasted
for four years and, like The Honeymooners, has been in syndicated
reruns since, holding up as well as Gleason's show.
As CBS almost routinely developed its sitcom hits, NBC's "old
guard" comedy-variety showcases continued to fade. Bob Hope
was the only consistent winner but he appeared infrequently, alternating with Dinah Shore as host to The Chevy Show. That program
shared the Tuesday-at-eight slot, on arotating basis, with Martha
Raye and Milton Berle. For the first time in eight years, Berle
did not win his time slot—in fact, he lost big to Phil Silvers whc.
sometimes doubled Berle's ratings. Berle tried getting more serious
and arty, expanded the scope of his guest list (one show opened
with Elvis Presley singing "Hound Dog"), but it did no good.
At the end of the season, NBC canceled the Tuesday night comedy
hour and Milton Berle found himself without ashow.
Another veteran NBC comedy show was also axed during the
1955-56 season, Colgate's Sunday comedy-variety hour. At the
start of 1956, NBC took control of the show and renamed it The
NBC Comedy Hour, inaugurating anew format with Leo Durocher
as emcee for the first three programs. The ratings for The NBC
Comedy Hour were so bad that, by the spring, the old British
films running on ABC outscored it. A final, frantic fix-up provided
the show with adecent burial that summer. Satirist Stan Freberg
was signed on (he conducted humorous dialogues with his hand

DEAD LETTER
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While he rarely had ahand in any of the actual stories on his suspense anthology, veteran director
Alfred Hitchcock was the undisputed star of the program. He offered deadpan musings to open
and close each show, delivering them from avariety of macabre settings. (From Alfred Hitchcock
Presents. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
puppet, Grover) and one-half of the writing staff was replaced
by new writers shipped to the West Coast from New York (including nineteen-year-old Woody Allen, whose mother had to sign
his contract because he was underage). In late June, the Comedy
Hour expired and NBC brought in Steve Allen from the successful
Tonight show in an attempt to salvage Sunday night.
The Pat Weaver-inspired big-budget spectaculars, which NBC
was counting on to provide the winning edge in the ratings competition, also lost ground by the end of the season. Going into the
fall, they began strong, still in the glow of "Peter Pan's" phenomenal success. Even CBS jumped whole hog into the field with Ford
Star Jubilee, which presented an excellent adaptation of the Broadway hit, "Caine Mutiny Court Martial," as well as the television
debuts of Judy Garland and Noel Coward. NBC's Producers' Showcase restaged "Peter Pan," presented some excellent "long hair"
variety from impresario Sol Hurok, and revived and musicalized
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town" (with Eva Marie Saint, Paul Newman, and the surprisingly nimble Frank Sinatra, who introduced
the hit tune, "Love and Marriage").
In spite of these successes, the ultra-high-budgeted, regularly
scheduled spectaculars were in serious trouble by the end of the

season. Ratings dropped to agenerally disappointing level for such
an expensive operation. Highly touted productions such as CBS's
filmed musical fantasy "High Tor" (with Bing Crosby and Julie
Andrews) and Max Liebman's Maurice Chevalier variety shows
on NBC, bombed in the ratings. When such simple productions
as "Inside Beverly Hills" (puff interviews with film stars in their
homes, hosted by Art Linldetter) registered the top ratings for
spectaculars, the need to produce anything very elaborate and complicated was increasingly difficult to justify. When an economic
recession settled in, it became almost impossible.
Spectaculars had always been extremely expensive to stage and
wildly unpredictable in the ratings. Only the largest sponsors had
been able to cover the costs, and the 1956 recession forced even
these bankrollers, chiefly auto companies such as Ford, to withdraw
from the market. They preferred safer and cheaper programs—
which, increasingly, meant West Coast filmed series. The other
major programming type still emanating from New York, live
drama, also felt the squeeze.
Though the New York based drama series attracted all the critical attention, the more popular-oriented Los Angeles dramas attracted more viewers. CBS had three of the top shows: Alfred
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Hitchcock Presents (with the master of suspense supplying pithy
remarks before and after short plays of suspense); Climax (which

began with a David Davidson original, "The Answer," but the
long-fought-for series was overshadowed by its strong competition

successfully mixed New York style production with Los Angeles
style stories and stars); and General Electric Theater (which became

on CBS, The Red Skelton Show and The $64,000 Question. In an
almost eerie juxtaposition of events in the spring of 1956, NBC

the top-rated drama show on television by showcasing its host,
Ronald Reagan, as well as other top Hollywood names). In addition, Westerns such as Gunsmoke and ABC's Wyatt Earp presented
well written drama with afamiliar cast of characters and plenty

then axed his show.
The biggest loser in the shifting fortunes of television in the

of action.
The networks did not abandon live New York drama. They
were just being more careful with it, limiting the number of showcases and trying to avoid upsetting sponsors and viewers. As a
result, while there were still outstanding plays staged, the behind
the scenes efforts required to turn them out added afurther strain
to the already high pressure production schedules. CBS, which
had spirited The U.S. Steel Hour from ABC, managed to present
several striking and memorable plays that season, including astrident Rod Serling original, "Incident in an Alley," which portrayed
apoliceman's guilt after killing ayoung boy. Another Serling play,
"Noon on Doomsday," faced strong sponsor and network pressure
and had to be rewritten before airing. Originally it concerned the
highly publicized murder of a Southern black, Emmett Till; in
the new version the locale was shifted to New England (where
everyone knew there was no racial prejudice) and the victim became
awhite foreigner.
At NBC, Fred Coe at last won aprogram slot specifically devoted
to producing plays written by his troupe of writers from the Sunday
night Television Playhouse. Playwrights '56, sponsored by Pontiac,
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loudly celebrated Fred Coe's tenth anniversary with the network,

1955-56 season was Pat Weaver. The driving force behind Your
Show of Shows, Today, Home, Tonight, and the spectacular quickly
became the scapegoat for NBC's sinking fortunes. Throughout his
career at NBC, Weaver had served as aseemingly bottomless well
of innovative programming concepts, most of which were highly
praised by the nation's television critics and popular with viewers.
The fact remained, however, that NBC had fallen from first place
and he had failed to bring it back to the top.
In December, 1955, Pat Weaver was, once again, kicked upstairs—this time to the position of chairman of the NBC board—
but, unlike his previous "promotion," there was no hope for return.
Robert Sarnoff, son and heir apparent to "General" Sarnoff, succeeded Weaver as president. Weaver remained at his figurehead
post for afew months and then quietly and politely retired from
NBC. Many of Weaver's programming concepts, in fact many of
his specific programs, continued successfully long after he was out
of power. At the start of 1956, though, the feeling at NBC, and
throughout the television industry, was that anew era in television
was at hand and that the old generation of executives had to make
way for the new.
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16. It's Been aTremendous
Strain

CONFUSION and uneasiness gripped the television industry
in the fall of 1956. Prime time programming was in flux, the economy was sluggish, and big advertisers were reducing their television
budgets. There was pressure from Washington in a new set of
congressional hearings that called for asharp reduction in network
control over program production. NBC faced a Department of
Justice lawsuit charging that the network had used "undue force"
in pressuring Westinghouse to sell its Philadelphia station to NBC.
On top of all this, the long smoldering issue of blacklisting had
erupted once again, focusing embarrassing national attention and
public debate on what was still acommon network practice.
The networks themselves had not been directly involved at first
in the new blacklisting tempest. It developed in 1955 from an
internecine power struggle within television's largest actors' union,
the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
(AFTRA). One faction of AFTRA allied itself with Aware, Inc.,
an anti-Communist Red Channels inspired organization. The New
York local of AFTRA took the opposite position and issued wellpublicized condemnations of Aware's smear tactics and blacklist
procedures.
Aware had been founded in December, 1953, by Laurence Johnson, a Syracuse supermarket owner, and Vincent W. Hartnett, a
self-appointed authority on Communist subversion who had helped
write Red Channels. The organization continued, on aday-to-day
basis, the crusade begun in the one issue of Red Channels published
in 1950. Aware informed networks, sponsors, and agencies of supposed leftist tendencies of prospective actors, writers, and directors.
It was aclearing house of blacklist information.
The New York local of AFTRA not only blasted Aware's tactics,
it also singled out and criticized specific AFTRA members who
belonged to Aware and who were cooperating with the Red-baiting
House Un-American Activities Committee. The committee used
their inside information to subpoena anti-Aware AFTRA members
and to pressure them into revealing the names of other entertainers
who might have suspicious backgrounds.
In November, 1955, an independent anti-Aware slate, headed
by CBS news correspondent Charles Collingwood, campaigned on
an anti-Aware, anti-blacklisting platform and was elected to head
the New York branch of AFTRA. Almost immediately, Aware
launched an extensive smear campaign against these newly elected

AFTRA leaders, focusing its attack on comic-personality Orson
Bean and local WCBS radio raconteur-humorist John Henry Faulk.
Collingwood was too well known and respected by viewers as a
credible newsman for asmear campaign to work against him. Bean
and Faulk, on the other hand, were second level performers that
people vaguely knew but not well enough to assume innocence.
Though the two had never been previously linked with left-wing
causes, stories suddenly began to spread calling into doubt their
patriotic fervor. Some of Bean's personal appearances were canceled
with little or no warning, and Faulk lost some of his sponsors.
Collingwood held press conferences to denounce Aware's actions,
but these had almost no effect. Even the courts seemed to offer
no redress.
Lawyers for blacklisted entertainers had repeatedly found themselves trying to grapple with an elusive enemy. In filing personal
damage suits, they had to prove that being blacklisted had caused
their clients to suffer a personal injury. This was far from easy
because no one ever admitted that the blacklisting process even
existed, despite its pervasive influence. The publishers of Red Channels, the people usually cited in anti-blacklisting cases, stood on
solid legal ground and said that they had nothing to do with an
actor losing a job. They were simply pointing out, to whomever
was interested, alleged connections between performers and certain
subversive groups. It was the networks and sponsors, they said,
that may have made improper use of their publications. The networks, sponsors, and agencies always insisted that they failed to
hire particular defendants either because they were "just not right
for the part" or because they were "too controversial."
This stance put the blacklisted actors on the defensive, trying
to prove a non-event: that they were not hired because of the
influence of alist they could not produce. The fact that everyone
in the entertainment industry knew an informal blacklist existed
did not matter; until someone could present an actual list of names
to a court, and document how it was used to damage a career,
judges would not accept as proven the very cornerstone of an
anti-blacklisting case. It was aperfect "Catch-22" situation. There
seemed to be no way to blame anyone, legally, for blacklisting.
As aresult, anti-blacklisting suits over the years were consistently
turned aside.
In spite of the previous failures, John Henry Faulk decided to
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try again and hired nationally known lawyer Louis Nizer. In June,

were used religiously by networks and sponsors to determine who

1956, he filed a $500,000 libel suit against Aware, Inc., Laurence
Johnson, and Vincent Hartnett. Faulk contended that they had

was hired and who was fired. Susskind and Goodson explained
that, as producers, they had to regularly submit names to agencies
for "clearance." After a nine-week trial, the jury found Aware
guilty and ordered it to pay Faulk $3.5 million in damages, even
more than Nizer had asked for. Further appeals (and the death
of defendant Johnson) brought the amount of the settlement down,

conspired to destroy his income, livelihood, and reputation by the
publication of false accusations linking him with Communist infiltration and Communist front organizations. The suit also said that
these actions were apatently "sour grapes" response to the defeat
of Aware-backed candidates in the 1955 AFTRA elections. Faulk
contended that the Aware attacks had effectively kept him off television and had caused him to lose nineteen sponsors for his Mondaythrough-Friday WCBS radio show. The case immediately became
bogged down in tedious legal wrangling that prevented the trial
from commencing for years. Faulk managed to retain his WCBS
program longer than a year, but the station at last gave in to
pressure and fired him. In the process, Faulk's yearly salary
dropped from $35,000 to $2,000. Lawyer Nizer said that Aware's
actions had cut off Faulk's career "like aknife."
Faulk did not get his day in court until April, 1962. It was
only then, with cold war hysteria abated, that the very existence
of ablacklist was corroborated by witnesses of considerable stature
within the industry. Drama producer David Susslcind and quiz
show whiz Mark Goodson testified that groups such as Aware
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but money was never the central issue in the case. The important
point was that, after fifteen years, an American jury at last declared
blacklisting to be illegal. Until then, even through the long legal
process, blacklisting continued.
The start of the Faulk case in the summer of 1956 was merely
the topping on the mound of upsetting problems for the television
industry. Though the legal and governmental headaches were disturbing, they had to take aback seat to the more immediate problem
of trying to make sense out of the era's vast changes in programming, ushered in by the rise of The $64,000 Question. There was
no doubt that change was in progress, but what made the networks
very nervous was that nobody could be sure just what the emerging
new TV status quo would be. Throughout the season, superstar
performers who had been top ten material just afew years before
found their drawing power fading. Some of the veterans decided

to leave the television grind for awhile; many more were canceled.
Of the three networks, NBC seemed the most willing to tear
up old patterns and start from scratch because, despite its best
efforts over the previous few years, the network's programming
philosophy had left it still playing number two to CBS. As upstart
ABC showed signs of aconcerted drive toward equality with NBC
and CBS, even that position seemed in jeopardy. NBC's programming was in decline throughout the day. The Pat Weaver-inspired
staples of prime time—spectaculars, hour-long dramas, and rotating big name comedy-variety shows—failed to deliver consistently.
NBC news veteran John Cameron Swayze was losing the nightly
news race. In daytime, CBS's soap operas had afirm lock on the
audience.
All through 1956 there was acomplete shakeup in NBC executive
personnel, reshaping the network's programming philosophy.
Flashy, easy to produce quiz and game shows such as Tic Tac
Dough, The Price Is Right, and Queen For aDay began to dominate
NBC's daytime line-up. On the nightly news, Chet Huntley and
David Brinkley—the two surprise stars of NBC's coverage of the
summer's political conventions—deposed anchor John Cameron
Swayze.
With Pat Weaver gone, Robert Sarnoff, the new president of
the network, named Robert Kinter as NBC's new programming
boss. Previously, Kinter had been the president of ABC and he
brought with him the policy of filling prime time with programming
produced almost exclusively by outsiders. Such apolicy had made
sense at ABC, which from the beginning of its network operations
had neither the background nor the finances to establish acomprehensive, in-house production unit. It seemed an unusual strategy
for financially stable NBC because from the very early days of
television both NBC and CBS had fought to retain control of programming either by producing most of their prime time shows
themselves or by buying into the programs they purchased from
independent producers. This policy had obvious economic benefits
and gave the two networks amajor role in deciding the direction
and tone of programs being aired. Even though Kinter's policy
surrendered such control to outsiders, he hoped to shake some
life into his new network's ratings by adopting the policy that
had provided ABC with its few major hits.
There was asound political reason for Kinter's strategy as well.
With NBC fighting aDepartment of Justice lawsuit in the Westinghouse-Philadelphia case, and Congress vowing to break up the
networks' control of programming, Kinter's "outsiders" policy
helped deflate public criticism of the networks. In doing so, it
helped to hold off any governmental action that might radically
alter the fundamental rules of television, causing the networks far
greater losses in profits and control.
NBC had begun its major overhaul in prime time programming
afew months before Kinter came on board. One of the most important changes took place on Sunday night during the summer of
1956 when late night personality Steve Allen came in to compete
with Ed Sullivan. CBS used Sullivan, whose show was number
two in the overall ratings, as the pivot in its successful Sunday
night strategy. Sullivan's show was popular enough to boost the
ratings of the programs on both before and after his; as a result,
CBS had achain of hits to begin the evening. In order to improve
its own ratings on the most popular night for TV viewing, NBC
had to break up the solid CBS line-up—and that meant beating
Ed Sullivan.
Steve Allen took to the air in the summer to get a jump on
the fall competition. He took the straight vaudeville style Sullivan

The second production of CBS's live drama series, Playhouse 90,
was Rod Serling's "Requiem for a Heavyweight," starring: (from
I.) Keenan Wynn, Jack Palance, Ed Wynn. (CBS, Inc.)
used and added to it the popular sketches and the family of supporting characters he had built on the Tonight show. Transplanted
virtually intact from Allen's late night format were his "man-onthe-street" feature and mock "report to the nation," as well as
his increasingly popular band of regulars, including Don Knotts,
Louis Nye, Tom Poston, Pat Harrington, Jr., and Bill (Jose Jimenez) Dana.
The Steve Allen-Ed Sullivan face-off became the biggest ratings
battle of the 1956-57 season, and the pattern of combat soon
emerged: it was awar of guest stars. Allen's June premiere featured
Jerry Lewis, Bob Hope, and Sammy Davis, Jr., while Sullivan
countered with an eighth anniversary show featuring Lucille Ball,
Phil Silvers, and Marlon Brando. On his second show, Allen retaliated with the current teenage phenomenon in music, Elvis Presley.
In contrast to his hip-swinging Dorsey Brothers and Milton Berle
appearances, Elvis presented a"new Presley," more subdued and
in more formal attire. His presence boosted Allen's ratings far
above Sullivan's. Undaunted, Sullivan imperiously stated that despite the ratings, he would never have Mr. Presley on because he
hosted afamily show. Within two weeks, Sullivan signed Presley
to do three shows for $50,000, the most he had ever paid a performer.
On September 9, at the start of the new season, Elvis Presley
appeared live, from Los Angeles, on the Sullivan show, performing
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four songs—"Don't Be Cruel," "Love Me Tender," "Ready
Teddy," and "Hound Dog"—in the more familiar "Elvis the Pelvis" style (to the delight of screaming fans in the studio). Once
again, Presley meant instant ratings success, as Sullivan's show
grabbed more than 80% of the audience that night. Presley's second
appearance (in October) did just as well. After this incredible success, CBS grew nervous over the then-current wave of Presley
detractors and when the singer returned in January for his third
and final Sullivan show, the cameramen were instructed to show
Elvis only from the waist up. This truncating of Presley inflamed
proponents of the new rock'n'roll craze who felt their hero was
being unfairly treated. After aparticularly bouncy appearance by
Jayne Mansfield on Shower of Stars, one Presley fan wrote to CBS,
"If you can't show Elvis Presley from the waist down, don't show
Jayne Mansfield from the waist up."
The wild competition for stars sometimes seemed humorous,
but the stakes were high. At the start of the 1956-57 season, Sullivan maintained a healthy lead over Allen, but as the year wore
on Allen whittled down the advantage until the race was avirtual
tie. This was atremendous improvement for NBC, which for several
seasons had been decimated on Sunday night running its moribund
comedy-variety hour.
Steve Allen was also still in charge of the Tonight show. In
the fall of 1956, his only concession to the added responsibilities
of the Sunday night program was handing over the Monday and
Tuesday night Tonight slots to perennial fill-in, Ernie Kovacs (who
brought his increasingly abstract and inventive style of television

September 30, 1956
Following the demise of DuMont, CBS picks up the Sunday
afternoon National Football League contests. With this new larger
forum, NFL professional football begins asharp growth in popular-

humor to perhaps the largest audience he ever had). By January,
however, Allen felt that he was working himself too hard and
left the late night slot altogether to devote his full attention to
the prime time series. NBC found itself in the same position it
had been in when Jerry Lester quit Broadway Open House in 1951.
The network had to carry on aprogram based on afamiliar character who had departed. NBC had failed miserably in its search
for asuccessor to Lester and it very nearly did the same in 1957
with the poorly planned Tonight! America After Dark
Instead of finding one successor to Allen, NBC set up America
After Dark as ashow with multiple hosts performing in four cities
(New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and awild card city such as
Miami or Las Vegas)—making it abulky, unwieldy sort of latenight wide, wide world of entertainment. The format called for
live remote broadcasts of top performing talent at nightclubs, cafes,
and restaurants, as well as light features, hard news, and a few
sports figures. The network chose newspaper columnists Hy Gardner, Earl Wilson, Bob Considine, and Iry Kupcinet for emcees,
with Today show regular Jack Lescoulie as the only television
veteran in sight. The columnists may have known their stars but
they did not know how to act relaxed before the camera, appearing
uncomfortable and spiritless.
Reviewers watching the first week's shows concluded that NBC
was committing hara-kiri and seemed determined to kill off its
late night programming. The live remotes from the nightclubs
proved adisaster of bad timing, and the live feature pickups floundered in the clichés of on-the-spot television ("we're visiting the
night shift at a nuclear reactor ..."). There was a good deal of
name dropping and very little entertainment. Though the loose
format of America After Dark had been set up to create afeeling
of spontaneity—the strength of Allen's show—the program
emerged instead as ajumble of unconnected, erratic, poorly timed
ad-libs. Ratings took anose dive and affiliates in major cities de-

ity among America's gridiron fans.

fected to the more stable format of airing old movies. It appeared
as if NBC had once again botched its fragile hold on late night

October 29, 1956
NBC News. (NBC). The two hits of NBC's convention coverage,

television. In June, 1957, the network decided to make alast ditch
attempt to save the slot by scrapping America After Dark and

Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, take over NBC's nightly news.
Brinkley reports from Washington, Huntley from New York. By

reverting to the more familiar desk and sofa talk show style. The
new host, Jack Paar, was given an ultimatum: Register good ratings

1958, the show is known as The Huntley-Brinkley Report, and their
sign-off exchange of "Goodnight, Chet" and "Goodnight, David"
becomes afamiliar program trademark.

by Christmas or face extinction.
Premiering at the end of July, Paar's show faced adifficult challenge. Viewers in cities such as Houston, Cleveland, St. Louis,

November 3, 1956
Hollywood's 1939 feature film classic, "The Wizard of Oz," appears for the first time on television (as the final presentation of
CBS's Ford Star Jubilee). The annual airing of the movie becomes
aTV family ritual.
November 26, 1956
The Price Is Right. (NBC). Bill Cullen hosts a daytime quizzer
in which contestants try to win shiny new merchandise by guessing
the actual retail price (without going over).
December 17, 1956
CBS's James Aubrey temporarily defects, becoming ABC's chief
programmer.
December 18, 1956
To Tell the Truth. (CBS). Bud Collyer, the radio voice of Superman, hosts another Mark Goodson-Bill Todman television quiz
hit. Three contestants each claim to be the same person and a
panel of celebrities tries to separate the bona-fide oddball from the
two charlatans.

Nashville, Pittsburgh, and Boston were unable to see the program
because the local NBC affiliates there kept showing old films, having
decided that the new format was doomed and useless. Additionally,
Paar seemed to lack "warmth," an attribute felt necessary for late
night hosts. In spite of these shortcomings, Paar not only managed
to keep the show afloat, he made it a hit again. To support his
own personality, Paar favored frequent appearances by guest performers over a family of regulars (only announcer Hugh Downs
joined Paar each night). Among the many performers that often
dropped by were Dody Goodman, a daffy blonde with a sharp
tongue for intentional malapropisms; Cliff Arquette as Charlie
Weaver, the country philosopher who read humorous and fictitious
letters from his mother; and controversial social gadfly Elsa Maxwell, who constantly got Paar into trouble with her outrageous
charges about well-known celebrities (such as calling Walter Winchell a"phony patriot" who never voted). Maxwell's slightly ribald
and risque style rubbed off on Paar, whose double-entendre jokes
soon captured anational audience, thereby saving the show while
bedeviling NBC's censors.
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The Tonight show weathered adifficult transition before becoming asuccess again under Jack Paar. In prime time, other formats
and performers did not fare as well, with spectaculars, comedyvariety, and hour-long drama anthologies suffering major casualties. NBC's monthly Monday and Saturday spectaculars limped
along until the end of the season, while CBS's Ford Star Jubilee
did not even last until Christmas. The Ford show went out on a
high note, though, presenting the television premiere of "The Wizard of Oz," the first major Hollywood film to appear on television.
In comedy-variety, several titans were laid low. Even before the
season began, NBC had divided Milton Berle's traditional Tuesday
night slot between two half-hour shows, a Jack Webb medical
drama (Noah's Ark) and a Louis G. Cowan quiz program (The
Big Surprise). As a result, for the first time in eight years, Berle
did not have ashow. On CBS, Jackie Gleason made awell-publicized return to a live comedy-variety hour after his experiment
with aweekly Honeymooners series the previous season, but found
his reception less than triumphant. His familiar format of glamour
girls, dancers, and character skits had become afond memory in
its year-long absence, yet seemed repetitiously familiar when it
reappeared. Worse yet, the Honeymooners segment was rarely presented, leaving the show almost devoid of its strongest element.
NBC's slow and steady Perry Como Show soon garnered double
Gleason's ratings. At the end of the season, Gleason temporarily
retired from television after seven years of weekly shows.
Veteran Sid Caesar, whose program had been moved to Saturday
in the fall to follow the successful Perry Como Show, could not
carry over the audience from the strong lead-in show. Instead,
Caesar's Hour was regularly defeated by ABC's Lawrence Welk.
Viewing Caesar's enormous budget and low ratings, NBC tried
to convince him to leave weekly television and to concentrate on
occasional specials. Caesar balked at the idea and, after a brief
fight, NBC canceled his show. Sid Caesar was generally considered
one of the best comics on television, so his forced departure came
as an especially upsetting blow to other TV comedians.
Even the king and queen of television sitcoms—Desi Arnaz and
Lucille Ball—ended their weekly series at the end of the season,
though they chose to quit while on top. ILove Lucy, in fact had
regained the number one spot for a time during the season and
was still aMonday night blockbuster for CBS. The staff felt, however, that after six years they had done all they could with the
half-hour program. The Ricardos and the Mertzes had gone
through dozens of domestic plots, traveled to Hollywood, toured
Europe, and, in the 1956-57 season, set up housekeeping in aConnecticut suburb. After some wrangling with CBS, which did not
want to lose a winner, it was agreed that, after 179 episodes, I
Love Lucy would cease weekly production at the end of the season.
Beginning in the fall of 1957, though, the Lucy format would be
continued in occasional one-hour specials for the network. At the
same time, CBS would move the successful reruns of the older I
Love Lucy episodes from early Saturday evening to prime time
on Wednesday night.
The hour-long drama anthologies, once apillar of network television programming, also lost considerable ground during the 195657 season. The Lux Video Theater, The Alcoa/Goodyear Television
Playhouse, and Robert Montgomery Presents, three old-time stalwarts, were canceled. A more important setback, though, was the
treatment of apromising new NBC series, The Kaiser Aluminum
Hour, Worthington Miner's equivalent to Fred Coe's Playwrights
'56.
Miner, who had been mostly inactive following his defection

Jack Barry, co-producer of Tic-Tac-Dough, hosted the daytime
version of the show, which premiered in July 1956. (Courtesy
Barry-Enright Productions)
to NBC in 1952, formed aproduction arm called Unit 4to produce
the Kaiser show. He held the post of executive producer, while
three others, Franklin Schaffner (a former director at Studio One),
Fielder Cook, and George Roy Hill (both former directors of The
Kraft Television Theater), rotated the weekly production and direction chores. From the start, Unit 4 turned out exciting, unique
television drama, reminiscent of Miner's glory days at Studio One.
Early successes included "The Army Game," with Paul Newman
(who had become amovie star with "Somebody Up There Likes
Me") as a wise-guy draftee with psychological problems, and a
bold and exciting adaptation of the Sophocles classic "Antigone"
with Claude Rains. Like Coe's Playwrights '56, The Kaiser Aluminum Hour was placed in one of the toughest slots possible (against
The $64,000 Question and the ever-resilient Red Skelton Show),
yet the program maintained respectable ratings. The problems facing the show came from the Young & Rubicam production agency,
which controlled the program, and Henry Kaiser himself.
In November, Miner quit, after two projects were vetoed as
being too controversial (an old John Galsworthy play on anti-Semitism in Britain and a new play on the Polish Poznan trials that
followed the 1956 anti-Soviet riots). With Miner gone, the sponsor
and agency began exerting their veto power more frequently and
within three months they rejected: Robert Alan Aurthur's "Memphis by Morning" (on a tense racial situation), Loring Mandel's
"The Healer" (on afaith healer who lost, then regained, his faith),
and Reginald Rose's "The Gathering" (a sensitive portrait of a
family under stress during an air raid, revealed at the end to be
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Russians living in Moscow). Repeated crisis sessions were held
between the three remaining Unit 4 members and the agency. In
February, Henry Kaiser personally appeared to inform the members of Unit 4 that they were fired. He said that they refused to
produce the plays Kaiser wanted, those that were noncontroversial
and more "Americana-oriented." There were too many people,
Kaiser said, who tuned out their more realistic but more depressing
plays. Franklin Schaffner of the Unit 4group responded, "To offend
no one is to stimulate no one."
As the era of original television drama anthologies approached
its almost inevitable conclusion, CBS presented one last gasp of
greatness, Playhouse 90, the last major attempt by a network to
produce weekly high class drama. Produced by Martin Manulis,
the new show represented a double risk for CBS: It marked the
first attempt to produce live ninety-minute drama on a weekly
basis (to ease the production schedule, however, a Screen Gemsproduced filmed play filled the slot once a month) and it was
scheduled on Thursday night, following Climax. This resulted in
two and one-half hours of continuous drama on CBS, a line-up
many assumed put too much faith in the attention span of the
American public. CBS pressed on and, after faltering a bit with
a weak first show, produced in Playhouse 90 some of the best
drama seen on television.
In October, on only its second show, Playhouse 90 presented
perhaps its best play, Rod Serling's "Requiem for aHeavyweight."
It was afabulous character study starring Jack Palance as awashedup, confused, dumb but honest boxer; Ed Wynn (in his dramatic
debut) as the honest and faithful trainer, and his son Keenan Wynn
as Palance's manager, who was torn between adesire to help his

fighter and an urge to misuse him in order to make money. The
masterful production seemed to defy the inherent time and space
limitations of live television by using ingenious and complicated
camera work. "It was so good," one critic noted, "it was hard
to believe it was live."
In February, Playhouse 90 presented another powerful original,
"The Miracle Worker," the story of blind and deaf Helen Keller,
starring Patty McCormack as Keller at age seven, Burl Ives as
her father, and Teresa Wright as Helen's teacher, Anne Sullivan.
The final dramatic scene, in which Sullivan broke through and
communicated with Helen, combined the best in dramatic tension
and honest sentimentality (a major factor in Hollywood's decision
to turn it into amovie, starring Patty Duke).
In spite of CBS's valiant efforts with Playhouse 90, television's
commitment to drama continued to move away from live New
York anthologies and toward Hollywood filmed adventures. During
the summer of 1956, when some of television's big stars were on
vacation, Gunsmoke had surprisingly popped into the top ten, further encouraging the expansion of Westerns. For the 1956-57 season, the network schedules were stocked with such sagebrush sagas
as Broken Arrow, Tales of Wells Fargo, and Dick Powell's Zane
Grey Theater. These joined such grade-B adventure yarns as Tales
of the 77th Bengal Lancers, Wire Service, and Circus Boy (which
starred twelve-year-old Mickey Braddock who, a decade later as
Micky Dolenz, appeared in another kiddie adventure show, The
Monkees). CBS even ran The West Point Story, a filmed series
from Ziv, aTV film syndicator that had been locked out of prime
time by the networks for years. Though none of these new programs
were runaway hits, they provided clear evidence of the drift in
television drama. The most exciting and successful drama of the
season, however, did not appear on any of the networks' anthologies, Westerns, or adventure series. It took place on a new quiz

April 7, 1957
Hollywood Film Theater. (ABC). ABC presents old RICO features,
beginning with "Rachel and the Stranger," in another unsuccessful
attempt to bring movies to prime time.
April 8, 1957
The Jimmy Dean Show. (CBS). CBS gives up trying to beat Today
at its own game and opts to fill the early morning slot with a
country-style variety show.
April 28, 1957
Mike Wallace Interviews. (ABC). After five months as host of
a "no holds barred" late night interview show in New York City,
Wallace goes network. His technique of pressing for candid, controversial statements is dubbed "hot interviewing."
June 3, 1957
Sports Focus. (ABC). Up and coming sports commentator Howard Cosell gets his first regular network television show, a daily
wrapup of the sporting world.
August 30, 1957
More vets fade from view. Kukla, Fran, and 011ie are laid to
rest by ABC.
September 13, 1957
WCBS radio gives in to blacklist pressure and fires John Henry
Faulk.
September 29, 1957
After twelve years of Sunday night drama, NBC retires the Television Playhouse to make room for musical-variety with Dinah Shore.
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show.
After the initial spurt in popularity by The $64,000 Question,
viewer interest in quiz shows had leveled off. The programs were
easy to produce, though, and anxious sponsors—eager for cheap
television time—insisted that the shows continue. In a time of
economic slowdown, the sponsor's word carried added weight with
the networks so they continued to slot new quiz programs, despite
the amazingly rapid turnover of the shows throughout the season.
Nobody seemed able to single out exactly what elements were
needed to ensure success; consequently, endless variations of the
same thing developed, with one aspect exaggerated. Many programs, such as Break the $250,000 Bank (with Bert Parks), inflated
the potential jackpot well beyond apaltry $64,000. Others featured
face-offs by celebrity contestants. Can Do, hosted by actor Robert
Alda (father of Alan Alda) presented guest celebrities who attempted inane stunts while contestants from the audience tried
to guess whether the stars "can do" or "no can do." The show
itself was a "no can do" and became one of the first of many
quiz shows to bite the dust that season.
In place of Can Do, NBC moved in Twenty-One. Hosted by
Jack Barry, Twenty-One featured contestants who tried to accumulate twenty-one points by answering increasingly difficult questions.
Like The $64,000 Question, Twenty-One made use of that deliciously
symbolic tool, the isolation booth. In shifting from late Wednesday
to Monday night, though, the program seemed destined to meet
the bleak fate of most of the other new quiz shows because it
was placed opposite I Love Lucy. Instead, Twenty-One became
the show that clicked. It came up with what every quiz show
producer dreamed of: acontestant who caught the public's fancy.

The contestant was thirty-year-old Charles Van Doren, aColumbia
University English instructor and son of the well-known poet, Mark
Van Doren.
Charles Van Doren had first appeared on Twenty-One on November 28 and overtook the reigning champion, Herbert Stempel, one
week later. By January Van Doren had reached a new high in
quiz earnings ($122,000) while leading Twenty-One to anew high
against I Love Lucy (only four rating points behind). As he increased his winnings, Van Doren became a widely discussed national figure. He was treated as a shining example of American
intellect and youth, someone parents wanted their children to look
up to. Unlike contestants on The $64,000 Question, those on
Twenty-One were not able to choose the topic they wished to be
queried on. Instead, they were subjected to an all-around interrogation, something that called for not just asports fanatic or adrama
enthusiast, but an all-around educated American. Van Doren certainly seemed to fit that bill. Without blushing, he quickly identified
the Polish volunteer who became Washington's aide in the Revolutionary War (Kosciuszko); with a mere furrow of the brow he
identified "caries" as another name for dental cavities, after nervously chewing his lip he correctly identified the "patellar reflex"
as the reaction that occurs when a knee is tapped; and after a
worried mop of his forehead, he identified which church in which
city contained Leonardo da Vinci's fresco "The Last Supper" (Santa
Maria delle Gràzie, in Milan).
The nation was entranced. Charles Van Doren was said to have
"gained the affection and esteem of millions throughtout the nation." Viewers found Van Doren the one new television personality
that they could become involved with. Millions tuned in TwentyOne just to follow the newly-anointed symbol of the state in his
weekly battle of wits. His success was their success. His failure
would be their failure.
Early in February, afew days after he staged adramatic comefrom-behind victory, Van Doren was on the cover of Time. After
his February 11 performance, he was offered a$50,000 movie contract. By the February 18 show, the tension was unbearable. Van
Doren reached the unbelievable level of $143,000 in earnings but,
at the end of the program, was tied with Mrs. Vivienne Nearing,
aNew York lawyer. When the ratings for the February 18 program
came in, they showed that Twenty-One had become the first regular
series to beat ILove Lucy in its time slot. On February 25, newspaper ads posed the question: "Will the Lady Lawyer beat him?"
Amazingly, they tied again (think of it—two ties in arow). That
night, Twenty-One was six points ahead of Lucy, and the producers
were ecstatic. They were immediately frustrated, however, to dis-

cover that round two of their sudden-death contest would be delayed a week. As part of NBC's remaining regularly scheduled
specials, Producers' Showcase was slated for its monthly appearance
on March 4, pre-empting Twenty-One to present "Romeo and Juliet." A howl went up, demanding that the Bard be postponed
so that the nation could see the latest act in a real-life drama.
Despite the pressure, "Romeo and Juliet" performed instead, and
the nation had to wait until March 11 to learn the answer to the
question posed by that week's Twenty-One newspaper ad, which
showed large photos of both Van Doren and Nearing with the
simple caption: "Which one?"
After all the buildup, Van Doren was eliminated on the very
first question, being unable to give the name of the king of Belgium
(Baudouin). The boy genius had been deposed in abloodless joust
and Twenty-One had to face its real test: Could it survive without
Charles Van Doren, America's favorite egghead?
For a loser, Van Doren left Twenty-One in pretty good shape.
He received $129,000 and accepted ajob as aregular panelist on
NBC radio's Conversation, discussing such questions as "What is
an educated man?" Nonetheless, on leaving he confided to anxious
reporters, "It's been a tremendous strain." Soon thereafter, Van
Doren signed an exclusive pact with NBC for five years at $50,000
per year.
Following Van Doren's departure, Twenty-One immediately
dropped seventeen points in the ratings (from 8 ahead of ILove
Lucy on Van Doren's last week to nine behind only seven days
later). While no longer in television's top ten list, Twenty-One had
become a consistently top-rated show and quiz show producers
were again given proof that quiz shows could lead to instant success,
if only the right gimmick or the right character could be found.
Perhaps the two elements were really one and the same thing.
Just a few months after Van Doren's triumph, the television
industry, which had been sniffing all season to unearth the prophesied new trend in programming, was surprised to discover that
Gunsmoke had slowly climbed into the number one position with
practically no advance ballyhoo. It had quietly and unobtrusively
advanced up the popularity lists while its other Western brethren
held to steady, if not standout, ratings.
This meant that, in a season of flux, the only two formats to
show a marked improvement were Westerns and quizzes. After
two full seasons of vainly searching for what would attract the
support of the expanding television audience, the networks concluded that the viewers had cast their votes for the old sage and
the isolation booths. If that was what the public wanted, then
Westerns and quizzes would be what it would get. In abundance.
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17. Oh, Dem Oaters

THOUGH the networks hailed Westerns as a "sure thing" for
the new season, there was asense of caution among the advertisers.
The cowboy programs (nicknamed "oaters") would still have to
prove themselves in head-to-head competition with television's superstars. Kaiser Aluminum, sponsor of one half of a new ABC
Western, Maverick, even delivered an ultimatum to the network:
Kaiser would guarantee sponsorship only until Christmas; if Maverick failed to deliver good ratings by then, Kaiser would pull out.
Maverick (produced by the Warner Brothers studios) was placed
in adifficult time slot, Sunday night against the variety blockbusters
of Ed Sullivan and Steve Allen. To gain some advantage over
the competition, ABC duplicated astrategy that had worked well
for Disneyland, and started Maverick one half hour before the
two giants began, hoping to hook the audience before it fell into
its usual viewing habits. The first ratings report, released in October,
showed Maverick surprisingly strong in the tough slot, and ABC
easily found asponsor for the other half of the show. By Thanksgiving, the program had topped Steve Allen and in the spring it even
beat Ed Sullivan. Only then was Kaiser, and other sponsors, convinced that Westerns could perform very well and might indeed
be the "safest bet" in programming.
Though Maverick contained many facets of the traditional adult
Western, it was actually the leader of arevisionist new wave that
introduced a different brand of hero to television, the maverick,
also known as the anti-hero. Television's first wave of cowboys
such as the Lone Ranger and Hopalong Cassidy had merely carried
on the standard stalwart stances of classic movie heroes. The second
wave had focused on grimly realistic characters such as Matt Dillon, who found no joy in violent shoot-outs, but who accepted
their necessity. The new breed of hero emerging in Westerns such
as Maverick not only accepted violence but frankly sought it out
for enjoyment (albeit on the side of justice). The maverick devoted
his energies to aiding people in need, just as his familiar Western
colleagues did, but was guided by his own good-hearted nature
and self-interest, rather than by a mythical "code of the West."
Additionally, Maverick refused to take itself too seriously, injecting
into the series elements of humor, aquality notably absent in most
Westerns.
The Maverick brothers, (James Garner as Bret and Jack Kelly
as Bart) roamed the West not as determined law enforcement
agents, but as drifting playboys. They supported their gambling
habits and expensive tastes with clever schemes and con games,
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though they usually saved their most outlandish exploits for overblown figures of authority, especially in defense of hopeless causes
and mistreated underdogs. Bret and Bart occasionally worked as
a team, but usually went their separate ways in search of high
stakes and beautiful women (with Garner and Kelly alternating
each week in the lead role). Garner was especially effective as
the good-hearted slightly dishonest hero, and his roles in subsequent
theatrical features and television series (such as "Support Your
Local Sheriff" and The Rockford Files) often seemed to be merely
Maverick in a different setting. Maverick's writers also made a
determined effort to avoid the usual Western plots, sometimes even
adapting stories from classic literature. In fact, Maverick departed
so often from the usual Western types that, in many ways, it really
was not aWestern at all. "We've done three shows in arow without
so much as a gun or a horse," Maverick's producer said during
the program's second season, explaining:
What we set out to do was create acharacter that deliberately
broke all the rules of the traditional Western hero. He's a
little bit of acoward, he's not solemn, he's greedy, and not
above cheating a little. He's indifferent to the problems of
other people. He's something of agentle grafter.
Another new wave Warner Brothers cowboy series on ABC that
departed from the traditional image of the Western hero was Sugarfoot, which featured an anti-hero of adifferent sort. Tom Brewster,
the Sugarfoot (played by Will Hutchins) was ayoung drifting wanderer who could not shoot (he abhorred guns), was shy, and was
even studying to become a lawyer (through a correspondence
course). Though he became entangled in other people's problems
week after week, he tried to solve them with as little violence as
possible, relying on his boyish charm instead of his biceps to overcome evil. This emphasis on talk proved so unnerving that in the
first episode the frustrated bad guy (played by Dennis Hopper)
asked Sugarfoot, "Whaddya tryin' ta do, talk me to death?"
CBS broke from the standard Western mold that fall with Have
Gun Will Travel, presenting Richard Boone as ahired gun (Paladin)
who operated on the blasphemous premise that he should be paid
for protecting people in trouble. Of course, Matt Dillon was paid
for being marshal of Dodge City, but the stories left the impression
that he would have done it all for free anyway, motivated by principle and asense of justice. Paladin, however, was little better than
amob hit man who spent his off hours lounging at his San Francisco
hotel playing cards and entertaining women (of questionable vir-

tue), while being attended to by two servants he addressed as "Hey
Boy" and "Hey Girl." He was motivated entirely by his own selfinterest, and cared little for the code of the West or for aiding
people for the fun of it. Occasionally, when he detected that someone was trying to manipulate him, Paladin sacrificed payment and
confronted his own employer, but only to protect his professional
reputation. Usually, though, he was commissioned by "good" people who were simply unable to defend themselves.
Have Gun Will Travel incorporated many of the standard routines of the classic Western heroes, but gave them adiabolic twist
in the character of Paladin. Though he was the hero of the series,
Paladin always wore black (even in the desert heat), giving him
an image as the Angel of Death. Appropriately, the death sequences
in the show were the dramatic high point of each episode and
choreographed as carefully as aballet. At the inevitable final confrontation, Paladin and his foe respectfully squared off for what
both knew would be afatal shoot-out. Like Death itself, the darkrobed Paladin seemed to offer a chance to beat the fates with
the draw of guns, but he always won. Afterward, though pleased
at another victory, out of professional respect Paladin often leaned
over to offer his dying adversary afinal word of consolation. In
many ways Paladin had more in common with his foes than with
those who hired him, and this was an important key to one of
the great strengths of the best adult Westerns and the anti-hero
series. The characters in these stories turned asimple, traditional
television morality play into afar more complex conflict.
Generally, all Western adventures took place after the devisive
national politics of the Civil War and before the American frontier
ended, in aWest largely untouched by Eastern civilization. Within
the twenty-year period between 1870 and 1890 (the date American
historian Frederick Jackson Turner declared as marking the closing
of the frontier), virtually the entire American West lost its freewheeling spirit, as town after town was cleaned up and readied
for civilization and business expansion. Setting the stories in this
very short period emphasized the theme of inevitable, necessary,
but uncertain progress and gave an air of dramatic fatality to all
the Westerns.
With civilization always just around the corner, Western heroes
faced the same inescapable fate as the villains because both the
good guys and bad guys were part of avanishing breed. By 1890,
when the outlaws were gone, the gun-toting marshals also became
unnecessary. Traditional kiddie Westerns generally ignored this
important conflict with change, but the new breed of Westerns
used it to increase dramatic tension and develop the cowboy heroes
into characters very similar to aclassic private eye type, the insideoutsider.
For years crime buffs had followed such inside-outsiders, usually
coarse and surly private eyes typified by Humphrey Bogart's interpretation of Sam Spade in "The Maltese Falcon." These characters
were strong-willed independents who refused to abide by the rules
of behavior for normal society and often broke the letter of the
law themselves in the pursuit of a personal code of justice. The
best anti-hero and adult Westerns featured strong characters that
embodied the traits of these reluctant heroes, from barely legal
gunmen such as the Maverick brothers and Paladin to sensitive
souls such as Matt Dillon and Sugarfoot. They all were, in effect,
outlaws yet, through the vagaries of fate, they worked with the
system if not always actually within it.
Of course, all television Westerns did not feature inside-outsiders
and, despite the dramatic strength of the Western setting, there
was no denying that many Western series used an inordinate number of clichéd characters and hastily written, weak scripts. NBC,

A heart-to-heart father and son talk between Ward Cleaver (Hugh
Beaumont) and the Beaver (Jerry Mathers). (From Leave It To
Beaver. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
the last network to commit itself to developing a new slew of
cowboy dramas for the fall, had two of the season's more conventional programs. Restless Gun featured tight-lipped determination
by strong silent type cowboys, while The Californians presented
lawless San Francisco at the height of the Gold Rush. (Nonetheless,
one NBC flak insisted, "[ The Californians] is not a Western; it's
about California in the 1850s!") However, the network also came
up with an hour-long epic oater, Wagon Train, an adult Western
that successfully combined elements of a drama anthology series
with astable cast of regulars. Each week, anew group of frontiersmen (the guest stars) joined the wagon train on its regular run
from St. Joseph, Missouri, across atreacherous expanse of Western
territory, to California. Ward Bond played the wagon master, Terry
Wilson was his assistant, and Robert Horton served as the frontier
scout. Though they acted as both protectors and counselors to
the traveling party (fighting outlaws and hostile Indians), they often
stepped aside in the stories and let the traumas and complications
of the passengers carry the episodes. This scripting strategy not
only saved wear and tear on the central cast, it also allowed a
wide range of character study plots. Wagon Train managed to
keep rolling with this workable format for eight seasons, setting
the pattern later followed by Bonanza and The Virginian.
The general swing toward Westerns also meshed perfectly with
the networks' increasing emphasis on kiddie-oriented adventure
tales for early prime time. The ABC-Walt Disney combination
came up with Zorro, adirect descendant of the old-fashioned Saturday matinee serials, to satisfy the children's desire for less complicated Western adventure. Zorro, the alias of wealthy Spanish
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ever, it was clear that the cowboys were having the last laugh,
as Westerns occupied seven of the top ten positions in the ratings.
Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca tried a reunion on ABC in late

mond). Diego's transparent disguise should have fooled no one
but, as in the adventures of Superman, the characters in the series

January, but their new show bombed. The only comedy successes
that season were in the field of sitcoms, which produced one belated

were perpetually dumbfounded, particularly the portly Sergeant
Garcia (Henry Calvin). Zorro provided two years of swashbuckling
comic book-style exploits, and even became aminor fad, as thou-

hit and three successful sleepers.
For three seasons, Make Room For Daddy had suffered from
ABC's most vexing problem, alack of reliable affiliates. In 1956,

sands of urchins donned cheap plastic "Zorro" robes and brandished rubber-tipped swords.
The upsurge in Westerns of every type on the fall schedule (there
were ten new oaters in September) was viewed with alarm by TV's
comics, who saw this trend as adirect challenge to them. Though
comedy had been astaple of television for years, over the previous
few seasons some of television's most successful comics, including
Milton Berle, Jackie Gleason, and Sid Caesar, had faded from
the screen. Those that remained (such as Red Skelton, Jack Benny,
George Burns, and Bob Hope) vowed to "laugh the Westerns off
the air" by mercilessly satirizing them at the start of the new
season. For example, George Burns poked fun at the sometimes
absurd distinctions made among the dozens of cowboy stories by
insisting that his skit be classified as an adult Western because
"every Indian in that scene is over twenty-one." By January, how118
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only eight-three stations carried the program, and fifty of these
aired it on delay. Though Danny Thomas had a viable format
and a strong cast, the technical limitations of the ABC network
had, in effect, reduced his program to a cult show, seen at odd
times by a small corps of followers. Thomas shifted the series
(renamed The Danny Thomas Show) to CBS beginning in the fall
of 1957, and the network placed it in the prestigious Monday night
slot vacated by ILove Lucy (which was seen only in reruns on
Wednesday night). At the start of the season, Thomas talked hopefully of attracting at least half of Lucy's old audience, and he
brought in new characters and situations to help relaunch his show
on its new network. During his final season at ABC, Danny had
become a widower (Jean Hagen, who played his wife Margaret,
had left the series, so her character was quietly killed), and had
met abeautiful nurse (Kathy Daly, played by Marjorie Lord) who

was, conveniently, a widow with a young daughter (played by
Angela Cartwright). Danny began his residency at CBS by marrying Kathy and bringing the daughter into his own family, making
The Danny Thomas Show seem almost brand-new, at atime when
most situation comedies were running short of situations. With a
fresh cast, new situations, and abetter network (CBS carried the
program on 195 stations), the show quickly passed its competition
(NBC's quizzer, Twenty-One) and became a consistent member
of television's top ten.
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The only new situation comedies to survive the season were
all slow starters: Bachelor Father, The Real McCoys, and Leave
It To Beaver. Bachelor Father was simply another in a long line
of television dads trying to raise a family without a wife. John
Forsythe played asupposedly swinging Beverly Hills bachelor who
found himself saddled with the responsibility of raising his thirteenyear-old niece, Kelly, after her parents were killed in acar crash.
The series was slotted against Maverick and alternated with Jack
Benny, so it did not have the opportunity to strike out on its
own and become a hit until it defected to NBC in the summer
of 1958. While Bachelor Father was apassible but generally uninspired show, the other two sitcom sleepers were exceptional comedies of the decade, with strong characters and genuinely funny
situations.
The Real McCoys blazed a trail from the mountains of "West
Virginny" to the farms of California's San Fernando valley, turning
rural humor into top-rated TV for ABC. Presiding head of this
hillbilly clan was veteran sidekick Walter Brennan who, even

JOHN -EIRSTINE,

though growing up fifteen miles north of Boston, was completely
believable as the crusty, cantankerous, dyed-in-the-cornpone

BACHELOR FATHER'

Grandpa Amos. Grandpa provided most of the humor in the series,
usually outwitting everyone else (especially the city slickers) in
spite of (or often because of) his backwoods naivete and adherence
to proven downhome aphorisms. Richard Crenna and Kathleen
Nolan (as grandson Luke and his wife, Kate) played their characters
rather straight, though inevitably everyone in the McCoy clan had
to face the sputtering wrath of Grandpa. The family's MexicanAmerican hired hand, Pepino (Tony Martinez) served as the most
frequent and convenient target for Grandpa's volatile temper.
The Real McCoys was pure comic fluff and seemed the perfect
answer for ABC to CBS's reliance on sitcom superstars such as
Lucille Ball, Jack Benny, Phil Silvers, and Danny Thomas. Though
the program was practically ignored at the start of the season,
by New Year's it had begun aslow and continuous rise in popularity. By early 1959, The Real McCoys became the first ABC sitcom
to reach the top ten, winning both urban and rural support. Urban
viewers laughed at the out-of-place hillbilly ways of the McCoys
while rural viewers were amused by the clan's constant triumphs
over the absurd, overly sophisticated city folk. (One of the program's writers, Paul Henning, used the same premise five years
later and produced the even more successful Beverly Hillbillies.)
ABC also became the launching pad for another sleeper sitcom
success, Leave It To Beaver. The program began in 1957 with an
undistinguished season on CBS, losing against Rin Tin Tin and
then Disneyland. In the fall of 1958, Leave It To Beaver moved
to ABC as alead-in to Zorro and its fortunes began to rise immediately.
Leave It To Beaver was the most effective of the decade's "warm
family" strain of sitcom, even outshining the Anderson family of
the already popular Father Knows Best. Both series presented small,
close-knit families living in the vast expanse of television's interchangeable suburbs, but there were important differences between
them. Though the Andersons rarely faced the ridiculous misunder-

NOREEN CORCOVAN,
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The cast of Bache/or Father did not make the cover of TV Cuide
until 1960. (From Bachelor Father. Courtesy of MCA Television
Limited)
standings that usually occupied TV sitcom families (such as in
The Life of Riley), the blandness of their characters ultimately
undercut the attempts to introduce moderately realistic situations
into the story lines. The Anderson children were especially disconcerting. Betty (Elinor Donahue), Bud (Billy Gray), and Kathy
(Lauren Chapin) experienced the usual adolescent crises (allowance, school grades, dates), but everything seemed to happen to
them—they were too nice and aseptically clean to ever get into
trouble themselves. The Anderson kids were an adult's view of
perfect children: They were never greedy, stupid, or mischievous,
just unlucky or unwise. With the vital core of a warm family
situation (the children) lacking credibility even for television reality,
the frequent heart-to-heart talks in the den with their patient and
understanding father (played by Robert Young) and their nervous
reactions to minor crises (such as a misfired blind date) seemed
hollow and phony.
Leave It To Beaver also contained its share of bland Fifties sitcom
stereotypes. The Cleaver family lived in atypical television suburban home in a quiet neighborhood with shady trees and a nice
front yard. Like nearly every TV father at the time, Ward (Hugh
Beaumont) disappeared between 9:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. five days
aweek to an unknown job, though his real life's work seemed to
be mowing the lawn and having weekly heart-to-heart talks with
his sons (an annual event, at best, in real families). His wife, June
(Barbara Billingsley), was aperfect TV mommie who wanted nothing more out of life than aclean carpet, whiter-than-white laundry,
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were touched, to a lesser degree, by this more realistic portrayal
of akid's world. Straight-talking Whitey (Stanley Fafara), fat and
September 29, 1957
DuPont Show of the Month. (CBS). CBS and David Susskind
begin a series of irregularly slotted monthly dramas that pop up
all over the schedule.
September 30, 1957
Do You Trust Your Wife? switches to weekday afternoons on
ABC and features anew host: CBS reject Johnny Carson (assisted
by sidekick Ed McMahon). In July, 1958, the title of the show is

selfish Larry Mondello (Rusty Stevens), perpetually flunking
Lumpy (Frank Bank), and the brazenly two-faced Eddie Haskell
(Ken Osmond) were afair cross-section of suburban youth.
Leave It To Beaver managed to bridge the chasm between television's caricatures and the real world by keeping one part of the
family equation close to reality. Though the adults were cardboard
characters, the children in Leave It To Beaver were just like real

changed to Who Do You Trust?

kids: flawed and confused, usually good, but not above some exciting petty-larceny. As a result, Leave It To Beaver emerged as a

October 17, 1957
ABC's Navy Log dramatizes John F. Kennedy's wartime naval

warm family show that offered normal American kids the opportunity to actually identify with children portrayed in a television

exploits aboard the PT 109. At the end of the episode, the junior

series. More than any other sitcom at the time, it captured the

senator from Massachusetts appears to chat about the events.
November 6, 1957
The Lucille Ball and Desi Arnez Show. (CBS). Television's #1
sitcom couple begin aseries of irregularly scheduled monthly specials. First up: a "flashback" on how Lucy and Ricky first met in
Havana in 1940.
December 13, 1957
CBS axes The Jimmy Dean Show because of continued sponsor
indifference—even though it is ahead of Today in the ratings.
January 6, 1958
Dotto. (CBS). Colgate drops sponsorship of Strike It Rich in
the CBS daytime schedule and picks up a new game show for
the slot.
January 11, 1958
Sea Hunt. Ziv brings local stations adiver-as-cop adventure series,
produced by Ivan Tors and starring Lloyd Bridges.

essence of a child's everyday life in the late Fifties, building a
strong and loyal following that watched the Beaver and Wally
mature from mischievous kids to spirited teens.
ABC's early evening Iddvid strategy had led both CBS and NBC
to place similar fare in the 7:30-8:00 P.M. slot, pushing out both
the fifteen-minute news and fifteen-minute music shows that had
filled this period. NBC's success the previous few seasons with
laid-back hour-long series featuring Perry Como and Dinah Shore
suggested a new avenue of exposure for the displaced singers: a
revival of the thirty- and sixty-minute musical-variety form, which
had flourished in the early 1950s. For the fall of 1957 there were
new musical-variety showcases for TV veterans Dean Martin, Nat
King Cole, Patti Page, Eddie Fisher, and Frank Sinatra, as well
as for new headliners Polly Bergen (from Pepsi-Cola ads and panel
shows), Rosemary Clooney (from local television syndication), Pat
Boone (from The Arthur Godfrey Show), Guy Mitchell (from the
hit "Singin' the Blues"), Gisele MacKenzie (from Your Hit Parade),
and Patrice Munsel (from the world of classical music). Only Pat
Boone and Eddie Fisher survived to join Dinah Shore and Perry

and awell-done roast. She was aprofessional mother who always
wore asemi-formal dress, even while doing the housework or baking
cookies. (Billingsley received her basic training for this task by
serving as the mother in the short-lived 1955 sitcom Professional
Father.) Ward and June both stuck to the standard Hollywood
image of adults, as did the other grownups in the series, such as
stuffed-shirt Fred Rutherford (Richard Deacon), over-protective
Mrs. Mondello (Madge Blake), and Miss Landers (Sue Randall),
the pure and patient schoolteacher. The children in Leave It To
Beaver, though, provided the crucial difference. More than any
other kids on TV, they were real.
The star ("Jerry Mathers as the Beaver") was a young boy,
nearly ten years old, with an all-trusting Alfred E. Neuman-ish
grin and an appropriate set of dimples. Despite his adorable appearance, the Beaver had very little of the "goodie two-shoes" qualities
heaped upon most of television's kids, and he actually engaged
in normal, healthy preteen mischief. At the same time, he was
honestly trying to decipher the way the world worked, and trying
to understand whether people could be trusted or not. He often
turned to his older brother Wally (Tony Dow) for help, and his
brother responded with genuine concern tempered by total exasperation at the Beaver's frequent ineptitude (summed up in his often
repeated phrase, "Aww, Beav'!"). Wally faced his own awkward
problem: He was old enough to be interested in girls but too young
to do anything about it. He tried to assert himself and create a
good impression, even adopting a touch of Fifties teenage cool
(closer to Ricky Nelson's somnambulism than the artificial jive
of the Fonz in the 1970s sitcom Happy Days), but Wally often
ran into just as many problems as the Beaver. Even their friends
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Como in returning the following fall.
Most of the new shows failed for lack of avery important element
in amusical-variety program, variety. All the new programs seemed
the same, sharing the same guests and staging the same production
numbers over and over. Though apopular singer could easily carry
afifteen-minute show with afew lively numbers, much more was
needed to fill the longer programs. The hosts were unable to tie
together the individual segments of their new shows, frequently
falling into stilted, artificial chit-chat as transition. Often, the same
writers that had worked on the recently flopped comedy-variety
hours supplied the interscene patter, repeating well-worn routines
that had eventually strangled the big name comics. Against these
odds, the battle for respectable ratings proved frustrating to both
the musical stars and the networks.
Frank Sinatra, in his second attempt at aweekly television series,
proved a major disappointment for ABC. He just never seemed
to devoted all his energies to his much-touted new program, alternating between live and filin presentations and changing producers
almost weekly. CBS was frustrated at the failure of Patti Page's
The Big Record, which the network had hoped to use to dominate
Wednesday nights. The program was modeled after NBC's familiar
Your Hit Parade, which used a cast of regulars to sing "cover"
versions of the top tunes. The Big Record brought in the hit artists
themselves to sing their own songs, live, but from the opening
show everything seemed to go wrong. A trick piano for Hoagy
Carmichael did not work properly. Eddie Cantor, who was miming
asong, had to begin singing when somebody stopped the record.
While Billy Ward's Dominoes were performing, stagehands had
to restrain two policemen that barged into the New York studio

with an arrest warrant for amember of the band. More importantly,
the program failed in its attempt to appeal to both teenagers and
adults by including sharply conflicting styles of music: rock'n'roll
and mainstream pop. Instead of attracting both audiences, it alienated them.
Nat King Cole, the first black to host a full-length network
television variety show, faced a more serious problem. Cole had
been a success with both black and white audiences as host of
one of NBC's fifteen-minute musical spots during the 1956-57 season, so when these were eliminated in the summer of 1957, he
received athirty-minute summer slot that the network hoped would
catch on and carry over into the fall. Throughout the summer,
some of the top names in show business (such as Harry Belafonte,
Peggy Lee, Tony Martin, and Ella Fitzgerald) appeared on his
show for next to nothing, and Cole started to register very good
ratings, coming within afew points of overtaking CBS's $64,000
Question. Despite such astrong performance, no sponsor offered
to pick up the show, fearing the antipathy of Southern viewers
toward seeing blacks on television. Defying the traditional handling
of unsponsored programs, NBC bravely invested $17,500 each week
(still just afraction of the budget for most sponsored variety shows)
to keep Cole on the air, hoping asponsor would eventually come
forward. In September, the network even increased the weekly
budget to $20,000 and kept the program on in prime time, but
no commercial support ever emerged. When the show finally went
off in December, Cole issued adevastating attack on advertisers,
saying it was Madison Avenue, not the South, that was keeping
blacks off television. He said the ad agencies deliberately refused
to sponsor him, fearing that, as a black, he would be bad for
product identification.
Strangely enough, while many middle-of-the-road pop singers
failed on television in 1957, raucous rock'n'roll music managed
to make important inroads into the network schedule, and the
genre even registered its first television hit. Alan Freed, one of
the men responsible for popularizing rock'n'roll in the Fifties (with
his radio programs and traveling stage shows) presented the first
network television show devoted to the new sound, Rock'n'Roll
Revue (soon renamed The Big Beat), which premiered in the spring
of 1957 on ABC. Each week Freed presented rockers such as the
Clovers, the Del-Vikings, and Screaming Jay Hawkins, though as
a concession to the TV audience's wide range of tastes, he also
included less frenetic artists such as Guy Mitchell, June Valli,
and Connie Francis. Despite his mixture of performers, Freed's
program did not catch on. Rock'n'Roll was still somewhat limited
in appeal and Freed's own rough, unpolished manner—while perfect for his live stage shows—was unsuited to the demands of
network television. The Big Beat faded at the end of the summer
of 1957. What did succeed, though, was the unpretentious American
Bandstand, which came to the ABC network weekday afternoon
line-up on August 5, 1957, after five years as alocal Philadelphia
program.
For ninety minutes each day on American Bandstand, young
disk jockey Dick Clark played the latest hit records while some
high schoolers danced to the music. Occasionally, there were appearances by guest performers, but they usually only lip-synced
their own records instead of singing live. Many reviewers predicted
that American Bandstand would be adisastrous flop as anetwork
show and they scoffed at the format, pointing out that local stations
could easily produce asimilar program on their own (at the time,
many did). When the ratings arrived, however, they showed American Bandstand clobbering the competition from CBS and NBC.

much easier to take the network feed rather than to turn out their
own versions.
Once American Bandstand was an established hit, hordes of sponsors appeared and it was even given a brief run in prime time.
In February, 1958, Clark received amore suitable evening show,
sponsored by Beechnut gum. The nighttime program closely resembled Freed's The Big Beat, only with more polish, as, live from
aNew York theater, Clark presented the big names of rock'n'roll
in a mix of live singing and lip-synced numbers. Though there
was no dancing staged in the theater, the exuberant teenage audience gave the show an exciting energy as it cheered such performers
as Jerry Lee Lewis, Chuck Berry, Fats Domino, Fabian, Bobby
Darin, and Annette Funicello.
Clark succeeded with rock on television while Freed did not
for one important reason: Clark was a sharper businessman and
packager. Alan Freed often seemed to be too caught up in keeping
the frenzied movement of alive rock show intact to consider toning
it down for the television cameras to follow. He also favored the
raunchy, less familiar black rhythm and blues performers over
more mainstream rockers. As aresult, to the uninitiated, The Big
Beat appeared visually confusing and Freed's own supercharged
demeanor somewhat threatening.
Though a true rock'n'roll fan, Dick Clark treated the music
first and foremost as a special business enterprise that had to be
adjusted to meet the unique demands of television. He realized
that the nature of alive rock performance did not transfer easily
to the small, confining TV screen. While masters at their music,
most rock performers were novices at projecting any visual, physical stage presence (beyond shaking) for television. Clark provided

February 17, 1958
Oliver Treyz becomes president of ABC-TV.
March 12, 1958
Game showman Louis G. Cowan becomes president of CBS-TV.
April 28, 1958.
James Aubrey returns to CBS as vice-president of creative services.
May 13, 1958
Dr. Allen DuMont resigns as chairman of the board of the DuMont Broadcasting Corporation, which is renamed the Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation.
July 1, 1958
Colgate brings Dotto to prime time on NBC.
July 7, 1958
Death of See It Now. Age: 7 years. Cause: CBS's new leaders
feel the floating documentary series is expendable.
July 11, 1958
Robert 'enter becomes the president of NBC-TV as Robert Sarnoff assumes the position of NBC's chairman of the board.
August 4, 1958
Monday Night Fights, the final show of the old DuMont network,
dies. At the end, it is carried on only five stations, nationwide.
October 1, 1958
Death of Kraft Television Theater, the oldest show on television.
Final production: H. Julian Fink's"Presumption of Innocence."

Though the concept was simple to stage, local stations found it
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aprogramming staple in the early days of television on such shows
as DuMont's They Stand Accused, but had gone out of style with
the move to filmed series that allowed action to take place outside
the cramped confines of the studio. Perry Mason brought the courtroom saga back into the limelight. The character of Perry Mason
had begun life in aseries of murder mystery novels by Erle Stanley
Gardner and, in the early Forties, Mason moved from print to a
radio soap opera series on CBS, which presented him as the playboy
type. As portrayed by Raymond Burr for television, Perry Mason
was ano-nonsense legal wizard who never lost acase.
Perry Mason was a triumph of technique over format, because
every episode in the series was identical: Somebody in trouble came
to Mason who then spent the first half of the show investigating
the case. Inevitably, amurder would take place, and Mason would
shift his attention to defending his client from this charge, farming
out the tedious detective work to his flunky, Paul Drake (William
Hopper). In court, Mason carefully questioned each witness, undercutting alibis, exposing contradictions, and shifting suspicion from
one character to another, while playing a cat and mouse game
with the long-suffering state prosecutor, Hamilton Burger (William
Talman). At the dramatic showdown, Mason would reveal avital
piece of evidence (brought in at the last minute by Drake), and
Ward Bond leads the Wagon Train. (From Wagon Train. Courtesy
of MCA Television Limited)
the necessary stabilizing control and guidance. He also recognized
the need to place rock'n'roll in safer, more accessible surroundings
for general consumption. On his programs, Clark was always neatly
dressed, clean-cut, warm, and articulate. He usually emphasized
less threatening personalities such as Fabian, who did toned-down
versions of black rhythm and blues hits. With this approach, Clark

force the guilty party to stand up and publicly confess.
The series was astraight whodunit, complete with afull range
of suspects and clues that allowed the viewer to become an armchair
detective. Because it was clear that Mason would win (he lost
only one case in the nine year history of the series), the object
was to keep one step ahead of him and spot the damaging evidence
or false alibi, and zero in on the killer—or at least understand
how Perry did. Even though the series followed the same formula
each week, it demanded that viewers think and alertly scan the
suspicious characters in the episode. Though it seemed that every

ran away with the television teen market and soon his American
Bandstand show was the most important outlet for new rock'n'roll

hack character actor in Hollywood eventually turned up as asuspect in Perry Mason, their character types contrasted well with

music. (He could make or break a new disk just by deciding to

the strong central cast to provide, for most people, apositive and
generally believable portrait of the legal profession. Many practicing
attorneys were not happy over such an image, however, finding
it impossible to live up to the infallible standard Mason set. Salt
Lake County attorney Frank Moss (later aUnited States senator)
complained at aconvention of prosecutors that:

play it on his show.) Clark's Saturday night Beechnut Show lasted
until 1960, while American Bandstand kept right on going, weathering the British invasion, acid rock, and the rise of disco.
Live television drama continued to lose strength during the 195758 season as the networks and sponsors nitpicked the form to
death while drastically increasing their commitment to filmed productions. Besides providing aboom for Westerns, this resulted in
a new batch of police and private eye shows, including several
new loner cop series and the revival of an old crime format. Like
the Westerns, they offered the public amixture of familiar characters and dramatic action.
In M Squad, Lee Marvin played Chicago police lieutenant Frank
Ballinger, atight-lipped cop on aviolent beat. As in Jack Webb's
Dragnet, there was adeadpan voice-over narration to explain the
story, but unlike that show M Squad emphasized physical beatings,
frequent car chases, and constant gunplay. David Janssen, as Richard Diamond, Private Detective, and Frank Lovejoy in Meet
McGraw were both tight-lipped, long-suffering, know-it-all private
eyes who disliked cops and turned to the police force only when
necessary. Peter Lawford (The Thin Man) and Donald Gray (as
a new one-armed British permutation of Mark Saber) were both
dilettante detectives that exuded sophistication and occasionally
even cooperated with the police. The best new crime series of the
season, however, took an old, discarded television format and used
it as the basis for a well-executed presentation of the systematic
pursuit of justice, Perry Mason.
Courtroom drama (with its simple, inexpensive sets) had been
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A good number of jurors have become convinced, through
watching television, that the prosecutor is some sort of trick
artist, who pulls arabbit out of his hat in the last reel ...
if he doesn't resort to theatrics, as the TV prosecutors do,
they are inclined to bring in an innocent verdict.
As Perry Mason began its long run as atop-notch formula drama
show, the long battle between New York and Los Angeles for
control of America's television culture passed asymbolic turning
point. New York lost. Studio One, for years one of the premiere
showcases for live New York drama, moved to Hollywood and
began accentuating big name stars, fancy scenery, and deep-voiced
announcers over dramatic content. The trend was irreversible.
Video tape came into general use in 1957, dooming live television,
and one of the last remaining reasons for the stars and networks
to avoid the West Coast evaporated. It was just so much easier
out West: there was more room, agreater number of actors, and
less red tape. All of the major studios were heavily committed
to television production, and all three networks had virtually conceded control of program production to the filmmakers. Though
the amount of prime time programming originating on the West
Coast had been increasing slowly for years, in 1957 it jumped—
from 40% to 71%.

As the first generation of important network programmers passed
from the scene, they left behind bitter comments. Former NBC
president Pat Weaver, who failed that year in an abortive attempt
to start afourth network, labeled television "a jukebox to put in
the corner to keep kids quiet." Fred Coe quit NBC stating, "I
just wasn't happy doing nothing." Max Liebman and NBC parted
ways. All season, stories about great drama shows being emasculated by fearful sponsors and networks circulated in the press.
Rod Serling said he was "giving up" writing television dramas
after Playhouse 90 tampered with two of his plays: "Aftermath"
and "Panic Button."
"Aftermath," astory of ablack lynching in the modern South
(a topic that Serling had run into trouble with afew years earlier),
had been scheduled to open the season for Playhouse 90, but sponsor
protests forced a delay. Even after Serling changed the story to
the lynching of Mexicans in the Southwest in the 1880s, it was
not put on the air until June, when most people began their vacations and the number of viewers dropped. Retitled "A Town Has
Turned to Dust," the play featured Rod Steiger as a cowardly
sheriff torn between the law and the mob (led by William Shatner).
Serling's "Panic Button" began as the story of acommercial airliner
crash and the investigation that followed. Airline pressure forced
Serling to change it to acharter plane, but then the charter companies complained. "We'll wind up with aYellow Cab," an associate
producer moaned. "TV has more sacred cows than India."
Playhouse 90 even permitted showman Mike Todd to take over
one episode and turn it into afirst anniversary party for his film
"Around the World in 80 Days" (in which CBS had purchased
a 10% interest the previous year). For "Around the World in 90
Minutes," Todd filled Madison Square Garden with 18,000 of his
closest friends, and CBS carried the celebration live. Elizabeth
Taylor (Todd's wife) passed out slices from an enormous birthday
cake as luminaries paraded aimlessly beneath agiant balloon. Two

hundred and forty dancers stood by but never danced. Anchormen
Walter Cronlcite and Jim McKay tried to make sense of the proceedings and the speeches that ranged from tiresome testimonials to
an unexpected call for world peace by Senator Hubert Humphrey.
The camera work was generally shoddy and the interviews were
constantly interrupted by ads. The New York Times television critic
Jack Gould succinctly described the affair as "an elaborate bore."
The prostitution of adistinguished series like Playhouse 90 with
the airing of Todd's party was a symbol of the declining status
of television drama. Studio One, Climax, and NBC's daytime Matinee Theater were canceled by the end of the season. Even the
eleven-year-old Kraft Television Theater, the grandaddy of all TV
dramas, bit the dust in 1958. Though long a refuge of sensible
dramatic entertainment, it was sacrificed in the spring of 1958 to
effectuate Milton Berle's return to television the following fall.
Even though Berle had been considered "dead" as a television
personality only a few years before, he had stolen the show at
the April 15 Ermny awards telecast, so Kraft decided to gamble
and sign him for the next season. Though it was generally conceded
that comedy-variety was in abad slump, Kraft felt that the chance
of success with Berle was better than continuing to support hourlong drama, which it saw as an increasingly moribund form.
In a last-ditch attempt to salvage the Kraft drama program,
the J. Walter Thompson production agency withdrew from the
show, and turned it over to David Susslcind's Talent Associates
(which had done agreat deal of television drama work for CBS,
especially on Armstrong Circle Theater). Susskind turned out a
fabulous two-part live presentation of Robert Penn Warren's "All
the King's Men," but it was too late. Kraft had settled on Berle
and slated the oldest show on television for cancellation. Susskind,
who was still very active on CBS, took the defeat personally, calling
1958 "the year of the miserable drivel."
Then there were the quiz shows.
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18. Dotto Goes Blotto

REGULAR viewers of CBS TV who tuned in the 'network at
11:30 A.M. on Monday, August 18, 1958, expecting that day's edition of the quiz show Dotto instead heard studio announcer Ralph
Paul stampede through a quick disclaimer, "Dotto, the program
formerly presented at this hour, will no longer be seen. In its place,
we bring you Top Dollar." Though the disappearance of this morning quizzer was quite sudden, the fact that one quiz show was
being replaced with another was not that unusual. All through
1958, various quiz programs had appeared and disappeared with
increasing regularity. Since the ratings triumph of The $64,000
Question in the summer of 1955, quiz shows had become anetwork

Parks) planned to auction as one of its prizes the sparsely settled
Scottish island of Stroma, which producer Robert Stivers had purchased for $23,000, but canceled the proposed stunt at the last
minute in response to the plaintive pleas of the British government.
Others adopted weird, off-beat formats such as ABC's ESP (hosted
by Vincent Price), which tested the extra sensory perception of
contestants who had to identify unseen playing cards from isolation
booths. Christmas, 1957, brought the home participation craze
which gave viewers at home the opportunity to win prizes at the
same time as the studio contestants. By Easter, 1958, alocal New
York program, Bingo at Home (hosted by Monty Hall), combined
the home participation angle with anew wrinkle, bingo. The first

programming staple, turning up throughout the schedule. They were
the easiest format to use in quickly filling holes left by flopped

network to pursue the bingo fad was CBS's thinly disguised Wing°

programs or to serve as headliners in launching the new season.
Even though another runaway smash hit had not emerged since

(hosted by Bob Kennedy) which offered prizes of up to $250,000,
though the rules were so complicated no one ever got close. NBC

the spectacular performance by Charles Van Doren on TwentyOne in 1957, sponsors were happy to continue to bankroll the

soon followed with Music Bingo and even old timers such as The
$64,000 Question added aspecial bingo-type feature.
Through all these gimmicks, most quizzes earned adequate, if
not spectacular, ratings while waiting for the next public hero to

quiz programs. The television economy had been in avery weak
state since 1956, and expensive, complicated filmed series often
were amore risky and less attractive investment. Besides, sponsor
identification was judged to be much higher on the quizzes than
on sitcoms or Westerns, and without many of the problems. There
were no temperamental stars demanding salary increases, and the
possibility of sparking any controversy seemed remote. Best of
all, quiz shows were very cheap to produce. All that fancy prize
money was nothing compared to the usual price tag on afilmed
series. It didn't matter that most of the programs were nearly
identical and often disappeared after a short run. Another show
with a slightly different gimmick would be brought in and there
was always the possibility that ratings lightning would strike with
the new program. It soon became clear, however, that Dotto was
not just another quiz show that bit the dust. Instead, it marked
the first step in the collapse of the house of cards that was the
TV quiz show.
In the time between Charles Van Doren's final appearance on
Twenty-One (March 1957) and the fall of Dotto (August 1958),
quiz show producers had become increasingly concerned over the
performance of each show and they tried every possible gimmick
and format variation in the hope of attracting ratings equal to
Van Doren's. Some offered very large amounts of cash or highly
unusual prizes. In one extreme case, Bid'n'Buy (hosted by Bert
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appear. No matter how many variations were devised, audience
identification with contestants was the most important element
for success. The $64,000 Question had featured Gino Prato and
Dr. Joyce Brothers. Twenty-One found gold with Charles Van
Doren. Name That Tune once featured Marine Major (and future
astronaut) John Glenn, who won $15,000 by correctly identifying
twenty-five songs, including "Far Away Places." Still, every show
had to eventually face the same problem: The most popular contestants did not automatically win and could be knocked out at anytime by aless attractive challenger. Thus, the most important aspect
of aquiz show seemed left to blind chance.
In the spring of 1958, however, quiz shows were still accepted
by most people as a solid part of the TV culture and one that
would continue to grow. CBS had its Louis G. Cowan-inspired
The $64,000 Question and The $64,000 Challenge as well as the
independently produced Top Dollar, Dotto, and Name That Tune.
NBC concentrated on programs devised by Jack Barry and Dan
Enright (Twenty-One, Tic Tac Dough, Dough Re Mi, and Concentration) and added other shows such as The Price Is Right, Haggis
Baggis, and Win with a Winner. As the number of quiz shows
on the air increased, the number of more serious news and drama
shows decreased. Quiz show impresario Louis Cowan became presi-

dent of the CBS television network in March, 1958, and soon
thereafter it was decided that CBS could do without controversial,
expensive loss leaders such as See It Now—even as an occasional
floating special. At the same time, some producers went even further
and brazenly claimed that quiz shows were really atrue renaissance
in live TV and the successors to the live drama productions from
New York, which were rapidly fading from prime time. Television
executives responded to anguished cries among critics over the
apparent passing of the already mythical golden age of television
by insisting that they were performing apublic service, giving the
people what they demanded: quiz shows and Westerns. TV had
become a truly mass medium, they pointed out, and could no
longer afford to cater to the elitist tastes of asmall, over-educated
minority.
Even so, there was uneasiness and exceptional pressure in quiz
show circles during the spring of 1958. Sponsors were paying increasing attention to the performance of the quiz programs, and
the generally acceptable ratings most quizzes had been coasting
along on were beginning to be viewed as inadequate. During the
summer, no fewer than ten new quiz shows appeared, but the
genre's overall performance declined. Loretta Young's anthology
series defeated The $64,000 Challenge. A mediocre Western, the
Californians, nosed out The $64,000 Question. Ancient reruns of
I Love Lucy beat new episodes of Twenty-One. Dotto, a smash
hit on CBS in the daytime, flopped in anighttime version on NBC.
Halfway through the summer, even the off-beat ESP abandoned
the quiz format and became adrama anthology, focusing on real
life incidents of extrasensory perception. (At the end of each dramatization, Vincent Price interviewed the real people involved.)
One reason for the ratings decline was overexposure. The public
was beginning to tire of the interchangeable formats used in each
quiz program. More importantly, the programs were running out
of new heroes. Without aconsistent stream of heroes, viewer attention focused on the all-too similar formats of each individual show,
and the obvious weaknesses were exposed. By the middle of 1958,
it became increasingly clear within the TV industry that quizzes

ning an investigation into the possibly illegal activities of the producers of Dotto. What's more, added Hogan (who happened to
be the Democratic nominee for the U.S. Senate that year), "If it
leads to other shows, we will have to follow them up."
Even though Dotto was the only show publicly under suspicion,
questions about other quiz shows began surfacing. On August 28,
Herbert Stempel charged that the producers of Twenty-One had
supplied him with answers during his reign as champion and that
after he had been on top for four weeks (winning $49,000), they
told him to "take a dive" in his match with Charles Van Doren
in December, 1956. This dramatic accusation changed the focus
of the quiz show investigation from arelatively obscure program
to one of America's new folk heroes, who was still apublic celebrity.
Van Doren happened to be guest-hosting the Today show that
week and on August 29 he issued an on-the-air denial:
I'm sad and shocked ...it's enough to shake your faith
in human nature. ...Imyself was never given any answers
or told any questions beforehand, and, as far as I know,
none of the contestants received any coaching of this
sort ...the television quiz show in this country has become
an institution. A quiz show is fundamentally a matching
of wits and it is an American tradition to do this. I, for
one, think it's agood tradition.
Twenty-One producers Barry and Enright, as well as NBC itself,
also issued categorical denials of Stempel's charges, with the network calling them "utterly baseless and untrue."
In September, quiz show contestants and producers began making pilgrimages to Hogan's office, some voluntarily, some involuntarily. Barry and Enright produced a dramatic audio tape of
Stempel in which he seemed to be trying to blackmail them by
demanding $50,000 or he'd talk. Stempel replied that the tape
had been doctored. Barry, who was also host of Twenty-One, issued
an on-the-air defense of the program on October 8, assuring home
viewers that the Twenty-One producers had not abused the audi-

were not a solid commodity, but a very unstable structure that
needed just aslight push to collapse.

ence's trust and would not in the future, adding, "The truth will
out." Jack Narz, emcee of Dotto, said he knew nothing about any
rigging, but one Dotto contestant who had won $900, Mrs. Regan
Leydenfrost, said she had received "indirect help anyone but an

On May 20, 1958, Ed Hilgemeier, atwenty-four-year-old parttime butler and bit actor, was astandby contestant on the daytime

idiot could follow." The Reverend Charles E. Jackson said that
during the pregame runthrough before his appearance on The

version of Dotto. Backstage, Hilgemeier found anotebook belonging
to a woman who had been the winning contestant on that day's
show. The notebook contained answers to the questions she had

$64,000 Challenge he had been supplied the correct answers. Another contestant, James E. Snodgrass, announced that he had received the answers in advance during his five appearances on

been asked. Suspecting foul play, Hilgemeier showed the notebook
to the woman's opponent and also protested to the show's produc-

Twenty-One but, unlike the others, he had proof. Before his
appearances, he had mailed the answers to himself and he presented

ers. After receiving a$1,500 payoff, Hilgemeier was ready to forget
the whole matter until he discovered that the disgruntled losing
contestant had been given $4,000, just what the winning contestant
had received. Feeling double-crossed, Hilgemeier filed acomplaint
on August 7 with the show's sponsor, Colgate. These maneuvers
went on behind the scenes and out of the public eye, so the sponsor's
public reaction came as acomplete surprise. On August 16, Colgate
abruptly announced it was terminating both the weekday morning
(CBS) and Tuesday evening (NBC) versions of Dotto. No reason
for the unexpected cancellations was given by either the networks
involved or the sponsor. Yet rumors quickly spread that adisgruntled contestant had charged the show with rigging and was taking
his story to the D.A. Appropriately, on the morning of August
25, only hours after Teddy Nadler set the all-time quiz show prize
record (he won $252,000 on The $64,000 Challenge), New York
District Attorney Frank Hogan announced that his office was begin-

the district attorney sealed registered letters containing the evidence.
These charges surfaced just as the 1958-59 season began, and
soon every quiz show on the air came under suspicion, throwing
the networks' schedules into complete chaos. By mid-September,
Dotto, ESP, Haggis Baggis, and The $64,000 Challenge were axed.
In mid-October, Twenty-One, which had fallen from sixth to thirtyfifth in amatter of months, was kicked off NBC. In early November,
The $64,000 Question departed, after giving away $2,106,800 and
twenty-nine Cadillacs. At Christmas, even the local Bingo at Home
was removed from the air, even though it was completely free of
taint. The networks steadfastly claimed they were canceling the
shows because of their bad ratings, and not in response to the
many charges being leveled.
In late September agrand jury was impaneled to hear the mounting charges against the quiz shows, but it handed down only one
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indictment that year, charging Albert Freedman, producer of
Twenty-One, with lying to the grand jury in October when he

tempted to portray the season as marking the reappearance of
TV's classic comics. Such an approach made sense because one

said that he had never supplied answers to contestants. The grand
jury continued to conduct its business in 1959, but behind closed

sponsor, Kraft, had already abandoned its long-running dramatic
showcase in favor of the much-heralded return of Mr. Television
as host of The Kraft Music Hall (an umbrella title for comedy

doors, so the issue of the quiz scandal faded from view for almost
a year. Most of the quiz shows were off the air and, while there
appeared to have been some cheating, nobody familiar to the public
seemed to be at fault. Charles Van Doren, with his steadfast denials,
seemed to escape the crisis unscathed and was signed on as a
regular for Today. Van Doren delivered daily five-minute lectures
on science, poetry, history, and famous people in what he felt
was amarvelous opportunity to interest the nation in "the intellectual life."
NBC and CBS were adamant in their own statements of innocence, pointing out that almost every one of the quiz shows had
been, like most programs on television, produced totally by outsiders over whom they had no control. ABC, which, by coincidence,
had few quiz shows anyway, eagerly pointed out that it was cleanerthan-clean. "You can't say anything bad about Westerns. That's
our format and we're sticking with it."
With quiz shows knocked out of the picture just as the new
season began, the networks rushed to replace the format and build
a positive image for their other programming. At first, they at126
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and variety shows borrowed from the network radio program Kraft
had sponsored over the years). Unfortunately, it was the same
old Milton Berle in the same old skits. His only new feature was
a spotlight on up-and-coming talent, but even this was canned
after a few months, not long before Berle himself was dropped.
Jackie Gleason, also attempting yet another comeback, offered his
old formula of familiar stock characters, the June Taylor dancers,
and aparade of glamour girls, but without the assistance of sidekick
Art Carney, who had been replaced by Buddy Hackett. The program was an unqualified disaster and was banished by New Year's.
George Burns tried to make it without his long-time partner, Gracie
Allen (who had retired from show business), using the remaining
characters and the show-within-a-show premise from the Burns
and Allen Show. He played aformer comedian trying to make it
as atheatrical producer and variety show host, but found himself
outdistanced by syndicated reruns of his old show. By the end of
the season, Burns also disappeared. Veteran Ed Wynn, who had
achieved some success as an NBC variety host in the early 1950s,

attempted to make the transition to situation comedy as afolksy,
sentimental figure in the embarrassingly hokey setting of alonely
old widower trying to raise two orphaned granddaughters in a
college town. He, too, was gone by New Year's. Despite the network's efforts to breathe new life into television comedy, the format
that dominated programming and ratings again this season was
the Western.
The networks exploited nearly every possible aspect of the old
West and at one point in the season seven of the top ten shows
were oaters (Wagon Train, Gunsmoke, Maverick, Sugarfoot, The
Rifleman, Cheyenne, and Have Gun Will Travel), with only Danny
Thomas, Perry Como, and Perry Mason breaking the near-monopoly. In order to stand out within this multitude of frontier heroes,
some of the new shows emphasized unusual gimmicks that were
either a part of the setting or used by the main character. Bat
Masterson carried a cane, wore a derby hat, and used a custom
built gun. Gene Barry, as Masterson, projected an air of suave
sophistication in his portrayal of the dandified yet adept lawman
who was usually looking out for himself, in the style of Maverick
and Paladin. In Yancy Derringer the producers went to aridiculous
extreme and tried combining at least eight saleable gimmicks into
one program: The action took place in bawdy post-Civil War New
Orleans and focused on the exploits of aformer Confederate captain, Yancy Derringer (Jock Mahoney), aroguish riverboat gambler
who used tiny pistols and knives instead of guns, and was good
at judo besides. Derringer's compatriot and bodyguard was astonefaced rifle-toting Indian (played by X Brands) who used sign language to communicate.
In opposition to the gimmick school were the Westerns that
emphasized strong silent heroes such as Steve McQueen in Wanted:
Dead or Alive, Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood in Rawhide, John
Russell in Lawman, George Montgomery in Cimarron City, Rory
Calhoun in The Texan, and Kent Taylor in The Rough Riders.

These characters spoke so infrequently that one critic (in areview
of The Rough Riders) said the best acting was by the Rocky Mountains. Westerns were doing so well that even the loss of the leading
man could be overcome by an enterprising producer. When production for the fourth season of Cheyenne began, star Clint Walker
was out "panning for gold in contract land" (holding out for more
money) so anew character, Bronco Lane (played by former Texas
A&M football star Ty Hardin) was brought in. The series ran as
scheduled, without even changing its name. When Walker returned
for the next season, Bronco was given his own slot.
The season's most successful new Western was ABC's The Rifleman, starring Chuck Connors as Lucas McCain. On the surface
this appeared to be another gimmick Western, emphasizing the
hero's use of a rifle in place of the traditional six-shooter, but
the program's real attraction was the warm relationship between
Lucas and his young son, Mark (Johnny Crawford). Every episode
of The Rifleman centered on the son's learning something about
life, either on his own or from his father. Once the audience accepted both Connors as atough guy and gentle father and Crawford
as abelievable kid, the plots lost their significance, the showdowns
became just window dressing, and the show became ahit.
Crime shows, though not as prominent as Westerns, also continued their steady growth. Like Westerns, they occasionally provided
high quality stories while attempting to snare the audience with
off-beat gimmicks and characters. CBS's Markham presented Ray
Milland as still another rich dilettante detective in the Thin Man
mold who was in the business just for kicks, though the network
insisted that the series was different—Markham was an investigator,
not a private eye. Naked City touted realism, both in its story
line (the day-to-day routine of apolice detective, played by James
Franciscus) and setting (the series was filmed entirely on location
in New York City). Man with aCamera featured Charles Bronson
as afreelance photo-journalist and virtual Superman who person-

Dotto's announcer Ralph Paul
prepares to pick out the name
of a lucky home viewer who
will be called by emcee Jack
Narz and asked to identify the
dotted celebrity caricature on
the wall. (CBS, Inc.)
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to reveal the depth of their commitment to a new way of life.
Host Jack Wyatt led the degrading process that often originated
from the county jail with some criminals appearing under guard
September 15, 1958
ABC experiments with prime time news, moving John Daly's
fifteen-minute report to 10:30 P.M., while also maintaining an early
evening news show. Sponsor reaction is strong at first, but viewer
reaction is cool. In May, 1959, Daly moves back to the early evening.
September 22, 1958
Peter Gunn. (NBC). Both the networks and sponsors appear to
be loosening up: After years of being blacklisted, actor Herschel
Bernardi lands the role of Lieutenant Jacoby in this jazzy detective
series.
September 24, 1958
The Donna Reed Show. (ABC). A wholesome family sitcom with
a pleasant, if idealized, cast of characters: Donna Reed plays the
loving mother; Carl Betz is the respectable physician, husband,
and father; and Shelly Fabares and Paul Petersen are the sweet,
occasionally boisterous children.
October 2, 1958
"Days of Wine and Roses" on Playhouse 90. J. P. Miller's original
story (later turned into afilm) focuses on the destructive effects
of alcoholism, with Cliff Robertson and Piper Laurie.
October 13, 1958
ABC resumes daytme programming with Day in Court, Liberace,
Beat the Clock and Dick Van Dyke as aquiz emcee in Mother's
Day.
November 23, 1958
Ronald Reagan and his wife Nancy appear in General Electric
Theater's Thanksgiving production of"A Turkey for the President."
January 12, 1959
The Bell Telephone Hour. (NBC). After eighteen years as aradio
showcase for musical diversity, the Telephone Hour comes to television as an occasional special. In the fall it receives aweekly slot.

as they faced the panel. Clergymen, lawyers, psychologists, psychiatrists, penologists, and sociologists conducted the questioning,
which one critic described as a "public dissection."
One series that broke from these formulas, though, was dropped
by its sponsor for being too controversial. Herb Brodkin's Brenner
marked adrastic shift from 1950s TV tradition and presented policemen who were not always right and who sometimes found their
actions indistinguishable from the criminals they pursued. Edward
Binns (as Lieutenant Roy Brenner) and James Broderick (as his
son) portrayed honest but fallible policemen attempting to sort
out the differences between justice and the law. Brenner was responsible for keeping the other policemen in line, and his son helped
him by working as an undercover agent in the police vice squad.
The series, based on a 1958 Playhouse 90 story, "Blue Men," was
both fifteen years ahead of its time (anticipating the Seventies'
"Serpico") and also a return to the inside-outsider type in the
crime genre. Though Lever Brothers withdrew as sponsor after
Brenner's brief run in the summer of 1959, CBS felt strongly enough
about the series to bring it back the next few summers with wellwritten new episodes. Despite the quality at every level, Brenner
never caught the public's fancy.
The season's most successful new private eye show was Peter
Gunn (starring Craig Stevens), atriumph of style over substance
that tred the traditional turf of blackmail, business intrigue, and
murder, but peppered the all-too-predictable adventures with fascinating characters and ajazzy theme by Henry Mancini. The music
provided arich backdrop throughout each episode and created a
mood that matched the mix of odd characters Gunn encountered.
Gunn himself hung out at Mother's, a jazz nightclub run by a
tough but understanding woman (played by Hope Emerson). His
girlfriend Edie (Lola Albright) sang there, and his contacts, includ-

February 6, 1959
On Person to Person, Ed Murrow conducts alive interview with
Fidel Castro, who appears clad in pajamas.

ing police Lieutenant Jacoby (Herschel Bernardi), often met him
there. Gunn appeared as agrown-up, cynical boy scout who understood human nature but somehow kept hoping for the best anyway,
and his character mixed well with his surroundings. The show
became ahit for NBC in its first season and lasted for three years,
shifting to ABC for its final season after the ratings slipped a

ally took on tough guys and tackled fleeing criminals—just for

bit.
ABC, which for years had been looking for anew hit show or
hit format to make it appear respectable, found the answer in

the opportunity to "get agood picture." The fights were the high
point of each program because the series suffered from weak acting
in addition to the hackneyed scripts. The first episode wasted the
team of Bronson and Billy Jack-to-be Tom Laughlin in an uninspired story of afighter asked to take adive.
Traffic Court came to ABC after years on local Los Angeles
television. The series took the concept of "dramatizing actual cases
from the files of ..." and brought it to the trivial world of moving
violations. Edgar Allan Jones, an assistant law school dean at the

1959 by unlocking the secret of the Westerns. All three networks
had frantically tried to determine what made Westerns so appealing
to the American public throughout the decade. At first, executives
and producers assumed the Western setting itself was the attraction,
because it provided aconveniently noncontroversial stage for modern morality plays. Next, they used gimmicks in setting and paraphernalia to make one show stand out from the horde. They

University of California, portrayed the austere traffic court judge

constantly overlooked an obvious but nevertheless vital element

while amateur actors played the repentent souls who had double
parked or let their licenses expire. Such intense legal drama was
apparently very popular in Los Angeles for, at the time, L.A.
viewers could watch, within the same week: Traffic Court, Court
Martial, Divorce Court, Juvenile Court, Youth Court, Night Court,

that lay at the heart of the most popular Westerns: the characters.
In the best Westerns, the heroes were not wooden demi-gods

Municipal Court, and Day in Court.
Confession was another ABC find from the hustings (this time,
Dallas). It also focused on the criminal element, though it followed
aformat that seemed designed to overstep the boundaries of good
taste. Convicted criminals who were trying to reform were brought
before apanel and subjected to intense public questioning designed
128
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but well rounded and interesting people. Looking at its success
in series such as Maverick Cheyenne, and Sugarfoot, Warner Brothers made the connection. Stars of its Westerns had not been wellknown figures with an already established audience to start with;
instead, the characters portrayed by actors such as James Garner,
Clint Walker, and Will Hutchins were themselves appealing and
consequently they became stars in the intimate medium of television. If viewers liked the central characters and cared about what
happened to them, they would keep returning to the series to find

out. That same type of appeal had kept viewers interested in such
television heroes as Lucy and Ricky and Charles Van Doren and,
in that light, Paladin, Matt Dillon, Lucas McCain, and the Maverick brothers were merely the latest entries in a continuing cycle.
If that was the appeal of the Westerns, then there was no reason
to keep such awinning formula stuck out West in the 1880s. By
retaining the appealing characteristics of such heroes as Bret Maverick, along with the frequent incidents of "action" (a television
euphemism for fights and violence), the producers at Warner Brothers concluded that a hit show could be set in almost any time
and any place. The theory was put to the test in October, 1958,
when Warner Brothers combined the nucleus of its hit Westerns
with the setting from anot-so-different format, private eyes. The
result was 77 Sunset Strip and the birth of a new program form:
action-adventure series.
77 Sunset Strip took action, humor, sex appeal, and a set of
characters that jelled, presenting, in effect, amodern day Western.
The first episode of the series was actually aninety-minute movie
reject, "Girl on the Run," in which private detective Stuart Bailey
(Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.) tracked down and captured a murderer
(played by Edward Byrnes) before marrying the pretty girl at the
end. Some elements were changed for the television series itself
which began the following week. Zimbalist was still private detective Stuart Bailey who operated an investigation business on the
swank Sunset Strip, but he was no longer married and no longer
alone at work. His business was a partnership with Jeff Spencer
(Roger Smith) and they were assisted occasionally by Byrnes, who
was no longer amurderer but rather their parking lot attendant,
Gerald Lloyd Kookson III—better known as Kookie. Roscoe
(Louis Quinn), the firm's junior partner (a former horse player
who retained his unmistakable Brooklyn charm even in the aseptic
world of Los Angeles), and Suzanne Fabray (Jacqueline Beer),

March 8, 1959
The three Marx Brothers make their final appearance together
in "The Incredible Jewel Robbery," a half-hour pantomime-style
comedy on CBS's General Electric Theater. Harpo and Chico star,
but Groucho makes a cameo appearance, delivering the only line
of dialogue.
April 1, 1959

Zorro provided ABC with two years of swashbuckling Western
adventure. (From I.): Zorro (Guy Williams) and temporary ally
Joe Crane (Jeff York). (Walt Disney Productions)
their switchboard operator, provided additional color. The cast
had all the necessary elements to make the show a hit. Smith
and Zimbalist were the epitome of suave sophistication, both intelligent and quick-witted. Their office repartee was light and breezy,
with the putdowns usually directed at Kookie and Roscoe. Naturally they could solve any case without help from the police, and
they displayed afierce independence riding the streets of Los Angeles. Suzanne added the necessary sex appeal for the men and

Under the vigorous leadership of a new president, John White,
the National Educational Television network (NET) moves its headquarters from Ann Arbor, Michigan, to New York City. His long

Kookie, an Elvis-cum-Ricky Nelson hipster who was perpetually
chewing gum and combing his hair, appealed to the young women.
He even released ahit record-paean, "Kookie, Kookie, Lend Me

range goal: turn NET into a respectable alternative to the three
commerical networks. The immediate goal: find ahome base educa-

Your Comb." The show started out very slowly but turned into
asolid ratings winner by the spring.

tional channel to serve New York City.
June 16, 1959
Death of George Reeves a.k.a. Clark Kent a.k.a. Superman. Age:
45. Cause: Typ0,..sting.
July 16, 1959
Oh Boy. (ABC). Bad quality lcines of Britain's premiere rock'n'roll
television show (produced by Jack Good) receive a short summer
run in the U.S.
September 25, 1959
Death of The Mickey Mouse Club. Age: 4 years. Cause: Growing up.

The success of 77 Sunset Strip, along with that of Maverick
The Rifleman, The Real McCoys, and Walt Disney Presents (the
renamed Disneyland) gave ABC its best ratings in its history. The
network had more shows in the top ten (four) than either CBS
or NBC, and by the end of the season ABC found itself amere
fraction of a point out of second place—unparalleled success for
the network that was usually buried deep in the cellar. By unlocking
the secret of the action-adventure series, Warner Brothers won
the undying friendship of the ABC network and its new president,
011ie Treyz. Singing "Kookie, Kookie, lend me your format," ABC
turned over to the studio 30% of its prime time schedule to fill
for the fall of 1959.
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19. Adventures in Syndication

AT THE beginning of the 1950s, the television networks and
the Hollywood studios viewed each other as mortal enemies and
consequently kept their operations separate. The studios saw television as an unwelcome intruder while the two major networks,
CBS and NBC, insisted that they would not give up their direct
control over TV programming as they had done with radio. As
the decade drew to aclose, though, atotally altered relationship
existed: Warner Brothers, Screen Gems (Columbia Pictures), 20th
Century-Fox, and not-so-minor independents such as Desilu, Four
Star Productions, Ziv, Talent Associates, and Goodson-Todman
produced almost everything on television while all three networks
acted as mere conduits, retaining complete control over only sports
and news. This shift in power took place as network chieftains
who favored in-house production (such as NBC's Pat Weaver)
were replaced by people who supported abdication of network control, primarily out of economic self-interest. It was cheaper to let
outside agencies take the financial risks necessary in developing
programs; network executives could then sit back and pick and
choose from the finished products. At the same time, direct and
sustained governmental pressure was also at work, and over the
years the networks were forced to "voluntarily" relinquish more
and more controls.
Though the federal government, through the FCC, was expressly
forbidden by law from dealing with program content (unless it
was obscene or libelous), there were many ways to get around
the rule. The FCC had made the first major attempt to control
programming with its unsuccessful ban on big money quiz shows
in 1949, but throughout the 1950s it was Congress, rather than
the commission, that sought to influence what went over the air.
Beginning in 1951, aseemingly endless stream of hearings dealing
with the possible detrimental effect of sex and violence on television
occupied congressional attention. Despite numerous impassioned
outcries at these hearings over the deteriorating morals of the nation, none of the investigators ever uncovered adramatic outrage
that could be pinned on the networks as an example of ablatant
abuse of the public's trust. It was all conjecture and no one could

television might be helped immeasurably by breaking the control
the three networks held over programming and cited some possible
benefits. Broadcasters would no longer all have to appeal to the
lowest common denominator. Instead, by allowing agreater number of program producers access to the market, the government
would encourage specialization similar to what was then occurring
in AM radio (stations catered to specific but differing tastes such
as rock'n'roll, classical, and middle of the road music) and perhaps
even develop additional competing networks. In reaction to the
congressional trust-busters breathing down their necks, the networks acted to forestall any such legislation by relinquishing some
programming control on their own. As aresult, Hollywood took
control of television production through the Fifties and the quality
of network programming dropped noticeably. These Hollywood
firms were even more timid than the networks and they turned
away from any innovative programming to produce safe immitations and duplications of the film industry's classic grade-B staples.
The Hollywood studios could not really be blamed for failing
to initiate any bold innovations because even the supplier of the
greatest amount of network programming for the 1959-60 season,
Warner Brothers, produced only seven hours each week. Each
program was one-seventh of its total television commitment, and
there was little room for shows that were likely to meet viewer
resistance by being different. Warner Brothers felt it was taking
abig enough risk in the new season by making amajor commitment
to the one-hour action-adventure format for ABC. Until the previous few seasons, the only successful sixty-minute shows had been
variety and drama presentations, and it wasn't until Maverick and
Cheyenne that regular filmed adventure series dared to go this
extra length. After the success of 77 Sunset Strip in 1958-59, ABC
was willing to gamble with more of the same, and Warners, with
some trepidation, delivered the new product. At first, it appeared
as if the network's gamble had failed. Each of the new actionadventure programs opened to blistering critical reviews and low
ratings, but ABC held firm. 77 Sunset Strip had also opened in a
weak position, then slowly built its ratings, becoming a hit by
spring. The network had learned that a sixty-minute program
needed a slightly longer time to prove itself; besides, the public
was still getting used to the action-adventure format. ABC's pa-

explain what level of sex and violence was harmful—if any. So
in the mid-Fifties Congress turned instead to the field of anti-trust
action and here the potential for success seemed higher.
In the Forties, such governmental pressure had forced NBC
to give up its Blue radio network (which then became ABC) and

on, and by spring ABC found itself in second place in the network

had broken the grip that the eight major studios held over Hollywood. Testing the waters again, the government suggested that

ratings race for the first time.
Warner Brothers' three new action-adventure programs each fol-
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tience paid off, the numerous echoes of 77 Sunset Strip caught

lowed the previous season's winning formula to atee ("two parts
private eye, one part cutie pie"), just as ABC wanted. Bourbon
Street Beat ("77 Gumbo Strip") presented blackmail, murder, drug
smuggling, dames, fights, and wisecracks in the French Quarter
of New Orleans through the eyes of suave and sophisticated Cal
Calhoun (Andrew Duggan) and Rex Randolph (Richard Long).
The two were assisted by Ricky Nelson-cum-Koolcie protégé Ken
Madison (Van Williams) and their shapely secretary Melody Mercer (Arlene Howell). A supposedly catchy jazz theme ran through
each episode, but it did little to punch up the predictable action
sequences. Hawaiian Eye ("77 Surfboard Strip") presented the usual
outbreak of blackmail, murder, pineapple smuggling, fights, and
dames with the palm trees, beaches, and tropical sun of the country's newest state as a backdrop. The crew of detectives (played
by Anthony Eisley, Grant Williams, and Robert "Koolde" Conrad)
went through the paces of solving crimes and admiring the scenery,
with assistance from abeautiful nightspot singer (Connie Stevens)
and a local-color taxicab driver (Poncie Ponce). It would have
been undiplomatic to ignore the country's other new state, so The
Alaskans ("77 Tundra Strip") presented blackmail, murder, gold
prospecting, dames, fights, and wisecracks in the "beautiful but
dangerous Ice Palace of the Northland" in the 1890s. A pair of
prospectors, Reno McKee (Jeff York), arugged cowpoke with gold
on his mind, and the aptly-named Silky Harris (Roger Moore),
teamed up with abeautiful saloon entertainer, Rocky Shaw (Dorothy Provine), in search of gold and adventure, but they never
seemed quite right in the lusty Klondike setting. Moore was too
much the epitome of British sang-froid and Provine appeared far
too Victorian for the part of cafe thrush to the earthy miners.
Though these new entries pulled in respectable ratings by the end
of the season, for the most part they failed to provide any solid
foundation to sustain audience interest. In many ways, they were
formula television at its worst.
Just because a program followed apredictable, repetitious formula did not automatically mean it was bad. On the contrary,
some excellent television entertainment had emerged from such
unchanging stalwarts as Perry Mason, Peter Gunn, and Maverick,
but each of those added something special to the formula. Perry
Mason drew the viewer into an elaborate murder puzzle with a
wide range of clues and suspects. Peter Gunn filled its routine
detective adventures with off-beat characters and a rich musical
undercurrent. Maverick probably the best of the Warner Brothers
productions, showcased very appealing characters, clever plots, and
humor that was neither forced nor overbearing. 77 Sunset Strip
was near the quality of Maverick, supporting the action with appealing, witty characters and usually adequate scripts. The new actionadventure series, in contrast, failed at almost every level. The main
characters were handsome but weak, the supporting casts wooden
and lifeless, and the stories offered nothing to supplement the action.
There were no clever puzzles, baffling mysteries, or intriguing situations—just murder, blackmail, smuggling, fights, and dames. Despite all the action, the programs were also generally bland and
inoffensive, offering adventures that were so noncontroversial and
timeless that they could have come from any of the hundreds of
grade-B Hollywood adventure films produced since the Twenties.
Perhaps all these weaknesses could have been overlooked if they
turned up in only one or two programs, but with ABC devoting
so much of its attention in the new season to action-adventure
(from Warner Brothers and other studios) and developing more
of the same for the future, the genre was being diluted and overex-

the so-called exotic setting (Alaska, Hawaii, New Orleans). In fact,
all the programs seemed virtually indistinguishable from the lowbudget offerings of such syndicators as Ziv. Though they were
first-run network series, they seemed designed more for future syndication than current network programming.
Devising the perfect show for syndication was aminor artform
and Ziv had perfected it over the years. When the networks had
maintained more control over programs, Ziv, as an independent
production company, had been practically locked out of the network schedules, so it began producing shows that could be sold
individually to local stations. Such a strategy required programs
that could be repeated indefinitely without appearing dated. Because local stations were even more reticent than the networks
to take on a series that smacked of controversy, stories had to
be safe and inoffensive as well. Though Ziv and other independent
film producers eventually won atoe-hold in the network schedules
by the mid-Fifties, aprogram's potential for syndication remained
their paramount concern. Filmed series cost agreat deal to produce
and, though aprudent producer could usually break even after a
few years on the network, the real profit rested in years of local
reruns in which the only new cost was duplicating the episodes.
When the major studios ventured into network television, the potential profit in this rerun market did not go unnoticed, and in
the late 1950s many network-filmed series (especially the sitcoms,
Westerns, and action-adventure shows) began to take on the unmistakable look of syndication. The season's ultimate example of this
trend was Adventures in Paradise from 20th Century-Fox. The
series was set in the alluring South Pacific, following the adventures
of Adam Troy (Gardner McKay), the handsome, pipe-smoking
skipper of the schooner Tiki, who cruised the ocean and visited
countless island ports. The stories were nonexistent, Troy's character was emotionless and nondescript, and the supporting cast was

October 12, 1959
Play of the Week David Susskind takes the endangered species
of drama anthologies to syndication. This weekly two-hour videotaped program is quickly hailed by critics as being as good as, if
not better than, the few drama showcases remaining on the networks.
October 26, 1959
CBS Reporta (CBS). To counter the embarrassing quiz scandal,
CBS basks in the desperately needed praise and prestige from "Biography of a Missile," the first presentation of its new Ed MurrowFred Friendly documentary series.
November 17, 1959
Radio's payola scandal rolls in right behind the quizzes. ABC's
Dick Clark is given an ultimatum by congressional investigators:
Get rid of outside music interests, or else. Clark divests.
November 20, 1959
Alan Freed is fired from WABC radio, due to his payola problems.
Eight days later, he is fired from WNEW-TV.
December 8, 1959
Quiz show casualties reach the top: Louis G. Cowan is out, James
Aubrey is in at CBS.
January 3, 1960
Sunday Sports Spectacular. (CBS). A Sunday afternoon experiment: The first attempt to offer a variety of less familiar sporting
events, such as rodeo and stock car racing, on aweekly basis.

tended while it was just beginning. There were too many series,
too soon. The only thing that distinguished one from another was
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mediocre and unbelievable. Nonetheless, the series was perfect for
syndication since it was really nothing more than a travelogue

pone's assistant. Borrowing Playhouse 90's realistic touch of using
awell-known newscaster to tell the story, Walter Winchell supplied

through a swank tropical paradise. Though it remained on ABC
for only three seasons, Adventures in Paradise was still being rerun

the dramatic narration. The two episodes were favorably received
and the concept was developed into a weekly series. In the fall
of 1959, The Untouchables premiered, surprisingly, on ABC—a

in syndication through the 1970s. Of course, there were also high
quality series worthy of continued off-network reruns. One such
program was ABC's most successful new action series for 195960, The Untouchables.
An amazing wave of nostalgia for the prohibition era surfaced
in 1959 on television, beginning with the Playhouse 90 presentation
of "Seven Against the Wall" (produced by John Houseman). It
was arealistic re-creation of the Al Capone gang's St. Valentine's
Day Massacre in Chicago. The realism was accentuated by using
awell-known newscaster, Eric Sevareid, as nàrrator. A few months
later, NBC began a short-lived series called The Lawless Years,
which was based on the real-life exploits of Barney Ruditsky, a
New York City plainclothes detective in the Twenties who worked
to infiltrate and expose racketeers and bootleggers. The most successful exploitation of the era came in the spring with atwo-part
story on CBS's Desilu Playhouse, "The Untouchables," based on
a book written by Eliot Ness, the federal agent who nailed Al
Capone. Robert Stack portrayed the no-nonsense lawman, Neville
Brand played Capone, and Bruce Gordon was Frank Nitti, Ca132
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concrete example of the network's growing strength and credibility.
The Untouchables, produced by Quinn Martin, was television
docudrama at its best, taking real events and real characters and
incorporating them into interesting and entertaining stories. It was
agood gangster show, depicting aviolent era populated by cruel
men who often could be overcome only by violence. Occasionally
the writers were not completely faithful to history, but the effective
presentation of the struggle between the "untouchable" lawmen
(led by Eliot Ness) and the Capone mob (led by Frank Nitti)
usually rendered the minor inaccuracies unimportant. The program
was merely a re-creation of events in a bygone era, not a strict
history lecture, and it was necessary to have clearly defined good
guys and bad guys as well as a gaggle of innocent and not-soinnocent bystanders.
Nonetheless, The Untouchables upset many Italian-Americans
because it appeared at a time when revelations about the Mafia
were making front page news. They felt the program merely served
to confirm afeeling among Americans that all gangsters were Ital-

jans and all Italians were gangsters. In reality, the Capone mob
was almost completely Italian, so Quinn Martin had given the
characters Italian names and used actors who could "look Italian"
in these roles. In doing so, he had violated TV's unspoken ban
on presenting identifiable ethnic personalities, a volatile topic in
American broadcasting since World War II. Industry reluctance
to showcase ethnicity had all but eliminated the ethnic school of
humor in the early Fifties and ABC was sensitive to criticism of
its new show. In response, the network downplayed the Italianness of the gangsters in the show's second season and had Martin
add Italian agents to Ness's crew and non-Italian thugs to the
Nitti mob (in a prohibition era equivalent of affirmative action).
Even with these modifications, the series still retained a strong
flavor of the era.
The Untouchables was also criticized for being too violent with
its abundance of gang war shoot-outs and ambushes by federal
agents. Though frequent and intense, the violence was never gratuitous, rarely gruesome or morbid, and usually necessary to the story.
After all, the program was dealing with gangsters in an era when
such dramatic confrontations frequently took place. If Martin had
sanitized the subject matter, he would have seriously undercut
the very premise of the show and left it virtually indistinguishable
from every other TV crime series. Instead, The Untouchables stood
apart with its strong characters, good scripts, and very realistic
setting. Though by no means perfect (over time, the nearly hysterical Walter Winchell narration became rather humorous), the series
delivered almost everything an action-adventure show was supposed to.
The criticism of the violent tendencies and historical inaccuracies
in The Untouchables was, in many cases, just fresh ammunition
for people convinced that television was somehow responsible for

With the quiz show investigation, he felt he had aclear-cut issue
to use against television, even though there was doubt that concrete
criminal charges could be leveled against anyone. After months
of research, lawyers on both sides had been unable to uncover
any law that quiz show riggers might have broken, so the committee
hearings were merely a maneuver to put the matter before the
public. It was felt that outraged viewers would demand changes
in the laws regulating broadcasting after learning the depth of
the quiz show rigging first hand.
The first witnesses before the committee were former TwentyOne contestants James Snodgrass and Herbert Stempel. Snodgrass
offered his proof that he had been supplied answers in advance
(the sealed registered letters that he had mailed to himself with
the information) and Stempel claimed he had been told when to
lose to Charles Van Doren (though he offered no hard evidence).
A breakthrough occurred on October 9when Dan Enright (onehalf of the team that created Twenty-One and other top NBC
quizzes) publicly acknowledged that "controls" (his euphemism
for rigging) had been "a practice for many many years" on both
his quiz shows and those of many others. The nighttime version
of Tic Tac Dough, he revealed, was rigged 75% of the time. The
daytime version was not fixed because it was not as vital to attract
alarge audience at that hour. "Deception is not necessarily bad,"
he explained. "It's practiced in everyday life ...it should be
measured in terms of the hurt it inflicted on people." He said
that the whole point of rigging was to ensure adramatic flow of
events while making certain that characters who appealed to the
public became the returning champions. After Enright's confession,
other people involved with other shows came forward to echo

most of the country's ills. In the fall of 1959, such nit-picking
became unnecessary as the long percolating quiz show scandal
provided them with the long sought "smoking gun" to clinch the
argument against television.
The special grand jury investigating the charges against the quiz
shows had met in secret throughout the winter and spring of 1959,
so the entire matter had slipped out of sight for awhile. On June
10, after hearing 150 hours of testimony from 200 witnesses concerning six quiz shows (many of which were, by that time, no
longer on the air), the grand jury finished its work and handed

January 21, 1960
CBS cuts Playhouse 90 loose, lets it float. The series is quietly
killed in 1961.
February 11, 1960
Jack Paar walks out on his late night NBC show after anetwork
censor nixes asomewhat randy bathroom joke. After fuming awhile.
Pur returns March 7 and levels a searing blast at the newspaper
columnists that criticized him about the incident.

over a 12,000 word report to Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer. The
grand jury's findings did not constitute an indictment, but rather

April 1, 1960

a "presentment," that is, a report calling attention to illegal acts
without holding specific people responsible. Because no trial would

their final appearance together in "Lucy Meets the Moustache"

result from the presentment, Judge Schweitzer felt that the document would damage those named in it by not providing an opportunity for them to publicly clear their names, so he promptly sealed
and impounded the report. Members of the grand jury pointed
out that they had specifically avoided naming individuals and that
no harm would occur. Most of the summer was spent arguing
whether the report should be made public or not, and in August
acompromise was reached. Judge Schweitzer agreed to show the
minutes of the grand jury proceedings to Representative Oren D.
Harris, the chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce, who had announced that his committee would
hold public hearings on the quiz show question beginning October
6. Releasing the minutes was almost as good as showing the committee the actual report, so the matter was put to rest (the report
never was made public) and attention shifted to Harris's committee.
Harris had bedeviled the broadcast industry for years with anti-

Television's foremost couple, Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, make
(with guest Ernie Kovacs). One month later, their divorce becomes
final.
April 5, 1960
Worthington Miner, last of NBC, replaces David Sussldnd as
executive producer of Play of the Week
May 12, 1960
Frank Sinatra, in his fourth and final ABC special for the season,
presents the return to television of Elvis Presley, who has just completed astint in the Army. The Voice and the Pelvis duet on "Love
Me Tender" and "Witchcraft."
June 24, 1960
Death of Gillette Cavalcade of Sports Age: 16 years. Cause: Bad
punches.
September 24, 1960
Death of Howdy Doody. Age: 13 years. The decade is over. "Goodbye kids."

trust allegations and inconclusive hearings on sex and violence.
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the same line. They had coached contestants merely to ensure

this time in their testimony, by their producers. When he saw

good ratings. Hal March, emcee of The $64,000 Question, said:
It got to the point where there were just too many quiz
programs. Ratings began to drop and some producers turned
to rigging to make sure the shows kept their audience. They
just couldn't afford to lose their sponsors.
Despite the attempts to couch quiz show controls as just aneces-

the stonewall strategy coming apart, he ran to New England for
some serious soul searching, and decided to tell the truth when

sary business practice, the admissions of rigging suggested that
the situation was much worse and more widespread than had been
previously suspected. More importantly, many of the contestants,
including Charles Van Doren, had testified under oath that such
rigging hadn't taken place, and it appeared that they were guilty
of perjury. Van Doren, then aregular Today show staff member,
had even issued another complete denial at the start of the committee's hearings, then vanished. Harris issued a subpoena for Van
Doren, but for days the former quiz kid could not be found. On
October 13, he reappeared in New York City, saying that he had
been in New England on vacation and had known nothing of the

he returned.
As ameasure of the high regard Van Doren was held in, Representative Harris and other members of the committee responded
to the lengthy testimony with effusive praise for the newly repentant
sinner. He was commended for his fortitude and forthrightness
of his soul searching statement. Only Representative Steven Derounian of New York faced reality, observing "I don't think an adult
of your intelligence should be commended for telling the truth."
It was this view that took hold. Columbia University fired Van
Doren from his assistant professorship, and NBC fired him from
its staff. New York Times TV critic Jack Gould observed that "apparently many witnesses felt that going before a grand jury was
just another little quiz game to which the answers could be rigged
in advance." The anxious public, intensely interested in hearing
Van Doren's side of the story, found the details of the preprogram

subpoena, but was ready to testify. By then, the quiz show question
seemed to be turning itself into anational self-examination in which

coaching particularly galling. If Van Doren had really wanted to
stop the charade, he could have deliberately answered incorrectly

the country's self-esteem was at stake. Even President Eisenhower
announced that he was worried over the disclosures and was in-

at any time. What's more, not only had Van Doren cheated, but
all those nervous tics that viewers had identified with as he struggled

structing Attorney General William Rogers to look into the matter.
On November 2, 1959, Charles Van Doren, the thirty-three-

to victory had been nothing more than acting craft.
Following the Van Doren testimony, aparade of other contestants, many from the Louis G. Cowan-inspired CBS quizzers, came

year-old symbol of American ingenuity, confessed he had been
living a lie since 1956, saying "I would give almost anything I
have to reverse the course of my life in the last three years." From
the very beginning, he said, Twenty-One producer Albert Freedman
had coached him in both answers and demeanor. Freedman had
said that the then-current champion, Herbert Stempel, was hurting
the show by being too successful and unpopular with the audience.
Van Doren's job was to depose him. Van Doren said he asked
to compete honestly, but Freedman replied that was impossible.
Such things had to be prearranged. Besides, the methods didn't
matter. The important thing was that Van Doren would be promoting the image of the intellectual before the nation. Freedman then:
....instructed me how to answer the questions, to pause
before certain of the answers, to skip certain parts and return
to them, to hesitate to build up suspense, and so forth. ...
He gave me a script to memorize and before the program
he took back the script and rehearsed me in my part.
Van Doren explained that soon after he became champ, and an
unexpectedly popular contestant with the public, he asked Freedman many times to let him go; in January, 1957, the producer
agreed, but said it would take some time to arrange. In February,
Van Doren faced Vivienne Nearing who, he was told, would be
his final opponent. So that every possible twist could be milked
for the maximum effect, the final contest was arranged to end in
a succession of dramatic ties. On February 18, Van Doren and
Nearing were tied. On February 25, they were locked in two more
ties, and then the program took aone-week break while the nation
held its breath. On March 11, Van Doren was told he would lose
that night and was not given any of the answers. In a perverse
twist of fate, he was honestly stumped by the first question directed
to him and couldn't identify the king of Belgium (a relatively simple
question).
Van Doren confessed that he had been surprised by the public's
warm and enthusiastic response to him, but took advantage of it
with the feeling that he was "promoting the intellectual life." When
the grand jury called him in on January 14, 1959, he, like the
other contestants, lied to protect himself, his new-found friends,
and his own professional image. They had even been coached again,
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forward and bared their souls. Each one added to the disillusioning
revelations about some of America's television heroes. Staff assistants from The $64,000 Question revealed that they had ready
access (as "editors") to the safe deposit box containing each week's
questions, and that they had regularly used the privilege in order
to prep contestants. Band leader Xavier Cugat confessed that he
had received help in his appearance on The $64,000 Challenge.
Thirteen-year-old actress Patty Duke, who had gone from successful appearances on The $64,000 Challenge to a Broadway role as
Helen Keller in "The Miracle Worker," admitted that she had
been merely acting on the quiz show as well. To many this seemed
the lowest blow of all. Quiz show producers didn't hesitate to
exploit an impressionable child. President Eisenhower said he was
bewildered and dismayed by the extent of the quiz rigging, but
preferred to view it as a latter day equivalent to the 1919 Black
Sox World Series scandal, stating, "It doesn't reflect a general
debasement of moral standards."
Though the extensive public hearings and revelations disappointed and outraged many, the only crime committed in the entire
matter turned out to be lying to the grand jury. Most of the producers cooperated with the district attorney and copped pleas. In October, 1960, twenty contestants from Twenty-One and Tic Tac Dough,
including Charles Van Doren and Vivienne Nearing, were indicted
for second degree perjury. For more than ayear their cases were
dragged through the courts, and nearly half decided to plead guilty.
On January 17, 1962, Van Doren and the nine other remaining
contestants pleaded guilty before Judge Edward Breslin, who suspended their sentences because "the humiliation was evident in
their faces."
To the television industry, however, the revelations came as a
major body blow to its prestige. After years of very vocal but
disorganized carping, critics, both in and out of government, were
handed more than enough ammunition to use in their efforts to
alter the laws governing broadcasting. Viewers felt betrayed by
the medium they had placed so much trust in. Television programmers had willingly manipulated their emotions and exploited their
loyalties in order to pump up ratings and satisfy the sponsors, so

there was very little public sympathy for the broadcasters. CBS
president Frank Stanton, realizing the need for bold action to forestall any potentially devastating legislation, saved the situation by
immediately canceling the only three big money quiz shows left
on CBS (The Big Payoff, Top Dollar, and Name that Tune) while
the quiz hearings were still in progress. In the process, he wrote
off $15 million per year in ad revenue. Going even beyond that,
Stanton told aconvention of news directors in New Orleans that,
in the future,
...we and we alone will decide not only what is to appear
on CBS, but how it is to appear. We accept the responsibility
for content and quality and for assuring the American people
that what they see and hear on CBS is exactly what it purports to be.
Stanton's statement and quick action drew praise from the public,
but Albert Freedman, the producer of Twenty-One, felt otherwise
and argued that there was no reason to treat quiz shows differently
from other entertainment programs:
In the field of TV programming, saturated with murder
and violence, it is my opinion that the quiz shows, as entertainment, were a breath of fresh air ...it is about time
the television industry stopped apologizing for its existence
and began to fight back. It should insist that programming
be recognized and judged as entertainment and entertainment only.
It was only show business, he said, the same as magicians, Hollywood sets, radio sound effects, Western shoot-outs, movie stuntmen,
TV lawyers' perfect records, and ghost writers for politicians. All
of these did not present reality, but rather an approximation and
re-creation of reality. The real crime perpetrated was the attempt
to convince the public that the quiz shows were not approximations
of reality, but living breathing reality itself. "Our only error was

that we were too successful," he said. "The stakes were too high,
and the quiz winners fused themselves into the home life and the
hopes and aspirations of the viewers."
Stanton's firm action and brave announcements contrasted favorably with the self-serving statements of innocence that came from
NBC and the "you can't blame us" attitude at ABC. By accepting
both blame and responsibility, Stanton diffused much of the antipathy felt toward the networks. Legislation was eventually passed
in reaction to the quiz scandal, but it was limited to the very
narrow area of making it acrime to fix aquiz show. At the same
time, CBS began adrive to upgrade the overall image of network
television with positive reforms and programs that emphasized the
passing of the quiz show era. The network reestablished at least
partial control over programming; the old Edward R. Murrow
See It Now series was reactivated under anew name, CBS Reports;
and the ailing Louis Cowan, father of the big money quiz shows,
was eased out of his position as head of the television network
and replaced by James T. Aubrey.
Just as TV executives began the task of restoring their tarnished
credibility, charges of industry misconduct in another area surfaced.
Radio disk jockeys and music entrepreneurs were accused of accepting payola (bribes) in return for the exposure and promotion of
otherwise unknown or inferior recording artists. Once again, the
illusion of popular entertainment was tainted by vested interests
and personal gain. Investigations into the radio payola charges
touched many people but quickly focused on the two titans of
rock'n'roll, Dick Clark and Alan Freed, both of whom had farreaching business interests ranging from radio and television programs to connections with record companies and song promoters.
The two were acknowledged to be very influential in directing
teen tastes throughout the country and this raised suspicions about
their motives. Both were called before congressional committees

Riverboat set its Western
adventures aboard the steamwheeler Enterprise in the
1840s. Darren McGavin (2nd
from r.) was the captain and
Burt Reynolds (c.) played the
ship's pilot. (From Riverboat.
Courtesy of MCA Television
Limited)
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The Many Loves of Doble Chis
with: (from I.) Frank Faylen as
Herbert T. Gillis, Dwayne
Hickman as his son Dobie, and
Bob Denver as Maynard G.
Krebs. (Courtesy of Twentieth
Century-Fox)
to face heavy questioning, and the grilling left Clark shaken but
Freed severely wounded. Though he insisted he had done nothing

even sizable minorities or mildly esoteric tastes were being ignored
in favor of safe, inoffensive formats.
Though tranquility was the new cornerstone of prime time enter-

wrong, Freed was fired from his local New York radio and TV
slots. (He died afew years later on the West Coast.) Clark quickly
divorced himself from his outside business interests in order to
remove any possible conflicts and he managed to keep his two

tainment, the networks also sharply increased the number of news
and public affairs shows. They turned to them and hoped that
the public would be impressed and forgive the lapses in taste of

ABC television shows. The careers of both men, however, illustrated the chief by-product of both the payola and quiz scandals—

the quiz show era. This revival of informational programming
marked a clear-cut shift of priorities because those same shows

atremendous increase in the level of fear in the broadcasting world.
Even the slightest hint of controversy had to be avoided at all

had been deliberately cut back by all the networks in favor of
cheaper, flashier commercial fare since the middle of the decade.
CBS was the first to act, bringing CBS Reports to prime time
even before the quiz scandal reached its peak. The floating hour-

costs.
With TV blackened by the quizzes and radio damaged by payola,
both tried desperately to win back the public's trust. Safe, reassuring
programming became vital. Experimentation was out. Even atelevision program that was a critical and ratings winner, Mr. Lucky,
found itself in trouble over its moral tone. The series, which had
premiered in the fall, followed the adventures of asuave gambler,
Mr. Lucky (John Vivyan), who operated his own casino aboard
his yacht, the Fortuna. Lucky and his Latin sidekick Andamo
(Ross Martin) cruised along the Pacific coast facing an assortment
of odd-ball gamblers, corrupt Latin dictators, and enticing females,
while accompanied by rich Henry Mancini mood music. When
the quiz scandals erupted, the sponsor demanded that Lucky stop
gambling. He was corrupting the public morals (that is, he was
providing bad product identification for the sponsor). It wasn't
enough that the series stressed the personal integrity of Lucky
and Andamo while emphasizing their efforts to keep the operation
honest. The idea of a leading man running afloating crap game
was too much to bear. So Lucky and Andamo transformed the
Fortuna from acasino to arestaurant. How the sponsor expected
dramatic tension to develop in afloating deli was never revealed
because Mr. Lucky was soon canceled anyway. In this atmosphere
of fear, Mr. Lucky earned the dubious distinction of being one
of the highest rated shows to be axed in years. More and more,
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long documentary series, produced by Ed Murrow and Fred
Friendly, presented high quality programs and managed to attract
the support of sponsors—who were also interested in projecting
a more positive image. Among the reports in the program's first
season were: "Biography of aMissile" (the development of anew
missile, the Juno 2, from design to launch); "Who Speaks for the
South?" (both sides of the integration issue told by the people
directly involved); "Trujillo, Portrait of a Dictator" (a look at
the controversial Dominican leader who seemed headed for trouble—he was, in fact, assassinated the next year); and "Lippmann
on Leadership" (the first television appearance by noted columnist
Walter Lippmann).
Shortly after the quiz scandal revelations, NBC also moved to
boost the corporate image and offered World Wide 60 as its public
affairs showcase. Hosted by Frank McGee, the program occasionally turned out hard-hitting material such as "The Winds of
Change" (an analysis of the changing situation in black Africa)
and alook at Cuba, one year after Castro assumed power. Usually,
though, it tended toward either well produced travelogue type features (such as visiting scientists at the South Pole) or soft mood
pieces such as "The Living End" (on old age). The network's main
cultural drive, however, had actually begun in the fall with two

of NBC's traditional strengths, class variety and live drama. Sunday
Showcase, headed by Robert Alan Aurthur, featured dramas such

top fifteen. Though there were more new Westerns in September
than any other program format, most seemed content to rely on

as "What Makes Sammy Run" and "The American" (the story
of Ira Hayes, played by Lee Marvin), as well as high class variety
presentations such as "Give My Regards to Broadway" with Jimmy

one obvious hook to snare viewers and so broke no new ground.
Tate was about aone-armed sheriff. Law of the Plainsman featured
aU.S. marshal who was aHarvard-educated Apache Indian. The
Rebel was Johnny Yuma (Nick Adams), atroubled wanderer and
former Confederate soldier. Riverboat was afloating Wagon Train,
starring Darren McGavin and TV newcomer Burt Reynolds. The
Deputy featured occasional appearances by Henry Fonda. Only

Durante and Ray Bolger. Another series, Ford Star Time, also
mixed drama with its main strength, variety, and produced "Turn
of the Screw," "The Jazz Singer" (Jerry Lewis re-creating the 1927
film classic), and a unique television sing-along, led by popular
sing-along recording artist Mitch Miller. Despite these noble efforts
to upgrade the quality of American television (and the networks'
own public image), the 1959-60 season marked asignificant, symbolic loss for serious television drama.
In the fall, CBS's Playhouse 90 was reduced to an every-otherweek feature alternating with the insipid Big Party, afree swinging
(actually scripted) gathering "live from New York City" that was
filled with inveterate scene stealers and glittery showbiz folks (such
as Rock Hudson, Eva Gabor, Sammy Davis, Jr., Carol Channing)
ready to plug their latest song or film. This television travesty
was quietly put to sleep in January and, at the same time, Playhouse
90 lost its regular Thursday night slot and became afloating special.
The era of regularly scheduled, large scale drama anthologies

two of the new series lasted more than afew years and they used
the most unusual gimmick of all. The heroes in both Laramie
and Bonanza worked on aranch—something cowboys really did!
Laramie was competent but unexciting, while Bonanza was an
epic family drama that relied on its four male leads, joined by
frequent guest stars, to carry the program's workload. Former Canadian newscaster Lorne Greene played Ben Cartwright, father
of three sons by three different wives. This was the reason, apparently, that Adam (Pernell Roberts), Hoss (Dan Blocker), and Little
Joe (Michael Landon) had such different personalities and constantly engaged in excessive fraternal scraps. When the chips were
down, though, father and sons clung together to protect the family
name and family spread, the Ponderosa, from corrupt and thieving
outsiders. As owners of one of the largest ranches in the area,

had passed. Even the once heated confrontations over controversial
scripts had settled into awell-worn and hollow routine. CBS postponed the production of aRod Serling play about Warsaw's Jewish
ghetto, "In the Presence of Mine Enemies," (originally scheduled
for presentation at the beginning of the season) when three sponsors
objected, saying simply that the network had promised to get away

the members of the Cartwright clan were required to make frequent
business trips to neighboring towns, and to take an intense interest
in any local scheme or development that might affect them. Such
awide open format allowed agreat range of plots and the opportunity for individual guest stars to shine. It also permitted great

from such depressing themes. There was not much of afight and
the story eventually aired on May 18 as one of Playhouse 90's
irregularly scheduled special broadcasts. Fittingly, the play was

expanses of gorgeous full color outdoor scenery, and this had a
surprising effect on color TV set sales. NBC (the only network
still pushing color) had assumed all along that variety spectaculars

superficial, pretentious, and not worth squabbling over. (Its only
memorable feature was a performance by Robert Redford as a

(live or on tape) would provide the motivation for the purchase
of the expensive color sets, but dealers reported that Bonanza,
one of the few color filmed series, had brought more people into
the stores than years of such live fare. This was the first good
news color manufacturers had heard in years, though even with
this special attraction Bonanza was not a smash hit in its first
season. Only after afew years and several time shifts did it build
up aloyal audience that followed it for nearly fourteen years.
The most successful new show of the 1959-60 season wasn't a
Western, but rather an unpretentious sitcom, Dennis the Menace.
As in the popular comic strip the series was based on, Dennis

young, sensitive Nazi.) Serling himself seemed to have written off
TV drama showcases as alost cause anyway, devoting his efforts
instead to a new half-hour filmed series that premiered on CBS
that fall, The Twilight Zone. He explained his transition:
I'm tired of fighting the frustrated fights, copping pleas, fighting for points ...in any case, the half-hour form is afact
of life, and as long as we have to live with it, we might as
well try and do something meaningful in it. Even if they
fail, Ithink my shows will be better than My Little Margie.
Serling acted as executive producer, host, and frequent writer
for The Twilight Zone, asuspense anthology similar to Alfred Hitchcock Presents. Both series presented "stories with a twist," but
while Hitchcock's usually followed an O. Henry-ish style of trick
ending, Serling's focused on events that often couldn't be explained
at all. Many of the tales drew on science fiction themes, anumber
were genuinely amusing, and a few were actually scary. Though
it never became a runaway hit, the series won afew Emmys and
continued for five seasons (expanding to afull hour for one), maintaining Serling's high standards for the entire run. Without adoubt,
the provocative and engrossing tales were very much better than
My Little Margie.
Serling's move to aweekly half-hour series was his acknowledgment that, for the most part, the public preferred that form. Occasionally a special might stir viewer interest, but inevitably the
audience would return to familiar weekly series. In the 1959-60
season, Westerns continued to dominate this form, though as the
season progressed their popularity seemed to be leveling off. At
the start of the season, six of television's top ten program were
Westerns but, by spring, the number had dropped to four of the

perpetually bedeviled both his parents and his neighbor, Mr. Wilson, as he displayed his natural curiosity and affinity for mischief.
Six-year-old Jay North played Dennis as anormal, believable kid
in the Leave It to Beaver tradition, facing aworld filled with lunatic
adults.
One of the few Fifties sitcoms to deal with teenagers facing a
wacky world also premiered in the fall, though unlike Dennis the
show made no pretense at dealing with real characters. The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis was based on caricature and exaggerated situations that were handled with the comic timing and wit of such
TV classics as ILove Lucy. The characters were funny, the scripts
believable (in the context of their own crazy world), and the series
emerged as an effective but affectionate lampoon of middle class
teenage life in the Fifties, displaying remarkable insight into an
era that was still in progress.
Dwayne Hickman played the perpetually heartstruck Dobie Gillis, straight and clean-cut outside, but slightly wacko inside. Dobie
had no gripes with society; all he wanted was women and money.
He was constantly frustrated in the pursuit of both and, in George
Burns-style asides to the audience, he tried to figure out just what
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had gone wrong with his latest scheme. His best friend and "good

in trying to grow up as atypical teenager of the Fifties.

buddy," Maynard (Bob Denver), was asharp contrast to Dobie's
own image as a classic straight middle class teen. Maynard was

In the 1970s, when nostalgia for the 1950s took hold, programs
and filins such as Happy Days and "Grease" tried to re-create
the lives and interests of supposedly typical, happy-go-lucky teenagers of the previous decade. These efforts often seemed to be
hokey and artificial because they fell into the rut of accepting at

a beatnik. He talked in jive, had a beard, wore old clothes, and
didn't seem to want anything out of life, especially a job (the
very mention of work made Maynard jump). Besides fulfilling the
age-old requirements for acomical leading man's best friend, Maynard G. Krebs (the G, he explained, stood for "William") marked
the first regular TV appearance of abeatnik as an unconventional
but normal and sensitive person beneath his garb and gab. (Before
this, beatniks were usually presented as sadistically insane criminals
that were subdued by colorless, methodical policemen.) Dobie and
Maynard balanced each other perfectly and provided astrong base
for their comic world.
The show's supporting cast was equally colorful and lunatic.
Herbert T. Gillis (Frank Faylen), Dobie's father, was aself-made
man, the owner of the Gillis Grocery Store. He was an acceptably
adult businessman who was obviously just off-beat enough to have
fathered a boy such as Dobie. Zelda Gilroy (Sheila James) was
the short, plain girl in love with Dobie, to no avail, since he was
always pining for classic beauties such as Thalia Menninger (Tuesday Weld). Both Zelda and Thalia were much more intelligent
than most TV females of the time; both knew what they wanted
and what they didn't want. Zelda wanted Dobie and Thalia wanted
lots of money. In Dobie's world, there was also someone who
had "lots of money," the spoiled Chatsworth Osborne, Jr. (Stephen
Franken), whose family fortune represented opulent excess at its
best. Neither Chatsworth nor his widowed mother was ashamed
of the Osborne fortune (they rather enjoyed it) and though the
series ridiculed their elitist manner and ideals (both matriarch and
scion spoke in hilariously exaggerated Harvard accents), it never
portrayed them as ogres. Rounding out the supporting cast were

face value caricatures from the era. Despite the passage of more
than ten years, the Seventies' vehicles failed to provide any new
insight or perspective on the period and paled in comparison to
the style and humor of Dobie Gas, agenuine artifact of the Fifties.
This decade, which gained such an identifiable (if not always
accurate) character in retrospect, didn't end in December, 1959.
The moods, trends, and attitudes of the Fifties petered out over
the next four years, during the administration of President John
F. Kennedy. Nevertheless, three events took place in the 195960 season that seemed to symbolically mark a turning point in
television culture and its passage into anew decade.
In 1959, George Reeves, who had appeared as the man of steel
in all 104 episodes of the six-year-old syndicated classic, The Adventures of Superman, killed himself. In writing his obituary, many
felt that Reeves had chosen suicide out of frustration at being
unable to escape his Superman image and that his epitaph might
be that he died of typecasting. To millions of youngsters who heard
the news, it brought asobering realization that television was not
reality and that even Superman could die. In March, 1960, Lucille
Ball filed for divorce from Desi Arnaz. Lucy and Desi had been
seen together only in monthly specials for the past few seasons,
but their breakup officially ended, in reality and forever, amarriage
whose fictionalized portrayal had been the cornerstone of television
culture throughout the decade. Finally, on September 24, 1960,
NBC presented the 2,343rd-and-final episode of Howdy Doody.
Howdy had been there when TV began and kids who watched
the earliest episodes had children of their own who watched the
last. It was a graceful farewell that rang down the curtain on

two minor characters that made occasional, but effective, appearances: Duncan Krebs (Michael J. Pollard) was Maynard's spacey
cousin, and Milton Armitage (Warren Beatty) was a stuffy but
talented rival for Thalia's attention. In his own way, though, Armi-

one of the last remnants of television's infancy. Perhaps there was
never amore poignant moment on television than the last moment

tage was as demented as the rest. In aschool play he once performed
a hilarious take-off of Marlon Brando's interpretation of Stanley

of that last show when Clarabell the clown, silent through all
thirteen years of the program, looked into the camera and quietly

Kowalski in "A Streetcar Named Desire." All of these characters
served to illustrate the pleasures and the frustrations Dobie faced

spoke, "Goodbye kids."
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20. The Vast Wasteland

SEVEN years after merging with United Paramount Theaters,
the ABC television network had reached apparent respectability.
The network's commitment to the action-adventure format had
paid off and, though it was still far behind CBS, ABC had successfully nosed out NBC for the number two slot in the 1959-60 season.
Just as the new decade began, ABC was often placing as many
programs in the top ten as the other networks, sometimes even
more. 011ie Treyz, president of ABC-TV since 1958, noted this
improvement with considerable pride but went even further and
asserted that ABC was actually number one—citing aspecial Nielsen ratings survey that measured markets in which all three networks had full time affiliates to back his claim. Despite these
pronouncements, ABC was not yet generally considered at parity
with its rivals and was still unmistakably the "third network."
Though the number and strength of its affiliates had increased,
ABC was far weaker than CBS and NBC. Its news, public affairs,
sports, and daytime programming were virtually nonexistent. Even
its success in prime time had come almost entirely from one program type, action-adventure, with only occasional hits in other
genres. If the action-adventure format faded before a viable followup was found, ABC could slip back into oblivion in a very
short time.
While it searched for potential new prime time hits, ABC also
began to expand both its news and sports coverage in an attempt
to increase prestige and build on its momentum. Its first important
move in these areas was the surprise acquisition of exclusive television rights to the 1960 winter Olympics in Squaw Valley, California.
For the privilege of carrying the first Olympics held in the United
States since the advent of television, the network paid $167,000.
ABC viewed this investment in the winter games as essentially a
losing venture that was valuable only as abargaining tool in an
attempt to acquire the more profitable summer games scheduled
for Rome. When it failed to win the rights to the Roman games,
ABC canceled plans for coverage of the winter contests, feeling
that they would cost too much and not attract sufficient viewer
interest. CBS picked up both the winter and summer TV rights
and found itself producing all eighteen hours of winter coverage
on an unsponsored basis, just as ABC had expected. When the
winter games brought in unexpectedly high ratings, both the networks and sponsors were appropriately stunned. Events such as

interest. In August, CBS followed up the success in Squaw Valley
with twenty hours of sponsored, well-produced coverage of the
events in Rome, featuring sportscaster Jim McKay. The extensive
use of video tape made it possible to present events in the United
States on the same day they occurred in Italy, giving the games
an immediacy and tension that had been noticeably absent in the
long-delayed film reports of previous years. For CBS, the winter
and summer Olympic games were both an artistic and ratings success. For ABC, they were avaluable lesson.
Though it had lost this contest to CBS, ABC saw that sports
events were a natural area for it to pursue. CBS and NBC had
not come up with many dramatic sports innovations in the previous
half decade and ABC could compete on an equal footing, meet
them head-on, and attempt to outbid them for established events—
or pick up contests they had dropped or hadn't considered at all.
ABC had already become the sole network outlet for one of the
first TV sports, boxing, by attrition. CBS abandoned its Blue Ribbon
Bouts in 1955 as a worn-out remnant of TV's early days, even
though the show had maintained arelatively stable audience for
seven years. ABC picked it up on the rebound and joined NBC
and DuMont in carrying TV pugilistics through the Fifties. By
the end of the decade, DuMont had folded and stories of corruption
in the boxing profession and well-publicized deaths of boxers
shortly after beatings in the ring had given the sport a sinister
and subversive tinge that was reflected in lower ratings. In June,
1960, NBC ended its association with boxing, dropped Gillette's
Cavalcade of Sports matches after sixteen years, and left ABC alone
in the field. (It continued to present weekly bouts until 1964.)
As boxing declined during the late Fifties, other sports supplanted it as the chief focus of television athletics, and ABC scanned
these for areas of possible expansion. Major league baseball was
firmly in the grip of CBS and NBC, which both presented aweekend
"game of the week." Beyond that, NBC had exclusive rights to
the popular World Series contest. Television coverage of professional football, however, was especially attractive to ABC because
it seemed to have elevated a game of rather limited appeal for
thirty years into serious contention with baseball as the national
pastime. Though NBC controlled college football telecasts while
CBS presented the National Football League, which it had inherited

a dramatic down-to-the-wire hockey win by the U.S. over the
U.S.S.R. captured the public's attention and revealed asubstantial

from DuMont, the sport seemed ripe for plunder. Interest in the
game was growing and there was serious talk about the formation
of anew professional football league.

audience for types of sports previously considered of only marginal

Television helped to develop the expanding interest and apprecia139
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late Forties, ABC had started near the pace of its competition,
offering News and Views in August, 1948, just as the other networks
were beginning nightly news shows. The Monday through Saturday
show was structured exactly like a radio news and commentary
program: one of the anchors would present the day's headlines
and then offer afew minutes of interpretation. The anchor chores
were rotated among anumber of analysts such as George Hicks,
Walter Kiernan, and the first female network news anchor, Pauline
Frederick, but News and Views disappeared within one year. Although the format worked very well on radio, it was particularly
ill-suited to television's voracious demand for visuals. For four
years, ABC had no nightly news show and, for all practical purposes, no news department whatsoever. During this interregnum
NBC and CBS significantly developed their news resources and
styles, while ABC settled for once-a-week commentary programs

legitimate, but minor, candidates for the presidency. For the first
time in years, people again began talking about the fabulous nature
of television and its ability to allow millions of people across the
entire country to share an important and historic series of events.
The debates provided awindfall of good publicity for the networks,
sparked strong voter interest in the election, and probably provided
the thin margin of victory for Kennedy, who came across more
effectively than Nixon in the vital first debate. For this special
event, ABC News held its own, producing two of the four contests.
In the field of in-house documentaries, though, ABC just could
not compete with CBS and NBC. The network was anxious to
display its own documentary series and it convinced Charles Percy's
Bell and Howell company to finance Bell and Howell Closeup, a

by individual radio analysts such as Paul Harvey and Walter
Winchell.

series of floating specials produced by ABC News and similar to
CBS Reports. The first few productions of the new series (which
premiered in September, 1960) were roundly panned so ABC turned
again to Time-Life, relinquishing control of the series to the Time-

As asign of the growing strength and independence in the NBC
and CBS news departments, neither allowed outside sources to

Life film crew headed by Robert Drew. Daly viewed this production
deal as adirect violation of his no outsiders policy and quit ABC

produce news or news-related programs, keeping the nightly news
shows and occasional news specials under direct network control.
ABC, on the other hand, was forced to rely totally on outside

at the end of 1960. Ironically, the new Closeup series was far removed from the industry-controlled public relations fluff Daly had
feared and it presented some of the most imaginative television
documentary work in years, satisfying ABC's desire for material
that could match the work at NBC and CBS. Drew's first program

sources for both film footage and program production, and it aired
documentary series such as Crusade in Europe, Crusade in the
Pacific, and March of Time through the Years from Time-Life in
lieu of its own news and public affairs programming. Once the
ABC-UPT merger of 1953 brought much-needed cash to the network coffers, ABC reactivated its news organization and resumed

in the series, "Yanki No!" took its cue from Ed Murrow's See It
Now "Christmas in Korea" show, downplaying the role of the
narrator and avoiding the artificial setting of formal interviews.
It attempted to capture people and events "as they were" in a

Monday through Friday newscasts in October, 1953, with veteran
newscaster-quiz master John Daly, a refugee from CBS. Under
Daly's leadership, ABC news improved substantially, even adopting
the CBS-NBC dogma of "no outside documentaries." Unfortunately, due to the comparatively small budget for the ABC news
department, this rule translated into no ABC documentaries at
all. Most of ABC's affiliates refused to take the network's improved
news posture seriously anyway and didn't bother to carry Daly's

September 18, 1960
Patrick McGoohan portrays secret agent John Drake in aBritish
television series, Danger Man. CBS brings the program to the States
for abrief summer run beginning in April, 1961.
September 26, 1960

fifteen-minute news show. In an attempt to remedy this situation,
ABC moved the program into prime time (10:30-10:45 P.m.) during

in the first of four debates between presidential candidates John

the 1958-59 season, but this shift placed it in a hopeless battle
with the popular entertainment programs on the opposing net-

F. Kennedy and Richard M. Nixon. Howard K. Smith of CBS is
moderator of the first (held in Chicago), which focuses on domestic

works. Even though ABC had upgraded its treatment of the news
by 1960, it still had the weakest of the three network news organizations by far and found itself constantly losing in direct competition
with CBS and NBC.
In the months following Charles Van Doren's revelations to
Congress, the news departments at all three networks became very
important to network prestige as the industry displayed asudden
deep concern for the value of news and public affairs, hoping that
such programs could erase the black mark the quiz show scandal
had given television. Some television executives saw such apublic
commitment as a perfect PR device to counter criticism of the
industry and possibly even rekindle the notion of television as cultural savior. Because it lacked the resources and manpower, the
ABC news department found itself hard pressed to instantly deliver
some new documentary series similar to those announced by NBC
and CBS, even on an irregular basis. However, ABC did successfully participate in afortuitously timed event that allowed television
to display its best side—the so-called "great debates" staged in
the fall of 1960. An act of Congress temporarily suspended the
equal time law and allowed the networks to broadcast four debates
between John Kennedy and Richard Nixon without being obligated

The largest television audience yet-75 million Americans—tunes

affairs. Though the two are rated about even by radio listeners,
television viewers give Nixon poor marks for personal appearance.
He appears tired and haggard while Kennedy looks sharp and
bright.
November 27, 1960
Issues and Answers. (ABC). The third network at last gets its
own Sunday afternoon interview show. First guest: Senator Paul
Douglas of Illinois.
December 16, 1960
Bill Shadel takes over ABC's nightly news show following the
resignation of John Daly.
January 5, 1961
Mr. Ed An off-beat syndicated series featuring Alan Young as
Wilbur Post, a young architect who one day discovers that his
horse, Mr. Ed, can talk. Allan "Rocky" Lane provides the voice
for the good-natured palomino. The program is so successful that
CBS puts it on network television in October, 1961, where it becomes
anational hit.
January 27, 1961
Sing Along with Mitch. (NBC). Goateed maestro Mitch Miller
invites everyone to "sing along—loud and strong."

to offer an equal amount of network time to each of the other
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cinéma vérité-style comparison between Cuba under Fidel Castro,
who was on the verge of publicly announcing that he was acommunist, and South American countries run by right wing dictators.
Drew's crew portrayed Latin Americans as generally restive and
fearful under the military rulers supported by the United States
government, and showed Castro's supporters happy and enthusiastic. Subsequent shows in the series tackled such diverse subject
matter as the effect of automation on the U.S. labor force ("Awesome Servant") and the defiant attitude emerging among American
blacks ("Walk in My Shoes"). In each of these, the cinéma vérité
style seductively underplayed afar stronger editorial stance than
most network documentaries of the time chose to assume. Though
purporting to present things as they were, Drew's crew carefully
selected the film clips they used in order to present avery specific
viewpoint, without an easily identifiable narrator cast as an advocate
of the position. This style was aimed at conveying astrong point
about a controversial issue without confronting the viewers with
dramatic accusations that might alienate them before the problem
could be fully explored. Someone of the stature of Ed Murrow
might be able to use the force of his personality and reputation
to argue aspecific point of view (as he had done in his McCarthy
broadcasts) but such figures were the exception. Murrow, in fact,
had sometimes found that the instances in which he had taken a
strong stand made it that much harder to present other unrelated
issues to people who had concluded he was biased and not to be
trusted. Because heightened awareness of an issue was all that
could ever be expected to result from even the best documentary,
it was vital that the audience be willing to give the program a
fair hearing. The cinéma vérité style in ABC's Closeup series allowed
the audience such opportunities and gave the network the class

January 28, 1961
The Avengers. Britain's ABC network presents the spy duo of
Dr. David Keel (Ian Hendry) and amysterious character referred
to simply as Steed (Patrick Macnee).
March 2, 1961
Newton Minow is sworn in as chairman of the FCC.
April 16, 1961
Death of Omnibus. Age: 9 years. In its final season, the show
was relegated to a Sunday afternoon slot once a month on NBC.
April 17, 1961
ABC Final Report. (ABC). The first network attempt at late night
news each weeknight (11:00-11:15 P.m.). At first, the program is
carried only by ABC's O&O stations, but in October it expands
to the entire network.
June 9, 1961
Worthington Miner's syndicated Play of the Week is canceled.
June 12, 1961
PM East/PM West. Westinghouse gets into late night television,
syndicating ninety minutes of talk and variety five days a week.
One-half the program comes from New York (with Mike Wallace)
the other half from San Francisco (with Terry O'Flaherty). In February, 1962, the West portion is dumped.
July 17, 1961
John Chancellor takes over NBC's Today from Dave Garroway.

documentaries it wanted, though the use of an outside crew merely
postponed the necessary development and expansion of ABC's own

for the workers and industry-wide standards to guide the owners.
The timing of the program combined with its firm and effective

news department for several more years.
The news department at NBC occasionally followed the vérité

presentation of astrong point of view touched off abitter national
controversy over the issue of migrant farm labor. Growers com-

style in its floating NBC White Paper series. The technique was

plained that they were unfairly portrayed, while average citizens
expressed their outrage at the situation and echoed Murrow's appeal

used in such reports as "Sit In" (a personal study of the individuals
involved in the sit-in tactics being used to integrate stores in Nashville), but the producers usually stuck to well-made but traditional
in-depth overviews of controversial topics, being careful to avoid
taking any stand, explicit or implied. The subject matter of these
programs ranged from an analysis of the U-2 spy plane affair to
an examination of both sides of arebellion going on almost unnoticed in Portugal's African colony of Angola. Another NBC floating
documentary series, Project 20, usually avoided such controversy

for some corrective action. Though sixty minutes of film could
never change a situation by itself, "Harvest of Shame" made a
deep impression on the American public, and it emerged as one
of the most incisive documentaries of Murrow's career. It was
also his last major production at CBS because afew months later
he accepted newly elected President John Kennedy's offer to become the director of the United States Information Agency. Murrow left behind a well-versed group of correspondents and

entirely and focused instead on more cultural topics. One typical
program, "The Real West," attempted to present a view of the
old West more realistic and accurate than the fictional TV Westerns. Narrated by Gary Cooper, the program used old photographs

colleagues at CBS who admired and respected him and worked
to maintain his journalistic principles. The door to his office even
retained his name plate three years after he was gone. When CBS

and personal memoirs to portray the events leading to the closing

taken off its hinges and moved as well.
Of course, even with the extra emphasis on public affairs by

moved its offices into a new building, the "Murrow door" was

of the frontier and the conquest of the Indian tribes.
Of all the networks, CBS provided the most dramatic documentary of the season, "Harvest of Shame," one of the strongest programs by Ed Murrow since the Army-McCarthy days. On
November 25, 1960, in the middle of the Thanksgiving holidays,

the networks during the 1960-61 season, such programming accounted for only a tiny fraction of prime time and was usually
tucked away in some unprofitable time slot or presented as afloat-

Murrow brought the living and working conditions of America's
migrant farm laborers to the attention of the general public, which
knew next to nothing about the topic. As asort of updated Grapes
of Wrath, the program depicted the squalid conditions of the mi-

rested, as usual, with the performance of their regular prime time
shows and the possible emergence of any new program fad. For
the nrst part, 1960-61 marked adiscernible pause in the industry,
with regular prime time programming continuing almost un-

grant workers in sharp contrast to the wealth of their employers,
the food growers. The growers' side of the issue was also presented,
but Murrow took afirm stand and left no doubt in viewers' minds
that he felt something had to be done, such as federal protection
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ing, irregularly scheduled special. The networks' real concern

changed from the previous season. NBC and CBS presented their
usual selection of Westerns and sitcoms while ABC continued to
emphasize action-adventure. Both NBC and CBS also launched
a few vehicles in the action-adventure format, but they regarded

these as part of astill unproven fad and were ready to drop them
at the end of the season if they did poorly.
As the viewing habits for the 1960-61 season developed, it became clear that the bread-and-butter staples were holding steady,
but the action-adventure format was in serious trouble, especially
for ABC. Though 77 Sunset Strip and The Untouchables remained
in the top ten, the new crop of third generation action-adventure
clones proved to be the worst of all, registering generally poor
ratings with only two shows surviving for the 1961-62 season.

ABC-action-adventure structure began sliding into the ocean. The
other networks quickly shifted their energies back to other formats,
but ABC had nowhere else to go. It had stumbled upon this formula
almost by accident and the network was on the verge of returning
to its pre-action-adventure number three status. Though ABC
might still produce an occasional, isolated hit, it could no longer
automatically count on acontinuing source of new programs. As
the network began drawing up plans for the next season (a process

The new programs contained no original thought or twist, only
the same lifeless characters, tired plots, mindless murders, and

which, at the time, was usually completed by March), it frantically
searched for any formula that might provide a steady stream of
shows, hoping that blind chance might strike again. ABC even

so-called exotic settings. The Aquanauts, produced by Ivan Tors,
presented the adventures of ateam of free lance skindivers in Honolulu. The Islanders featured the adventures of apair of handsome

tried expanding the dubious concept of bringing so-called "adult
cartoons" to prime time, a format that had had a disappointing
debut in 1960 with The Flintstones.

pilots and two beautiful women who operated atiny airline service

Through the summer and early fall of 1960, ABC's advance
publicity touted The Flintstones as the "first adult cartoon show"

in the Spice Islands. Hong Kong cast Rod Taylor in warmed-over
Charlie Chan-type adventures set in the mysterious Orient. One
show managed to incorporate two clichéd settings in one season.
Premiering in the fall as Klondike, it featured Ralph Taeger and
James Coburn in apremise that was The Alaskans sideways, mixing
cut-throat adventures and pure-as-the-snow innocence in the
Northland's beautiful but dangerous palace of ice. By mid-season,
the producers admitted Klondike was afailure and, in abold programming stroke, put Taeger and Coburn in anew but somehow
familiar setting and show, Acapulco. The new mixture of cut-throat
adventures and pure-as-the-sand innocence in Mexico's beautiful
but dangerous seaside paradise didn't last three months.
As failure in the action-adventure format became more frequent,
Warner Brothers began transplanting actors from the unsuccessful
series to some of its remaining slots. Cheyenne became arotating
series, taking the Sugarfoot and Bronco shows under its banner.
Roger Moore moved from the Alaskan frontier of the 1890s to
the old West of the 1880s in the improbable role of Beau Maverick,
the long-lost British cousin of Bret and Bart. Bret (James Garner)
had apparently fallen into the river while panning for gold and
was seen only in Maverick reruns. Another refugee from The Alaskans, Dorothy Provine, brought her nightclub singer character
to Warner Brothers' weak imitation of The Untouchables, The
Roaring Twenties. Rex Reason and Donald May joined her as a
pair of investigative reporters always in search of hot scoops on
the latest activities of bootleggers and mobsters, but the series was
just an empty imitation and a ridiculously unfaithful re-creation
of the decade. It relied on afew artifacts of the period (raccoon
coats, cars, the Charleston), acceptable Twenties-style music, and
supposedly timely phrases ("Twenty-three skidoo," "hotcha") to
cover the predictable plots and feeble characters, accepting at face
value a few common clichés about the Twenties but failing to
exhibit any insight into the era. Just as the Seventies' Happy Days
would pale in comparison to the Fifties' own Dobie Gillis, The
Roaring Twenties was a mere shadow of the sharply produced
Untouchables, and it faded after two seasons. One other new Warner
Brothers action-adventure series, Surfside Six, also managed to
hang on for two seasons while serving as yet another haven for
members of the studio's action-adventure acting company. Van
Williams moved in from Bourbon Street Beat while his partner,
Troy Donahue, eventually moved on to Hawaiian Eye. Apparently
Warners had run out of exotic foreign spots so it set the usual
flip talk and detective pretty boys aboard a houseboat in Miami
Beach (address: Surfside Six).
It was too much. After three years of variations on the "two
parts private eye, one part cutie pie" formula, the public had had
enough. As the 1960-61 season progressed, the Warner Brothers-

and promised that it would be asatire on suburban life that would
appeal to grownups as well as children. Rarely had a show been
so erroneously hyped. When the program hit the airwaves in late
September, it was immediately apparent that The Flintstones was
actually just another kiddie cartoon series from the TV animation
mill of Bill Hanna and Joseph Barbera, a team responsible for
such characters as Tom and Jerry and Yogi Bear. Nonetheless,
ABC's placement of the show at 8:30 P.M. (past the traditional
kiddie hour), its choice of sponsor (Winston cigarettes), and its
continuing ballyhoo indicated that the network was seriously aiming The Flintstones at adults. Unfortunately, while the program's
faults might have been quietly passed over in aSaturday morning
children's slot, they couldn't withstand the direct comparisons with
other prime time fare.
Ironically, at the same time ABC was plugging The Flintstones
as a cartoon series capable of entertaining all age groups, it was
almost ignoring another prime time cartoon show on its schedule
that really could, The Bugs Bunny Show. The series had been developed after 011ie Treyz discovered that an independent station in
Chicago (WGN) had been running old Bugs Bunny cartoons in
prime time (6:30 P.M. in the Midwest) with considerable success.
Hoping to duplicate that success on the network, ABC bought
the last of the Warner Brothers theatrical cartoons not yet released
to television and presented them in aformat that featured brand
new introductions and transitions by Bugs and other popular Warner characters such as Daffy Duck, Elmer Fudd, Foghorn Leghorn,
and Porky Pig. Because these cartoons were originally intended
for release with Warner Brothers movies, the cartoonists had specifically aimed at entertaining the adults as well as the children with
playful lampoons of Hollywood stars, popular movies, and thencurrent events. The animation, scripts, and characters reflected
more than thirty years of sophisticated development by some of
the best animators in Hollywood and they hopelessly outclassed
anything produced specifically for television.
Hanna-Barbera could not possibly match the high standards
of Warner Brothers' best cartoons, but in attempting to develop
its own cartoon series for adults, the company did begin with a
sensible strategy. It took the successful characters from a regular
adult sitcom (in this case, The Honeymooners) and created animated
caricatures. To increase the potential for gags and satire, the cartoon
characters were placed in afully developed suburban community
that happened to be set in the Stone Age. Veteran character actors
such as Mel Blanc and Bea Benaderet were cast to do some of
the voices. The series held great promise that was never realized.
All the appealing elements of The Honeymooners' characters were
lost in the transition to animation, and The Flintstones emerged
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anything, in the hope that aflash hit would take hold.
For a change, ABC was not alone in feeling the absence of
high quality new shows. All three networks had reached the bottom
of a programming slump in 1960-61. Only two new series made
it into the top ten, ABC's leisurely My Three Sons and CBS's
rural-oriented Andy Griffith Show. My Three Sons was just aroutine
family comedy featuring Fred MacMurray, while CBS's show effectively reunited the "No Time for Sergeants" movie team of Andy
Griffith and Don Knotts. Their roles were essentially continuations
of their film characters, grown a bit older and relocated in the
small town of Mayberry, North Carolina. Andy played an understanding and mature good ol' boy who served as the town's sheriff,
and Knotts was the hysterically bug-eyed paranoiac deputy, Barney
Fife, who constantly tried, and failed, to fit his own image of the
traditional tough cop. Barney never understood that big city high
pressure tactics were unnecessary in Mayberry because it was virtually crime free. The program's tempo reflected the slow-as-molasses
life of a small rural town and a good deal of time was devoted
to warm family segments featuring Andy as agentle widower trying
to raise his young son, Opie (Ronny Howard), with the help of
his aunt, Bee Taylor (Frances Bavier). These vignettes followed
The Rifleman pattern of afather-son relationship as Opie learned
homey lessons about life either on his own or from his dad. The
comedic foundation of the show, though, rested with the contrast
between this very normal family life and the crackpot notions of
The Checkmate detective team of Jed Sills (Doug McClure, I.)
and Don Corey (Anthony George, r.) always turned to the talents
of professional criminologist-consultant Carl Hyatt (Sebastian
Cabot). (From Checkmate. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
as adimwitted interpolation in aStone Age setting. Fred Flintstone
was noisy, boastful, and stupid. His neighbor, Barney Rubble, was
a dolt. The interaction and scheming of the two lacked the wit,
energy, humor, and deep affection of the Jackie Gleason—Art Carney original. Fred's wife, Wilma, possessed none of the intelligence,
personality, and understanding of Alice Kramden. All of the characters were flat, empty, and nearly impossible to like. Perhaps
the weak characters might have been tolerable if the promised
satire on American life had come through. It didn't. All HannaBarbera did was effect aone-to-one transplant of modern mechanical devices to Stone Age animal equivalents. Fred and Barney
operated enormous dinosaurs instead of mechanical bulldozers.
Fred drove acar powered by his own two feet. Pterodactyls with
seats strapped to their backs served as airplanes. That was it. No
satire. Very little wit. The animation, characters, stories, and humor

a handful of citizens who had long ago lost the fight for mental
stability. Mayberry's serenity was inevitably shaken by the outbreaks of hysteria led by Barney; Otis, the town drunk; Floyd,
the barber; and the two ultimate personifications of country naivete,
Gomer and Goober Pyle. Through it all, Andy was never ruffled
and didn't bother to carry agun. He knew that nothing had ever
happened in that town and that nothing ever would. The calm
hominess of the program, combined with the balance between sanity
and insanity, proved very popular with viewers and they followed
the story of Mayberry for eleven years.
There were also afew outstanding dramatic shows that season,
including the expanded hour version of Naked City (with a new
leading man, Paul Burke), the surprisingly serious private eye
drama of Checkmate (with fat and jolly Sebastian Cabot as aprofessional criminologist who was the guiding genius behind prettyboy detectives Anthony George and Doug McClure), and the offbeat character studies of Route 66. Eight years before "Easy Rider"
brought the drifting anti-hero into vogue, George Maharis and
Martin Milner set out on U.S. highway 66 "in search of America"
and some direction for their lives. Milner played aclean-cut college
boy who had lost his family fortune with the death of his father
and Maharis portrayed a reformed juvenile delinquent from the

of The Flintstones were all second class and lame. Nonetheless,
the series lasted six seasons on ABC, though the characters of
Fred, Wilma, Pebbles (their daughter), Barney, Betty Rubble, and

ghetto. The two had pooled their funds, purchased aCorvette (the

Bamm Bamm (their son) reached their most effective penetration
of the market when the show ended its prime time run and moved
to the Saturday morning kiddie circuit and then into syndication,
spawning several spinoff series along the way.
For ABC's immediate future, The Flintstones provided aquick
program fad for the network to exploit, and by the 1961-62 season,

who were facing some crisis. The wide open format allowed the
series' chief writer, Stirling Silliphant, the opportunity to introduce
avaried assortment of slightly off-beat personalities and place them
into modern morality plays. These people were good at heart, but
slightly warped or evil, and it was up to Maharis and Milner (acting

show was sponsored by Chevrolet), and become drifters who cruised
the country, inevitably drawn along the way into the lives of people

as unofficial social workers and psychoanalysts) to help them face
the consequences of their actions and reassert their goodness.

it had three additional "adult" cartoon series that followed The
Flintstones style: Top Cat (a Sergeant Bilko imitation), Calvin and
the Colonel (Amos and Andy of the animal world), and The Jetsons

Filmed on location, Route 66 was agood show due to its strong

(The Flintstones backwards). Of course, the cartoon format was

cast, good writing, and flexible format. The only aspect that made

much too limited in appeal to serve as asubstitute for the fading
action-adventure series, but it underscored the return to ABC's
patchwork style of filling its prime time schedule with virtually

no sense was how episodes taking place in Butte, Montana, or
rural Mississippi could be part of aseries named after aroad that
ran from Chicago to Los Angeles.
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These series provided afew moments of high quality entertainment in an otherwise depressingly mediocre season. Effluvia such
as Peter Loves Mary, National Velvet, The Tab Hunter Show, Pete
and Gladys, and Guestward Ho! filled the airwaves. Westerns
reached a new level of sadism with the gory vengeance killings
and intrafamily homicides of Whispering Smith, and the sadistic
white slavers and threats of brutal mutilation in The Westerner
(produced and directed by Sam Pecldnpah). Even two former television greats, Jackie Gleason and Milton Berle, turned up in roles
that were embarrassing and demeaning to their tremendous talents.
Gleason returned to television as the host of an insipid quiz
show, You're in the Picture. Contestants behind a large picture
canvas stuck their faces through cutouts in the scene and tried
to identify the situation in the picture, using clues provided by
Gleason. This format lasted one week. Gleason scrapped it and
took over the show himself, announcing on the second program
that the premiere had, "laid, without a doubt, the biggest bomb
in history." He devoted the entire program that week and the
next to a thirty-minute comedy monologue based on the frantic
meetings by the show's producers as they desperately tried to salvage something from the venture. They finally wrote it off as a

might take place eventually, but in laying out the schedules for
the 1961-62 season the emphasis remained on gaining acompetitive
edge, not upgrading quality. A few mundane programs were accepted as anecessary part of broadcasting along with the desperate
rating battles and unstable program formats. It was all business
as usual. Each of the networks totaled their profits and losses for
the season and prepared for the annual convention of the National
Association of Broadcasters.
Every year broadcast executives met to discuss the state of the
industry, pat themselves on the back, and listen to abland, clichéridden speech by an important government figure (usually from
the FCC) who did little to dispel the convention euphoria or the
notion that everyone there was doing a great job "serving the
public interest." Newly appointed FCC chairman Newton Minow
was scheduled to deliver the address on May 9, 1961, before that
year's NAB gathering in Washington. Coming only two months
after he took office, Minow's speech would be his first chance to
express his ideas about broadcasting directly to its important executives and leaders. Though the thirty-five-year-old former law partner of Adlai Stevenson was an unknown quantity, it was assumed

total loss and Gleason used the two remaining months of the program's run to feature whatever friends he could talk into helping
him out. Even though Gleason's show was an obvious loser, it

that he would probably follow the usual pattern of praise tempered
with vague exhortations that the industry do even better in the
future. All of the bigwigs of network TV were in the audience:
Bob Sarnoff and Robert Kinter of NBC, Leonard Goldenson and

remained on the air for two more months because, at that time,
the networks didn't bother with wholesale mid-season schedule

011ie Treyz of ABC, and Frank Stanton and James Aubrey of
CBS. They were not prepared for what Minow chose to say:

changes and replacements. They felt that ashow doing poorly in
January couldn't possibly improve dramatically before the season
ended, so to try to promote and improve it would be a waste of
time and money. It was much wiser to write off the bad shows,

Iinvite you to sit down in front of your television set
when your station [or network] goes on the air and stay
there without abook, magazine, newspaper, profit-and-loss

let them finish their run, and concentrate instead on assembling
the new fall schedule by the end of February.

sheet, or ratings book to distract you—and keep your eyes
glued to that set until the station signs off. I can assure

Milton Berle's reappearance was not as disastrous as Jackie Gleason's, but it was no less degrading. Mr. Television, the man whose
talents had enticed many Americans into purchasing their first
sets, was relegated to providing patter for Jackpot Bowling. Each
week, sportscaster Chick Hearn did the play-by-play and Berle
appeared at the beginning, middle, and end of the show to tell a
few jokes and hand out a few thousand dollars in prize money.
The comedown of Gleason and Berle was staggering but representative. The great geniuses of television's early years were becoming
cheapened pawns whose name value was callously exploited. Where
would it all end? Would Sid Caesar turn up as a carnival clown
on akiddie show? Would Fred Coe begin producing laxative commercials? Would Pat Weaver wind up running a UHF station in
Arkansas? Would Tony Miner start working for Soupy Sales? No
esthetic genius appeared invulnerable. Television seemed hell-bent
on eradicating any quality it had developed. Though the networks
pointed with justifiable pride to their highly praised documentaries
and news shows, programs such as Jackpot Bowling, Surfside Six,
and The Flintstones more accurately reflected the true state of the
industry.
Television's critics had all but given up complaining that the
networks had gone too far in sacrificing program quality to viewer
quantity, realizing that their protests would be brushed aside with
the latest statistics indicating that viewing totals were up again.
After all, the network chiefs responded, the public cast its vote
of support every day by tuning in whatever they churned out.
Among themselves, though, even broadcasters admitted that the
1960-61 season was less-than-exceptional, and there were plans
to tinker with afew programs and perhaps introduce a few new
programming wrinkles—but there was no hurry. Improvements

The pride of Mayberry: (from I.) Deputy Barney Fife (Don Knotts),
gas station attendant Gomer Pyle (Jim Nabors), and sheriff Andy
Taylor (Andy Griffith). (Photo by Viacom, Hollywood)
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you that you will observe avast wasteland. You will see a
procession of game shows, violence, audience participation
shows, formula comedies about totally unbelievable families,
blood and thunder, mayhem, violence, sadism, murder, Western badmen, Western goodmen, private eyes, gangsters, more
violence, and cartoons, and, endlessly, commercials, many
screaming, cajoling, and offending, and, most of all, boredom.
True, you will see afew things you enjoy, but they will be
very, very few, and if you think Iexaggerate, try it.
At this point, Sarnoff's brow (always perpetually wrinkled)
showed afew more furrows. Treyz's face had turned white, while
Stanton's was red. The faces of ICinter and Aubrey were frozen
in masks, and Goldenson's had iced into aMona Lisa smile. Minow
went on:
Is there one person in this room who claims that broadcasting can't do better? Is there one network president in this
room who claims he can't do better? Why is so much of
television so bad? ...We need imagination in programming,
not sterility; creativity, not imitation; experimentation, not
conformity; excellence, not mediocrity.
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The members of the NAB were stunned. No one had ever talked
to them that way before. What's more, Minow, as head of the
FCC, might actually do something to implement his suggestions
and seriously affect the industry. Consequently, no one dared to
openly rebuke
tion was filled
Newspapers
critics used it

him as he delivered his speech, though the convenwith behind-the-scenes grumbling.
picked up Minow's "vast wasteland" phrase and
as a quick condemnation of the entire industry.

Though broadcasters grudgingly came to the general consensus
that in some respects Minow was right and the 1960-61 season
had been exceptionally weak, they were in a bind. Despite the
expectation that something should be done immediately to improve
television programming after the adverse publicity directed toward
it, the 1961-62 schedules had been locked up and sold since March
and couldn't be changed in May. The best the networks could
do was slot a few more public affairs shows, paint rosy pictures
for 1962-63, and prepare to endure the barrage of criticism they
felt certain would greet the new season.
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21. IStill Have the
Stench in My Nose

NETWORK czars were braced for disaster following FCC chairman Newton Minow's roasting of the industry in his "vast wasteland" speech. Lavish reforms were promised by network potentates
for the 1962-63 season, but as the 1961-62 season progressed the
need for such dramatic action faded. Though some truly terrible
television aired in the new season, Minow's speech, almost by accident, marked the rock bottom end of a decline rather than the
identification of a permanent, insoluble situation. Ever since the
rise of the big money quiz shows in 1955 and 1956, the quality
of TV had been eroding steadily as the industry put aside many
high quality drama, comedy, and news shows which drew only
adequate ratings in favor of programs that offered the promise of
flashy, but unstable, instant success. In searching for possible new
hit formats for the 1961-62 season, network executives had developed, by chance or instinct, several concepts and programs that
sparked arevival of some of television's best work of the previous
decade, updated for the Sixties. Major breakthroughs took place
in legal, medical, movie, and sitcom formats with programs that
set the pattern television shows of both high and low quality would
follow for the remainder of the decade. There was only ahandful
of these new shows that fall, but they provided enough good new
television to take some of the immediate sting from the vast wasteland description and to convince people that, after one of the most
uninspired seasons in TV history, something was being done to
improve programming.
The legal drama of The Defenders came directly from the socalled golden age of television. Back in February, 1957, Studio
One had presented atwo-part story of afather-and-son legal team
that had to overcome both intrafamily disagreements and judicial
obstacles. Written by Reginald Rose and produced by Herb Brodkin, "The Defenders" offered a situation far more complex than
the average TV crime show. As lawyer père, Ralph Bellamy found
himself torn between his distaste for the defendant, a repulsive
young hoodlum played by Steve McQueen, and his responsibilities
to the legal profession. His bright but idealistic son, played by
William Shatner, insisted that their client receive the best defense
possible, even though he was probably guilty. The story received
high critical acclaim and, four years later with Perry Mason a
successful series, Brodkin and Rose teamed up again to produce

a new lawyer series based on the play. They brought their high
dramatic standards to The Defenders and treated it like the drama
anthology shows of old, with one important difference.
Drama anthologies such as Studio One had demanded that viewers accept a whole new world every week, without offering any
identifiable continuing characters to provide a much-needed personal link. Even if the shows were first rate and dealt with themes
and issues that hit home, many viewers felt it just wasn't worth
the constant effort required to follow the maze of new faces and
settings. Instead they turned increasingly to continuing series with
familiar central characters or, at best, anthology series with stable,
well-known hosts such as Alfred Hitchcock and Rod Serling. In
the waning days of the drama anthology genre, producers used
big name Hollywood guest stars in an attempt to overcome the
continuity gap, but the tactic was not very successful because the
format problem still remained: in the intimate world of television,
the public preferred familiar characters and settings.
In The Defenders, Brodkin and Rose tied together their high
quality writing, production, and selection of guest stars with a
strong pair of central characters: E. G. Marshall as trial lawyer
Lawrence Preston and Robert Reed as his son, Kenneth. Within
the very accessible framework of courtroom drama, they presented
tight character studies as well as the public debate of controversial
topics television normally never dealt with. Nonetheless, it still
looked for all the world like just another good lawyer show and
CBS slotted it on Saturday night following Perry Mason. The placement was perfect because the two programs complemented each
other. Perry Mason was awell-directed murder melodrama while
The Defenders focused on characters and issues. The treatment
of touchy subjects was never obvious and overbearing because
Brodkin and Rose carefully incorporated it into each week's case.
The trial process became a full-scale debate presenting both pro
and con arguments through Marshall, Reed, and the supporting
characters and guest stars as they planned the best ways to handle
the legal strategy. Through all the topical discussions, however,
the program still maintained the basics of good drama with strong
characters and entertaining scripts.
The Defenders was the first TV series to examine the effects
and implications of entertainment blacklisting. Jack Klugman por-
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ment, "The Benefactor," dealt openly with abortion, then illegal
and barely acknowledged. This episode, in which adoctor spoke
out in favor of the practice, caused apublic controversy in which
eleven of the 180 stations that normally carried the program, as
well as the regular sponsor, pulled out for that week. Despite such
adaring (yet evenhanded) approach to important issues, The Defenders was an immediate ratings winner for CBS. Throughout
its four-year run it maintained high standards of production quality
while attracting a large and faithful audience that didn't seem to
mind "serious drama" on aweekly basis.
NBC and ABC turned to a different profession, medicine, in
their pursuit of ratings success. Aside from Medic (Worthington
Miner's 1954 series for NBC starring Richard Boone), doctors
had been largely ignored by television until these two networks
realized that the medical profession offered the opportunity to present romantic, good-looking heroes in situations that were literally
matters of life and death. For its medical drama, NBC reached
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trayed aJohn Henry Faulk-type character who found his broadcasting career ended after his sponsor was frightened by asmall pressure
group. Another episode, "Voices of Death," scrutinized the flaws
in the judicial system itself and raised the possibility that an inno-
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back two decades and came up with Dr. Kildare, based on the
old MGM film series that starred Lew Ayres and Lionel Barrymore.
For the TV update, Raymond Massey portrayed the Barrymore
character of crusty but compassionate Dr. Leonard Gillespie, the
senior medical guru at Blair General Hospital, and Richard Chamberlain played the young idealistic intern, James Kildare. The two
central characters established arelationship similar to the fatherand-son lawyer team of The Defenders in which they consistently
disagreed on operating policy for each week's patients. Gillespie,
the experienced veteran, preached patience and understanding
while the young, impetuous Kildare put principle before tradition,
often making the innocent mistakes of youthful inexperience. Unlike The Defenders, though, the stories emerging from their conflicts
were not in-depth discussions of complex issues but rather high
class soap opera. While avery good soap opera, Dr. Kildare was
still just asugar-coated view of life with inordinately good-looking
people experiencing one heightened dramatic crisis after another.
There always seemed to be some beautiful woman dying of leukemia
who fell in love with Kildare, or avisiting specialist who threatened
to have Kildare suspended over some minor procedural infraction.
Chamberlain, while a fine dramatic actor, projected a choir-boy
image of goodness in these situations. He was almost too good.
He never seemed to have an impure thought or a desire to do

anything in life other than cure disease. The steady stream of guest
stars, as the patients and visiting doctors, suffered from the same
inherent limitations of the soap opera plots. All the characters
and situations were neatly wrapped up in a structure that was
ridiculously constant: each episode featured three patients suffering
different maladies, while an in-house controversy raged among the
doctors.
ABC's medical drama, Ben Casey, was structured almost identically to Dr. Kildare. It had the same soap opera-ish conflicts and
diseases, a parade of guest stars as the tormented patients, and
the interaction between the handsome young neurosurgeon, Ben
Casey (Vincent Edwards), and his crusty but compassionate mentor, Dr. Zorba (Sam Jaffe). The chief difference between the two
programs was that Casey was amore rugged character than Kildare. Casey's image was that of aman torn by his conscience as
he faced the important decisions at the hospital. In contrast to
Kildare's choir-boy goodness, Casey was once described as "the
grim doctor who must be cruel to be kind." Despite the minor
differences, both Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey were exactly the same
in one important area: both programs seemed designed to appeal
specifically to women. The love and death medical themes that
had kept housewives entranced for decades on the daytime soap
operas were moved, intact, to the nighttime medical soapers. The
characters of Kildare and Casey were enticing and charismatic,
with Chamberlain appealing primarily to older mothers and young
girls, while Edwards attracted more worldly women in their twenties and thirties. Both programs offered competent drama and conflict in addition to the suds and sex, thus extending the appeal
to the entire family. Both programs also turned into the smash
hits of the season, which was welcome news to both NBC and
ABC.
The two networks had faced the 1961-62 season in adepressed
state and were moved to innovation out of adesire to dramatically
change their situations. ABC was fading rapidly following the collapse of its action-adventure format, and NBC was trying hard
to rise from the uncomfortable number three slot. Besides developing the successful new medical dramas, the two competitors also
revived the idea of prime time feature films and this, too, provided
both with welcome ratings boosts.
Films had been regularly aired in network prime time before
1961, but no network had ever presented relatively recent domestic
feature films in the slots. At first, the major Hollywood studios
had been very reluctant to release their old films to television because they feared this would destroy the market for rerelease and
would offer, free on television, competition for new material then
at the theaters. Consequently, the CBS Film Theater of the Air
in the Forties had run ancient two-reelers more to fill empty hours
than to attract an audience. In the Fifties, ABC's Famous Film
Festival was forced to belie its title by featuring moldy unknown
British product rather than well-known American films. The network's Hollywood Film Theater managed to secure American material from RKO, but the films were largely stale and forgettable.
By 1957, the major American studios had changed their policies
and released most of the pre-1948 films to the home viewing market.
By then, the networks feared that these high quality films would
make their weekly series look bad, so they didn't pick up the available films; instead, these became the private cache of late afternoon
and late night local programmers.
In 1961, NBC decided to take ashot at scheduling old movies
in prime time as part of its effort to raise itself from the doldrums
of last place. The network paid 20th Century-Fox $25 million for

though the network protected itself against the possibility of a
disastrous failure with a clause in the contract that gave it the
right to "bug out" after sixteen weeks if the film series proved a
flop. Unlike every previous prime time film effort, NBC Saturday
Night at the Movies quickly established itself as aratings contender,
though it didn't come to dominate Saturday night for several more
years. The series succeeded where previous efforts had failed for
two reasons: The films were relatively new and the package contained afair portion of outright box office hits. What's more, nearly
half of the films were in color, and with color set sales continuing
a slow and steady advance, such an attraction was beginning to
have some meaning.
ABC noted NBC's success, quickly purchased fifteen post-1948
films from United Artists, and in April, 1962, premiered its own
prime time movie slot, Hollywood Special (soon renamed The ABC
Sunday Night Movie). After years of bitter rivalry between network
television and the Hollywood studios, the two looked to each other
as important partners in the entertainment industry. The battle
was over and their marriage was nearly complete.
As the power at the top, CBS did not have to chase every program
fad and unproven concept, but could develop shows at a more
leisurely pace in its traditional strengths such as drama and situation comedy. The network had been the home of high quality
situation comedies since the early Fifties with programs such as
ILove Lucy, The Honeymooners, and The Phil Silvers Show, but
as the decade progressed it had turned from this format to emphasize other forms such as Westerns, quiz shows, and sixty-minute
adventure series. Consequently, CBS had not actively searched for
successors to the great sitcoms of the decade and had been content
with keeping the top ten vehicles of its established stars such as
Jack Benny and Danny Thomas. When the other formats faded,

September 17, 1961
DuPont Show of the Week (NBC). After four years as a series
of floating dramatic specials for CBS, the DuPont program switches
to NBC, changing formats as well. The weekly series now includes
drama, documentary, and variety presentations ranging from "The
Wonderful World of Christmas" (with Carol Burnett and Harpo
Marx) to "Hemingway" (narrated by Chet Huntley).
September 24, 1961
Walt Disney's Wonderful World of Color. (NBC). Robert Kinter,
who has signed Disney to television when he was with ABC, brings
the popular family program with him to NBC. For the first time,
the show airs in color (which ABC always shied away from), beginning with the premiere episode, "Mathmagic Land," featuring Donald Duck and a new animated character, Professor Ludwig Von
Drake.
September 30, 1961
Gunsmoke expands to sixty minutes, while the cream of six years
of the half-hour shows are rerun on Tuesday nights under the title
Marshal Dillon.
October 2, 1961
Calendar. (CBS). Harry Reasoner hosts athirty-minute morning
show combining hard news and soft features. Reasoner's wry essays,
co-written with Andrew Rooney, are ahigh point of the program.
December 11, 1961
The Mike Douglas Show. The former band singer starts aninety.
minute afternoon talk show on Westinghouse's KYW in Cleveland.
By October, 1963, the show is syndicated nationally.

fifty post-1950 films to be aired in prime time on Saturday night,
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February 20, 1962
After ten postponements, John Glenn becomes the first American
in orbit and part of television's first big space spectacular. Jules
Bergman (ABC) and Roy Neal (NBC) do well, but the earthbound
star is CBS's Walter Cronkite.

(David Janssen's secretary in Richard Diamond, Private Detective)
assumed the part of Laura, and Larry Matthews played Ritchie.

March 17, 1962
Benny "Kid" Paret dies at the hands of Emile Griffith in aMadi-

In astroke of genius, veteran comics Morey Amsterdam and Rose
Marie, who had labored for years in the wilderness after some

son Square Garden boxing match carried on ABC's Fight of the
Week Using special replay equipment, the network reruns the mortal blow in slow motion, over and over.
March 26, 1962
ABC Evening Report. (ABC). Revamping its nightly news, ABC
brings in Ron Cochran as anchor.
June 7, 1962
Steptoe and Son. Following asum•ssful one-shot comedy special,
Britain's BBC brings back the junkyard duo of crusty old Alfred
Steptoe and his restive son, Harold, for a regular sitcom series.
June 25, 1962
The Steve Allen Show. Westinghouse replaces Mike Wallace's
P.M with a traditional talk show hosted by anet vet.
July 10, 1962
"World television" becomes more than just a publicity catch
phrase with the launching of the Telstar Isatellite. For the first
time, live television transmission across the Atlantic Ocean is possible.

the network turned again to comedy for new material. With the
obvious success of such programs as Dennis the Menace, network
president James Aubrey moved to reemphasize this network
strength and, in the fall line-ups for 1960 and 1961, one-half of
CBS's new programs were situation comedies. Aubrey also encouraged the development of ideas and pilots for additional sitcoms,
feeling that the potential for tremendous success rested in this
format.
In the summer of 1960, CBS aired Comedy Spot which, like
many summer filler series, served as adumping ground for pilot
films that had failed to win network support. Occasionally one
of the rejected pilots struck anerve and was picked up for production after all, but most faded away, with the summer broadcast
serving as asad postscript to an aborted idea. The few that were
picked up on the rebound sometimes faced special difficulties in
production because very often by that time the cast and crew had
already committed themselves to other ventures and were no longer
interested in the proposed series. One pilot from the summer of
1960 that managed to overcome its initial rejection and find a
place in the 1961-62 schedule was a pet project of Sid Caesar's
old cohort, Carl Reiner, called Head of the Family, which depicted
the home and office life of Rob Petrie, the head writer for atelevision
comedy show.
In the pilot episode aired •
on Comedy Spot, Petrie (played by
Reiner) and his wife Laura (Barbara Britton) had to convince their
son Ritchie (Gary Morgan) that his father's job was as interesting
and important as those of the other kids' fathers. To prove his
point, Rob brought Ritchie to the office to see firsthand how valuable he was to the other two writers, Sally Rogers (Sylvia Miles)
and Buddy Sorrell (Morty Gunty), and the show's host, Alan
Sturdy (Jack Wakefield). The format seemed workable, the cast
adequate, and the writing mildly clever, but it just didn't click.
Reiner refused to give up on the idea after the initial rejection
and reworked the series, keeping the format intact but assembling
a new cast. He remained an occasional performer as the Alan
150

Sturdy character (renamed Alan Brady), but concentrated on writing and production, relinquishing the lead role of Rob Petrie to
Dick Van Dyke (who had bounced about CBS for five years as a
host for cartoon and morning programming). Mary Tyler Moore

WATCHING TV

success in the very early days of broadcasting, were cast as the
new Buddy and Sally. Amsterdam had been afrequent performer
in network television's early days and Rose Marie had begun singing
on the NBC radio network when she was three years old (as Baby
Rose Marie), and both brought amuch needed sharp comic edge
to their characters. CBS was convinced and scheduled the new
series, renamed The Dick Van Dyke Show, to begin in October,
1961. The new cast lifted the program's highly workable format
far above its original promise and—combined with the work of
executive producer Sheldon Leonard, directors John Rich and Jerry
Paris, and writers Bill Persky, Sam Denoff, and Reiner himself—
made The Dick Van Dyke Show aworthy successor to Lucy and
Bilko. Though it took several seasons to catch on, the program
eventually outdistanced its competition and built alarge and loyal
audience.
The Dick Van Dyke Show set its action in both the Petrie home
in surburban New Rochelle and Rob's office in Manhattan. The
home scenes were generally along the lines of traditional TV comedies, with adequate support for the domestic situations provided
by the Petries' next door neighbors, Millie and Jerry Helper (played
by Ann Morgan Guilbert and director Jerry Paris), but the office
scenes were bits of inspired brilliance that gave the show its drive.
Borrowing a hook from another Sheldon Leonard program, The
Danny Thomas Show, Reiner, Persky, and Denoff set Dick Van
Dyke in an "I Me Mine" format, once removed: Van Dyke, the
star of aTV sitcom, portrayed a writer for a TV comedy series,
in a part written for him by writers of aTV sitcom. By working
with aworld they faced every day (writing for aTV comedy show),
Reiner, Persky, and Denoff infused the office scenes with sharp,
animated humor as Rob, Buddy, and Sally tossed quips back and
forth in a rapid-fire style reminiscent of an old vaudeville stage
show. The writers also directed some effective barbs against television itself in scenes that involved the show's vain star, Alan Brady
(Reiner), and its flunky producer, Brady's brother-in-law, Mel Cooley (Richard Deacon). Whether the comedy was set at work or
at home, the situations were always humorous and exaggerated,
but still basically real, if highly unlikely. The stories were not a
relevant satire on the times, but the effective presentation of crises
and complications that a television writer living and working in
New York might face.
Series such as ILove Lucy and Leave It to Beaver had symbolized
life in the Fifties, and The Dick Van Dyke Show did much the
same for the first half of the Sixties, perfectly capturing the feeling
and sense of the Kennedy years. (With her bouffant hairdo, Mary
Tyler Moore even looked a little like Jackie Kennedy in those
days.) The series presented arange of characters living out exaggerated views of everyday life in aworld not very different from the
one that most viewers faced. Rob and Laura lived in areal middle
class town in which real people commuted to and from real jobs.
He was a decent, intelligent, hard-working father and she was a
helpful and clever wife who was neither wacky, gorgeous, nor conniving. The program effectively replaced the interchangeable blandness of the Fifties with a generally real view of the successful
middle class life of the early Sixties.
The Dick Van Dyke Show, The Defenders, Dr. Kildare, Ben Casey,

and prime time movies were important signs that television was
improving and had broken out of the disastrous state of the 196061 season. Nonetheless, they were only ahandful among the new
shows that premiered in the fall. Most of the new entries were
weak vehicles for talented performers, mindless fluff, or just very
bad television. For the most part, the 1961-62 season still carried
the unmistakable marks of avast wasteland.
Several new sitcoms merely maintained the mold of late Fifties
blandness: Window on Main Street reactivated Robert Young in
his favorite role as thoughtful patriarch; Room for One More, starring Andrew Duggan, continued television's fascination with families enlarged by adoption or remarriage; Hazel (based on the longrunning Saturday Evening Post cartoon) cast Shirley Booth as maid

energy of Phil Silvers, whose domineering personality had held
the Bilko show together, and Car 54, Where Are You? seemed
constantly in search of a main character. Hiken had slipped up
on the basics of agood sitcom and as aresult the program provided
merely adequate diversion, rarely matching the energy of its catchy
opening theme song.
One new sitcom, though, managed to top all these minor artistic
flaws with apremise that seemed designed to epitomize the term
"vast wasteland"—The Hathaways, possibly the worst series ever
to air on network TV. The show marked the last step in television's
vilification of American parenthood, presenting Jack Weston and
Peggy Cass as surrogate parents to three chimpanzees, Enoch,

to possibly the dumbest family in TV history; and Mrs. G. Goes

Charley, and Candy. Weston and Cass treated the three chimps
as human children, dressing them in children's clothes and encour-

to College provided an unfairly pathetic swan song for Gertrude
Berg.

aging them to imitate human actions such as dancing, eating, and
playing. The scripts, acting, and production were horrible, and

Two promising young comics, Bob Newhart and Joey Bishop,
made misdirected, undistinguished debuts as comedy headliners.
Newhart, whose comedy album The Button Down Mind had been
a 1960 sleeper hit, was miscast as a genial host of a half-hour
variety show. Bishop, who had made a name for himself with
his ad-lib witicisms on TV panel and talk shows, found himself
playing a public relations man in a ploddingly scripted sitcom
that wasted his quick wit.
Nat Hiken, the creator of Sergeant Bilko, tried unsuccessfully
to duplicate the formula of that series with Car 54, Where Are
You? Two excellent character actors, Joe E. Ross and Fred
Gwynne, were cast as the bumbling policemen who cruised the
Big Apple in squad car 54, but it was Bilko without Bilko. Ross,
as Gunther Toody, faithfully duplicated his bumbling oo-oo-ooing
Bilko character of Mess Sergeant Rupert Ritzik, but it wasn't
enough. Though he and Gwynne, as the drab, earlobe-pulling Francis Muldoon, provided hilarious caricatures of the Jack Webb lookalikes that appeared to populate nearly every cop show, the two
worked best as supporting actors. They couldn't match the mad

the premise itself was utterly degrading to both the audience and
the actors. (Weston often wore an expression that made him look
like abefuddled monkey.) The Hathaways more than justified the
network executives' early apprehension about the new season and,
though it lasted only one year, it stood as an embarrassing example
of the depths programmers had reached in their desperate search
for achance hit in any format or premise.
Despite the total worthlessness of sitcoms such as The Hathaways, the programs that attracted the heaviest criticism in the 196162 season were the so-called "realistic" crime shows. Under the
guise of drama, these programs presented violence that was at
best merely gratuitous but at its worst sordid, morbid, and gruesome. Among the merely gratuitous shows were Cain's Hundred
and Target: The Corruptors, two inferior permutations of The Untouchables set in the present. In Cain's Hundred, Mark Richman
portrayed Nicholas Cain, a former mob lawyer who came over
to the side of the law and helped track down his former employers,
the nation's one hundred top mobsters. Though the series bore
some surface resemblance to The Untouchables (Richman's Cain

The Dick Van Dyke Show
home setting: (from I.) Dick Van
Dyke as Rob Petrie, Larry
Matthews as son Ritchie, and
Mary Tyler Moore as Laura
Petrie. (Photo by Viacom,
Hollywood)
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personality was very similar to Robert Stack's Eliot Ness; and
Paul Monash, executive producer of Cain, had worked on the pilot
for "The Untouchables"), it lacked high quality supporting characters and any feel for realism. The series focused on little else but
gunplay. Target: The Corruptors set its violent gunplay under the
respectable guise of uncovering modern crime by featuring the
adventures of an intrepid newspaper reporter who worked with
federal agents to weed out and expose corruption. No matter what
area of modern life they investigated, though, violence was inevitable. The series began with a driamatization of crime in the field
of garbage collecting and within the first twenty seconds of the
premiere episode, agarbage man was shot.
87th Precinct went beyond violence into morbidity and sexual
overtones. It was a bad version of Naked City, focusing on the
daily grind of New York City law enforcement. Detective Steve
Carella (Robert Lansing) led a squad of plainclothes cops who
were all morose, shoddy, and dense. The plots emphasized cheap
thrills and titillating violence. One episode featured the pursuit
of asadistic murderer who first tattooed, then poisoned, his female
victims. After a particularly gruesome chase, he was somehow
detained by Carella's beautiful deaf-mute wife and then captured.
Such disgusting individuals and plots cast an appropriately somber
pall over the entire series.
Of all the exercises in violence, ABC's drama anthology Bus
Stop provided the most graphic, brutal, and controversial episode,
and the one that touched off awave of outraged reaction among
network affiliates as well as in the halls of Congress. Loosely based
on the movie of the same name, Bus Stop set asmall central cast
in atiny Colorado town to await the weekly guest stars who inevitably began each story with their arrival at the town's bus depot.

At first, the 20th Century-Fox series dealt in light Hollywood fluff
such as an errant father returning to defend the honor of his
wrongly accused son. To spice up later episodes, the show turned
to more sensationalist tabloid material, culminating in "A Lion
Walks Among Us" (directed by Robert Altman). Bus Stop used
Fabian, aformer self-acclaimed rock'n'roller who was still popular
with teens, as its guest star draw in the story. Though really a
very clean-cut young man, Fabian was cast as adegenerate drifter
capable only of deceit, betrayal, and murder. To win acquittal of
one charge of murder in the town, he had an affair with the D.A.'s
alcoholic wife and then used that to blackmail the D.A. Once
released, he killed his own lawyers. In aperverse "balance of justice," the D.A.'s wife then killed him.
This sordid episode was labeled "rancid" by one critic and
twenty-five stations refused to air it. They claimed it was obscene
and that it glorified violence and perversion while deliberately using
a teen favorite to entice young viewers. Senator John Pastore of
Rhode Island, who was rapidly becoming a vocal new watchdog
of television, agreed. He happened to be holding hearings on the
very topic of TV violence when the episode aired and he could
not get it out of his mind. He brought it up in congressional debate
again and again for months as the perfect example of the terrible
excesses he was fighting. "I looked at it," he said, "and Ihaven't
felt clean since. Istill have the stench in my nose."
In spite of the Bus Stop brouhaha, network television weathered
its first season following Newton Minow's vast wasteland speech
rather well. Westerns no longer saturated each evening's line-up.
Action-adventure gave way to medical soap opera. Serious drama
returned in the guise of acontinuing series. Situation comedy experienced arebirth. And public affairs programming increased substantially. Overall, television had steered itself away from the
mediocre excesses of the immediate past and pulled itself out of
the rut it had fallen into after the quiz shows. In the process,
TV managed to restore some of the luster to its tarnished respectability. What's more, the public's perception of television quality
had risen as well. Consequently, executives planning the 1962-63
season felt no compulsion to implement the full scale changes they
had vaguely pledged immediately following Minow's speech. Instead, they slipped back into business as usual and worked at developing imitations and spinoffs of the respectable and successful new
doctor, sitcom, and movie formats. At the same time as the networks began seriously considering exactly what to copy for the
new fall schedules, television lost one of its true originals, Ernie
Kovacs, who died on January 12, 1962, in acar crash.
Kovacs had been the first true television comedian. Even back
in the Three to Get Ready days on a local Philadelphia station,
he seemed to understand the visual possibilities inherent in television better than any other performer on the air. Though other
comics such as Milton Berle and Sid Caesar were visual performers
(that is, their acts had to be seen to be appreciated), they were
only doing vaudeville in front of a camera. Kovacs understood
the potential for humor in the tricks and effects that were possible
only on television. Since his brief stint as apart-time host of the
Tonight show in the 1956-57 season, Kovacs had been offered few
opportunities to perform on network television. He made a few
movies in Hollywood while being wasted as host of several lowlevel ABC series such as Take a Good Look (a panel quiz show

At the office in The Dick Van Dyke Show: (from /.) Dick Van
Dyke, Morey Amsterdam as Buddy Sorrell, and Rose Marie as
Sally Rogers. (Photo by Viacom, Hollywood)
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that used his characters and skits as game clues) and Silents Please
(in which he supplied funny voice-over comments to cut-downs
of silent film classics).
In early 1961, Kovacs talked his sponsor, Dutch Masters, into

stalks and slamming desk drawers as visual accompaniment to
the music. He also directed digs at his regular show, Silents Please,
by taking the logical next step in his manipulation of the old films.
Instead of providing just voice-over comments, he used aspecial
effect to physically step into the picture as a frustrated director
calling out humorous and absurd orders to the performers.
The program also featured the Kovacs cast of continuing characters who were quite funny even without the aid of his technological
tricks. The most familiar was Percy Dovetonsils, an effeminate,
permanently soused poet who read nonsense verse with ludicrous
titles such as "Ode to an Emotional Knight Who Once Wore the
Suit of Medieval Armor Now in the Metropolitan Museum of

One year after the death of Amos and Andyon the radio, Freeman
Gosden and Charles Correll again bring their characters to
television in the less controversial setting of the animated Calvin
and the Colonel: (from I.) Colonel Montgomery J. Klaxton (voice
by Gosden) and Calvin Burnside (voice by Correll). (From Calvin
and the Colonel. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)

allowing him to produce, write, and act in a series of monthly
specials in the company's regular Thursday night Silents Please
slot. The cigar makers enjoyed having the cigar-chomping Kovacs
as host to that show and agreed to support the experiment. On
an absurdly small budget for the project he envisioned ($15,000
per show), Kovacs launched his series. From the very first special
in April, he totally departed from the then established form of
TV comedy (monologues followed by skits) and presented instead
short unconnected bits of humor (blackouts) with an emphasis
on visual, often abstract, tricks of TV technology. One thirty-minute program consisted of the visual interpretation of sound, with
no narration whatsoever. For instance, instead of showing an orchestra playing "The 1812 Overture," Kovacs used snapping celery

Art While Engaged to One of Botticelli's Models." Others included
Miklos Molnar, aHungarian chef also "under the influence," who
presented cooking tips; Auntie Gruesome, a dolled-up host to a
creature features-type TV show, who ended up scaring himself
with his long and gruesome descriptions of the horror stories; and
Wolfgang Sauerbraten, a German radio DJ who introduced the
latest hits in gibberish German-English clearly aimed at lampooning
American broadcasters. Even such sacred objects as the closing
credits fell to Kovacs's wit: Once they appeared as writing in a
sink and were washed down the drain after each name.
Kovacs turned out eight such specials on ABC before he died
and, though hampered by ameager budget, he nevertheless tried
to do something different with television. Many viewers were
frankly befuddled by what they saw and, truth be told, much of
it wasn't very funny. What was vitally important was that in an
industry content with blandness and imitation, Kovacs dared to
challenge the limits of TV technology and steer it into previously
unexplored territories. He pioneered astyle that would completely
alter television comedy, but that wouldn't occur until years later,
when his approach and technique were used to form the basis of
Rowan and Martin 's Laugh-In. Long after his ABC specials were
aired and forgotten, the entire country at last understood just what
he had been trying to accomplish, and applauded.
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22. CBS ± RFD = $$$

DESPITE all the promises of programming reform made by
television executives in May, 1961, the 1962-63 schedule turned
out to be just business as usual. The improvements during the
1961-62 season had blunted Newton Minow's vast wasteland
charge and diffused criticism by the government and the public.
Profits and ratings once again became the chief concerns of network
programmers and they began to cast acritical eye at the overabundance of news and public affairs shows which had proliferated
chiefly as apublic relations device to shore up television's respectability. By the 1962-63 season, six prime time programs, two on
each network, provided atotal of four hours of material weekly:
Howard K. Smith—News and Comment and Bell and Howell Closeup on ABC; CBS Reports and Eyewitness on CBS; and David Brinkley's Journal and Chet Huntley Reporting on NBC. These programs
were generally well done but there were too many of them and
their sheer number diluted the audience and stretched resources
far too thin to allow quality productions each week. Nonetheless,
several hard-hitting news reports reached prime time in the process,
giving the network news departments the opportunity to flex their
muscles.
CBS; with asideways glance at the cinéma vérité style of ABC's
Closeup documentary series, had hired Jay McMullen in 1961 as
its own roving vérité reporter. Even though at the time the networks
had serious reservations about investigative news reporting for television (preferring traditional public affairs documentaries and discussions instead), McMullen was assigned to dig for unusual and
controversial material. His first (and best) piece for CBS, "Biography of aBookie Joint," managed to overcome most network objections to the form and demonstrated the effective impact of
investigative TV journalism. McMullen found akey shop in Boston's Back Bay area that was visited by nearly 1,000 people each
day, including many policemen. Further investigation revealed that
the key shop was actually abookie joint. He set up an observation
post in aroom across the street from the shop and, over aperiod
of months, watched and filmed the comings and goings of the
key shop's customers and even managed to shoot (admittedly jerky)
footage of the shop's interior using an 8mm camera hidden in a
false lunch box. Federal agents were informed of the illegal operations by McMullen and they, in turn, apparently tipped off the
crew with the time of their impending raid on the shop, giving
McMullen the opportunity to film it. "Biography of aBookie Joint"
emerged as an engrossing, real life crime thriller, complete with
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adramatic sweep by the Feds as aclimax, and it was widely acclaimed by viewers across the country.
In the city of Boston itself, the report caused immediate and
long lasting convulsions. The local affiliate did not air it for one
and one-half years, while legal wrangling took place. The city's
police commissioner was forced to resign, and the Massachusetts
legislators censured one member for the disparaging remarks he
made on the program about his colleagues. In the ensuing trial,
the police, tarnished by the evidence on film of their participation
in the illegal gambling joint, tried to disprove the facts and dates
contained in the story. Others contended that the show revealed
blatant news mismanagement and biased reporting. The accuracy
and objectivity of McMullen's story was proved correct at every
step, though the charge of bias would be leveled with increasing
frequency as investigative TV journalism developed through the
decade.
In 1962, NBC presented its own real life dramatic news adventure, "The Tunnel," aninety-minute war story set in Berlin. Most
foreign issue documentaries of the time inevitably settled for fluff
travelogue visits ("This Is Monaco") and innocuous insights
("Mouamba—Land in Conflict") but "The Tunnel" presented the
desperate scheme of some brave heroes in conflict with clear-cut
bad guys. The program followed the daring escape of fifty-nine
East Berliners through a450-foot tunnel dug by twenty-one West
Berliners. The constant fear of exposure and capture hung over
everyone until the exciting climax of the story when the joyful
East Berliners successfully made their way under the Berlin wall
to freedom. So potent was this story that, due to the international
tensions resulting from the Cuban missile crisis in October, "The
Tunnel" (originally scheduled to air in October) was delayed two
months. When it played in December, it earned critical acclaim,
registered surprisingly strong ratings, and proved to be far more
dramatic than the artificial action shows that usually filled prime
time.
Besides offering a crime exposé and war drama, the networks
also displayed more daring in traditional documentaries and news
reports. CBS Reports tackled such previously taboo subjects as
birth control and teenage smoking as well as new concerns such
as ecology. In "The Silent Spring of Rachel Carson" (broadcast
in April of 1963), CBS presented an evenhanded examination of
the heavy use of pesticides and their possible disruption of the
balance of nature, which Carson described in abook she had writ-

ten. Because the issue wasn't familiar to most Americans, exposure
in anetwork documentary tremendously aided Carson's side, much
as the great debates in 1960 had helped relative unknown John
Kennedy achieve an equal footing with Richard Nixon in the eyes
of the public. Simply by acknowledging and interviewing spokesmen of acause, television could inadvertently aid one side or another and make it almost impossible to ignore an issue or
personality. One of the season's major TV controversies, in fact,
developed when ABC's Howard K. Smith examined the personality
and then-fading career of former Vice President Richard Nixon.
Smith had quit CBS, his long-time home, at the end of 1961
after a phrase comparing Southern bigots to Nazi storm troopers
had been blipped from one of his occasional commentaries on the
network's nightly TV news (oddly enough, the comment was left
in the radio version). CBS said that Smith had crossed the line
between analysis and editorial opinion, so Smith said adios, signed
with ABC in the beginning of 1962, and immediately received
his own program, Howard K. Smith—News and Comment. Unlike
David Brinkley's Journal, Chet Huntley Reporting, and Eyewitness
(with Walter Cronkite and Charles KuraIt), which all mixed feature
reports and in-depth news reviews in the style of the Seventies'
60 Minutes, Smith attempted to revive the spirit of the radio news
commentators of the Thirties and Forties. Other respected commentators including Quincy Howe and Drew Pearson had tried
to bring that style of news analysis from network radio to television
in the late Forties and early Fifties, but the format always seemed
too static for television. Smith set his program in a homey living
room and embellished the commentary with charts, maps, occasional film clips, and interviews. Despite all the window dressing,
it remained essentially just "talking heads" with little visual impact
for television. Nonetheless, the program created quite a fuss in
November, 1962, with "The Political Obituary of Richard Nixon."
Only two years after his unsuccessful bid for the presidency,
Nixon had lost abitter campaign for the governorship of California,
and it appeared that he was, in fact, through with politics (or
vice versa). Following his latest defeat he proclaimed to the reporters gathered in California that they would not "have Nixon to
kick around any more because, gentlemen, this is my last press
conference." Smith took Nixon at his word and devoted his program on November 11 to a review of the man's political career,
presenting observations from both supporters and detractors.
Among those critical of Nixon was Alger Hiss, a former state
department official who had been labeled a "Red subversive" in
the late Forties by then Representative Nixon and who eventually
served time for perjury. In aone-minute film interview, Hiss said
that Nixon's main motivation for doggedly pursuing him had been
pure personal and political ambition. Hiss's charges were immediately followed by four minutes of filmed praise for Nixon by Representative Gerald Ford. Despite the careful balance of opinions,
the very appearance of Hiss ignited a firestorm of protest. One

Smith's program joined most of the other public affairs shows
that were dropped or lost their regular prime time slot as the
networks modified their commitments to news throughout 1963.
Executives pointed out that there had been too many shows appearing at once and the reduced frequency would loosen budgets and
allow higher quality presentations. Besides, the special public affairs
programs had already served their chief function very well by contributing to the overall prestige of television and apparently proving
to the FCC that the medium was no longer a vast wasteland.
No new government regulations had been imposed and none appeared on the horizon. There was therefore no overwhelming reason
to continue to carry too many unprofitable shows with generally
unspectacular ratings in prime time, though the networks insisted
that they strongly supported the continuing growth of their individual news departments.
Even at the season's high water mark in prime time public affairs,
many of television's critics saw a network retreat from the form
as inevitable. Though they applauded the material carried by ABC,
CBS, and NBC, they began searching for some way to break the
iron grip of network influence and control over programming. The
UHF system and educational television were two potential tools
to that end and both exhibited long overdue development in the
1962-63 season. They had been created by the FCC in 1952 as
the freeze on TV station construction was lifted, but had remained
catatonic for nearly adecade.
The commission launched educational television in 1952 with
abold stroke—setting aside 242 station allocations specifically for
noncommercial broadcasting. Despite this promising beginning, educational broadcasting experienced very little growth over the next
ten years. By 1960, there were only forty-eight educational stations

September 10, 1962
Hugh Downs replaces John Chancellor as major domo of Today.
September 10, 1962
Mal Goode becomes the first black network correspondent, covering the United Nations for ABC.
September 19, 1962
The Virginian. (NBC). The first ninety-minute television Western
and, like Bonanza, it is broadcast in color. Though the series has
a strong central cast (Lee J. Cobb, James Drury, and Doug
McClure), the stories frequently focus on the weekly guest stars.
September 23, 1962
The Jetsons. (ABC). ABC at last airs its first program in color,
the premiere of another Hanna-Barbera cartoon series. Essentially
The Flintstones backwards, the new show is asimple animated family
sitcom with the setting moved from the stone age to the twentyfirst century.

of the show's sponsors, Kemper Insurance, pulled out. Conservative
politicians and some publications, particularly the Chicago Tribune,

September 27, 1962

kept the story alive for months, constantly issuing shocked statements asking how aTV network such as ABC could allow aconvicted liar on the air. "Mr. Hiss is news," Smith replied, "and
we're in the news business. I'm not running aSunday school program." Other sponsors stuck by the program and ABC sued Kem-

limelight in a series produced by Bud York.in and Norman Lear.
Andy's television "family" includes the four singing Osmond Broth-

per for violating its contract (the network eventually won its case).
In spite of ABC's vigorous defense, though, it did not appreciate
the trouble Smith had stirred up and the veteran newsman was
by-passed for major assignments for the next year, and his News
and Comment disappeared in the summer.

The Andy Williams Show. (NBC). Mr. Easy Listening enters the

ers (ages 7 through 12) who open with "I'm a Ding Dong Daddy
from Dumas."
October 1, 1962
The Mery Griffin Show. (NBC). The former singer and game
show host tries his hand at an hour-long afternoon talk show, with
help from such writers as Pat McCormick and Dick Coven. This
daytime version of Tonight fades by April.
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National Educational Television network, but that only produced
eight hours of programming each week. What's more, expensive
coaxial cable connections were out of the question, so the filmed
shows were sent to the affiliates through the mail. Such cost-cutting
measures were necessary because in setting up noncommercial stations the FCC had left one important problem unresolved—funding. If the stations were to be noncommercial but also independent
of the government, where was the money for operational expenses
to come from? A few private corporations, particularly the Ford
Foundation, stepped in from the beginning and contributed millions, but it was nowhere near the amount necessary to launch a
national chain of stations that could be taken seriously by viewers.
There was an additional problem. Viewers. Many of the frequencies so generously earmarked by the FCC for noncommercial use
were on the UHF band. None of the eighteen million television
sets in use in 1952 were capable of receiving UHF signals. Stations
in a few markets such as KQED in San Francisco and WGBH
in Boston were lucky enough to receive VHF allocations, but for
the most part viewers couldn't tune in the educational stations,
so there was virtually no audience. More importantly, by the end
of the Fifties, major markets such as New York, Los Angeles,
Cleveland, and Washington still had no educational station at all.
The near invisible status of noncommercial television reduced it
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to avery expensive laboratory and made it impossible to stir any
interest in improving the situation. Until the important figures in
broadcasting and government living in New York, Los Angeles,
and Washington could see educational television in operation, a
solution to the funding problem would never be worked out.
In order to provide anoncommerical outlet in New York City,
agroup of New York-based forces (calling themselves Educational
Television for the Metropolitan Area) decided to buy an existing
commercial VHF station and set it up as ashowpiece for educational TV. After protracted delays and legal challenges, the group
purchased Newark's WNTA, channel 13, for $6.2 million. Onethird of the money was donated by CBS, NBC, and ABC, who
saw educational television as an excellent way to answer the criticisms leveled at the commercial networks. They could point to
their generosity in supporting the noble project even as they continued to concentrate on more profitable popular appeal entertainment. As long as educational television stuck to classroom type
programming aimed at the "egghead" fringe, they knew it would
never provide any real competition for the mass audience.
WNTA was renamed WNDT (later changed to WNET) and
it hit the New York airwaves on September 16, 1962, as the sixtyeighth educational station in the country. Newton Minow and Ed
Murrow hosted the gala opening festivities which were attended
by representatives from all three commercial networks. Yet there

were conflicting priorities and philosophies among the many divergent interests that had united to establish the new station and
these immediately surfaced during the chaotic two-and-one-halfhour premiere broadcast. The networks were most upset by an
eighty-three-minute British film which extolled the BBC and labeled
American television as 80% junk. They felt the film was a stab
in the back after all the support they had given the new station
and CBS, NBC, and ABC executives went away angry. The station
also faced union problems and had to. shut down for two weeks
immediately following the premiere telecast in order to resolve
them.
When WNDT returned, New Yorkers had an opportunity to
see, at last, the wonders of noncommercial television. It was a

out small yearly subsidies and the Ford Foundation increased the
amount of its continuing support. Educational stations started
broadcasting (though on UHF) in Washington and Los Angeles,
and the NET network developed its first quasi-hits. International
Magazine was a weekly news feature program put together by
foreign broadcasters (chiefly from the BBC) who covered world
events as well as the commercial networks, and sometimes surpassed them. In February, 1963, WGBH in Boston began producing
The French Chef which featured Julia Child demonstrating elaborate cooking techniques. Within a few months, she became the
network's first star as her imposing figure and distinctive voice
appeared on NET stations across the country. Despite these impressive gains, the fate of educational television ultimately rested with

direct throwback to the very early days of commercial television.
Aside from the expected educational fare for children, there were
boring discussion shows (Books for Our Times, Invitation to Art),

the development of UHF, because that's where most of the educational stations were located.

attempts at educational fare for adults (Russian for Beginners, Face
of Sweden), an overload of British films, and the inevitable,.excruciatingly detailed thirty-minute studies of esoteric subjects such as
Japanese brushstroke painting. All were numbing and not very

struggle to win support among set manufacturers, viewers, and
sponsors. From the beginning, manufacturers saw no reason to
spend extra money to include UHF capabilities unless their customers demanded it. The public wouldn't demand UHF until there
was something worth watching on the system. Until there were
enough sponsors to pay for exciting new programs, there couldn't

entertaining, but channel 13 was new to broadcasting, short of
money, and uncertain which tricks of the trade would work in
the world of noncommercial television.
The increased visibility of educational television did bring about
important changes, though. The federal government began handing

The UHF system had also begun in 1952 and it faced a long

be anything worth watching, and with so few viewers, what sponsor
would make the investment? For more than two years the status
of UHF remained unchanged. In September, 1954, following goy-

The Clampett clan: (from I.) Jed
(Buddy Ebsen), Granny (Irene
Ryan), Jethro (Max Baer), and
Elly May (Donna Douglas).
(Photo by Viacom, Hollywood)
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In the fourth season of McHale's Navy, the setting shifted from the South Pacific to Italy, but the
central character conflicts remained unchanged. Headliners for the series were Joe Flynn (2nd
from I.), Tim Conway (c. kneeling), and Ernest Borgnine (r.). (From McHale's Navy. Courtesy of
MCA Television Limited)
enunent and industry pressure on the FCC to do something to
help the system, the commission amended its rules and increased
the number of owned and operated stations anetwork could possess
from five to seven—as long as two were UHF stations. It was
assumed that if anetwork affiliate in amajor city were on UHF,
there would be sufficient demand by the public to push set manufacturers into beginning production of sets capable of receiving both
UHF and VHF signals, thus breaking the stagnant situation. Within
two years, CBS and NBC had purchased two UHF stations each
and began offering their shows on UHF only to viewers in Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Hartford, Connecticut (CBS), and New Britain,
Connecticut, and Buffalo, New York (NBC). This did not cause
any increased demand for UHF sets. Instead, afew interested people purchased expensive special converters that allowed their old
sets to pick up both UHF and VHF signals while most simply
tuned to another network.
The FCC then decided to attempt amuch more sweeping change
and announced that it would suggest ordering cities throughout
the country to be designated as either all-UHF or all-VHF markets.
The problem with "deintennixture" (as the proposed policy was
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labeled) was that no city wanted to be converted to an all-UHF
market, rendering every television set in town useless. The FCC
faced intensive lobbying for and against deintermixture, and wavered back and forth throughout 1956 and 1957, though Peoria,
Illinois; Madison, Wisconsin; Evansville, Indiana; and Hartford,
Connecticut were actually designated as deintermixture test cities.
In late 1957, the commission opted for "undeintermixture" and
allowed the UHF situation to remain unchanged, thus ending any
serious efforts for expansion. By 1959, NBC and CBS had sold
their UHF stations and the problem remained unsolved for nearly
three more years.
In February, 1962, the FCC took up the question again and
decided to aim directly at the chief stumbling block to the growth
of the UHF system, the home receivers themselves. Instead of
counting on the subtle pressures of supply and demand to motivate
television set manufacturers into including UHF reception capabilities on their sets, the commission proposed to Congress that a
law be passsed requiring the feature on all new American televisions.
Throughout the spring, FCC chairman Newton Minow carried
on an effective lobbying effort, with help from the White House,

and salvaged the bill after most observers had given it up for dead.
To underscore its strong belief that the proposed law offered the
best possible solution to the UHF problem, the FCC announced
that if the bill were not passed, it would deintermix eight major
markets—immediately. A few days later, Congress passed the bill
and the commission set April 30,1964, as the day the law would
take effect. Due to manufacturing production schedules, this meant
that the 1965 model sets would be the first with both VHF and

and hatching money-making schemes rather than facing the enemy.
Of course, Bilko's adventures had been set in a peacetime Army
but McHale's were close enough—the Japanese were usually presented as an unseen threat or convenient plot device rather than
adedicated, visible foe. Borgnine was cast as a lovable conniver,
Joe Flynn as the perpetually befuddled C.O., and Tim Conway
as the head of McHale's crew of flunkies. Unfortuniately, the show
suffered from pathetically weak scripting and, as if to compensate,

UHF capabilities. Though it would take years for the full ramifications of the new law to be felt, it was obvious that changes in

most of the characters seemed to be trying too hard to be funny,
and their antics paled in comparison to their obvious Bilko counter-

American broadcasting would be monumental. Eventually, most
television sets in the country would be capable of receiving UHF
signals, thus allowing many more independent commercial stations,
as well as most of the country's educational stations, the opportunity to survive and grow. The slow but steady growth of UHF

parts. They didn't have the depth to transcend the show's many
weaknesses. Nonetheless, the series did excel at physical humor
and many of the Borgnine-Conway interactions bordered on classic

in the late 1960s also solved ABC's long-standing problem of not
having enough affiliates. By the end of the decade, ABC, for the
first time, had stations carrying its programming into every major
American city. Minow's work with the "all-channel" bill changed
the shape of American television far more than his vast wasteland
speech. Its passage provided asatisfying conclusion to his tenure
as commissioner and he resigned from the FCC in 1963, having
set into motion forces in television that would continue to grow
through the next two decades.
After the period of uncertainty and confusion that culminated
in the disastrous vast wasteland season, the commercial networks
themselves were at last coasting into the new decade with confi-

slapstick, often saving the program. The inspired moments of
McHale's Navy made it funnier than many comedies then on the
air (two other new military sitcoms, NBC's Don't Call Me Charlie
and Ensign O'Toole, could barely muster alaugh between them),
and the crew managed to survive four seasons, a transplant to
the European front, and two theatrical feature films ("McHale's
Navy" and "McHale's Navy Joins the Air Force").
As usual, ABC drew on the new theme for several more seasons,
eventually exploiting nearly every theater of conflict from World
War II. Surprisingly, though, the network all but ignored the successful medical format of the previous season and left it to NBC
and CBS to produce predictable imitations. The Nurses (on CBS)
brought the familiar sudsy style of romantic serials to such topical

dence, several hit formats, and a sense of control. The 1962-63
season presented anod toward medical drama (following the success of the previous season's Ben Casey and Dr. Kildare), several
series set in World War II, a surprise revival in variety formats,
and an incredibly successful new sitcom. These were added to a
schedule that already included strong holdovers in several different
formats and some outstanding individual news programs, producing what was, overall, avery good season.
After ABC's performance in the 1961-62 season sent the network
back into the cellar, action-adventure whiz 011ie Treyz was forced
to walk the plank in March, 1962, and the new president, Tom
Moore, continued the search for another successful format to bring
ABC back into contention. He brought in a revamped schedule
for the 1962-63 season which contained the usual ABC potpourri
of gimmicks, adding one new one, war. With World War II nearly
two decades in the past, it seemed safe for television to restage
the conflict so ABC presented Gallant Men, Combat!, and McHale's
Navy. Warner Brothers' Gallant Men was pure grade-B movie pap
that followed the 1943 Italian Campaign through the eyes of an
American war correspondent who accompanied an infantry squad
on vital "suicide" missions that never seemed to endanger him
or any other members of the regular cast. The Robert Altman
directed series, Combat!, was more realistic, focusing on the continuing struggles of average soldiers in an infantry unit winding
through Europe after D-Day, rather than on supposedly momentous battles that could decide the outcome of the entire war. Combat! drew on aconsistently good cast of regulars, guest stars, and
a first class production unit to develop the personal conflict of
men at war into tight drama. The war setting also allowed agood
deal of violence and ABC knew that couldn't hurt in the ratings.
McHale's Navy offered an entirely different view of the same
war in a "briny Bilko" situation comedy set on an island in the
South Pacific. In the true Bilko style, the members of the crew

October 6, 1962
Phase two of The Avengers in Britain. Patrick Macnee continues
his role as adapper adventurer, but he is now identified as government agent John Steed, and teamed up with a beautiful woman,
the ultra-cool widow Mrs. Catherine Gale (played by Honor Blackman). The writing for the revamped format is much sharper and
more innovative: On the first new episode, adouble agent is killed
while appearing on a television talk show.
October 14, 1962
The Saint. Former Maverick brother Roger Moore portrays yet
another Anglican spy, the very handsome Simon Templar a.k.a.
The Saint, for Britain's ATV network.
April 1, 1963
Twenty-six-year—old Fred Silverman, who did his masters thesis
at Ohio State in the late 1950s on ABC's programming schedule,
becomes chief daytime programmer for CBS.
May 12, 1963
CBS bars twenty-one-year-old Bob Dylan from singing "Talkin'
John Birch Society Blues" on The Ed Sullivan Show, even though
Sullivan approved it. Dylan takes a hike and refuses to appear at
all.
May 14, 1963
Newton Minow resigns as FCC chairman.
May 15, 1963
Gordon Cooper sends the first live television pictures from an
American astronaut in orbit, but NASA refuses to allow the networks to show them.
August 30, 1963
The final weekday appearance of American Bandstand Beginning
September 7, the program will appear only on Saturday afternoons.

under Lieutenant Commander Quinton McHale (Ernest Borgnine)
spent most of their time bickering among themselves, gambling,
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wrinkles: Most of the skits were placed within the so-called "American Scene Magazine" and Gleason's Joe the Bartender character
was joined every week by comedian Frank Fontaine as the slightly
smashed Crazy Guggenheim, whose slurred speech and halfwit
manner gave way to adeep operatic voice when he was asked to
sing asong. Gleason once again registered high ratings on Saturday
night and, within two years, used his clout to move the entire
show to "the sun and fun capital of the world," Miami Beach.
Another TV veteran, Tonight host Jack Paar, decided the daily
routine was too much and moved his variety format intact from
his late night slot to prime time on Friday night. During his five
years on the Tonight show, Paar had cultivated apeculiarly ambivalent image and, in an era of very predictable leading men, was
practically the only unpredictable character on TV. He fluctuated
between images of a "good-little-boy-who-loves-everybody" and
asnarling, slightly blue, cobra that was liable to lash out at enemies,
real and imagined, forever prompting the gossip columns to wonder:
"What is Jack Paar really like?" During his heyday at the turn
of the decade, he carried on innumerable public feuds on the air,
insulting nationally known entertainers and columnists that had
crossed him, even walking off his own show once after an NBC
censor had arbitrarily blipped amildly risque joke from the day's
tape. He made the NBC brass come begging for his return and
thereafter he seemed ready and willing to walk off again over other
issues, such as his salary and work schedule. Paar had clout with
NBC and he knew it. Though his move to prime time left agaping
hole in aslot the network had always found difficult to fill, NBC
agreed to it. In prime time, Paar continued his successful approach
to variety and interviews, which included abevy of showbiz celebrity guests (Zsa Zsa Gabor, Jayne Mansfield), up-and-coming young
James Drury, star of the ninety-minute weekly series The Virginian,
which ran for nine years on NBC. (From The Virginian. Courtesy
of MCA Television Limited)
issues as syphilis, thalidomide babies, black nurses, and drug abuse,
featuring an idealistic student nurse and the crusty but compassionate head nurse. For NBC, MGM sent medical drama down the
road taken by Warner Brothers in the late Fifties (when it produced
a Western that wasn't a Western, 77 Sunset Strip) by offering a

talent (such as writer-turner-comic Woody Allen), nationally
known public figures (Richard Nixon was afrequent guest), and
home movies depicting his travels to exotic locales of the world.
NBC was left with the problem of finding alate night successor.
The network chose Johnny Carson, the host of an ABC daytime
game show, Who Do You Trust?, for the difficult job of maintaining
NBC's lock on late night viewing. Though he had substituted for
Paar on the Tonight show anumber of times, Carson had avery
different style and the network was not sure that he could maintain

doctor show that wasn't quite adoctor show, The Eleventh Hour.
Though they didn't stray far from the operating room, the stories
of psychiatrist Theodore Bassett (Wendell Corey) demonstrated

the program's consistently high ratings. NBC brass realized that
Paar himself had been in asimilar situation in 1957 when he took
over the program, and had responded by shaping it to his own

that the life, death, and romance found in television's hospitals
could be presented within the structure of other occupations as
well in so-called career dramas. The new series managed to incorporate topical and titillating angles such as afrigid woman and her

style and taste—and aratings winner. They felt that Carson probably had the right instincts for the tough job and hoped for similar

unfaithful husband, illegitmate teenage pregnancy, abortion, and
even the murder and rape of a girl by a young boy with taints
of homosexuality. It was obvious that the format of career drama
could be just as soapy as straight medical fare and the studios
made plans to develop other spinoffs in the future.
Perhaps the season's biggest surprise was the successful revival
of Jackie Gleason's old variety show after several misfired comebacks over the previous five years. It was virtually the same program
Gleason had brought to CBS from DuMont adecade earlier (even
Art Carney dropped by occasionally) and there was no reason
for its revival to work this time. More than likely, the almost
total absence of such material from TV for several years, combined

success. There was one important complication, however. Jack Paar
had scheduled his departure from Tonight for April, 1962, and
Carson's contract with ABC did not expire until October. Though
he had been allowed to moonlight as host on a part time basis
in the past, ABC refused to let him start a permanent stint on
another network before his contract ran out. This resulted in a
five-month interregnum that provided a golden opportunity for
anyone else to attempt to snatch the late night audience from NBC.
The network hung tight with guest hosts joining Paar's number
two man, Hugh Downs, who remained on hand to provide some
continuity. The expected challenge to the Tonight show came, ironically, from aformer host of the program, Steve Allen, whose latest
variety show for ABC had been foundering. Allen was signed by

with the position Gleason had achieved as one of the medium's

the Westinghouse (Group W) stations to host apre-taped late night
talk show that was syndicated across the country and run in direct

immortals, generated enough energy and interest to make the show
appear fresh and new again. In any case, there were a few new

competition with NBC. With afew months head start on Carson,
Allen's new show, produced by Allan Sherman, managed to main-
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tain respectable ratings even without his old familiar family of
supporting performers. It was clear that Carson's task would not
be easy.
Carson took over Tonight on October 1, 1962, bringing along
his game show cohort, Ed McMahon, as his number two man.
(Hugh Downs left the show in September to become the host of
the morning Today program.) Like Paar, Carson grew comfortably
into the job and tailored the show to fit his style, shifting the
emphasis from variety to light talk. He carefully limited his involvement as acentral performer to his daily monologue and occasional
sketches, preferring instead the role of overall program manipulator
whose main job was to keep up the pace by steering guests into
productive areas of conversation (interesting, funny, ribald) and
injecting humorous barbs. By not overextending himself, Carson
was able to maintain viewer interest in his personality (a mixture
of Midwestern farm boy naivete and Hollywood brashness), even
without afamiliar family of guests (McMahon and the band were
the only regulars). He brought a relaxing charisma to the late
night slot and was soon known to all simply as "Johnny." The
Tonight show withstood challenges mounted both in syndication
(Mike Douglas and Mery Griffin) and on the other networks (Les
Crane and Joey Bishop), and Carson remained as host of the slot
longer than Jerry Lester, Steve Allen, and Jack Paar combined,
giving NBC unquestioned supremacy in late night programming
into the 1980s.
For the rest of the broadcast day, though, CBS ruled the ratings.
At one time in the 1962-63 season, CBS had all ten of the top
ten daytime shows and eighteen of the top twenty prime time
shows. Network president James Aubrey's decision to develop
CBS's traditional strength, situation comedy, paid off far beyond
his expectations. Though there were afew flops such as Fair Exchange (an attempt to expand sitcoms to a sixty-minute format)
and the transplanted Real McCoys (with only Luke, Grandpa, and
Pepino left), the new vehicle for Lucille Ball was an outright smash.
She was reunited with Vivian Vance and played yet another TV
widow trying to raise her children, outfox her boss (the omnipresent
Gale Gordon), and earn extra money. Lucy quickly returned to
the top ten with Jack Benny, Andy Griffith, and Danny Thomas.
By February, the increasingly popular Dick Van Dyke joined their
ranks. And then there were the Clampetts.
The Beverly Hillbillies opened to some of the worst reviews in
TV history. Critics tore the show apart for its many obvious faults:
The plots were abysmal, the dialogue childish, and the production
Hollywood-to-the-core. What they failed to recognize or perhaps
refused to accept was that the program was extremely funny. Viewers apparently had no difficulty detecting the comic strengths of
the show because, within six weeks of its premiere, it became the
number one show in the nation. Not since The $64,000 Question
had anew program risen to the top so fast.
Like Lucy, Bilko, and The Honeymooners, The Beverly Hillbillies
respected the basics of situation comedy. It contained both ahumorous premise and central characters who had the potential for continuous exploitation week after week. Another product of the mind
of Paul Henning (a refugee from The Real McCoys), the show
presented a family of Ozark hillbillies who moved to California
after striking oil on their property and becoming fabulously
wealthy. The dichotomy of ahillbilly clan living in a sumptuous
Beverly Hills mansion provided two important sources of humor:

standards and bowed to the Clampett fortune. A careful mixture
of craziness and sanity in the cast of characters allowed this setup
to work perfectly as Henning took the make up of ILove Lucy
and turned it on its head. In ILove Lucy, the generally realistic
premise set Lucy as the "zany but lovable madcap" in anormally
sane world. The Beverly Hillbillies was just the opposite. The premise was virtually impossible, so Henning used adash of normality
to set off the insanity, placing one rational mind in atotally lunatic
world.
Jed Clampett (Buddy Ebsen) provided the oasis of reason among
the loco characters. Jed was a good ol' boy who possessed most
of the admirable traits connected with rural folks—he was decent,
unpretentious, and sagacious. More than anyone else in the show,
Jed understood not only his immediate family but the strange breed
of people living in Beverly Hills as well. He quickly figured out
how the big city folks operated, but he never assimilated, keeping
his mountain clothes and downhome drawl despite his new-found
wealth. Only Jed, the family and neighborhood peacemaker, kept
his head while everyone else engaged in heated spats and irrational
flights of fancy. Without him, the Clampett house and the program
itself would have collapsed into an anarchistic rubble.
With Jed as a central hub of normality, the lunatic characters
of the show could take off, as the philosophies and manners of
Beverly Hills met those of the Ozark Mountains head on. Jed's
mother-in-law, Granny (Irene Ryan), was an unreconstructed Confederate always ready to fly into arage against the forces of modern
America. She never accepted her new surroundings as her real
home, remaining convinced that nothing in California would ever
come close to what she had left behind in the hills. Granny made
no attempt to hide her disdain for the city folks and she waged
anever-ending war with anyone she saw attempting to upset her
way of life. That included practically everybody.
Elly May (Donna Douglas), Jed's beautiful but unmarried daughter, was also off in aworld of her own, though she had no quarrel
with normal society as long as it played by the rules she was
familiar with. Consequently, she continued to act the way she felt
any normal girl should act, perpetually dumbfounding potential
suitors by ignoring the traditional shy demure pose of young debutantes and persisting in her tomboyish independence. Elly May
loved animals, from horned toads to goats, and was also proud
to display her physical strength, easily outwrestling any prospective
husband. She never appreciated the fact that she had moved into
an entirely new world and she could never understand why she
had so little success in finding a mate in the wilds of Beverly
Hills.
Elly May was aclarion of clarity compared to her cousin, Jethro
Bodine (Max Baer, son of the former heavyweight champ), the
ultimate country rube, a refugee from the sixth grade with no
connections to reality. Jethro had no difficulty understanding the
big city—it was one huge playground. Very much a ten-year-old
mind in a twenty-year-old body, he engaged in childish mischief
playing with such Beverly Hills toys as hot rods, swirnmin' pools,
and movie stars. More than anyone else, Jethro needed the constant
attention of his Uncle Jed for discipline and guidance, so that he
wouldn't be swept away by the distractions and excitement of the
city and lose his hillbilly roots.

the naivete of the Clampetts as they persisted in their backwoods
manners and morals in posh Beverly Hills, and the specious sham

Trying to uphold the reputation of Beverly Hills were Jed's
banker, Milburn Drysdale (Raymond Bailey), and his secretary,
Jane Hathaway (Nancy Kulp). The pair provided an upper class
mirror of the Clampetts, funny in their own marvelously lampooned

of Beverly Hills itself as snobby rich people put aside their exclusive

world and even funnier when they tried to imitate the hillbilly
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ways of their clients. Drysdale filled the traditional sitcom image
of abusiness executive: He was adimwitted, amoral schemer driven
totally by the possession and acquisition of money. Beyond that,
Drysdale constantly humiliated himself to satisfy every whim of
the Clampetts. He couldn't risk the possibility that they might
move their boodle elsewhere, so he willingly bent every rule of
genteel conduct for them. Miss Hathaway was a stuck-up, overeducated snobbish big business secretary who was as totally dedicated to pleasing the Clampetts as her boss and she effectively
bullied anyone who dared cross her path. The two were models
of self-serving dedication and they stood at the center of high
society's world as it fell to the hillbillies.
In spite of all the reviewers who told viewers The Beverly Hillbillies was astupid show, the audience laughed. It really didn't matter
that the plots were innocuous and the dialogue quite silly. The
characters were genuinely amusing and it was ajoy to see them
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go through their paces. The program was an exaggerated farce,
in the tradition of television's most cherished comedy shows. And
it was funny.
The overwhelming success of The Beverly Hillbillies, and comedy
in general in 1962-63, propelled CBS to an astounding lead in
nighttime ratings. On the average, CBS's prime time schedule
earned higher ratings that year than any other network schedule
in television's past. Added to its total domination of daytime programming, the season's prime time success made CBS appear invincible, and most of the hit shows looked as if they could last for
years. More importantly, the success of The Beverly Hillbillies and
veteran Andy Grijjîth convinced not only CBS, but the industry
at large, that rural-based situation comedies were the new key to
the public's heart. Once again, the networks stood ready to give
the public exactly what it wanted—in abundance.

,/1,21CDRÍJ

23. Hands Across the Ocean

CBS REIGNED as the undisputed king of television entertainment programming in 1963 and network president James Aubrey
aimed to consolidate that position in the new fall line-up. He shifted
the time slots of a few veterans, added several new drama and
variety programs, and began the seemingly endless procession of
country clones from the wildly successful Beverly Hillbillies. As
Aubrey was fine-tuning the prime time schedule, CBS News moved
to regain its preeminence in the nightly news race, one of the
few program periods in which the network wasn't number one.
Though CBS was the acknowledged leader in producing news documentaries, the much more commercially lucrative nightly news
slot was then consistently dominated by NBC's Huntley-Brinkley
Report.
The perpetual battle between the CBS and NBC news departments had begun on the radio in the late Thirties. In an era dominated by areliance on outside wire services for the latest headlines,

locations, but it remained virtually impossible for them to cover
adequately events in most other American cities. The networks
still had to rely on local affiliates for film footage and reports
from out in the hustings. In December, 1961, CBS announced a
major change in its news-gathering operation as it established four
additional domestic bureaus—in Los Angeles, Denver, Atlanta,
and Dallas—to give the network the capability of covering, on
its own, almost any news event in the United States. The expansion
allowed the CBS nightly news program to shift from the leisurely
newsreel style of the past to aroving reporter format that encouraged its bureau heads, such as Dan Rather in Dallas (newly hired
from Houston's KHOU), to dig for stories and move immediately
on major events. Accompanying this behind-the-scenes reorganization was an important on-camera substitution. After sixteen years

CBS had taken the lead in developing its own news-gathering operation. During World War II, Edward R. Murrow's live on-the-spot

as anchor, Douglas Edwards was deftly deposed by CBS and replaced by Walter Cronkite, anewsman who had been CBS's man
at political conventions, elections, and space shots for over adecade
and who had already become, in the public's eye, Mr. CBS News.

reports from the front allowed the entire country to share the
dramatic events in Europe, and put CBS far out in front of NBC

Cronkite took over the show in April, 1962, and CBS hoped that
his proven ability to engender public trust would attract more

in news prestige and ratings. As the networks set up their television
news operations in the Forties, CBS took the lead in this new
medium by using a constant, familiar figure as its nightly news

viewers than the effective but somehow distant Edwards. These
changes set the stage for the most important move of all—expand-

anchor—young Douglas Edwards. By 1950, NBC's slick professional newsreel show, Camel News Caravan with John Cameron
Swayze, had passed Edwards and had remained at the top for
several years, fading from number one in the mid-Fifties as the
public tired of Swayze's overly theatrical style. In 1956, NBC replaced him with Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, anews team
that had proved very popular covering the political conventions
that year, and by 1958 it was on top once again with The HuntleyBrinkley Report, retaining that lead into the Sixties.
Despite the strong competition between the two networks, their
fifteen-minute TV news programs were remarkably similar and
stuck to the simple formula of anews anchor reading the headlines
for major news items and covering afew stories in moderate detail,
possibly with accompanying film. The network news departments
could cover scheduled special events such as presidential elections
quite well, but were limited to a handful of cities for breaking
stories. The two news giants had only recently begun acting like
independent news organizations at all by setting up their own camera crews and bureaus in their New York, Washington, and Chicago

ing the length of the nightly news show, which had remained at
fifteen minutes since its inception in the Forties. With the number
of network bureaus more than doubled, fifteen minutes wasn't
enough time to present all the stories they could turn out. Though
affiliates were reluctant to surrender lucrative local news time to
an expanded national newscast, after intensive lobbying by the
network, the locals agreed.
On September 2, 1963, CBS launched its expanded news program
with a new set, a new regular feature, a special opening night
interview, and an intense publicity campaign usually reserved only
for fall premieres of entertainment programs. In adeparture from
the traditional sparse studio news set, CBS placed Cronkite at a
desk directly in the newsroom itself, with other people working
at their own desks visible in the background, and the noise of
the news teletype machines audible as well. He was joined by
Eric Sevareid, who began fourteen years of nightly commentary
and analysis that evening. As a special opening night attraction,
Cronkite conducted alengthy, exclusive interview with President
Kennedy in which they discussed Vietnam, civil rights, and the
1964 election—topics that the expanded news programs could begin
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to cover with regularity and depth never before possible on television. One week later, NBC expanded The Huntley-Brinkley Report
to thirty minutes (including its own exclusive interview with President Kennedy), and joined the shift to the more comprehensive
approach to the news. Network news had done more that double
in length; its quality had improved tremendously in the process.
When the fall's new entertainment programs appeared, though,
news once again receded into the background and viewers began
selecting their favorites for the season. To no one's surprise, CBS
continued its domination of prime time television with The Beverly
Hillbillies again in the number one spot and situation comedy in
general thriving. There was also considerable interest in variety
because two major entertainment figures who had for years avoided
television series commitments signed up for new weekly programs:
Judy Garland and Jerry Lewis. Neither survived the season.
Judy Garland had triumphed the previous season in alowkey,
easy-going special with friends Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin,
and she had agreed to try the weekly grind for CBS by continuing
that same style of program with Norman Jewison as producer.
Unfortunately, this mood was not successfully transplanted to her
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at odds with Garland's and the hoped-for humorous interactions
between the two fell fiat. Occasionally particular guest star segments
of the show worked well, such as Garland's numbers with her
young daughter, Liza Minnelli, and up-and-coming young singer
Barbra Streisand, but the success of the program rested on the
weekly scripts and Garland's overall performance, and both were
far too erratic. Against the steadily increasing strength of NBC's
Bonanza, the show brought in embarrassingly low ratings, despite
the strong lead-in provided by Ed Sullivan. Garland went through
several producers before her program quietly expired in the spring.
ABC took the biggest variety gamble of the season by providing
a 120-minute vehicle for TV's enfant terrible, Jerry Lewis. The
network invested nearly $9 million in the project, including ashare
of the expensive, extensive remodeling of the El Capitan theater
in Hollywood (scene of Richard Nixon's Checkers speech) to serve
as the locale for the show. Besides being live (in an era when
nearly every other show was on film or tape), the series violated
several unwritten laws of prime time television. Variety shows were
usually given aone-hour block to fill—Lewis's new live show was
two hours every week. Network prime time schedules normally

series which suffered from weak writing and bad casting. In a

ended at 11:00

disastrous mismatch, Jerry Van Dyke (younger brother of Dick)

Most variety shows stocked themselves with afamily of secondary comics and singers to help ease the pressure on the host—

was given the "show-within-a-show" role of Judy's teacher in TV
technique. The boisterous Van Dyke personality was completely
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P.M.—Lewis's

show ran from 9:30

P.M.

until 11:30

P.M.

Lewis tried to carry the whole show by himself, relying only on

guest appearances by his well-known showbiz friends for support.
Lewis was certainly funny enough to carry his own television show

handedly for the past few years, candidly acknowledged that the
excitement of staging such drama was mostly "hallucinatory—like

but, in this case, he tried too many innovations at once, and the
program fell flat in its premiere. On the very first show everybody

the kicks induced by cocaine, it's not worth the hangover." With
the avenues opened by filmed series, it seemed ridiculous to endure

was very tense. Camera shots and mike cues were off. A huge
screen set up so that the studio audience could see the show just
as it was seen by the home audience failed to work and ended
up blocking their view. With the audience blinded, Lewis's timing

the physical limitations of the studio, the omnipresent feeling of
claustrophobia, and the occasional minor but distracting fluffs of
live productions. Film was easier to work with, cost about the
same, and, if handled with discipline and skill, could rival the
best work from the golden age of television.
Susskind's Talent Associates achieved artistic success in afilmed

was thrown off. Worst of all, the skits were bad. Reviewers labeled
it a"tasteless flop" and the program never recovered. The harder
Lewis worked, the more frantic the show seemed to get, never
settling down to acquire any style, pace, or direction. Instead of
being an "informal two hours of fun, entertainment, discussion,
and interviews in aspontaneous atmosphere" it took on the appearance of aweekly Jerry Lewis telethon without the cripples, containing a few entertaining performances by superstar guests amid
extended stretches of filler. Perhaps The Jerry Lewis Show might
have had achance if it had been only one hour long so that the
writers wouldn't have been so desperate for material, or if it had
been prerecorded on tape so that some of the more complicated
bits could have been staged several times and reworked. Even
against such tough competition as Gunsmoke and the NBC movie,
Lewis might have then triumphed instead of being clobbered by
them. In December, ABC, making the best of a bad situation,
paid Lewis $2 million to tear up the contract for forty shows.
Lewis closed his final show in anger, blaming his failure on the
networks and sponsors who, he said, didn't like his "non-conformist
ideas." "I don't like to do like I'm supposed to!" he explained.

series that very season with East Side, West Side, acareer drama
modeled somewhat after The Defenders. The series was shot in
New York City and dealt with contemporary social problems faced
by aManhattan social worker, Neil Brock (George C. Scott) and
his secretary, Jane Foster (Cicely Tyson). Each week's episode
focused on a particular aspect of the seamy side of the big city
such as prostitution, juvenile delinquency, and inadequate housing,
and often developed into something of asocial docudrama on the
injustices of American life, with Scott and Tyson sometimes used
only peripherally as part of the discussion. In spite of such apotentially dry format, many episodes were gems of insight and warmth
(such as James Earl Jones's portrayal of an enraged but powerless
Harlem father whose baby had died of a rat bite) and the series
emerged as one of the best attempts ever to combine dramatic
entertainment with social commentary. Nonetheless, there was not
very much latitude in the show's premise; as amere social worker
Scott could do little but offer words of advice when confronted
with yet another problem. In amid-season attempt to remedy this

Though Lewis was gone, ABC was still stuck with the remodeled
El Capitan theater. In a surprise move, the network decided to
replace the flopped Jerry Lewis variety show with another variety
show from the same theater. What's more, The Hollywood Palace
(as both the series and theater were rechristened) didn't even have
aregular host. Instead, the program used guest stars as hosts to
what was essentially a sixty-minute vaudeo show straight out of
the Toast of the Town mold, featuring eight different acts that
were presented in the lavish, almost garish, setting of the cavernous
Hollywood Palace. Although originating in Hollywood, the show
brought the look and feel of Las Vegas-style revues back to network
television. Apparently, the absence of such material and the wide
range of guest hosts (from Bing Crosby to Phyllis Diller) made
the show appear fresh and exciting because, against all odds, it
caught on and lasted until the end of the decade.
The Hollywood Palace was another case of aclassic format being
revived and updated for anew generation of viewers, just as sitcoms
such as The Dick Van Dyke Show and drama programs such as
The Defenders had successfully brought these forms into the Sixties.
Though some mourned the passing of the originals, especially in
live drama, it was necessary and inevitable for television to move
on. In June of 1963, the U.S. Steel Hour and the Armstrong Circle
Theater were axed, and at the end of the 1963-64 season, the
last of the New York-based drama series, David Susskind's DuPont
Show of the Week, was also canceled. The concept of weekly live
drama (or live-on-tape) had fit well with television's early years
but seemed an anachronism in an age of mass entertainment shows
and high pressure ratings races. More importantly, though the
golden age of television produced many priceless moments, it had
been elevated, in memory, to ahigher position than it ever deserved.
There were, after all, many very bad live dramas, and the productions were often not really the thrilling challenge many people

David Janssen, star of The Fugitive, later appeared in O'Hara

fondly looked back on. Upon the demise of his DuPont Show,

U.S. Treasury and Harry-0. (From O'Hara U.S. Treasury.
Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)

David Susskind, who had carried on live drama almost single-
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the law, track the one-armed man, and escape his own loneliness.

September 15-21, 1963
ABC, which premiered its new shows late the previous season,
experiments by unveiling all of its new fall shows in one "sneak
preview" week. In the process, the number three network beats
NBC and CBS out of the starting block.
September 15, 1963
100 Grand (ABC). Live, from New York, an attempt to bring
big money quizzes back to television after four years of exile. Emcee
Jack Clark directs grimacing contestants through the "new" but
all-too-familiar formula (instead of isolation booths there are big
soundproof bubbles). It is the biggest flop in years and the show
is axed on September 29.
September 15, 1963
Arrest and Trial. (ABC). The gimmick: Tie two forty-five minute
shows together with acommon plot. In the "arrest" portion, Ben
Gazzara plays the cop who tracks down and captures the accused
criminal. Chuck Connors plays the defense counselor in the courtroom denouement. Problem: One of the stars has to be proven
wrong!
September 16, 1963
The Outer Limits. (ABC). A well-written science fiction anthology
series with a distinctive flair for frightening monsters and scary
plot twists. After building arespectable following on Monday night,
the program is torpedoed in its second season when ABC moves
it opposite CBS's Saturday night powerhouse, The Jackie Gleason
Show.
September 17, 1962
The Fugitive. (ABC). The day the running starts.

shortcoming, Scott's character went to work for a local congressman so that possible solutions could be presented. Despite the
first class writing and production, and the variation in format,
the show never succeeded in shaking off its generally maudlin tone
and vanished after only one season.
The most successful new dramatic show of the season came
from ABC and producer Quinn Martin and, rather than trying
to expose all the social ills of the country, it focused on the intense
struggle of one man, Dr. Richard Kimble, an outlaw that society
was actually out to destroy. Loosely based on Victor Hugo's Les
Misérables (with abit of Route 66 thrown in), The Fugitive followed
the flight of Dr. Kimble (David Janssen), who had been unjustly
accused and convicted of murdering his wife, but who had managed
to escape his police guard and execution in the confusion following
the wreck of the train carrying him to the death house. Though
free, Kimble faced the twin tasks of finding amysterious one-armed
man he had seen leaving the scene of the crime (but who could
not be found at the time of the trial) and evading the pursuit of
police Lieutenant Philip Gerard (Barry Morse) who was "obsessed
with his capture."
In aTV world populated almost exclusively by winners, Kimble
was a loser, free to go anywhere he wanted in the United States,
but living in constant fear of capture. He was a prisoner of the
entire country because anyone, even those he befriended in his
travels, could turn him in, wittingly or unwittingly. Whenever Kimble found himself becoming too involved in people's lives, he would
"clam up" and attempt to fade into the background, unnoticed.
As a convicted murderer under adeath sentence, any move that
made him stand out—however briefly—was literally a life-anddeath gamble. Yet despite the risks, he was inevitably drawn into
other people's lives because he needed them in order to evade
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Janssen's lowkey acting style captured perfectly the behavior of
aman on the run, down to the guarded mannerisms and nervous
tics of a fugitive. His sad, quick smile (a brief rise in one corner
of his mouth while the rest of his face remained immobile) said
it all: Dr. Kimble could never find true peace, even if he met
people who believed in his innocence; he had to keep running
and to find the one-armed man because the alternative for him
was death. No amount of human kindness could change that cold,
hard fact. The tension created by this setup gave the series an
underlying dramatic edge that was skillfully underplayed but constantly present.
In many ways, The Fugitive was a program ahead of its time,
presenting the intense struggle of atruly alienated American years
before the phrase became popular. Other characters such as Maverick and Paladin had operated on adifferent moral plane than traditional society, but they had chosen that life, thrived on it, and
could one day probably settle somewhere without much difficulty.
Richard Kimble could never let down his guard, relax, and rejoin
normal society. He had been forced outside its boundaries by its
legal machinery even though he was innocent, and his only chance
for survival rested with his own individual strength and determination. Until he could find aman the police forces had been unable
to locate, even while dodging these same forces himself, Kimble
was an outcast, a hunted man as well as a hunter. In the late
Sixties, television and movies tried to exploit the feeling of alienation
that seemed to grip many people in the country then, but most
of those vehicles were shallow and failed to grasp the scope of
emotions involved. The Fugitive managed to handle the concept
of alienation with considerably more success and at the same time
treat more complex themes of justice, guilt, and justified paranoia
as well. Though such themes had previously appeared on TV,
chiefly in the extinct drama anthologies, The Fugitive developed
them over time in a well produced weekly series. It took four
years for Richard Kimble to come face-to-face with the one-armed
man. Through it all, the series maintained strong ratings (it was
frequently in the top ten) and a loyal audience that found itself
caught up in both the characters and the premise, as the series
seemed to touch an almost hidden vein of American sympathies.
The refinement of themes and formats from television's early
days was not limited to entertainment programs. One of the devastating issues of the Fifties, blacklisting, was also modified, renamed,
and ushered into the Sixties, even though it had been assumed
that the triumph of John Henry Faulk in 1962 had marked the
end of the odious practice. It hadn't.
In early 1963, ABC decided to latch onto the latest teen music
fad, folk music, with Hootenanny, aweekly series taped on various
college campuses. For the April premiere program, the reigning
queen of American folk music, Joan Baez, was slated to appear
with Pete Seeger, the man who had invented the word "hootenanny" along with Woody Guthrie. Then ABC announced that it
would not accept Seeger because of his well-known leftist politics
and, in particular, because on August 18, 1955, during the height
of blacklisting, he had refused to answer questions put to him by
the House Un-American Activities Committee on his Communist
party ties. Blacklisting was not dead, and ABC was not alone in
its apprehension over Seeger. In January, 1962, NBC had vetoed
a scheduled appearance by Seeger on The Jack Paar Show and,
in early 1963, CBS had done the same to his planned participation
in afolk music special. The networks were still wary of controversial
figures and allegations of subversive activities, and now relied on
apolicy of "network censorship" (the phrase seemed less McCar-

thy-esque than blacklisting) to protect themselves. Though Seeger
and the issue of blacklisting were very soon forgotten, the issue
of censorship remained and, six years later, Seeger would once
again bring it to ahead.
Hootenanny went on without Seeger—and without Joan Baez,
the Greenbriar Boys, Tom Paxton, and Ramblin' Jack Elliott, who
all refused to perform on the program in protest. Despite this
disastrous beginning, the show recovered and became a surprise
hit, hanging on through the spring and summer to earn a niche
in ABC's fall schedule for 1963. Hootenanny was an effective outlet
for folk music and introduced many performers previously unknown to the American public, including Canada's Ian and Sylvia,
Ireland's Clancy Brothers, and natives such as the Simon Sisters
(Carly and Lucy), the Smothers Brothers, and the very all-American Chad Mitchell Trio. At the same time, the show displayed
little musical and emotional connection with the new wave of folk
protest then in vogue. It was the folk equivalent to the Dick Clark
Beechnut Show, presenting a new form of music in an antiseptic
forum. Host Jack Linkletter (Art's son) was, like Dick Clark, more
a clean-cut announcer than someone in tune with the spirit of
the music. He and the producers were content with the happygo-lucky song-around-a-campfire style of such safe singers as Glenn
Yarbrough and the Limeliters, the Rooftop Singers, and the New
Christy Minstrels, and they tried to avoid the controversy inherent
in protest figures like Bob Dylan, Phil Ochs, and Pete Seeger.
Though Hootenanny lasted the season, it, and the entire folk music
boom, was soon outdistanced by a seemingly brand new musical
style that slipped in over the horizon.
In October, 1963, The Ed Sullivan Show featured British singer
Cliff Richard, who had been the reigning king of rock'n'roll in
Britain for five years, but had never made adent in the American
charts. Then, early in November, Sullivan presented Billy J. Kramer
and the Dakotas, a group managed by young British impresario
Brian Epstein. Something was up. Sullivan, aman who had made
his name in television by being one step ahead of the public's
mood, was devoting his attention to the British brand of rock'n'roll,
a form usually ridiculed, if not completely ignored, in America.
Sullivan had actually been a little late in picking up on the
last major teen phenomenon, Elvis Presley, so perhaps he was
especially sensitive to the success in Britain of a new generation
of home-grown rockers which he saw first-hand while on vacation
the previous summer. The frantic teenage airport receptions and
the extensive play in the British media left him totally nonplussed
and he decided to take the lead in bringing this new British sound
to America, assuming that it could be just as big in the U.S., if
not bigger. In the last week of November, 1963, he agreed to present
Brian Epstein's premiere group, the Beatles, as headliners on his
show in February, 1964. At that point, American music circles
considered the Beatles just another British group that had been
successful in England but unable to stir any interest in the United
States, and the first class treatment accorded the band seemed
highly unusual. After all, they had never performed in America
and three singles and an album released in the States in 1963
had gone nowhere. By the time Sullivan introduced the Beatles
to his audience on February 9, 1964, his agreement seemed nothing
short of brilliant. They were the number one group in the nation
with records topping both the single and album charts. In just
over two months, an extensive push by their new American record
company, Capitol, had turned the Beatles into a national mania
and their song "I Want To Hold Your Hand" had become one
of the fastest selling records ever released. Millions of Americans

It was a peculiar evening. Police stations dutifully reported an
amazing dropoff of teenage crime during the show as between sixty
and seventy percent of the American television audience (over
twenty-five million homes) tuned to CBS. The Beatles opened and
closed the show and in the space of one hour were transformed
from motionless publicity photos to real live human beings with
distinct individual personalities: Ringo Starr, the plain one with
the big nose, sat in the back, pounding them skins. George Harrison,
the quiet mysterious one, played lead guitar while Paul McCartney
and John Lennon handled (respectively) bass and rhythm guitars
as well as the lead vocals. Paul was the cute one while John ("sorry
girls, he's married") projected more of a tough guy image. Just
as Presley had his hip swivel, the Beatles displayed their own distinctive symbol—a mop-top hair style that shook as they sang,
"Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!" Besides seeing and hearing the group perform,
viewers were also exposed to their first direct dose of Beatlemania
as the studio cameras focused on hundreds of teenage girls in the
audience weeping, screaming, and even fainting. Parents didn't
know whether to laugh at the group and the screaming fans or
condemn them, but kids across the country drank it all in. In
that one night, as television once again allowed millions to share
an experience as one, the medium created amusical and cultural
supergroup.
The Beatles were not really doing anything brand new. They
were just British musicians who were playing their own version
of American rock'n'roll from the Presley era. Nonetheless, their
distinctive accents and dress made them appear new, and their

September 24, 1963
Petticoat Junction. (CBS). Paul Henning begins spinning off sucer-Isful series from The Beverly Hillbillies
September 24, 1963
Mr. Novak (NBC). James Franciscus plays the Dr. Kildare of
the classroom, with Dean Jagger in the Dr. Gillespie role of mentorprincipal.
December 30, 1963
Let's Make a Deal. (NBC). Monty Hall begins exploiting basic
human greed every weekday afternoon.
January 21, 1964
Ed Murrow resigns as director of the U.S. Information Agency
due to poor health.
March 2, 1964
Fred Friendly replaces Dick Salant as president of CBS News.
Salant moves to a more amorphous position, CBS vice president
for corporate affairs.
March 25, 1964
Live trans-Pacific television begins, via the Relay II satellite.
April 30, 1964
UHF Day. From this point on, all new television sets must be
capable of receiving channels 14 through 83.
August 13, 1964
CBS buys the New York Yankees.
September 11, 1964
After twenty years, boxing vanishes from weekly network television as ABC's Fight of the Week expires in Cleveland. Don Dunphy
calls the last fight: Dick Tiger beats Don Fullmer in ten rounds.

were eager to see the group perform live for the first time.
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Ed Sullivan (c.) brought the Beatles into millions of American homes. (The Beatles: from I. Ringo
Starr, George Harrison, John Lennon, Paul McCartney.) (Courtesy Capitol Records)

overnight exposure to millions of Americans helped create an instant interest in other British rock groups such as the Dave Clark
Five and the Rolling Stones, who soon turned up on shows such
as Sullivan's and The Hollywood Palace. In addition, the desire
for anything English, which had been building with the increasingly
successful series of the theatrical films featuring British secret agent
James Bond, exploded into nearly every aspect of American culture
with the coming of the Beatles. American television executives,
who had begun casting eyes at Britain as a source of possible
inspiration' for programming, took acloser look, sensing the possibility of uncovering afirst class hit for the American market. This
was adistinct change from the image British television had carried
throughout the Fifties.
Under the watchful eye of the British government, the noncommercial British Broadcasting Corporation had always followed a
philosophy that steered away from the strong concentration of
pure entertainment programs that shaped American television and
focused instead on material that was relatively bland in comparison.
In September, 1955, after much wrangling, commercial television
came to Britain and began to compete with the BBC. At first,
the newcomers relied heavily on tons of imported American filmed
series, turning out only a few shows of their own that made the
return trip to the States (those shows such as The Adventures of
Robin Hood and Ivanhoe dealt with traditional American views
of England: knights, castles, robber barons, and the like). By 1960,
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British television began producing its own programs that equalled,
and sometimes surpassed, American fare.
Britain's first major homegrown hit was Granada TV's Coronation Street, a soap opera. Instead of dealing with beautiful rich
people, as traditional American soapers did, the program centered
on the exploits of just plain folk in the working class city of Manchester, the sort that might be found in America in The Honeymooners. Gleason's show was an exception, though, to the general
American view of TV heroes. In Britain, Coronation Street quickly
became the top-rated show and working class settings became commonplace in other series.
One and one-half years later, the BBC (aiming to meet its commercial competition head-on) presented asuccessful sitcom version
of Coronation Street, Steptoe and Son, starring Wilfrid Brambell
(later cast as Paul McCartney's grandfather in the Beatles' film
"A Hard Day's Night") and Harry Corbett. The two portrayed
Albert and Harold Steptoe, father and son junk dealers who were
forever squabbling over money and the future. As the elder Steptoe,
Brambell played to perfection the garrulous and possessive aging
father determined to prevent his son from leaving the homestead;
he often resorted to underhanded tricks to break up Harold's budding romances or inclinations to venture into a new business on
his own. He always succeeded as Harold inevitably decided to
remain in the junk business, at home, with his dad, despite the
constant interference. The vibrancy of Brambell and Corbett in

their characters, as well as the unique nature of the setting, quickly
caught on with the British public and by late 1963 Steptoe and
Son replaced Coronation Street for awhile as the country's most
popular program. It was one of the first important British programs
to catch an American network's attention and NBC showed a
few Steptoe and Son clips on The Jack Paar Show in April, 1964,
while subcontracting with Embassy Pictures to produce a pilot
for an American version of the show. The pilot, however, was
rejected and plans for the series eventually shelved. Even adapted
for American tastes, the "life among the lowly" concept just didn't
seem quite right for the Stateside audience, which had been weaned
on solid middle class heroes.
British television's first major success in the American market
was with its own particular brand of spy adventures, afield that
had been remarkably unsuccessful in the U.S. Throughout the Fifties, American producers had insisted on presenting hackneyed
run-throughs of stereotyped cold war clashes between square-jawed
Americans upholding democracy and freedom and Communist
forces made up of unbelievably stupid agents with heavy foreign
accents, in such vehicles as ILed Three Lives (starring Richard
Carlson), Biff Baker, USA (starring Alan Hale, Jr.), and The Hunter
(starring Barry Nelson). None of these were very successful and
the networks were convinced that spy shows just didn't sell. Ironically, James Bond, the smooth, sophisticated spy whose adventure
novels launched the British passion for international intrigue, was
nearly made into an American television series several times during
the decade.
In 1954, shortly after the publication of the first James Bond
novel, Casino Royale, CBS paid author Ian Fleming $1,000 for
the rights to do a special one-hour live TV drama production of
the story. The network cast veteran TV spy Barry Nelson as agentplayboy James Bond (a role almost identical to Nelson's U.S. agentplayboy character from the old Hunter series) and Peter Lorre
as a ruthless Soviet operative, and on October 21 presented the
adaptation on its Climax anthology series. CBS wasn't interested
in any further adventures, so Fleming sold the theatrical film rights
to that story and turned out two more novels. The next year,
working with NBC producer Henry Morganthau III, he began
writing anew half-hour TV adventure series to be filmed on location
in Jamaica, Commander Jamaica. James Bond served as amodel
for the main character in the pilot script, but the project fell through
so Fleming used the script as a basis for the next book in the
Bond series, Dr. No, instead. Several years later, in 1958, CBS
decided to try a TV series featuring the actual Bond character
(titled, appropriately, James Bond, Secret Agent), and Fleming

The Avengers) eventually made it to American television. In September, 1960, ATV, a British commercial network, produced its
own version of James Bond, secret agent John Drake (Patrick
McGoohan) in Danger Man. Unlike America's old spy vehicles,
the series showed the enemies of democracy as intelligent equals
to the government's agents, and their elaborate plans of subversion
unfolded in well-written, engrossing adventures (specific politics
were, of course, downplayed). McGoohan's punchy independent
persona gave the show an extra lift that attracted American attention and CBS picked it up for abrief run in the summer of 1961,
when it attracted critical acclaim but few viewers.
One year later, another series featuring global intrigue began
in Britain, Leslie Charteris's The Saint, starring Roger Moore as
Simon Templar. Templar was presented as ahandsome, wealthy,
sophisticated playboy in the Bond mold, but the program was
really quite bland. The villains were usually involved in moderately
elaborate but routine crimes and, very often, Templar emerged
as nothing more than avintage private eye updated for the Sixties.
Nonetheless, Moore was already a familiar figure to American
audiences from his stint in several Warner Brothers action-adventure series and The Saint was picked up for the American market
rather quickly—first through syndication to individual stations in
1963 and, four years later, by NBC for anetwork run. The more
traditional approach of the program made it much more attractive
to American programmers interested in exploiting the spy craze
with afairly safe product. A more unconventional British spy series,
The Avengers, had to wait until 1966 for its extraordinary style
and premise to reach American viewers.
The Avengers began in January, 1961, as amoderately straightforward spy show featuring Patrick Macnee and Ian Hendry as dilettante men-about-town involved in solving crimes and avenging evil.
In October, 1962, the premise was revamped and the show began
displaying adistinctively different tone that turned it into aBritish
cult favorite with asmall but rapidly growing legion of fans. Macnee
was identified as government agent John Steed and joined in his
adventures by Mrs. Catherine Gale, a widow (played by Honor
Blackman). The two were thrust into complicated plots hatched
by peculiar villains and the series began adopting asubtle, tonguein-cheek approach that produced bizarre yet intriguing stories. Not
only were the cases highly unusual, but the relationship between
Steed and Mrs. Gale was completely unheard of. They operated
as ateam and she was his equal in every way. They both defended
themselves with skill and finesse, never losing their British cool
and sly smiles even in the most dire situations, and neither was
dependent on the other for constant rescue. What's more, the ro-

wrote plot outlines for six episodes. Once again, the planned series
was shelved, so he adapted three of the TV treatments for his
anthology of James Bond short stories, For Your Eyes Only, and

mantic connection between the two was kept deliciously unclear;
there were hints of amour but the viewer was left to decide whether

concentrated his energies on using the character as the basis for
a series of theatrical films. (The Casino Royale film project had
never materialized.) Fleming at last succeeded in selling the options

Only a few months after The Avengers shifted to its more offbeat style, full-bodied satire came to the BBC with That Was The
Week That Was. Premiering in December, 1962, TW3 (as it was

to his remaining Bond novels in 1961 to producers Harry Saltzman
and Albert Broccoli who, in turn, convinced United Artists to
finance the project, and in 1962 the first James Bond film, "Dr.
No," appeared. It earned over $1 million in Britain alone and
the 1963 followup, "From Russia With Love," was released at

there was, in fact, aliaison or not.

known) marked a major step forward in British broadcasting because it was the first show to poke fun at, and actually ridicule,
well-known politicians and office holders. A stock company of play-

the height of the spy craze in Britain, and became a major box
office success in the U.S.

ers, hosted by David Frost and featuring singer Millicent Martin,
performed generally irreverent skits to press their points, occasionally even indulging in shock tactics (such as name calling) to catch
viewers' attention. The writers based the words and music of the

British television had begun to cash in on the increasing interest
in spies and international espionage at the turn of the decade,

show on the events of the previous week, giving TW3 a feeling
of immediacy akin to a cabaret comedy ensemble. The program

and each of its three major spy programs (Danger Man, The Saint,

was biting, controversial, very funny, and alternately admired and
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resented by viewers, depending on who was the latest target of

On ABC, Howard K. Smith returned from oblivion and teamed

abuse. Nonetheless, while a shock to Britain, such satire seemed
unthinkable for American television. If any series was unlikely
to appear in the United States, That Was The Week That Was
was it. Yet on Sunday, November 10, 1963, NBC presented a

up with anew addition to the ABC news staff, Edward P. Morgan.
They were so effective together that they became the regular ABC

one-hour special-pilot for an American version of TW3. Obviously,
something had changed.
The mood of the country had grown less somber and less paranoid since 1960. The new spirit was due partly to the reduction
in cold war tensions and also to the youth and humor of the Kennedy administration. People simply felt more like laughing. In this
atmosphere, NBC decided to take achance on satire in America.
Produced by Leland Hayward and hosted by Henry Fonda, the
pilot for TW3 wasn't as flip or as rough as its British cousin,
but it presented some of the freshest, funniest material to hit U.S.
TV in years. The guests on the special were traditional humorists
including Mike Nichols and Elaine May, Henry Morgan, and
Charly
In one
Nixon,
books,

Manna, but their humor was much more topical than usual.
hour they directed barbs at President Kennedy, Richard
Barry Goldwater, Nelson Rockefeller, crime leaders, dirty
funeral costs, and left-wing folk songs. The reaction was

so strong and positive that NBC called for immediate production
of the series, which it had originally considered as apossible new
entry in the fall of 1964. Instead, the network planned on apremiere
in January. All that remained was to convince skeptical sponsors
that the public was ready for such humor. Then something happened.
CBS was in the midst of As the World Turns on Friday, November 22, when Walter Cronkite broke in to announce that President
Kennedy had been shot in Dallas. Within afew minutes, all three
networks suspended regular programming and began what became
four days of noncommercial television (at a loss of $40 million
in advertising revenue). By presenting, live, all the far-flung events
of that weekend at amoment's notice, television news proved itself
truly deserving of both serious attention and popular acclaim. People throughout the country looked to television for the news of
the tragedy. They saw the official announcement that the President
was dead, as well as the first appearance of the new President,
Lyndon Johnson. They followed the return to Washington and
the formal ceremonies of the state funeral. Many newsmen on
each network distinguished themselves throughout the long hours
on the air and several new faces became instant "news celebrities."
On CBS, Dan Rather, who scooped all others in reporting Kennedy's death, became unofficial anchorman of the network's Dallas
reports, while Roger Mudd and Harry Reasoner, two veteran network reporters who had worked largely unnoticed for years, came
to the forefront with their handling of the events in Washington.
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anchor team for the political specials of 1964. Through it all, television treated the events of the Kennedy assassination with adignity
and style many had thought impossible. For the first time, people
across the country began to appreciate how much television really
meant to them and just what it was capable of. Even well-known
critics such as former FCC chairman Newton Minow marveled:
Only through television could the whole country grasp
the tragedy, and at the same time the strength of the democratic process that passed the administration from one president to another within two hours. Television's treatment
was sensitive, mature, and dignified. We always hear that
television is ayoung medium. If so, it grew up in acouple
of days.
More than any other event to that point, the Kennedy assassination
cemented television's role as national information source and national unifier.
As disturbing as the assasination was, television faced an even
more unsettling event two days after the President had been shot,
as the medium immediately discovered the dangers and conflicts
of its increased stature. Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin,
was to be transferred from one jail to another on Sunday morning,
November 24, and the press, especially television, demanded to
witness the event. It was no longer sufficient to merely report that
something had happened, the activity had to take place before
the cameras. Dallas police complied with the request by making
their plans public so that reporters, or anyone, could see Oswald
leave the city jail. At 11:20 A.M., at the end of amemorial service
for Kennedy in Washington, NBC cut live to Dallas just in time
to show the first real-life murder on television as it occurred: A
man in a dark suit and hat came out of the crowd, there was a
pop, and Oswald dropped from sight, fatally shot. CBS and ABC
both just missed also telecasting the event live, but a new device
developed for TV sports coverage allowed all three to show the
murder again and again with the added impact of slow motion
playback.
In demanding access to Oswald, a man who had become an
instant media figure, television had focused attention and publicity
on what should have been aroutine procedure, the prison transfer.
Unknowingly, television and television news had crossed a line
into anew situation in which it would become increasingly difficult
to view the medium as just another reporter. Television was beginning to affect the course of events, transforming seemingly inconsequential actions into important moments in history merely by its
presence.
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24. The Unloved Messenger

TELEVISION became the object of increasing vilification
throughout 1964 for both its entertainment and news programming.
The more effective and complete coverage of developing issues
and special events by the network news departments upset people
of every ideology. They resented the growing encroachment by
TV news upon their personal lives and beliefs as well as the unsettling nature of the news itself, often equating the bearer of bad
tidings with the disturbing events it reported. At the same time,
amove to pure escapism in entertainment programming triggered
by the huge success of CBS's rural-based comedy line-up offended
the sensibilities of many viewers who found the tube pandering
more and more to the lowest common denominator. In contrast
to the fondly remembered high drama of TV's golden days, the
networks' fall schedules offered country bumpkins, ridiculous settings, childish plots, witches, Martians, and pure soap opera. It
all seemed deliberately designed to appeal to viewers who looked
at television as amindless escape tool. Critics pointed to the continuing number one status of The Beverly Hillbillies as irrefutable
evidence that quality television had fallen on hard times.
The Beverly Hillbillies never deserved all the public defilement
it received, but the program was asymbol of the direction television
entertainment had taken under the guidance of CBS president
James Aubrey. His rural comedy philosophy had kept CBS number
one in the ratings and it cleared the path for a host of inferior
successors launched by all three networks, with CBS leading the
way. Most of the new programs lacked the comic energy of the
hillbilly original and were responsible for generally humorless TV.
As parent to the trend, though, The Beverly Hillbillies received
its share of the blame for the sins of its offspring. Even though
imitations of successful formats were expected as a normal part
of the industry, the blatant, almost incestuous, development of
the new sitcom spinoff shows struck many as going too far.
Spinoffs had been an accepted practice in broadcasting for decades, especially in the field of variety. Popular personalities such
as Phil Harris and Dennis Day (from The Jack Benny Program),
Julius La Rosa and Pat Boone (from Arthur Godfrey's shows),
and Gisele MacKenzie (from Your Hit Parade) had all been promoted from the second string to programs of their own because
their association with an established hit gave them an instant advantage over the competition. Situation comedies had certainly followed program trends in the past (wacky housewives, talking
animals, showbiz widowers) but in courting the rural themes televi-

sion developed avery systematic approach to the spin-off process.
A specific character or gimmick from asuccessful sitcom was carefully eased into a new setting and show, as close to the original
as possible. Sometimes there were even cross-over cast appearances
from the established hit. Unfortunately, many of the new series
failed to develop past the surface gimmicks and did not deliver
the strong secondary characters and good scripts necessary for
support. Yet with the momentum provided by familiar hooks and
faces, simple-minded escapist fare prospered.
Beverly Hillbillies producer Paul Henning had started the cloning
process in the 1963-64 season with Petticoat Junction, which presented the adventures of the folks "back in the hills." Henning
took veteran character actor Bea Benaderet, who played cousin
Pearl Bodine, Jethro's widowed mother (a minor role in The Beverly
Hillbillies), rechristened her Kate Bradley (also awidow), and put
her in charge of the Shady Rest Hotel in the mythical backwoods
town of Hooterville. Though Petticoat Junction had the outward
trappings of The Beverly Hillbillies, there were no creative crazies
or charged conflicts in it. The setting was much too restrictive.
Gone was the incongruity of the progenitor between rich and poor,
socialite and hillbilly. Hooterville was aone-horse town. Even occasional invasions by city slickers such as Homer Bedloe (Charles
Lane as arailroad executive determined to scrap the town's ancient
train, the Cannonball) were doomed from the start. The aseptic
peace of Fifties TV had been transported to the hills and nothing
could disturb it. Worst of all, the characters were far too bland
to be funny. While Benaderet was usually an excellent supporting
character (in roles such as Blanche Morton, the crazy neighbor
to George Burns and Gracie Allen), her warm mother figure of
Kate Bradley wasn't credible either as a comic center or cagey
manipulator. Her three daughters were as interchangeable as their
names: Billie Jo, Bobbie Jo, and Betty Jo. Gravelly voiced Edgar
Buchanan tried his best in the role of a scheming moneymaker,
Joe Carson (the hotel's self-proclaimed manager), but Uncle Joe's
ventures usually produced little more than a few good senility
jokes. In short, the series was harmless fluff, not at all offensive,
but not very funny either. It was pure escapism, asort of "chewing
gum for the eyes and mind," not only far removed from the everyday grim reality of the big city, but also aworld apart from rural
reality as well.
Nonetheless, the hillbilly connection worked and Petticoat Junction was an instant hit—its premiere episode came in as the number
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Once again, home viewers were entranced and Green Acres clucked
on for six years.
Following the success of Petticoat Junction in the 1963-64 season,
CBS turned to another popular series, The Andy Grefith Show,
for aspinoff in the fall of 1964, Gomer Pyle, U.S.M.C. The Gomer
Pyle character of a halfwit gas station attendant (played by Jim
Nabors) was drafted by Uncle Aubrey, taken from Mayberry,
North Carolina, and placed in aMarine base in California. There,
under the tutelage of the often infuriated Sergeant Vincent Carter
(Frank Sutton), the simple country rube constantly exasperated
yet outwitted the military minds. The setting and premise were
nearly identical to Andy Griffith's first major vehicle, "No Time
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series stood as further proof that spinoffs from established hits
were avaluable tool that, if handled properly, could produce another equally potent program. Gomer's success was especially impressive because the show not only outscored the direct competition
of veteran Jack Benny (who had moved to NBC that year following
acontract dispute) but also easily outperformed the same premise
on ABC. As a very familiar character, Gomer stood out in the
madness of the fall premieres and found it much easier to gain a
toehold and build an audience than the unknowns (Sammy Jackson
and Harry Hickox) of the ABC version, which even took the No
Time for Sergeants title. The country took Gomer to heart in his
new job, making Nabors a star in his own right as the series remained in the top ten through the Sixties. Gomer's wide-eyed innocence also presented a reassuring view of the military in an era
when people were beginning to become aware of the presence of
real Marines in areal war. Gomer Pyle was always the all-American
country boy.
Some critics, however, found the character to be the personification of everything objectionable about the rural slant being pursued
by CBS. Gomer was anaive country bumpkin who obviously read
and enjoyed nothing more challenging than Captain Marvel comic
books (as his cry of "Shazam!" indicated), yet he was one of television's new heroes. His character might have been acceptable as a
second banana but as alead his effusive manner and familiar expres-

sions such as "Sur-prise! Sur-prise! Sur-prise!" and "Gaul-lee Sergeant Carter!" were particularly discordant and grating to some.
Nonetheless, the program was well done and very funny, and such
reactions more likely reflected deep resentment at the near total
domination by escapist fare in entertainment programming. The
style seemed as pervasive as Westerns and quizzes had been at
their saturation points, but it looked as if the spinoff potential
and continued high ratings earned by the silly gimmicks and simpleton heroes would assure them spots in the network schedules for
years. While some viewers were upset, most people clearly enjoyed
the programs. They were light, uncomplicated, and a welcome
haven from bad news.
Just as action-adventure shows in the late Fifties had given the
networks Westerns that weren't Westerns, the escapist sitcoms
quickly expanded beyond strictly rural settings. Though not direct
spinoffs from any established hit, the premises of these new shows
were just as unlikely as millionaire hillbillies and included such
hooks as Martians, monsters, and witches. Of these, the program
that showcased Aubrey escapism at its worst was Gilligan 's Island,
which followed the adventures of the passengers and crew of a
sight-seeing charter boat that was shipwrecked on an uncharted
South Pacific island. The show literally went to the ends of the
earth to avoid reality in apremise that seemed to overwhelm the
writers with its limitations. With the castaways confined to atiny
island (they could never be rescued or the program was kaput),
the writers settled on ahandful of obvious plots and jokes (gorillas,
angry natives, other lost souls). They couldn't come up with imaginative and credible ways to introduce new characters and conflicts
from the outside world and consequently the scripts were atrocious.
Even with the paucity of good material, the cast members might
have been able to overcome the tremendous handicap of bad writing
by developing asharp comic insanity in each of their characters.
Instead, most of them just overacted and settled into the uninteresting plastic caricatures they had been given: the hard working skipper (Alan Hale, Jr.), his well-meaning but bumbling first mate
(Bob Denver), a dumb but beautiful movie star (Tina Louise), a
pretty homespun Midwestern girl (Dawn Wells), abrilliant research
professor (Russell Johnson), a multimillionaire (Jim Backus) and
his pampered wife (Natalie Schafer). Hale, Backus, and Denver
made valiant attempts to bring life to their roles, but even they
usually fell short. Denver brought the spacey, naive innocence of
his Maynard G. Krebs character to first mate Gilligan, but what
had worked well in a supporting role to Dobie Gillis could not
carry an entire series. He was just another lost child on the island.
Backus and Hale flashed moments of wit, but it was alosing battle.
Overall, the show resembled nothing so much as akiddie cartoon
and it seemed designed to capture the interest of young children
by presenting cardboard adults who acted like children in grownup bodies. This strategy attracted afair size audience and allowed
the program to survive for three seasons, though it rarely elicited
more than an audible groan from most of the nation's adults.
Other new gimmicks might have appeared as silly as Gilligan 's

display entertaining visual tricks in that week's situation. Once
the complications were introduced, the actors and scripts, not the
gimmicks, carried the episodes.
Still, a totally bizarre setting could succeed as long as it stuck
to the basics of comedy. If the characters and atmosphere on Gilligan's Island had been developed beyond dull caricature and cheap
tropical sets, the program might have been able to transcend the
pathetic scripts. ABC proved it could be done that season with
the hilarious adventures of an entire family that came directly
out of the world of late night creature features, The Addams Family
(based on the characters created by cartoonist Charles Addams).
Though the plots for the series were usually just adequate, the
characters and setting were devilishly sharp. Gomez (John Astin)
and his wife Morticia (Carolyn Jones) headed the freaky family
that lived in an appropriately spooky old family mansion just outside of town. Rather than limiting the program to predictable monster jokes or half-hearted attempts to make the characters appear
anormal part of society (in spite of their background), the producers accepted the members of the family for what they were and
stretched the premise to the limit. The Addams family were ghoulish eccentrics and proud of it. They flaunted their behavior in
characters that were bristling with energy. Morticia and Gomez
cultivated man-eating plants, stayed in on sunny days, and reveled
in hurricane winds. To relax, family members enjoyed stretching
each other out on the basement rack and, at play, the children
experimented with dynamite. The household also included live-in
relations Uncle Fester (Jackie Coogan), Grandmama Addams
(Blossom Rock), and cousin Itt (a four-foot-tall ball of hair), as
well as the ultra basso butler, Lurch (Ted Cassidy), and the ultimate
right hand helper, Thing. For all of them, the question of conforming to normal society never came up; the most important task
was maintaining family traditions and an awareness of the Addams
family roots, which stretched back hundreds of years. They were
aristocrats with highly unusual tastes and no doubts about their
proper station in life. Gomez and Morticia were passionate, but
proper, and their strict adherence to traditional upper class role
models resulted in a marvelous caricature of the aristocratic lifestyle. Ever the ardent lover (the slightest word of French by Morticia sent him into an uncontrolled fury), Gomez found himself
constantly frustrated by his wife's insistence on abiding by the
rules of public decorum ("not now dear—it wouldn't be right").
They were ghoulish in their preferences, but always socially correct.
Such arich collection of characters, added to the colorful household accouterments, gave the program a comic verve which was
even more striking when contrasted with the mundane monster
fare of CBS's family of freaks, The Munsters. Unlike the Addams
household, the Munster family looked like classic horror film creatures: Fred Gwynne played a Frankenstein father; Yvonne De
Carlo, the vampire mother; and Al Lewis, Count Dracula. Unfortunately, the attempts at humor in the show never rose above the
physical incongruity of the Munsters as they tried to act like an
average, if somewhat odd, middle class family. Once the "shock

Island on the surface, but the better ones kept a tighter rein on
the initial premise. Rather than building a sweeping but all-toolimiting setting that could prematurely strangle the series, other

value" of acollection of monsters had worn off, the routine nature
of the scripts became painfully evident. Visitors from the outside

producers settled for aslight wrinkle to reality that could be continuously exploited. In this vein, aMartian and awitch were incorpo-

in the Munster mansion merely faced grownups in Halloween costumes. Both series lasted only two seasons, but The Addams Family
brought atouch of class to escapist television.
Escapism was certainly not limited to situation comedy nor new
to television under Aubrey, but rarely had the networks pursued

rated into moderately normal situations and acceptable, if not
outstanding, TV fare resulted. Both My Favorite Martian (starring
Ray Walston as aMartian shipwrecked on Earth) and Bewitched
(Elizabeth Montgomery as a suburban housewife who happened
to be a witch) used their zany hooks primarily as an excuse to

world would leave the Addams home in aterrified daze; intruders

the concept with such avengeance. TV critics, upset at the trend
to rural settings and mindless heroes, were positively aghast at
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The arrival of U.S. marines in Vietnam in March 1965 brought about an increase in TV coverage
of the war. (U.S. Army)
the move by ABC to bring daytime soap opera, intact, to prime

Potential ratings points were just sitting there and, if Peyton Place

time. Television's cultural slide seemed undeniable and complete
in the fall of 1964 with the premiere of Peyton Place.

caught on, the network would have two hit shows at once because
the series was on twice each week. ABC boldly ballyhooed the

Actually, pseudo-soap operas had been in prime time for years
in the guise of drama anthologies (Lux Video Theater), situation

show as a novel for television (it was based on asuccessful book
as well as a movie), ignored the cries of anguish from outraged
critics, and launched the series with high hopes. It was a smash,
though its individual success didn't alter the bias against soaps.
Peyton Place was the exception that gave soap opera fans achance

comedies (Ozzie and Harriet), epic Westerns (Bonanza and Wagon
Train), and career dramas (Dr. Kildare and Ben Casey), so much
of the disgust was in reaction to the term "soap opera" itself.
The networks had found that the label carried a certain stigma
that turned off large segments of viewers, so they generally kept
the soapy aspects of their prime time programs discretely in the
background and adhered to an unwritten rule limiting blatant soap
operas to the afternoon "housewife" hours. ABC's move marked
amajor break from this policy. Peyton Place was aregular soaper
following characters through acontinuing story line, rather than
the usual self-contained episodes of other prime time series. The
program brazenly displayed the sudsy staples of life, love, and
scandal.
For the number three network, the soap opera strategy made
agreat deal of sense. After all, CBS had made afortune in daytime
TV with such long running classics as Love of Life, As the World
Turns, Search for Tomorrow, and The Guiding Light, and ABC
saw no reason to limit its assault on the field to the daytime.
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for an evening dose of bathos.
The program was aclassic soaper with the usual conflicts stemming from guilt associated with extramarital and premarital sex.
Though such themes were bold and titillating for prime time, they
were familiar stuff to afternoon viewers who studied the cast and
conflicts in the New England town of Peyton Place and nodded
their approval. Constance MacKenzie (Dorothy Malone) feared
the devastating humiliation she felt would occur if anyone discovered her dark secret: Eighteen years before she had "made aterrible
mistake" and, nine months later, given birth to an illegitimate
child, Allison MacKenzie (Mia Farrow). Now, Dr. Rossi (Ed Nelson), who had delivered the baby (and who probably knew "the
secret"), was in love with Constance while Rodney Harrington
(Ryan O'Neal) was in love with Allison (only he probably didn't
know "the secret"). There was much, much more and the story

continued with ripening teenagers, broken marriages, adultery,
more illegitimate kids (the ne plus ultra development in soap opera
scripts), and an endless string of coincidences.
In its first season, Peyton Place often landed in the top ten,
and in the summer of 1965 ABC launched a third night, which
lasted through the following summer. At the same time, CBS gave
Our Private World, an off-shoot of As the World Turns, a twiceeach-week prime time tryout, but this ran only for one summer.
In the fall of 1965, NBC converted Dr. Kildare into atwice-eachweek serial, recognizing that the program easily matched the sudsiest of daytime soaps. After one year in this guise, Kildare also
disappeared. Obviously, Peyton Place was aone-of-a-kind hit. TV
viewers were apparently unwilling to devote themselves to several
prime time soaps simultaneously, though they followed Peyton
Place for nearly five years.
A much more imaginative form of escapist entertainment was
the spy craze, led by the phenomenally successful James Bond
films and books. Americans had been abit slower than the British
in embracing such larger-than-life international adventures, but
by 1964 they, too, were hooked and the networks responded with
a parade of Bond-like TV spies. Spies had never been handled
very well by American television and the task of bringing the delicate balance of refined wit, cruel violence, desirable women, expensive gimmicks, and occasional self-parody to television seemed
especially difficult. NBC was the first to jump on the bandwagon,
enlisting James Bond's creator, Ian Fleming, for Mr. Solo, avery
Bond-ish TV spy series. Fleming had to drop out of the project
due to ill health, but the show made it to the air in the fall of
1964 as The Man from U.N.C.L.E.
Though obviously working with asubstantially smaller budget
than the multimillion-dollar Bond film epics, the series was avery
good television equivalent, comfortably adopting many of the most
attractive Bond gimmicks. The United Network Command for
Law Enforcement was a large, powerful CIA-type organization
headquartered in the bowels of New York City, with asecret entrance hidden behind afake wall in adry cleaning store. U.N.C.L.E.
deployed aworld-wide network of agents and an arsenal of elaborate gadgets, specially designed guns, and exotic electronic gear
including miniature communicators, tiny listening devices, and
coded identification badges. Concerns over world domination, the
balance of power, and freedom were bandied about, but this was
a cosmetic device to give the scripts a topical flavor for what
amounted to aweekly battle between good and evil. Just as Bond's
British secret service squared off against Spectre, U.N.C.L.E. faced
the highly skilled forces of Thrush (the Technological Hierarchy
for the Removal of Undesirables and the Subjugation of Humanity)
in anever-ending struggle that appeared more ahigh-powered chess
game between the two superpowers than afight for world domination. Particular schemes assumed important propaganda value and

aright-hand flunky to Solo. (He was featured for all of five seconds
in the pilot episode for the series.) In February, however, McCallum
was sent on a promotional tour of eight major cities with low
U.N.CL.E. ratings during which he earned the right to become
an equal partner to Solo. Now only did the ratings go up in the
cities he visited, but to the surprise (and delight) of the producers,
it became obvious by the enthusiastic response of female fans that
the Kuryakin character had become ateen heart-throb. From then
on, McCallum's sensitive, intellectual, continental allure was used
as an excellent complement to Vaughn's middle-American goodness.
In contrast to the James Bond films, The Man from U.N.C.L.E.
downplayed cynical sadism and violence in favor of a stronger
emphasis on tongue-in-cheek humor and character interaction. An
innocent bystander (usually abeautiful woman) was always introduced into the plot to bring the high-level conflict down to aless
obtuse level—if the future of mankind didn't mean anything to
viewers, then adamsel in distress certainly did. More importantly,
with the increased visibility of Kuryakin, the men from U.N.C.L.E.
developed anatural repartee, very much in the style of John Steed
and Kathy Gale in Britain's The Avengers. Because the world of
international intrigue all too often involved plots that threatened
"the fate of the entire Western world," such an approach was
vital to prevent overkill and made the weekly life-and-death perils
much easier to take. Though occasionally the program went overboard and turned the entire episode into one long joke ("The Jingle
Bells Affair"), when kept in check the lighter touch lifted The
Man from U.N.C.L.E. far above the level of mundane TV melodrama into afirst class escapist spy adventure.
ABC and CBS didn't get their spy programs out until the next
season, though in April CBS, perhaps spurred by U.N.CL.E.'s

September 16, 1964
Shindig. (ABC). Britain's pioneer of television rock'n'roll, Jack
Good, shows America how it's done. His fast-paced showcase for
rock talent not only features top artists such as the Beatles, but
also presents up-and-coming performers such as Billy Preston and
Bobby Sherman.
September 19-25, 1964
"NBC Week." Following ABC's lead, NBC put all its fall premieres into one easy-to-publicize week. NBC also emphasizes the
fact that it is the first network to have more than 50% of its prime
time fare in color.
October 5, 1964
90 Bristol Court. (NBC). An experiment in program packaging.
NBC presents three standard sitcoms as part of one ninety-minute
show. The hook? All the characters in Karen, Harris against the
World, and Tom, Dick, and Mary live in the same apartment com-

served as an arena for a perverse, sportsmanlike competition between the best agents from both sides. Napoleon Solo (played by
Robert Vaughn) was U.N.C.L.E.'s top agent. Like Bond, he was
a company man who flaunted the rules of discipline to pursue

plex: 90 Bristol Court. Only Karen survives past January.

his own pleasures, placing more trust in his instincts than in standard operating procedures. Solo was ahighly refined, highly educated boy-next-door type who fell somewhere in between the
aristocratic aloofness of Sherlock Holmes and the gritty earthiness

and Jane Wyatt, This film—and afew others like it aired this sea-

of Sam Spade. He was an excellent Bond surrogate.
The chief difference between the man from U.N.C.L.E. and
James Bond was that Bond operated solo but Solo had apartner.
At first, Illya Kuryakin (David McCallum) was little more than

October 7, 1964
NBC and Universal studios present the first two-hour made-fortelevision movie, "See How They Run," starring John Forsythe
son—receives very little publicity and registers mediocre ratings.
November 8, 1964
Profiles in Courage. (NBC). Robert Saudek, former Omnibus
guru, presents a series of twenty-six historical dramatizations inspired by John Kennedy's 1956 Pulitzer Prize winning book.
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mid-season surge, brought back the British spy series, Danger Man,
under a new title, Secret Agent (featuring a catchy new theme
song by Johnny Rivers). The new hour-long version of the program
had begun in Britain in October with Patrick McGoohan still in
his role of agent John Drake, though he had softened the character
abit to emphasize a wry sense of humor. It proved only slightly
less successful than U.N.CL.E. and confirmed that TV spies were

The critical blasts labeling TV's entertainment programming as
childish and unimaginative were ironic because, at the same time,
the medium was also being lambasted for its aggressive (some said
intrusive) approach to the news. In either direction, television faced
outraged viewers, though objections to the news were far more
serious. Television entertainment was amatter of taste and tastes
differed and changed. Television news touched deeply held and
long-standing personal beliefs, and it was becoming increasingly
apparent that some people would have been pleased to see network

aviable commodity.
One marvelous tongue-in-check series somehow lost in this season of escapist fare was The Rogues. Produced by Four Star Televi-

news completely disappear from their lives.

sion, the program was developed as asophisticated, high quality
vehicle for atroupe of veteran performers led by two of the company's own star-owners, Charles Boyer and David Niven. (The two

and the exposure it gave to developing controversial issues. Some
of the additional coverage was merely a function of time: Over

had also participated in the Fifties drama anthology series, Four
Star Playhouse, the company's first venture.) Set in London, The
Rogues presented the complicated schemes and crimes of an international family of con artists, led by Niven (as Alec Fleming),
who rotated the lead each week with Boyer (as French cousin,
Marcel) and Gig Young (as American cousin, Tony). Occasionally,
all three would join forces for exceptionally challenging plots, and
they often enlisted the aid of British cousins Timmy (Robert Coote)
and grande dame Margaret (Gladys Cooper). Naturally, the Fleming family only chiseled victims that deserved it (bad guys such
as aSouth American dictator played by Telly Savalas), often leaving
them embarrassed and humilitated as well as fleeced. Despite rave
reviews and astrong lead-in (the number one rated Bonanza), the
program failed to register high ratings and was dropped by NBC
after only one season. To those disgusted by what they saw as
the abysmal level of entertainment programming, such adecision
was not surprising—Gilligan 's Island and Petticoat Junction lived
on, but awitty, sophisticated program was not even given asecond
chance.

Resentment of the news had grown out of its increased visibility

fifteen years viewers had grown accustomed to fifteen-minute
nightly newscasts. In 1963 the programs had doubled in length.
The number of bureaus and correspondents had also increased
substantially. Resources available for normal coverage of an average
news event allowed much more depth and detail than before, so
by just following everyday procedures correspondents produced
more extensive reports. Though the reporters were not "fighting
for" aparticular cause, some viewers felt that the additional attention made certain issues seem much more important than ever
before.
It was also true, however, that the network news departments
had been specifically devoting portions of the additional nightly
news time to an examination of social and political issues previously
left undiscussed. That was one of the reasons they had fought
for the longer news time in the first place—to win the opportunity
to deal, at length, with important issues. Viewers did not necessarily
want to face some of these issues, though, and many resented
what they saw as an intrusion on their lives. There were countless
special interest newspapers and magazines catering to every ideolog-

The Munsters: (from I.) Butch
Patrick as Eddie, Yvonne De
Carlo as Lily, Fred Gwynne as
Herman, Al Lewis as Grandpa,
and Pat Priest as family oddball
Marilyn. (From The Munsters.
Courtesy of MCA Television
Limited)
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ical slant (not everyone had to read the New York Times), but if
people chose to watch network news at all they had achoice of
only three similar programs. Each one tried to present a survey
of all the important national news events of the day. The structure
of the network news programs made it all but impossible to skip
disturbing news items; they came unpredictably into the home before an irked viewer could stop them. Despite the networks' efforts
to take an unbiased stance in the reporting, what seemed cool
and objective in one region of the country could touch a very
sensitive spot in another. It wasn't like radio either. That had
permitted the individual listener to form a picture to fit preconceived notions based merely on sounds and narration. Television,
with its increasing emphasis on "on the spot" news film, brought
profoundly disturbing sounds and pictures into the home and these
were difficult to ignore. The period of the mid-Sixties was one of
volatile social change anyway and many people resented being
forced to confront so many diffèrent issues each night in their
own living rooms. More and more, they linked their growing resentment of the changes in the country with television, television news,
and the networks—the messengers that had, at first, merely carried
the word of a new order soon became interchangeable with it.
As in the old story of the king who punished the messenger who
brought him bad news, viewers reacted to the alterations in their
lives by turning on the tube and attacking it. A convenient event
to choose as the first to spark the wave of such negative viewer
reaction was the mass protest march on Washington led by Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. on August 28, 1963.
The protest was the largest such assembly in Washington since
the impoverished World War Iveterans (dubbed the "bonus marchers") had gathered in 1932. The networks, which had been slowly
increasing the amount of their civil rights coverage through the
early Sixties, treated the assembly as amajor national event, equivalent to a space shot or presidential election. There were special
live reports throughout the day, prime time specials, and late night
wrapups. The coverage showed more than 200,000 civil rights supporters as peaceful, reasonable people gathered together in support
of a righteous cause. The Reverend King's impassioned and eloquent "I Have aDream" speech in favor of civil rights and integration served as the emotional high point to the day and it was
carried live to people across the nation. Favorable public reaction
to the presentation provided a tremendous boost to civil rights
legislation before Congress; legislators began to think that, perhaps,
passage of acivil rights bill would not be political suicide. Defenders
of segregation, however, saw the changing mood as disastrous and
television's participation as unforgivable.
In athree-hour NBC prime time special on civil rights broadcast
five days after King's speech, Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett
said that television was to blame for civil disorder in America.
By raising the expectations of America's blacks too rapidly, he
said, the medium had created the climate that allowed "rabble
rousers" such as King to gain power. Though Barnett might have
been somewhat biased, having felt the sting of bad TV publicity
in his own moves against civil rights activities (his efforts to block
the admission of ayoung black man, James Meredith, to the University of Mississippi in 1962 had received extensive TV coverage),
he was by no means alone in his beliefs. In the spring and summer
of 1964, Alabama's Governor George C. Wallace, in his first run
at the presidency, pointed very specifically to the extended civil
rights coverage by CBS, NBC, and ABC, as well as the New York
Times and the Washington Post, as "unnecessary." Publicity given
to civil rights activities, he contended, not any underlying social
injustice, was responsible for the civil rights problem.

November 9, 1964
The Les Crane Show. (ABC). Johnny Carson at last faces some
network competition in the late night talk show game. Thirty-yearold Les Crane generally steers his ninety-minute show towards substantive issues rather than celebrity chit chat, using an "in the
round" setting and a shotgun microphone to take questions from
the audience.
January 1, 1965
After four years, ABC gives up its Monday-through-Friday fifteen-minute late night news program and instead institutes asimilar
format on weekends only.
January 12, 1965
Hullabaloo. (NBC). A glitzy copy of ABC's Shindig, emphasizing
scantily-clad, wildly gyrating "go-go" dancers and using mainstream
pop stars such as Annette Funicello and Frankie Avalon as guest
hosts.
February 1, 1965
Canadian newsman Peter Jennings replaces Ron Cochran as the
anchor of ABC's nightly fifteen-minute news show.
April 27, 1965
Edward R. Murrow, 57, dies of lung cancer.
May 10, 1965
The Mery Griffin Show. Group W revamps its syndicated late
night talk show, installing Mery Griffin and his sidekick, Arthur
Treacher.
June 7, 1965
Sony introduces the first commercial home video tape recorder.
Price: $995.

On July 18, 1964, the problem of minor disorders resulting from
the push for civil rights exploded into amuch more dramatic confrontation as the first major inner city race riot in decades erupted
in New York City's Harlem. TV crews rushed to the scene and
were shocked to discover that both sides hated reporters. Police,
sensitive to the possibility of bad publicity for the force, did not
welcome the presence of the news crews, but neither did the rioters.
To them, television, with its fancy remote trucks and equipment,
was just another arm of what they saw as awhite power structure,
which was ready to distort their viewpoint and the meaning of
their actions. Both sides, during the night, beat up reporters. For
the remainder of the summer, thoughtful documentaries and discussions filled the airwaves, as people bravely searched for the complex,
underlying causes of the problem, but they usually reached the
predictable general conclusion that exceptional slum living conditions and police brutality had touched off the violence. In this
light, "Harlem: Test for a Nation" (on NBC) naively cited two
cities as models of how to avoid riots: Detroit and Los Angeles.
Detroit had an integrated police force; and the black section of
Los Angeles, Watts, didn't even look like a slum, it was almost
aheavenly suburb. One year later, this "suburb" erupted into violence that totally overshadowed the Harlem riot of 1964.
All three networks picked up dramatic and mildly sensationalist
overhead shots of the riot in Watts from a helicamera devised
by the crew from an independent Los Angeles station, KTLA
(whose grimly appropriate news motto had been: "If hell breaks
loose, turn to KTLA!"). Helicopter pilot Hal Fishman provided
ablow-by-blow description of the rampaging mobs, audacious looters, burning buildings, and police-civilian confrontations. Thirty1964-65 SEASON 177

five people died and more than $200 million in property damage
took place. At the same time, the network crews were stoned by
the mob, equipment was stolen, and anumber of $10,000 mobile
vans were torched. The beleaguered police displayed little concern
for representatives of amedium many felt was glorifying violence
with its reporting anyway. In covering Watts, television was once
again caught in ano-win situation.
TV conveyed the terror of avolatile situation in away no other
news medium could. The expanded scope of network news had
dovetailed almost exactly with the rapidly developing issue of civil
rights, in both its peaceful and violent forms. In general, TV failed
to satisfy anyone with its coverage. Many people saw it as an
all-too-willing forum for anti-establishment figures out to win converts and propagate violence, while many frustrated blacks found
it insensitive and ignorant.
With the country reeling from racial tensions and the after-effects
of the Kennedy assassination, it took agreat deal of guts for NBC
to go ahead with its plans for an American version of the popular
British satire program That Was The Week That Was. The BBC
had, in fact dropped its version of the program at the end of 1963
because, it explained, 1964 was an election year and it wouldn't
be right for the BBC to make fun of politicians. Despite the fact
that the U.S. also faced elections that year, NBC didn't follow
suit and instead set about convincing both Madison Avenue and
the American public that topical, political humor could be entertaining and profitable.
One fortunate result of the cancellation of the British TW3 was
that it allowed David Frost to join the American version when
it premiered in January, 1964 (though at first he remained in the
background as just another member of the TW3 family). Elliott
Reid acted as the host and he was joined by Frost, Henry Morgan,
Phyllis Newman, Buck Henry, puppeteer Burr Tillstrom, and
Nancy Ames, the singing "TW3 Girl." At first, the writers were
unsure of their ground (satire was certainly new to American television) and settled for standard TV jokes with topical names plugged
in. By the late spring, they began to find their mark and the show
picked up noticeably in both pacing and overall quality. The writers
developed satirical approaches to topical issues and events while
also poking fun at television itself, especially its commercials. Variety shows had been doing sendups of overplayed, all-too-familiar
commercials for years (at the time, Danny Kaye's were among
the best), but TW3 did them one better. In one instance, a silly
but genuine catsup commercial was run as scheduled. It featured
talking hamburger buns that, at the spot's end, joyfully threw
their tops into the air when they heard the brand of catsup to be
used. When the show resumed, the cast added an unexpected coda:
As David Frost began talking to the audience, dozens of hamburger
bun tops fell from above and covered him.
The program was at its best, though, in its semi-serious and
topical moments. Guest comics Sandy Baron and Alan Alda appeared as apair of singing segregationist plumbers. Puppeteer Tillstrom staged an award-winning detente of East and West hand
puppets that met atop the Berlin wall. President Lyndon Johnson's
infamous beagle episode (in which the President lifted one of his
pet dogs by its ears) inspired asendup featuring handpuppet HBJ
(Him Beagle Johnson) being snatched by giant presidential hands
before it could reveal LBJ's choice for his vice presidential running
mate. Johnson was a godsend to the writers because he had so
many easily caricatured qualities: he was tall, earthy, and aTexan
with an obvious accent. As humorous a target as Johnson was,
Barry Goldwater, a Republican presidential candidate in 1964,
was even more tempting. One of the most effective (and disturbing)
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putdowns of Goldwater came in the form of a puppet reading
various quotes from the candidate's public statements.
In its first half season (January through June of 1964), TW3
did fairly well as aFriday night lead-in to Jack Paar. When David
Frost took over as host in the fall of 1964, however, NBC moved
the program to perhaps the toughest spot on its schedule, Tuesday
night against Petticoat Junction and Peyton Place. Besides facing
two top ten shows, TW3 came into direct conflict with the 1964
presidential campaign. Just as the elections in Britain had caused
the end of the BBC version of TW3, the American presidential
elections effectively doomed the U.S. counterpart, though in avery
unusual way. The fate of TW3, however, was just one minor skirmish in arunning battle over the proper role of television in the
contest. As in its civil rights reporting, the medium's own actions
were as severely scrutinized as the candidates' campaign strategies.
Once again, adeep resentment of television reporting was revealed.
The competition between the network news departments (especially between CBS and NBC) was particularly fierce that year
as The Huntley-Brinkley Report found itself at the start of ayearlong deadlock with Walter Cronkite for nightly news supremacy.
Traditional wisdom in broadcasting circles held that the network
which won the convention and election coverage would carry the
momentum into the lucrative nightly news shows and probably
remain on top for the next four years. An increased interest in
the early spring primaries provided aconvenient warm-up arena,
and all three networks took the opportunity to roll out their latest
gimmick, computers, to help them make "instant vote projections."
John Kennedy's dramatic primary victories in 1960 had alerted
reporters to the potential importance of these local contests and,
with larger staffs and new technological tricks available, it seemed
strategically wise to cover them. As the votes in these elections
came in, CBS, NBC, and ABC raced with each other to be the
first to declare a winner, using their fancy new equipment. The
speed techniques did more than impress the regular viewers and
politicians watching; it left them flabbergasted. How could the
networks declare a winner with only a minuscule percentage of
the vote totals in? CBS, for example, declared Senator Barry Goldwater the victor in the crucial California primary in June with
only 2% of the state's vote totals listed on the tote board.
Actually, the feat was illusory. The network computers didn't
rely on the official vote tallies for the projections because these
not only took hours to trickle in, they were often quite misleading
as well (an area strongly supporting one candidate might report
in first and show ahuge lead that would be wiped out by subsequent
reports). Instead, each of the networks employed statistical analysis
techniques using the results from ahandful of key precincts that
had been targeted (from past voting patterns) to provide ahighly
educated projection of what the final totals for the state would
be. Stringers were placed in these precincts and they called the
networks directly as soon as the votes were counted, allowing television to call a race often within two hours after the polls closed,
compared te a turn-over time of six hours in the past. Instant
vote projection was really the result of long hard work and calculated preparation, but the shorthand label stuck and the audience
saw the final product in that light. Though there was nothing
dishonest about the technique, it nonetheless irked people and
raised vague suspicions and resentments. With instant vote projections, the networks had taken away much of the fun from election night with its ever-changing see-saw totals that hinged on
every vote. In fact, they also seemed to reduce the importance of
each individual vote by using just asample to pronounce an election
decided. To some this was TV news at its most arrogant and intru-

sive, appointing itself national election judge and showing off its
influence on the perception of politics and current events, reducing
everything to just more programming fodder.
Anger at the network news operations surfaced unexpectedly
at the Republican National Convention at San Francisco's Cow
Palace in July, during aspeech by former president Dwight Eisenhower, the grand old man of the GOP. In the course of atraditional
pep talk address, Eisenhower touched off aspontaneous roar when
he unexpectedly condemned "sensation seeking columnists and
commentators" (an ironic generalization because Eisenhower was
serving as acommentator for ABC at the time). The phrase had
been inserted at the very last minute and the delegates eagerly
took the opportunity to express their deep distrust (even hate)
for TV news to the nation at large. For five minutes they jeered
and screamed, shaking their fists at Huntley and Brinkley who
were encased in the NBC glass booth high above the arena floor,
looking down. Many of the supporters of Senator Goldwater, whose
conservative forces controlled the convention (as the result of a
brilliant state-by-state primary and caucus strategy), honestly felt
that TV news was a disrupting influence on America. If there
were any doubters among them, they were convinced by areport
carried by CBS while the convention was still in progress. The
CBS correspondent in Germany, Daniel Schorr, reported that
Goldwater had plans to visit West Germany after the convention
and meet with his "counter-part" right wingers. Very few people
missed the Nazi allusion, intended or not, and Goldwater was
forced to cancel the trip to prevent the negative association from
sinking in any deeper. He was rightly incensed and CBS was properly embarrassed.
CBS also lost in the ratings race at the Republican convention,
with Huntley and Brinkley clobbering Walter Cronkite by awide
margin. In adesperate move to improve the ratings at the Democratic convention in Atlantic City the next month, CBS executives
replaced Cronkite (CBS's sole anchor at special events since 1952)
with the team of Robert Trout and Roger Mudd. Though Cronkite
insisted he didn't take the action as an insult, people throughout
the nation did. "We Want Cronkite" buttons popped up all through
the Democratic gathering and viewers across the nation complained
bitterly. CBS reinstated him for the election coverage in November,
apparently deciding that it was best not to tamper with anational
personality so obviously loved and admired. Besides, the TroutMudd team had fared no better than Cronkite anyway.
The campaign in the fall between Goldwater and President Johnson was one of the most bitter and vicious races in years, and
television was the forum for one of the major battles—imagery.
Using some campaign commercials that bordered on being downright unethical, the Democratic party subtly (and not so subtly)
painted Goldwater as aman likely to kill little children by irresponsibly and indiscriminately using nuclear power. In September, the
message relied on subtle implication: A cute little girl was shown
gathering daisies in a field and counting to herself as she picked
the petals from the flowers. Her counting blended with and was
replaced by the countdown to an atomic bomb explosion. At detonation, the fiery blast replaced the little girl on the screen. Then,

an announcer intoned: "These are the stakes—to make a world
in which all God's children can live, or go into the dark." A
final message urged viewers to vote for Johnson on election day.
Not voting for Johnson apparently would lead to nuclear disaster.
Another commercial, aired soon after this, left less to the imagination. Another cute little girl was shown licking an ice cream
cone as avoice-over announcer calmly explained that the girl could
be in serious trouble. The ice cream could contain some dangerous
strontium 90 radiation from nuclear fallout because Barry Goldwater had opposed the nuclear test ban treaty. If he were elected,
there was no telling how long the little girl might last. Though
the Democrats pulled the spot after Republican complaints, the
damage had been done. Millions had already seen it.
The Republicans, through the Mothers for a Moral America,
presented their own lapse in taste, athirty-minute film, "Choice."
The movie painted a picture of the U.S. on the edge of moral
collapse with images of topless bathing suits, pornographic book
covers, and frenzied black rioters as illustration. It was scheduled
to run on NBC on October 22, but at the last minute Goldwater
repudiated the production as "nothing but a racist film" in its
portrayal of blacks and canceled it.
Goldwater's personal TV presentations were remarkably traditional in comparison to such titillating fare, but he managed to
stage his own bit of subtle media manipulation in the process.
He arranged for his thirty-minute programs to be scheduled, as
often as possible, on Tuesdays at 9:30 P.M. on NBC, preempting
That Was The Week That Was, which constantly ribbed the senator
in its skits. The September 22, 1964, season premiere of TW3 was
replaced by Goldwater's program. The September 29 episode would
also have been preempted but NBC had already agreed to sell a
sixty-second spot on the show to the Democrats, so TW3 began
its new season only aweek late. However, the Republicans managed
to buy out the October 6, October 13, and October 27 slots. When
they were unable to preempt the show on October 20, they bought
ahalf-hour of time on CBS, to compete with TW3. Tuesday, November 3, was election day, so NBC's election coverage wiped
out the evening's regular programs. At last, on November 10, a
week after the election and President Johnson's landslide victory,
TW3 responded to Goldwater's shenanigans by beginning that
week's episode with afilm of his concession speech with avoiceover announcer substituting the words:
Due to circumstances beyond control, the regularly scheduled political broadcast scheduled for this time is pre-empted.
It was an appropriate, very funny response, but TW3 had already
been mortally crippled in its quest for even passable ratings. In
the vital first weeks of the season, it had rarely been on. Peyton
Place and Petticoat Junction were top ten hits and it was doubtful
that many viewers would turn to NBC instead, except perhaps
by accident. By spring, TW3 was gone, avictim of low ratings—
and achange in attitudes. In the seventeen months since the enthusiastic reception given the TW3 pilot, the mood in the country had
changed. There were deep feelings of confusion, frustration, and
resentment among viewers. Fewer and fewer people felt like laughing at anything so close to home as the news.
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25. The Second Season

IN THE fall of 1965, for the first time in television history,
all three networks presented their entire set of new season premieres
in one week. For seven nights, beginning September 12, viewers
were faced with astaggering selection of thirty-five new programs,
and more than sixty returning shows. This insane competition
marked acomplete turnaround from the previous network practice
of stringing out the season premieres from late September through
mid-October, a procedure that had been in effect for nearly two
decades. The reason for the change was quite simple: the CBS
ratings romp of the early Sixties had turned into a tight, threeway race and none of the networks could afford to allow their
competitors the slightest advantage.
ABC had initiated the practice of asingle week for the premieres
of its new shows in the fall of 1963. When the network repeated
the strategy in the fall of 1964, it scooted to the number one position
for the first two ratings reports of the 1964-65 season. Even though
CBS regained the lead by November, ABC remained in its best
position in years. Building on the advantage provided by its strong
early returns, ABC nosed out NBC as the number two network
for the season. NBC and CBS had no intention of allowing ABC
to repeat its success in the 1965-66 season and both entered the
September melée with their own premiere weeks.
The old practice of scattering the premieres of new programs
over one month, starting in late September, had begun in the early
days of network radio and had been automatically carried over
to TV. It was said that such aleisurely pace gave viewers plenty
of time to notice and tune in new shows while continuing to follow
their old favorites. Consequently, the best way to launch a new
show was to slot it either before or after aproven hit in order to
catch the spill-over audience. Such apolicy obviously favored the
network with the greatest number of established hit shows and
left most of the new programs on the others unwatched and unnoticed. An industry rule-of-thumb developed: The network with the
greatest number of new shows in the fall would probably be the
network that came in last. Since the early Sixties, ABC had been
in the position of changing nearly one-half of its schedule every
fall, and, more than any other network, it had to constantly combat
viewer indifference to its unfamiliar new programs. As a result,
the network had become locked in the number three position and
was desperate for away to break out. The experimental premiere
weeks in 1963 and 1964 were just another ploy in its search for
asolution.
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ABC's placement of all its new shows in one eye-catching dramatic seven-day sweep made a great deal of sense. With NBC
and CBS still in summer reruns, viewers were more inclined to
give ABC a chance. As a result, several of its new shows such
as Twelve O'Clock High, The Addams Family, Bewitched, Voyage
to the Bottom of the Sea, and Shindig became hits early in the
1964-65 season. Some programs even managed to maintain their
momentum once the other two networks unveiled their own new
offerings. For example, Peyton Place, ABC's experiment in prime
time soap opera, received an invaluable boost when viewers tuned
in the first week "just to see what all the fuss was about" and
became hooked by the dramatic complications and character conflicts. What's more, old ABC programs benefited as well. Ben Casey,
for instance, had nearly been canceled after a very weak performance against The Dick Van Dyke Show and The Beverly Hillbillies
in the 1963-64 season but, with the head start provided by the
premiere week, it found its old audience and became ahit again
in anew time period. In short, ABC's plan worked and the network
broke the vicious cycle that had helped condemn it to last place.
The quick lead and continued strength of ABC through the
1964-65 season were a dramatic slap to CBS and its president,
James Aubrey. Though, technically, a number of specials and
preemptions (for the summer Olympics and presidential election
campaign) had provided the extra boost that took ABC to the
top in its premiere week, there was no denying that the unchallenged king of TV had been seriously shaken. Worse yet, of CBS's
own new programs for the 1964-65 season, only Gomer Pyle and
Gilligan 's Island were major successes; many of the others were
disasters. Drawing on the strength of its veteran hits, CBS regained
the ratings lead by Thanksgiving, but by avery slim margin. Faced
with the very real possibility of presiding over the network's first
losing season in more than adecade, Aubrey boldly broke another
industry tradition himself and began amajor mid-season overhaul
of the CBS schedule.
For years, the networks had operated under the assumption that
it was meaningless to tamper with their schedules once the season
had begun. It was felt that viewing patterns for the year were
formed and set by late November and wouldn't change until the
summer break and the next fall. Certainly there had been alterations
in the network schedules between January and March in the past,
but they were usually a stop-gap maneuver and never part of an
overall programming strategy. Aubrey's actions were acalculated

effort to repair the damage suffered in the fall and to steer CBS
back to undisputed control of first place.
The underlying assumption of Aubrey's mid-season revamping
was that the new CBS shows were good, but the schedule had
not been put together quite right. He made eleven changes for
the winter of 1965, focusing his efforts on shifting time slots rather
than introducing new shows. For example, Slattery's People, atraditional lawyer drama starring Richard Crenna and featuring Ed
Asner, was shifted from Monday night opposite the resuscitated
Ben Casey to Friday night following Gomer Pyle, replacing the
weak newspaper melodrama of The Reporter. The reasoning was
simple: Slattery's People had received good critical reviews and
should have been able to develop into ahit against afading veteran,
but the show had faltered when Ben Casey experienced its surprise
revival. With Gomer as anew lead-in, Slattery's People could benefit
from his spillover audience and slow down the progress of Twelve
O'Clock High, anew but increasingly popular ABC show. Aubrey
discarded the mediocre Reporter series and even managed to reduce
the ratings damage on Monday night. Though he conceded the
slot to Ben Casey and ABC by moving in CBS Reports, he stripped
the news program of all national advertising, realizing that the
Nielsen company didn't count unsponsored shows in the ratings.
Other shifts followed asimilar pattern and involved such "deserving" programs as My Living Doll and The Entertainers.
Aubrey's frantic mid-season changes worked no miracles, though
CBS's ratings improved slightly and it managed to eke out aslim
victory for the 1964-65 season. At the end of February, 1965,
Aubrey was fired. Rarely in television history had any executive
fallen so far, so fast. Yet there were suggestions that Aubrey had
undercut his own position by allowing three very weak programs
(The Reporter, The Baileys of Balboa, and The Cara Williams Show)
onto CBS's 1964-65 schedule because he had a financial interest
in their production outfit. What's more, the poor showing by all
three was seen as the central reason CBS had begun to slip in

the fall of 1964. When Aubrey's winter tinkering failed to magically
restore the network to its previously unquestioned supremacy, he
became a marked man under a cloud of suspicion. Aubrey was
replaced by Jack Schneider, whose main background was in sales
and administration, rather than programming. He faced the task
of keeping CBS on top for the 1965-66 season in what promised
to be another tight race.
With all three networks launching the 1965-66 season the same
week in heád-to-head competition, any small advantage was seen
as potentially decisive. NBC and CBS focused on color as the
gimmick that could provide the edge necessary for victory because,
a decade after color TV sets first went on sale, consumers were
buying them in great numbers at last. The long-hoped-for color
boom had begun with set sales and color broadcasting growing
dramatically in just two years. During 1964 there was a 77%
increase in color set purchases. In the fall of 1964, NBC launched
the first major color season, with more than 50% of its programming in full tint. During the summer of 1965, the networks began
covering live news events such as space shots in color. In the fall
of 1965, NBC became the first nearly all-color network with only
two of its shows, IDream of Jeannie and Convoy, in black and
white. At the same time, CBS reached the 50% color mark in
its schedule. ABC lagged far behind both and felt the pinch immediately as the ratings for the 1965 fall premieres came in. Not only
had it lost the advantage of having the only premiere week on
television, it also hadn't moved fast enough on color. For the first
time ever, all of the top ten shows were in color. Six percent of
American TV homes had color sets and, not surprisingly, people
with color sets watched color shows more than the national average.
ABC found its black and white stalwarts such as Peyton Place
and Ben Casey sliding lower and lower in the ratings.
CBS and NBC took astrong lead in the new season and once
again ABC was in the cellar, facing the grim prospect of amajor
overhaul of its schedule for the 1966-67 season. Driven by despera-

The camp adventures of
Batman launched the first
"second season": (from I.) The
Mad Hatter (David Wayne),
Batman (Adam West), and
Robin (Burt Ward). (Courtesy
of Twentieth Century-Fox)
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8:30

•
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Twelve O'Clock High

MONDAY

To Tell The Truth

I've Got A Secret

Hullabaloo

JOHN FORSYTHE
SHOW

:30

A MAN CALLED
SHENANDOAH

The Lucy Show

Andy Griffith Show

McHale's Navy

Red Skelton Show

Rawhide

TUESDAY

MY MOTHER THE CAR

PLEASE DON'T EAT

THE DAISIES

The Adventures Of
Ozzie And Harriet

Patty Duke Show

THURSDAY

GREEN ACRES

The Beverly Hillbillies

Shindig I

Donna Reed Show

O.K. CRACKERBY

The Munsters

Gilligan's Island

My Three Sons

•

SATURDAY

•
The King Family

IDREAM OF JEANNIE
•

•

Voyage To The Bottom Of The Sea

[from 6,301

Lassie
Bell Telephone Hour
NBC News Specials

My Favorite
Martian

NBC

10:30
ABC Scope

Hollywood Palace

9.00

9:30

Movie
THE F. B. I.
Ed Sullivan Show
Branded

unsuccessful shows run their course. If Aubrey had achieved moderate success for CBS in 1964-65 with his mid-season tinkering,
why not go one step further: treat January like a new season,
with both new programs and major time shifts. A house cleaning
would be necessary anyway, so why wait until the next fall? Thus,
in January, 1966, ABC launched "the second season."
The early September premiere week made a so-called second
season possible. In the early Sixties, the bible of network TV, the
Nielsen ratings book (published twice each month), took almost
a week to compile, print, and distribute. For example, the book
covering the period of September 5through September 19 (called
the "first September" book) would not be in the hands of eager
executives until the last days of the month. The book covering
September 20 through October 3(called the "second September")
would arrive in mid-October. Each month contained a"first" and
"second" book with similar delays, so that when the fall premieres
stretched from mid-September through October, the first Nielsen
book to take into account all of the new shows for the fall was
the second October report, which wasn't in print until the first
week of November. With the new season completely launched by
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CBS

The Man From U.N.C.L.E.

NBC
10:30

10:00

ABC

The ABC Sunday Night
Perry Mason
Bonanza

ABC
CBS

Gunsmoke

NBC Satuday Night At The Movies

•

ABC

Slattery's People

THE LONER

GET SMART

tion, the network decided to discard another industry tradition
in the hope of salvaging the 1965-66 season. After the fall premieres, the networks usually focused their attention on setting up
the next season's schedule, locking it up by February, and letting
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Jimmy Dean Show

10:00

Lawrence Welk Show

NBC

10:30

10:00

9:30

ABC
CBS

DEAN'MARTIN SHOW

MR. ROBERTS

•

Walt Disney's Wonderful World Of Color

THE LONG HOT SUMMER

Gomer Pyle, U.S.M.C. SMOTHERS BROTHERS
SHOW

TRIALS OF O'BRIEN

Jackie Gleason Show

Peyton Place II

Peyton Place III

HONEY WEST

CBS

10:30

10:00

9:30

CONVOY

•

Flipper

SUNDAY

HOGAN'S HEROES

HANK

•...... Shindig II

1

ABC

NBC

ISPY

CBS THURSDAY NIGHT MOVIES

The Adder's Family

TAMMY

CAMP RUNAMUCK

Danny Kaye Show

Dick Van Dyke Show

MONA McCLUSKEY

9:00

8•30

•

THE WILD, WILD WEST

FRIDAY

Bewitched

LAREDO

Daniel Boone

The Flintstones

10:30
Amos Burke, Secret Agent

9:30

9:00

8.30

CBS
NBC

Bob Hope Presents The Chrysler Theater
@Bob Hope Show

•

•

CBS News Specials
CBS Reports

THE BIG VALLEY

The Virginian

•

ABC

The Fugitive

10:00

9:30

NBC

10:30

10:00

NBC Tuesday Night At The Movies

GIDGET

LOST IN SPACE

WEDNESDAY

_

9:00

8:30

8:00

7:30

RUN FOR YOUR LIFE

Petticoat Junction

Dr. Kildare II

CBS

STEVE LAWRENCE

Peyton Place I

FTROOP

ABC

Ben Casey

HazelSHOW

9:30

9:00

8:30

8:00

Th e Farmer '
s Dau ghter

Andy Williams Show
. @Worry Como's Kraft Music Hall

Dr. Kildare I

Combat!

10:30

10:00

9:30

THE LEGEND OF
JESSE JAMES

What's My Line

CBS

THE WACKIEST SHIP IN THE ARMY

NBC

Candid Camera

mid-September, the second September ratings book could function
as the first gauge of aprogram's popularity, and thus reliable information on program performance was available an entire month
earlier than before. There was enough time to plan and produce
shows for asecond season that could begin in January.
The obvious ramification of a formal second season was that
more programs were given a chance to air. This was a doubleedged development because, at the same time, apotentially popular
show with low ratings at the start might be yanked off the air
before it had a chance to build an audience. A new season in
January also marked the beginning of the end of the traditional
nine-month television season, stretching from September to May.
In the process it delayed until March final decisions on the next
fall's line-ups because programmers wanted to see how well second
season entries performed.
ABC unveiled its second season amid great fanfare ("The excitement of the fall starts all over again!"), but most of the new shows
bombed, which wasn't surprising because most new ABC shows
at the time bombed. Despite the additional month available to
prepare, many of ABC's new shows were thrown together at the
last minute or quickly imported from England. Nonetheless, some
of the time shifts worked well. Peyton Place, for instance, changed
from aTuesday-Thursday-Friday rotation to a Monday-TuesdayFriday arrangement, and its ratings returned to the level of the

1964-65 season. In addition, the network increased its percentage
of color programming. More importantly, ABC came up with a

ludicrous arsenal of "bat" gimmicks in their weekly skirmishes
including the batmobile, batcopter, batcomputer, batpole, and bat-

smash hit to revitalize the schedule, the camp adventures of Batman.

arang—all housed, of course, in the batcave. Best of all, they
faced the most colorful array of guest villains a program could

Critics had often complained that television was filled with
comic-book-type characters. Batman accepted the comic book roots
of its hero not as aputdown but an inspiration, and proudly flaunted
them, though in avery different manner from its fraternal crime
stopper, Superman. The syndicated Adventures of Superman television series of the Fifties had the trappings of the comic book adventures (the man of steel's colorful costume, invulnerability, power
to fly, and super-strength), but ultimately it was just atraditional
kiddie-cop adventure presenting Superman as an exceptional, but
in many ways typical, stalwart crime fighter. He usually faced
the same faceless hoods and routine crimes encountered by his
colleagues in the police force and private detective agencies. Batman
(billed in the comics as "the world's greatest detective") could
have easily fit into the same mold, but producer William Dozier
realized that such a formula would probably not work in an age
of superhero-type spies and secret agents. Instead, he looked not
so much at the character of Batman but at the gimmicks surrounding him and, more importantly, at the style of the comic book
medium itself with its flashy colors, impossible gadgets, and unusual
action sequences. Dozier decided to stage the series as atelevision
comic book, but with one important difference: all the comic book
elements were grossly exaggerated and the program turned into
one huge tongue-in-cheek joke. After all, could two adults in leotards and capes really be taken seriously?
Adam West (as Batman and the caped crusader's alter ego, aristocrat-goldbrick Bruce Wayne) and Burt Ward (as Robin the Boy
Wonder and Dick Grayson, Wayne's young ward) played the heroes as marvelous caricatures of the gung-ho, power of positive
thinking super patriots that had dominated comics since World

ever hope for as some of Hollywood's top character actors donned
the garb of Batman's most popular comic book opponents. Unlike
the dynamic duo, the villains in the series obviously were having
a great time and relished the opportunity to taunt their hated
adversaries with clues to their impending crimes. For them, the
thrill of battle mattered more than the cold hard cash. Burgess
Meredith (the Penguin), Cesar Romero (the Joker), and Frank
Gorshin (the Riddler) were the most popular guest stars, though
others such as Art Carney (the Archer), George Sanders (Mr.
Freeze), David Wayne (Mad Hatter), Victor Buono (King Tut),
and, at various times, Julie Newmar, Eartha Kitt, and Lee Ann
Meriwether (Catwoman) were equally entertaining. Each performer
brought afrenzied lunacy to the role (mad laughter was the most
common trait among them) and their antics were the effective
balance to the mock-deadpan of Batman and Robin.
Dozier's comic book for television combined superb guests, camp
humor, colorful costumes, unusual camera work (emphasizing
weird angles), and pure imagination. The result was an instant
hit that justified ABC's second season gamble and gave viewers
something unusual to laugh at, something beyond the thick-headed
antics of Gomer Pyle and Gilligan. Batman relied on the traditional
battle between good and evil, but treated the melodramatic conflict
as avery silly game in which the villains were the most appealing
characters. (Batman and Robin were far too serious and the police
were incredibly dumb.) Though by no means the only tongue-incheek program that season, Batman was undoubtedly the most

War II. Batman and Robin were very, very serious about fighting
crime in Gotham City but, though they never cracked jokes, much
of what they said was hilarious. With a perfectly straight face,
Batman would wax prosaic on the evils of crime and the importance
of good citizenship, even while struggling to escape from aseemingly foolproof trap. Robin greeted every challenge with boyish
enthusiasm and shamelessly displayed his perception of the obvious
with such phrases as "Holy ice cubes, Batman! It's getting cold!"
It was too ridiculous to be true; so naive that it was preposterous;
so bad that it was good. That was Dozier's trump card. By hopelessly exaggerating every aspect of the show, he fashioned an insane
environment that re-created the comic book world for children
but also offered "camp" humor for the teenagers and adults. The
style touched every aspect of the show, from the full-screen comic
book captions that adorned every fight (matching each punch to
some "Crunch!," "Pow!," "ZAP!," or "Ka-zonk" type graphic superimposed on the scene) to the dramatically hokey voice-over
announcer-narrator (Dozier himself) who solemnly posed the inevitable question in each episode: "Is this the end of Batman and
Robin?" The series ran twice each week, on Wednesday and Thursday nights, and Dozier ended the Wednesday episodes with absurd
cliff-hangers designed to lure even the most incredulous audience
back for part two—"same bat-time, same bat-channel!" The exaggerated perils were adirect sendup of the many vapid kiddie serials
that had run on the radio and in the movie theaters during the
Thirties and Forties, using the cliff-hanger come-on to coax fans
back for the next episode. At various mid-week climaxes, Batman
and Robin were on the verge of being frozen, fried, eaten by lions,
unmasked, or turned into postage stamps. The two heroes used a

Chances are even the pizza held by Colonel Robert Hogan (Bob
Crane, I.) came from an oven hidden beneath Stalag 13 on Hogan's
Heroes. (Photo by Viacom, Hollywood)
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CBS's The Wild, Wild West, which both featured pairs of witty,
resourceful agents. ISpy presented Robert Culp and Bill Cosby
as U.S. government agents (posing as an international tennis star
September 12, 1965
After building afollowing for five years on ABC, the American
Football League jumps to NBC.

and his trainer) roaming the world in search of Russian, Oriental,
and mobster bigwigs. Though eschewing the Bond-U.N.C.L.E. device of afictional super-secret non-aligned organization of evil in

September 14, 1965
My Mother the Car. (NBC). Jerry Van Dyke plays a suburban
hubby who discovers his dead mother reincarnated as a decrepit
automobile on a used car lot. Ann Sothem supplies the voice
for "mother," who speaks to her son through the car radio.
September 15, 1965
Green Acres (CBS). Eddie Albert and Eva Gabor play backwards
Clampetts (city slickers that move to the country) in athird-generation Paul Henning hillbilly spinoff.
September 16, 1965
The Dean Martin Show. (NBC). Martin returns to television in
an easy-going variety hour carried almost completely by his relaxed,
slightly naughty personality.
September 18, 1965
IDream of Jeannie. (NBC). Barbara Eden plays abeautiful 2,000year-old magical genie who attaches herself to an American astronaut (played by Larry Hagman). As "lord and master" he gets
as many wishes as he wants.
September 19, 1965
The F.B.I. (ABC). Quinn Martin presents Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

favor of more realistic foes and dramatic situations, the program's
location shots and humorous edge were its chief attractions. Cosby,
aveteran black comic and nightclub entertainer, worked in some
hilarious dialogues with Culp (often about Cosby's ghetto youth
in Philadelphia) as they engaged in typical spy shenanigans
throughout the world. At first it had been feared that Cosby's
co-starring status would be a possible trouble spot for the show,
but the mere presence of ablack performer on television was no
longer automatically amajor risk. Only three NBC affiliates refused
to air the series (in Albany, Georgia; Savannah, Georgia; and Daytona Beach, Florida). Television was improving its attitude toward
blacks and, in fact, the industry felt comfortable enough to award
Cosby an Emmy for his ISpy role.
CBS's The Wild, Wild West offered a unique combination of
espionage and Western adventure by reaching all the way back
to the Maverick roots of flippant cowboys for its unlikely premise
of two spies operating in the American West of the 1870s. President
Ulysses S. Grant personally assigned special U.S. government
agents James T. West (Robert Conrad) and Artemus Gordon (Ross

in aseries based on actual cases from the F.B.I.'s files.

Martin) to the Western frontier, though it was never made quite
clear exactly who or what menace he detected as a threat to the

October 24, 1965
NBC becomes the first television network with thirty minutes

nation—certainly the country was in no danger from a foreign
power out amid the sagebrush and tumbling tumbleweeds. The

of nightly news seven days aweek.

•

producers and writers never let that bother them, nor did they
feel obligated to explain what some of the best electronic gadgets
of the twentieth century were doing in the 1870s (thinly disguised
as "contemporary" inventions of the time). Instead, they used the

distinctive. It launched anationwide bat-craze, inspired countless
parodies in every medium (most never matching the original), and
revealed a willingness among viewers to laugh at square-jawed
heroics and pillars of authority.
The late-blooming success of The Man from U.N.C.L.E. the
previous season had set the stage for the influx of tongue-in-cheek
heroes starting in the fall of 1965, as all three networks rushed
to follow the lead of Napoleon Solo and Illya Kuryaldn. Not since
ABC's overdose of action-adventure clones from Maverick and
77 Sunset Strip had so many flippant characters appeared. Unlike
the insipid productions at the turn of the decade, the new wave
of programs contained first class writing, clever situations, and
very talented performers.
Foremost among these programs was Britain's The Avengers
which ABC brought to America as part of its second season lineup. Honor Blackman had departed from the series and Patrick
Macnee (as John Steed) had anew cohort, the lovely, leggy Diana
Rigg (as Mrs. Emma Peel), who picked up the saucy, flippant
interplay and the deliciously ambiguous relationship with Steed.
Like Mrs. Gale, she was astrong, sexy, independent woman who
could fight crime as well as any man. Such anotion was practically
unheard of at the time in American television (the best the Stateside
networks could offer was Anne Francis as a female private eye,
Honey West), and The Avengers began building astrong American
cult following and winning high critical praise.
Homegrown productions included both tongue-in-cheek spy
thrillers and sharp sitcom spoofs that marked areturn to the quality
of such classics as Sergeant Bilko. The two adventure series that
came directly out of the U.N.C.L.E. mold were NBC's ISpy and
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unique hook provided by the combination of genres to gently spoof
both Westerns and spy formats while, at the same time, developing
exceptionally off-beat and intriguing stories. Conrad and Martin
displayed the required light banter in the face of danger and even
managed to "save the Western world" (of the nineteenth century)
from the schemes of crazed madmen such as their most frequent
foe, Dr. Miguelito Loveless (Michael Dunn), a midget. With its
fabulous cast and crew, The Wild, Wild West rose above aridiculous
premise to become asolid, entertaining hybrid and aCBS Friday
night staple for four seasons.
Action and humor had teamed up earlier in television history
in such series as Maverick, but in the new programs the line between
adventure and comedy grew increasingly fuzzy. The season's best
adventure shows were tongue-in-cheek while the best new sitcoms
were spoofs of familiar dramatic settings. In the comedies the stories
were certainly exaggerated and silly, but they still retained enough
action, mock-horror shootouts, and plot complications to function
as adequate, though absurd, dramatic adventures. Among the most
resilient of the new comedy-adventures was the marvelously mad
put-on of Get Smart, which managed to outlast all of the other
new video spies.
A product of the collective dementia of Buck Henry, Mel Brooks,
and Howard Morris, Get Smart featured Don Adams as the bumbling, over-confident klutz, Maxwell Smart, secret agent 86 for a
CIA-type organization, Control. Get Smart used the passion for
absurd spy gimmicks as the launching pad for its gags and built
from there. U.N.C.L.E. headquarters was hidden behind a false
wall in adry cleaning store, so to gain entrance to Control, Smart
had to drop through the false floor of aphone booth. While Solo

and Kuryakin used sophisticated communication devices the size
of aballpoint pen, Smart had to dial atelephone that was hidden
in his shoe. Adams's hilarious portrayal of Smart, though, was
the strong comic hub for the show. He was the classic bumbling
idiot that won important battles in spite of himself (a character
type Adams had developed on the short-lived Bill Dana Show in
which he played an incompetent hotel detective, Byron Glick).
With asuperb sense of timing year after year, Adams milked laughs
from such phrases as "Sorry about that, Chiefl" (a dead pan apology
to his superior following amajor foulup) and "Would you believe
...?" (a transparent attempt to bluff a hidden back-up force
when his opponents had the upper hand).
At first, series regulars Edward Platt, as the chief of Control,
and Barbara Feldon, as agent 99, often found themselves acting
as "straightman" to the buffoonery of Smart, though as the program
developed, their roles were expanded. Get Smart managed to survive even as interest in spies waned in the late Sixties because it
never lost its comic touch and sense of imagination, and never
degenerated into merely thirty minutes of stand-up comedy. As
programs such as The Man from U.N.CL.E. began reaching for
cheap, obvious gags to pump new life into the spy format, Get
Smart turned to other fields for humor and began using its "family"
of players in parodies of classic films, other TV shows, and even
its own ridiculous conventions and gag lines—while staying within
the spy motif. Get Smart became an excellent, flexible vehicle for
Adams and an effective parody of larger-than-life espionage adventures through all of its stories. By the time the series ended in
1970 and Smart had inadvertantly saved the world countless times,
he and agent 99 were happily married with two children, ahumorous reminder that spying could fall into anine-to-five routine just
as easily as any profession.
Two other exceptional new sitcoms, F Troop and Hogan 's Heroes,
maintained the high standards of Get Smart's lampoon style, but
shifted the focus to the military life. F Troop was aWestern Bilko
ripoff that worked, turning the traditional John Wayne-frontier
scout-cowboys and Indians story on its head. Situated in the wilds
of Kansas after the Civil War, both the Indians and the men of
F Troop were far more interested in drinking, sleeping, gambling,
and turning aprofit than in fighting each other. Bilko surrogates
Sergeant Morgan O'Rourke (Forrest Tucker) and Corporal Randolph Agarn (former Cavalcade of Stars headliner Larry Storch)
managed most of the money-making illegal activities in the area,
including a moccasin concession turned out by the local Indian
tribe, the "ferocious" Hekawis (as in "where the heck-ah-we?")
Most of the plots revolved around O'Rourke and Agarn's constant
search for profitable new ventures. The commander at Fort Courage, Captain Wilton Parmenter (Ken Berry), was in a perpetual
fog and posed no threat to the O'Rourke-Agarn enterprises. As
amember of afamily with adistinguished military history, Captain

Patterson as Wrangler Jane (a sharpshooting woman with marriage
on her mind and an eye on Captain Parmenter), Edward Everett
Horton as Hekawi medicine man Roaring Chicken, and Frank
De Kova as Wild Eagle, the cowardly Hekawi chief. Even the
men of F Troop maintained the Bilko tradition, resembling acollection of refugees from the Bowery rather than Civil War veterans.
Whatever the background, they each carried the Bilko banner of
deception, double-dealing, and self-interest proudly, and the show
demonstrated that fresh comedy could still be found in the perennial
TV staple of the old West.
Hogan 's Heroes broke new territory in the field of military comedy as it made fun of the theretofore sacrosanct topic of World
War II prisoner of war camps. Spoofing such film and stage productions as "Bridge on the River Kwai" and "Stalag 17," the series
presented the inmates of Stalag 13 in total control of their environment. They had a complete system of tunnels under the prison
camp and could escape at any time, but they didn't. Why should
they? There was practically a mini-Pentagon of supplies and services beneath the camp, including custom tailoring, munitions, direct radio contact with the Allies, and gourmet food. They could
do more to sabotage the Nazi war machine from the prison camp
than anywhere else. Obviously, the premise required atremendous
suspension of belief and some people, seeing no humor in either
World War II in general or agroup of POWs in particular, were
taken aback at first. Actually, the series was aput-on of modern
war films (with their super-human somewhat miraculous heroics
behind enemy lines) rather than a rewrite of World War II, and
in that light the program was eventually seen as very funny and

October 29, 1965
ABC throws in the towel on late night television, axing Les
Crane's ABC Nightlife.
December 9, 1965
"A Charlie Brown Christmas." (CBS). Charles Schultz brings
the "Peanuts" gang to television for the first time, in an animated
family special.
December 20, 1965
The Dating Game. (ABC). Former ABC program executive
Chuck Barris updates the 1940s Blind Date premise of eager bachelors trying to win adate with an eligible woman.
January 1, 1966
Robert Kinter, president of NBC-TV since 1958, is forcibly
"kicked upstairs" to the position of chairman of the NBC board.
At the sanie time, "The General," David Sarnoff, gives up his dayto-day control of RCA, but remains as RCA chairman of the board.
March 31, 1966

Parmenter had earned his commission by sneezing—and accidentally leading a Union charge to victory in one of the last battles
of the Civil War. He was content to let fate guide his career at

Bob Kinter resigns as NBC board chairman, and leaves the company altogether.

the fort as well, and O'Rourke and Agarn were only too happy

June 6, 1966

to oblige. In true Bilko style, the only major threats to the happy
profitable life of the F Troop and the Hekawis came from outsiders,
either visiting military brass that insisted the men at the fort go
"by the book" (drills! exercise! reveille!), or wandering Indian tribes
with the foolish notion of teaming up with the Hekawis for a
raid on the fort. ("Hekawis not fighters, we lovers," the chief explained.) The series was a total farce with a heavy emphasis on

Till Death Do Us Part. The BBC sur,~Is again with aworking
class sitcom, presenting Alf Garnett as television's first humorous
bigot.
July 11, 1966
The Newlywed Game. (ABC). Chuck Barris takes the logical next
step from The Dating Game and brings newlyweds together to blush
over intimate &tails of their married life.

physical humor and marvelous caricatures. Besides the conniving
O'Rourke and Agarn and the spacey Parmenter, there was Melody
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Robert Conrad (r.) and Ross
Martin played government
agents operating in The Wild
Wild West of the 1870s. (Photo
by Viacom, Hollywood)

very harmless. As with Get Smart, the stories were straightforward
adventure yarns, only with absurd twists. The elaborate Allied
operations, usually sabotage or aiding fugitives, were run from
the POW camp by Colonel Robert Hogan, the senior officer (played
by Bob Crane, last seen as an affable suburban doctor in Donna
Reed). In the tradition of hundreds of typical war films, Hogan
was assisted by aperfectly integrated staff of comrades: one Frenchman, one cockney Englishman, one American black, and one dumb
American kid.
The missions for the Allies were presented rather straight, but
life at Stalag 13 was acompletely different story. The Nazis were
shown as either bumbling incompetents who really meant well
or strutting loudmouths easily duped by Hogan. It was never revealed exactly how the prisoners had managed to set up such a
complete battle station in Stalag 13, but the ineptness of camp
commandant Wilhelm Klink (Werner Klemperer) and the simpleminded cooperation of porcine prison guard Sergeant Hans Schultz
(John Banner) suggested that the task hadn't been too difficult.
In fact, the two Germans were considered vital to the continued
success of Hogan's operation and many episodes of the series focused not only on vital Allied missions but on the difficult task
of keeping Klink in power and Schultz away from the Russian
front. As time went on, Hogan and Klink developed an unconscious, guarded partnership similar to the relationship between
the Hekawis and soldiers of F Troop. Neither wanted to be bothered
by outsiders and both realized that, in a very strange way, they
needed each other for survival.
The fall premiere week of 1965-66 and the second season which
followed really did generate more excitement over the new shows
than usual and, for once, network hype wasn't totally removed
from reality. Though still strongly influenced by Aubrey's philosophy of mindless escapist programming, television had produced
some clever variations and intelligent parodies. It even had room
for some short-run off-beat series that attracted small cult followings if not high ratings, including The Trials of O'Brien, Hank,
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and second season entry Blue Light. At the same time it was displaying new life in entertainment programming, though, the medium
was also experiencing painful growth as it faced the increasing
complexity of covering events in the real world. There, real military
'
activity was bringing network news departments into conflict with
both the government and their own corporate brass.
In the spring of 1965, the independent judgments of network
correspondents proved an embarrassment to the government with
reports filed on the American intervention in the Dominican Republic. President Johnson had announced that American Marines were
being sent to the island merely to protect American civilians from
possible harm during the civil disturbances following agovernment
coup d'etat. Within a few days of the action, network reporters
on the scene began filing stories that the American troops were
openly and blatantly aiding the take-over bid of the military faction
friendly to the United States government, directly contradicting
the President's publicly stated objectives. At first, American officials
flatly denied the reporters' statements, but when films arrived showing the troops engaged in combat, the truth became clear. Unlike
stories by members of the print medium (even with photographs),
the dramatic evidence provided by the network films was all but
impossible to dismiss with just afew blustery denials. CBS's Harry
Reasoner stated on the evening news that there had been "an apparent shortage of candor" at the White House, the closest anetwork
reporter had ever come to calling a president an outright liar.
Nonetheless, this was only a minor irritant for the government
compared to the potential havoc such bluntness could cause in
the far more important theater of U.S. military intervention, the
conflict in Vietnam.
Through 1964 and 1965, ABC, CBS, and NBC steadily increased
the size of their staffs in South Vietnam because, as CBS News
president Fred Friendly explained, "We are covering this as awar,
for that's what it is." The war-type status had developed in August,
1964, when the American government announced that two U.S.
destroyers had been attacked by North Vietnamese torpedo boats

in the Gulf of Tonkin. In response, Congress had passed, almost
unanimously, the "blank check" Gulf of Tonkin Resolution giving
President Johnson virtual wartime powers to "take all necessary
measures to repeal any armed attack against the forces of the U.S.
and to prevent further aggression." In March, 1965, the first U.S.
combat Marines landed in South Vietnam as the American Air
Force began continuous bombing raids throughout the North.
Without ever having declared it, the United States was at war
with acountry most Americans couldn't even pronounce. The networks, however, were ready to apply their growing technical expertise to the difficult challenge of covering the overseas jungle conflict.
It was assumed that the American intervention would last only
afew months, so much of the reporting in 1965 reflected an excited,
almost adventurous spirit. Unlike the Korean war, with its clumsy
battle footage (often provided by the U.S. government itself), the
Vietnam conflict offered aunique opportunity for television to place
its correspondents in an exotic jungle setting as they filmed their
stories for the nightly news programs. CBS's Walter Cronkite took
athree-week tour of Vietnam in July of 1965 and filed reports of
the visit that focused on the sophisticated hardware and knowhow of the American forces. One segment featured Cronlcite aboard
aplane zooming through the sky while the American pilots aboard
proudly explained the bombing apparatus as if it were some shiny
new car. For the most part, though, network reports of battle
action usually consisted of film of a squad of Marines slogging

activity (by the Viet Cong) in Cam Ne became unimportant. The
chilling efficiency and lack of moral qualms displayed by the Marines (who were obviously in no immediate danger from the civilians) couldn't help but raise doubts among puzzled citizens as to
what the U.S. was really doing there. Other people reacted with
anger at CBS, criticizing the network for distorting the story, putting sensationalism above patriotism, and undermining morale.
Safer even received mysterious threats on his life. Fred Friendly
observed, in response to the protests, "As the power of the [news]
medium increases, the power used to suppress it will increase."
The government began to exert more and more pressure on network reporters to "go along with the party line" on war dispatches.
Such pressure was usually indirect and couched in appeals for
teamwork, patriotism, and common sense understanding that were
filtered through the networks' own channels to be conveyed by
immediate superiors. This was not very difficult because many top
broadcast officials had direct ties to the government and were actually "on the same team." Yet the pressure applied through influential company men rarely came in the form of some heavy-handed
demand for the suppression of information, but usually appeared
as a polite request to be more restrained, balanced, and sensitive
to the possibly damaging repercussions of adverse war reports.
Nevertheless, the "reasonable desire" for a more "evenhanded"
approach to the news merely added to the tension that was always
present between the network news departments and the profit-

through some jungle and firing at an unseen enemy somewhere

minded network executives who often viewed the news as an extrav-

in the bush. Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara had stated
that the troops would be home by Christmas, and the need to
dig deeper into the story didn't seem that pressing.

agant loss leader necessary merely for prestige.
In spite of the pressure from the top, all three networks presented
competent but generally uninciteful war specials throughout 1965.

Though many newsmen (like most other Americans) were slow
to realize the ramifications of the steadily growing American involvement in Vietnam, the truly remarkable aspect of the coverage

These usually consisted of carefully balanced panel discussions between supporters of the war (such as Harvard professors Henry
Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski) and anti-war critics (usually

was that, despite some government pressure and secrecy, the networks were largely free to cover the venture as they wished. For

foreign war correspondents because there were not very many
homegrown critics available). In aperverse way, TV's evenhanded-

the first time in history, a government conducting an overseas
war relinquished control of the way the war was perceived back
home. Vietnam became a true "television war" as many people
in the country received most of their information on it from the
nightly news coverage and occasional specials on the three networks. Such reports rarely examined the underlying purposes of
the war and mostly emphasized very popular and visual aspects
such as superficial combat footage, the American GIs adjusting
to life overseas, and trivial battle statistics and graphs. Still, the
fact was that the power of government rhetoric had been usurped
and replaced by pictures brought directly into the privacy of individual homes across the country.
It was inevitable that such power over forming public opinion
on aforeign policy matter would eventually upset the government.
In August, 1965, just afew months after the Dominican Republic
conflict, CBS aired a dramatic film report by Morley Safer that
deeply disturbed officials. On the August 5 edition of the CBS
Evening News, viewers were shown the story of an American outfit
destroying some huts in the small Vietnamese village of Cam Ne.
It wasn't so much what was said in the report that bothered the
government, but rather the impression the film left behind. While
the residents of the village stood by meekly, crying and begging
for areprieve, the Marines methodically set the huts on fire, many
using Zippo cigarette lighters to ignite the straw roofs. The image
left by the film was potent and needed no elaboration: The United
States, a powerful mechanized society, had sent its Marines into
abackward rural country and, with virtually no provocation, was
systematically destroying it. Whether there had been any enemy

ness in these debates served to help the anti-war cause the most
because in 1965 many viewers had never heard arguments against
the government's policy expressed at all. As the war intensified,
though, the networks began putting more emphasis on the government's side of the story.
In response to the storm of protest over Safer's Cam Ne report,
CBS, later that August, aired Vietnam Perspective, aseries of four
hour-long specials that examined several different viewpoints on
the war, though it generally presented the government line as basically correct. NBC also began aweekly war program (on Sunday
afternoons, hosted by Garrick Utley), Vietnam Weekly Review,
but this was merely a well produced yet essentially meaningless
review of the week's battle reports, focusing on ultimately pointless
jungle skirmishes and hill assaults.
Surprisingly, ABC, the network with the weakest news department, provided the best overall coverage of the war within its
weekly public affairs series, ABC Scope. This program had run,
under a variety of titles, in weird hours since 1963. Starting in
Februrary, 1966, it devoted all of its time to the Vietnam war.
Realizing that the weekly battle statistics were given more than
enough coverage on the nightly news (they were as familiar and
as meaningless to most viewers as the stock market reports), the
producers of ABC Scope concentrated instead on one particular
aspect of the war each week. Using filmed reports usually produced
on location in Vietnam, they tried to make sense of the increasingly
perplexing conflict. Some of the programs included: A study of
the role of blacks in Vietnam (comparing the views of black militants such as Stokely Carmichael with the views of blacks doing
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the fighting); film of North Vietnam itself, shot by aFrench crew
on location; and thoughtful, on-the-spot analysis by Howard K.
Smith, one of the most eloquent supporters of the war. These programs offered an important perspective to the jumble of general
war news available and provided the opportunity for viewers to
form intelligent and informed opinions on the issue.
Nobody watched these shows. All of the Vietnam specials regularly turned up at the very bottom of the ratings charts and ABC
Scope in particular registered the worst ratings of any network
program in modern television history. In September, 1965, before
it changed formats to become aweekly Vietnam show, only 28%
of the more than 150 ABC affiliates aired the program. By 1966,
only 27 affiliates bothered to show it at all and not one ABC
station in the top fifty markets carried the program at its scheduled
slot in prime time (Saturday night at 10:30 P.m.). Most of the
ABC stations in major cities stuck the program in some obscure
corner of the weekly schedule. WABC in New York aired it Sunday
afternoon at 2 P.M. WFAA in Dallas aired it Sunday morning at
9 A.M. WNAC in Boston topped them all; it aired each episode
eight days after its scheduled broadcast date, at 1 A.M. Sunday
morning. Viewers never complained about the ridiculous time slots
because they didn't care. Whether for or against the war, amajority
of viewers found any coverage of Vietnam generally upsetting and
they fervently avoided anything more than the short clips on the
nightly news.
Keenly aware of the public's disinterest in special coverage of
the Vietnam war, the networks faced the difficult policy question
of how to balance the guaranteed low ratings of Vietnam specials
with their unwritten obligation to adequately present such amajor
story. The question came to ahead in early 1966 when it became

in what manner would most people prefer to follow it? Live coverage of the actual testimony during the day? The familiar two-or
three-minute reports on the nightly news? A special late night
half-hour wrap up? A weekend special reviewing the events of
the entire week, featuring adiscussion panel to analyze the significant developments?
Network executives argued that live coverage preempted the
most profitable part of the day and would be wasted anyway; most
people interested in the hearings wouldn't be able to watch them.
As head of CBS News, Fred Friendly strongly supported blanket
live coverage, feeling that the hearings were important and that
TV had aresponsibility to present them to the millions of viewers
who would "bother" to tune in. With NBC's president and longtime supporter of extensive news coverage, Bob Kinter, recently
deposed, Friendly was virtually alone among top brass in advocating complete live coverage. He grudgingly agreed to follow acompromise "day-to-day decision process" that called for live coverage
on days important witnesses testified and evening highlights for
the rest. Without too much trouble, both NBC and CBS followed
this course in early February, but on February 10, while NBC
went ahead with its planned broadcast of the testimony of George
Kerman, former ambassador to Russia, CBS coverage plans were
vetoed by network president Schneider. With that action, Schneider
saved CBS $175,000 but lost the most respected name in contemporary TV journalism. Friendly quit CBS in protest and was replaced
by the man he had succeeded in the first place, Richard Salant.
Though both CBS and NBC wound up carrying two days of
hearings live the very next week, an important turning point had
been reached in television's handling of the Vietnam war. Friendly's
resignation marked the beginning of aswing away from extensive

necessary to decide the best way to cover the public hearings that

coverage and, while American involvement in the war rapidly in-

were being held by Senator William Fulbright's Foreign Relations
Committee on the government's handling of the war. Fulbright
had become one of the best known congressional war critics and
had turned the hearings into the first high level public discussion
of the real aims and ultimate goals of the Vietnam conflict. In

creased over the next year, the number of Vietnam specials dropped
sharply. Investigative reporting and discussions including spokesmen for "all points of view" were also downplayed. It was not
worth the trouble, both internally and with the government, to

late January he began by publicly roasting top administration witnesses such as Secretary of State Dean Rusk in days of long, tough
questioning. The early sessions were briefly covered on the nightly
news but, as the hearings progressed, it was clear that they deserved
more extensive airtime. The event was certainly newsworthy, but
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follow a story viewers did not seem to care about anyway. So
even as the United States committed more than 100,000 additional
troops to the war effort, the chief source of information on the
war for most Americans became nothing more than short repetitive
news clips dished out nightly at suppertime.
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26. Same Is the Name of
the Game

VARIETY, the entertainment industry's own weekly trade magazine, labeled 1966 and 1967 as the era of "no guts journalism"
in television. Though ABC continued to produce the rarely seen
ABC Scope and CBS offered the CBS News Hour in prime time,
the number of documentaries based on hard news events was down
drastically. For example, between September 12 and November
22, 1966, NBC broadcast only three prime time news documentaries
of any sort, and ABC offered only two. The news departments
at the commercial networks seemed afraid to turn out anything
that might possibly provoke official displeasure or viewer indifference.

leading advertising, defects in American medical care, the manipulation of the press by President Johnson's administration, and
overcharges levied against the poor by supermarkets, credit unions,
and the phone company. Serious questions began to be raised on
the integrity and independence of the commercial networks' news
operations. Was the toning down of controversy deliberate? Were
the networks fearful of reprisals by government and industry? Were
they somehow too closely aligned to those same forces in government and industry? Or was all this just a comparative cooling
off of coverage in contrast to the dramatic news events of 1963,
1964, and 1965?

All three networks practically ignored anew round of hearings

In January, 1966, ABC brought the discussion to avery concrete

on the Vietnam war held in early 1967 by Senator William Fulbright's Foreign Relations Committee. Only the noncommercial

level when it announced its desire to be absorbed by ITT, one of
the nation's largest conglomerates, and one with extensive government ties. In its petition to the FCC, the network effusively promised that the proposed merger would be a tremendous benefit to

NET network gave the discussions extensive coverage, instituting
apolicy of presenting one-hour cutdowns of the day's live hearings
for prime time viewing each night. Instead, NBC stuck to puff
travelogue-type features like "The Royal Palace" and "Thoroughbred." ABC covered the war, but turned out some material that
resembled gung-ho propaganda films openly endorsing the Vietnam
action rather than serious independent assessments of acomplex
news subject. These efforts were often sponsored by major defense
contractors such as the 3M corporation for "Our Time in Hell"
(the Marines at war) and B. F. Goodrich for "War in the Skies"
(with retired Brigadier General James Stewart as narrator for the
exploits of the Air Force in Southeast Asia). CBS came up with
"The People of South Vietnam: How They Feel About the War,"
in which the network attempted to analyze the effects of the war
in Vietnam by conducting an on-the-spot public opinion poll. Such
atechnique was safe, noncontroversial, and hopelessly misdirected,
treating the problems facing uneducated peasant farmers in the
war-torn country like political or fashion trends in middle class
American suburbs.
Yet the "no guts journalism" label wasn't only limited to the
apparent hands-off policy toward the Vietnam war. The commercial
networks seemed to be ignoring awide range of controversial subjects, once again leaving NET as the only force apparently willing
to produce incisive programs. On shows such as At Issue and NET
Journal, the noncommercial network tackled such topics as mis-

broadcasting. With the new corporate money that would be available, ABC could, for instance, expand its public affairs programming. In addition, the increased stature of the network could only
help the still struggling UHF system because ABC had the greatest
number of UHF affiliates. Thus, as the fortunes of ABC improved,
the status of UHF would have to rise as well. At first, the commission appeared to accept all the grand promises at face value and
the merger seemed destined for aquick approval. Then, unexpectedly, serious opposition from within both the FCC and the Department of Justice developed and the matter grew more complicated.
Asked by the commission for a legal opinion on the case, the
Justice Department pointed out that the merger would quite probably lead to some violations of the anti-trust law and would also
discourage ITT from going ahead with a backburner notion to
start anew television network on its own. Within the FCC, newly
appointed commissioner Nicholas Johnson put aside the traditional
FCC policy of giving big business the benefit of the doubt, cut
through the self-serving gobbledygook and vague promises dished
out by ABC, and stated quite bluntly that he saw the merger as
motivated solely by economic self-interests that had nothing to
do with better serving the public. Johnson also raised the disturbing
possibility that ITT, with its extensive government war contracts,
might attempt to influence the ABC news department. Though
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micks kept the overall network race tight for a while each year
and forced CBS and NBC to seriously consider the latest ABC
flash and decide whether or not to adopt it for their own schedules.
For the fall of 1966, ABC's strategy hinged on two stunts: First,
the network moved up its fall premiere week to begin just after
Labor Day, giving the shows aweek's head start against the pre-

ITT pledged athree-year "hands off" policy in changing the ABC
executive personnel, there were serious doubts that this would be
sufficient restraint. In the course of the public hearings on the
case, newspaper reporters testified that ITT had pressured their
papers to kill stories considered detrimental to the proposed merger.
Critics quickly pointed out that if ITT would attempt to distort
the news in outlets over which it had no control, what would it
do to awholly owned subsidiary?
In spite of all the objections, the FCC voted to approve the
merger by a4-3 margin, twice (December 1966 and June 1967).

exceptionally attractive specials. The strategy worked and ABC

Miffed that its warnings had been dismissed so cavalierly, the Department of Justice took the ruling to the U.S. Court of Appeals,

ran away with the psychologically important first ratings period.
"Bridge on the River Kwai" was especially potent and captured

further delaying the procedure that by then had dragged through
nearly two years of hearings. On January 1, 1968, ITT called off
the merger, citing the extensive opposition within the government
as the reason for its pullout. Some observers, however, said that
the continued mediocre ratings performance by ABC had as much
to do with the withdrawal as the expensive, embarrassing legal

an impressive 60% of the audience, making it the most popular
film then ever seen on television. Though ABC's ratings once again
faded as the 1966-67 season progressed, another weapon had been
discovered in the battle for ratings success both in the fall and
in key ratings sweep weeks throughout the season: hit movies.

delays.
As the usual number three network, ABC was constantly searching for gimmicks to attract attention and boost its ratings. Such
innovations as the second season premieres of January, 1966, usually brought abrief burst of success, but the glow soon faded as
people returned to their old favorites. Nonetheless, ABC's gim190
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mieres on the other networks. Second, ABC slotted blockbuster
films such as "Bridge on the River Kwai" for the first weeks of
the new season, thereby "front loading" its new schedule with

All three networks had been pursuing agrowing love affair with
prime time movies since 1961, but "Bridge on the River Kwai"
underscored the dramatic ratings boost abox office smash could
provide in a week's competition. Even moderate box office hits
could be counted on to score rather well against the more limited
formats of weekly series because they were, in comparison, highbudget specials. By early 1967, each network had two nights of

.

movies per week, leaving only Monday without atheatrical production. At the same time, the growing popularity of feature films

the story focused on the ever-increasing sense of hysteria among
the crew members (led by Van Johnson), passengers, and ground

began to alter the face of network programming in more subtle
ways. Though the three other celluloid smashes of the 1966-67
season were "The Robe," "Lilies of the Field," and "PT 109,"
network purchases for future broadcast included such films as

the discovery that abomb had been planted aboard the plane. A
mad bomber (Edmund O'Brien) had hidden the device before take-

"Tom Jones," "Cat on aHot Tin Roof," and "Never on Sunday."
Even edited for television, they formed the vanguard of amovement
to present more "mature" themes (usually of asexual nature) on
TV, dealing with them in a manner no regular series then dared
to try. In addition, the continuing success of two-hour films offered
solid evidence that the home audience would accept longer programs on aregular basis and the networks increased the number
of extra-length series, which sometimes ran up to ninety minutes.
There were some drawbacks in the ratings bonanza, though.
The spectacular performance by "Bridge on the River Kwai" guaranteed that the price tags on future film purchases would begin
to increase substantially, because there were only so many blockbuster movies available. Facing the prospect of filling six movie slots
each week, it was only natural for the networks to search for a
guaranteed source of future films. Logically, the search led back
to Hollywood and this resulted in the long-postponed consummation of the marriage between television and the major film studios,
with NBC and Universal leading the way.
Actually, since the fall of 1962, NBC and Universal had been
presenting feature length material each week with the epic Western,
The Virginian. The ninety-minute series used acore of continuing
cast members, but the extra length provided the time for both
the stories and guest star performers to develop. Consequently,

personnel of a flight from Los Angeles to New York City upon

off and perversely armed it with an altitude-sensitive explosive set
to detonate whenever the plane dropped below aheight of 4,000
feet. Luckily, Denver, the "mile high" city (5,280 feet above sea
level) was on their flight path, so. .. It wasn't Academy Award
material either, but the film was certainly acut above the average
TV adventure stories of the time. The presence of Rod Serling
served as an appropriate reminder that made-for-TV movies were
really acombination of several familiar TV formats: drama anthology, high-budget special, feature length film, and television melodrama.
Both "Fame Is the Name of the Game" and "Doomsday Flight"
turned up among the ten most popular films on TV that season,
assuring made-for-TV movies afirm spot in plans for the future
by all three networks. NBC was happy with new material from
an old friend and Universal, in turn, was pleased to have the jump
on its competition in a lucrative new market. Viewers, too, were
treated to something special that was, at the same time, very familiar. By the end of the decade, with popular TV movies as abase,
Universal became one of the most important individual sources
of prime time material on television. Its high percentage of programs on the networks marked the ironic triumph of the Hollywood
studios over the upstart television and assured viewers a neverending flow of standard West Coast productions.
While NBC was experimenting with feature length made-for-

The Virginian was much closer in feel to an anthology of Western
films rather than aregular Western TV series. Audiences obviously
accepted feature length television shows and enjoyed seeing movies
on TV. There was not much difference between a ninety-minute
Western and atwo-hour melodrama, so the next step was practically inevitable. NBC contracted with Universal to begin producing
feature length films that were not part of a series but meant to
stand on their own in the regular network movie slots, by-passing
any traditional theatrical release. The first batch premiered on NBC
in the fall of 1964, but failed to generate either viewer or critical
enthusiasm. After more than a year, NBC and Universal came
back with new films, but this time backed them with higher budgets
and more elaborate publicity.
The first of these new made-for-TV movies was "Fame Is the
Name of the Game," which aired on NBC's Saturday Night at
the Movies during the Thanksgiving weekend of 1966. It was not
amajor motion picture event by any means. Tony Franciosa played
a wise-cracking investigative reporter with a soft heart beneath
his cool exterior (a role almost identical to his character in the
short-lived Valentine's Day series) and Susan Saint James played
his wise-cracking cynical gal Friday with asoft heart beneath her
cool exterior. It was the same as any of Universal's other TV
productions, only with a bigger budget. Though well produced,
the film was a typical TV action-adventure story with the same
gimmicks, characters, and plot twists found in dozens of television
series and grade B pictures. (In fact, the plot displayed aremarkable
similarity to the 1949 reporter saga, "Chicago Deadline.") Nonetheless, "Fame Is the Name of the Game" stood out as a special
event, a"world premiere" movie, and did fantastically well. Three
months later, the second new Universal made-for-TV film,
"Doomsday Flight," topped these excellent ratings.
"Doomsday Flight" was amuch better film, aTV thriller with
a clever premise and effective pacing. Written by Rod Serling,

"Fame Is the Name of the Game" scored well as aspecially
promoted NBC "world premiere movie." Two years later, it
returned as the weekly series Name of the Came, starring (from
I.) Robert Stack, Gene Barry, Tony Franciosa. (From Name of
the Game. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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in well below the 90% mark and was doomed before its first telecast.
Slotted against the very popular Danny Kaye Show and I Spy,
the program was gone within ayear. As Pat Weaver had discovered
September 17, 1966
Mission: Impossible. (CBS). Producer Bruce Geller turns out an
action-packed formula espionage show. Each week, an "impossible
missions" force (led by Steven Hill as Daniel Briggs the first season
and thereafter by Peter Graves as Jim Phelps) tackles a covert
operation too sensitive for even the CIA.
September 17, 1966
Jackie Gleason revives the Honeymooners skit in his variety show,
bringing back partner Art Carney as Norton and casting Sheila
MacRae in the role of Alice Kramden.
October 17, 1966
The Hollywood Squares. (NBC). Peter Marshall hosts adaytime
game show that places nine celebrities in a three-level tic-tac-toe
seating formation.
January 9, 1967
ABC at last extends its nightly news to thirty minutes, and begins
televising the show in color.
January 9, 1967
Mr. Terrific. (CBS). and Captain Nice. (NBC). Two virtually
identical Superman takeoffs appear on the same night, one after
the other. Both feature mild mannered heroes played strictly for
laughs, but neither catches on.
January 15, 1967
"Super Bowl I." (CBS & NBC). The titans of television and
professional football clash, with the CBS-NFL combination easily
beating the NBC-AFL challenge. The Green Bay Packers outscore
the Kansas City Chiefs 35 to 10, and CBS tops NBC in the Nielsen
ratings, 24.6 to 17.4. Beginning with the second Super Bowl, the
two networks will take turns each season carrying the game.

with his spectaculars the decade before, the format demanded patience, fine-tuning, and gradual viewer acceptance, as well as entertaining material. Eventually his spectaculars clicked in such
triumphant broadcasts as "Peter Pan." ABC, too, would prosper
with the format, but not until the early Seventies when it packaged
the eclectic mix in the more accessible made-for-TV movie setting.
Pat Weaver himself was back in network television on CBS (following aborted ventures into apay television service in California
and an ill-conceived fourth network) as executive producer for
the revived Garry Moore show. Moore, returning to TV after a
two-year absence, was set in a format identical to his successful,
long-running variety show of the early Sixties: music, sketches,
Durward Kirby, and afresh family of supporting players including
Jackie Vernon, John Byner, Chuck McCann, Lily Tomlin, and
Ron Carey. The program was fairly good, but it failed to make
adent in the ratings of its competition, the number one show on
television, Bonanza. CBS brass, eager for instant success, refused
to give the show time to build afollowing and instead, in November,
they fired the supporting players and replaced Weaver. A new
format, in which Moore presented tired retreads of old Broadway
musical comedies such as "High Button Shoes," was an even bigger
flop and the program was axed in January.
To replace the veteran Moore, CBS brought in apair of young
comics who had failed in asituation comedy the previous season,
the Smothers Brothers. Tom and Dick Smothers were successful
nightclub performers and recording artists who had been given a
stupid permutation of My Favorite Martian to work with in their
1965-66 sitcom. Tom played Dick's dead brother (lost at sea) who
returned to Earth as an inept apprentice angel assigned to aid
people in trouble. Even before the show's premiere, CBS wanted
to scrap the silly sitcom and use the pair to host ahalf-hour youth-

TV movie specials, ABC launched its own showcase for special
programming, ABC Stage '67. This series was considerably more
ambitious than NBC's movies, embracing the spirit of Pat Weaver's
mixed-bag spectaculars of the Fifties. Under producer Hubbell Robinson, ABC Stage '67 presented aone-hour drama, comedy, variety,
or documentary program each week. The opening episode, "The
Love Song of Barney Kempinsky," was acomedy with Alan Arkin
(fresh from his comic lead in the hit movie "The Russians Are
Coming, The Russians Are Coming") as ascheming, amoral New
Yorker trying to raise money by any means possible for his vacation.
In the field of drama, Truman Capote wrote and narrated a recreation of his youth in Alabama, "A Christmas Memory." Former
comedy writer Dick Cavett presided over avariety format, "Where
It's At," aschizophrenic mix of songs, standard jokes, dance, and
parody. Documentaries stuck to safe topics such as the death of
Marilyn Monroe and the wit of John Kennedy.
ABC Stage '67 tried to break out of the confines of continuing
, situations and characters by reviving the one-hour anthology structure, but it failed. Critics, perhaps secretly hoping for a program
totally dedicated to serious drama (Bob Hope's Chrysler Theater
hardly qualified), were only lukewarm in their support of the unpredictable anthology approach that was as likely to showcase Rick
Nelson as William Shakespeare. More importantly, ABC Stage '67
was crippled at birth by the network affiliates, many of which
didn't bother to carry the program at all, fearing that it was too
'highbrow." It was almost mathematically impossible for a show
to become aratings hit unless at least 90% of the television audience
could tune in. With so many local defections, ABC Stage '67 came
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oriented comedy-variety program instead, but the sponsor owned
the program and refused to change formats. The Smothers Brothers
Show opened to strong ratings, then collapsed. To CBS, this was
proof that viewers liked the Smothers Brothers but could not stand
the nonsense premise. The network canceled their sitcom but
planned to use them in the variety format as soon as possible.
The rapid demise of Garry Moore provided the opportune, though
unenviable, slot—against number one Bonanza.
The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour began as avery traditional
comedy-variety show that just happened to be geared to younger
viewers. The team's laid-back style was first described as similar
to Dean Martin's: casual to the point of apparent sloppiness, but
masking a very deliberate, controlled approach to comedy. They
were the fresh new kids of television, bringing along youth-oriented
acts such as Harry Nilsson, the Doors, the Who, Mason Williams,
and John Hartford, and it was expected that they would slowly
build astrong young audience as abase while continuing the variety
show traditions of such veterans as Danny Kaye, Red Skelton,
and even the recently departed Garry Moore. The unassuming
Smothers surprised everyone—within afew weeks of their February
premiere they had drawn away enough viewers to knock Bonanza
out of the number one slot. A large number of youthful viewers
who normally stayed away from variety shows tuned in to catch
the Smothers Brothers. Almost immediately the Smothers demanded, and received, more latitude in the show and began to
adopt adecidedly controversial, anti-establishment, politically topical tone that was appropriate to the new audience but quite different
from anything else on television. It turned into the closest thing

to satire on American TV since That Was The Week That Was
but, unlike TW3, The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour was aratings smash.
Tom and Dick had built their routines on their never-ending
sibling rivalry and personal caricatures: Tom was the "dumb" one
and Dick was his level-headed, understanding brother. Their monologues had always consisted of Dick trying to straighten out one
of Tom's misconceptions, but the source of Tom's confusion began
to shift from family frustrations ("Mom always liked you best!")
to the government's war policies. Though Dick would eventually
"set the record straight," it was clear that Tom's foolish misunderstandings were considered closer to the truth. Supporting cast members Bob Einstein and Pat Paulsen provided additional digs at
authority figures through their own deadpan exaggerations. Einstein played anarrow-minded, atonal Los Angeles policeman, officer Judy, who sauntered on stage whenever the barbs against lawful
authority went too far, and callously warned the Smothers that
they were under suspicion, arrest, or both for violating some rule
of society, usually "abusing" the privilege of free speech. Paulsen
mocked much of the foolishness that passed for public debate by
solemnly backing absurd notions and supporting familiar issues
with ridiculous arguments, usually in the form of program "editorials." He assumed everyone, including himself, was a deliberate
liar and not to be trusted; he often paused momentarily and gave
a sly smile over particularly blatant distortions in his speeches.
CBS did not quietly accept everything the Smothers wished to
present, hit show or not. The network allowed the rarely seen
Pete Seeger to appear on the program, but cut out the performance

saved the program from its cardboard adults, Family Affair's adults
rescued it from the children. Though occasionally overloaded with
saccharine plot twists, the series had its heart in the right place.
CBS seemed to acknowledge that the show was geared to adult
fantasy rather than children's by slotting it rather late in the evening
(9:30 P.m.).
Family Affair was the latest example of CBS's continued reliance
on traditionalist sitcoms that had kept the network number one,
in spite of momentary spurts by the competition, for over adecade.
In the 1966-67 season, CBS had fifteen thirty-minute situation
comedies on its schedule and, though many of the shows were
beginning to age, the network saw no reason to abandon an approach that still worked well. Even if most of the new comedies
didn't catch on, the veterans would stay on top until the right
successors could be found.
ABC and NBC were also top-heavy in sitcoms, launching ten
new comedies of their own that season. A small number of these
broke away from the focus of most situation comedies of the past:
middle age, middle class families, with preteen or just-teen children.
Instead, they attempted to portray an age group usually left out
of the equation completely: young adults, some without any children at all!
NBC's most obvious attempt to reach the youth market came
in the form of acomedy about agroup of struggling rock musicians,
The Monkees. Michael Nesmith, Micky Dolenz, Davy Jones, and
Peter Tork were cast as surrogate Beatles to act and sing amid
the thinnest of plots. Most stories were simple, exaggerated melodramas usually carried by ahandful of mildly clever camera tricks

of his new song, "Waist Deep in Big Muddy," a thinly veiled
criticism of President Johnson and his war policy. Though the
Smothers were very angry, they couldn't do anything about this
particular decision. Nevertheless, they continued to stretch the limits of their expression at every opportunity and slowly developed
a strong adversary relationship with CBS. The Smothers weren't
certain how far they could push their own network, but it seemed
that as long as they continued to be funny and successful, they
were safe.
In contrast to the new ground being broken by the Smothers
Brothers in comedy-variety, the new situation comedies had slipped
back into the same well-worn plots, gags, and themes of the early
Sixties. More than a dozen new sitcoms premiered in the fall of
1966 and many, such as Pistols'n'Petticoats, It's About Time, and
The Tammy Grimes Show, were still in the grip of the mindlessescapist philosophy of humor. They were worlds apart from the
Smothers Brothers and even the clever sitcom parodies of the previous season.
The most popular new sitcom was CBS's Family Affair, which
featured the tried-and-true formula of abachelor father adopting
and raising orphaned children. Brian Keith played the father figure

April 17, 1967
The Joey Bishop Show. (ABC). Making a return to late night
television, ABC teams Tonight's regular substitute host, Joey
Bishop, and former Group W frontliner, Regis Phi'bin, for afamiliar
Monday through Friday desk-and-sofa show. Bishop's first words,
after the applause dies down: "Are the ratings out yet?"
May 1, 1967
The Las Vegas Show. (Uni Net). The one-and-only offering in
an unsue,msful attempt to launch a fourth commercial network.
Bill Dana hosts alate night celebrity talk show that, like the protonetwork, lasts only one month.
June 25, 1967
"Our World." (NET). The first truly world-wide television show,
consisting of live broadcasts from twenty-six countries on five continents, including a Beatles recording session in London for "All
You Need Is Love."
August 27, 1967
After six years as a first run prime time series, two years as a

(he was their uncle, actually) and Sebastian Cabot was his manservant, French. In avery predictable format, the two portrayed refreshingly believable level-headed adults. Keith, as aconstruction

fill-in, eight years as aMonday through Friday daytime rerun, two

company executive, enjoyed alife apart from his new-found family,
and Cabot, despite proper huffing and puffing, grew to love his

syndication where it begins rerunning all over again.

new charges. The two men were not endowed with amagic instinct
for raising children perfectly but, rather, made mistakes, yelled,
and were sometimes baffled by the process. Unfortunately, the children, Buffy, Jody, and Cissy, were as mechanical and cardboard
as the adults were real. They were children that fulfilled an adult's
view of the perfect child: sweet, heartwarming, and innocently
profound. No self-respecting kid would ever identify with them.
Yet in the same way that Leave It To Beaver's realistic children

rerun in prime time, three summers as awarm weather prime time
years as a weekend afternoon rerun, and one year as a Saturday
morning rerun, I Love Lucy is taken off CBS and put into local

August 29, 1967
The Fugitive. (ABC). The day the running stops.
September 3, 1967
What's My Line ends 17 1
2
/
years on CBS. The final "mystery
guest" is the show's moderator, John Charles Daly.
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The tense cockpit crew in
"Doomsday Flight": (from I.)
Edward Faulkner, Katherine
Crawford, Tom Simcox, Van
Johnson. (From "Doomsday
Flight." Courtesy of MCA
Television Limited)

and special effects. Director Jim Frawley won an Emmy for his
work in the show, though the techniques were used much more
effectively in the obvious models for the series, the Beatles' own
films "A Hard Day's Night"- (1964) and "Help!" (1965). While
particular segments in the program were quite funny, the most
talked about aspect of the series was its effectiveness as apromotional tool for rock music. Each episode was, in effect, a halfhour plug for the Monkees' latest disc and their TV image as
rock stars became self-fulfilling. Throughout the two-year prime

port that alternately helped and further complicated the couple's
lives. Love on a Rooftop stood apart from the childish humor of
rural escapist fare and the exaggerated farce of larger-than-life
spoofs. It delivered very human, very funny characters in mildly
realistic situations that many young adults could identify with.
In doing so, the program was years ahead of its time—and it was
totally destroyed by the more familiar competition of NBC's movies
and CBS's Petticoat Junction. ABC brought the series back five
years later for abrief summer rerun and it weathered the test of

time run of the series, they produced an unbroken string of top
ten singles and albums, outselling even the Beatles. When the series

time well.
Love on aRooftop might have been the best of the young adult

ended in 1968, though, their fortunes took an immediate nosedive
and the group soon split up. The brief, but intense, success of
The Monkees was still a minor breakthrough for youth-oriented
sitcoms. Even though it was mass consumption TV at its most
blatant and commercial, The Monkees was the first youth sitcom

comedies, but That Girl was the most successful. Marlo Thomas
(Danny's daughter), who had played astage struck young girl in
The Joey Bishop Show five years before, played Ann Marie, astage
struck young woman determined to break into showbiz and become
an actress. In order to support her single life in New York City,

to directly tap the ever-growing rock'n'roll generation. The comedy
was often just traditional slapstick, but the very premise and tempo

she assumed different odd jobs while searching for that lucky break.
A young single working woman trying to fulfill apersonal dream

of the show were a dramatic contrast to the sub-juvenile idiocy
of such plodding programs as It's About Time and Gilligan 's Island.
ABC presented the best of the emerging new style of young
adult sitcoms with Love on a Rooftop, which depicted the first

offered marvelous possibilities that were never adequately exploited.
Several elements in the stories constantly undercut the premise.

year struggles of young marrieds Julie and Dave Willis. The program featured an excellent mix of personalities with a fine sense
of comedy: Judy Carne, as Julie, played her character as aSixties'
variation of Lucy, slightly wacky but also intelligent and levelheaded. Julie was the daughter of awealthy car salesman but she
gave up her life of luxury to marry Dave (Peter Duel), a young
apprentice architect. Duel portrayed the husband as alikable average guy (not TV average—real world average) who was good looking (but not handsome) and funny (without resorting to cheap
slapstick). He just wished that Julie's rich dad (Herbert Voland)
would believe that the couple could be happy with his minuscule
salary and their tiny rooftop apartment, because they were in love.
Rich Little, as their downstairs neighbor, offered his personal sup-
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For easy laughs, the writers frequently included slapstick scenes
that not only shattered the mood and motivation, but also did
not work because Thomas was not particularly good at broad physical humor. Ted Bessell played her boyfriend, Don Hollinger, as
the epitome of the sexless, stupid males that had populated sitcoms
in the Fifties. His dumb, obvious humor further tarnished the credibility of Thomas's character. Worst of all, the series paid only
lip service to the premise of an intelligent working woman. Ann
Marie was straight out of the TV textbook of daffy women who
succeeded in spite of themselves. If Ann was a sharp, sensitive
woman who relied on her wits and self motivation to survive,
the scripts hid those qualities very well. Instead, That Girl relied
on Thomas's image as the all-American cutsie-poo sweetheart to
carry the show as asafe heart-tug comedy set in the comfortable
myths of idealized television romance. In this guise, it lasted five

seasons. Even though That Girl compromised an innovative premise, its success and its touted image demonstrated that adifferent

the Enterprise, James T. Kirk. Leonard Nimoy was kept on as
Spock, with his ears intact but the eyebrows softened. Roddenberry

type of sitcom could work. ABC, NBC, and even CBS soon began
tinkering with aslant toward young adults and more realistic settings, but it wouldn't take hold until early in the next decade.

finished his revised pilot episode ("Where No Man Has Gone Before") in November, 1965, and presented it to NBC. This time,
the network gave him the go-ahead to begin production, setting

Another concept that wouldn't reach mass acceptance until the
Seventies was the peculiar science fiction brainchild of producer
Gene Roddenberry, Star Trek Roddenberry had worked on undis-

the series premiere for the fall of 1966.
Actually, Roddenberry had veered somewhat from his promised
"Wagon Train of the stars" in "The Cage"—the story had been

tinguished series since the mid-Fifties, including an obscure Western in 1960, Wrangler (as awriter), and acompetent career drama

abit "too cerebral," especially for apilot. With the series in production, though, he set out to prove that science fiction could be accessible, entertaining, and alimitless source of continuing adventures.
He imposed strict standards on himself and his production crew,
determined to avoid the pitfalls of past TV science fiction ventures

in 1963, The Lieutenant (as its producer). In 1964 he turned his
attention from the trials and tribulations of young Marines to a
more imaginative project he had been toying with for years, a
science fiction show. Science fiction had never been handled very
well by television, which treated it either as strictly kid stuff such
as Captain Video, Tom Corbett, Space Cadet, and Rod Brown of
the Rocket Rangers or in pedantic anthologies such as Science
Fiction Theater, Men into Space, and Tales of Tomorrow. Classier
anthologies such as The Twilight Zone captured the audience's
fancy for awhile but suffered from alack of identifiable continuing
characters. In 1963, while Roddenberry was still busy with The
Lieutenant, ABC launched The Outer Limits, aseries with substantially better writing than most previous science fiction programs,
but it was still mired in the anthology format and it placed too
strong an emphasis on frightening, unearthly creatures (bug-eyed
monsters). Roddenberry envisioned his project as something different; he called it a "Wagon Train to the stars." A small central
cast, always on the move, would encounter people with problems
(the weekly guest stars) and attempt to resolve them. This was a
simple format that had worked well in series such as Wagon Train,
Route 66, The Virginian, and The Fugitive. The only difference
was that Star Trek would take place in outer space.
By presenting his proposed science fiction show as a saleable
adventure series with continuing characters and aslightly different,
but exciting, locale, Roddenberry made it easier for the networks
to overcome their preconceived notions of science fiction formats
as kid stuff and consider the series on its own merits. In April,
1964, the Desilu studios agreed to work on the project and CBS
began making favorable noises. The network, though, then decided
to stay with science fiction as children's fare and took on Irwin
Allen's Lost in Space (an average American suburban family of
the future launched into the cosmos, but hopelessly lost soon after
take-off). Undaunted, Roddenberry continued work on his program
and in December, 1964, aone-hour Star Trek pilot episode ("The
Cage") was completed. It featured Jeffrey Hunter as Christopher
Pike, captain of the starship Enterprise, and Leonard Nimoy as
his chief assistant, Spock, an alien from the planet Vulcan with
dark raised eyebrows and pointed ears. They encountered an alien
race, humanoid in appearance, with the ability to project illusions
so strong that they seemed real. Pike discovered how to sort the
truth from illusion, learned the aliens' master plan, and escaped
from their planet. NBC expressed interest in the concept, looked
at and liked the pilot, but still had some reservations about the
series, specifically the cerebral subject matter and the casting. The
network was especially bothered by the presentation of the captain's
chief assistant as a pointy-eared alien. NBC was sufficiently intrigued with the premise, however, to ask for another pilot, asecond
shot few producers ever received. Roddenberry took no chances
with the new pilot, making the conflicts more obvious and using
an almost entirely new cast. William Shatner (who had been playing
in the unsuccessful CBS lawyer series For the People when the
first pilot had been filmed) was recruited as the new captain of

by presenting awell thought out, orderly universe for his characters.
He had made avery good start in the pilot episodes by eliminating
the usual space adventure hardware: space suits, landing craft,
and launching pads.
The Enterprise had been assembled in space and was not designed
to ever land on any planet (gravity and heat friction would have
destroyed it), so the ship merely locked into orbit each week. This
replaced boring and repetitious lift-off sequences with brief, attractive shots of the ship circling acolorful new world. Kirk and his
crew were also assigned to visit only class "M" type planets—
those with an atmosphere and inhabitants not very different from
Earth. This eliminated bulky space suits and also kept the number
of weirdly shaped aliens to a minimum. To transport members
of the crew from the spaceship to the planet's surface, some mumbo
jumbo about instantaneous matter transfer was devised and an
ingenious special effect was used to avoid cumbersome landing
vehicles. A landing party would simply stand in the "transporter"
device and, within amatter of seconds, their atoms would be broken
down, sent to the planet's surface via radio waves, and reassembled
with no ill effect. Besides breaking away from the traditional approach to interplanetary exploration, there was a very practical
reason for these innovations: money. Weird aliens, space suits,
landing gear, and associated hardware involved steep costs in
makeup, design, and construction. The technical process used in
the transporter sequences was the most expensive continuing device,
but it was abargain compared to the alternative costs. Roddenberry
realized that viewers wouldn't be tuning in for aguide to twentythird-century hardware, so he didn't spend much time explaining
them in any great detail. Warp drive engines were just like steam
engines—overworked they would overheat and explode. Machines
were machines, circuits were circuits, weapons were weapons. They
broke down, overloaded, and misfired. The technical details didn't
matter. Roddenberry focused his energies instead on telling the
story.
He quite firmly dismissed a frequent trash can device of hack
science fiction: the unexplained mystery of the future. All too often
such stories presented the universe of the future as filled with insanely temperamental villains, heroes who could single-handedly
overcome astounding odds, and technical innovations that violated
all laws of twentieth-century mechanics. To Roddenberry, it didn't
matter that the show took place several hundred years in the future;
the audience existed in the present, so everything that happened
in Star Trek took place for a reason. Aliens required a reason to
attack the Enterprise. Planets were saved or destroyed for areason.
If the captain and crew embarked on a particular mission, there
had to be a reason. The lack of distracting technical gear and
jargon, as well as the strict adherence to understandable motivation
for each conflict and action, gave the writers and performers the
comfortable setting necessary for asolid, dramatic story.
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A message from the crew of
Apollo 7: (from I.) Command
module pilot Donn F. Eisele and
mission commander Walter
Schirra, Jr. (NASA)

Star Trek operated under the premise that human nature remained unchanged in the twenty-third-century even though fancy

up Star Trek to the best strain of the sci-fi genre: speculative,
symbolic stories. In the guise of an alien setting, Star Trek could

gadgets and technological breakthroughs of astounding scope had
taken place. Consequently, the outer galaxy appeared no more
foreign than aWorld War II battalion headquarters or afrontier
outpost in the American West of the 1880s. In this tradition, ICirk's

deal with real twentieth-century Earth problems such as racial
antagonism, uncontrolled war, systematic cultural domination, and

immediate supporting crew was aperfect blend of racial and ethnic
personalities: a young and impetuous Russian navigator, ensign
Pavel Chekov (Walter Koenig); atwo-fisted drinker from the Highlands, Lieutenant Commander Montgomery "Scotty" Scott (James
Doohan); a beautiful Nubian communications officer, Lieutenant
Uhura (Nichelle Nichols); and the efficient, soft-spoken Oriental
navigator, Sulu (George Takei).
Kirk stood at the helm, ahandsome American man of action,
respected by his enemies and loved from afar by women throughout
the galaxy. His first love, of course, was the Enterprise. Shatner
brought just enough lightness and humor to his portrayal of the
strong commanding officer to save himself from the horrid clichés
inherent in the role. As captain, he constantly faced decisions that
required a choice between humanism and official procedure and
his two top aides, science officer Spock (Nimoy) and chief medical
officer Doctor Leonard "Bones" McCoy (De Forest Kelley) personified his inner struggle. Spock was half Earthling and half Vulcan
(an alien race motivated totally by logic) and he calmly analyzed
situations based on facts and precedent. He wasn't acold computer
(his human side certainly prevented that) but he would not allow
normal human emotions to determine his decisions. On the other
hand, McCoy was acountry boy from Georgia who put his faith
in intuition and man's fallible but essentially generous nature above
all rules, logic, and analysis. People came first. Spock and McCoy
were constantly at odds with each other, but together they formed
aperfect advisor to Kirk as he dealt with each new situation by
weighing the two usually conflicting points of view.
By stripping away the peripheral traits of science fiction that
other TV presentations had concentrated on, Roddenberry opened
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individual freedom, while not appearing heavyhanded, obvious,
or dated. Problems facing humanoid creatures in the far flung
future and on distant planets were not as threatening or offensive
to people as the same stories in acontemporary setting. The stories
became timeless studies of human struggles, often based on familiar
folk tales, Biblical stories, and even classical literature. For instance,
one of the continuing themes that ran through most Star Trek
plots was the necessity of a free will and the dangerous illusion
of paradise. Though Kirk and his crew usually accepted the fact
that each civilization had its own unique style, they were profoundly
suspicious of so-called "garden of Eden" planets and deeply disturbed by any force (man or machine, oppressive or benign) that
systematically denied its people the right to exercise their free will.
Systems that combined paradise with the removal of all complications and conflict were presented as the most tyrannical of all.
Freedom without hard choices and responsibility turned ablissful
paradise into a very pretty prison. No matter what the theme,
however, the scripts were superbly executed. The energy of the
cast usually managed to overcome occasional rough spots in the
dialogue and plots, and Star Trek attained the high standards Roddenberry had set for it.
Unfortunately, the program's ratings never matched this level
of artistic success. They were adequate, but never outstanding.
NBC tried to cancel the program after the second season, but an
outpouring of viewer support won the series a third go-round.
This turned out to be merely abrief reprieve and, following the
third season, Star Trek was canceled, after airing seventy-eight
episodes.
Like many other network series, Star Trek was put into syndication soon after its axing. Unlike nearly every other syndicated
series, Star Trek became more popular in off-network repeats than

in its network run. Most series actually needed agood syndication
stint to turn aprofit (the network run usually covered only initial
costs), but Star Trek went beyond this. Its popularity steadily increased throughout the Seventies and by 1979, ten years after its
cancellation, the continued public interest in the program moved
Paramount studios to reassemble the entire cast for afeature-length
theatrical film. Not since The Honeymooners had any series
achieved such success so long after it had been dismissed by the
networks as past its peak. The themes, production, and characters

Kimble himself. For seven days the world waited. On August 29,
the final episode aired, capturing over 50% of the American audience. Baseball games were delayed. Bars stopped business for one
hour. In New Zealand, the International Rugby championship
game was delayed as television shared with the world the story
of one desperate man in his bid for freedom.
In the final episode, the one-armed man managed to escape police
custody, only to be pursued by Kimble. After a dramatic chase

With Star Trek, ABC Stage '67, Love on a Rooftop, and the
Smothers Brothers, the 1966-67 season was filled with new shows
that were slightly ahead of their time. Appropriately, one of the
season's dramatic highlights was the conclusion of a four-year-

through an abandoned amusement park, the two stood face-toface, alone, atop a high tower. With nowhere else for either man
to run, the one-armed man confessed his guilt, but then lunged,
determined to kill Kimble. Gerard, arriving on the scene, decided
on the spot to trust Kimble, and shot the one-armed man. Only
this apparently left Kimble in worse shape than before. No one
else had heard the confession, the killer was dead, and Dr. Kimble

old series that had once been ahead of its time—Quinn Martin's
The Fugitive. It was an amicable cancellation as Martin, ABC,

was in the hands of the law, adoomed man. Then, shamefully, a
chicken-hearted neighbor who had seen the murder take place

and David Janssen agreed that, while a fifth season might still
be profitable, it was time to move on, but not without resolving

stepped forward. He had been blackmailed into silence and had
watched as Richard Kimble was sentenced to die, but he couldn't
be held back asecond time.
Kimble was exonerated. The final scene showed a triumphant
Dr. Kimble leaving the courthouse a free man, accompanied by
agood-looking new girlfriend. Narrator William Conrad religiously
intoned, "Tuesday, August 29,1967. The day the running stopped."

remained popular long after the "five year mission" of the Enterprise
had run out.

the conflicts and questions viewers had been following for over
three years. Throughout early 1967, a well-coordinated publicity
drive built up suspense over the closed filming sessions for the
series' finale. The two-part episode ("The Judgment") was held
in secrecy until August, after the full cycle of summer reruns had
played. No details were given out prior to air time. No reviewers
were allowed to prescreen the show. The final episode was shown
the same day throughout the world wherever The Fugitive was
broadcast.
Part one provided the setup. Police in Los Angeles captured
the one-armed man and Lieutenant Gerard knew the publicity
would draw Kimble to the area, so he set a trap. Throughout
the episode, spurious clues suggested that perhaps the one-armed
man was really innocent and that someone else had committed
the murder. Perhaps aneighbor, perhaps Gerard, or perhaps even

Real police departments broadcast orders to end the search for
both Kimble and the one-armed man. For both men, the running
was over. Richard Kimble had found peace at last. Justice and
freedom had finally triumphed, at least on television.
There was, however, a postscript. Later that night, on ABC's
late night talk show hosted by Joey Bishop, there was alive interview with David Janssen, who was working in Georgia on anew
movie. Bishop asked Janssen whether he had anything to say now
that he was a free man and beyond the reach of the law. "Yes,"
Janssen said. "I killed her, Joey. She talked too much."
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27. The Whole World Is

Watching

IN THE fall of 1967, TV's top ten list included such venerables
as Red Skelton, Ed Sullivan, Jackie Gleason, Lucille Ball, Andy
Griffith, Bonanza, Gunsmoke, and The Beverly Hillbillies. Most
had been around for over a decade, some nearly twenty years.
Though still popular, they couldn't last forever. Yet programmers
were having trouble coming up with aformula to produce durable
new replacements and the only bona-fide hits that had emerged
from the previous season's new shows were the very traditional
Family Affair, arevival of Dragnet, and the youth-oriented Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour. For the 1967-68 season premieres, the
networks included a nod to the young adult audience, but for
the most part continued to emphasize familiar TV veterans in new

approach to humor, incorporating new video tape tricks and techniques, expanding the crew of writers and performers, and providing viewers with familiar characters to guide them through the
maze of images. Blackout bits in the special were edited into a
frenzied, machine-gun pace. A gaggle of talented but generally
unknown comedians including Ruth Buzzi, Henry Gibson, Arte
Johnson, Jo Anne Worley, and Judy Carne delivered the punch
lines, catch phrases, puns, and clunkers. The material went by
so fast that if there were three good jokes in ten, the laughter
from these blotted out the memory of the seven flops. If none of
them clicked, there would soon be more flashing by anyway. All
the electronic madness was held together by Rowan and Martin,

none of them became an instant smash. By Christmas, the bucolic
saga of Gentle Ben (a lovable bear in a Florida gaine preserve)

who served as the essentially "square" hosts of the "Laugh-In"
special. They had the very important role of anchoring the flights
of fancy with their familiar presence and humor. Confounded by
everything else, viewers could turn to them for reassurance.
"Laugh-In" was colorful, innovative, and far more exciting than
any of the new fall shows premiering that month. When the CBS

was the only new program in the top twenty.
As part of the second season revamping in January, another

heavyweights of Gunsmoke and Lucy swamped the languishing
Man From U.N.CL.E. on Monday nights, NBC quickly slotted

new variety show appeared, hosted by apair of very familiar showbiz veterans, Dan Rowan and Dick Martin. For years the two

Laugh-In as amid-season replacement series, though the network
feared that the program's unique style might hurt acceptance. Instead, it actually helped. Laugh-In's frantic structure, slightly risque
jokes, and many running gags set the show apart from everything
else on television and injected life into aformat that had seemed
catatonic. It attracted many new viewers who had been bored to

but very safe and predictable variety, sitcom, crime, and Western
vehicles. Viewers were generally unexcited by it all and, after the
flurry of fall premieres passed, they turned back to their old favorites. Though a number of the new shows eventually caught on,

had brought their straightforward routines to numerous traditional
comedy-variety shows and, in the summer of 1966, had served
as competent hosts to one of Dean Martin's summer replacement
series. They were unlikely candidates to be pioneers in anew wave
of television comedy, yet their new show was truly different. Within
four months, Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In exploded into a national hit, bringing to mass popularity the innovative television
comedy techniques developed years before by Ernie Kovacs.
In the early Sixties, Kovacs had put together amonthly comedy
program for ABC in which he replaced the traditional comedyvariety structure with bizarre visuals, off-the-wall sketches, and
short unconnected bits (blackouts). The program had fallen short
of its innovative premise, though, because Kovacs had been severely
limited by aminuscule budget. In 1967, producer George Schlatter,
armed with much more money and the latest TV technology, produced aspecial-pilot for NBC called "Laugh-In," which aired on
September 9, 1967. The show reworked and updated the Kovacs
198

tears by the familiar variety setup of genial host, light banter,
mundane music, and hackneyed sketches. They grew to enjoy the
unexpected twists, surprise guest shots, and fresh new characters
of Laugh-In.
On the very first show in January, Rowan and Martin introduced
viewers to the unlikely figure of Tiny Tim, a singer who looked
like a cross between a Bowery bum and Tinker Bell. He had a
large hook nose, adeath-white complexion, and an Arthur Godfreytype ukulele that he used to accompany his high, lilting falsetto
on such traditional ballads as "Tip Toe through the Tulips." Such
a bizarre guest was clear evidence that Laugh-In was willing to
break from the staid and safe traditions of TV variety shows, though
even Rowan and Martin acknowledged his extreme peculiarity and

turned his presence, actual or threatened, into a running gag

into the national language. From Johnson, who also played an

("You're not going to bring back Tiny Tim, are your).

unreconstructed Nazi soldier, came the intonation at the end of
each show, "Verry interesting. ..." Whenever Carne was tricked
into saying "Sock it to me" (the show's main punch line) she

Other, more traditional, celebrities also appeared on the show,
usually delivering quick one-liners in brief cameo shots. Viewers
had to be alert to catch such guests as Bob Hope, Sonny Tufts,
John Wayne, Zsa Zsa Gabor, and then presidential candidate Richard Nixon, who publicly pondered, "Sock it to me?" Frequent
guests Sammy Davis, Jr. and Flip Wilson revived the old Pigmeat
Markham routine that used the hook line: "Here come de' judge."
Though the guests kept viewers on their toes, the regular cast
developed the program's popular continuing bits. A weekly "cocktail party" and the many-shuttered "joke wall" served as the
launching pads for timely one-liners by the entire crew, who soon
became familiar figures with well-known characterizations. Arte
Johnson was adirty old man forever pestering aspinsterish Ruth
Buzzi; Judy Carne was abikinied go-go dancer with pithy sayings
painted on her body; Henry Gibson was apoetry-spouting "flower
person"; and announcer Gary Owens was an ear-cupping caricature
of radio's deep-voiced announcers of the Thirties. These characters
popularized a lexicon of punch lines that soon wound its way

found herself hit by pies, drenched in water, or falling through a
trap door. Rowan and Martin themselves added such phrases as
"You bet your bippy," "the fickle finger of fate," and "beautiful
downtown Burbank." After the show had been asolid hit for more
than ayear, members of the regular cast moved on and asecond
generation of Laugh-In supporting players arrived including Goldie
Hawn, the dumb blonde incarnate; the hippy-dippy Alan Sues;
and Lily Tomlin, as the chest-scratching telephone operator, Ernestine.
Like any truly different TV show, Laugh-In had to overcome
initial uncertainty among viewers, but once they became familiar
with the program's style, they found it easy and fun to follow.
In one hour, Laugh-In squeezed together slapstick, vaudeville, satire, clever visuals, an air of current hipness, and even afew normal
guests. The program had everything the other comedy-variety
shows had—just more of it, presented with fresh faces and sophisti-

Number 6(Patrick McGoohan) makes aspeech to the residents of the Village as part of his campaign
for the post of Number 2 in The Prisoner. (C) ITC Entertainment, Inc.)
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controversial fare than had been available week in and week out
over the previous decade. For still further proof, there was the
continuing success of prime time movies.
While most of the new network series struggled near the bottom
of the ratings charts, all four movie nights on CBS and NBC rested
safely in the top forty. Viewers accepted and supported the more
realistic, adult themes in such features as "Never on Sunday,"
"Tom Jones," "Splendor in the Grass," "Dr. Strangelove," and
"King Rat," with such films as "The Birds," "Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof," "The Great Escape," and "North by Northwest" racking
up extremely high ratings. At mid-season, NBC decided to add
a third night of movies in the fall of 1968 so that, for the first
time ever, there would be a network movie every night of the
week.
Yet over the entire television schedule such changes were taking
place slowly, with both viewers and the networks generally moving
with caution in shaking up different formats. CBS made a few
moves to modernize both its image and schedule for the 1967-68
season, but met solid viewer resistence or indifference in the process.
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cated technical discipline. By May, Laugh-In was a solid top ten
hit and frequently ended up the number one program on television.
Its enormous popularity, along with that of The Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour, was tangible evidence that the American TV audience seemed ready for more experimental, sophisticated, and even
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The network had tried to cancel the oldest oater of them all, Gunsmoke, at the end of the 1966-67 season, but an outpouring of
public support saved the show from its corporate lynching. Network
programmers then stuck it in a new early time slot (Monday at
7:30 P.m.) which was assumed to be an impossible position for
an adult Western. Fooling everybody, Gunsmoke bounced back
into the top ten with even higher ratings than before. However,
this didn't signal arevival of interest in the overall Western format
and new shows such as Custer and Dundee and the Culhane quickly
faded from view. At the same time, CBS hesitantly experimented
in the field of situation comedy with amoderately realistic young
adult show, He and She, but it met the same fate as ABC's Love
on aRooftop from the previous season.
He and She starred the real life husband and wife team of Richard
Benjamin and Paula Prentiss, who filled admirably the roles of
slightly befuddled, misunderstood husband and slightly wacky, often incomprehensible wife. Paula Prentiss's character (like Judy
Carne's in Love on a Rooftop) was agenuine step forward in the
presentation of women in sitcoms. Though slightly daffy, Paula
clearly had ahead on her shoulders and was not totally dependent
on her husband. They had no children so she was free to pursue
her own interests while he worked at his realistic, though certainly
uncommon, job as a cartoonist. The two displayed a deep and
genuine affection for each other so that even the usual sitcom

schemes and complications seemed areasonable part of being in
love.
Besides the strong leads, He and She was blessed by afantastic
group of supporting players who should have made the program

and delighting the British audience as the openly bigoted Alf Garnett (Warren Mitchell) violated all known rules of TV decorum.
He hurtled epithets at his wife and son-in-law, constantly dropped
racial slurs, and called well-known political figures names such

a smash hit on their talent alone. Former folk singer Hamilton
Camp portrayed agnomish, klutzy apartment superintendent; the
venerable Harold Gould was Dick's boss; and Kenneth Mars was
a thick-headed but friendly neighborhood fireman who often en-

as "grammar school twit." Though Britons accepted this behavior
in a situation comedy, CBS saw it as obviously too strong for
American consumption.

tered the firehouse by climbing through Dick and Paula's kitchen
window. Best of the best, Jack Cassidy played Jetman, the lead
character in atelevision series adaptation of one of Dick's cartoon
heroes. Cassidy looked as if he had stepped directly from the comic
page and his narcissistic, self-centered manner demonstrated that
he truly believed he was asuperhero. Creator and character frequently faced off, with Dick's dry drollery serving as the perfect

settings with more contemporary concerns was the cop show. With
real urban crime on the public's mind and on the nightly news
shows, it was often a very short step to the world of fictional
police work. The TV crime revival had begun in the 1966-67 season
with the return to television of the old Dragnet duo of Jack Webb
and Ben Alexander, though they appeared in two different programs. Alexander arrived first, in the fall of 1966, with Felony

antidote to Jetman's insatiable appetite for self-aggrandizement.
Nothing could ultimately shake the star, though, and he thrived
on compliments. He instantly responded to one adoring fan's de-

Squad for ABC. The program was a very routine cop exercise
set in Los Angeles, and its proclivity for scenes of spurting blood
("going heavy on the ketchup") was its only distinguishing feature.

light at meeting him with the heartfelt observation, "It was worth
waiting for, wasn't it?"
He and She was given the advantageous Wednesday night slot
that Gomer Pyle had recently held (following The Beverly Hillbillies
and Green Acres), but the new sitcom bombed out in the ratings
and was canceled after its first season. While very similar programs
such as The Mary Tyler Moore Show would catch on in another
four years, He and She, like Love on a Rooftop, was guilty of
being ahead of its time with amix of realistic and satirical characters. The most successful new sitcom of the 1967-68 season featured
the childish adventures of The Flying Nun.
With the failure of He and She, and the implied failure of sophisticated sitcoms in general, CBS canceled plans to develop (with
American filmmaker Norman Lear as producer) aStateside version
of the relatively daring BBC "working class" sitcom, Till Death
Do Us Part. For two years that program had been both shocking

Jack Webb, though, made avery conscious effort to appear topical
in his revival of Dragnet for NBC.
As producer-writer-narrator-star, Webb brought his tight-lipped
"just the facts, ma'am" style of drama to a new decade, first in
asuccessful made-for-TV movie, then as amid-season replacement
series, Dragnet '67(the year was added to make certain the audience

One format that managed a mix of traditional characters and

knew this was no rerun). Following its spine-chilling theme song,
Dragnet had always assured viewers that the story to follow was
true—only the names had been changed to protect the innocent—
so the format was the perfect front for stories that could appear
to be topical. In the very first episode, Webb (as Joe Friday) and
his new sidekick, Harry Morgan (as Bill Gannon), relentlessly pursued acrazed LSD pusher who died dramatically of an overdose
at the end of the show. Despite the topical trappings, though,
Dragnet's chief strengths continued to be its painstaking methodical
style and dedicated support for the average cop on the beat. Yet

Chief Robert Ironside
(Raymond Burr), confined to a
wheelchair, traveled to the
scene of acrime in his specially
designed van, aided by
Detective Sergeant Ed Brown
(Don Galloway, far /.) and
policewoman Eve Whitfield
(Barbara Anderson). (From
I
ronside. Courtesy of MCA
Television Limited)
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September 14, 1967
Ironside. (NBC). One year after the end of Perry Mason, Raymond
Burr switches sides and resumes the fight against crime in California—this time as adetermined police detective. Though paralyzed
from the waist down (by a would-be assassin) and confined to a
wheelchair, chief Robert Ironside is always at the scene of the crime,
aided by aspecial support team that does his legwork.
November 6, 1967
The Phil Donahue Show. Donahue, a radio newsman and talk
show host in Dayton, Ohio, begins an hour-long weekday television
interview and call-in show there on the Avco Corporation's WLWD.
In June, 1969, the program goes into syndication.
January 1, 1968
Bob Young replaces Peter Jennings as ABC's nightly news anchor.
January 9, 1968
It Takes a Thief (ABC). Robert Wagner stars as Alexander
Mundy, an unreformed cat burglar released from prison to work
for the U.S. government as an undercover agent-thief. The adventures are played tongue-in-cheek, combining the charming sophistication of the short-lived Rogues series with the spy shenanigans
of The Man from UNCLE. Fred Astaire adds a further touch
of class in the program's second season by assuming the semi-regular
role of Alister Mundy, father of Alex and a master thief in his
own right.

by focusing on crazed peaceniks and deranged dope fiends, Dragnet
(and other crime shows such as The FBI) could pass off standard
grade-B material as hip, modern drama.
The mid-season success of Dragnet brought several new crime
shows to the 1967-68 line-up. Though they reflected touches of
TV topicality, the programs generally presented well produced,
high quality stories and conflicts. N. Y. P.D. (produced by David
Susskind's Talent Associates) was filmed on location in New York
City and featured ablack and white police duo (played by Robert
Hooks and Frank Converse), but the series managed to resist any
heavy-handed sociology. Mannix (created by Richard Levinson
and William Link) cast Mike Connors in the role of the old faithful
private eye. At first, the plots in the series centered on the conflict
between the lone investigator and the increasingly mechanized job
of crime detection. By its second season, though, Mannix dropped
the computer society angle and slipped into the more familiar rock'em sock'em two-fisted detective mold popular since the days of
Mickey Spillane. Raymond Burr settled for aless violent gimmick
premise and portrayed a crippled San Francisco police chief in
the slickly produced Ironside. Though confined to a wheelchair
by asniper's bullet, Robert Ironside could still track down criminals
and often use his dominant, snarling personality to intimidate them
into surrendering.
As the urban action police shows returned in strength to television, the more fantasy-oriented world of the spies was fading. Over
just a few years, the form had been hopelessly diluted in every
medium: film, print, and television. For the most part, the gimmicks
and humor had completely supplanted the stories, character development, and dramatic confrontations. Even the granddaddy of
them all, James Bond, fell victim to gimmick overkill, prompting
Sean Connery's departure from the theatrical Bond role after the
well-panned "You Only Live Twice." The weekly TV spy series
were especially vulnerable to the constant overexposure and had
practically become parodies of themselves with conflicts that could
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no longer be taken seriously. In Britain, where the spy craze had
begun, Diana Rigg (the delectable Mrs. Peel) left TV's best spy
series, The Avengers, and her replacement, Linda Thorson (as Tara
King), adopted ahelpless female demeanor that robbed the show
of its dramatic tension and unique point of view. Worse yet, the
series was revamped so that both John Steed and Tara King lost
their free-wheeling independence and were forced to constantly
report directly to Mother, an oddball superior in a wheelchair.
Yet as super-sleuth TV was in its death rattle, Britain came up
with one final spy masterpiece that successfully combined numerous
strains of entertainment into one of the best television programs
ever devised, The Prisoner.
Since 1960, Patrick McGoohan had been portraying secret agent
John Drake (a.k.a. Danger Man) and, after seven years, Drake
had been involved in almost every possible spy plot. McGoohan
felt it was time to take the spy motif one step further and present
more dramatically some concepts that were often lurking just under
the surface in the Danger Man-Secret Agent series. Working under
heavy security wraps and backed by Sir Lew Grade's British television network conglomerate, McGoohan, acting as executive producer and star, turned out the seventeen-episode Prisoner series.
It was the most dazzlingly produced program then on British television and also one of the most expensive, running $168,000 per
episode. Such high costs for individual episodes would have been
impossible to bear in the open-ended world of American television.
There, producers developed ideas into series they hoped would
run for years, yet faced the very real possibility of being canceled
within weeks. Most British series were designed to end after a
set number of weeks anyway, so the total cost of a program was
much easier to project. The limited run also allowed more time
to concentrate on pacing both in particular episodes and in the
entire series. McGoohan constructed each segment of The Prisoner
with the same care and complexity usually reserved for one-shot
feature films and live theatrical productions. As aresult, the series
achieved alevel of artistic success on apar with high quality literature, films, and theater.
The Prisoner took the audience from the supposedly real world
of John Drake, the spy, into the symbolic world of The Village,
a very pretty prison-resort in which everyone was known only
by a number. McGoohan, once again portraying a government
agent (presumed to be Drake), found himself in The Village following his abrupt resignation from the British service. He had planned
to leave Britain (with agood deal of sensitive security information
in his head) and take asoul-searching vacation, but was rendered
unconscious and spirited away to the mysterious seaside village
before he could finish packing. Once there, McGoohan-Drake was
placed in an apartment and given his own number, Six. Number
Six faced constant scrutiny and interrogation by Number Two,
in charge of the day-to-day operations and security. The contest
was simple: In each episode Number Two tried to discover the
reason for Number Six's resignation while Number Six tried to
thwart him and escape.
This was merely the setup, the logical explanation for the conflict
in each episode. The real focus of the series was the concept of
independence and free will forever battling authority and submission. Most of the private eyes, spies, and cops presented over the
years had been waging the same battle as Number Six, but it had
never been so vividly expressed. Philip Marlowe, Sam Spade, Boston Mackie, Martin Kane, Peter Gunn, James Bond, John Drake,
and Richard Kimble (on the other side of the law) had been insideoutsiders trying to cope with the encroachments of an increasingly
impersonal world. Their unending struggle, though, had always

been presented within the convenient and easily identifiable framework of crime and justice. In such asetting, the loner-hero might
be insubordinate and arebel but, in the long run, he still worked
for the "legitimate" authority. In reality, the inside-outsider often
had more in common with those he pursued than with his superiors.
It was just amatter of which side of the fine line of the law one
happened to fall on. Ultimately, the most important battle these
heroes ever waged was the fight to keep their independent, idiosyncratic ways and not be forced to become average citizens.
In The Prisoner, this conflict was laid bare and the dichotomy
revealed. Number Six-Drake had spent his adult life tracking down
and capturing agents just like him. In The Village he had to face
the consequences of his actions and experience first hand the effects
of the system he had been working for. The possibility of freedom
and escape was constantly dangled as an inducement for him to
reveal his real reasons for resigning, but this was an illusion. His
personal identity had always come from his own skill and instincts
and if he ever dropped his guard, gave in, and accepted such an
offer, he would be a beaten man, totally indistinguishable from
the faceless, nameless populace at large.
It was never made clear who ran The Village—at various points
in the series Soviet, British, and even joint control was suggested.
Easily definable good guys and bad guys were thereby eliminated
and it was possible that the good guys (the British) weren't so
good after all. There might not be any difference between them
and the supposed bad guys (the Russians). Perhaps both, as important world powers, were inherently bad. Capitalism and communism lost all meaning and the real, underlying division became
clear in The Prisoner: control from above or personal free will.
Throughout the fall of 1967 in Britain (and the summer of 1968
in the United States, when CBS presented the series), asurprisingly
large number of viewers kept tuning in to observe both McGoohan's
splendid performance as a frustrated, but intelligent, caged rat,
and the complex plots and elaborate sets that gave the show a
level of sophistication far above normal TV fare. The beauty of
The Prisoner, though, was its simultaneous success on many levels.
While arich, deep program that delved into complex psychological
questions, it never ignored the basic rules of good action-adventure
television. There was astandard fist fight in almost every episode
and, if nothing else, The Prisoner could be viewed as an exciting
escape story with elaborate gadgets and interesting characters to
tickle the imagination. In fact, one episode effectively presented
the entire philosophy of the program in the more familiar form
of a Western. McGoohan portrayed Number Six as a loner-gunfighter former lawman who refused to become the flunky sheriff
in asmall town under the thumb of an all-powerful, corrupt judge.
In this guise, Number Six seemed almost the same as Matt Dillon
and Paladin, and the inside-outsider theme of The Prisoner was
revealed as auniversal one which had already been used by that
most basic and durable American morality play, the Western.
The series ended in a tour de force, two-episode finale that revealed still another level of meaning. At the dramatic climax, Number Six discovered that Number One (the boss of all bosses), for
whom he had been searching from the beginning, was none other
than himself. He was both jailer and prisoner. Hunter and hunted.
Persecutor and persecuted. As the characters in the comic strip
"Pogo" once explained, "We have met the enemy and he is us."
For a show so different, The Prisoner did remarkably well. It
became aminor mania in Britain and registered amore than respectable 34% share of the audience in America. The program

(sans commercials) on public television in the late Seventies.
With the appearance of The Prisoner, many American TV observers at last admitted that Britain was outshining America in quality
television production on several levels: sitcoms (Steptoe and Son
and Till Death Do Us Part), adventure (The Prisoner and The
Avengers), soap opera (the ever-present Coronation Street), and
high-class soaps, called historical dramas (such as The Forsyte Saga,
which was ahit in its first BBC airing during the 1966-67 season).
America had few equivalents. For all their good points, programs
such as Ironside and Mannix were not seen as profound expressions
of television art. One reason for Britain's superior product was
that British televison was guided by a looser set of rules which
allowed characters and plots to maintain amore realistic and earthy
nature. Another very important reason was the existence of the
government-funded, noncommerical BBC that could afford to experiment with forms considered too volatile for commercial broadcasters.
America had nothing to compare with the BBC. For more than
ten years, NET had served as aquasi-network for over one hundred
educational stations in the United States, but it operated under a
severely limited budget and was forced to send its programs through
the mail. Instructional shows such as The French Chef children's
shows such as Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood, and "talking head" public
affairs shows such as Washington Week in Review, while excellent
programs, all reflected very frugal production techniques that constantly pointed up the serious lack of funds available. The programs
looked low budget and could never seriously compete with commercial fare for viewer support.
In early 1967, the Carnegie commission issued areport suggesting
a radical rethinking of the basics behind educational television.
It offered a blueprint for a new concept, public television, that

March 4, 1968
The Dick Caven Show. (ABC). Former gag writer Dick Cavett
conducts a ninety-minute talk show on weekday mornings, with
a twist: Not only does he include "serious" non-showbiz guests
such as Buckminster Fuller, he brings them out first!
May 21, 1968
"Hunger in America." (CBS). Producer Martin Carr turns out
an old-fashioned hard-hitting CBS documentary for CBS Reports.
Carr focuses on malnutrition among Indians in the Southwest and
tenant farmers in Virginia, in the style of Ed Murrow's 1960 "Harvest of Shame." The agriculture industry is quick to criticize the
report and even the Secretary of Agriculture, Orville Freeman, finds
it ne, m,...gry to defend the department's hunger policy from the
embarrassing footage.
May 27, 1968
After only five months as anchor for The ABC Evening News,
Bob Young is replaced by Frank Reynolds.
August 5, 1968
The Republican National Convention opens in Miami Beach.
ABC opts for "selected coverage" and sticks with regular entertainment fare for the first ninety minutes of prime time.
September 6, 1968
The era of fifteen-minute soap operas, once a staple of daytime
radio and television, comes to an end with the final quarter-hour
broadcasts of CBS's Search for Tomorrow and The Guiding Light.
Three days later, the two shows return in expanded thirty-minute
formats.

also received enough critical acclaim to be rerun by CBS the following summer and it eventually turned up as a syndicated series
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would emphasize entertainment and information, not merely instruction. Congress would provide the major funding for public
television, but an independent corporation would be established
to dispense the money to the local stations in the NET network
and act as abuffer between them and Congress. This would allow
governmental support but, hopefully, preclude governmental control. President Johnson's strong support of the Carnegie commission's proposals helped push a bill through Congress that made
most of the recommendations law. In November, 1967, he signed
the Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, which set up the fifteenmember buffer organization called the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting. CPB immediately ran into the first of many governmental road blocks. Congress was to grant $9 million for CPB's
first year of operation but, in early 1968, both the President and

fad among cigarette manufacturers only resulted in more-mostmostest tar for the suffering consumer.
The most important aspect of PBL was that it successfully
adopted the methods and formats used by the commercial networks,
signalling asharp break from the pure educational slant of NET's
past. In place of the many drab and deadly boring pseudo-lectures,
PBL brought in well-known commentators, slick production, and
elaborate graphics and sets. It showed that American television
could have it both ways, offering programs that were informative
and classy as well as entertaining and appealing (a philosophy
which eventually produced other successful public television shows
such as Sesame Street). Unfortunately, PBL lasted only two seasons
and never became ahit on its own.
PBL was debilitated from its very inception by aseries of interne-

support for the new system. Instead, as in the past, the largess
of many private organizations kept public television afloat until

cine battles as people at both the Ford Foundation and NET tried
to mold the program to fit their own expectations. The thinly
veiled anti-white viewpoint of the nearly all black theatrical troupe

alower compromise figure could be agreed to by the government.
Such haggling over congressional money became a yearly ritual
that constantly left the CPB on unsure footing. Even with all its

in the premiere episode rankled a few corporate nerves, so "A
Day of Absence" was the only important drama presentation PBL
ever offered. The anti-commercials were also judged too controver-

complications, though, the institution of government funding was

sial and dropped after afew weeks, as the program settled into a
more traditional documentary format. Even in this approach there
was continued disagreement among the PBL overseers throughout

Congress delayed the actual transfer of funds, stalling governmental

an important step for the future of public television.
The first program to incorporate the concept of public television
was PBL (the Public Broadcast Laboratory), a weekly, two and
one-half hour live news magazine program. The Ford Foundation,
which had been channeling money to educational television since
NET's inception in 1952, donated $10 million in 1967 for the
creation of the program at the urging of former CBS News president, Fred Friendly, who had become the foundation's advisor
on television. With the exception of the CBS News Hour, the networks had largely given up weekly, hard-hitting news shows, preferring instead safe specials such as "Discover America with Jose
Jimenez." PBL promised to be unlike anything else then available
on television and certainly unlike anything ever seen on NET. It
would be live, in color, and use some well-known, highly professional talent drawn from commercial television itself. Edward P.
Morgan was granted a two-year leave of absence from ABC to
act as PBL's anchorman. Tom Pettit of NBC became head of one
of the regional bureaus that produced pieces for the program. CBS
News veteran Av Westin was named executive producer. Advance

its first season as the traditional educational faction (led by the
dean of the Columbia school of journalism) fought the progressive
public wing (headed by Av Westin) for total control of the program.
After a showdown in June, 1968, Westin's side retained control,
but bitter feelings remained. Money shortages during the second
season forced adrastic cutback of in-house production and, after
a gallant but losing struggle, PBL died on May 18, 1969. Most
of its top staff members moved to ABC's news department.
In spite of its troubled history, PBL served as an important
force in broadcasting. While the commercial networks remained
mum, PBL examined such issues as aproposed anti-ballistic missile
system (ABM), community antenna television (CATV), health care,
and the possibility of asecond Northeast blackout. It offered independent documentary producers such as Frederick Wiseman invaluable exposure, airing individualistic views of Vietnam, Martin
Luther King, Jr., cancer, law and order, and country music. The

publicity touted the show as a "revolution in broadcasting" and

very existence of PBL spurred NBC and CBS to increase their
own output of real news documentaries, and the program served

Westin explained the need for it:
The time has come to put an end to what Icall 'music

as the direct model for NBC's First Tuesday and CBS's 60 Minutes,
two newsmagazine shows which premiered in the 1968-69 season.

up and under documentaries' in which, as we head into the
final commercial, we are reminded that there is a problem
and certainly something ought to be done about it—but,
please don't ask what.
The premiere of PBL in November, 1967, was not quite arevolution, but it was an important landmark in American TV. The
first program was across between See It Now and Omnibus, using
amixture of documentary and drama segments all devoted to an
overall theme, race relations. The documentary reports examined
the Cleveland and Boston mayoral contests, which centered on
race; atraditional panel discussion presented appropriately antagonistic extremists from Chicago; and a dramatic production, "A
Day of Absence," showed afantasy world in which all the blacks
in America decided to leave, and white society found itself unable

Despite the prodding from public television in 1967, the commercial networks were still caught in the cautious doldrums of "no
guts journalism," especially in their reports on the Vietnam war.
Even as American troop strength neared one-half million, network
coverage of the war continued practically unchanged, reaching a
symbolic low point from late 1967 through January, 1968. Largely
due to lobbying by CBS, all three networks tacitly agreed to devote
very little attention to the October peace march on Washington
by thousands of war protesters, which ended in hundreds of arrests
when ,the group stormed the Pentagon. In January, ABC, accepting

to cope with their absence. PBL also incorporated sixty-second

the inevitable, canceled its excellently produced, objectively balanced, but rarely seen weekly Vietnam show, ABC Scope. In contrast that same month, public television displayed its guts and
aired afrankly pro-Viet Cong documentary by Felix Greene, "Inside North Vietnam." Actually, CBS had originally paid for the

spots (dubbed "anti-commercials"), placing them at points in the
show that their counterparts on a regular commerical program

on the nightly news. NET Journal, however, presented more than

would normally appear. The messages revealed that all the competing brands of aspirin were alike, and that the long-longer-longest
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film but, upon seeing the footage, decided to use only brief excerpts
half of the ninety-minute documentary which, though biased, provided a rare look at the North Vietnamese in their homeland.

The film was followed by aone-hour hawk and dove debate but,
even so, NET received agreat deal of flak for airing the material
at all. In April, however, CBS sent its own Charles CoRingwood
directly to Hanoi for aseries of filmed reports. Injusta few months,
the commercial networks had drastically altered their coverage
of the war. The Tet offensive in early February provided the dramatic rallying point for the change and the end of the era of "no
guts journalism."
For years, network correspondents had been generally accepting
the official government line that the United States was, in fact,
winning the war and that the Viet Cong were growing weaker
and weaker. Suddenly, this supposedly weakened enemy found the
strength to launch amajor, well-coordinated offensive throughout
South Vietnam. After innumerable evenings of generally pointless
jungle combat scenes, Tet gave the networks exciting, street-bystreet fighting footage that dramatized the war as never before.
The Viet Cong occupied a number of provincial capitals for a
few days and the American embassy itself for afew hours. Eventually, the U.S. pushed the Viet Cong back while inflicting heavy
casualties, but an important image had been shattered. It was clear
that the American government was either ignorant of the Viet
Cong's real strength or lying to the American public. For the
first time in years, network reporters aggressively and openly questioned the government's position.
The Tet offensive also provided one powerful photographic moment that would forever symbolize the Vietnam war itself. During
the height of the offensive, while NBC cameras rolled, the Saigon
chief of police calmly raised a small revolver to the temple of a
Viet Cong prisoner and pulled the trigger. The V.C. dropped to
the ground and blood spurted from his head. It was aquick, passionless act without any great emotions or dramatic words. None were
necessary. Though the prisoner was no doubt guilty of something,
the real-life execution, taking place without even the niceties of a
legal conviction, seemed the final outrage to many Americans. Fol-

developments. The Republican convention in Miami in early August turned out to be a tedious affair with very few interesting
moments anyway. The Democratic convention in Chicago in late
August, however, proved an entirely different matter.
A strong feeling of enmity between the press and politicians
developed in Chicago even before the convention opened. There
was exceptionally tight security due, in part, to the genuine fear
which developed after the assassination of Robert Kennedy in June.
Beyond that, however, Chicago Mayor Richard Daley seemed determined to prevent anything or anyone, especially the press, from
spoiling the traditional convention euphoria. A protracted union
dispute (which many network executives felt Daley could have
settled if he had really wanted to) wreaked havoc on the networks'
plans for live coverage of events throughout the city. Daley and
the Democrats also tried to impose strict reductions on the number
of press people allowed on the convention floor. What's more,
there was obvious tension between pro-administration and antiwar factions, both in the convention hall and gathered on the streets
outside. When the convention itself began, the barely contained
antagonism broke out into the open.
The anti-war Democrats, while numerous, were out-voted at
every turn, and the convention floor often resembled a wrestling
ring. The press openly referred to Chicago as an armed camp,
even a police state, evoking memories of the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia only days before. Despite the security (or because
of it), violence broke out both inside and outside. CBS's Dan Rather
was shown being punched and dragged from the floor by security
forces, prompting Walter Cronkite to proclaim, "I think we've
got abunch of thugs here, Dan." Outside, an eruption of violence
between demonstrators and police resulted in the most vivid scenes
of U.S. police brutality ever shown. The eerie counter-position of
riot footage with convention hall platitudes touched a sensitive

lowing the Tet offensive, more and more people joined the reawakened press in publicly questioning the credibility of the government's war policy and the promise of eventual victory.
Network news attention quickly shifted back to the domestic

nerve in many Americans watching at home.
In the many post-convention inquiries by the FCC and independent organizations, the networks were acquitted of taking abiased
point of view in covering the Democratic convention. Nevertheless,
television was once again cast in the role of the messenger with
the bad news, punished for telling what it knew. The whole world

front, as the growing skepticism of the war turned the campaign
for the Democratic presidential nomination into a race in which

might have been watching, as the street protesters chanted, but
the whole world was not getting the same message. People of every

the incumbent President might actually lose. On March 31, in a
special television speech, President Johnson announced areduction
in the American bombing of Vietnam, then dramatically withdrew
himself from the campaign. Robert Kennedy, Eugene McCarthy,

point of view were infuriated by what they saw at the Chicago
convention, but they adjusted the television images to fit their

and Vice President Hubert Humphrey were left to vie for the nomination. Among the Republicans, Richard Nixon was well on his
way to completing along personal comeback struggle.
Both parties staged their nominating conventions in August.
For the first time, ABC decided to depart from traditional gavelto-gavel television coverage of the event and opted for ninety-minute "selected coverage" (9:30-11:00 P.m.). This allowed the network
to air some of its regular entertainment programs while NBC and

own preconceived beliefs. Anti-war forces saw Daley as an orientalstyle despot who directed the convention from his delegate seat
and heckled speakers like a common street hood. At the same
time, many others, viewing the same scenes, saw instead a gang
of unruly, riotous protesters who provoked the officials into reacting, yet still received free publicity, even open support, from the
news media. No matter how the Chicago convention was seen,
however, television was accused of amuch worse sin: forcing millions of Americans to witness the outrageous events and choose
sides.

CBS vied for the attention of those wrapped up in the convention's
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28. The One Punch Season

THE CHICAGO convention soured Americans not only toward
television news but toward the Democratic party as well. As a
result, Vice President Hubert Humphrey, who won the presidential
nomination in Chicago, began his campaign in September far behind
the Republican candidate, former Vice President Richard Nixon.
Unlike the 1964 presidential campaign, the 1968 race never appeared openly vicious and cut throat. Nonetheless, behind the
scenes there was agreat deal of intense activity by the candidates

[Nixon aide Paul] Keyes has a bunch of questions Nixon
wants to answer. He's written them in advance to make
sure they're properly worded. When someone calls with
something similar, they'll use Keyes' question and attribute
it to the person who called.
Election night itself proved to be amarathon, the longest election
coverage in TV history. Near noon of the following day, Nixon
was declared the winner, just barely edging out Humphrey in the
popular vote. Six years after his supposed "last press conference,"

to foster a positive, effective image, especially through television.
Remembering his experience against John Kennedy in 1960,
Nixon turned down Humphrey's incessant requests for a series

Nixon had completed a remarkable political comeback. Hoping
to start fresh, both the President-elect and the press agreed to an

of televised debates. Nixon's TV strategy hinged instead on maintaining complete control over his television environment. When
Nixon arrived in a town, he would take part in a staged press

last very long.
With public interest in news events at an election year high,

conference-discussion program with asupposedly typical cross section of local citizens. Participants in these carefully arranged and
highly formatted discussions were gathered in each city by the
Nixon advance team as part of its preparation for the candidate's
appearance there. Former college football coach Bud Wilkinson
traveled along and hosted the local broadcasts. In settings reminiscent of real press conferences, the selected citizens would lob softball questions at Nixon who sharply handled each one. This gambit
successfully by-passed Nixon's traditional foes, the working press,
and resulted in the appearance of frank and open debate without
any of the risks.
Humphrey slowly began fighting his way back, gathering agood
deal of sympathy from home viewers who saw the vice president
shouted down by anti-war protesters at rally after rally. In an
effective Salt Lake City speech broadcast nationwide on September
30, Humphrey broke, ever so slightly, from President Johnson's
Vietnam policies, giving him his long-sought image of independence.
Throughout October the gap between the two candidates narrowed and, by November 1, it was adead heat. On election eve,
Monday, November 4, both candidates held separate two-hour
national call-in programs on which average citizens phoned in questions to either Nixon (on NBC) or Humphrey (on ABC). Humphrey, ever anxious to debate, had aides monitoring the Nixon
broadcast and often took time to respond to charges his opponent
had made moments earlier. The Nixon phone-in, as depicted by
Joe McGinnis in his book The Selling of the President, 1968, was
much like the staged regional broadcasts. A member of the production team described the setup:
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initial "hands off" phase, but many doubted the honeymoon would

CBS launched its version of PBL, called 60 Minutes, in September.
The new show, which alternated with the CBS News Hour on
Tuesday nights, used the "magazine for television" design quite
effectively, even down to the graphics and set. The program was
broken into several distinct segments that mixed both hard news
and soft feature stories, with veterans Harry Reasoner and Mike
Wallace serving as hosts and See It Now veteran Don Hewitt as
executive producer. On the first show of the series, they presented
the views of Italian, German, and British journalists on the American presidential campaign along with an interview with Attorney
General Ramsay Clark on American police as the hard news items.
These were balanced with warm, homey film essays showing Nixon
and Humphrey on the nights they were nominated, and an animated
short, "Why Man Creates."
NBC retaliated in January with asimilar show, hosted by Sander
Vanocur, the two-hour First Tuesday, which ran once a month
on Tuesday nights. It had agenerally softer tone than 60 Minutes,
offering such features as areport on Philip Blaiberg, then the longest-surviving successful heart transplant patient; aportrait of Rita
Hayworth at fifty, and an in-depth look at the baton industry. It
was First Tuesday, however, that came up with the TV news scoop
of the year on its second program (February 4, 1969). In a story
on the American military's use of chemical warfare, Vanocur reported that in March, 1968, there had been an accident in Dugway,
Utah, which resulted in the death of alarge number of sheep. 60
Minutes had done atwo-part story on chemical warfare four months
earlier, but had allowed the government to review the final product
before airing, and its sanitized story produced no such revelations.
When the Defense Department offered to help NBC (with the

stipulation that it would be able to review the final product), the
network turned down the agency and pursued the story on its
own. New York Congressman Richard McCarthy happened to
be watching NBC February 4 and, wondering why he had never

of occasional plots based on contemporary issues, at heart Name
of the Game was pure pulp fiction, with just afew surface trappings
of reality. Early in one episode, for instance, Tony Franciosa received abruise in afist fight and—violating television's unwritten
rule of instantaneous regeneration—he kept that bruise through
the rest of the show!

heard of the sheep incident, launched a full scale investigation.
Because of the television report and the subsequent congressional
investigation, the Department of Defense not only admitted that
it had caused the death of the sheep, but also ended all in-air
tests of chemicals and gasses for biological warfare.

The prime exponent of 1968 television reality, however, was
ABC's Mod Squad (produced by Aaron Spelling). The series
marked the first full-fledged attempt by a network to absorb the

Congress and television were interacting in avery different way
in the upper body as Senator John Pastore of Rhode Island began

look and lingo of the self-proclaimed counter culture and turn
them into astandard TV action show. In the face of the deemphasis

beating the TV violence drum. The upsurge in crime shows in
the previous two years had once again raised the issue of excessive
TV violence and fostered another inconclusive round of debate
on its possibly harmful effects upon children. The networks feared
that in the atmosphere of public outrage following the assassinations
of Martin Luther King, Jr. and Robert Kennedy (in April and
June of 1968), Senator Pastore might suggest some form of special
federal regulation if they did nothing about television violence themselves. Therefore, the networks sent out the word in the middle
of 1968 to tone down the level of violence in productions planned
for the fall.
Assuming this to be just another passing furor, some producers
tried to keep their cop and Western formats essentially intact by
merely limiting the length and severity of the gun play and fist
fights until the congressional heat passed. A star in anew Western
series complained that, under the new rules, after an Indian was
shot and fell one hundred feet from acliff, clutching his chest, a
follow-up scene had to be added with the gunman leaning over
the cliff saying, "He'll live." Even the veterans had to adapt, and

on violence, ABC wanted agimmick to keep the action-adventure
type format functioning almost undisturbed. With an eye on attracting the younger audience that was boosting the ratings of the youthflavored comedy-variety shows, the network hoped to create anew
sort of TV hero in Mod Squad. The three main stars in this cop
show were not only young, they were young outcasts.
Preseason ads identified the mod squad as: "One black, one
white, and one blonde." Pete Cochran (Michael Cole) was atroubled reject from awealthy Beverly Hills family, driven to committing petty crimes while racked by the existential angst then so
fashionable. Underneath his denim garb, though, lurked the soul
of athree-piece suit. Julie Barnes (Peggy Lipton) was apoor white
girl who had run away from her prostitute mother. Reflecting
the changing times in the world of television, she was avery pretty
young woman, but no dummy. Linc Hayes (Clarence Williams
III) was an intensely brooding, beautiful black rebel, a veteran
of Watts who perpetually wore dark sunglasses. With black consciousness then undergoing arevolution in America, television was
beginning a 180-degree turn in its portrayal of blacks. They were

the season premiere of Felony Squad contained exactly one punch.
What's more, there was only one instance of police gunfire and,
following that, detective Sam Stone (Howard Duff) leaned over
the victim and said, "He's still alive." These strange new rules
and illogical twists for action stories gave the 1968-69 season the
derogatory nickname of the "one punch season."
With violence out, at least for awhile, cop shows had to scrounge
for a different hook. Hawaii Five-0 opted for scenery, much like
the early Sixties' Hawaiian Eye and Adventures in Paradise, and
often resembled a well-produced travelogue. Lantern-jawed Steve
McGarrett (Jack Lord) headed a team of plainclothes detectives
who used all the legal and extra-legal measures necessary to foil
any criminal schemes that threatened to disturb the tranquility
of their island paradise. Jack Webb, whose police shows had always
deemphasized violence, capita lived on the swing away from action
and turned out the first in a series of Dragnet clones, Adam-12.
The new program featured apair of tight-lipped young policemen
(played by Martin Milner and Kent McCord) who became involved
in three or four unrelated and not very violent crimes each week
while on patrol in Los Angeles.
NBC's Name of the Game brought the flippant hero back to
the forefront in the old but reliable premise of journalist-as-cop.
The ninety-minute weekly series, based on the made-for-TV movie,
"Fame Is the Name of the Game," presented the story of Crime
magazine and the exploits of its publisher and reporters who all
worked tirelessly to expose the fetid world of organized crime.
The show sometimes borrowed the ploy used by Dragnet and The
FBI, grafting afew topical characters onto awell-worn crime story,
but the glib-talking performers were the chief draw of the series.
Gene Barry, Tony Franciosa, and Robert Stack rotated in the
starring role each week, with all three receiving assistance from
the magazine's girl Friday, played by Susan Saint James. In spite

Jack Webb scored another police show hit with the Dragnetlike Adam-12, starring Kent McCord (/.) and Martin Milner. (From
Adam-12. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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men who pounded their chests and questioned society but, after
atalk with alearned elder, saw the light and got ahaircut. This
symbolic shearing became TV's new happy ending as youth and
maturity were reconciled and the prodigal son looked nice for
the holidays.
The sudden urge to "tell it like it is" and thus appear "relevant"
also began to take hold in the traditional sitcom format as well.

deal. They could do something positive and work within the system
as undercover agents who would take on special youth-oriented
assignments, possibly even hunting down criminals among their

NBC patted itself on the back and presented the first modern situation comedy to focus directly on blacks, Julia. As if to make up

former colleagues. It was acumbersome, strained premise, but it
worked. The three hip, "with it" juvenile detectives were easier
for America's teens to identify with than either the square-jawed
heroes of Dragnet and The FBI or the high-living aristocrats of
Name of the Game. The fact that the trio was secretly working
for the establishment mollified the oldsters. With Pete, Julie, and
Linc involved in cases as timely as the evening's headlines, ABC

tive human attribute: she was kind, sweet, forgiving, thoughtful,
obedient, and reverent. Befitting the times, her husband had been

could exploit current issues such as youth rebellion, drug abuse,
and racial tension while making sure the legitimate authority always
triumphed in the end. Now this was TV reality.
NBC and CBS, feeling they had been left somewhat behind,
quickly turned out a number of soapy "with-it" drama specials
that were equally facile at incorporating then current issues into
traditional TV plots. The occasional drama series, CBS Playhouse,
presented astring of stories dealing with ostensibly rebellious young
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for lost time, though, the series shared the Mod Squad approach
of raising black characters to nearly divine heights. Julia (Diahann
Carroll) was aregistered nurse who possessed every possible posi-

killed in Vietnam, leaving her to care for their young boy, Corey
(Marc Copage). Though head of television's first black family, Julia
was actually indistinguishable from dozens of white counterparts
such as the Nelsons and the Andersons. She lived in the same
aseptically clean expanse of bland suburbia, faced the same predictable family complications, and had a child too adorably cute to
be believed. In aperverse sense, Julia really did bring true racial
equality to television because it was just as real and relevant as
any other sitcom then on American television.
What actual relevancy there might have been was still found

only on The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour and Laugh-ln, both
of which had blossomed throughout 1968. The Smothers were feeling their oats, having squeezed Bonanza from the number one
spot on television while remaining comfortably in the top twenty
themselves. Drawing on their hit status, they pushed to include
more and more material that was considered unacceptable to the
CBS censor, achieving mixed success. Pete Seeger was at last permitted to sing "Waist Deep in Big Muddy," but Harry Belafonte
was not allowed to sing "Lord, Don't Stop the Carnival" as accompaniment to video tapes of the Democratic convention's street confrontations. Local CBS affiliates grew increasingly nervous over
the Smothers' antics, fearing incensed complaints from viewers
and possible government reprimands. To mollify them CBS instituted aclosed circuit preview screening of The Smothers Brothers
Comedy Hour for affiliates, allowing them several days to decide
whether they wanted to air that week's program. Yet while the

which he did." Tommy Smothers had agreed to the cut under
protest but, at the last minute, the censor had raised some additional
objections, making it impossible for the Smothers to meet the affiliate preview deadline with the completed show. After heated behindthe-scenes meetings, the Smothers capitulated and the canceled
show was aired (as edited by CBS) on March 30. The next week,
the two sides reached the breaking point again, and this time the
Smothers lost both the battle and the war. On Thursday, April
3, the tape of the program scheduled for broadcast April 6arrived
in New York and CBS objected to two segments: the ribbing of
Senator Pastore by Tommy and guest Dan Rowan (should the
senator receive the Fickle Finger of Fate award?) and the doubleentendre monologue by comedian David Steinberg, who interpreted
the Biblical story of Jonah and the whale with lines such as "Then
the Gentiles grabbed the Jew by his Old Testament." The Smothers

fact, it often included the segments excised from American transmission.

refused to accede to the CBS censorship demands and on April
6, as the controversial episode aired as scheduled in Canada, American viewers were shown a repeat of the November 10 program.
The next morning, the Smothers held an impromptu press conference in the screening room of the Four Seasons restaurant in New
York City. TV critics from New York, Boston, and Philadelphia

The first showdown between the Smothers and CBS came in
March, 1969, when the network substituted a Smothers' rerun

viewed the controversial program and heard an angry outburst
by the Smothers against CBS. This was the final straw for the

for that week's scheduled show, claiming the program had been
delivered too late for the affiliate preview. The Smothers said that
the CBS censor was waging avendetta against them and demanded

network. Reralcitrant stars could hold out for more money, but
calling CBS names in public was something the top brass would
not tolerate. That evening's Walter Cronkite news show broke the
story that The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour had been canceled,
not just for the next fall, but effective immediately. CBS never

nit-picking by the locals and the CBS censor continued week after
week, the Canadian commercial network (CTV) regularly aired
the show Sunday nights and never registered any complaints; in

that the network change its censorship policy or they'd quit. After
all, they pointed out, it had been censorship changes that delayed
delivery of the program in question. The network had objected
to some remarks by Joan Baez about her husband David (who
was then serving athree-year jail sentence for draft evasion), insisting the Smothers delete her line, "Anybody who lays it out in
front like that generally gets busted, especially if you organize,

aired the April 6 show, filling the time slot with reruns until a
replacement was ready. (In September, the censored show did air
through local syndication by Metromedia.)
The Smothers filed an extensive lawsuit against CBS charging
breach of contract, trade libel, and infringement of copyright, but

Hawaii Five-O's tried-and-true
crime formula ran for twelve
years on CBS. Series star Jack
Lord (r.) and guest villain
George Lazenby. (Photo by
Viacom, Hollywood)
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September 16, 1968
Richard Nixon says "Sock it to me" on Laugh-ln.
September 17, 1968
The Doris Day Show. (CBS). The well-known singer-actress begins
a hectic five years adapting to achanging television world. In the
first season, Day's Doris Martin character is a city widow who
moves to the country with her two children. She begins commuting
to ajob in the city (as aworking mother) during the show's second
season, moving back to town with her clan in the third. Finally,
in the fall of 1971, the family disappears and she becomes aswinging
single woman working for apowerful news magazine in San Francisco.
September 23, 1968
Here's Lucy. (CBS). Lucille Ball moves her durable formula of
wacky redhead against the world into arevised format. Gale Gordon
continues to play her blustery boss, but, in a special addition to
the cast, Lucy's real-life children, Lucie Arnaz and Desi Arnaz,
Jr., play her fictional children, Kim and Craig.
October 13, 1968
American television viewers at last get to see a live television
transmission from their astronauts in space. The Apollo 7 crew
of Walter Schirra, Donn Eisele, and Walt Cunningham hold up
cards that read: "Keep those cards and letters coming in, folks."

image was far too straight-laced for the task. The troupe of comedy
unknowns could never quite find their mark either, even aided
by veteran newsman Alex Dreier. The show tried to be titillating
without offending anybody. Turn-On was even worse.
Turn-On (Get it? Laugh-In. Turn-On.) earned the dubious honor
of having the shortest network run in television history—one show.
Though it used Laugh-In's own producer, George Schlatter, TurnOn showed little of the humor and ingenuity of the original, concentrating instead on mere mechanics of the hit format. Even the
human host was eliminated and replaced by a computer, though
it was assisted by a guest celebrity (Tim Conway in the first-last
episode). The pacing in the program was nothing short of frenetic,
modeling itself after the incessant tempo of television commercials:
three hundred separate bits were crammed into the half-hour premiere, with the show's credits interspersed randomly throughout.
Even with Laugh-In an established hit and its fast paced format
accepted by the public, Turn-On still appeared to many as an incomprehensible mishmash. What's worse, almost every joke fell flat.
Two policemen holding Mace cans intoned, "Let us spray." Draft
dodgers were shown hitchhiking to Sweden. Maura McGiveney
played the slinky, painted Body Politic (ala Judy Carne). "Topical"
political comments included such gems as: "The capital of South
Vietnam is in Swiss banks!"; "Down with Haya Education!"; and
the exchange "I just bought the Washington Senators." "Oh, all
Icould afford was aCongressman!" The strongest viewer reaction
was touched oft' by several questionable jokes concerning Pope
Paul VI and by the sight of a young woman eagerly pulling the

the case proved inconclusive. The Smothers Brothers had hoped
their success would provide them with enough clout to take their
fight for principles to the limit, but the truth was that with the
national political mood increasingly polarized and watchdogs such
as Senator Pastore breathing down broadcasters' necks, none of
the networks felt the extra trouble caused by such volatile figures
as the Smothers was worth it. By 1970, the Smothers Brothers
desperately wanted to return to network television and they turned
up in a bland special that won them a brief summer series on
ABC. In all their subsequent appearances, though, they seemed
much too subdued, especially in contrast to their reputation for
generating exciting controversy on their old show.
NBC's Laugh-In, though, remained where it was. In spite of
occasional political needling, Laugh-In's most revolutionary aspects
were its format and pacing. Once the show had become a hit,
both were easily accepted and, with the exception of afew ticklish
double-entendre jokes, the program was comparatively safe for
the network. After its slow start in 1968, Laugh-In overtook Lucille
Ball and became the top rated TV show on television through
most of 1969. Then, surprisingly, nothing happened.
Normally all the networks eagerly jumped on the bandwagon
of a new hit format and began turning out formula copies. In
the early Sixties, the success of such country hits as The Andy
Griffith Show and The Beverly Hillbillies led to dozens of similar
shows throughout prime time and to a strong rural orientation
by CBS that remained the backbone of the network's programming
even in 1969. Laugh-In's intricate format and image of topicality,
however, proved adifficult mixture to match. The networks made

lever of amachine dispensing "the pill."
Even before Turn-On was aired on Wednesday night, February
5, anumber of ABC affiliates expressed their uneasiness over the
show, with some either refusing to carry it at all or shifting its
local broadcast time to an obscure slot (the type formerly warmed
by ABC Scope). Though many people missed seeing the show, TurnOn's alleged sacrilegious tenor immediately turned it into anational
controversy. An executive of ABC affiliate WEWS in Cleveland
sent a wire to the network which stormed, "If you naughty little
boys have to write dirty words on the walls, please don't use our
walls." This angry missive received agreat deal of publicity, though
it was later pointed out that the man who sent the wire hadn't
seen the program. While ABC's position of last place in the network
ratings race gave it more freedom to experiment with new ideas
in the hope that one might turn into a hit show, it was, at the
same time, in the weakest position to withstand intense public
criticism. On February 7, two days after Turn-On's premiere, the
program was axed. Three additional shows, already in the can,
were never aired. ABC padded the Wednesday night movie to
fill Turn-On's slot until it could find asubstitute. Taking no chances,
the network replaced Turn-On with the wholesome musical-variety
of The King Family.
Laugh-In's George Schlatter had no better luck on NBC. In
October, 1968, he produced "Soul," a special-pilot for a series
that NBC planned to slot in the fall schedule as ablack version
of Laugh-In. The "Soul" special starred veteran entertainers Lou
Rawls, Redd Foxx, Nipsey Russell, and Slappy White, and received
acceptable critical reviews, but NBC was unable to sell the projected

several attempts to clone the series, but only one caught on.

series to sponsors.
Strangely enough, the only successful copy of Laugh-In was

In early 1969, ABC launched two Laugh-In lookalikes: What's
It All About, World? and Turn-On, which were both total failures.

instead for deep-fried country corn, CBS's Hee-Haw, the network's

What's It All About, World? was a sorry copy that was lost in
the netherworld between a standard comedy-variety format and
Laugh-In's zaniness. Dean Jones was the program host, but his
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one that avoided the liberal-urban slant of the original and settled
replacement for the canceled Smothers Brothers. While few fans
of Laugh-In would ever consider watching Hee-Haw, both shows
were two peas from the same pod, featuring virtually identical

formats. Hee-Haw merely substituted rural trappings. Familiar
country music stars Buck Owens and Roy Clark acted as hosts
and they were supported by celebrity guest stars and a comedy
troupe of proficient unknowns which soon developed its own familiar characters. Like Laugh-In, the pace was rapid, the catch phrases
redundant, and the dialogue filled with sexually oriented doubleentendres. Ironically, Hee-Haw turned out to be the most resilient
of all the clones, even outlasting Laugh-In itself. At first LaughIn had displayed more wit but, by 1970, the program found itself
practically a prisoner of its own catch phrases and format. Even
the very name Laugh-In seemed anachronistic. Hee-Haw suffered
from some of the same problems but it was able to maintain a
more consistent, if somewhat lower, strain of humor during its
many years on the air.

a direct copy of the ancient ABC-Arlene Francis vehicle, Blind
Date, the loosened moral standards since the late Forties allowed
The Dating Game to maintain afairly blatant risque tone. Barris
immediately copied his own gimmick and produced the equally
successful Newlywed Game, which had an even stronger base in
double-entendre. The two games became back-to-back brothers on
the ABC schedule.
In November, 1968, ABC scored amajor game show coup by
luring the four-year-old Let's Make aDeal from NBC. Although
the show was along-time smash in the daytime, NBC was reluctant
to grant it prime time exposure, allowing only a brief summer
run in 1967. When the network refused to give the show asecond
prime time run, its producers defected to ABC. Desperately in
need of hit programs to build up its daytime strength, ABC was

Hee-Haw was originally intended to serve as only a summer
filler, but it was such a success that CBS brought it back at the
first opportunity. In mid-December of 1969, Hee-Haw took the
time slot of another successful, but more traditional, down-home
comedy-variety show, The Glen Campbell Goodtime Hour. That,

more than happy to place Let's Make a Deal in one of its many
open slots in the evening as part of the deal. Though never much
of ahit at night, Let's Make aDeal carried its loyal daytime audi-

in turn, switched back to Sunday, taking the old Smothers time
period, where it had also begun life (as the Smothers 1968 summer

Let's Make aDeal was amasterpiece in greed, dispensing with
challenging questions and specialized knowledge in favor of pure

replacement). The Smothers Brothers were gone and these two
new hits merely reinforced CBS's decade-old image (going back
to the James Aubrey days) as the rural network.
Despite occasional gestures to other forms, CBS inevitably turned
to rural-appeal fare for both new season programs and emergency
substitutions. Even its copy of the innovative Laugh-In followed
the same pattern. What's more, the network continued to carry
the largest stable of aging veterans which, while still successful,
couldn't last indefinitely. CBS needed some fresh faces and formats
to maintain traditional viewer loyalty should some of the old favorites begin to depart from the increasingly tight ratings contest.
For this s- nson, in fact, only some key mid-season shifts allowed
CBS to beat a strong challenge from NBC. Nonetheless, the network continued essentially unchanged into the 1969-70 season,
even picking up an old sitcom discarded by NBC (Get Smart)
for the fall of 1969. After all, though NBC and ABC continued
to tinker with unproven formats such as the more topical urban

ence to ABC and within months the network became number two
behind CBS during the daytime.

luck. Otherwise respectable citizens stood in line for hours, dressed
in ridiculous costumes, hoping for agood seat and the chance to
catch host Monty Hall's attention. Monty chose the most oddly
attired people in the studio audience as contestants and gave them
the chance to wheel and deal their way to big bucks. He awarded
them a small prize and then played on their natural greed in a
series of increasingly valuable trades, offering visions of untold

November 17, 1968
The "Heidi" incident. In order to begin on time a heavily promoted new made-for-TV production of "Heidi," NBC opts to cut
from a Sunday afternoon football game still in progress (with the
New York Jets holding acomfortable lead over the Oakland Raiders—and one minute left to play). Though the children's special
airs intact, East Coast viewers miss a stunning football comeback
rally as Oakland scores twice to win.

slant of the Mod Squad series, CBS still remained number one
thanks to its established hits. Though probably inevitable, amajor
overhaul didn't seem at all urgent to the network brass.

February 17, 1969

Just as CBS constantly went back to the farm to shore up its
programming, ABC, the perpetual third network in ratings, also

March 31, 1969

turned to past strengths such as game shows whenever its latest
gimmicks failed. With the exception of an occasional summer replacement, game shows had been largely absent from the networks'
prime time schedules since the quiz show scandal of the late Fifties.
This policy began to change in the fall of 1966 when, faced with

Robert Wood becomes president of the CBS television network.

The CBS Morning News with Joseph Benti becomes the first hourlong daily network news show.
May 26, 1969
After receiving great reviews but low ratings for Dick Cavett's
daytime talk show, ABC moves it to prime time, three days aweek,
for a three-month summer run.

the unmitigated disaster of The Tammy Grimes Show, ABC promoted one of its daytime winners, The Dating Game, into the
nighttime fold to act as astop gap. Surprisingly, the show earned
respectable ratings and, with its low production costs, proved a
bargain for advertisers. The Dating Game was the first production
effort of game show impresario Chuck Barris (a former ABC programming executive), and its prime time success was a breakthrough of sorts in the field. The program dispensed with the alltoo-familiar Hollywood celebrity angle of other game shows and
instead used nubile young women and handsome young men who
were unknowns both to each other and to the audience. The premise
was simple: One contestant tried to choose aperfect date from a
trio of suitors hidden behind a stage wall by asking a series of

May 26, 1969
Av Westin, former PBL boss, becomes executive producer of
Al3C's nightly news. Howard K. Smith is promoted from commentator to co-anchor with Frank Reynolds.
July 7, 1969
The David Frost Show. Group W brings in David Frost to replace
CBS-bound Mery Griffin on its syndicated talk program.
August 18, 1969
The Mery Griffin Show. (CBS). With the inauguration of Griffin's
talk show on CBS, all three networks have nearly identical ninetyminute gabfests running opposite each other late night, Monday
through Friday.

specially prepared, slightly suggestive, questions. Though almost
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ABC's Jules Bergman, NBC's Frank McGee, and CBS's Walter
Cronkite had been dutifully reporting the exploits in America's
space program since the early Sixties, from the first sub-orbital
flights to the launching of the behemoth Saturn V rocket. At first,
the space launches produced very long programs that had very
few visual highlights once the rocket had been launched. There
were only voice transmissions and network mockups to fill the
remaining hours. In late 1965, NASA began to allow live transmission of the splashdown and recovery procedure (starting with Gemini 6), but it wasn't until October, 1967, that Americans were
treated to the sight of their astronauts, live and in orbit, through
signals sent from Apollo 7. The ever-improving technology that
permitted live broadcasts from space, even from the capsule itself,
at last allowed television to present the full impact and wonder
of space exploration.
On the cold and snowy Christmas Eve of 1968, as millions gathered to celebrate Christmas, television shared with the nation, and
the world, the excitement and the drama of the flight of Apollo
8, the first manned spaceship ever to orbit the moon. As the ship
completed its first lunar orbit and emerged from the far side of
the moon, mission control in Houston announced that contact
had been reestablished with Apollo 8. Within seconds, an eerie
but peaceful black and white image of the moon, close up, appeared
on television. It was asight never before witnessed by human eyes.
Later that night, astronauts Frank Borman, Jim Lovell, and Bill
Anders presented another panorama of lunar landscape while reading from the book of Genesis, closing with, "God bless all of you

July 20, 1969. Man walks on the moon. (NASA)
riches at the end if they would only deal the pittance they had
for what lurked behind door number one, door number two, or
door number three. Unlike programs such as Twenty-One, contestants took all their winnings to each new deal—one bad trade
and they could lose everything. Nonetheless, Let's Make a Deal
tapped the barely subconscious wish to strike it rich quick, and
the show became asymbol of the successful excesses of the game
show genre. It might not have been great art, but it was pure
popular entertainment.
American commercial television has always been the embodiment of both crass and class. In 1969, the gelt gaucherie of Let's
Make aDeal was the runaway hit of daytime TV, yet at the same
time television delivered some of the most historic and poetic moments in its history as it presented the climax to the story of man's
conquest of space and the race to the moon.
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on the good Earth."
Six months later, the three commercial networks stayed on the
air over thirty continuous hours as television showed the first
manned landing on the moon. The actual touchdown of the lunar
module wasn't televised but, shortly before 11:00 P.M. on July
20, 1969, astronaut Neil Armstrong pulled a string as he began
to climb down the ladder of the lunar module to the surface of
the moon. A panel opened and asmall TV camera began following
his descent. The signal was transmitted to the orbiting command
module, from there to an Earth-based antenna, then to NASA
in Houston, and finally to the networks, thus allowing millions
of people to see Armstrong descend the stairs and set man's first
step on the moon milliseconds after it actually occurred. If the
men who struggled in the early part of the century to create television were to come back to life and ask how their invention was
put to use, it would be wise to ignore every entertainment program
ever broadcast and show them instead these moments from space.
It has been estimated that between 300 million and three-fourths
of one billion people either saw or heard Armstrong's descent,
live. If ever there was atime that television fulfilled its creators'
dreams and brought the world together in peace, this was it.
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29. Effete and Impudent Snobs

SEX AND VIOLENCE: the twin tar babies of American television. No matter how much the public moralists decried what they
saw as an excess of sex and violence on TV, as soon as their
clamor died down network programmers once again returned to
these two familiar standbys. Most of the outraged critics faded
after ashort time in the public spotlight, while the home audience
continued to be drawn by the lure of programs that included healthy
doses of sex and violence. So for nearly twenty years, through
each cycle of outraged criticism, the networks and producers tried
to sneak in as much as possible without disturbing too many vocal
viewers or politicians with clout. However, Rhode Island's powerful
senator, John Pastore, proved to be one of the more persistent in
the long line of television critics. He chaired aseries of well-publicized hearings in 1969 and demonstrated that he had no intention
of just fading away. Consequently, the new fall schedule for 1969
turned into a schizophrenic mix of strategies devised to bypass
governmental intrusion yet still produce hit shows.
Violent police sagas were as easy target for criticism, so the
wave of new cop shows was stopped cold. Not one new policeman,
spy, private eye, or reporter-as-cop appeared in the fall schedule.
There were no new Westerns, either. What's more, even veteran

Kildare-Gillespie arrangement of a young handsome medico for
sexual interest and a sage mentor to serve as a voice of reason.
The standard operating procedure in each episode also remained
unchanged from the Casey-Kildare days as the angels in white
sought to overcome the illnesses that had struck that week's celebrity guest stars in several unrelated cases. What had changed,
though, was the by-then prerequisite injection of ahip with-it touch
to make the series appear bold and modern. Even the tráditional
TV doctor conflict between brash youth and experienced elder
was viewed as a convenient hook to use in exploiting the then
current interest in the "generation gap."
CBS's Medical Center had young stalwart Dr. Joe Gannon (Chad
Everett) chomping at the bit placed on him by the chief surgeon,
Dr. Paul Lochner (James Daly). Both men worked together,
though, in dealing with the complex and exotic disorders that came
their way—usually in the form of abeautiful, but troubled, woman.
The Doctors segment of The Bold Ones cast E. G. Marshall as a
chief neurosurgeon, considered aliberal innovator by his colleagues,
who had to keep in check his even more headstrong protégés (John
Saxon and David Hartman). On ABC, Marcus Welby, played by
the consumate TV parent, Robert Young, fought to control the
hot-blooded youthful exuberance of his dashing young aide (who

shoot'em-ups such as The Virginian continued the one-punch mentality of the previous season, replacing the traditional bar room

even rode amotorcycle), Dr. Steven Kiley (James Brolin).

brawl with nonhuman violence such as turbulent cattle stampedes.
The freezing of these two forms still left the networks searching

played Dr. Welby as afather-confessor figure who operated from

for new ways to present the same sort of emotions. Crime shows
and Westerns, with all their violent tendencies, were the perfect
vehicles in which to depict basic human crises (love, hate, life,
death, greed) in showcases that allowed anatural, dramatic climax
of capture and justice. To replace the cowboys and the cops the
networks turned to two formats that had flourished on TV in the
early Sixties after the demise of the ABC-Warner Brothers actionadventure fad, the doctors and the lawyers. Both professions also
dealt with intriguing law breakers and heartbroken beauties, but
the drama usually began immediately after the violence had taken
place, so the action was verbal rather than physical, often resembling soap operas.
The soapiest of them all were the doctors, presented in three
new shows: Marcus Welby, MD., Medical Center, and The Bold
Ones. These sudsy dramas were aimed directly at young adults
and middle-aged women in that desirable 18-34 year-old demographic age group. Each maintained the inviolable Casey-Zorba/

Young, aproven hand at dispensing philosophical TV homilies,
his own home rather than from alarge, impersonal hospital. (The
show could have easily been called "Doctor Knows Best.") Though
the standard TV doctor illnesses such as amnesia, temporary blindness, and brain tumors received their usual exposure, previously
taboo subjects such as abortion and V.D. were added to the plots.
The insertion of controversial issues was an ingenious ploy to lure
the young audience and seemed to allow frank discussions of complex issues, though in reality the presentations were stacked in
advance and the character of Welby was used to spout the established catechisms on the topics. The pregnant woman in the abortion program came to Dr. Welby only after she was almost killed
by asloppy back-alley butcher. Welby, of course, took the injured
woman under his care, but was quick to point out that he felt
an abortion had been the wrong choice to make in the first place.
In facing the problem of V.D., Welby played the consumate guidance counselor, delivering frank but comforting lectures to the
youngsters and their parents. They, in turn, responded with appro213
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reducing the issues involved to mere Sunday school lessons.
Though not at all violent, the new doctor shows could sneak
in underlying sexual themes in the same way as the afternoon
soap operas, by being all talk and no action. Other series, which
could not wrap their titillation in the white robes of professional
respectability, fared far worse. One of the major victims of the
more stringent limitations on TV sex was an elaborately planned
ABC -series, The Survivors, another of the network's forays into
the world of novels-for-television. Created by Harold Robbins, a
master in the genre of broad-based sexy pulp fiction, the new series
proposed to bring to television exciting sex-drenched dramas of
the rich and playful jet set. ABC promised that Robbins would
be closely involved in the production of the series and that the
program would be a true television novel, presenting a different
chapter of a continuing story each week. None of this ever happened. Just as the show was about to begin production in mid
1968, the sex and violence controversy flared and The Survivors
was delayed until the fall of 1969. With the toned down standards
still in effect, the series was turned into a traditional television
suspense thriller with soap opera touches. Consequently, the exploits of apowerful banking family were mixed with such sudsy
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daytime staples as pregnant unmarried damsels trying to hide their
shame. The network also abandoned the concept of a TV novel
storyline and settled for astable, celebrity-studded continuing cast
(Ralph Bellamy, Lana Turner, Kevin McCarthy, and George Hamilton), but the program didn't survive its forced neutering. The
show quickly went through three producers, lost its head star (Bellamy), and, by mid-season, was written off as a full-fledged flop.
Despite ABC's major financial investment, the project was quickly
disposed of, with an equally unsuccessful spinoff series, Paris 7000
(starring the only cast holdover, George Hamilton, as an American
playboy in Paris), fulfilling certain contractual arrangements between ABC and Universal studios.
Another victim of the tighter production code was an NBC
project with 20th Century-Fox, Bracken's World, which ostensibly
presented the behind-the-scenes lives and loves at amajor Hollywood studio but was actually an excuse to expose as much of
the nubile young starlets (including Karen Jensen, Linda Harrison,
and Laraine Stephens) as the censors would allow. By the time
Bracken's World began production in the spring of 1969, the stricter
rules required the beautiful women to keep most of their clothes
on. Though they flitted to and fro complying with the orders given
by the off-camera unseen head of the studio, John Bracken (Leslie
Nielsen), the stories were quite weak. Forced to rely on its dramatic

content without maximum exposure of its aspiring, compliant
women, Bracken's World folded after only one and ahalf seasons.
The only new show to succeed with up-front sex in spite of
such production limitations was ABC's Love, American Style, the
first hit comedy anthology program on network TV. Since the
early Fifties, the ratings domination by situation comedies in the
ILove Lucy mold had convinced the networks that stable, familiar
characters were essential in order to capture the fickle TV audience.
Love, American Style broke from this assumption and presented
three totally unconnected playlets that used guest stars exclusively.
The only group of regulars turned up in the comedy quiches that
appeared between the individual playlets. The omni-present theme
of love, as portrayed in the different humorous vignettes, held the
program together.
Love, American Style did indeed display afreedom in topic and
treatment above the traditional situation comedies and it worked
hard at cultivating a risque image. At heart, though, it was very
respectable. There was talk of affairs, sleeping together, and premarital sex, but the Puritan ethic always triumphed and nothing salacious ever occurred either on or off camera. The program was a
successful and effective transplant to TV of the Doris Day-Rock
Hudson bedroom comedy films of the Fifties, with the same simple
underlying premise: The courting rituals in America are in themselves hilarious and will seem so to the viewers when presented
in a slightly exaggerated style. With an emphasis on rituals and
games over the sex act itself, Love, American Style was the most
representative example of permissible 1969 TV sex: Not only was
it just all talk and no action, even the talk wasn't meant to be
taken seriously. Occasionally the sugar-coated view of life became
abit too rich, but the program was generally funny and agenuinely
successful innovation by ABC.

or Marcus Welby, MD. With its successful showing in the ratings,
Room 222 at last proved that more up to date settings could work
very well in sitcoms, too.
In contrast to this successful momentum, all of CBS's new sitcoms failed, and even variety stalwarts such as Ed Sullivan and
newcomer Jim Nabors were in the dumps. In January, NBC felt
strong enough to order no changes in its prime time schedule and,
by February, it looked as if CBS might lose the season to NBC.
Faced with this awesome prospect, CBS's new president, Bob
Wood, decided to take drastic steps to stay on top. The first phase
was afull-court press to win the season in progress with agame
plan designed by veteran CBS programming chief, Mike Dann,
and dubbed "Operation 100."
During the one hundred days remaining in the regular season
(which ended in April), Dann countered NBC's regular programming and previously announced specials, slot by slot, night by
night. He preempted weak shows such as Get Smart as often as
possible, realizing that even amoderately successful special would
probably register better ratings. The most striking aspect of Dann's
counterprogramming was that he used some very unusual material:
previously run movies such as "Peyton Place" and "The African
Queen," specials that had played years before (sometimes on competing networks), and documentary films from National Geographic. By packaging and promoting them as special events, CBS
beat NBC at its own game. NBC had aired most of its blockbuster
movies in building its fall lead and was unable to effectively counter
the CBS moves. Dann's strategy violated CBS's traditional reliance
on the strength of its regular series for success, but the plan worked.
CBS managed to win by enough each week during the one-hundred

ABC and NBC were the only two networks actively experimenting with new forms in the 1969-70 season because CBS had decided
to stand pat a while longer with its veteran sixty-minute variety
shows and thirty-minute sitcoms. Though it had barely won the
previous season, CBS had also experienced noticeable difficulty
in coming up with enough new hits during the late Sixties. Instead,
the network ended up relying on years of viewer loyalty to familiar
formats and stars that would bring people back to CBS after sampling the competition. In the fall of 1969, it looked as if this strategy
was going to fail for the first time in over a decade. CBS still
had its hits, but there were enough successful regular series, movies,
and specials on NBC and ABC to tip the balance in the overall
ratings. NBC jumped into first place and remained there until
New Year's while ABC's new Movie of the Week occasionally hit
number one in the weekly ratings. The new Bill Cosby Show sitcom
and The Bold Ones career drama gave NBC a powerful Sunday
night line-up. ABC turned out an intelligent new sitcom of its
own, Room 222, and it received both critical praise and surprisingly
good ratings against The Beverly Hillbillies.
Room 222 was asharp break with both the rural slant of CBS's
sitcoms and ABC's own trademarks of mindless escapism and
cutsie-poo children. The series was topical and humorous while
being only slightly sentimental in its portrayal of an integrated
middle class urban high school. A largely unknown cast acted
out believable stories with the focus on three excellent characters:
adaffy white student-teacher (Karen Valentine), an understanding
but much put-upon Jewish principal (Michael Constantine), and
ablack teacher of American history (Lloyd Haynes) whose classes
were held in Room 222. They dealt with such dramatic issues as
student rights and racial tension, but faced them with humor and
more credibility than characters in such series as The Mod Squad

Marcus Welby, M. D. featured TV veteran Robert Young, backed
by Elena Verdugo and James Brolin. (From Marcus Welby, M.D.
Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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September 22, 1969
Music Scene. (ABC). David Steinberg hosts a rock version of
Your Hit Parade (with some comedy thrown in), featuring on the
first show James Brown, Three Dog Night, and afilm of the Beatles
hit "Ballad of John and Yoko." The program is one of two backto-back forty-five-minute shows, but the packaging strategy fails
and both vanish by January.
September 26, 1969
The Brady Bunch. (ABC). A vapid suburban sitcom straight out
of the 1950s. Robert Reed plays awidower (with three cute sons)
who marries awidow (played by Florence Henderson) with three
cute daughters. The combined family lives in atypical Los Angeles
suburban house, complete with a dog, a cat, and a smart-aleck
maid (played by Ann B. Davis).
October 5, 1969
Monty Python's Flying Circus. Meanwhile, back in Britain, the
BBC uncovers five David Frost Show graduates who take the LaughIn formula beyond the fringe.
December 29, 1969
Dick Cavett becomes ABC's late night replacement for the slumping Joey Bishop.
January 1, 1970
Robert Sarnoff becomes chairman of the board at RCA as his
father, seventy-nine-year-old David Sarnoff, is named honorary
board chairman.

days to boost the network's overall average past NBC's—though
just barely.
With his mission accomplished, Dann quit while he was ahead
and went to work for public TV's Children's Television Workshop.
To replace him, CBS promoted its thirty-two-year-old wunderkind,
Fred Silverman, head of the network's daytime programming since
1963. For seven years, Silverman had kept CBS so far ahead in
daytime ratings and revenue that the network could afford afew
close calls in the nighttime ratings.
The second phase of Wood's plan to retain the number one
spot was the surprise axing of three still successful CBS classics
at the end of the 1969-70 season: The Jackie Gleason Show, Petticoat
Junction, and Red Skelton. (Skelton moved over to NBC for one
last season.) The rationale for these cancellations lay in the new
shibboleth of TV programming, demographics. The total number
of people viewing a program was no longer the most important
consideration, but rather the kind of people watching. While Gleason, Skelton, and Petticoat Junction had maintained adequate ratings, they also served to reinforce the image of CBS as the network
appealing primarily to old people and country folk rather than
the advertisers' favorite segment of society: young marrieds in the
18 to 34-year-old bracket, preferably women because they made
most of the domestic purchases. For the sin of appealing to the
wrong types of Americans, Gleason, Skelton, and the gang at Hooterville became the first of the CBS veterans to walk the plank.
Though CBS was just coming to grips with the changing reality
of television, the other two networks had begun to tinker with
some firmly established traditions of prime time TV years before.
Since the early Sixties, in fact, anumber of network programmers
(at NBC in particular) had been sliding back toward the all-butabandoned anthology format to the extent that even some of the
features of the British system, which emphasized limited run series,
began turning up on American TV. Ninety-minute Westerns such
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as The Virginian and Wagon Train marked the first tentative moves
in this direction because the programs were, in effect, Western
anthologies that primarily showcased weekly guest stars while carrying afew continuing characters. NBC's 1964 effort at asituation
comedy anthology, 90 Bristol Court, attempted to incorporate three
half-hour sitcoms under one banner, with each segment dealing
with that week's particular topic in a different way. It was an
intriguing concept, but it turned out to be clumsy, poorly connected,
and atotal failure.
In the middle and late Sixties, the success of both prime time
movies and made-for-TV movies (which were, after all, anthology
series) provided the strongest impetus to break from the standard
weekly format. Name of the Game, aspinoff from the successful
made-for-TV movie, used its setup of three major characters alternating in the lead role to have, in effect, three different shows
with the same general setting running in the same time slot. NBC
extended this concept in 1969 with The Bold Ones, a series that
alternated separate, totally unrelated segments in the same time
slot (The Doctors, The Lawyers, and The Protectors, the last one
eventually replaced by The Senator). NBC discovered that major
stars such as Gene Barry, Tony Franciosa, Robert Stack (Name
of the Game), E. G. Marshall (The Doctors), Burl Ives (The Lawyers), Leslie Nielsen (The Protectors), and Hal Holbrook (The Senator) were much more likely to agree to do a television series if
they didn't have to maintain the insane production pace that a
weekly sixty- or ninety-minute TV show required. This very practical consideration resulted in series with both a healthy diversity
and many big stars, giving NBC potent programs to capture and
keep an audience.
ABC took the almost inevitable next step with made-for-TV
movies and gave the format aninety-minute weekly slot without
any continuing segments at all, the Tuesday night Movie of the
Week Though not quite areturn to Studio One, the program in
effect brought the full-length weekly anthology format back to
television after a decade of limp remnants such as the U.S. Steel
Hour, Armstrong Circle Theater, and Chrysler Theater. The move
in the mid-Fifties toward presenting series with popular, continuing
characters had, by 1958, marked the end of the TV drama anthologies as an important creative force, but the success of made-forTV movies demonstrated their renewed viability.
Actually, ABC's Movie of the Week more closely resembled the
old ABC Stage '67 show as it incorporated comedy and traditional
specials, as well as adventure and drama, under its banner. Thus,
material such as David Wolper's documentary film "The Journey
of Robert F. Kennedy" joined bread-and-butter adventure-drama
features such as "Seven in Darkness," which presented the struggle
to safety by seven blind survivors of ajungle plane crash. In addition, the Movie of the Week slot served as an excellent showcase
for thinly disguised pilot films of proposed regular series; The Immortal and The Young Lawyers were two such series given the
go-ahead for the 1970-71 season following their successful feature
film debuts.
NBC also increased its made-for-TV showcases, which the network labeled "world premieres" and inserted in its regular movie
slots. Among the presentations were some fairly serious dramas
that pulled off' the very elusive TV trick of garnering both high
ratings and strong critical praise. "Silent Night, Lonely Night,"
a Christmastime TV adaptation of Robert Anderson's Broadway
play, was atasteful and sensitive study of the pangs of desire between two married people (played by Lloyd Bridges and Shirley
Jones) who decided to have abrief affair after one chance meeting.
The two lovers were actually shown in bed together and, though

they returned to their respective spouses at the end, neither was
struck by some divine punishment for the transgression. Outside
the daytime soaps (which had been dealing with such encounters,
and much more, for years), adultery had never received such favorable treatment in a work for television.
One month later, NBC presented "My Sweet Charlie," anovelturned-play produced and adapted for television by Richard Levinson and William Link (the creators of Mannix). The story was a
sensitive portrayal of a chance encounter inter-racial romance—
an even more precedent shattering situation than "Silent Night,
Lonely Night." Patty Duke played a runaway unwed teenage
mother driven by ahurricane to seek shelter in adeserted house.
There she encountered afugitive black activist (Al Freeman) and
the two outsiders lovingly shared each other's burdens, discovering
that they had a great deal in common. With the passing of the
storm, though, their utopia evaporated and the real world entered,
breaking them apart. As a sign of the changing times, the kind
portrayal of an unwed teenage mother (a very controversial concept
only afew years before) was all but overlooked as attention focused
on the first black-white romance in TV history. "My Sweet Charlie"
won three Emmys and, more importantly, both it and "Silent Night,
Lonely Night" did surprisingly well in the ratings. "My Sweet
Charlie," in fact, emerged as the highest rated movie on television

day night exploits of the Forsyte family, encouraging their friends
to tune in as well. Consequently, the 167 NET stations carrying
the program noticed asizable increase in their Sunday night audiences and they began looking for programs with the same type
of attraction. In the fall of 1970, Masterpiece Theater was created
(with the help of substantial grants from the Mobil Oil Corporation)
to present British-made historical dramas on aregular basis, every
Sunday night. The program, hosted by Omnibus alumnus Alistair
Cooke, began with The First Churchills and then moved on, in
subsequent years, to other Anglophile sagas such as Elizabeth R
and Upstairs, Downstairs. The limited-run imported series brought
the individual NET stations large audiences and projected an air
of classy success. They also made the expense and bother of producing similar domestic programs seem less and less worthwhile, thus
beginning NET's extended parasitic dependence on the BBC.
In 1969, though, the network was still producing several excellent
programs of its own, including The Advocates, NET Playhouse,
and Hollywood Television Theater. The Advocates presented adebate
of controversial issues argued courtroom style by knowledgeable
experts from both sides. NET Playhouse turned out dramatic productions such as "The Trail of Tears," an unflinching portrait of
American persecution of the Cherokee Indians in the 1830s, starring Johnny Cash and Jack Palance. Perhaps NET's best dramatic
production of the year appeared on the May 17, 1969, premiere
of Hollywood Television Theater, the lavishly funded successor to

that year. The message from the ratings success of these innovative
stories was that the television audience was evidencing anoticeable
rise in the level of its tolerance and sophistication, adevelopment
many TV detractors had claimed would never take place.

NET Playhouse. George C. Scott directed a new production of
"The Andersonville Trial," a1959 Saul Levitt play that dramatized

Accompanying this change was an increase in the number of
viewers tuning in programs on public television's NET network.

the Nuremberg-like post-Civil War trial of the commander of an
inhuman prisoner of war camp. Scott himself had starred in the

NET had learned from PBL that its success as a network rested
•
with shows that were at least structured like commercial network
programs so that the audience would give them achance. In the
1969-70 season it clicked with two such well-produced series, Sesame Street and The Forsyte Saga. Sesame Street was a product
of the Children's Television Workshop and began life as an eight
million dollar, twenty-nine week television "head start" program
aimed at preschool children, especially those in the urban ghettos.
The program attempted to teach basic concepts of letters and numbers by using the technique of exciting, constant repetition pioneered by TV commercials. Program headliners such as Jim
Henson's colorful muppet characters including the Cookie Monster,
Big Bird, Bert, and Ernie elaborated on the basic lessons, adding
their own humorous, interpretations of the facts. Sesame Street
was entertaining, educational, and an instant success with adults
as well as children. It brought invaluable attention to the other
less frenetic features of the NET schedule and boosted the everpresent funding drives as well.
The twenty-six-week Forsyte Saga began a Sunday night run
on NET in October, 1969, following its smash hit appearances
in England in 1967 and, again as a rerun, in 1968. The Forsyte
Saga was an expensive adaptation of John Galsworthy's novels,
following the lives, loves, and losses of a respectable upper class
Victorian family over fifty years and three generations. Production
and acting in the series were first rate and the historical setting
was quite impressive. At heart, though, the series was really just
ahigh-gloss soaper, containing all the ingredients of aperiod soap
opera: dashing young men, beautiful young women, a scheming
old skinflint, extra-marital affairs, and a complicated continuing
storyline. Nevertheless, American viewers who would never be
caught dead watching As the World Turns considered The Forsyte
Saga classy and morally uplifting because it was British and on
"educational" TV. They bragged about following the weekly Sun-

original Broadway production but for the new television version,

February 4, 1970
After seven years as CBS's daytime programming boss, Fred
Silverman is promoted to the nighttime division, as an assistant
to chief programmer, Mike Dann.
June 22, 1970
Fred Silverman succeeds Mike Dann as programmer # Iat network #1.
July 8, 1970
The Smothers Brothers Summer Show. (ABC). The brothers sneak
back onto television for a summer series with some of their old
crew and a few new faces (including Sally Struthers). They avoid
becoming embroiled in topical controversies but also fail to rekindle
their popularity with viewers. As a result, their program is not
picked up for a regular fall season run.
July 16, 1970
Nearly ten years after Ed Murrow's "Harvest of Shame" documentary, Martin Carr shows how little has changed for American
migrant workers.
July 31, 1970
Chet Huntley says "goodnight" to David Brinkley for the last
time, with the hope that "there will be better and happier news,
one day, if we work at it." On August 3, John Chancellor and
Frank McGee join Brinkley for the new NBC Nightly News format.
September 27, 1970
Ted Mack's Original Amateur Hour, television's oldest running
entertainment show, gets the gong. Age: 22 years. During its last
ten years, the show had been relegated to aSunday afternoon slot
on CBS.
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April 30, 1970, President
Richard Nixon on prime time
announces the U.S. invasion of
Cambodia. (National Archives)

recorded live on tape, Richard Basehart, Jack Cassidy, and William
Shatner took the leads in the thought-provoking debate on moral
responsibility.
NET's production style was much closer to the fondly remembered live drama of such vehicles as Playhouse 90 than the generally
action-oriented made-for-TV movies on the commercial networks.
Though such programs as Hollywood Television Theater were not
going to spark arevival of Studio One on commercial television,
NET's programming was having a greater effect on long-range
planning by the commercial television executives. With public television viewing on the rise, they began using NET as atest ground
for formats and ideas they feared might not yet be ready for a
commercial run. NET had truly become aforce to reckon with,
not only by the commercial networks but by the government itself.
Since the mid-Sixties, NET had been the boldest network in
producing public affairs programs and documentaries. During that
time, it managed to avoid most governmental interference because
of its minuscule audience and minor budget requirements. As the
network became more influential and more dependent on government funding, this began to change. The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting (CPB) began to feel pressure from the Nixon administration to reduce clearly anti-administration material. A number
of public TV stations became very nervous about airing any possibly
inflamatory programs at all. In February, 1970, WETA in Washington refused outright to show "Who Invited Us?" on NET Journal.
This program was a slightly heavy-handed portrait of America's
foreign policy as a strategy strongly influenced by the CIA and
private corporations in order to further their own interests—a
theme certain to irk the Nixon administration. With governmental
funding becoming amajor factor in NET finances, it seemed foolish
to antagonize the people who had astrong say in just how much
money Congress voted for public television. Though home viewers
and private corporations such as the Ford Foundation and Mobil
Oil still donated freely to NET, the network faced mounting costs
such as AT&T line charges as it began to operate more and more
like a real network. With the Nixon people sorting out friends
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from enemies, the CPB began noticeably kowtowing to the administration in a manner reminiscent of the commercial networks at
the height of President Johnson's influence.
In contrast to public television's pullback, the commercial networks, which had been slowly rebuilding their commitment to
hard-hitting news after the "no guts journalism" era, regained the
courage to air afew truly controversial documentaries. The Black
Panthers, a prime target of J. Edgar Hoover's FBI, became the
subject of reports on both CBS and ABC in the 1969-70 season.
CBS's story led the network into an aggravated battle with the
Justice Department, which issued asubpoena for the outtakes from
the filmed interviews with Panther leaders. Under protest, CBS
surrendered the leftover film, though it's doubtful the FBI found
any nefarious plot or revealing off-the-cuff remark in the scraps
from the cutting room floor. Nonetheless, when ABC did its report
afew months later, the network couldn't guarantee that the same
thing wouldn't happen to its films, so only Panther boss David
Hilliard agreed to speak on camera. As afinal network frustration,
the Justice Department then refused to provide anyone to give
the government's side of the Panther issue. Despite the limitations,
the ABC report was an effective overview of the group and it
served as a high point of the network's short-lived new prime
time public affairs series, Now (hosted by Edward P. Morgan).
NBC, which was usually content to cover safer subjects such
as "The Great Barrier Reef," tackled the politically volatile story
of migrant farm workers in an NBC White Paper produced and
directed by Martin Carr, "Migrants." The program was an effective
followup to Carr's own previous report (on CBS) in 1968, "Hunger
in America," which itself had been a followup to Ed Murrow's
1960 "Harvest of Shame." The most amazing aspect of the new
reports was that so little had changed since Murrow's first story
on the agricultural workers, both in the fields and behind the scenes.
Like its predecessors, "Migrants" took atough stand and named
some major American corporations as being responsible for keeping
the migrant workers close to starvation in the world's most bountiful land. It showed a representative of the Coca-Cola company,

which owned alarge citrus farm, physically breaking up an inter-

on its own. The speech ended at 10:05

view with atenant who lived in one of the company's filthy shanties.
As in the past, the crop growers cried "foul" and exerted intense
pressure on NBC to keep the show off the air, labeling it "sneaky

had received advance texts of the address afew hours before airtime,

journalism." Despite the pressure, the report aired, albeit in the
middle of July, without any commercial time sold, and with some
affiliates refusing to show it anyway.
In spite of these incidents of bravery, network journalism was
forced to take astep backwards in the 1969-70 season as the networks and the Nixon administration locked horns on the most
troubling issue of all, the Vietnam war. On October 15, 1969,
anti-war forces throughout the country held rallies as part of what
was called Moratorium Day. As with the march on the Pentagon
two years earlier, CBS was reluctant to devote much coverage to
the protests. For Moratorium Day, however, NBC took the initiative and scheduled an 11:30 P.M. wrapup, so CBS did the same.
Even this small dose of publicity given to the demonstrators irked
Nixon and the President seemed convinced that the press, particularly the television press, was out to sabotage his administration.
The next month he saw even further evidence that the "hands
off" honeymoon with the news media had certainly come to an
end.
On Monday, November 3, Nixon delivered an appeal directly
to the viewing public in ahalf-hour speech that outlined his new
Vietnamization policy and asked for support from "the great silent
majority of my fellow Americans." Nixon promised his new strategy would eventually lead to the withdrawl of all American ground
combat forces and leave South Vietnam to fight the ground war

P.M.

As usual, the networks

and their correspondents stood by for the traditional post-speech
commentary and analysis. NBC and CBS devoted ten minutes each
to the discussion and then returned to their scheduled programming. One CBS reporter observed that the President's Vietnamizadon program really offered nothing new and would simply mean
an intensification of the American air war. ABC, which ran its
report until 10:30, called on other political figures, as well as its
own correspondents, for comments, reactions, and analysis. Veteran
Democrat Averell Harriman, aformer chief negotiator at the Vietnam peace talks, took the opportunity to delivery some harsh criticisms of Nixon's handling of both the war and the ever-stalled
peace talks.
This public disagreement and criticism immediately following
the President's own speech seemed to be the final straw for Nixon.
He decided to launch astrong counter-attack before the networks
had achance to give the protesters any more free air time during
the Moratorium II activities scheduled for November 15. The networks were warned that "it would be wise" to cover, live, aspeech
by Vice President Spiro Agnew at aRepublican party conference
in Des Moines on November 13. They did. At 7:00 P.M., speaking
on CBS, NBC, and ABC, Agnew launched avituperative attack
on these same networks. Before the highly partisan crowd, he criticized the fact that "a small group of men, numbering perhaps
no more than a dozen anchormen, commentators, and executive
producers" decided what appeared on the nightly network news
shows. They comprised, he said, an "unelected elite," an "effete
corps of impudent snobs," primarily based in the East, who held
a monopoly on the national dissemination of news and opinion.
Agnew specifically criticized the "instant analysis" that followed
President Nixon's November 3speech, implying that, coming immediately after the President's address, the remarks were inadequately prepared and therefore of less value to the public. (He
did not point out, of course, that the networks had received advance
texts of the speech hours before airtime.) Significantly, Agnew exempted the local affiliates from blame because they merely found
themselves in the position of broadcasting whatever the networks
sent down the line.
The Agnew speech,ilargely authored by presidential speechwriter
Patrick Buchanan, was adeliberate declaration of war by the Nixon
administration against the networks. The administration realized
that, aside from limited behind-the-scenes pressure, there was very
little it could do to force the networks to toe the line. Instead,
in abrilliant divide-and-conquer strategy, it aimed for the networks'
Achilles' heel. By appealing to the American public and, in particular, to the local affiliates, the administration sought to polarize
vague anti-TV news feelings and resentments that had developed
throughout the decade, sharpening them into aclear-cut "us versus
them" conflict. The networks were thereby outnumbered. If local
affiliates began demanding a softening of network tone, then the
three majors would have to listen. At the end of Agnew's speech,
NBC and ABC immediately returned to regular programming.
CBS read a short prepared reply and then pulled out as well.
Two days later, there was no special coverage of the Moratorium
II activities on any of the networks. On November 20, in Montgomery, Alabama, Agnew added two more names to his enemies' list,
identifying the New York Times and Washington Post as part of
the sanie "Eastern liberal establishment."

In late 1969, Vice President Spiro Agnew launched astrong attack
against the networks, criticizing the slant of their news. (National
Archives)

For the administration, Agnew's Des Moines speech was atremendous success. Not only had the networks' tone softened immediately in its aftermath, but the tenor of public debate had turned
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around. Agnew's speech had touched a responsive nerve in the
American public and the networks were on the defensive, trying
to prove their innocence while the government called the shots.
In January, 1970, the President ended the practice of supplying
advance texts of his speeches and distributed them just before air
time instead to ensure areduction in instant analysis. In addition,
Nixon aides began leaking stories suggesting that several network
reports that placed either the American war effort or the South
Vietnamese government in abad light were trumped up. Richard
Salant, president of CBS News, said, "there is an official smear
campaign under way to dissuade us from telling the truth as we
see it." To counter charges of distortion leveled against one particular story on South Vietnamese atrocities, CBS was fortunate enough
to have interviews with the soldiers involved, corroborating the
network's story on prisoner mutilation. Nonetheless, the attacks
continued and, on another front, individuals with strong ties to
the administration (and President Nixon personally) filed a challenge with the FCC to take away aMiami television station owned
by the Washington Post.
On April 30, the President delivered a prime time address announcing an American invasion of Cambodia. Following the
speech, the networks offered almost no commentary at all. A wave
of student protests (punctuated by the killing of four students at
Kent State University) couldn't be ignored for long, though, and
all three networks did prime time wrapups of amajor Washington
demonstration on May 9, which marked the culmination of the
reaction to the invasion. The TV reports presented speakers from
both sides and went to extraordinary lengths to appear balanced
and non-biased. However, as if to "balance" the very coverage
of such an event, CBS (after some outside pressure) agreed to
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also do asimilar prime time wrapup of apro-administration rally
held in Washington on Honor America Day, July 4. NET, also
feeling pressure from the White House, gave Honor America Day
extensive air time. During all the public reaction to the invasion,
both the electronic and print press generally accepted the administration's assertion that the invasion be referred to as the Cambodian
"incursion."
Nearly two years after he had vowed to bring the country together, Richard Nixon presided over ahighly divided nation, torn
apart by the war in Indochina. The television networks were also
in avery difficult position, facing pressure from all sides. The government wanted them to "go along" with the official line and was
not hesitant to use its muscle. Affiliates were critical and nervous.
Yet there was areawakened conscience in the network news departments and, even in the face of general viewer apathy, they produced
incisive news specials and daily reports on the war which only
further piqued the administration's anger.
The born-again news team at CBS was especially effective, gathering first hand reports from the war front itself. John Laurence's
sixty-minute portrait of an American infantry unit (called C-Company) revealed that there were clear anti-war feelings present even
among America's fighting men. Another CBS special, "Where We
Stand in Indochina," presented unflattering interviews with Vietnamese generals as CBS's correspondents concluded that, at best,
the American invasion of Cambodia was a mistake. Yet in spite
of the networks' attempts to reassert their journalistic integrity
in covering the important events of the year, all of the season's
Vietnam and public affairs specials found their usual place at the
very bottom of the ratings tabulations, with the special "Ethics'
in Government" coming in, somehow appropriately, dead last.
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30. Totally Committed and

Completely Involved

"WE'RE putting it all together this fall on CBS!" "Let's get
together on ABC!" "It's happening on NBC!" That's what the
networks told their viewers again and again through the summer
of 1970. Campus revolt and the rock generation were reaching a
high water mark and youth-oriented shows, which had been bubbling under the surface for about four seasons with increasing success, seemed to hold the key to the new ratings emphasis on
audience demographics. The type of person watching television

In asetting reminiscent of ABC's moderately successful high school
sitcom of the previous season, Room 222, Griffith took on the
timely concerns of his troubled wards, trying to guide them through
brewing campus revolt and drug overdoses. Unfortunately, the
scripts and supporting cast generally lacked the control and subtlety
of Room 222 and the relevant problems clashed with the stock
sitcom humor of such characters as the school's athletic coach,

old or too rural for advertisers' tastes. Determined to win the
attention of those in their late teens and twenties, all three networks
decided to cast their lot with the kids and they proclaimed the

played by the slapstick-oriented Jerry Van Dyke. As aresult, Headmaster emerged as amish-mash of emotion that made the program
appear acheap vehicle simply attempting to cash in on "today's
headlines."
The Interns presented the lives, loves, and labors of five sparkling
clean doctors-in-training (three white, one black, one blonde) at

arrival of the new season as heralding something completely different: everything would be Now! Variations on phrases from then

a major Los Angeles hospital, and brought the relevancy angle
to aformat that was quite well suited for soapy topical melodrama.

current teen slang such as "getting it all together" and "what's
happening" filled the networks' ads and show descriptions. This

The program religiously adhered to the traditional Ben Casey-Dr.

had become increasingly important because the total audience often
included a great number of viewers who were judged to be too

effusive commitment to "telling it like it is" led to one of the
shortest format cycles in television history, "relevancy."
Despite all the rhetoric, the networks' self-proclaimed dedication
to relevancy in programming really meant TV relevancy—a far
cry from anything in the real world. It consisted of grafting the
head of topical issues onto the body of standard grade-B drama
and restocking familiar forums such as hospitals and court rooms
with different, preferably youthful, characters. ABC had attracted
lightning with this formula in The Mod Squad and Marcus FVelby
and each of the networks rushed to include as many hip phrases,
committed characters, and timely conflicts as possible. CBS in par-

Kildare structure including awise elder statesman and three guest
patients each week, but the eternal divinities of youth and relevance
raised their unwieldy influence at every turn. As aresult, the show
was not merely heavy-handed, it was often ludicrous in its emphasis.
In their spiffy attire and perfectly set coiffures, the interns looked
more like demi-god hairdressers than medicos. Their supposedly
wise mentor (played by that old highway patrolman, Broderick
Crawford) was presented as being no match for the wisdom of
youth and he alternated between sagacity and senility. (One critic
described his generally dumpy and snarling character as looking
like the head of aNew Jersey abortion ring.) Above all, the patient
ailments were absurd. On one show, they included: ago-go dancer

ticular pursued the trend with avengeance, apparently out to prove
that it was no longer the network of the fuddy-duddies. To the

who was bedridden with atwisted foot; aformer girlfriend of one
of the wavy-haired white interns who begged for the mercy killing

god of youth it offered Headmaster, The Interns, and Storefront
Lawyers. All three received "thumbs down."
Headmaster was awell-intentioned but poorly executed comedydrama that cast veteran Andy Griffith as Andy Thompson, headmaster at asmall private high school in California. In many ways,
Griffith was aperfect choice for making relevancy work. He had
spent eight years cultivating an image as a warm, level-headed
folksy sheriff who was respected by old and young alike, and it

of her sick husband; and ameditative monk who not only needed
his physical illness cured but his political consciousness reawakened
(a task handled by the black intern). For added topicality, this
very same episode included a subplot that focused on a bearded
orderly who was arrested for peddling pornographic movies.

was ashort step to his new role as aWelby-ish father-confessor.

Through it all the happy-go-lucky interns, like their comrades in
the Mod Squad, stood by the traditional rules and routine, determined to help trendy youth come to grips with the flawed but
manageable establishment.
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cies muddled by poorly conceived characters and stories. Storefront
Lawyers, however, was downright rude and insulting. It epitomized
the glaring and obvious contrast between the relevant, realistic
world touted in the network ads, and the sugar-coated never-neverland in the programs themselves. The series presented Robert Foxworth, Sheila Larkin, and David Arkin as three young pretty white
kids from the safe, liberal suburbs who worked for a law firm
uptown but who also set up astorefront office in the ghetto ("where
the action is") to aid the poor there for free. The hackneyed scripts
never ventured beneath the Naugahyde surface of these 100% plastic kids or into anything even resembling the more sordid side of
life among the lowly. Instead, the three legal Samaritans remained
oblivious to even the hint of evil or a shred of characterization.
In the show's opening credits they blissfully skipped hand-in-hand
into the halls of justice, accompanied by asorry excuse for acontemporary rock theme. Though they constantly battled the establishment, the only motivation ever suggested for their actions came
from CBS's incessant plugs that presented the trio as "totally com-
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capture the youth market with stories the kids could relate to.
In this approach, Headmaster and The Interns were merely indelica-
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The mixed bag of topical drama, youth, and good old American
tradition in these relevant shows aimed at scoring the TV hat
trick of The Mod Squad: Bring in the oldsters with exciting allAmerican action; win praise for presenting topical drama; and
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mitted and completely involved"—or was it "completely committed
and totally involved"?
Storefront Lawyers was easily the worst of the relevancy shows
though, ironically, many of the problems with the series reflected
problems of the Sixties' youth movement itself. Both were based
on aphilosophy that merely bringing together "nice" people with
"nice" ideas could solve everything: Powerful, entrenched bogeymen of the establishment would roll over and die and some hip
jargon would topple a decade of fantasy on television. To this
end, Storefront Lawyers deliberately oversimplified any complex
problems and created asanitized version of the ghetto populated
by evil ogres, helpless po' folk, and noble youth. However, CBS
was not alone in the pursuit of relevancy, with both NBC and
ABC also offering their own exercises in revolutionary fantasy.
To varying degrees, though, nearly every entry suffered from the
same problems as Headmaster, The Interns, and Storefront Lawyers.
NBC's two major relevant offerings were segments in rotating
series: The Senator in The Bold Ones and The Psychiatrist in Fourin-One. The Senator, starring veteran Hal Holbrook as Senator
Hays Stowe, was acommendable effort to treat topical and controversial issues that became bogged down in television's mugwump
philosophy on most issues: everybody to adegree is guilty, therefore
nobody in particular is guilty. Stowe had won his seat by taking
abold and forthright stand against pollution but, once in office,

he emerged as afuzzy-thinking middle-of-the-road befuddled moderate. The stories therefore couldn't hold together because it was
hard to understand why unscrupulous radicals of both the left
and right would bother attacking him. Even treatment of issues
such as aKent State-type incident was nothing more than acalculated, camouflaged ambiguity.
The Psychiatrist was similar to The Interns, presenting apremise
that was traditional Hollywood melodrama featuring forced relevant angles that were almost laughable. Roy Thinnes played a
young, semi-hip psychiatrist who used controversial new techniques
to bring the day's strung-out acid heads to their senses and guide
them to the barber shop for that inevitable haircut. As proof of
his success, he was assisted by a former patient-junkie, played
by Peter Duel. ABC's Young Rebels was even sillier. It modestly
tried to restage the American Revolutionary War as if it were a
free-speech revolt at Berkeley. The youthful members of the Yankee
Doodle Society (two white, one black, one gal) acted as spies behind
the British lines, specializing in sábotage and harassment.
Of all the relevant shows presented that fall, ABC's Young Lawyers came closest to reaching the touted goal of dealing with contemporary themes and moderately realistic characters. Though its
premise was virtually the same as Storefront Lawyers, the scripts
avoided the tired murder-arson-dope trilogy and centered solely
on the learning pangs of two young barristers trying to deal with
people caught in the era's uncertainties. For example, in one episode
they fought amalpractice suit filed against ayoung medical intern
who had decided to "get involved" and help an auto accident
victim. To add further credibility to the series:the team (one white
guy, one black gal) received sound but not condescending advice
from their mentor, played by veteran Lee J. Cobb. Overall, the
stories were much more believable than the fairy tales usually dished
out by the other relevant shows and, in adeparture from the typical
vast expanse of clichéd California adventureland, the action was
set in historic Boston.
Ultimately, though, even The Young Lawyers fell victim to the
essential deception of the entire television relevancy movement.
Though ads for the new shows implied the presentation of strongly
pro-radical positions, the networks had no intention of taking bold
and forthright stands on controversial issues every night in atime
of genuine national division—and certainly not on their entertainment programs. This was the soft white underbelly of TV relevancy.
Important social problems and contemporary jargon were simply
churned into standard television format drama wrapped in love
beads. Stories and issues were stacked in advance so that the establishment, aided by clear-thinking moderates, always won. At heart
the establishment was right, though occasionally it needed aslight
kick to uncover one or two bad apples. Anti-establishment figures
usually had some axe to grind and, even if their points were justified,
their methods were all wrong. Consequently, the villains in the
stories were inevitably demonic bearded hippies or corrupt, longhaired radicals who were, at best, overzealous reformers. The new
breed of hero was the former outsider won over to help the establishment correct its own shortcomings in dealing with overly suspicious
communities and individuals. Such characters dressed respectably,
worked on the side of justice, and, most importantly, had gotten
that haircut.
There was certainly nothing new about presenting fantasy as
reality on television, nor was there anything morally wrong with
exploiting news events and popular fads in television entertainment
programming. Such policies had been pursued for years in both
good and bad shows. In promoting the 1970-71 season, though,
network flaks had presented wholly unrealistic claims that their

relevant shows were to be truly different from the past in both
substance and image, knowing full well that was not to be the
case. By promising a new era in television realism after nearly a
decade of escapism and fantasy, but then delivering the same old
goods, the networks' new shows had to be judged, however harshly,
by adifferent set of rules. By these rules, the half-hearted poorly
written programs of the relevancy craze were artistic failures.
More importantly, the structure of the relevant programs demonstrated that even with anew interest in young adult demographics,
the networks had not decided to alienate the silent majority of
older viewers overnight. Grownups were still the bread-and-butter
of the Nielsen ratings points, so relevancy had been tempered for
establishment consumption. By mid-season, it became clear that,
in trying to attract two supposedly opposite segments of society,
the watered-down relevant programs had failed to excite anyone.
The ratings were disastrous. In January, 1971, ABC dropped its
Young Rebels, and CBS hurried in face-saving format changes on
Headmaster and Storefront Lawyers. Headmaster became The New
Andy Griffith Show in which Griffith played a town mayor who
was aformer sheriff, acarbon copy continuation of his old Mayberry series. The storefront lawyers gave up the ghetto, got haircuts,
and moved uptown permanently, becoming Men at Law. Under
the tutelage of sagacious Devlin McNeil (Gerald S. O'Loughlin),
they defended more affluent clients such as innocent collegians
under attack from the lawyers for the nasty radicals in the Students
for a Free America (a barely concealed copy of the SDS). Both
of these permutations, as well as The Young Lawyers, The Senator,
The Interns, and The Psychiatrist, expired at the end of the season.
Television's loud and sloppy foray into contemporary drama
was a total flop. Yet, almost lost amid the ballyhoo of the 1970
fall premieres, there appeared asaner and more realistic solution
for the medium's sudden desire to update its own image. In September of 1970, after half a decade of bland sitcoms that became
hits, good sitcoms that flopped, and horrible sitcoms that just hung
on, CBS introduced a worthy successor to its comedy classics of
the past, The Mary Tyler Moore Show. The program was the first
out and out hit in the new wave of situation comedies that effectively
combined more contemporary attitudes and outlooks with the basic
elements of the ILove Lucy, Honeymooners, and Dick Van Dyke
schools. These past sitcoms had used good writing, tight central
and supporting casts, and the simplest of sets to present memorable,
hilarious comedy. To this strong base, The Mary Tyler Moore Show
added an important new element: The lead character was an intelligent, unmarried career woman who faced humorous complications
and situations that real people often faced.
Mary Tyler Moore played Mary Richards, a small-town girl
who came to the big city (Minneapolis-St. Paul, not Los Angeles)
to make it on her own. She landed a job in a local TV station
(WJM) as an associate producer for the evening news, working
behind the scenes in the newsroom with producer Lou Grant (Edward Asner), newswriter Murray Slaughter (Gavin MacLeod), and
anchorman Ted Baxter (Ted Knight). There she began to build
her confidence and skill as a single woman on her own with a
responsible job and personal career goals. The mix of characters
and personalities in the office, ranging from generally realistic to
broad stereotype, balanced almost perfectly and gave the "young
working woman" hook the opportunity to catch on. Very quickly
viewers accepted both the novel premise and the first rate cast
because they combined to produce avery funny show.
Lou Grant and Mary Richards were presented as the two most
realistic characters. Mary obviously took her job as newspersonproducer seriously and was very conscious of her professional man1970-71 SEASON
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The six main performers of The
Mary Tyler Moore Show: (from
I.) front: Valerie Harper, Mary
Tyler Moore, Cloris Leachman;
back: Ted Knight, Ed Asner,
Gavin MacLeod. (MTM
Enterprises)

ner, though she was often abit too straight, soft-hearted, and trusting for her own good. In some respects, Lou Grant began as the

over the years, portrayed the sweet-talking pure-as-gold "woman's
show" star as a forked-tongued dirty old lady who merely used

typical blustery-voiced sitcom boss who was really soft as Jello
inside, but he soon developed into the nearest thing to areal life
boss that could ever be expected in atelevision comedy. His character was tempered and his emotions presented as more complex,
so that he tossed in funny cracks when he was sad and radiated

her bill and coo voice to mask the venom of her pointed remarks.
Such a corps of performers would have been the envy of any
sitcom but, just as The Dick Van Dyke Show had been staged as
essentially a two-set series (the Petrie home and the office), the
action in Mary Tyler Moore's program was also split between
two settings—the office and Mary's bachelor apartment. At home,
two other strong supporting characters, Rhoda and Phyllis, helped
to carry awide range of domestic plots. Rhoda Morgenstern (Va-

genuine warmth through his anger. Both Lou and Mary certainly
delivered their share of punch lines, but they usually carried off
their humor as people trying to deal with realistic but confusing
situations.
Ted Baxter and Murray Slaughter served as the focus of the
more traditional office sitcom barbs. Murray delivered sharp oneliners and putdowns that were primarily directed at Ted, though
he departed from these often enough to develop his character somewhat beyond the quick-witted wisecracker type in the style of Dick
Van Dykes Buddy Sorrell. Ted, on the other hand, was all stereotype, but aperfectly marvelous stereotype. Only in Jack Cassidy's
Jetman role (in the all-too-brief run of He and She) had television
ever poked fun at itself so openly. In an era that elevated the
blow-dried "happy talk" local newscaster to the forefront (making
him the rule, not the exception, in the major markets), the selfobsessed Baxter was a wonderful lampoon of the trend. His rich
silver hair and deep-voiced resonance barely camouflaged the near
vacuum behind his empty grin. In the program's third season, a
new character was added to the office setting, WJM's "Happy
Homemaker," Sue Ann Nivens (Betty White), and she provided
yet another frontal attack on television's glossy self-image. White,
drawing on her background of playing goody-two-shoes characters
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lerie Harper) was Mary's upstairs neighbor, aNew York City transplant and a fast-talking putdown artist whose barbs were often
self-directed. Like Sally Rogers in Dick Van Dyke and nearly all
other female sidekicks in sitcom history, Rhoda was on the prowl
for a husband. Unlike most, though, she was not presented as a
de-sexed spinster but as a young, attractive woman who was no
dummy. Rhoda was not about to fall for the first clichéd line
that came her way and was too intelligent to honestly expect Mr.
Right to suddenly walk into her life—but she hadn't given up
hoping, either. Though Mary also went out on dates and vaguely
planned on marriage, she was in no hurry. Rhoda looked to Mary
as aclose friend and confidante (practically asister) and the two
shared their feelings on the hopes and frustrations of single life.
Rhoda's sharp wit was frequently directed at the manager of their
apartment house, Phyllis Lindstrom (Cloris Leachman). Though
Rhoda's character was in the more realistic spirit of Lou and Mary,
Phyllis was presented as an effective homebody caricature, the
epitome of style conscious egoism, who never hesitated to impose
on Mary. She eagerly latched onto the latest trends and, while

not really evil, usually acted kind and considerate only when she
needed something and couldn't just take it.
Lou, Murray, Ted, Sue Ann, Rhoda, and Phyllis were just as
much The Mary Tyler Moore Show as Mary herself and particular
episodes sometimes featured a member of this supporting group
as the central character, with Mary relegated to the sidelines. As
a true sign of the depth of the individual cast members, it must
be noted that all six went on from The Mary Tyler Moore Show
to star in programs of their own, afeat unmatched by any other
sitcom.
Even though the talented cast was the driving force behind the
success of The Mary Tyler Moore Show, the high level of sophistication in the show's scripts lifted the series above the restrictive
confines TV sitcoms were proscribed into during the Sixties. While
the writers generally avoided obviously topical issues and fads,
they managed to capture the feeling of the Seventies much as The
Dick Van Dyke Show had done in the Sixties. The three chief
characters—Mary, Lou, and Rhoda—were often given the types
of problems that real people of the era faced.
Rhoda was caught in the position of many young women at
the time: She never tried to hide the fact that she was talented,
aggressive, and certainly just as intelligent as many of the men
she went out with (probably more so). Though fully aware of the
complications in husband hunting that resulted from such astance,
Rhoda had no intention of changing. When she found her ideal
candidate for marriage he would have to accept her as she was
or not at all. Over the course of the series, Lou became divorced
and, as a chunky, middle-aged man whose children had already
grown and left home, he really didn't feel like starting to date
again. This development added asensitive edge to his sometimes
cantankerous office demeanor because Lou was just as lonely as
any former family man, but he didn't want to expose his feelings
to strangers or in public. Mary's image as an unmarried career
woman with aresponsible job other than asecretary or ateacher

was amajor break from television tradition. She was not awidow,
had no children, and was working because she wanted to build
her own life and career. While by no means adiatribe on women's
liberation, the program presented, without fanfare, women as being
capable of interests beyond housework, marriage, and crazy sitcom
schemes. As a true professional, Mary prized her own honesty
and integrity very highly. In one episode she even went to jail in
order to protect anews source.
Unlike the heavy-handed plots of the flopped relevancy dramas,
these serious, sometimes even topical, aspects of The Mary Tyler
Moore Show never stood out as preachy or phony, but were instead
quietly incorporated into the funny scripts and characters, presenting a reality that was tempered by alight and gentle touch that
could render it painless, but not forgotten. From the very first
episode, the series displayed exceptional production skill and care
that set it apart from its competition.
The Mary Tyler Moore Show provided exactly what CBS president Bob Wood had wanted: a new hit show in the traditional
CBS groove (a thirty-minute sitcom) that also pulled the network
from its old rural rut into new settings that were right for the
new decade. Working hand-in-hand with newly chosen program
chief Fred Silverman, Wood had made it clear his renovation plans
for CBS were serious, including not only a search for new hits,
but also the display of new attitudes and strategies in the process
of network scheduling as well. In amove considered nothing short
of blasphemy for an era that still chiseled network fall schedules
in stone in the early spring, Wood approved Silverman's last-minute
schedule changes in July, 1970, less than six weeks before the
season premieres. This gave Silverman the opportunity to display
his later renowned talent for counter-programming and thematic
flow, and the new Mary Tyler Moore Show emerged with abetter
time slot than originally planned. The Beverly Hillbillies and Green
Acres were moved to Tuesday, logically preceding Hee-Haw, and
Mary Tyler Moore was shifted to Saturday, joining the company

With all his faults, Archie
Bunker (Carroll O'Connor)
never became totally
unbearable and could even be
kind and considerate,
especially to his wife, Edith
(Jean Stapleton). (Tandem
Productions, Inc.)
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Nonetheless, CBS was quite uncertain how to treat All in the
Family. Was it satire? Comedy? Social comment? Fearful of apublic
September 17, 1970
The Flip Wilson Show. (NBC). Young black comic Flip Wilson,
for years a frequent guest on variety and talk shows, receives his
own comedy-variety hour. Armed with such characterizations as
the gassy Geraldine Jones and the hustling Rev. Leroy (from the
Church of What's Happenin' Now), Wilson turns his new program
into an immediate top ten smash.

outcry similar to the one that followed the still not forgotten TurnOn, CBS gave the series practically no publicity. It was stuck in
aperverse time slot, directly following Hee-Haw but right before
60 Minutes. In either case, pro or con, the network expected a
huge reaction the night of the show's debut (January 12, 1971).
It never came. Only a few calls were received and most of them
were favorable. With so little fanfare, the first ratings for All in

September 21, 1970
ABC's NFL Monday Night Football. (ABC). Roone Arledge
brings professional football back to prime time after nearly two
decades. The Cleveland Browns beat "Broadway" Joe Namath and
the New York Jets 31 to 21 in Cleveland. Howard Cosell and
Keith Jackson do play-by-play while "Dandy Don" Meredith supplies color.
September 24, 1970
The Odd Couple. (ABC). After successful treatments as a hit
Broadway play and afeature film, Neil Simon's story of two divorced
men sharing an apartment in New York City becomes ahit sitcom
for ABC. Under producer Garry Marshall, the show displays consistently good writing and outstanding character acting, led by Tony
Randall as the ultra-clean Felix Unger and Jack Kingman as the

the Family were naturally quite low.
TV critics and the general public were as confused as the network
by the program, uncertain how to react because, in many ways,
All in the Family was unlike anything Americans had ever seen
before. It successfully transferred the spice and life of the controversial British original to an American setting. Archie Bunker (O'Connor) was a "hardhat" racist who disdainfully referred to Yids,
Polacks, Spades, and Spics, with his only comeuppance being the
protests of his long-haired son-in-law, Mike (Rob Reiner, son of
Carl), derisively nicknamed "Meathead" by Archie. The program
also dealt with sex—including both blatant verbal references and,
for achange, implications of physical activity. Archie and his wife,

incurably sloppy Oscar Madison.

Edith (Stapleton), who he nicknamed "Dingbat," were shown walking in on their daughter, Gloria (Sally Struthers), and her husband,

October 5, 1970
PBS, the Public Broadcasting System, takes over the non-

Mike, just as the two were obviously on the way up to bed to
make love. Archie admonished the mini-skirted Gloria, "When

commercial functions of NET, National Educational Television.
New York's WNDT becomes WNET.

of the more sophisticated Mission: Impossible, Mannix, and another

you sit down in that thing, the mystery is ended." Because Mike
and Gloria lived with Archie and Edith, such ideological and theological clashes were frequent and inevitable. How were viewers
to take the racial and sexual references? Blacks in the media were
openly split on the All in the Family question. Tony Brown, pro-

new "urban" sitcom, Arnie (starring Herschel Bernardi). There
was more to come. In January, 1971, the second major program
component in Wood's modernization drive arrived, All in the Fam-

ducer of public TV's Black Journal, called it "shocking and racist,"
while Loretta Long, Susan the schoolteacher on Sesame Street,

ily.
For three years, filmmakers Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin had

black-oriented Los Angeles Sentinel said, "His rantings serve apurpose."
The truth dawned slowly. All in the Family wasn't racist, but
it wasn't The Life of Riley, either. It was awell-written, superbly

been trying to sell the networks an American version of the BBC
hit, Till Death Do Us Part. The British series had been on since
1966, offering an irreverent and boisterous view of aworking class
family that hinged on acrafty old bigot who was forever dominating
his wife and daughter and constantly arguing with his liberal sonin-law. In February, 1968, Yorkin and Lear produced a pilot for
CBS based on Till Death Do Us Part, but CBS turned them down
when some moderately innovative domestic sitcoms bombed. Even
with the success of the Smothers Brothers and Laugh-In, the concept of alovable bigot tossing off racial epithets and political insults
proved too much for the old brass at CBS. In the fall of 1968,
Yorkin and Lear approached ABC with a second pilot for the
proposed series, called "Justice for All," starring Carroll O'Connor
and Jean Stapleton. ABC liked it and scheduled it for January,
1969, but then got cold feet and postponed the series to the fall
of 1969. The network at last gave up the idea completely, labeling
it too controversial. Sensing failure at marketing the concept as
a television series, the two producers prepared to turn it into a
film instead but, at the last minute, CBS, under new management,
extended some positive feelers. In March, 1970, a revised pilot,
"Those Were the Days," was secretly tested on arandom audience
at the CBS studios in New York City. The reaction was favorable,
if somewhat guarded. In July, 1970, in spite of considerable negative
pressure from within the CBS hierarchy, network president Bob
Wood scheduled the series, renamed All in the Family, to premiere
at the start of 1971. He said in apress release, "It's time to poke
fun at ourselves."
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said it was "unoffensive and realistic," and Pamela Haynes of the

acted contemporary farce that painted broad stereotyped characters
in the best I Love Lucy tradition. The difference was that the
producers based the stereotypes on real down-to-earth personalities
who argued about topics that real people argued about, using words
and phrases real people used. After decades of TV shows populated
exclusively with stars who were very nice, confronting a central
character who was not completely lovable came as a shock to
many Americans. The Archie Bunker character, in fact, often
wasn't lovable at all. Nonetheless, the producers of All in the Family
did not allow Archie to become totally unbearable, operating under
the assumption that everybody had his reasons. He might have
been a reactionary stick-in-the-mud spouting a perverse sort of
malapropism, but there was another part of him that was genuinely
likable. Archie was an honestly simple man who talked about his
bigotry but rarely did anything else with it. What's more, it soon
became clear that Archie never won the arguments. He might remain titular king of his castle (retaining sole rights to his favorite
easy chair), but his world of male-WASP domination, simple verities, and America-first-ism was crumbling all about him. Archie
fumed and sputtered but always had to concede to the inevitable
changes thrust before him by his liberal son-in-law, his feminist
daughter, and his black neighbors.
The most amazing thing about All in the Family was that its
architects succeeded at what the relevancy show producers had
seemed to be trying to do: explaining new attitudes in the country

to older Americans. TV reviewers were flabbergasted, though, to
see such attempts at social realism in the least likely of all formats
for national controversy—the television sitcom. The Mary Tyler
Moore formula had been taken one step further with current issues
injected into the very funny, well-written scripts. The combination
worked because the producers never forgot the prime rule of showmanship: keep the audience entertained. By carefully mixing the
humor and politics, All in the Family avoided heavy-handed preaching and became an almost subliminal course in national self-examination. Producer Norman Lear explained:

homegrown productions. In the winter, PBS presented its last major
domestic program for years to come, The Great American Dream
Machine, hosted by the corpulent Marshall Efron. Dream Machine
was similar to PBL, but humor and satire were added to the
"straight" segments (such as a report on FBI-paid provocateurs
in radical groups) and, under Efron's guidance, the show reached
great heights of wit and irreverence. Levity had always been noticeably absent on public television and this infusion of humor was
welcomed by many, though it made the series unpopular with
both the Nixon administration and Congress. Poking fun at com-

[All in the Family] holds a mirror up to our prejudices.

mercials for frozen pies and Kool-Aid was all right but, when

...We laugh now, swallowing just the littlest bit of truth
about ourselves, and it sits there for the unconscious to toss
about later.
Though All in the Family's underlying premise and lively flavor
came from its British roots, the show also drew on important American sitcom basics previously used in series such as The Honeymooners. The program was essentially aone-set show, with the action
taking place in the Bunker living room (with occasional huddles

guests such as Woody Allen began ribbing Henry Kissinger, and
regular contributor Andy Rooney parodied Nixon's volunteer
Army proposal, Dream Machine became awalking target for the
government. It was shot down in mid-1972. Efron departed with
astinging blast at PBS and New York's WNET, calling 'them:
A tight club of relatively rich guys, putting cameras on the
poor and asking the middle class for money. What do they
say when the middle class asks what channel 13 [WNE'T]
is doing for them? 'We've got some wonderful acquisitions

in the kitchen). In aradical departure from then-current TV scripture, All in the Family returned to the concept of recording its
episodes before alive audience, just as in The Honeymooners. The
laughs heard at home were actual laughter by live human beings
watching the performance as it was being videotaped. This literal
liveliness, combined with the ICramden-like working class atmosphere and the inclusion of topical references, served to create a
refreshing sense of reality and to make All in the Family an actual
revolution in American TV. Yet, it was also arevival (in the literal
sense of the word) bringing back the basics that had made previous

from the BBC. .
The commercial networks were also happy to soak up the prestige
from British imports. In the summer of 1971, CBS took the unusual
step of slotting the six-part British miniseries, The Six Wives of
Henry VIII, into its Sunday night schedule. It was the only program
to eventually air on Masterpiece Theater that first found its way
to America through acommercial network. NBC even previewed
and promoted the Civilization series when it ran on PBS in the
fall of 1970. At the same time, the network also gave the British

classics so memorable and, at the same time, updating the content
for modern consumption.
All in the Family had a very slow start and, like most out of
the ordinary TV shows, had to build an audience gradually. By
mid-February it sneaked into the top thirty. The first set of episodes
ended in March and Silverman wisely chose to begin afull cycle
of reruns immediately in order to hook the growing number of
new viewers that had only discovered the series in the previous
month. It was during this rerun cycle that the show took off. By

December 7, 1970
After defecting from CBS, Harry Reasoner replaces Frank Reynolds as co-anchor of ABC's nightly news, teaming up with Howard
K. Smith.
January 1, 1971
A federally imposed ban on television cigarette ads goes into

late May, just before it went off for the summer, All in the Family
hit number one. The expected viewer reaction to the innovative,

effect.

controversial program had developed, but the show had also become a big hit. Its characters were accepted and absorbed into
everyday language, even appearing in New York City graffiti. "Archie Bunker for President" somebody scrawled on asubway wall,
to which another wit added, "He is."
All in the Family marked aturning point in American television
programming and it appeared at atime of major change throughout

June 6, 1971
After twenty-three years of "really big shows," Ed Sullivan is

the industry in both commercial and noncommercial broadcasting.

axed. Guests on the final program: Sid Caesar, Carol Channing,
Robert Klein, and Gladys Knight and the Pips. "Say goodnight,
Eddie ..."
July 26, 1971
Apollo 15, America's fourth lunar landing mission, sends back
the first color television signals from space, using the CBS "spinning
disk" system the FCC digrqrded eighteen years before.

In October, 1970, the public television network structure was reorganized, changing NET into PBS, the Public Broadcasting System.

August 16, 1971

More importantly, public television continued to move away from
original domestic productions, increasing its reliance on imports

as Frank McGee leaves the show to replace Hugh Downs on Today.

from Britain. That fall, PBS presented the thirteen-week BBC series,
Civilization, hosted by Kenneth Clark and funded by Xerox. The
program took viewers on a world-wide tour of Western culture
tracing its development over 400 years by focusing on great works
of art and architecture. In January, Masterpiece Theater picked
up where The Forsyte Saga left off and offered British made historical dramas every Sunday night. As delightful as these British imports were, they began to spark complaints that PBS was showing
signs of practically becoming a BBC subsidiary. Though British

John Chancellor becomes the sole anchor on NBC Nightly News

August 29, 1971
After one final season on NBC, Red Skelton ends eighteen years
of network television, wishing all "Good health, good life, and may
God bless. Goodnight."
September 4, 1971
ABC pulls the plug on Lawrence Welk's bubble machine. The
sixteen-year television veteran has the last laugh, though, as his
program shifts effortlessly into syndication, continuing with new
episodes on astrong line-up of local stations.

programs meant instant class they also discouraged efforts at
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limited run series concept a thorough testing in its Four-in-One

and issued it as a formal rule to take effect in the fall of 1971.

program from Universal studios. Unlike The Bold Ones, in which
three separate series alternated in the same time slot, Four-in-One

The compromise rule still nearly eliminated network profit from
syndication, but simply limited to three hours the amount of prime

ran all six episodes of each series before moving on to the next.
This was just the style adopted by Masterpiece Theater in its presen-

time broadcasting a network could do in one evening. This rule

tations.
British limited-run series were usually just that: one premise

was labeled the "access rule" because it proposed to grant access
to the airwaves for independent producers who would be able to

carried over a set number of episodes and then ended. Four-inOne was set up as an extended pilot program for testing new series

go directly to the affiliates to slot their programs in what had
previously been network prime time.
The networks, naturally, were aghast at the access rule and CBS

ideas in prime time against regular shows. At the time, studio
pilots were usually aired as single episodes stuck into the movie
nights during the spring lull and so rarely faced any strong competi-

filed suit to block it. The Justice Department and the courts, however, upheld the FCC, thus giving legal sanction to the first major
inroad in direct governmental control of programming in television

tion. Four-in-One provided a more challenging but realistic face-

history. The FCC's aim, greater access, was quite commendable
and the commission no doubt believed the access rule served a

off. Two of the series failed their tryouts, the silly relevancy of
The Psychiatrist and the "Airport"-type melodrama of San Francisco International Airport (starring Lloyd Bridges and Clu
Gulager). Night Gallery, awatered down version of The Twilight

direct governmental control of programming—something the FCC
was specifically forbidden to engage in by law. With the precedent

Zone, caught on and became a regular series in 1971 that lasted
two seasons. Rod Serling was the host and occasional writer, though

set, additional interference could only follow.
Faced with the reality of having to cut three and one-half hours

he actually had very little control over the choice of material used.
The most successful of the miniseries was McCloud, starring Dennis

of prime time each week in the fall of 1971, the networks tried
to make the best of it. ABC, which had always had more than

Weaver as a Western sheriff somehow assigned to the New York
City police force. This series survived for six years, though always
remaining asegment in some permutation of Four-in-One. Begin-

January, 1971, jumped the gun by adding two and one-half hours
to the half-hour of prime time it already ceded to the local affiliates

ning in the 1971-72 season, Four-in-One changed to the rotating
segment style of The Bold Ones and was retitled The NBC Mystery
Movie.
Though the testing of British concepts from All in the Family
to miniseries signalled the possibility of important new developments in programs and programming, the government was responsible for the most dramatic changes facing broadcasters. In early
1970, after pressure from Congress, the networks accepted aplan
to ban all TV cigarette advertisments. Beginning January 1, 1971,
the largest single source of revenue in broadcasting was cut off
and television profits were squeezed. To further complicate the
situation, a 1970 FCC ruling was put into effect and, starting in
the fall of 1971, the networks were required to slice thirty minutes
from prime time each night of the week.
Since the mid-Fifties, the FCC had been holding hearings on
ways to decrease, if not eliminate, the networks' legal and financial
control over programs. Over the years, the networks had voluntarily
cut back on the degree of such lucrative control temporarily in
order to mollify the FCC, though they returned to near total control
as soon as it seemed the commission wouldn't notice. In March,
1965, the FCC drafted a proposed rule that would have limited
the networks to 50% control of their prime time schedule, and
also virtually banned their profits from domestic and foreign syndication of old shows. This 50-50 proposal was roundly criticized
by the networks and bandied about for five years until, in May
of 1970, the FCC adopted aGroup W-inspired compromise instead
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wholesome purpose, but the fact was that the rule represented

its share of dead weight, found the access rule a godsend and in

each week. Freed of the albatross of some of its losers, including
remnants of the relevant cycle (Young Rebels) and afew flopped
crime shows (Silent Force and Most Deadly Game), ABC's ratings
shot up and, in mid-January, the network won one week of the
ratings war. It was ABC's first such victory in more than six years.
The second season surge by ABC even further tightened the
network competition. CBS had been unable to break away from
the incessant challenge by NBC and the two had spent the season
locked in asee-saw battle for total ratings superiority. At the end
of the 1970-71 season, CBS and NBC were in a dead heat, with
both claiming victory. To the CBS leadership, it was clear that
more drastic measures had to be taken to ensure supremacy. With
the success of two new "urban" sitcoms, president Wood swallowed
hard and in one swoop canceled eight stalwarts of the CBS zodiac:
The Ed Sullivan Show (23 years), Lassie (17 years), Mayberry RFD
(11 years), The Beverly Hillbillies (9 years), Jim Nabors (5 years
as Gomer Pyle, 2 years as a variety host), Hogan 's Heroes and
Green Acres (6 years each), and Hee-Haw (2 years). Many of these
shows were still very successful but some slots had to be cleared
and this was as good atime as any to complete Wood's previously
stated plan to steer CBS away from the oldster-yokel image. Wood's
purge of so many net vets was the symbolic confirmation that,
with the public's acceptance of shows such as Mary Tyler Moore
and All in the Family, the goverrunent's forced ban on cigarette
commercials, and the appearance of the access rule, 1971 would
mark aseismic shift in the equilibrium of American television.

i=t7

31. Not Just Another Pretty Face

ON SEPTEMBER 13, 1971, prime time shrunk. The FCC's
access rule had taken effect and the nightly schedules of all three
networks reflected ashakeup far greater than the usual fall season
reorganization. The new rules stipulated that the networks could
not present more than three hours of prime time fare between
7:00 P.M. and 11:00 P.M. However, the FCC had not specified
which three of the four available hours should be used, leaving
the choice to the networks themselves. As the traditional domain
of news shows (except on Sunday), the 7:00-7:30 P.M. slot was
sacrosanct, so the network programmers had to decide between
aprime time that would run from 7:30-10:30 P.M. or 8:00-11:00
P.M. Though such aminor shift might have seemed atrivial difference at first, the choice was vitally important because it would
determine the tone of network schedules not only for the 197172 season but for many seasons to come. If 7:30-10:30 P.M. were
selected as prime time, the networks would place even more emphasis on kiddie-oriented productions, and the independent producers
would have to develop adult material to fill the resulting late night
access time (10:30-11:CO P.m.). The situation would be reversed
with 8:00-11:00 P.M. as prime time; the networks would lose a
half-hour of Iddvid and the earlier access time could be filled with
less somber fare such as frothy game shows.
Throughout the spring of 1971, the programming chiefs at CBS,
NBC, and ABC engaged in aperverse form of high-level "chicken,"
using compliance with the access rule as a means to psyche out
their competitors and to gain some slight advantage in what promised to be a tight ratings battle in the fall. At first, NBC and
ABC seemed to be set on an 8:00-11:00 P.M. prime time so CBS,
seeing an irresistible chance for a head start on its competitors,
said it would opt for a 7:30 P.M. starting time in which it would
schedule sixty-minute shows to kick off every evening. Such amove
would have forced the other two to follow suit and change their
schedules in order to prevent CBS from nailing down alarge audience at the start of each night's viewing. Rumors, tentative plans,
and revised proposals filled the air as the networks jockeyed back
and forth for two months. Then CBS, which said it really favored
the choice of the 8:00-11:00 P.M. slot all along but had suggested
7:30 P.M. only out of competitive zeal, asked the FCC to "suggest"
that the networks consider 8:00 P.M. as the start of prime time.
The commission went along, issued the proposal, and all three
quickly complied. This did not end the pre-fall wrangling, however.

NBC applied for and received awaiver of the access rule so that
it could continue sending out three and one-half hours of programming every Sunday night. This exception was granted so that The
Wonderful World of Disney could continue to provide high quality
family entertainment at its usual time. The FCC agreed that Disney
deserved special treatment, though as penance NBC agreed to cut
an extra half-hour from its Friday night schedule. ABC applied
for and received a similar waiver for Tuesday night, based on
the convoluted reasoning that because Tuesday was its strongest
night, cutting part of it out would render the network impotent.
In return for an untouched Tuesday line-up, ABC gave up another
half-hour on Monday.
Following these byzantine negotiations, which placed an inauspicious reliance on federal umpiring and even invited governmental
judgments on program quality, the fall schedules were set. The
new boundaries for prime time were from 8:00 P.M. to 11:00 P.M.
Wednesday through Saturday and on Monday, and from 7:30 P.M.
to 11:00 P.M. (with appropriate gaps) on Sunday and Tuesday.
In one final exercise of network brinkmanship, CBS's chief programmer, Fred Silverman, upset the networks' plans again in August, just before the start of the season, by announcing another
of his infamous last-minute schedule shifts. All in the Family, which
had done well in an abominable slot the previous winter, was to
be tucked away at 10:30 P.M. Monday, against an NBC movie
and ABC's pro football coverage. Playing his trump card, Silverman
shifted the proto-hit to the lead-off slot on Saturday night, against
very weak competition, in the hope that it would help build Saturday into a CBS sitcom blockbuster night. It worked. All in the
Family quickly returned to the number one slot in the Nielsen
ratings, becoming a solid fall smash and not just a spring fad
hit.
Though the boundaries of prime time, and therefore access time,
had been established, the question of just what would fill the newly
liberated slots was still left up in the air. In announcing the arress
rule, the FCC had conjured up visions of locally produced public
affairs shows, programs offering something nice and wholesome
for the kiddies (perhaps acommercial version of Sesame Street),
and even independently produced serious drama that the networks
wouldn't dare touch. Instead, there were game shows. Lots of game
shows. Old game shows. Syndicated game shows. Cheap game
shows.
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Actually, game show producers had begun sliding into syndication five years earlier as they found prime time on the networks,
for the most part, closed to them. In September, 1965, Truth or
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For the most part, local stations chose the syndicated game
shows to fill the Monday through Friday access slots. Other material was available such as new syndicated episodes of former network series including Lassie, Lawrence Welk, Wild Kingdom, and
Hee-Haw, but thesé didn't offer the quick, cheap solution to the
weeknight program gap that the quizzes provided and were usually
scheduled for the weekends. Nonetheless, as shows that had been
dumped by the networks merely for appealing to the wrong audi-

turned down an offer from ABC to revive the show and instead
decided to return the program to the air by syndicating new episodes
to local stations across the country. Most of the stations were
not affiliated with anetwork, had plenty of time to fill, and were
more than happy to broadcast new, first run-episodes of aproven
hit in place of their usual steady diet of reruns of old network

ence (either too rural or too old) they were eventually picked up
because, like the quiz shows, they supplied familiar entertainment.
(Hee Haw, in fact, thrived in syndication.) Completely new shows,

series. Truth or Consequences was soon back in the groove, reuniting
long-lost sisters and the like on a jerry-rigged chain of stations
throughout the country. Other former network quizzers such as
What's My Line (fall 1968), Beat the Clock and To Tell the Truth

however, faced an almost insurmountable barrier. Group W, which
had pressed the concept of local access with the FCC in the first
place, offered a number of its own new entertainment shows in
syndication including the satirical David Frost Revue and The

(September 1969), and This Is Your Life (January 1971) followed
the lead of Truth or Consequences and were resurrected, usually
with the word "new" stuck in front of the old title. The appearance
of access time in the fall of 1971 opened new vistas for the syndicators as hundreds of network affiliates searched for programs to
plug the new gaping holes in their schedules. To serve the expanding

Smothers' Organic Prime Time Space Ride, only to see them die.
These programs required larger budgets which made them more

market, Let's Make a Deal and Hollywood Squares, still enjoying
successful daytime network runs, joined the fray and began producing additional episodes for evening syndication.
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expensive to the locals. Consequently, neither the Frost program
nor the Smothers show was ever ordered by enough stations to
justify the costs involved and both ceased production by the end
of the year. More importantly, they could not compete for amass
audience with the plebian appeal of the ever-resilient game show
format. With the broadcast day largely filled with network programs, the local stations were not about to sacrifice apotentially

lucrative new local time period for material that might not turn

but real-life crime and crime detection and stretching it to the

a maximum profit. They were even less receptive to innovative
concepts than the three networks, a commercial reality that had
escaped the FCC's planners. Creative high-quality television might
emerge in the long run from the FCC's access rule, but in the
short run it just brought more junk.
While the individual stations were filling local access time with
game shows, the networks were filling prime time with gumshoes.
The most recent movement against television sex and violence had

limit. For one hour each week, asuccession of unrelated gas explosions, helicopter crashes, arson blazes, bomb threats, and even mundane car crashes bombarded the viewer. It resembled nothing so
much as a sixty-minute compilation of short film clips from the
very visual disasters local television news directors inevitably featured in their nightly news programs. The show's premise tying
the events together was simple: A squad of paramedics from the

brought to the forefront the less violent figures of doctors, lawyers,
and legislators who could act as cop surrogates until the wave of

Los Angeles fire department's rescue division was dispatched to
aid the victims, and in each show they drove from disaster to
disaster. As with all Jack Webb productions, interspersed in this
mayhem were moments of personal banter among the hard-working
public servants (including paramedic regulars Robert Fuller, Bobby

public and governmental pressure lost momentum. While two new
Marcus Welby clones did turn up in the fall of 1971, the heat
from Washington had sufficiently abated to allow real cops and
private eyes to make a comeback. They still avoided violence as
much as possible, though, with watered-down settings either in
traditional Jack Webb sagas or in equally nonviolent gimmick series

Troup, Julie London, Kevin Tighe, and Randolph Mantooth).
Though the personalities of the paramedics were usually lost in
the deadly inferno of disasters each week, Emergency! was generally
well done, entertaining, and its success in the spring of 1972 began

featuring anew wave of inside-outsiders.
The Welby imitations came from the good doctor's very own
executive producer, David Victor, who adapted the soapy but suc-

to put the "action" back into crime adventure shows. The program
also added immeasurably to the image of Los Angeles as the setting
of every horrendous natural or manmade cataclysm ever conceived.

cessful doctor format twice, emerging with one failure, Man and
the City, and one success, Owen Marshall: Counselor at Law. The

The networks' attempts to be hip the previous season had proven
an abysmal failure, so no true outsiders turned up among the new

pilot episode for Man and the City cast Anthony Quinn as the
mayor of amedium-sized Southwest desert city in agritty setting
that contained innovative touches of reality as part of the mayor's
life: a tacky office, an estranged wife, and a devil's advocate for
an aide. Once the regular series began, however, the unique desert
feel and realistic setting were eliminated and the aseptic Welby
world of spiffy offices and beautiful people was substituted instead.
Quinn, one of the best tough guy actors of the era, was wasted

crop of law enforcers in 1971. Instead, there was a collection of
characters more acceptable to TV viewers—characters only slightly
only of snyc with mainstream society, usually personified as loner
cops. Lone guns had thrived in the Fifties (Martin Kane, Peter
Gunn, Paladin) but the advent of 77 Sunset Strip signalled the
advance of a more conformist troika-type system. For a decade,

fighting off-beat emotional causes such as the right of deaf parents
to adopt achild who could hear. As aresult, the program became
merely a lame attempt to create a governmental Father Knows
Best with pat answers and silly caricatures. Owen Marshall: Counselor at Law, with Arthur Hill as a widower-solicitor, was far
more successful. Like Welby, Marshall aimed straight for the

law enforcers worked in well-polished teams, sometimes borrowing
from the medical format of ayoung man and his veteran mentor.
The success of Mannix in the late Sixties began to bring the loner
back into vogue and, in the fall of 1971, more than a half dozen
such law enforcers appeared. Following in the footpath of the TV
Westerns of the late Fifties, many of the new cop shows seemed
almost laughable in their desperate search for attractive gimmick

women: He was an idealized professional who lived in a fancy
town and who dealt with the weird problems of the upper middle
class, assisted by such gorgeous "hunks" in the supporting cast
as Lee Majors and David Soul. The series was awash in bathos
as it joined its companion professions in bringing topics previously
considered "for soaps only" into prime time. In contrast to the
others, though, Owen Marshall sometimes attempted amore evenhanded treatment of its subjects, such as lesbianism.
The new cops and detectives dispensed with such indulgences
and resumed the clear-cut direct pursuit of justice in the neverending war against crime—albeit still without the physical gusto
of the past. Jack Webb's two new entries for the fall continued
to follow his standard nonviolent format, emphasizing tight-lipped
personalities and the mechanics of crime detection, but neither
The D.A. nor O'Hara, U.S'. Treasury proved successful. In an unusual move, Webb used two celebrities that were known for exuding
emotion on the screen in the series (Robert Conrad in The D.A.
and David Janssen in O'Hara), but their animated character traits
put them in direct conflict with the basis of Webb's unyielding
dour format. Consequently, in both shows, the lead character
seemed to be visibly straining against the role of tight-lipped hero.
Neither program survived the season. Webb was much more successful with amid-season replacement, Emergency!, which returned
to his standard character types while increasing the instances of
urban style visual action. In fact, Emergency! could be considered
the perfect Jack Webb program, taking his philosophy of routine

In a 1968 made-for-TV movie, Peter Falk (/.) first portrayed
Lieutenant Colunnbo. Gene Barry played Dr. Roy Flemming, a
suave psychiatrist who murdered his wife. (From "Prescription:
Murder." Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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that drew on the old Mr. and Mrs. North stories for inspiration.
The series presented a pleasant combination of mystery, humor,

to television in anew, but familiar, sitcom setting, directed by Carl

and police action by the unusual team of Stu McMillan (Rock
Hudson), the police commissioner of San Francisco, and his wife,
Sally (Susan Saint James). Saint James transferred her wisecracking

Reiner and slotted immediately before the increasingly successful
Mary Tyler Moore Show. Van Dyke plays Dick Preston, host of a
local television talk show in Phoenix, Arizona.

character from Name of the Game to the new setting, mixing her
domestic detective work with lighthearted household antics, usually

September 18, 1971
The New Dick Van Dyke Show. (CBS). Dick Van Dyke returns

October 1, 1971
Frank Stanton, president of CBS, Inc. since 1946, moves up to
become vice chairman of the CBS board of directors.
October 6, 1971
This Week (PBS). Bill Moyers, former press secretary to President Lyndon Johnson, begins a weekly documentary essay series.
In its second season, the program is renamed Bill Moyers' Journal.
October 11, 1971
Upstairs, Downstairs. Britain's London Weekend Television network begins an extended drama series focusing on the social life
of Edwardian England. The action is centered at the Bellamy townhouse in awell-to-do district of London. Upstairs: the rich Bellamy
family. Downstairs: their servants. The show makes it to the U.S.
on Masterpiece Theater beginning in January, 1974.
October 13, 1971
The Pittsburgh Pirates beat the Baltimore Orioles 4to 3at Pittsburgh in the first World Series night game. NBC urged the later
starting time in order to register higher ratings for the contest in
prime time and, within afew years, most of baseball's championship
games are staged "under the lights."

characters who could mask agenerally bland and nonviolent premise. George Kennedy played apoliceman turned activist-priest on
Sarge; James Garner was a cowardly sheriff in the Old West on
Nichols; and James Franciscus was a blind crusading insurance
investigator on Longstreet. Several other programs with equally
gimmicky characters, though, managed to catch on with viewers
and develop into finely crafted adventure series. Cannon and the
three rotating segments of The NBC Mystery Movie (McCloud,
McMillan and Wife, and Columbo) had slightly stronger setups
which allowed awider set of story lines, better scripts, and more
effective humor. They could present touches of reality within the
ever present fantasy world of television lawmen. At heart, these
series were identical in purpose to Nichols or Longstreet, only they
happened to be more successful in overall execution and ratings.
McCloud (a holdover from the previous season's segments of
The NBC Mystery Movie, then called Four-in-One) featured Dennis
Weaver as astraight-talking, horse-riding marshal from New Mexico attached to the New York City police force. By using his Western sagacity and common-sense knowledge of people, McCloud
constantly broke cases that stumped the locals, thereby exasperating
yet amazing his Manhattan precinct chief, played by J. D. Cannon.
Weaver was already familiar to viewers as a Western hero from
his long stint as Chester, the sidekick in Gunsmoke, so he brought
some credibility to the task of showing up the smart aleck city
slickers—always an appealing notion to beleaguered urban dwellers.
Astride his horse and wearing acowboy hat, McCloud was aliteral
outsider to the urban New York setting, but his shrewd perception
of people's motivations made him a law enforcement insider to
be reckoned with. The program thus emerged as a very clever
mix of Western and cop formats.
Another segment in The NBC Mystery Movie slot, McMillan
and Wife, also featured off-beat characters—these in a premise
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planned with the couple's busybody housekeeper, played by Nancy
Walker. Hudson's McMillan was also very down-to-earth and, even
though he was the top cop in San Francisco (about as "inside"
as possible), he inevitably took to the streets himself in the best
loner cop tradition. He and his wife generally discovered and solved
most cases themselves with only nominal help from the San Francisco police department, usually represented by McMillan's goodnatured aide, Sergeant Enright (John Schuck). McMillan and Wife's
emphasis on likable characters and humor was acarefully planned
technique used by each of the successful gimmick series. It allowed
them to deemphasize violence and also to stand apart from the
more traditional police shows which took themselves so seriously
in the war against crime.
Still, McCloud and McMillan and his wife were only slight deviations from traditional crime fighters compared to the unlikely characters of Cannon and Columbo, the season's biggest (and sloppiest)
successes. Cannon brought to the forefront the long-deserving William Conrad, whose rich deep voice had served him well in radio
(playing Marshal Dillon in the radio version of Gunsmoke) and
as a voice-over announcer for television (as in Quinn Martin's
The Fugitive), but whose stout appearance relegated him to playing
criminal heavies on camera. As detective Frank Cannon, Conrad
starred in anew series by Quinn Martin that broke two unwritten
rules about television heroes: Cannon was fat and he was old.
Obviously pushing fifty (if he hadn't already pushed it over), Cannon could never win the hearts of the much-sought-after female
audience in the same way as the svelte heroes portrayed by stars
such as Craig Stevens, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., Dennis Weaver, and
Rock Hudson. With his heavy gait, Cannon was also not quite
the ideal candidate for afrenzied police chase. Since the inception
of television cops, such traits were, at best, left to the self-deprecating sidekick and never featured in aleading character. Nonetheless,
Conrad, like most of the year's wave of loner cops, played his
character strongly but with a slightly humorous touch, keeping
the focus on personalities over incidents and appearance. He, too,
never let the war on crime overshadow the people most affected
by it.
The most visibly eccentric inside-outsider crime fighter introduced that season was Columbo, played by another veteran character actor, Peter Falk, who had been working for years to gain
public acceptance for such ahero. In the fall of 1965, Falk starred
in the off-beat CBS crime show, The Trials of O'Brien. In an era
of pretty boy heroes (populated by such good lookers as Richard
Chamberlain and Robert Vaughn), Falk's interpretation of attorney
Daniel O'Brien as a seedy-looking disheveled little man proved
an enigma to most television viewers, who were unable to take
the character seriously. When he wasn't in the courtroom, O'Brien
was more than likely to be found at the race track playing the
horses. How could such a man be a counselor at law? He was
even divorced! The mix of humor and drama in Trials of O'Brien
found little appreciation and support at the time and the series
was canceled at mid-season, just another good show that was unfortunately ahead of its time.
A year later, Universal studios began producing a new series
of made-for-TV films for NBC, many of which served as pilots

nary. Mindful of this, NBC offered at mid-season the first followup attempt to the successful style of All in the Family, Sanford
and Son, another Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin production with
British roots and along history.
In January, 1962, the BBC anthology program Comedy Playhouse presented "The Offer," asituation comedy featuring the antics of Albert Steptoe (Wilfrid Brambell), agarrulous and possessive
curmudgeon who ran ajunk dealership with his son, Harold (Harry
Corbett). Albert Steptoe was the archtypical lovable grouch who
spent most of his time scheming to break up any plans (such as
marriage) his son might have to leave the family business. The
public response to the two characters was so strong that in June,
1962, a Steptoe and Son series began on the BBC and, by early
1964, it was the number one show in Britain. That same year,
excerpts from the program were shown in America on The Jack
Paar Show and NBC and Embassy Pictures put together a pilot
for an Americanized version of the series that was intended to
begin in 1965. The pilot, however, was rejected and plans for the
series shelved. The British original itself went off the air in November, 1965. Though Steptoe and Son was still ahighly rated show,
its producers admitted frankly that they had run out of ideas and

Three years after "Prescription: Murder," Peter Falk returned in
Columbo. (From Columbo. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
for projected new series. In February, 1968, NBC-Universal presented "Prescription: Murder," written by Richard Levinson and
William Link. The story traced the unsuccessful scheme of a
wealthy psychiatrist (played by Gene Barry) who murdered his
wife, but was confronted and eventually unmasked by adeferential
detective, Lieutenant Columbo (played by Falk, who essentially
carried on the character of O'Brien in this new role). The approach
seemed appealing and asecond film, afull-fledged pilot, "Ransom
for aDeadman," was produced in 1971. In the fall of 1971, Columbo
was quietly added to the Mystery Movie rotation and it slowly,
very slowly, built afollowing. (The series didn't achieve wide public
acceptance until well into its second season.) The times had changed
since O'Brien and the audience was willing to accept ashort fuzzy
man in awrinkled raincoat. Though he appeared to be little more
than asloppy, seemingly bumbling policeman, Columbo was actually an alert, perceptive investigator and Falk fleshed out his droll
character. Each story became an elaborate cat-and-mouse game
between the shuffling, polite detective and the overconfident suspect. Columbo, then, was presented not as atraditional whodunit,
but rather as a"howzecatchem." At the beginning of each episode
the audience was shown the crime as it was committed, so there
was never any question of who was guilty. The focus of the stories
shifted instead to how Columbo would trap the guilty party. Every
episode of Columbo adhered to this formula but, as in the old
Perry Mason series, the repetition increased viewers' involvement
by making them think, alertly searching for the inevitable fatal
error by the villain and the casual, but oh-so-devastating, off-hand
remark by Columbo.
The success of these slightly off-beat new shows, as well as the
steady number one status of CBS's All in the Family, was more
tangible economic proof that the American television audience was
willing to embrace programs that were somewhat out of the ordi-

decided to quit while on top. Four and one-half years later, giving
in to public demand, the original cast was reassembled and Steptoe
and Son returned to the BBC with new episodes. Though the series
didn't reach the number one slot in this new run, it was successful
enough to once again attract American attention. In March, 1971,
Norman Lear and Bud Yorkin, who had just finished along struggle to bring All in the Family to television, acquired the rights to
produce an American version of Steptoe and Son. In September,

December 12, 1971
Brig. General David Sarnoff, the father of American television
and honorary chairman of the board of RCA, dies in New York
at the age of eighty. He worked at the company for sixty-five years.
February 14, 1972
The CBS Late Movie. (CBS). After failing to catch Johnny Carson
with Mery Griffin, CBS switches late night formats from talk shows
to movies (beginning with "A Patch of Blue"). On March 13, Griffin,
still headquartered in Los Angeles, returns to television in afternoon
syndication for Metromedia.
April 30, 1972
Arthur Godfrey Time goes off CBS Radio after exactly twentyseven years.
May 1, 1972
After making numerous West Coast trips over the years, NBC's
Tonight show moves permanently to Los Angeles.
July 1, 1972
Facing tough new afternoon competition from Mery Griffin's
return to syndication, David Frost's syndicated talk program for
Group W goes off the air.
July 8-9, 1972
"The Democratic National Telethon." (ABC). On the eve of its
nominating convention, the Democratic Party stages an 18 1
2 hour
/
telethon to help cut the party's debt.
July 12, 1972
Thirty-seven-year-old Arthur Taylor becomes president of CBS,
Inc., taking Frank Stanton's old job.
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for the role. Son Lamont (Demond Wilson) served the role of
believable straightman who, like Jed Clampett in The Beverly Hillbillies, was an oasis of sanity necessary to bring the flights of fancy
back from the stratosphere. Foxx and Wilson were perfect needles
to each other and their love-hate relationship gave the show a
secure foundation of humor. The usual sitcom supporting characters rounded out the cast, including adull-witted accomplice (Whitman Mayo as Fred's pal, Grady) and afemale battleaxe (LaWanda
Page as Fred's sister-in-law, Esther). At heart, then, Sanford and
Son was not so much aracial show, but rather avery basic, wellproduced contemporary sitcom set in ablack ghetto. In fact, all
but one of the first year's episodes were simply rewritten Steptoe
and Son scripts, though in later years Yorkin made adetermined
effort to use black writers. Fred Sanford might assert his blackness
but, more often than not, it was only as part of some scheme or
con using his race in much the same way as he used his feigned
heart attacks. This television portrayal of working class blacks
who were conscious of their race and the problems of ghetto life,
but who were also strong humorous characters facing funny situations, was the most important aspect of the success of Sanford
and Son.
With the American audience softened up after ayear of All in
the Family, Sanford and Son found it much easier to shoot to
the top of the Nielsen ratings and managed to place sixth in the

•
Jack Webb's Emergency! put some action back into television
crime shows. (From Emergency! Courtesy of MCA Television
Limited)
NBC agreed to put the show into its schedule in January, 1972.
By this time, Lear and Yorkin had ceased working as a pair, so
while Lear kept his eye on All in the Family, Yorkin took control
of the new series, called Sanford and Son. Like All in the Family,

compilation of the season's top shows, even though it first appeared
in January. Viewers were beginning to understand that All in the
Family and Sanford and Son were not revolutionaries per se, but
rather up-to-date continuations of great sitcom traditions of the
past. Noting the public's acceptance of the innovative new series,
producers and the networks in general grew bolder both in pursuing
new formats and reworking old ones. In the process, the formulas
for success in the Seventies seemed to be falling into place. Phasing
in more contemporary adult concerns, CBS managed to stay on
top in the ratings, closely followed by NBC. As usual, ABC was
bringing up the rear, though it also joined the movement toward
more experimental network ventures.

Son to an American setting, Yorkin kept everything the same as
in the original with one major exception: father and son (Fred

Miniseries appeared on all three networks, following the success
of the CBS presentation of The Six Wives ofHenry VIII the previous
summer. NBC broadcast the BBC's six-part Search for the Nile,
ABC imported afour-part adaptation of War and Peace (produced

and Lamont Sanford) were black.
Just as the Bunkers liberated television from the bland stereotypes of white suburbia, the Sanfords led the way in upsetting

in Russia), and CBS presented the five-part Italian production of
The Life of Leonardo da Vinci. Overall, the emphasis on special
network programming increased and even the Pat Weaver notion

television's then-current stereotypes of blacks as middle class whites
in blackface (such as Julia) and Olympian supermen (such as Linc

of regularly scheduled specials made acomeback with NBC devoting most of Tuesday night to specials and ABC offering the weekly
Monday Night Special. ABC also registered impressive success with
its expanded schedule of made-for-TV movie presentations. Of the
top twenty-three movies aired in the 1971-72 season, eighteen came
from ABC's made-for-TV Movie of the Week slot. (In fact, only
nine of the year's top thirty-two films were traditional theatrical

Sanford and Son was a one-set show recorded on tape before a
live audience. In transferring the junkyard world of Steptoe and

in The Mod Squad). Instead, Sanford and Son presented blacks
in aworking class situation set in the ghetto, and used race as a
peg for a number of jokes. Just as All in the Family was highly
derivative of The Honeymooners, Sanford and Son was, in many
ways, a modern version of Amos and Andy, which in the Fifties
had cast blacks in astandard wacky ILove Lucy style of comedy.
Both Amos and Andy and Sanford and Son presented comic characters who happened to be black living in an essentially all-black
world. Within such a setting, the presence of whites was more
an emotional feeling than aphysical reality so the programs could
put aside any awkward preaching and instead thrive in the allblack world with the strengths, stereotypes, and outlandish humor
of any other first class American sitcom. Redd Foxx, apatriarch
of black vaudeville halls (the so-called chitlin' circuit), portrayed
the hypochondriac scheming bumbler, Fred Sanford. Foxx was a
master at overacting and, since this was exactly what the character
called for, it seemed as if he had spent his intire career preparing
234
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features.) ABC's made-for-television hits included such blockbusters as the spooky crime-tinged "Night Stalker," and the solidly
sentimental black-white sports comaraderie of "Brian's Song."
This boldness in entertainment programming was slowly sliding
into the news departments as well, especially at CBS. With occasional, but dramatic, bursts of independence even in the face of
government irritation and affiliate uneasiness, the network became
the unquestioned leader in brave news presentations, particularly
after its early 1971 CBS Reports episode, "The Selling of the Pentagon." The report examined the American military's public relations
efforts that ranged from Pentagon propaganda films (some narrated
by nationally known news commentators such as Chet Huntley

and CBS's own Walter Cronkite) to elaborate and costly fireworks
displays of new battle weapons shown to junketing VIPs. Though
the Pentagon claimed the cost of these activities was only $30
million per year, CBS implied that $190 million of the taxpayers'
money was amore accurate estimate of the yearly expenses. "The
Selling of the Pentagon" did not follow the "on the other hand
..." tradition of television reporting, adopting instead the best
aspects of the subjective muckraking style of journalism newspapers
had long practiced. Produced and written by Peter Davis (who
later won an Oscar in 1974 for "Hearts and Minds," an admittedly
subjective view of the war in Vietnam), the program didn't claim
to be an objective study, but rather ahard-nosed TV exposé that
examined an issue and reached aconclusion. The program directed
criticism not so much at the concept of Pentagon public reations,
but at the incredible waste of taxpayers' funds on extravagancies.
The military and its congressional friends blasted the show as a
"vicious piece of propaganda." Representative Harley O. Staggers,
chairman of the House Investigations Subcommittee, kept the issue
alive for months by trying to have CBS executive Frank Stanton
cited for contempt because he refused the committee's demand
for outtakes from the program. In July, 1971, though, the full
House turned its back on Staggers and refused to press the contempt
issue, and even President Nixon supported CBS in the battle. A
few months later, however, the President and CBS were again at
loggerheads, this time over a CBS report, "Under Surveillance,"
that documented FBI spying and wire tapping on domestic radicals.
At the same time, in the fall of 1971, the simmering warfare
between the White House and public television at last broke into
the open as officials from the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
(CPB) publicly complained that Clay Whitehead, chief of the White
House's Office of Telecommunications Policy, was trying to inject
partisan political considerations into the administration of American public television. In January, 1972, Whitehead went on record
as saying that, "there is areal question as to whether public television ...should be carrying public affairs, news commentary, and
that sort of thing." With an election year beginning, the White
House preferred aweak, unobtrusive public broadcast system and
Whitehead's statement virtually corroborated the charges of administration pressure on public TV. The battle intensified in the summer
and, in July, President Nixon vetoed the CPB funding bill that
would have granted public television $155 million over the next
two years. In August, Nixon forces staged a coup d'etat and the
chairman and president of CPB, both appointed by President Johnson, agreed to resign. Public television was rapidly becoming, in
effect, the Nixon network. As a result, it offered no commentary
at all in its gavel-to-gavel coverage of the August Republican convention in Miami Beach. The cameras simply focused on the podium and followed the scheduled activites, one after another.
Recently hired PBS newsmen Robert MacNeil and Sander Vanocur
both refused the meaningless wooden role of convention anchor
(though they did participate in the nightly convention wrapups),
so the job fell to former Johnson press secretary, Bill Moyers.
The convetion itself, however, was so well planned (it was literally
scripted) that only afew aspects stood out anyway: the fanatically
cheering young Nixon supporters and the one vote cast for David
Brinkley for vice president.
In contrast, the Democratic convention, held a month earlier
in Miami, was extremely disorganized—even for Democrats. Long,
rancorous debates on controversial issues such as Vietnam and
gay rights filled prime time television and constantly forced the
sessions to run overtime. Even on nomination night the delegates
failed to restrain themselves and presidential nominee Senator

George McGovern was forced to deliver his acceptance speech
at 3:00 A.m., when all but the most ardent supporters had already
gone to bed.
On the eve of the convention, however, the Democrats managed
to coordinate and stage a unique political fund-raising event, an
eighteen and one-half hour national telethon, carried on ABC. It
was anovel way to erase part of the party's outstanding $9 million
debt (from the 1968 campaign) and at the same time reduce the
image of dependence on the traditional "fat cats" of politics by
appealing directly to millions of "little people." The program was
jam-packed with stars and, as such events go, was reasonably well
produced and entertaining. It contained humorous partisan "commercials" including a Mission: Impossible take-off with a self-destructing tape that instructed Republican agents to bug the
Democratic headquarters in Washington. The program was well
received and, by the end of the telethon, the Democrats had raised
$4 million, enough to pay for the network time and still leave a
profit of $2 million.
President Nixon, however, was clearly headed for asecond term
and, all year, the networks were very wary of crossing him. His
February trip to China received heavy coverage, but the May protests to his mining of Vietnam's Haiphong harbor were given minimal exposure. Yet despite this generally cautious manner, Nixon
and Nixon supporters continued to be irked at even occasional
probing by CBS News. At the Republican convention, for instance,
Mike Wallace bravely interviewed Nixon campaign money man
Maurice Stans on possible connections to aburglary at the Democratic National Committee headquarters in Washington's Watergate hotel. Reports by Daniel Schorr apparently angered the
administration enough that an FBI investigation of Schorr was
ordered by White House staffer Chuck Colson. When news of
this leaked in November, 1971, and was reported by Washington
Post reporter Ken Clawson, the government released the patently
absurd story that the FBI was checking into Schorr because he
was under consideration for an environmental job in the administration. Following the May protests to the Haiphong mining, CBS,
the only network to air aprime time special on the activities ("Escalation in Vietnam: Reasons, Risks, and Reactions"), was chastised
by the Republican National Committee's publication, Monday,
which claimed in a headline that: "CBS News accentuates the
negative, distorting the facts in reporting Vietnam action." Shortly
thereafter, CBS calmly aired films made by Anthony Lewis from
the New York Times who showed North Vietnamese hospitals,
homes, and schools destroyed by American bombs. Ironically, the
films were very similar to the Felix Greene footage turned down
by the network four years earlier. CBS newsman Don Webster,
returning from the war front, said that ever since the American
invasion of Cambodia and Laos (which had resulted in some negative comments and reports), the American military displayed open
animosity to the press, "especially the radio-TV press and, even
more, CBS News."
•
It wasn't the Vietnam war, however, that produced the season's
most exciting combat coverage but, rather, the summer Olympics
in Munich, Germany, broadcast on ABC. In 1968, ABC had carried
both the summer and winter Olympic games, earning merely satisfactory ratings but demonstrating remarkable professionalism in
its handling of the events. NBC's coverage of the 1972 winter
Olympics in Japan registered the same "just adequate" Nielsen
figures. For the summer Olympics in late August and early September of 1972, the well-trained ABC Wide World of Sports production
crew, headed by producer Roone Arledge and announcers Jim
McKay and Howard Cosell, again turned the often scattered Olym1971-72 SEASON
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pic events into a tight, comprehensible show. Making extensive
use of satellite transmissions, ABC scheduled many segments for
prime time viewing. The network once more won critical plaudits
but this time, surprisingly, very high ratings as well, averaging a
52% share of the audience on Olympic nights.
On Tuesday morning, September 5, the Olympics were dramatically transformed from ahighly rated sporting event to an important news story as Palestinian terrorists captured agroup of Israeli

ably exciting. Both sides waited, tensely, all day. Near 5:00 P.M.
(New York time), the terroritsts emerged from the compound with
their hostages in tow, stepped into the fuzzy street light, then
entered aspecial bus they had demanded be brought to take them
all to the local airport. As the bus disappeared, both the ABC
commentators and the home audience could only wait and speculate. At 9:00 P.M. McKay wearily but joyfully announced that,
according to the first reports from the airport, all the hostages

athletes inside the Olympic compound and held them as hostages.
ABC, of course, had alarge, professional staff already on the scene
to provide extensive day-long coverage of the Munich events, but
the network's coverage of the hostage story went beyond being

had been freed. Soon he had to retract this premature happy ending
with the ominous phrase, "There will be bad news from the offi-

fortunately at the right place at the right time. While CBS and

hostages had died in a violent shoot-out between police and the
terrorists. Memorial services were held for the slain athletes and

NBC stuck to confusing and poorly produced reports, ABC displayed astrong professional manner and discipline that suddenly
made many Americans aware that ABC was anetwork to be taken
seriously. Jim McKay displayed a depth of insight and emotion
he had never revealed on Wide World of Sports as the events unfolded, live, before the cameras. Newsman Peter Jennings reported
from within the cordoned-off compound itself. The terrorists were
shown brandishing their weapons and sticking their heads out the
window while German paratroopers surrounded the compound
and prepared for apossible assault. The possibility that open warfare could erupt at any moment was painfully clear—and undeni-
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cials." Near 10:30 P.M. McKay, visibly exhausted after his twelvehour marathon job of anchoring, presented the bad news: All the

then the games were resumed and completed amid extremely tight
security.
ABC's Munich coverage marked an important turning point
in the network's image. Not only had it displayed innovation and
skill in its excellent production of the Olympic events themselves,
it also revealed tremendous adaptability in facing unexpected developments with its presentation of the hostage story. The events in
Munich served as a highly visible "coming of age" for what had
been derisively labeled for years as "the third network."
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32. Ideological Plugola

IN 1973 the FCC finally got around to holding hearings on
the first complaints registered against implementation of the 1970

of Gilligan 's Island to the presentation of human minidramas that
had astrong base in comedy.

prime time access rule. Despite the howls of protest that had originally greeted the proposal three years earlier, when the hearings

described this approach to comedy as the first major change from

actually began no one spoke out in favor of scrapping the new
system. The three networks privately confessed that it would take
them years to develop anew batch of 7:30

P.M.

lead-in programs

should the time be returned to them. Independent syndicators and
local station owners, who were prospering with profitable gaine
shows in the access slots, had no intention of giving up their newfound bonanza without afight. In avery short time, anew status
quo had taken hold in television. The exemptions granted to ABC
and NBC for the 1971-72 season expired and were not renewed.
ABC broke up its Tuesday night block while NBC shaved an addi-

Irwin Segelstein, atop aide to CBS programmer Fred Silverman,
the ILove Lucy "obstacle course sitcoms." These had presented
lovable and wacky characters in absurd situations such as trying
to fly a plane without a pilot or falling down a laundry chute.
Segelstein said:
The new comedy always grows out of an identifiable situation, and it involves realism in both life style and dialogue
style. It still involves jokes, but the jokes are being made
on adifferent level than before. ...Where it really departs
from the old is that the comedy grows out of the characters

tional thirty minutes from its Sunday night schedule. For the 197273 season, each network adhered to the prescribed three-hour limit

themselves rather than out of plot or farcical incidents. The
writers start with aserious theme and then develop acomedy
about it.

on prime time broadcasting every night. At the FCC hearings,
NBC publicly conceded that access might actually be agood idea,

Television drama series had long before melted into a panoply
of cops and doctors in soap opera-type action-adventures, so sit-

while ABC had no qualifications—it was ecstatic about the plan.
Though still number three, ABC had used the access rule to cut
dead weight from its schedule and found itself in agood competitive
position, registering asmall but healthy ratings jump for the 197172 season. Even number one CBS had weathered the storm well,
dropping the last of its rural-based programs in its compliance
with the access rule.
At the same time, CBS looked to its new smash hit, All in the
Family, to set the style of comedy for the new decade, and had
begun to cultivate the development of similar programs. The network had drawn on sitcoms for ratings success throughout the
Fifties and Sixties and prepared to exploit the rejuvenated format
again for the Seventies. All in the Family was fresh, exciting, provocative, and a rich source to tap for the new wave of humor. The
series had expanded its scope from racial themes to deal with other
controversial topics such as menopause, impotency, homosexuality,
and the Vietnam war. Producer Norman Lear did not just milk
the topical issues for afew cheap laughs, but used them as realistic
complications faced by generally believable, if somewhat stereotyped, characters. (Lear, in fact, said that he had modeled the
Archie Bunker character after his own father.) The popular success
of Lear's sitcom style had, within a very short time, effectively
changed the focus of situation comedy from the mindless silliness

coms had unexpectedly become the driving force in the examination
of real-life issues by the medium. Such adevelopment made sense
because the framework of comedy defused the omni-present stench
of exceeding seriousness and glib solutions that had usually pervaded and ultimately undercut any attempts to deal with real life
in the so-called relevant dramas such as Mod Squad and the defunct
Storefront Lawyers. In those, current headlines had merely been
grafted onto cliché-ridden plots, shallow characters, and cardboard
settings in order to appear up-to-date and topical. Though the
characters in sitcoms such as All in the Family often fell into stereotypes themselves, the world they were placed in was very real.
Consequently, controversial, topical, and realistic issues did not
appear as heavy handed intrusions but, rather, as reasonable developments in that setting.
All in the Family had opened its second season with Archie
trying to wiggle out of paying for the funeral of a bothersome
relative who had died (off-camera) in his house. Such aplot twist
was unique to television because characters in traditional TV sitcoms simply didn't die. It worked because the Bunker family faced
the situation in character and handled it with humor. This was
the key to the continuing success of the series as Norman Lear
constantly updated All in the Family to reflect the shifts of popular
controversy in the Seventies, duplicating the arguments that took
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headquarters in the Watergate. Some episodes went even further
and shifted the primary emphasis from comedy to drama. In one
such story, the Bunkers and a"Hebrew Defense Association" activist spent the final third of the program arguing the pros and cons
of violence as a political tool. Neither side convinced the other.
At the conclusion of the argument, the HDA member left the
Bunker house and (off-camera) stepped into his car, turned the
ignition key, and was instantly killed by a bomb planted under
the hood. The episode ended with a silent shot of the stunned
Bunkers looking through their doorway at the wreckage.
By 1973, with the Vietnam war ending, the series slowly shifted
to playing up the cause of women's liberation. The conflicts between
Archie and Gloria, his feminist daughter, were obvious and practically unavoidable. Even though she was a grown woman in her
twenties with ajob and ahusband, to Archie, Gloria would always
be his "little girl." It pained him to see her display the independence
that signalled not only her rejection of his traditional values but
also her inevitable departure from the home roost. A less expected
but equally important development was the change in the largely
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This expanded to include the ethics of President Nixon's reelection
campaign and the investigation into the break-in at the Democratic
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place in many homes across the country throughout the decade.
Originally Archie and son-in-law Mike had passionately disagreed
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decorative character of Edith. She came forward to demonstrate
that older women deserved respect as well. Previously used as a
squeaky-voiced butt of all the dumb-Dora housewife jokes ("Stifle
it, Dingbat!" Archie would admonish), Edith was emboldened
enough to demand consideration of her own needs for love and
self-fulfillment. Edith truly cared for Archie and consequently
wanted not only his respect for her daily activities but also alittle
more of the affection he thought years of married life had made
unnecessary.
By the mid-1970s the national mood had returned to one of
practicality, leaving polemics behind, and All in the Family changed
again as well. In a television world then filled with All in the
Family-style spinoffs, it stood as almost a traditional sitcom that
focused on such familiar themes as parenthood and grandparenthood. Gloria had a child and she and Mike at last moved out of
the Bunker house and set up housekeeping next door. There was
still controversy, though it was usually much less strident than
in the past. Over the objections of Mike and Gloria, for instance,
Archie took their baby, Joey, to achurch and baptized him. Lear
also kept up the topical flavor of the series with such realistic
developments as Archie's getting laid off from his plant (he eventually quit anyway) and Edith fending off a rapist. Archie himself
even became asmall businessman, mortgaging his house in order
to buy his neighborhood bar. Eventually, amellower and shorter-

.

haired Mike Stivic, like much of his generation, "settled down."
He accepted ateaching job in California, taking Gloria and Joey
to the other end of the country and leaving Archie and Edith
alone in New York. Like much of their generation, Archie and
Edith carried on in a greatly altered world with their own new
interests—and to the end Archie still colorfully griped about whatever was in the headlines.
All in the Family became an American institution of the Seventies, yet at the beginning of the decade its success in dealing with
controversy was viewed with amazement. Still, its acceptance
should not really have been acomplete surprise because over the
years viewers had been growing accustomed to seeing more sensitive
themes on television through the increasing number of adult-oriented prime time movies. The all-too-obvious double standard between movies and weekly series had to crack eventually as the
public became more tolerant of such material. In the fall of 1972,
CBS, embracing this new form of sitcom as the key to its continued
primacy, launched its first major followups to All in the Family,
Maude and M*A*S*H.
Norman Lear's Maude was adirect spinoff from All in the Family
and, on the surface, appeared to be merely avehicle for an archliberal version of Archie Bunker. The character of Maude Findlay
(Beatrice Arthur) had been presented in several episodes of All
in the Family as Edith's cousin whose left wing slant and abrasive
manner put her in direct opposition to the outspoken Archie.
Maude was quick tempered, rich, and an ardent believer in the
right of women to control their own lives. She defended all the
planks of liberal dogma and strongly supported freedom of action,
freedom of speech, and abig benevolent government that helped
others to help themselves. Archie hated her and she despised him.

Junction and Green Acres, Maude was not acheap obvious cashin on asuccessful hit formula. Lear used the different setting and
liberal characters to tackle awhole new range of topics in treatments
that matched All in the Family in daring and sensitivity.
Perhaps the most revolutionary aspect of Maude was that it
freed middle-aged women from the TV stereotype of addlebrained
spinsters, just as Mary Tyler Moore's program had upset the traditional TV image of ayoung woman. Though certainly not araving
beauty, Maude was an attractive woman with an active sex life
and apparently boundless self-confidence. Despite three unsuccessful marriages that had ended in divorce, she had married again.
Her latest husband, Walter (Bill Macy), possessed an intelligent
pragmatism and he recognized that Maude needed not only love
and reassurance but the opportunity to assert herself, so he usually
bowed to her wishes. Walter's business was successful enough that
Maude did not have to work, so she devoted her time to amyriad
of liberal and women's causes, leaving basic household chores to
her maid, Florida (Esther Rolle). Carol (Adrienne Barbeau),
Maude's daughter from aprevious marriage, and her son, Phillip
(Brian Morrison), also lived with Maude and Walter.
Maude was one of the first programs to take advantage of the
networks' grudging acceptance of divorce as afact of life and to
successfully incorporate it into a series premise. In 1970, ABC's
The Odd Couple, featuring apair of divorced men living together,
had marked the beginning of the end of television's parade of widows and widowers, but Maude outdid them both. She had been
divorced three times herself and daughter Carol had been divorced
once as well.
Despite her exaggerated liberal tendencies and loud-mouthed

Maude was the perfect focus for aspinoff series and the character
was awarded her own program for the 1972-73 season, set in her

caricature, Maude was astrong complex character who faced very
difficult and very realistic problems. When the issue of personal
freedom hit her in areas close to home (such as the possible involve-

home environment of a liberal, worldly, upper middle class New
York suburban neighborhood. It immediately hit the top ten, joining All in the Family and Sanford and Son, which had become

ment in premarital sex by her grandson and some obvious affairs
by her daughter), she found herself falling into the traditional role

ensconced at the top of the Nielsen ratings lists (occasionally taking
the number one and two slots together). Unlike the Sixties' Petticoat

of overbearing suspicious mother. She tried to control her instincts,
often to no avail. When aseries of business mishaps pushed Walter,
a normally heavy drinker anyway, into a fling with alcoholism,

The early episodes of
M*A*S*H emphasized the
playboy surgeon theme, as in
this hot-tub frolic: (from I.)
McLean Stevenson, Alan Alda,
Wayne Rogers. (Courtesy of
Twentieth Century-Fox)
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and perpetually chasing nurses. They were excellent medicos (and
September 16, 1972
Bridget Loves Bernie. (CBS). Meredith Baxter is Bridget, arich
Irish-Catholic. David Birney is Bernie, apoor New York Jew. The
two fall in love, get married, and have to overcome opposition
from both sides of the family. Placed between All in the Family
and The Mary Tyler Moore Show, the program registers good ratings,
but also stirs the ire of some religious groups objecting to the positive
portrait of inter-marriage. As a result, CBS axes the show after
only one season. Life, however, triumphs over art. Baxter and Birney
later marry each other in real life.
November 8, 1972
Time-Life's Home Box Office cable television system begins its
programming with aNational Hockey League contest from Madison
Square Garden followed by amovie, "Sometimes aGreat Notion."
At first, HBO is limited to just 365 cable subscribers in WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania.
November 24, 19'72
In Concert. (ABC). Don Kirshner produces a late Friday night
special-pilot of live rock acts, taped in concert. First up is shockrocker Alice Cooper. After about twenty minutes of Cooper's mock
horror tactics and gyrations with a snake, WPRC in Cincinnati
pulls out of the show, saying, "This stopped being music and art
and had turned into pornography." On January 19, In Concert
becomes a regular, once-every-other-week ABC late night series.
January 4, 1973
CBS sells the New York Yankees to George Steinbrenner.

knew it) who constantly manipulated their nominal commander,
Lieutenant Colonel Henry Blake (McLean Stevenson), while
thumbing their noses at military regulations and discipline. Such
themes and characters were basic to every war comedy film since
World War II and the initial TV treatment offered little evidence
that the series was in the same league as Norman Lear's comedies.
M*A"S*H did very poorly in the fall of 1972. It was stuck in
a hell-hole of a slot: Sunday, between the anemic Anna and the
King and The Sandy Duncan Show, and against ABC's The FBI
and NBC's Wonderful World of Disney. Yet, premiering as it did
at the tail end of the Vietnamese war, its mocking of military
regimentation and futile war strategies appeared timely and close
to home. The program's demographics indicated that while the
overall ratings were terrible, M*A*S"H was very popular among
young adults. CBS executives therefore decided to allow the show
time to build an audience. In January, M*A 555H was given slightly
more respectable company (Dick Van Dyke and Mannix) and it
broke into the top thirty, winning renewal for a second season.
CBS program chief Fred Silverman gave it the royal treatment
in the fall of 1973 and placed M"A"5 511 between two comedy
blockbusters on Saturday night, All in the Family and The Mary
Tyler Moore Show. The series then rocketed to the top ten and
remained there into the Eighties.
Along with its new ratings success, M'A 55*H began displaying
a remarkable improvement in content. Alan Alda took on added
duties such as occasional script writing and directing, and members
of the supporting cast began to develop their characters into more
complex individuals. The image of merry doctors on the loose

she fought her own panic and his depression to help them both
weather the crisis. Perhaps the most painful personal decision she
ever faced took place in one of the series' first episodes, a twopart story on abortion, shown in November, 1972. Maude discovered that she was pregnant at an age in which she had no intention
of becoming a mother again, and had to decide whether or not
to have an abortion. After an agonizing soul search, she concluded
that an abortion was the only realistic alternative open to her,
but despite her liberal philosophies, this was not presented as an
easy choice. The program was the strongest pro-abortion statement
made on network TV at the time and it set off a brief public
controversy in which a number of CBS affiliates refused to air
the episodes. Such actions had formerly been taken only in reaction
to documentaries, dramas, or an occasional topical variety format.
The Maude protests were asymbolic confirmation of the full-fledged
serious status being accorded sitcoms.
CBS's other new wave hopeful, M'A*S*H, also successfully combined drama with comedy, though it took several years to refine
and develop its presentation. The series was based on the popular
1970 Robert Altman film that followed the adventures of two merry
playboy combat surgeons (played by Elliott Gould and Donald
Sutherland) assigned to an overseas American Mobile Army Surgical Hospital (M*A*S*H) unit during the Korean war. Altman
used the twin shock tactics of excessive blood and explicit language
to set his film apart from typical war comedies and to stress the
cruelty of combat. The television adaptation toned down both the
language and obvious bloodletting but, within the limits of television, kept both the gore of war and the joy of sex as major themes.
In its first season, though, TV's M'A*S*H was, for the most part,
atraditional war-is-funny comedy that owed as much to Hogan 's
Heroes and Sergeant Bilko as Altman's film. Alan Alda (as Hawkeye
Pierce) and Wayne Rogers (as Trapper John McIntyre) emphasized
the playboy-surgeon aspect of their characters, drinking too much
240
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was replaced by the intricate relationships among people thrown
together in aunique war situation. The writers began shifting the
focus of the scripts from straight sitcom into the world of comedydrama. By the third season, they hit their stride as M*A 55511
developed adramatic style similar to, yet distinct from, Norman
L,ear's programs. While the Bunkers and Maude very often grappled
with topical headline issues, the individuals in M*A 55511 faced
intimate, personal conflicts of a more timeless nature that were
set against the equally real backdrop of ahospital unit trying desperately to save as many lives as possible in awar zone. Very often,
particular episodes replaced the traditional sitcom structure of
rapid-fire punch lines leading to ahilarious denouement with three
occasionally interweaving plot threads, of which one or two were
usually serious. A device sometimes used to make the rambling
plots less jarring was the composition of aletter home. In effect,
this allowed a member of the cast to act as narrator of recent
developments at the base, which were shown in flashback as the
note bound for the States took shape. Besides serving as aconvenient plot hook, these "letters" also allowed the individual cast members to tell the story from their own point of view, adding some
depth to the character traits already familiar to the viewers.
Character development became the most impressive feature of
M*A*S*H and the cast soon raised the TV series far beyond the
meat-axe humor and caricatures of the feature film—in arare instance of the TV copy surpassing the film original. Gary Burghoff,
the only performer from the film that made the crossover to television, fleshed out his role of Corporal Radar O'Reilly, Colonel
Blake's young aide with an extraordinary sixth sense (he anticipated
events moments before they took place). Though Radar possessed
an instinctive understanding of the intricate .twists in military bureaucracy and his knowledge of procedure actually kept the base
running, in many respects he remained the terribly naive Iowa
farm boy who sometimes found himself abit jealous of the swinging

lifestyle of Hawkeye and Trapper. Larry Linville and Loretta Swit
assumed the roles of Major Frank Burns and chief nurse Major
Margaret "Hot Lips" Houlihan, two officers carrying on a torrid
affair with each other but determined to follow "proper procedure"
whenever possible in the meatloaf surgery world of Korea. They
both suffered mercilessly as foils to Hawkeye and Trapper, but
they also displayed more humanity and depth than their feature
film counterparts (Robert Duvall and Sally Kellerman). Two characters substantially upgraded in the move to television were Father
Mulcahy (William Christopher), the company chaplain, and Henry
Blake. As camp commander, the TV Henry Blake realized that
it wasn't worth the aggravation involved to try to stop the pranks
of Hawkeye and Trapper, so he wisely chose to ignore them in
the interests of company harmony (and his own peace of mind).
The TV Blake was apushover but he realized it and knew when
it was really important to draw the line. Altman's Blake had been
just plain stupid. His Mulcahy had been even worse, set up as
an ignorant sissy priest. Christopher portrayed the character as a
realistic Army chaplain, just as likely to be found in an all-night
poker party as in aformal chapel setting. Each of these characters
could step in with complications, conflicts, and problems of their
own, thus breaking up the strain of constantly focusing on Hawkeye
and Trapper.
Good as this cast and the show were by 1974, both aspects
improved even further in the fourth season as MA *S*Hrevitalized
itself with two important cast changes. McLean Stevenson decided
to quit the program and move into the comedy-variety field on
his own, so his character was written out of the series. The final
episode of the 1974-75 season featured a happy farewell party
for Henry Blake, who had received his orders shipping him back
to the States. A short postscript ended the episode: the death of

centered solely on the crew trying to watch afilm (the old horse
opera, "My Darling Clementine") that constantly jammed in the
camp projector. To continue the entertainment while the projector
was being fixed, they launched an impromptu sing-along talent
show. The program reached no dramatic climax; the party simply
ended with the inevitable arrival of the new wounded. Another
episode brought the series to a level of visual, lyrical poetry as it
recreated Ed Murrow's almost legendary 1952 See It Now show
from Korea. The performers were allowed to ad-lib in character
when responding to questions from the traveling "newsman" and
never was their grasp of their roles more evident. Radar blushed
at the opportunity to say "hello" to the folks back home. Colonel
Potter called the whole Korean escapade stupid. Hawkeye nearly
broke down trying to explain how he dealt with keeping ameasure
of sanity through the war. Father Mulcahy gasped at the recollection of doctors fighting the cold Korean air by subconsciously
warming their hands from the heat of open body wounds.
With such powerful descriptions, complex characters, and the
very real terror of dealing so closely and continuously with death,
M*A*S*H became one of the best sitcom-drama combinations ever
on television. It joined All in the Family and Maude in focusing
dramatic interest on character development, not slam-bang action
and cheap slapstick.
In the fall of 1972, along with the appearance of M*A*S*H,
CBS applied this same respect for characters to a new dramatic
program as well, in an attempt to revive the moribund format of
family drama with The Waltons. Series such as Mama and One
Man's Family had flourished in the early Fifties, but had vanished
with the development of filmed series and Westerns. With film,
action became the goal and so-called Western drama led to crime

Henry Blake. In one brilliant stroke, the simple departure of a
series regular was transformed into atragic, ironic twist of war—
one of the main themes of the show anyway. After months at
the front lines, Blake was killed on the way home in an offshore
crash as his plane was struck by random enemy fire. A tearful
Radar announced the news in the operating room and, between
stitches, the doctors and nurses cried. Before production for the
next season began, Wayne Rogers also decided to depart. He had
found himself trapped in a character almost identical to Alda's

January 8, 1973
Wide World of Entertainment. (ABC). Revamping its late night
schedule after failing to catch Johnny Carson with Dick Cavett's
talk show, ABC institutes acomplicated new format arrangement
and brings in a former late night giant, Jack Paar. Each month,
Jack Poor Tonight appears for one week, Cavett runs for one week,
and the alternate two weeks are filled with movies, specials, and
concerts.

and had been severely limited by the duplication (there was room
for only one super-intelligent Yankee anarchist in Korea). As a
result, in the fall of 1975, M*A*S*H was practically abrand new
program with two-thirds of its central cast altered. Both replacements turned out to be even stronger characters than their predecessors and the quality of the series once again increased dramatically.
Veteran series actor Harry Morgan portrayed the new C.O.,
Colonel Sherman Potter, an experienced soldier, surgeon, and a
much more creditable Army figure than Colonel Blake. Unlike
Blake, Potter not only grew angry at his charges, he occasionally
even disciplined them. This made his role as benign ruler, inclined
to overlook harmless pranks and unnecessary procedure, much
more believable. Mike Farrell played Hawkeye's new sidekick, Captain B. J. Hunnicutt, a pure product of the San Francisco way
of life. Unlike Trapper, B. J. was different from Hawkeye, yet
the two still became fast friends. B. J. was a cool West Coast
high-liver with awife and family and no desire to upset his stable
home with promiscuous behavior in Korea. Their personalities
complemented each other perfectly, giving both characters plenty
of room to shine.
With its basic cast further strengthened, M*A*S*11 grew even
bolder in its departure from standard sitcom structure. One episode

February 2, 1973
The Midnight Special. (NBC). Network television's first late late
night show, running from 1:00 A.m. till 2:30 A.M. Friday nights.
Hosted by legendary rock DJ Wolfman Jack, the program is NBC's
answer to the ABC In Concert show.
March 31, 1973
Frank Stanton, president of CBS, Inc. for twenty-five years and,
since 1971, vice chairman of the CBS board, retires upon reaching
the age of sixty-five.
May 4, 1973
Bruce Jay Friedman's play "Steambath" is shown on Hollywood
Television Theater, but only a few PBS stations are brave enough
to carry it. The story offers an unusual portrayal of the afterlife,
with God presented as a Puerto Rican steambath attendant. Bill
Bixby plays a man who refuses to admit that he has died, and
Valerie Perrine becomes the first woman to display her nipples
on American network television.
August 6, 1973
Following atremendous publicity campaign, CBS unveils its new
morning news line-up consisting of veteran television newsman
Hughes Rudd and newspaper reporter-1W neophyte Sally Quinn.
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The "second generation" of
M*A*S*H included: (from I.)
Mike Farrell as B. J. Hunnicutt,
Alan Alda as Hawkeye Pierce,
Harry Morgan as Sherman
Potter, and Gary Burghoff as
Radar. (Courtesy of Twentieth
Century-Fox)

drama, adventure drama, war drama, and so forth. In these,
"drama" really meant "action" (itself aenphemism for "violence"),
and producers saw no place for what they regarded as the comparatively dull, extremely limited action in family drama. After a
numbing decade of cops, cowboys, and killings, the simple peace
of personal family conflict began to appear quite attractive, at least
for an occasional contrast. CBS gave Playhouse 90 graduate Martin
Manulis and writer Earl Hamner the go-ahead in 1969 to try such
atheme and in October, 1969, CBS Playhouse presented "Appalachian Autumn." The story was set in modern times but focused
on the experiences of aVista volunteer working with aclose-knit
family in a poor Virginia mountain town. Watching the family
deal with a devastating coal mine disaster, the volunteer learned
that even though they were poor, the members of the mountain
clan still retained enough strength and dignity to refuse to beg
for help. Reviewers at the time praised the play and its theme,
but pointed out that the dialogue was somewhat hokey. The criticism was tempered with encouragement; one reviewer observed,
"All it needs is practice."
Just before Christmas, 1971, CBS presented another play with
a strong Appalachian family theme, "The Homecoming." Earl
Hamner was again the writer and another live drama great, Fielder
Cook, served as the director. Hamner based the play on his own
autobiography and set the scene in the time period of his own
boyhood, the day before Christmas, 1933, in the home of alarge
poor family from rural Virginia, the Waltons. John Boy (Richard
Thomas), the oldest son in the clan, acted as narrator for the
story, which took the form of his personal reminiscence of that
Depression-era Christmas. The gathering was very important to
his own personal growth because it was the first time the family
members faced the real possibility of losing John Walton (Andrew
Duggan), the head of the family and provider for seven children,
his wife Olivia (Patricia Neal), and his own parents (Edgar Bergen
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and Ellen Corby). John had been caught in abus wreck fifty miles
from home, but that's all the news the rest of the family had
received. As the play unfolded, each member came to grips with
the significance of the potential tragedy and its far-reaching aftershocks. If the father was dead or even badly injured.
,it would be
more than just the loss of aloved one; already financially pressed,
the family would be pushed into a severe economic pinch. John
Boy became acutely aware of his own responsibilities as the oldest
son and went to the site of the accident to see if he could help
his father, while the rest of the family waited, gripped by fear
and trepidation. The story ended happily with the father, safe and
sound, reunited with the family in a tearful, heartfelt welcome.
"The Homecoming's" straightforward, unembarrassed sentimentality touched aresponsive nerve in the American psyche and the
play was judged successful enough to be turned into a series. In
spite of several major cast Changes (Ralph Waite took the role
of John Walton, Michael Learned the role of Olivia, and Will
Geer the role of Grandpa Walton), The Waltons retained the
strength of the Christmas special. The program was sometimes
overly sentimental, but the characters carried their emotions well
and astrong strain of reality woven through each episode tempered
this tendency. Rather than degenerating into amaudlin tear-jerker
soap opera, The Waltons emerged as anostalgic re-creation of a
much simpler era with clear-cut choices and obvious good guys
and bad guys. Within this world, the strong cast presented their
characters as proud, realistic people struggling through hard times.
Even the Walton children were believable and, during the long
run of the series, they grew up, became young adults, and began
to move out on their own as America turned from a depression
to aworld war.
At its premiere in the fall of 1972, The Waltons was nearly
buried by the competition. The program contained no actionpacked gunplay, screeching tires, crime czars, or murder. Few view-

ers gave it achance, preferring instead the flashy humor of black
comedian Flip Wilson on NBC and the popular but routine gunplay
of ABC's Mod Squad. Encouraged by some ecstatic reviews and
hopeful demographic data, CBS stuck with The Waltons even
though the program barely nudged the top fifty through the fall.
Then slowly, very slowly, it began to catch on. By the spring, it
beat Flip Wilson's show for the first time. Just before it went into
reruns, the program reached the top ten.
Both The Waltons and M*A*S*H had been saved by demographics. With the networks beginning to focus on the makeup of the
audience aprogram attracted rather than merely the total number
of viewers, they allowed some shows more time to develop afollowing. Though shows that appealed to the wrong audience (too old,
too rural) faced the prospect of amuch quicker cancellation than
before, the new priorities opened up television to the whims of
affluent young adults and allowed the introduction of more daring
themes to network entertainment programming. Previously, trying
to reach the greatest number of people possible had precluded
shows containing anything that anyone might have found offensive.
The networks now dared to risk a few unusual themes designed
to appeal to aparticular segment of the audience. They were surprised to.discover that sometimes these gambles paid off in high
ratings as well.
On November 1, 1972, ABC's Wednesday Movie of the Week
offered one of these innovative programs, the first straightforward,
sympathetic portrayal of homosexuality on American television,
the made-for-TV film, "That Certain Summer." Hal Holbrook
played abuilding contractor and Martin Sheen asound engineer,
two very masculine figures, who became homosexual lovers. "That

be the same segments the administration didn't like). He labeled
the networks' news and public affairs presentations as consisting
chiefly of "elitist gossip" and "intellectual plugola." In exchange
for more aggressive action, Whitehead dangled the prospect of
affiliate station licenses that would be much more difficult to take
away and also remain valid for five years (two years more than
the law then allowed). Even ABC's Howard K. Smith, long a
supporter of President Nixon, began to worry, saying, "It begins
to look like ageneral assault on reporters."
With such aconcerted campaign against them, it was understandable that the networks began to retreat from their aggressive preelection news style. Nixon was clearly playing for keeps.
Consequently, CBS announced the elimination of the well-publicized practice of "instant analysis" that usually followed presidential addresses and delayed its commentary until the next regularly
scheduled news program. All three networks failed to present any
news specials at all on the controversial Christmas bombings of
North Vietnam that took place just afew weeks after Whitehead's
speech.
Early in 1973, the administration negotiated aface-saving treaty
with the North Vietnamese which ended direct American involvement in the war and secured the release of American prisoners
of war. Yet the end of the combat did not mark an end to the
pressure on the networks. Almost immediately, both the government and the public indicated that they wanted to put the memories
and effects of the war behind them—instantly. Responding to this
mood, CBS postponed the television adaptation of a timely new
Broadway play concerning the return to the States of a blinded

Certain Summer" avoided all the usual clichés and stereotypes
of homosexual behavior and focused instead on the personal struggle of Holbrook's character as he tried to explain his lifestyle to
his teenage son (by his former wife). Despite the complications
the father decided to follow his own feelings and, while his son
tried very hard to understand the radical alteration in his father,
he couldn't quite accept it. There were no simple solutions offered
nor glib putdowns presented. The program was simply asensitive
slice of life featuring normal people caught in adifficult situation
yet trying to make the best of it. The program was also aratings
smash.
The networks could "get away" with such innovative entertainment fare because, as the ratings indicated, the public seemed more
willing to accept it. At the same time, governmental watchdog
Senator John Pastore had faded from view so, for the moment,
there was no major anti-sex and violence advocate on the public
scene to crusade against the networks. However, the situation was
far different in the realm of public affairs. There, the Nixon administration carefully monitored the output from all of the networks
and was ready to pounce on any item that presented something
disturbing to the White House. Such situations seemed to occur
more and more often as the administration, fresh from alandslide
victory over Senator George McGovern in November, 1972,
stepped up its attack on both commercial and public television.
Richard Nixon was at the peak of his power and appeared ready
to make the most of the situation.
Just one month after the election, Nixon aide Clay Whitehead
delivered astinging anti-network speech to the executives of local
TV stations, spelling out the theories Vice President Spiro Agnew
had only implied in his attacks three years before. Whitehead called
for more pressure by local affiliates against the networks, especially
in the area of news, urging them to delete the segments of the
network feed that they didn't care for (which would, presumably,

As Maude, Beatrice Arthur freed middle-aged women from the
stereotype of addlebrain. (Tandem Productions, Inc.)
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Vietnam veteran, David Rabe's "Sticks and Bones." The production
was a flawed but well-crafted and effective treatment of the gap

Woodward and Carl Bernstein had turned out a steady stream
of stories also suggesting a tie-in between the White House and

ignore him, vainly hoping that he would just disappear from their

the burglary but, without substantial documentation, no one cared.
Television virtually ignored the story. CBS was the only network
to do anything important with Watergate before the election, scheduling two fifteen-minute reports on the topic for Walter Cronkite's
evening news show during the last week of the campaign. Most

lives.
"Sticks and Bones" had been scheduled for Friday, March 9,
as the second production in a series of thirteen specials for CBS
by Joseph Papp's New York Shakespeare company (the first,

report, presidential aide Charles Colson tried to pressure CBS chairman William Paley into canceling the second report. The second
story aired anyway, despite Colson's efforts, though it was cut in

"Much Ado About Nothing," had played in February), but then

half.
In March, 1973, the Senate set up a select committee, under

between the returning soldier (ruined both mentally and physically
by the war) and his peaches and cream family (unable to accept
the way the war had changed him). Despite his desperate need
for help and understanding, the soldier's family chose to virtually

the network realized in horror that the program would air in the
middle of the return of the real-life POWs from Vietnam. The
drama was afar cry from the image the administration had cultivated for the men coming home and CBS decided its placement
was inappropriate and rescheduled it for a later date. After all,
President Nixon had billed the return of the POWs as a joyful
celebration of the conclusion to the war and it seemed foolish to
risk antagonizing him with the downbeat theme of the play. Papp
was furious at the delay and canceled his four-year agreement
with CBS, charging the network with censorship. CBS did air the
play months later, stuck in the summer viewing ghetto (August
17) and without any commercials. Only 94 of the usual 200 CBS
affiliates chose to air it and some delayed their telecast until late
at night.
The situation was even worse over on public television, which
found itself almost swallowed whole by the Nixon administration.

Americans were indifferent to the story but, after viewing the first

Senator Sam Ervin of North Carolina, to look into the numerous
charges of impropriety that had been raised by then. The committee
scheduled public hearings for the spring and summer and the networks were faced with afamiliar, perplexing problem: What was
the best way to cover congressional hearings on a topic that was
suddenly very important? They feared that the procedure might
drag on for months and gavel-to-gavel coverage would cost asmall
fortune in lost revenue, estimated at $300,000 per network per
day. All three broadcast the opening week's sessions in May and
then they agreed to a simple but practical solution: They would
rotate coverage. Each day, one network would take its turn showing
the hearings while the other two maintained their normal schedules—though they both had the option to carry the session as
well if they wished to. This wonderfully obvious solution satisfied
nearly everybody. People who didn't care about Watergate could

The top two posts in public TV were held by Nixon appointees
after the previous officials had been forced from office. Former

find asoap opera or game show on another network. No one network was backed into a corner and forced to carry the burden

Representative Thomas Curtis of Missouri _was installed as chairman of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the organization

alone. Viewers who were interested in the hearings were guaranteed
that one network (at least) would have the story. For public television, however, the problem was not so easily resolved.
As soon as the hearings were announced, the administration
put strong pressure on PBS stations, discouraging live coverage.
For awhile it looked as if the tactic might succeed, but the audacity

that served as the liaison between the Public Broadcasting System
and Congress, and Henry Loomis, a former deputy director of
the U.S. Information Agency, was appointed president of CPB.
Loomis seemed particularly insensitive to the concept of an activist
approach to public broadcasting. During Congressional confirmation hearings, Loomis acknowledged that he had never seen an
episode of The Great American Dream Machine, PBS's most important recent production, and could not even pick up the PBS affiliate
in Washington because his set couldn't receive its UHF signal.
His concept of "vital programming" topped even the uninterrupted
coverage of the Republican convention in 1972. He announced
that PBS would offer twenty-one hours of live coverage of the
Apollo 17 moonshot in December of 1972, an expensive project
that could only duplicate network broadcasts of afairly dull expedition and would probably serve as nothing more than agood source
of pro-administration publicity. Loomis was talked out of this particular proposal, but it was clear that public broadcasting's priorities
had been hopelessly distorted as it was placed firmly under the
thumb of the administration. It was at this particularly gruesome
stage that the Watergate scandal broke into the news and things
began to change.
The break-in at the Democratic National Committee's Washington offices in the Watergate building had taken place back in June
of 1972, but through the summer and beyond election day, most
people had accepted the administration's dismissal of it as a"third
rate burglary." Democratic presidential candidate George McGovern had tried to make it a campaign issue by contending
that the Nixon administration was tied in with the burglars, but
most people dismissed that as adesperate political ploy by acandidate hopelessly behind in the polls. Washington Post reporters Bob
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of the action struck some of the larger stations as going too far.
WETA in Washington, WGBH in Boston, WNET in New York,
KCET in Los Angeles, and KQED in San Francisco staged their
own counter-revolution and formed the so-called salvation network,
agroup determined to oppose White House efforts to control public
television. In April, forces from the salvation network seized control
of the PBS board and immediately launched an attack on the Nixoncontrolled CPB parent organization. This counter-pressure led to
an attempt to reach a compromise, with Tom Curtis acting as
chief negotiator, but the CPB board rejected the truce proposal.
Curtis resigned as CPB chairman, charging that his efforts had
been undermined by administration interference. Board member
James Killian, who had been appointed by President Johnson, assumed the post of CPB chairman as an official with no obvious
ties to the White House. In spite of continued administration pressure to prevent coverage of the hearings, the newly rejuvenated
PBS decided instead to provide extensive coverage, using its Washington-based production agency, NPACT, the National Public Affairs Center for Television (responsible for such programs as
Washington Week in Review). Via NPACT, PBS sent out both
gavel-to-gavel daytime coverage and, more importantly, taped replays in prime time. The evening rebroadcasts, hosted by Robert
MacNeil and Jim Lehrer, allowed millions of working people the
opportunity to see the actual hearings virtually intact and to judge
for themselves the importance of what had taken place that day.
Just as in the Army-McCarthy hearings of 1954, interest in the

Watergate hearings was low at first, but picked up as the public
became familiar with the personalities involved and began to appreciate the gravity of the charges. All through the summer, major
figures from the administration appeared before the committee.
Some confessed to minor infractions while others "stonewalled"
and denied any wrongdoing whatsoever. At the end of June, former
Nixon counsel John Dean testified for five consecutive days, laying
out the most detailed, damaging charges of the summer in which
he stated his belief that President Nixon had not only known of
the cover-up, but had probably directed it. All three commercial
networks chose to cover his testimony and the public was inundated
with Watergate stories. The continuing characters of the Ervin
committee became national celebrities, with the Bible-quoting
Southern drawl of Senator Ervin himself the biggest hit of all.
Catch phrases such as "At that point in time," "To the best of
my recollection," and "Deep-six" wound their way from witnesses's
testimony to become common slang across the nation.
Much to the amazement of the networks, the usual summer
dropoff in TV viewing never took place. People couldn't seem to
get enough of Watergate. In response, NBC began to include a
weekly two-hour Watergate wrapup in prime time every Friday.
CBS averaged three sixty-minute prime time wrapups each week,
covering the days the other networks handled the daytime rotation.
The prime time PBS coverage brought in staggeringly high ratings
for public television stations across the country, with some almost
reaching the level of alow-rated commercial network show. Daytime coverage regularly topped the game shows and soap operas
offered by the other networks, which turned out to be no competition to the real-life drama unfolding every day as the committee

dent know and when did he know it? On July 16, the investigation
reached a dramatic high point as former Nixon aide Alexander
Butterfield revealed that an elaborate secret taping system had
been set up in the White House and that there were probably
recordings of the many meetings and conversations that had been
cited throughout the committee's hearings. The committee requested access to the tapes. President Nixon refused to release
them. One month later, after hearing from almost everyone involved
in White House affairs, the Ervin committee adjourned for afall
vacation. The networks returned to their normal broadcasting
schedules and prepared to launch the 1973-74 season.
Technically, the months of testimony had produced no tangible
results or hard evidence. Those who ardently believed in Nixon's
innocence remained unconvinced by the testimony. Even those
who felt that the entire administration, from Nixon on down, had
been proved guilty many times over acknowledged that there didn't
appear to be enough clear evidence that could be used to support
a vote for impeachment by the House and a trial by the Senate.
In reality, though, the testimony resulted in amonumental change
in attitude among the American people. Public confidence in the
President had plummetted during the televised hearings. The Ervin
committee had presided over astruggle for the hearts and minds
of the American public similar to the Army-McCarthy hearings
two decades before. Once again, television had expanded the forum
and allowed the entire nation, as one, to examine a vital issue.
Though it still seemed that Nixon would be around for "four more
years," he had lost his most powerful tool, the confidence of the
nation. He might still be President, but he was no longer in a
position to make the press jump.

(and the public) tried to answer the question: What did the Presi-
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33. The New Centurions

THE TIMING of the Senate Watergate hearings in the summer
of 1973 had been perfect for the networks. Not only did the proceedings end just in time to avoid interfering with the fall premieres,
they also helped fill the void in asummer schedule that was leaner
than usual. As the result of athree and one-half month strike by
television writers in the spring of 1973, program production had
ground to a halt. There was an obvious absence of new material
for the summer months and the networks relied on news specials
and reruns of old series to carry them through to the fall. The
major effect of the strike, though, was felt in September.
Most programs airing in September normally began preproduction work in March, immediately after the networks announced
the next fall's schedule. Filming followed in June and most series
were ready well before the early September premiere week. The
writers' strike didn't end until June, so the entire process was
thrown off. Despite the frantic work by the writers and crews all
through the summer of 1973 once the strike was settled, there
just wasn't enough time. Consequently, the networks were forced
to ease into the 1973-74 season and, for the first time in adecade,
their season premieres had to be strung out over a month. The
new series and new episodes of returning programs were aired as
they came in. Hastily assembled specials and more reruns filled
the remaining gaps. Amid this confusion, CBS was pleasantly surprised with the high ratings scored by Dan August, a loner cop
series starring Burt Reynolds, which had flopped on ABC in 1970.
CBS had picked it up as just another writers' strike filler for the
summer, but the program outscored not only the other summer

brought a gritty edge to his portrayal of the tough realistic cop.
In the pilot, Kojak saw the methods the police had used to railroad
ablack Brooklyn kid, falsely accused of rape, into confessing to
acompletely unrelated crime, adouble-murder, and he set about
to prove the confession baseless. After tedious legwork by Kojak
and alengthy trial, the youth was exonerated of the murders and
Kojak joined the happy family to celebrate. Their triumph was
short lived. Determined to salvage some "law and order" publicity,
the police and prosecutors resurrected the original rape charge
and forced the boy back into court to defend himself. Though
technically a different case, it was really the same trial all over
again, only the prosecution had refined its presentation while the
boy, shocked at the turn of events, had lost his confidence and
composure. Stunned, Kojak watched helplessly as anew jury delivered a verdict of guilty. The boy was sent to jail and, this time,
there was no last minute reprieve. Kojak had been outmaneuvered
and couldn't do anything to change things—even his own resignation would have been meaningless. He remained at his post, keenly
aware of his own limitations but determined to continue the sometimes hopeless fight for justice.
"The Marcus-Nelson Murders" set very high standards for the
series and it soon became apparent that the exceptionally late premiere date reflected time well spent in production. Though it made
concessions to the reality of the weekly TV grind (Kojak usually
won his new cases), the program was the best scripted, directed,
and acted cop show on TV, and it maintained the spirit of the
highly praised pilot. Kojak remained the people's champion, confident, tough, and willing to defend neighborhoods and individuals

reruns but even some new fall series as well. Dan August remained
on the air long enough to serve as astrong warmup for the program
that was delayed the longest by the writers' strike, another cop

battered by crime and injustice. In addition, the writers expanded
on some themes implicit in the pilot: In the Seventies, the easily

show, Kojak, which didn't premiere until October 24, the last new

understood and clearly identified mobsters and crime czars of the
past had been replaced in the public's mind by more amorphous,

series of 1973-74 to arrive.
There were high hopes for Kojak among critics and programmers
who built their expectations on the quality of the feature-length
pilot that had aired the previous March, "The Marcus-Nelson Murders." The three-hour TV film, based on the real life Wylie-Hoffert
murder case in New York City, introduced Telly Savalas as Lieutenant Theo Kojak, aradiantly bald, fiercely independent Greek plainclothes detective on the New York City force who fought the
establishment he worked for—and lost. Savalas had spent the better
part of his career playing an assortment of criminal roles and he
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but equally frightening, forces. Criminals were often violent madmen and urban delinquents with no stake in society and who attacked randomly for no discernible reason. Even worse, the machinery of justice itself seemed to break down with increasing frequency, often looming as a greater threat than the criminals it
was supposed to punish. Kojak was presented as areassuring figure
capable of taking on both of these elements. He was cool under
pressure, streetwise, and always in control. At the same time, he
was too smart to let his distrust of the bureaucracy blind him to

the most effective ways to use it. Kojak could confront a selfserving bureaucrat and a trigger-happy punk with the same unflinching determination, never wasting his anger on meaningless
macho stunts. He out-maneuvered his opponents, waited for the

with Kojak in the fall of 1973. With the exception of Kojak, however, most of these programs had serious inherent flaws and floundered in the ratings despite the ethnic hook.
There was already an obvious model for the new black TV detec-

perfect moment, and then exploded. When Kojak let loose, his
personal energy crackled. He obviously enjoyed both his verbal
and physical confrontations because they sometimes provided the
only opportunity for justice to triumph. Savalas infused Kojak
with asaucy independent personality that dominated the program

tives in the wildly successful black Superman-type that appeared
in such theatrical films as "Superfly" and "Shaft." NBC's Tenafly
consciously avoided this image while CBS brought Shaft himself
to network television. Both interpretations left viewers with the
uncomfortable feeling that something was missing. In the case of

and gave the scripts added punch. His portrayal of the confident

Shaft, it seemed obvious. Despite the fact that the film's star, Richard Roundtree, repeated the title role of New York City private

bald man who brandished alollipop instead of acigar turned him
into a very unlikely national sex symbol and attracted viewers
that otherwise had only mild interest in cop shows.
The most controversial aspect of Kojak, however, was its use
of violence, and some people brushed aside the excellent acting,
writing, and directing to denounce the show as dangerous and
harmful. Actually, there was anoticeable upswing in violent action
throughout the networks' crime formats this season, reflecting the
popularity of violent theatrical cop films such as "The French
Connection." Kojak admittedly contained its share of violence,
but the writers and producers handled it well. Just as The Untouchables had used violent shoot-outs to underscore the brutality of
gangland activity in the Thirties, Kojak used violence as an artful
illustration of the frustration of the Seventies. The entire program
was as carefully controlled as Kojak himself, with violent interludes
used to punctuate the conflicts and emotions. To ignore violence
in a program that attempted to present a gritty, realistic picture
of New York City urban crime contradicted its very premise. Nonetheless, over the years the level of violent action in the program
was reduced somewhat in response to protests from organized pressure groups strongly opposed to TV violence in any form, no matter
how artistically effective. In order to restore some of the lost energy

detective John Shaft for the TV series, he had to leave his violent,
sexy world behind. Instead, Shaft was given a carbon copy of
Columbo's structure in which, at the beginning of each episode,
the crime was shown as it took place and the rest of the story
focused on Shaft's investigation. Unlike Columbo, who talked the
villains to death, Shaft had always depended on direct, violent
methods of persuasion, but all the tough talk, blazing gun battles,
and beautiful women had to be sanitized for television. Yet the
program's problem was more basic than that—Shaft was already
played out. The original "Shaft" film had depended on a unique
combination of stylistic devices and shock tactics to overcome a
weak plot and generally unimpressive acting. It was abrutal story
of revenge that gleefully celebrated the hero's legitimate distaste
for whites, but it was also aformula that worked well only once.
Two theatrical followups ("Shaft's Big Score" and "Shaft in Africa") had demonstrated that both the character and the plot devices could not hold up to repeated exploitation. By the time
Roundtree began Shaft's television adventures, he was already just
apale imitation of himself, and it showed.

in later years, the producers tried to compensate in other ways,
such as filming on location in New York City to accentuate the
urban atmosphere of the program.
Kojak became an immediate hit in the fall of 1973 and the newest
star in a solid line-up of crime programs on all three networks.
For decades, such shows had served as basic bread-and-butter programming, occasionally slumping due to overexposure or claims
of excessive violence, but inevitably returning with some slight
twist, unusual setting, gimmick hero, or outstanding performer
as anew draw. Network number one, CBS, for instance, always
liked to mix in afew crime dramas with its sitcom strategy because
while hit sitcoms scored very well, flopped sitcoms were equally
big losers, landing at the very bottom of the ratings charts. Crime
shows usually hugged the middle positions in the ratings, turning
in a generally stable if not outstanding performance. There were
ten new crime shows in the fall of 1973 and, as evidenced by
Kojak, the loner cop format was still on the upswing that had
begun in the 1971-72 season. Many of the new entries were obvious
imitations of the latest gimmick variations to the form. In the
1972-73 season, veteran Buddy Ebsen had taken his down-home
country charm into the fight against urban crime in Quinn Martin's
Barnaby Jones, and the show had become a second season CBS
hit. In the fall of 1973, veteran lowkey charmers Jimmy Stewart
and Lorne Greene tried their hands in, respectively, Hawkins (a
common sense criminal attorney) and Grill' (an L.A. private eye),
but they both flopped. Banacek, another hit show from the previous
season, had featured amore off-beat ethnic hero—a dapper Polish
insurance company detective played by George Peppard. In the
usually WASP world of TV cops, such a character was a rarity
and, sure enough, several other ethnic detectives appeared along

Telly Savalas as Theo Kojak, adedicated police detective who
brandished a lollipop instead of acigar. (From Kojak. Courtesy
of MCA Television Limited)
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Mannix
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direction. Richard Levinson and William Link, the team responsible for Columbo, presented private detective Harry Tenafly (James
McEachin) as just aregular Joe, an average family man with few
exciting or distinguishing characteristics. Each episode of the series
devoted nearly as much time to his middle class home life and
family (a wife and two children) as to the case at hand. Tenafly
was not so much an Oreo character (black on the outside, all
white inside) as just plain bland. Though characters such as Superfly were two-dimensional caricatures, they were, at least, undeniably exciting.
One ethnic series that did manage to bring the world of violent
exploitation movies to television with some success was ABC's
Toma, loosely based on the exploits of Dave Toma (played by
Tony Musante), an actual undercover Italian policeman from Newark, New Jersey. Though the stories made superficial nods to real
life drama (Toma had a home life and was shown in bed with
his wife), they had none of the class of Kojak and resorted instead
to cheap violence, brutal sex, and Toma's foul mouth. This was
accomplished within the confines of television through implication;
the audience was shown everything except the violent acts themselves. For example, one episode featured a kinky rapist with a
talcum powder fetish. His frenzied attacks were conveyed by vivid
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NBC's Tenafly tried so hard to avoid the simplistic dead-end
clichés of the black superdudes that it went too far in the other
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closeups of each victim's face, flashes of talcum powder, and
screams, grunts, and gasps which built to aferocious climax. Without focusing on anything more explicit than the look of terror
on the woman's face, these scenes could satisfy aviewer's voyeuristic fantasies nearly as well as the more explicit brutality of the
theatrical films. Toma also captured the spirit of the abusive language of these films with snarling putdowns such as "If that hooker
of yours doesn't shut her mouth, I'll stuff it full of dead fish."
Kojak proved that television violence could be done artistically
and used it to reinforce generally realistic themes and settings.
Toma did not bother with such complexities. It too often embraced
some of the worst features of the era's cheap violent formula films:
degrading characters, offensive plots, and rancid dialogue. The series was roundly panned by critics and viewers alike, and, even
with its ethnic and violent hooks, Toma lasted only one season.
Ethnic detectives were, of course, just another strain in the continuing crime format boom. As in most fads, arash of them appeared over afew seasons, afew outstanding ones survived, and
then another gimmick surfaced. The crime genre was so resilient
because, within the gimmick setups, countless minor variations
could be incorporated into the same plots. Innovations that led
to an entirely new approach to crime were rare. Jack Webb's presentation of policemen as intricate professionals using brains, not
brawn, had been such adramatic departure in the Fifties. Its after-

effects were still being felt in television twenty years later when
it stood as atelevision staple. In 1973-74, another such fundamental
change in the portrayal of policework occurred at the hands of
Joseph Wambaugh, a Los Angeles policeman who moonlighted
as avery successful writer. (His police novel, The New Centurions,
had been turned into afeature film.)
Over the years, the incessant repetition of Webb's stock characters had turned his innovation into a cliché of its own. Cops in
programs such as Adam-12 had become monotonous automatons
that talked in clipped phrases and never seemed to entertain an
evil thought. Wambaugh knew better. There were bad cops, good
cops who made terrible mistakes in judgment, and outstanding
officers who performed brilliantly under tremendous pressure. He
felt each of the categories offered the potential for rich drama,
so he created an anthology series for NBC, Police Story, in order
to exploit these possibilities. By adopting the anthology format,
Wambaugh freed himself from the limitations of one central character who couldn't possibly incorporate every nuance of police action
and remain creditable. Instead, he used different guest celebrities
in weekly stories that dealt with every aspect of policework. They
all shared asharp, realistic style of dialogue (which was awelcome
change from Webb's officialese) as well as an affection for the
common cop on the beat who, despite his faults, was usually presented as doing the best job possible. Police Story opened a rich
new field of police drama that focused on more realistic characters
who also faced personal problems that sometimes affected their
on-the-job performance. As with any innovative series, Police Story
caught on very slowly. Though it never became abig hit, it continued in the tradition of TV's best cop shows, delivering solid dependable ratings in its time slot while inspiring a number of spinoffs

success, ABC announced plans for the presentation of multi-part
adaptations of other major works such as Rich Man, Poor Man,
Eleanor and Franklin, and the as-then unpublished Roots. The
network had been mumbling about "novels for television" ever
since Peyton Place and the disastrous Harold Robbins series of
1969, The Survivors, but the success of QB VII and The Blue Knight
convinced ABC that the development of several miniseries could
provide occasional boosts to ratings in much the same manner
as blockbuster movies such as "Bridge on the River Kwai" and
"Airport. "
ABC was still patching together a prime time schedule that
included just about anything that might hype ratings, even on a
one-shot basis, because it had once again begun slipping from contention. In many ways, the situation was reminiscent of the network's woes in the mid-Sixties when it instituted the attentiongrabbing concepts of an early premiere week and the second season.
The major difference was that few such tactics were left. Even
the "third season" that was possible with the Nielsen company's
new "overnight" ratings service didn't have the popular impact
of the previous gimmicks.
ABC had again repeated one of its most frequent programming
sins, loading its schedule with too many spinoffs of ahit gimmick,
thus diluting its strength. Made-for-TV movie slots occupied the
greater part of three nights of the network schedule, but they were
no longer sure-fire ratings winners. In addition, attempts to exploit
the new strain of sitcoms pioneered by CBS proved disastrous in
such series as Adam's Rib and Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice.
ABC's highest rated show (18th) was its Monday Night Football
broadcast. Its greatest individual successes came in the form of

and imitations such as Police Woman, Joe Forrester, and David
Cassidy—Man Undercover.
Even as he launched his anthology series, Wambaugh was hard
at work on another innovative project, afour-part miniseries focusing on the career of one cop, Bumper Morgan (William Holden),
who was rapidly approaching retirement age. The Blue Knight
ostensibly traced the investigation following the murder of aprostitute, but the crux of the story was Morgan's battle with advancing
age. He painfully acknowledged that he was too old to do all
the legwork necessary to the case, but he insisted that, mentally,
he was just as sharp as ever. In any case, he feared retirement
because he knew he wasn't ready to cope with such adrastic change
in this life. The program was an extended display of Wambaugh's
cop philosophy and could have easily played on consecutive weeks
of Police Story as a series within the series. Instead, NBC ran
the four-hour drama on four consecutive nights beginning Tuesday,
November 13, in abold experiment that marked abreakthrough
in television programming. Reactions ranged from mild surprise
to outright ridicule. Some people snidely suggested that such a
programming decision demanded far too much attention from home
viewers to succeed. The ratings from the miniseries proved somewhat inconclusive. The Blue Knight averaged a 30% share of the
audience which, while respectable, was no vindication of the concept. It was left to ABC with its two-part presentation of QB
VII at the end of April to prove the concept could he very successful.
QB VII was a six-hour adaptation of the lengthly Leon Uris
novel that followed the post-war life of a Polish doctor who had
performed experiments on inmates in aNazi concentration camp.
Part one focused on the war trial of the doctor while part two
examined his life through 1972. The first episode attracted ahealthy
38% share and the following night's wrapup did even better, winding up the fifth highest rated show of the week. Buoyed by this

In the world of super-hero pulp adventures, ABC's The Six Million
Dollar Man starred Lee Majors. (From The Six Million Dollar Man.
Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
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tion. The network's brightest hopes were two larger-than-life heroic

August 29, 1973
Man About the House. Britain's Thames Television network presents anew sitcom featuring Richard O'Sullivan as ayoung man
who moves into an apartment with two cute young women (played
by Paula Wilcox and Sally Thomsett). Though the set up sounds
racy, the three actually maintain avery innocent household—puzzling their apartment landlord (played by Brian Murphy) and his
sex-starved wife (played by Yootha Joyce).
September 8, 1973
Star Trek (NBC). With syndicated reruns of the old series more
popular than the show ever was on NBC, the original Star Trek
crew is reunited to supply voices for aSaturday morning animated
cartoon series that continues the "five year" mission of the starship
Enterprise.
September 10, 1973
Diana. (NBC). Television money can cover years of classy (but
low-paying) roles on the British theater circuit, so Diana Rigg agrees
to star in asitcom about agorgeous young British divorcee trying
to make it in the New York fashion world. The scripts are awful
and the program folds within afew months. Yes, Rigg later admits,
she only did it for the money.
October 15, 1973
Tomorrow. (NBC). With The Midnight Special scoring well Fridays in the late late night slot, NBC brings Los Angeles TV newsman
Tom Synder to New York to host an hour-long late late talk show
Monday through Thursday.
November 16, 1973
After slipping badly following his great opening ratings, Jack
Paar departs network television again.

sports-related programs, comic book-type heroes, and sexual innuendo. For example, in its made-for-TV movie slots, ABC regularly
presented stories of prostitution, homosexuality, bigamy, and rape,
aline-up best described as tabloid television.
ABC realind very early in the season that it might be possible
to combine sex appeal with one of the few areas in which the
network was a respected leader, sports, and so it filled one of
the writers' strike gaps in September with "Tennis—The Battle
of the Sexes." This silly "confrontation" between fifty-five-yearold over-the-hill tennis boor Bobby Riggs and up-and-coming
twenty-nine-year-old Billie Jean King was no contest (King won
easily), but ABC treated the match with the same intense coverage
television usually reserved for such events as the World Series or
political nominating conventions. The fluff contest was set, appropriately, in the 100% artificial Houston Astrodome, in prime time,
and ballyhooed as the monumental resolution of the perpetual battle
between men and women. In order to insure a"balanced" presentation of such an important event, the network assigned one male
and one female to serve as color commentators. They supplemented
the "play-by-play" reporting by the front line team of Frank Gifford
and Howard Cosell, whose malapropisms (such as "making assurance doubly sure") were particularly humorous that night. Despite
strong counterprogramming by CBS, "The Battle of the Sexes"
registered lovely ratings for ABC and demonstrated the viability
of sexual hooks and pseudo sports events. The show also pointed
to ageneral formula that the network had decided to exploit.
With CBS cornering the audience for reality-oriented programs,
ABC chose to concentrate on the fantasy world of tabloids and
pulp adventure as its antidote to the ratings strength of the competi250
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caricatures, Kwai Chang Caine and Steve Austin.
Caine's adventures had begun in the 1972-73 season on aonce
amonth series, Kung-Fu. David Carradine played aone-half Chinese, one-half American martial arts master who roamed the American West of the 1870s as averitable Jove of Justice in apremise
that mixed bits of The Fugitive, "Lost Horizon," and "Billy Jack."
Like The Fugitive he was on the run, having fled China after deliberately (but in his eyes, justifiably) killing a member of the Royal
Family. His thoughts frequently returned to the rigorous training
of his youth in far away China as he attempted to serve the cause
of justice in the lawless West. Caine took himself very, very seriously, spouting Oriental wisdom and platitudes of peace in the
preachy self-righteous style of Tom Laughlin's Billy Jack. He was
a bona-fide priest within his obscure Oriental religious sect that
preached non-violence, and there wasn't anything resembling a
flaw presented in his character. All of this effluvia was a mask,
however, for a scrumptiously violent program in the tradition of
ABC's action-adventure sagas. Despite his "best efforts" to avoid
violent confrontations, Caine constantly ran into nasty villains that
had to be disposed of, prompting one reviewer to describe the
show as: "Pacifist vegetarian priest beats the holy bejeezus out
of frontier buffles." The fights were presented in slow motion, adding to the comic caricature style of the program. In early 1973,
Kung-Fu was promoted to aweekly slot, though it didn't become
ahit until late in the year. The program displayed enough promise
in its first season, however, to encourage ABC to approve development of asomewhat similar project for the 1973-74 season, The
Six Million Dollar Man.
Like Kung-Fu, the new series began in the fall as aonce amonth
series and, by January 1974, it was awarded weekly status. The
show moved the slow motion battle scenes from the past to the
immediate future, featuring the exploits of Steve Austin (Lee Majors), an astronaut who had been horribly crushed in an Air Force
jet crash. Rescued from the rubble, he was reconstructed at great
government expense (six million dollars) and outfitted with nuclear
powered limbs that gave him powers and abilities far beyond those
of most mortal men, in an effective update of the ever-popular
Superman legend. Unlike Kung-Fu, the scripts for The Six Million
Dollar Man were not burdened with excessive simplistic philosoph•
ical preaching. Austin willingly joined the government's Office of
Strategic Operations (a thinly disguised CIA-style organization)
and fought America's enemies at home and abroad in the best
tradition of such wartime comic book patriots as Captain America.
The show delivered exciting fantasy and demonstrated that airy
comic book television could be done well. When ABC moved Austin into aweekly slot as part of the 1973-74 mid-season shakeup,
The Six Million Dollar Man became the network's top rated show.
The second season shuffling also resulted in another welcome
hit for ABC, the nostalgic Happy Days (produced by Garry Marshall, who had adapted The Odd Couple for television). As its
name implied, Happy Days turned from the grim reality of the
turbulent early Seventies to the simple rituals of teenage life in
the already legendary Fifties. Andy Griffith Show veteran Ron Howard played cute-but-shy Richie Cunningham, avery average, very
bland teenager living in the very bland city of Milwaukee with
his nondescript family: akind and bumbling father (Tom Bosley),
acardboard mother (Marion Ross), and acute-but-devilish younger
sister, Joanie (Erin Moran). The sitcom usually focused on the
escapades of Richie and his bosom buddy, Potsie Weber (Anson
Williams), two struggling high school innocents who shared teenage
fantasies about sock hops, girls, and hot rods. The Happy Days

the simplistic humor of its nondescript setting, settling into the
mold of the Archie and Jughead comic strip or the Aldrich Family
radio show. Just as ABC's Roaring Twenties had relied completely
on the outward trappings of period topicality to carry the entire
series, Happy Days settled for the increasingly popular revisionist
interpretation of the Fifties as an era filled with jive-talking pseudojuvenile delinquents, mindless adults, and prophetic rock'n'rollers.
Viewers found the revamped image easy to comprehend and a
convenient substitute for the rapidly fading memories of the bygone
era.
Happy Days began to mythologize the Fifties just as two real
relics of the era were passing from the scene. They both owed
their success to television and both had continued to use it successfully for two decades. Only one went out in triumph.
After twenty-three years of almost continuous production, Lucille Ball gave up the weekly TV grind forever. She had taken
her character through several different settings, but the format
had remained the same for all of them: wacky redhead against
the world. The final permutation, Here's Lucy, featured her reallife children as co-stars (Lucie and Desi Arnaz, Jr.) and it was a
highly appropriate way for the original queen of television to depart—alongside the young man whose birth had marked the beginning of modern TV. Lucy ended her sitcom run with style and
class. Her contemporary, Richard M. Nixon, had experienced an
equally long (though considerably rockier) television career, but
he left his profession in shame and disgrace.
The Ervin committee had adjourned in August of 1973 and it
appeared that President Nixon would have abreathing spell after
months of public inquiry. Instead, anew unrelated scandal rocked
his administration, touching the one man who had gone through
Watergate unscathed, Vice President Sprio Agnew. An investigation into general corruption in Maryland led to allegations of brib-

January 31, 1974
"The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman." (CBS). Richard Rosenberg and Robert Christiansen adapt a successful novel into a
powerful television drama special spanning black American history
from slavery to the civil rights marches. Cicely Tyson portrays

Richard Nixon prepares to board the helicopter that will take
him to Air Force One: (from I.) Vice President Gerald Ford, Betty
Ford, Pat Nixon, and President Nixon. (National Archives)

Jane Pittman, a proud black woman, in four stages of her life:
from young womanhood to the age of 110. The highly praised
program wins nine Emmy Awards.
February 1, 1974

pilot episode had run on Love, American Style in February, 1972,
and the show's premise was far removed from the new wave of
comedy of CBS, led by Norman Lear's stable of characters. Nonetheless, Happy Days immediately entered the top twenty, right behind The Six Million Dollar Man in the ratings.

Sally Quinn quietly departs The CBS Morning News, confessing
that she was not really prepared for the job.
April 17, 1974
Frank McGee, fifty-two, host of NBC's Today, dies of cancer.

Happy Days owed much of its initial success to momentum from
the theatrical film "American Graffiti" (the surprise blockbuster

July 4, 1974

of 1973), in which Howard (the only cast member carried over
to the TV series) had played Steve Bolander, a character very

celebrity reports on "the way it was" in American history on that

similar to Richie Cunningham. Unlike the film, though, the TV
series lacked astrong central character (such as Richard Dreyfuss's
Curt Henderson) to carry the plots. Howard's Richie was made
far too weak and Potsie was a klutz. There was a token hood,
Fonzie (Henry Winkler), similar to the John Milner character of
the film (played by Paul LeMat), but unlike LeMat, Winkler had
only aminor role in the stories.
Happy Days presented itself as an entertaining relic of the less
troubled Fifties, but in reality the program failed to rise above

Bicentennial Minute. (CBS). The first sixty-second program in
television history. Once each night, for more than two years, a
date 200 years earlier.
July 29, 1974
Jim Hartz becomes the new host of Today.
September 2, 1974
After starring in a CBS television series for twenty-one of the
previous twenty-three years, Lucille Ball calls it quits. Here's Lucy
joins The Lucy Show and ILove Lucy in the never-ending world
of reruns.
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fired Archibald Cox, the special Watergate prosecutor. This
touched off the first serious calls for the President's impeachment.
In mid-November, following publication of an old memo in
which Nixon aide Charles Colson bragged of intimidating CBS
chairman William Paley, CBS sheepishly announced it would immediately resume providing analysis following Presidential addresses. PBS also exhibited arenewed independence and presented
some new public affairs programming such as the excellent "Essay
on Watergate" on Bill Moyers' Journal, a fair but opinionated
one-hour primer on the complex and sometimes confusing events
of Watergate. On the evening news shows, new sources of suspicion
constantly appeared before the public. Seven top White House
aides were indicted for their role in the coverup. One of the
tapes Nixon was pressured into releasing contained a mysterious
184-minute gap during akey conversation. The possibility was even
raised that Nixon had deliberately claimed illegal deductions on
his income tax.
As he had done so often throughout his career, Nixon turned
to television as a means of appealing directly to the people and
possibly blunting negative sentiment building against him. President
Nixon went on anation-wide spealdng tour and the networks covered, live, his appearances before sympathetic audiences and he
scored afew minor points. Nixon was obviously feeling the pressure,
however, and openly sniped at reporters and the commercial networks during the tour. At one televised press conference he nervously exclaimed, "I am not a crook." At another, he pointed

ABC's Toma was loosely based on the real-life exploits of an
undercover Italian-American policeman from Newark, New
Jersey: (from I.) Tony Musante, Simon Oakland, and Susan
Strasberg. (From Toma. Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
ery payments to Agnew going back to the days when he had served
as the Baltimore county executive. Determined to meet the challenge to his integrity head on, Agnew embarked upon anationwide
speaking tour in the hope of stirring his supporters into pressuring
the Maryland prosecutor to call off his dogs. An old hand at manipulating television, Agnew knew his rhetoric would make news and
he convinced NBC to carry, nationwide, aspeech before agroup
of Republican women in California on September 29. Looking
straight into the camera without batting an eye (as only an honest
person could), Agnew proclaimed, "I will not resign if indicted!
I will not resign if indicted!" On October 10, Agnew resigned,
pleading nobo contendere ("no contest," an equivalent to guilty)
to charges of tax evasion on the bribery payments made to him
by Maryland contractors. He was sentenced to three years' probation and fined $10,000. Five days after Agnew's resignation, all
three commercial networks, for the first time in history, gave thirty
minutes of free prime time to aconvicted felon charged with extortion, bribery, and conspiracy. In this last appearance before the
public, Agnew ignored his nobo contendere plea and pronounced
himself innocent. NBC's legal correspondent, Carl Stern, was incredulous and, in the network analysis immediately following the
speech, compared Agnew's courtroom admissions of guilt with
his TV plea to be judged innocent. Stern pointed out that the
two-faced stance wasn't supported by the facts. CBS allowed Agnew's speech to stand on its own, though, as the network continued
to exclude instant analysis from its news operations.
Agnew's case had nothing to do with Watergate, but it furthered
the perception of total corruption waiting to be unearthed in the
Nixon administration. Ten days after Agnew's resignation, Nixon
252
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out that he wasn't really angry at the press because "you can
only be angry at those you respect." On April 29, 1974, the President at last delivered his first truly effective television speech on
Watergate. Pleading with the nation to move on to more important
business and put Watergate aside ("One year of Watergate is
enough"), Nixon proudly displayed a huge stack of notebooks
which contained hundreds of pages of edited transcripts from most
of the White House tapes that had been requested by the courts
and by the House impeachment committee. He explained that the
unprecedented disclosure of private presidential conversations demonstrated his willingness to cooperate in the various investigations
and proved he had nothing to hide. It was avery successful speech,
but its positive effects quickly dissipated as people examined the
text of the transcripts.
Television's treatment of the mountain of material proved particularly devastating. Instead of being overwhelmed by the sheer volume of the release, the network reporters who had been covering
Watergate for months zeroed in on several very important conversations and all three networks presented specials featuring oral readings of transcript excerpts. The results were devastating to Nixon's
image. Even heavily edited, the transcripts revealed Richard Nixon
as a petty, self-centered man with little concern for justice and
an obvious contempt for those he regarded as his enemies. After
carefully studying the conversations, even previously friendly newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune (which had rushed to print
the transcripts verbatim for free distribution to its readers) sadly
but firmly called for the President's resignation. Others called for
impeachment, convinced that Nixon would never succumb to the
calls that he should step down.
After months of deliberation behind closed doors, the House
Judiciary Committee opened the formal impeachment hearings to
the public, including television, on July 24 and the reality of impeachment hit everyone in the country. As with the Senate hearings
the previous year, the mid-summer timing was perfect for the networks and they once again set up rotating coverage while PBS
(through NPACT) presented prime time replays. The sense of jocu-

larity that had often lightened the mood of the Ervin committee's
actitivities was absent. The House Judiciary Committee was engaged in aserious debate that could well lead to the impeachment
of the President of the United States.
For three days, the members of the committee debated the pros
and cons of the articles of impeachment, and television carried it
all. It became clear that the members of the committee were not
engaged in the partisan rhetoric that usually marked such televised
hearings. Each committee member displayed adeep personal anguish in trying to determine the truth of the charges and the proper
course of action. Lacking clear evidence of a specific crime ("a
smoking gun"), they were forced to examine cumulative impressions, general attitudes, strategies, and policies of the President.
On Saturday, July 27, the debate reached adramatic climax, the
formal vote on the first article of impeachment. In ascene reminiscent of Studio One's "Twelve Angry Men," the TV cameras focused
on each member's face for the roll call voice vote. Throughout
the country, viewers shared the drama and tallied the score as
the camera panned from member to member, each speaking only
one word: "yes" or "no." The motion passed, 27-11.
Two additional articles of impeachment were voted and it appeared almost certain that the full House would approve the resolution of impeachment, which would lead to a trial in the Senate
in the fall unless Nixon stepped down voluntarily before then.
At first, the President looked as if he would "tough it out" and
the networks nervously stood by, ready to cover the lengthly procedure live, fully aware that the process would wreak havoc on their
new fall programming.
On August 5, Nixon released an additional tape transcript which
served as the long-sought smoking gun and proved to nearly everyone that he had participated in an obstruction of justice. Three
days later, Richard Nixon announced his resignation in a prime
time address carried live by the networks. They canceled all regular

programming for the evening and devoted four hours to the resignation and reactions to it. Nixon's speech was rather restrained and,
though lacking both an adequate explanation for his decision to
step down and any admission of guilt, it was remarkably free of
recrimination. It was so straight that in the analysis that immediately followed, CBS correspondent Dan Rather, afrequent target
of Nixon's ire, gushed that the speech contained "nobility" and
"a touch of class," before colleague Roger Mudd began to pick
apart its vapid content. Some die-hard Nixon supporters such as
South Carolina Senator Strom Thurmond went even further and
described Nixon's tenure as President in glowing terms, dismissing
Watergate as aminor aberration. Roger Mudd pointedly responded,
"Well, Senator, if he was so wonderful, why did he have to resign?"
The next morning Nixon was anything but classy. Before leaving
the White House, he delivered apathetic, maudlin farewell to the
staff—and he couldn't resist allowing the TV cameras in for one
last time. With tears in his eyes, he spoke of his family and middle
class background. He pleaded for understanding and forgiveness,
but never acknowledged that he had done anything wrong. It was
the 1952 Checkers speech all over again. Nixon had come full
circle, only it no longer worked. The man who had reached fame
and power through a very personal medium could not use it to
draw support from the people any more. He still knew the right
words but they no longer touched the emotions of the American
public. They had supported him with the greatest popular mandate
in American history and he had betrayed their trust and consistently lied to them. The people no longer believed Richard Nixon
and in his final TV speech he appeared as an empty, broken man
who was not worthy of their support, only their pity.
One-half hour later, Nixon flashed the "double V" victory symbol
one more time to the cameras, climbed into ahelicopter, and flew
away.
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34. Affirmative Access

lengthy impeachment trial that would have thrown their fall sched-

denly returned to their control. In order to make the September
deadline, everyone turned to the quickest, cheapest programs avail-

ules into total chaos. This reprieve was awelcome relief to executives who had been forced to rip up and redraw their schedules

able: more game shows.
The networks faced the opposite task. Each one had to reshuffle

RICHARD NIXON'S resignation saved the networks from a

once already that summer in response to official rulings from Washington. Government bureaucrats had decided it was again time
to do something that would raise the standards of television and
promote the kinds of programs they felt were in the public's best
interest. In January, 1974, the FCC unveiled Access II, targeted
to take effect with the 1974 fall season.
The commission had emerged looking quite foolish following
implementation of its 1970 prime time access rule. With a great
deal of ballyhoo about increasing the quality of television, it had
taken the potentially dangerous step of instigating backhand controls over some prime time programming—only to see an embarrassing proliferation of cheap game shows emerge as a result of
Access I. Not taking any chances with its new rule, the FCC
moved from merely hoping that producers would gear their new
efforts to the commission's taste to a system that demanded it.
Two hours each week (7:00-8:00 P.M. Saturday and Sunday) would
be returned to network control, but only if the time were filled
with news, public affairs, and FCC approved kidvid. The offer
was too tempting for ABC, CBS, and NBC to resist. Even though
the networks had frankly admitted in 1973 that it would probably
be impossible for them to resume control of all seven nights of
access time, they were perfectly willing to attempt to fill the lucrative weekend slots. They quickly agreed to the commission's ground
rules and in the spring announced line-ups for the fall that included
the necessary quota of FCC sanctioned programs. The independent
producers were furious and they took the FCC to court. In June,
a U.S. District Court ruled in their favor, declaring Access II
illegal on the grounds that the new rule did not allow program
producers enough time to prepare for its implementation (the 1970
access rule had provided sixteen months for industry adjustment).
The court also strongly implied that there were other entire sections
of the rule it didn't like. Rather than offer to extend the lead-in
time to meet the court's stated objection, the FCC took the opportunity to reexamine its entire strategy and to prepare a completely
new proposal. In the meantime, with Access II declared illegal,
the original access rule was once again in force. Ironically, this
left producers and local stations facing an even tighter situation
than before. They had only ninety days to fill the two hours sud254

its schedule in order to absorb the loss of two hours of programming. The weekend public affairs, news, and lcidvid material was
all excised. Additionally, six new thirty-minute sitcoms (two on
each network) were temporarily shelved, though all of them eventually aired in one form or another later in the season. They included:
NBC's Sunshine and The Bob Crane Show, CBS's We'll Get By
and The Love Nest, and ABC's Where's The Fire? and Everything
Money Can't Buy.
In spite of the last minute legal wrangling and the across the
board program purge, the overall tone of the new season's prime
time line-up remained unchanged. Though a half dozen sitcoms
had been cut from the September schedule, there were still six
left among the new fall shows as situation comedy continued to
experience a renaissance that had begun in the early Seventies.
Success in this "new wave" of comedy, however, eluded all but
ahandful of producers. Some of the best minds in American TV
comedy had already tried and failed to ride this upswing, and
the major casualties included Alan King's The Corner Bar, Carl
Reiner's A Touch of Grace, Rob Reiner's The Super, and Sam
Denoff's Lotsa Luck Many of these vehicles had started with promising concepts, but few had the necessary accompaniment of standout actors and top notch writing to make the premises come alive.
They also relied too heavily on all too obvious All in the Family
production traits such as alive audience, British origin, and proletariat struggle to cover their weaknesses. Most of the producers
cited the difficulty of finding good writers for the shows as the
major reason for their failure.
Though there was an increasing demand for new wave-style comedy programs, an entire generation of TV sitcom writers had grown
up on obstacle-course comedy, never dealing with situations such
as alead character's decision to have an abortion. Consequently,
when they were asked to deliver scripts for series that were conceived in the Norman Lear-Bud Yorkin mold, the writers drew
on the superficial elements of the new shows and therefore inserted
as many racial putdowns and topical references as possible. They
failed to realize that the so-called new wave of sitcoms was based
on the same strains of humor that had worked for decades, from
the vaudeville stage to ILove Lucy. Though the subject matter

and settings might be more realistic than in the past, clever plot
twists, funny situations, sharp dialogue, and interesting characters
were still essential. Abandoning these in favor of a half-hour of
cheap putdowns and racial slurs underscored the fact that many
people in the industry still failed to understand the subtle interplay
of traditional humor and realistic settings at work in the shows.
This combination was very difficult to handle, even by those who
championed the trend, and, at first, Lear and Yorkin had found
it necessary to write most of their scripts themselves. Yorkin explained, "You can't take those young guys off shows like Doris
Day and expect them to do this kind of comedy."
By 1974, Lear had groomed an entire stable of writers proficient
in this new form of sitcom and he was able to fuel an amazingly
successful strategy of spinoffs and new shows, most of which wore
the distinct stamp of All in the Family. Though even he couldn't
guarantee awinner every time (Lear's adaptation of the off-Broadway hit "The Hot 1Baltimore" flopped on ABC in the spring of
1975), he had worked out avery reliable formula for the success
that had eluded so many others. Lear carefully selected supporting
characters from his established hits and placed.them in their own
vehicles, building achain of ratings champs for CBS in the process.
Just as CBS president James Aubrey had directed a parade of
rural spinoffs from The Beverly Hillbillies and The Andy Griffith
Show in the early Sixties, Lear took race, topicality, and occasional
forays into serious issues and ran with them through the Seventies.
His techniques were just as blatant as Aubrey's, but asteady supply
of top notch scripts maintained a generally high level of quality
with each succeeding series. While perhaps not quite as good as
the All in the Family original, his new programs were certainly
well done and, to his credit, Lear tried to give each one its own
special focus.
First out of the All in the Family mold was Maude, begun in
the fall of 1972 as aspinoff series for the character of Edith Bunker's
cousin, played by Beatrice Arthur. In February, 1974, Lear
launched Good Times, which showcased Maude's black maid,
Florida Evans (Esther Rolle), who left New York and settled with
her family in the projects of Chicago. As something of a black

"heart" comedy in the tradition of the Fifties' Mama, Good Times
emphasized the warm goodness of the hard working parents, Florida and her husband James (John Amos), as they struggled to
raise their three children, James Junior "J.J." (Jimmie Walker),
Thelma (BerriNadette Stanis), and Michael (Ralph Carter). In his
update of this once popular form, Lear avoided the saccharine
whitewash of the Sixties' "warm black comedy," Julia, and presented the characters as agenerally believable realistic black family.
There were the obligatory putdowns and insults, but most of these
were handled by the children, especially J.J., the oldest son. Florida
and James saved their energy for the never-ending problem of
family survival in the white man's world.
For his next spinoff (in January, 1975) Lear presented the problems faced by a middle class black family that actually "made
it," Archie Bunker's next door neighbors, the Jeffersons. The Jefferson family had been introduced in All in the Family as a black
equivalent to the Bunkers, so aspinoff series was almost inevitable.
After all, every important element was already there. George Jefferson (Sherman Hemsley) was a self-centered snob and bigot who
intensely disliked whites, Louise (Isabel Sanford) was his longsuffering but forgiving wife, and Lionel (Mike Evans) was his tolerant son who outraged his father (and Archie) by becoming close
friends with Mike and Gloria. To launch the new series, the Jeffersons moved from Queens to a fashionable East Side apartment
in Manhattan. Though peppered with topical references and characters (an inter-racial couple lived just down the hall), for the most
part this new series was far less serious than All in the Family
and it placed more emphasis on strident insults and blustery confrontations. George Jefferson was an even more pigheaded and
preposterous "head of the household" than Archie Bunker, and
he was constantly deflated by his business associates and neighbors,
the rest of his family, and Florence (Marla Gibbs), their flippant
black maid. Nonetheless, as aself-made black businessman he faced
racial problems from a perspective totally different from Archie,
Maude, and Florida, and the series made use of his special interests
and particular point of view.
It was no accident that Lear's two new hit sitcoms focused on

James Garner (r.) as Jim
Rockford and Noah Beery as
his dad, "Rocky." (From The
Rockford Files. Courtesy of
MCA Television Limited)
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blacks. Perhaps the one aspect of new wave comedy that everyone
agreed on was that it had strong ethnic and racial themes. Unfortunately, some writers and producers frequently used the mere presence of minorities as alazy shortcut that allowed them to sidestep
complicated issues and complex drama and settle instead for stories
that were "automatically topical" because they featured blacks.
Worse yet, their treatment of ethnic groups frequently degenerated
into astring of very old stereotypes. For instance, an Archie Bunker
type would be set up as alovable strawman to be torn down after
delivering "unintentionally" funny lines that demonstrated what
aclose-minded bigot he was. This was acrafty combination that
allowed warmed-over racial clichés to be used in the inevitable
exchange of putdowns, turning what might have been labeled as
racist or insulting in the past into an unmistakable sign that the
program was "up to date" and "with it." The line between asophisticated sitcom and a plastic exercise in name calling was often a
fine one and, even on the better shows, it was sometimes unclear
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"Holy Mackeral, Andy." The original scripts had kept his antics
in check, with J.J. appearing as nothing worse than a problem
child with an enormous ego (certainly a realistic problem) who
even poked fun at himself and his shortcomings. However, J.J.
soon became a cult figure among pre-teen youth and the writers
began playing up his comic caricature more and more. By the
end of the third season, John Amos quit the series in disgust,
citing his personal frustration at the degeneration in writing and
characterization. One year later, Esther Rolle also quit. Both characters were written out of the series (James was killed in an accident
in Mississippi and Florida moved to the Southwest for her health)
so that, ironically, for one season awarm "family" comedy functioned with no parents at all. Rolle returned in the fall of 1978
when the producers promised to shift back to the original thrust
of the show and downplay J.J.'s mindless antics. Even with Rolle

whether the scripts drew on the putdowns of the bigot or the
cheap racial caricatures for the laughs.
One offender in this regard was, surprisingly, Norman Lear's

back, the program could not recapture its initial spirit and it was
canceled only afew months after her reappearance.
Jimmie Walker's sudden rise to cult status was the perfect example of the shaky status of television's newly found social conscience.
Here was a young black comic who became a national celebrity,

Good Times which, by its second season, began shifting the focus
more and more to J.J.'s antics. Walker portrayed J.J. as a hiptalking wisecracker, but when he rolled his eyes and exclaimed
"Dyn-o-mite!" with ashit-eating grin, it sounded an awful lot like

especially among black children, by portraying a shiftless, addlebrained jive-ass—exactly the sort of media character blacks had
been complaining about for years. Just because a series centered
on aminority group did not guarantee that the characters would
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necessarily be given enviable and uplifting traits, even within the
supposedly sophisticated sitcoms.
No matter what shape they took, though, minority groups were
firmly established as the strong hook for television in the Seventies.
Despite the many horrible scripts and one-dimensional characters
that had appeared in the wake of All in the Family, television
was slowly absorbing them. After several years of scrutiny, other
writers and producers at last began to adapt the Norman Lear
formula successfully in their own efforts. In the process, TV completely reshaped its portrait of the world from the aseptic white
suburbs of the Fifties, to the new ideal of the Seventies: atotally
integrated society with aperfect mixture of every race, color, and
creed. This merely reflected the real world, where assorted minority
groups were becoming increasingly vocal, demanding additional
participation in such diverse fields as politics, labor, and education
through programs of "affirmative action" (a euphemism to replace
the buzz word "quotas"). Though such profound social changes
might take generations in real life and require government legislated
mathematical mixes, for network television it meant that the WASP
world was suddenly junked in favor of anew money maker, the
increasingly popular world of colorful ethnics who promsied high
ratings and increased profits. By the 1974-75 season, this new
order seemed practically afait accompli (on TV at least) as viewers
welcomed Chico and the Man and Barney Miller. Neither of these
shows came from Norman Lear, but both were up to his standards
and they signalled that successful, high quality, generally realistic
ethnic humor was no longer Lear's exclusive domain.
James Komack's Chico and the Man literally followed in the
footsteps of Sanford and Son and, riding on the strength of such
an enviable lead-in, catapulted straight into the top ten. It was a
perfect companion show to the story of a father and son junk
dealership in the Los Angeles ghetto. Ed Brown (Jack Albertson)
and his Chicano assistant Chico Rodriguez (Freddie Prinze) operated arun down garage in adecrepit section of East Los Angeles.

Though one of the first programs to slant itself toward the MexicanAmerican minority, it was just as much ageneration gap comedy
as aracial show. Ed ("The Man") was adyspeptic old coot who
one day let a cheerful young Chicano talk him into a job as his
assistant at the garage. Very quickly he and Chico became friends,
though Ed never , publicly dropped his image as ahardnosed quasiBunkerish bigot. (He claimed that he didn't like anybody, but it
was obvious he really loved everybody.) Unlike the structure in
many of the other ethnic based shows, Ed and Chico were not
so much characters in conflict as two sides of the same character:
one was abuoyant optimistic dreamer who believed anything was
possible, and the other was an unreconstructed cynic who had
seen too many such hopes turn sour. Neither was set up as an
obvious bad guy and both delivered funny one-liners that were
closer to vaudeville routines than spiteful putdowns. The energy
between the two characters turned merely adequate scripts into
highly entertaining encounters as grumpy Ed found himself growing increasingly fond of the enthusiastic Chico, secretly hoping
that he would succeed in working his way out of the ghetto.
One reason for the strong chemistry between Ed and Chico was
that there seemed to be atouch of real life magic to the setting.
Prinze was only twenty when he moved from abrief career as a
nightclub stand-up comic to share the lead in atop ten TV show.
He seemed remarkably successful at keeping up with veteran
trouper Albertson and well on his way to fulfilling "Chico" 's optimistic dream of becoming aChicano superstar. This fusion of images made Prinze's subsequent suicide in January of 1977 especially
shocking, and it punctured the show's premise with a grim dose
of reality. Though the producers attempted to continue the series
by using twelve-year-old Gabriel Melgar as anew Chicano character (orphan Raul Garcia), Prinze's death had robbed the show of
its comic tension. The revamped format lasted only one season,
unable to duplicate the special energy that had first propelled the
series.

After splitting with her husband,
Rhoda (Valerie Harper) once
again became an eligible single
woman, often double dating
with her sister, Brenda (Julie
Kavner). (From r.) Harper, Ray
Buktenica, Kavner, and Ron
Silver. (MTM Enterprises)
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September 10, 1974
NBC presents "Born Innocent" as a World Premiere Movie. Linda
Blair plays a fourteen-year-old who goes through a rough time in
ajuvenile detention home.
September 13, 1974
The Rockford Files. (NBC). James Garner and his producer on
Maverick Roy Huggins, update their successful adventure formula
by one century.
October 6, 1974
Monty Python's Flying Circus arrives in the U.S. on a handful
of public television stations.
October 19, 1974
Weekend. (NBC). Lloyd Dobyns hosts a once-each-month late
Saturday night news magazine show. The program wields amuch
lighter touch than CBS's 60 Minutes, mixing solid reporting with
off-beat features and humorous epigrams.
October 22, 1974
Fred Pierce becomes president of ABC-TV.
January 1, 1975
Dick Cavett, reduced to infrequent appearances in ABC's revamped late night schedule, does his last show for the network
after signing with CBS for abrief summer variety show.
January 6, 1975
A.M. America. (ABC). Twenty-three years after the advent of
Today. ABC at last tries its own early morning version, hosted
by Bill Beutel and Stephanie Edwards. Peter Jennings reads the
news.

If the champions of affirmative action could have selected the
cast for a TV sitcom, they could not have done better than the
crew of New York City's 12th police precinct as presented in Danny
Arnold's Barney Miller. Set in the appropriately diverse district
of Greenwich Village, the program showcased a kaleidoscope of
distinctive character types: Captain Barney Miller, alevel-headed
Jewish chief of detectives (Hal Linden); Detective Harris, a cool
confident black (Ron Glass); Sgt. Wojehowicz, abeefy hard-working Pole (Max Gail); Sgt. Yemana, asoft-spoken reliable Oriental
(Jack Soo); Sgt. Chano Amengual, avoluble Puerto Rican (Gregory
Sierra); Sgt. Fish, an aging but dedicated man on the verge of
retirement (Abe Vigoda); and Inspector Luger, apure Hollywood
B-movie type complete with fedora and raincoat (James Gregory).
Each performer drew on the accepted stereotypes of his character
but, for the most part, snide putdowns were kept in check and
the group evolved into a close knit company facing realistic, if
extremely wacky, situations. The precinct house became the center
stage for conflicts between members of the crew as well as for
confrontations with the insane world of New York City outside.
Despite the very funny plots, Barney Miller was a far cry from
the pure farce and physical pratfalls of previous "stationhouse sitcoms" such as Car 54, Where Are You? Its humor grew out of
the characters themselves placed in believable, though exaggerated,
situations, rather than from outlandish plots or silly misunderstandings. The program was one of the best new-wave sitcoms to evolve
outside the Norman Lear stable, combining topical themes and
ethnic concerns with the basics of comedy: a simple set, good
acting, and well-written scripts. It was not, however, an instant
smash, premiering as part of ABC's second season schedule in
January of 1975, slotted against The Waltons. Over the years,
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though, it went through anumber of time shifts and became one
of the network's steady, reliable shows, even inspiring ashort lived
spinoff series, Fish (featuring Sgt. Fish after his retirement).
CBS was quite pleased with the success of Norman Lear's spinoffs
and eagerly looked to its other hot sitcoms for more winners. The
network had slated a program created and produced by
M*A*S*H's Alan Alda, We'll Get By, for the fall of 1974, but
postponed it as part of the cutbacks resulting from the Access II
mess. When it finally aired in the late spring, We'll Get By proved
adisappointment. Audiences expecting the mixture of madcap humor and serious themes of MA *S*H were let down by the lowkey
premise of a middle class lawyer and his family living in a New
Jersey suburb. The series simply never caught fire. Viewers, as
well as the CBS brass, were much happier with the first spinoff
from The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Rhoda, the most successful
new sitcom of the season.
Fans of The Mary Tyler Moore Show had become quite fond
of Mary's wisecracking neighbor with aheart of gold, Rhoda Morgenstern, and they eagerly followed her move from the frozen Midwest back to her home turf of New York City—she was giving
it "one last chance." Valerie Harper handled the transition from
plumpish second banana to slim, glamorous lead character quite
well. She softened Rhoda's slightly out-of-sync personality a bit,
giving the character more stability and providing the new supporting crew with opportunities to shine on its own. Rhoda's sister
Brenda (Julie Kavner) assumed Rhoda's old role as an overintelligent, overweight young woman, traditional enough to spend most
of her time talking about men but modern enough to joke about
it. Their mother, Ida Morgenstern (Nancy Walker), played the
perfect Jewish mother: pushy, overbearing, self-deprecating, but
with the required heart of gold beneath her tough exterior.
Perhaps the most important change in Rhoda's life was that
in the very first episode of her own series she met a man and
fell in love. Joe Gerard (David Groh) was anice Jewish boy, handsome, and an eminently respectable young business man on the
way up. In short, a"good catch." On October 28, after four years
of frustrated single life in Minneapolis, Rhoda got married in a
one-hour special that featured the entire crew from The Mary Tyler
Moore Show as wedding guests. The program was the top-rated
special of the season and Rhoda stayed in the top ten for two
years straight. Yet, there were some Rhoda fans who were unhappy.
Critics complained that marriage had taken the edge from Rhoda
and trapped her in stories that were severely limited by the essentially dull character of Joe Gerard. In the fall of 1976, the writers
took the critics' advice and began to work Joe out of the series.
He and Rhoda were first separated, then, a year later, divorced.
Joe admitted that he had only consented to marriage because he
knew that Rhoda would never have agreed simply to live together
(which was all he had really wanted). During the messy transition
year between the separation and divorce, the writers were very
uncertain what to focus on for the humor. Consequently, Rhoda
became more a soap opera than a sitcom and the show's ratings
dipped dramatically. It was not until well into the 1977-78 season
that the program began to regain some of its old stature as viewers
discovered that the generally maudlin plots had been scrapped
and the show was once again funny. Rhoda had returned to the
role of an attractive, eligible single woman. She and Brenda (who
had lost her chubbiness) were set in the very workable premise
of independent young women trying to make it on their own, which
was what many people had expected of the show from the very
beginning.
With such a strong line-up of freshmen, TV comedy was at a

peak virtually unmatched in network history. Nearly adozen excellent sitcoms aired each week, from veterans such as All in the
Family, M*A*S*H, The Odd Couple, and The Mary Tyler Moore
Show to newcomers Rhoda, Chico and the Man, and Barney Miller.

series, flopped in the early Seventies. Members of the cast made
a few U.S. TV appearances but they failed to have any impact
on the American market, and Monty Python seemed destined to
the same obscurity in the United States as Britain's Goon Show

American television had successfully absorbed the British television
style of working class humor while it redeveloped some of its best

in the Fifties. In 1974, Time-Life Films sold the Python series to
the Eastern Educational Network and that fall, five years after
its British premiere, Monty Python's Flying Circus appeared on a

sitcom characters and settings for the Seventies. Appropriately,
it was at this point that British television provided a new "new
wave" style of comedy that made the American Norman Lear

handful of public TV stations. Much to the surprise of everyone,
the show took off and became one of public TV's highest rated

type of sitcom seem almost old hat. It was in 1974 that Americans
discovered Monty Python's Flying Circus.

programs. Viewers simply ignored the occasional inscrutable allusions to obscure British interests and enjoyed the fresh, daring

The program had begun its run on the BBC in October, 1969,
as British TV humor began to move away from working class
comedy (which had flourished there in the mid-Sixties) to its own

insanity. As a British import on public television, Monty Python
aired intact the outrageous treatment of topics that American per-

interpretation of the Ernie Kovacs style of television. Rowan and
Martin's Laugh-In was the obvious catalyst for the show, as the
BBC gathered a group of talented graduates from David Frost's
many comedy series and offered them the opportunity to write
and perform in their own weekly half-hour comedy series. They
responded with a mad collection of blackouts, outrageous skits,
old fashioned physical humor, and rapid-fire editing that surpassed
even Laugh-In in bringing the Kovacs style to high-quality realization. Sketches were interrupted by other sketches as well as by
flashes of music, phony "program announcements," reactions by
"outraged government officials," and animated cartoon cutout

formers would have been booted off' the air for even suggesting
(such as eating your dead mother). By mid-1975, the group's second
film ("Monty Python and the Holy Grail") opened to an enthusiastic Stateside reception. By then, the TV series itself was on 120
stations across the country, including KPRC, Houston, the first
commercial station to carry it—complete with commercials. Monty
Python's Flying Circus provided alively change of pace from the •
equally funny but fervently realistic sitcoms then on American
network television. It allowed viewers the opportunity for adirect
dose of a completely different style and the program became a
long-running staple of public television. Over the next few years,
Monty Python-style humor also turned up in some American televi-

characters (designed by an American, Terry Gilliam). Each episode
ran without commercials so the dizzy pace never let up. It appeared

sion shows, most notably in a venture outside of network prime
time, NBC's Saturday Night Live.

to be total anarchy, but was actually a very careful mixture of
bread-and-butter physical comedy with high class word play, shocktactic humor, and parodies of television itself. Within the same
half-hour, punch lines and sketches were reworked several times,

Though situation comedy served as the primary component for
the 1974-75 season, the crime show format was close behind. In
exploiting the form, the networks relied on the most successful

presenting different approaches to the same jokes. As writers and
editors as well as performers, the Python crew understood the
necessity of setting up contrasts to punctuate the comedy and to
help the pacing.
The physical humor was loud and flashy, in the best tradition
of Milton Berle burlesque. Characters walked funny, donned ridiculous costumes, dressed in drag, and screamed. Word play ranged
from slightly restrained vulgarity ("filthy bastard") to complicated
allusions to great works of literature. The animated cutouts included a variety of unlikely subjects: nude women, government
leaders, nude men, cricket players, and giant animals. Just for
variety, "taboo" subjects such as death, sex, and canabalism were
discussed as casually as royal pronouncements. Biting its own BBC
hand, the crew lampooned the mainstays of noncommercial British
television: pretentious documentaries and boring talk shows. Participants in the Python permutations were either perversely handicapped (unable to speak English or, worse, simply dead) or stuck
in the wrong panel ("Che Guevara" was questioned about obscure
cricket championship matches). Documentary narrators inevitably
missed the obvious and focused on ridiculous subjects such as
flying sheep. The BBC was quite uncertain about the monster it
had unleashed, convinced that only alunatic fringe could possibly
enjoy such an eclectic mess. Instead, the program went beyond
the fringe and became abig enough success for the BBC to call
the Python crew back for three more seasons.
American television would not touch Monty Python's Flying Circus at first. Not only was it acensor's nightmare, the humor seemed
too idiosyncratic—who outside Britain cared about cricket? The
initial reaction by the American public seemed to confirm this
judgment. Two record albums and afilm ("And Now for Something
Completely Different"), consisting of selected sketches from the

gimmicks of the previous season, loner ethnic cops and violence.
The plots in many of the new shows, however, drew chiefly on

January 6, 1975
NBC's eleven-year-old daytime hit, Another World, becomes the
first soap opera to expand to one hour, five days a week.
January 24, 1975
Hot 1Baltimore. (ABC). Norman Lear's first major flop, an offbeat sitcom based on apopular off-Broadway play. Set in a seedy
Baltimore hotel (with a permanently burned out light behind the
e of the "hotel" sign), the program focuses on a wide range of
controversial character types (from pimpless hookers to a pair of
male homosexual lovers). Some people object to the treatment of
such risque topics in prime time, but, unlike Lear's other ventures,
the show does not generate any great following from the protests.
One reviewer observes that the so-called "adult" series is really
just bad caricature and "as shocking as last week's bread."
April 29, 1975
To mark the fall of Saigon, all three commercial networks present
documentary reports. CBS: "Vietnam: A War That Is Finished";
NBC: "7,382 Days in Vietnam"; and ABC: "Vietnam: Lessons
Learned, Prices Paid."
August 6, 1975
NBC News Update. (NBC). NBC begins inserting asixty-second
news summary into prime time.
September 1, 1975
The oldest oater of them all, Gunsmolce, fades from CBS after
twenty years, leaving prime time virtually devoid of Westerns.
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the cheap and obvious aspects of these gimmicks and failed to
generate an ounce of original excitement. In fact, most of the new
"individualistic loners" were practically dead on arrival. Archer
(Brian Keith as a 1930s Sam Spade-style investigator) and Khan!
(featuring perennial Hawaii Five-0 villain Khigh Dhiegh as an
Oriental private eye in San Francisco) ran only four weeks each.
Nakia and Caribe lasted afew months. Get Christie Love (Teresa
Graves as a sassy, sexy black undercover police agent) eked out

carried over into the overall production, raising Baretta to the
level of a good, straight-forward, well-produced cop show. This
helped to smooth over the excessive violence that formed the nucleus for nearly every episode. Though Tony Baretta might have
been engaged in a constant battle against urban crime, he still
took the time to care for individual victims and was not afraid
to show honest, gut emotions. S. WA. T, ABC's other late-rising
cop show of the season, took acompletely different approach, carry-

nearly one complete season. Petrocelli (a Harvard-educated Italian

ing the theme of urban guerrilla warfare to its final, depersonalized

working as aprivate eye in Arizona) and Harry 0 (David Janssen

conclusion.
Producers Aaron Spelling and Leonard Goldberg (of The Mod
Squad and The Rookies) set up S. WA. T. as the ultimate crime-

as adisabled former cop turned private eye) actually managed to
hold on for two dull seasons each.
The only instant hit among the new crime shows really wasn't
anew show at all. James Garner dusted off his old Maverick character, moved from the amorphous West of the 1870s to the amorphous
West Coast of the 1970s, and became Jim Rockford, asmart-talking
ex-con with awry sense of humor who worked as aprivate investigator. The Rockford Files followed the Maverick formula to the
letter, downplaying life-and-death confrontations in favor of lighter,
less wearisome complications between Rockford and his clients,
his dad (played by Noah Beery), and various collection agencies
(he always seemed on the verge of bankruptcy). It was one of
the smoothest crime shows in years, as the writers tailored the
scripts to match Garner's relaxed character perfectly, and the program remained one of NBC's most consistent ratings winners for
half adecade.
Three other crime shows also became hits that season, but unlike
The Rockford Files, NBC's Police Woman and ABC's Baretta and
S. WA. T. each took more time to build an audience, not catching
on until the spring rerun cycle. They were different from The Rockford Files in one other important respect: each was very violent.
Police Woman (which followed The Rockford Files) was aspinoff
from Joseph Wambaugh's Police Story anthology series, but it was
not very faithful to the original's concept of focusing on more
realistic, human aspects of police work. The "unflinching look at
the real world of police women" devoted much of its attention
to gratuitous violence such as savage death scenes or closeups of
traumatized rape victims. Pepper Anderson (Angie Dickinson) was
played up primarily as atitillating sex symbol, with frequent shots
of her in revealing costumes, legs apart, pistol pointed. One reviewer
described the show as the epitome of the crime genre's new excesses,
saying its motto was, "Shoot now, talk dirty later." Kojak had
demonstrated that violence could be used very effectively in order
to underscore the grim reality of urban crime, but the writers on
that program generally turned in scripts that gave Telly Savalas
excellent material to work with. Police Woman rarely offered
Dickinson the same opportunity. Baretta was even worse, presenting stories that could be accurately summarized as: Smash! Bang!
Crash! Boom! Screech! Zoom!
Baretta was a new attempt by the producers of Toma to cash
in, more gracefully, on the violent cop show trend. Robert Blake
was cast as an out-of-the-ordinary cop who was streetwise and
ready to defend the little people from hardnosed police harassment
as well as from violent urban criminals. Blake's interpretation of
the role was the high point of the show as he hammered Tony
Baretta into an intriguing off-beat character. He took the cheap
gimmicks of the premise—Baretta was a master at disguise and
owned a talking cockatoo for a pet—and transformed them into
engaging traits of the little fellow's personality. Occasionally some
interesting plot twists surfaced, but Blake usually found himself
struggling with merely average scripts, sometimes even "rewriting"
ascene on the set by refining Baretta's actions himself. His energy
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action program, portraying Los Angeles (where else?) as one huge
battleground populated by raving lunatics, crazed maniacs, and
helpless citizens. To protect the populace from the madmen poised
to ravage the city, a five-man Special Weapons and Tactics
(S.W.A.T.) squad stood ready, led by Lieutenant Hondo Harrelson
(Steve Forrest). Every week, just when it appeared as if the city
were doomed, an ominous green truck would come howling into
view. As the truck screeched to a halt, a small army of faceless
men in flak suits threw open its doors and leaped out, ready to
face athreat no average citizen or normal policeman could handle.
It was aperverse combination of grade-B war and Western films,
with the S.W.A.T. team riding in like the cavalry of old to overwhelm the enemy. However, instead of using six-shooters, they
rode in with an arsenal of bazooka-type weapons that could demolish asmall country. The enemy wasn't beaten, it was blown away.
Such total war completely eliminated the chance for a slice of
humanity and left little room in the field for the personal one-toone confrontations of such Sam Spade surrogates as Columbo,
Cannon, and Mannix or of such hard working outsiders as Kojak
and Baretta. S. WA. T. literally turned the war on crime into an
all-out war between society and its enemies. In such awar, anything
was allowed. Even Jack Webb's fiercely pro-cop series, from Dragnet to Emergency, had shown more restraint. S. WA. T. celebrated
overkill and massive retaliation, briefly touching asensitive nerve
among viewers. The program flashed into the top ten in the summer,
but disappeared after its second season. As its legacy, the series
left behind an unmistakable sign of television's ability to influence
taste and modify values of separate communities across the country
simultaneously. In dozens of small, previously peaceful towns such
as Bloomington, Indiana, local officials began setting aside huge
sums of local revenue to finance their own smartly dressed S.W.A.T.
teams. After all, there was more glamour to be found in training
for such asquad than merely concentrating on humdrum, routine
police work.
S. WA. T. marked asymbolic peak in television violence, coming
as it did at the end of more than adecade of real life uncontrolled
violence that television had brought into everyone's living room.
Americans had viewed graphic confrontations on the home front
and on the war front with increasing frustration at their inability
to do anything about them. S. WA. T:, in effect, restaged the Vietnam war and the riots in the streets, but returned ultimate control
to the righteous forces of law and order for asatisfying conclusion.
It was abitterly ironic contrast to the confusion and desperation
that marked the end of the real war that seemed to have caused
so many of the problems in the first place.
Following the 1973 Paris Peace Accord, the United States had
rushed to sweep the Vietnam war under the carpet. American
combat troops were withdrawn by the fall of 1973 and the South
Vietnamese army assumed responsibility for keeping order in the
countryside and maintaining security. They faced aseries of wide-

spread guerrilla attacks which kept the war percolating at a low
but constant level. In the spring of 1975, the South Vietnamese
forces collapsed and the American public was given avisual jolt
more shocking that the years of combat footage and bombing statistics. As Communist forces swept through the country and assumed
control over village after village, the network cameras focused on
the stream of refugees fleeing to the south for safety. By the end
of April, uncontrolled panic had set in—supposedly safe enclaves
protected by the South Vietnamese forces had fallen in rapid succes-

Others clung to the stairs even after takeoff, with most falling off
once the plane was airborne. Soon after their arrival in Saigon,
those who had made it discovered that their escape to freedom
was short lived. The collapse of Saigon itself was imminent. Once
again, there was ahectic evacuation, starting at the U.S. embassy.
Once again, the TV crews focused on the desperate crowds trying
to reach safety. At the embassy, they clawed at the gates while
helicopters took the last of the staff and press to boats waiting

sion and the Communist drive south became arout. A Communist

offshore. At the harbor, thousands pressed to climb aboard one
of the departing ships. South Vietnamese pilots hijacked expensive

takeover of the countryside seemed inevitable. Bureaucrats, soldiers, merchants, and thousands of average people who had built

American-built Army helicopters and ditched them in the sea near
the American carriers, hoping to make it on board. The final hours

their lives around the American presence in Vietnam feared for
their own survival. Everyone began scrambling for the apparent
safety of the capital city of Saigon itself, determined to get there
by any means possible. Near the end, the only way out was by

at the Saigon airport were arepeat of the desperation of DaNang.
No matter what position they had taken on the war, individual
Americans found the news clips asobering, gut-wrenching experience. The United States was leaving behind, defenseless, a great
number of people who had staked their lives on America's ultimate
success in South Vietnam, either on the battlefield or at the negotiating table. In return, they had been abandoned. The graphic televi-

American airplanes.
On the last flight out of DaNang, aCBS camera crew captured
the incredible scene. Frightened men (chiefly South Vietnamese
soldiers) shoved women and children aside in a desperate bid to
climb aboard an already overcrowded airplane. The plane was so
jammed with refugees that it had to take off with the stairway
ramp still hanging out, open, and the crew had to push people
off as the craft taxied down the runway. Some of those who couldn't
make it aboard began shooting at the plane in anger and frustration.

sion reports were something of an emotional penance, as Americans
watched the traumatic mess of Vietnam conclude right before their
eyes, forced to confront at their dinner tables the reality of what
their country had done to a small group of people half a world
away.
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35. Freddie or Not?

ON TUESDAY, September 10, 1974, NBC kicked off a new
series of made-for-TV movies for the 1974-75 season with "Born
Innocent," a tough presentation of the effects of reform school
on a naive teenage girl. It was produced by Richard Rosenberg
and Robert Christiansen, the team responsible earlier that year
for the highly acclaimed civil rights drama, "Autobiography of
Miss Jane Pittman," asuccessful vehicle for Cicely Tyson. In "Born
Innocent" they cast Linda Blair, the young star of the hit theatrical
horror film "The Exorcist," as fourteen-year-old Chris Parker, a
gentle and confused child placed in ajuvenile detention home by
her parents for being an incorrigible runaway. Though Chris had
run away six times in two years, it was clear that, with an alcoholic
mother and aweak, sadistic father at home, she was an unfortunate
victim needing help and understanding, not punishment. Instead,
she was made award of the state and locked up with drug addicts
and child prostitutes in the women's section of astate reform school.
There, Chris was cruelly and insensitively handled by the authorities and mercilessly taunted by the other girls. For the most part,
the producers managed to handle the entire story with aminimum
of graphic horror. The film did not set up any easily identifiable
devils or angels but rather concerned itself with the deadend hopeless condition of the prison and its dehumanizing influence on
everyone there. At the climax of the story, the innocent Chris
was gang raped in the shower by agroup of girls using awooden
plunger. They triumphantly cried, "Now you're one of us!"
"Born Innocent" was practically swallowed up amid the fall
premiere hoopla. It did not receive much on-air promotion and,
up against the season premieres of CBS's hit Good Times and ABC's
mildly successful Happy Days, it registered only fair ratings. Afterward, many TV critics did not bother to review it, though those
who did tended to be largely complimentary. Ron Powers of the
Chicago Sun-Times praised the program as "courageous, honest,
and intelligently crafted television drama." The Hollywood Reporter
called it "a massive, brutal indictment of the juvenile justice system." A few years earlier, the serious topic and brutal setting of
"Born Innocent" might have sent shock waves throughout the
industry but, by the fall of 1974, even rape scenes were almost
passé on television. Still, the clearly adult-oriented film had been
particularly accessible to ayoung audience, airing relatively early
in the evening (8:00-10:00 P.m.) and appearing at the start of the
new fall season when youthful viewing levels were high.
A few days after the "Born Innocent" telecast, aSan Francisco
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teenage girl was assaulted on adeserted stretch of California beach
by agang of girls, who used acoke bottle to rape her. The parents
of the attacked girl sued NBC, claiming the violence on the tube
had been the instigator of the violence on the beach. NBC denied
any connection or responsibility, but the legal wrangling lasted
four years. (NBC eventually won the case.) Even before it ever
reached the courts, though, the real life incident of rape provided
avery visible rallying point for the small but vocal group of viewers
who, for years, had protested what they saw as excessive levels
of sex and violence on television. At last, they said, here was proof
of the harmful effects of unrestrained television on impressionable
minds.
Throughout the previous cycles of public protest that had accompanied the heydays of Western, crime, and action-adventure shows
during the Fifties and Sixties, the networks had been able to blunt
the criticism and avoid any serious threats of anti-network legislation. In the Seventies, the anti-gore groups grew more sophisticated
and organized their scattered interests into anumber of dedicated
lobbying groups, moving beyond outraged letters to the editor and
appearances at inconsequential congressional hearings. They took
careful aim at lawmakers, television moguls, and the news media
in general. As aresult, the protests that followed the "Born Innocent" case could not be brushed aside with afew vague promises
by the networks. In the fall of 1974, the intensified protests reached
the House and Senate committees that controlled the FCC's purse
strings and they ordered the commission to take some sort of action
on the complicated matter of the influence of television sex and
violence on children.
The FCC was hesitant to impose an outright ban. Access rules
that "encouraged" quality programming (however heavy-handedly)
were one thing, but an out-and-out veto of sex and violence in
programming ventured onto very shaky legal grounds that the
commission preferred to avoid. Instead, it passed the buck to the
networks, urging them to solve the problem for everyone by coming
up with strong self-imposed guidelines to mollify the public protesters. In the meantime, the FCC continued to work on its revised
prime time access rules and in January, 1975, it unveiled Access
III, acomplicated set of specific guidelines loaded with exemptions
and clarifications, and scheduled to take effect that fall. On apractical level, the complex new rules translated into the return to network control of one hour of prime time each week (Sunday, 7:008:00 P.m.), as long as it was filled with FCC-approved lcidvid or

public affairs. There were the expected challenges to the new regulations, but the courts were more receptive than they had been to
Access II the previous year, not even objecting to the mere nine
months lead time allowed for industry adjustment. By the spring,
the arguments against the new formula for prime time had been

NBC joined CBS in setting up their schedules for the fall of 1975
in light of both Access III and the family hour. Congress was
happy. The FCC was happy. Sponsors felt relieved. Adoption of
the rule diffused the most intense public pressure, though it didn't
lay the issues to rest. With the family hour in effect, watchdog

turned down and the FCC had alegally approved right to sit as
judge and censor over aspecific slice of network prime time programming.

groups had very specific criteria by which to judge eight of each
network's twenty-two prime time hours every week, as well as
the encouragement to scan the remaining time for other offenses.

That was only one hour from the schedule, hardly enough to

Far from being a final solution, then, the rule created a myriad
of other production and planning problems.
One question was obvious: Just what was appropriate for ageneral family audience? When dealing with the Sunday night kidvid

assuage the critics of sex and violence. In the face of the tremendous
pressure from the FCC, Congress, and the public, the networks
needed to do something specific to blunt the criticism and take
the sting from the continuing accusations.
In late December, 1974, nearly four months after "Born Innocent" aired, CBS president Arthur Taylor proposed that all three
networks agree to observe a"family hour" between 8:00 P.M. and
9:00 P.M. each night, during which they would air only material
suitable for the entire family. Taylor promised that CBS would
lead the way and urged the other networks to follow. One month
later, the NAB, the National Association of Broadcasters (the selfregulating organization of the television industry), voted overwhelmingly to make the family hour quasi-legal, revising its general
code of practices established in the Fifties to include adherence
to the concept. Its new rules required that "programming inappro-

slot in its access rules, the FCC specifically cited The Wonderful
World of Disney as the kind of programming it wanted. Disney,
however, was in a unique situation that really didn't offer much
help in planning other series. Its producers could draw on more
than forty years of studio material, from beautifully photographed
nature films to dozens of hit movies specifically aimed at kids—
as well as some of the best cartoon animation ever done. For twenty
years the networks had tried and failed to generate just one program
in this style; they certainly could not produce eight each in one
season. A more practical model was CBS's The Waltons which
offered an obvious hook: programs in the family hour could focus
on ...families! Consequently, Joe and Sons (the struggles of a

intended for mature viewers—no matter what time of day it aired.
Other TV executives were furious but helpless. What network
could dare openly say, "No, we are not going to adhere to the

widower-sheet metal worker trying to raise his two teenage sons),
Three for the Road (the travels of a widower-photographer who
roamed the country in a motor home with his two young sons),
Swiss Family Robinson (Irwin Allen's suburban-family-lost-in-space
motif shifted back to a desert island), and The Family Holvak
(the struggles of the Holvak family in asmall Southern town during
the Depression) appeared in the fall line-up. They were simple,

family hour. We'd rather fill our time with gratuitous sex and
violence." That would be public relations suicide. So ABC and

sanitized, and saccharine with obvious heavy-handed morals
handed down by preachy adults. None of these programs even

priate for viewing by a general family audience" not be aired in
the family hour and, beyond that, shows which "contain material
that could be disturbing to significant segments of the audience"
would have to be preceded by a warning that the program was

Fay Stewart (Lee Grant) relives
old times with her former
husband, Jack (Joe Silver).
(From Fay. Courtesy of MCA
Television Limited)
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made it to January. In fact, the only successful family hour copy

before the family hour concept was developed, Little House on

of The Waltons was NBC's Little House on the Prairie, which
had begun the previous fall.
Though Little House on the Prairie presented an incredibly senti-

the Prairie was an ideal show for the time period.
For the most part, however, the networks were extremely unsuc-

mental view of the West of the 1870s, the cast was strong and
the stories were interesting character studies of the individual members of the Ingalls family, told from the perspective of the second

cessful not only with new family-oriented programs for the family
hour, but with practically all their other new offerings in those
slots. Nineteen of the twenty-six new family hour programs from

oldest daughter, Laura (Melissa Gilbert). The series was based
on the Little House books written by the real life Laura Ingalls
Wilder and, overall, the program downplayed violent action, pre-

the 1975-76 season were axed by the next fall. Actually, this percentage was not that much worse than the failure rate for most
new shows, but these were spectacular failures with extremely low
ratings and muddy, insipid episodes. CBS and NBC were particu-

senting it as an aberration rather than the main thread of family

larly uncertain of just what sort of show was suitable for the family

life in the Old West. Unlike The Waltons, which had started out
slowly in its first season, Little House on the Prairie popped into
the top ten within weeks of its fall premiere and remained aconsistent winner for NBC through the decade. The program was given
astrong boost from the very beginning by the credibility of Michael
Landon in the lead role of Charles Ingalls, the young father. He
eased his Little Joe character from Bonanza into the role of a

hour and they groped for guidelines that would help sort through
the maze of inconsistency. All in the Family was moved to alater
slot, but The Jeffersons was kept in place. The warm family humor
of Good Times remained in the family hour, but so did the realistic
comedy-drama of M*A*S*H. Sex was to be downplayed, yet Cher

struggling homesteader in the Minnesota frontier who was loved
by his family and respected by his fellow pioneers. Like the Waltons,
the Ingalls family had to adapt to the changing demands of life
in an uncertain period of American history. They also faced difficult
personal crises such as the sudden blindness of daughter Mary
in the show's fourth season. Though it had been conceived well
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wore low-cut, revealing outfits on her variety show.
Against such a mish-mash of contradictory interpretations of
the new rule, writers and producers struggled to turn out their
programs. Some managed to roll with the punches, such as the
ever-resourceful crew of M *A *
S*H who used the de-emphasis on
sex as a plot springboard to end the overplayed torrid love affair
between Major Burns and Major "Hot Lips" Houlihan. Other
shows found their concepts crippled beyond repair, and many in

the industry pointed to Fay as the best example of a potentially
good show done in by the family hour.
Fay was created by Norman Lear graduate Susan Harris, who
had written anumber of episodes for All in the Family and Maude,

eliminate the family hour without a great deal of embarrassing
negative publicity. For the rule to disappear, it would have to do
so quietly, probably just fading away due to alack of public and
network interest. For the foreseeable future, that possibility was

including the two-part story of Maude's abortion. She conceived
Fay as afree-wheeling realistic comedy about amiddle-aged divorcee (Lee Grant) attempting to adjust to life after marriage. Instead,
the program was stuffed into the family hour and Fay's adult concerns (such as the pursuit of an active sex life) were reduced to

unlikely and the family hour rapidly became part of the networks'
status quo, despite the obvious flaws and contradictions that had
surfaced.
Perhaps the most appropriate by-product of the family hour
was its effect on the remainder of the schedule. Both old and new

adolescent pap. Grant angrily lashed out at NBC for the change
and for supporting the family hour in general, saying that, "they

programs that were deemed too violent, sexy, or controversial for
the family slot were all squeezed into the 9:00-11:CO P.M. period
every night, prompting one TV critic to label it "Slime at Nine."
This was more than just acute phrase; it served as acutting reminder of the ludicrous fallacy behind 8:00-9:00 P.M. as an off-

all think the American people have no intelligence whatsoever ...
the family hour is a form of childish censorship." Following the
family hour guidelines, Fay became a hopeless bland mess that
was canceled by NBC programming chief Marvin Antonowsky
after only three weeks. Grant, appearing on the non-family hour
Tonight show, heard the news backstage and, once on camera,
labeled Antonowsky "the mad programmer" and then proceeded
to "give him the finger."
Other people were just as outraged, but they expressed their
anger through the courts, hoping to get the rule declared illegal.
Right after the family hour took effect, the Writers Guild, the
Directors Guild, the Screen Actors Guild, and top producers such
as Bill Persky, Sam Denoff, and Norman Lear filed suit, claiming
the family hour violated the First Amendment to the Constitution
by infringing on free speech and setting up governmental interven-

limits area to supposedly noxious adult fare: Many kids were not
ushered off to bed at 9:00 P.M. (8:CO P.M. in the Central time
zone). The Nielsen audience figures revealed that the number of
children that watched Baretta was greater than the number that
watched The Wallons. Before long, the self-appointed guardians
of public morality concluded that the family hour was inadequate
protection for impressionable children and they began to search
for amore effective solution, though for the time being their intense
public pressure on broadcasters eased.

tion in programming. They pointed to the pressure from Congress
and the FCC that had led to the "voluntary" inception of the
rule and argued that it was created illegally. More importantly,
they said it "chilled the creative activity" of TV and threatened
to "set back television's move toward realism and social importance." They held these goals as more important than "protecting"
impressionable children by shielding them from the slightest whiff
of controversy. In fact, if violent shows were to be judged as dangerous because they fostered distorted concepts among children (such
as violence being an acceptable solution to life's problems), then
overly sentimental idealized programs could be accused of the same
sin—they, too, presented goals and values out of sync with real
life. While filming Fay, Lee Grant had touched on this concept:
"I think it's dangerous and cruel to tell people that such a [sweet
sentimental] world exists. It's simply not true."
In addition to these lofty motives, there was a very important
financial threat perceived. The lucrative post-network syndication
rerun value for shows such as Kojak and Baretta would most likely
be greatly reduced by the tone set in the family hour rule. If such
material was unsuitable in the early evening, could it possibly survive public scrutiny in the later afternoons when many children
would certainly be watching?
The family hour case lasted until the end of May, 1976, but
Judge Warren J. Ferguson withheld ruling immediately, hoping
that an out-of-court settlement could be worked out in the meantime. He feared that if he ruled against the family hour, the court
would be compounding the problem by sticking its nose into programming decisions. In November, 1976, when it became clear
that an out-of-court compromise would never be reached, Judge
Ferguson issued his ruling. He blasted the FCC, CBS, NBC, ABC,
and the NAB for walking all over First Amendment rights, but
he did not overturn the family hour rules. Instead, he issued a
stern warning to the government to stay out of program control
and urged the networks to dismantle the family hour if they wanted
to. Despite the strong condemnation of the family hour by the
court, the networks were still in the same bind: They could not

Lindsay Wagner played Jamie Sommers, another super-powered
hero for ABC. (From The Bionic Woman. Courtesy of MCA
Television Limited)
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September 20, 1975
Saturday Night Live with Howard Cosell. (ABC). Boone Arledge
and Cosell team up for a wide world of entertainment specifically
designed to duplicate the successful Ed Sullivan formula.
September 21, 1975
Space: 1999. A British outer space series rejected by the American
networks but successfully sold into syndication. Martin Landau,
Barbara Bain, and Barry Morse play Earth scientists set adrift in
space after a lunar explosion blows their base into the inky deep.
After astrong start, the program falters as viewers complain about
its wooden characterizations and weak storylines.
September 30, 1975
Home Box Office goes national via asatellite hook-up.
October 2, 1975
"Fear on Trial." (CBS). Twenty years after firing John Henry
Faulk, CBS airs atwo-hour docudrama on the famous blacklisting
case. William Devane plays Faulk, George C. Scott plays lawyer
Louis Nizer, and David Susskind and Mark Goodson appear as
themselves. The real John Henry Faulk, meanwhile, has returned
to television as a storyteller on the syndicated Hee-Haw.
October 2, 1975
ABC Late Night. (ABC). In anew move to compete with Johnny
Carson, ABC begins airing repeats of old network series, beginning
with episodes from its own Movie of the Week program and CBS's
Mannix.
October 20, 1975
Robert MacNeil Report. A thirty-minute in-depth study of one
news item aday begins on the East Coast public television stations.
On January 5, it goes on the full PBS network. Later in 1976,
Washington co-anchor Jim Lehrer receives co-billing.

Ironically, CBS, the network that had proposed the family hour
concept, suffered the most from it. In one swoop, CBS corporate
president Taylor had undermined the philosophies and formulas
of the sophisticated, generally realistic programs such as Kojak,
All in the Family, M*A*S*H, and Maude which had kept CBS
number one through the Seventies. In doing so, he stopped the
network's momentum cold and, in effect, completely changed the
direction of television for the remainder of the decade. Rather
than flourishing with further developments of adult themes, the
networks had to redirect one-third of their efforts to kidvid programming. CBS and NBC were caught unprepared for that form.
ABC, however, was ready.
Kidvid had been an important cornerstone of ABC strategy for
more than twenty years, from Disneyland to The Six Million Dollar
Man. While NBC and CBS floundered trying to devise programs
suitable for the entire family for the fall of 1975, ABC quickly
realized that its usual kidvid fare would be perfect for the family
hour.
Taylor's tactical blunder had given ABC the opportunity to excel
in a format that drew on one of its proven strengths. He then
compounded his mistake by letting Fred Silverman, his chief programmer, slip away to ABC. This double stroke of good fortune
could not have come at amore opportune time for the perennial
third place ABC. In the fall of 1974, Fred Pierce had become
president of the ABC network and he immediately launched a
shakeup designed to pull ABC from its doldrums. He overhauled
the fall schedule only amonth after it began, determined to build
on traditional ABC strengths and expand the network's horizons.
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In the second season reshuffling, Pierce reduced the frequency of
made-for-TV movies (which were no longer sure-fire blockbusters),
brought forward one of the network's rare new-wave sitcoms (Barney Miller), and placed arenewed emphasis on the urban actionadventure format with Baretta and S. WA. T. There was no immediate dramatic rise in ABC's fortunes, but Pierce clearly demonstrated
that he had strong programming instincts. In the spring of 1975,
he and his chief programmer, Martin Starger, put together one
of the strongest ABC fall schedules in years. They placed their
popular crime-action shows (The Rookies, Baretta, S.WA.7:,
Streets of San Francisco) in the pivotal post-family hour 9:00-10:00
P.M. swing shift and built around them: crime and medical drama
at 10:00 P.M.; variety, kidvid adventure, and sitcoms at 8:00 P.M.
It was a solid schedule in theory, but many ABC master plans
of the past had looked good on paper, only to fail in the field.
Perhaps this one would have failed as well, but in June, 1975,
Fred Silverman joined ABC and the new schedule was placed in
the hands of one of the sharpest programmers in television.
Silverman had written his master's thesis at Ohio State University
in the late Fifties on ABC's prime time programming strategy.
At age twenty-five he had become the wizard behind CBS's daytime
programming success, and in the early Seventies had helped keep
the network number one by modernizing its prime time line-up.
In early 1975, with his contract about to expire, Silverman asked
for an increase in official power at CBS, feeling he deserved the
recognition. CBS president Taylor disagreed over this relatively
modest request and let Silverman take his talents to ABC instead.
One network insider observed that "giving Freddie just one more
limousine might have kept him home."
Silverman did not make a single change in ABC's fall 1975
schedule, but his manipulative skills were put to the test immediately. ABC had scheduled its new season premieres for late September while both NBC and CBS had targeted their push to begin
right on the heels of Labor Day with special "sneak preview"
episodes, so it was possible for ABC to fall behind before one of
its programs ever aired. In order to prevent NBC and CBS from
developing runaway hits against weak ABC rerun competition,
Silverman slotted clusters of flashy specials against these previews.
His strategy worked. ABC held on until its own premieres and
turned in its best ratings performance in more than adecade. The
network jumped into second place, right behind CBS.
Of course, there were some immediate failures, including several
shows that had "looked good on paper." Mel Brooks had interrupted a string of red hot genre parodies in film to create a TV
parody of Robin Hood, When Things Were Rotten, but his combination of broad comedy and mild obscenity was forced to fly on
television without the obscenity and flopped. Howard Cosell tried
to revive the Ed Sullivan combination of a non-performing host
and amixed bag of live variety acts, but he lacked the savvy and
restraint to pull it off. And despite the continued popularity of
Star Trek in syndicated reruns, William Shatner failed to attract
asufficiently large audience to carry the kidvid Western adventure
yarns of Barbary Coast. For achange, though, ABC found good
news mixed with the bad, and its new Welcome Back, Kotter and
Starsky and Hutch joined the revitalized Happy Days as new season
hits.
Very often in the past, ABC had stumbled upon good programming ideas, but was unable to slot them effectively or cultivate
them into major hits. One of Fred Silverman's talents was spotting
sometimes hidden potential in marginally successful shows and
bringing it out into the open. For the fall of 1975, Happy Days
was given acomplete body job and began its third season sporting

a new, more up-to-date theme song, flashier production, and a

that direction. It was intended as light family hour hunic- aimed

live audience. More importantly, the theretofore minor figure of
Arthur "Fonzie" Fonzarelli was promoted to co-star status. When
the series had begun in early 1974, ABC had been wary of focusing
too much attention on aproto-hoodlum wearing aleather jacket,
so Fonzie had been restricted to brief appearances in the stories.
When on-camera, he was shown with his motorcycle—which somehow served as an acceptable excuse for the menacing leather jacket.

at the kids, so the conflicts and crises at James Buchanan High
School owed much more to Our Miss Brooks than Norman Lear.
Occasionally there were a few serious message episodes on such
topics as the dangers of drugs, the importance of a high school
diploma, and sex education but, for the most part, the show consisted of stand-up comedy exchanges between Kotter and the sweathogs, very loosely tied together by minor plot complications. Of

In the revised premise for Happy Days, Fonzie was liberated from
his bike and moved into the garage apartment of the Cunningham
home, becoming, in effect, a member of the family. Fonzie's expanded role provided the series with asorely needed strong central
character to contrast with the bland world that had been set up.

course, Kotter never seemed to teach anything, rarely asking questions much harder than "Who discovered America?" Instead, the
sweathogs were always involved in "special educational activities"
outside the classroom. The program fulfilled every child's secret
fantasy of the perfect class: field trips, acomedian for a teacher,

To stand out in this setting, Henry Winkler played his Fonzie
character as a more exaggerated macho-bravado hero, who was

and no work. Yet despite the ancient jokes and simple plots, the
series worked. The cast members had an excellent sense of timing

not merely the toughest, sharpest teenager around, but also protector, counselor, and guru to both adults and teenagers in the neigh-

and their personal interaction covered the many obvious flaws of
the series quite well. After awhile, Welcome Back, Kotter produced
its own teen idol, as Travolta's sexy Vinnie Barbarino began com-

borhood. They naturally turned to him because "the Fonz" always
appeared to be on top of things and in control—he was "cool"
in the face of virtually any challenge. This dichotomy between
cool control and witless confusion charged the series with new
energy and gave both the bland teens and hapless adults the motivation to assert themselves in order to win Fonzie's respect and approval. (Ron Howard's character of Ftichie improved the most
in this manner.)
Setting up adropout auto mechanic as the smartest guy in town
was patently absurd, but the show needed such a larger-than-life
caricature. The Fifties nostalgia hook that had first served as the
basis for the series had worn thin very quickly. There wasn't any
reason to be interested in the unexciting, slightly nurdish characters
of Richie and Potsie, nor in the bumbling good intentions of Mr.
and Mrs. Cunningham. Besides, Happy Days had never been a
very good representation of teenage life in the Fifties anyway; it
had merely imitated the bland world of Fifties TV sitcoms. With
the elevation of Fonzie to the driving force in the Happy Days
world, the series became the past as people wished to remember
it, whether it was the Fifties, Forties, or even the Seventies. In
such memories, Fonzie was the perfect hero: He drew on his natural
wits rather than formal schooling and could handle any situation
better than stuffy, over-educated adults. Fonzie also became ahero
to contemporary teens who were entranced by his cool control,
and they turned Henry Winkler into aheart-throb of the Seventies.
The revitalized Happy Days registered astrong upsurge in ratings
and served as an unexpectedly potent lead-in to anew teen sitcom,
Welcome Back, Kotter. Stand-up comic Gabe Kaplan played a
young teacher (Gabe Kotter) who accepted apost at his old high
school in Brooklyn to teach aspecial remedial class of disruptive
juvenile delinquents, nicknamed "the sweathogs." They consisted
of an appropriately diverse group of ethnic types, including: Vinnie
Barbarino, a dumb but handsome Italian (John Travolta); Juan
Epstein, aJewish-Chicano muscleman with ahead full of get-richquick schemes (Robert Hegyes); Frederick "Boom Boom" Washington, a confident, jive-talking black (Lawrence-Hilton Jacobs);
and Arnold Horshack, anaive, ingratiating kid with ahigh pitched,
squeaky voice (Ron Palillo). Kotter recognized their antics from
his days as a class troublemaker ten years before and realized
that the special class was their last chance—if he failed to win
their trust and cooperation, they would probably leave high school
without the basic skills for survival.
Welcome Back, Kotter had all the trappings of an insightful,
topical study of ghetto education, only the producer (Chico and
the Man's James Komack) had no desire to take the series in

peting with Winkler's Fonz for pinup space in the teen magazines.
Travolta parlayed this attention into an unusually successful transition to motion pictures, a feat rarely accomplished by TV stars.
With Welcome Back, Kotter, ABC showed how an old fashioned
kidvid sitcom could handle the family hour requirements quite
nicely, leaving the high-gloss violence to thrive after nine. ABC's
big new success in this style of post-family hour programming
was Starsky and Hutch, placed immediately after the increasingly
popular Baretta. In order to breathe life into the familiar setting
of two plainclothes detectives (Paul Michael Glaser as Dave Starsky
and David Soul as Ken "Hutch" Hutchinson), producers Aaron
Spelling and Leonard Goldberg took the Maverick formula of witty
comaraderie under fire and mixed it with the Seventies world of
urban crime and violence. Starsky and Hutch needed to be near-

November 3, 1975
Good Morning America. (ABC). A complete facelift for ABC's
version of Today, including new hosts (David Hartman and Nancy
Dussault) and a new newsman (Steve Bell).
November 5, 1975
End of the Samoff era at RCA as Robert Sarnoffi age fifty-seven,
is deposed as RCA's chairman of the board and chief executive
officer.
February 2, 1976
Jackie Gleason brings back the Honeymooners, on ABC, as an
occasional special. Audrey Meadows returns to the role of Alice
1Cramden as she and Ralph celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary.
April 12, 1976
ABC takes over Monday night baseball from NBC.
June 14, 1976
The Gong Show. (NBC). Game show whiz Chuck Barris steps
in front of the cameras as the last-minute choice for hosting his
latest daytime project: azany update of the Original Amateur Hour
format. Aspiring amateur talent performs for a panel of celebrity
judges, any of whom can eliminate the would-be stars by "giving
them the gong."
July 10, 1976
Time-Life's Home Box Office system gets a competitor in the
pay-cable television field in the form of Viacom's Showtime.
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Supermen to survive the endless car chases and shoot-outs that
filled each episode, so their light banter, personal putdowns, and
sly sideways glances at beautiful women were necessary to keep

in arole unheard of in television twenty years before: They were
strong, self-sufficient, and in control of their lives—as well as being
lovable, wacky, and searching for eligible men. They were just

viewers interested in their lives. This obvious scenario had been
in the ABC schedule for years in various action-adventure series,
but it represented amajor change by Spelling and Goldberg. They

as likely to pull their klutzy male co-workers, Lenny (Michael
McKean) and Squiggy (David Lander), from some dumb misunder-

toned down their reliance on the Jack Webb style of super-efficient,
flawless, gung-ho cops (their S. WA. T. had been asouped-up version of Webb's Emergency) in favor of more casual characters
that didn't necessarily adhere to the law themselves. Thus, Starsky
and Hutch resembled the street punks they fought more than other
members of the police force. Though the program proved to be
quite popular with many viewers, some critics pointed to the sleazier
aspects of the package as the perfect example of "Slime at Nine"
programming.
Nonetheless, with Starsky and Hutch, Welcome Back, Kotter,
and Happy Days, ABC coasted through the early fall in second
place, well behind CBS but far ahead of NBC. In a panic, NBC
tore up its schedule and began making plans for wholesale changes
in January. In mid-October, however, it received a welcome but
unexpected boost from the World Series. The dramatic battle between the Boston Red Sox and Cincinnati Reds extended over
seven games, most played in prime time, and brought in the highest
sports ratings in television history at the time. On the strength
of those two weeks of baseball competition, NBC jumped back
into contention in the cumulative ratings contest. By December,
less than one ratings point separated the three networks.
At this critical juncture in the season's ratings competition, Fred
Silverman's instincts and expertise came into play as he analyzed
ABC's position. Silverman reasoned that with the three networks
virtually even, implementing successful mid-season changes was
more important than planning the next fall's line-ups. The network
that jumped ahead in January would have the momentum to carry
it through the next season. After all, finishing first in 1975-76
meant starting the next season at number one. Consequently, Silverman treated January, 1976, like abrand-new season. He not only
introduced a cluster of second season hopefuls, he also slotted
special programming designed to keep the competition constantly
off balance.
CBS executives chose to follow the strategy that had worked
for twenty years: wait out the competition. They felt that ultimately
viewers would return to their old favorites on CBS after the novelty
of the new programs wore off. The public had remained loyal to
CBS for two decades; the network still had more than half the
shows in the top ten; and there was no reason to assume that
ABC, even with Fred Silverman, could keep pace through the
winter and spring. Therefore, CBS made only afew minor adjustments in its schedule for the second season. By early February,
it was clear that CBS had underestimated the competition, as ABC
began winning week after week of the ratings battle.
Silverman finetuned the ABC schedule, building strong lead-in
shows perfect for the family hour. The biggest new hit of the second

standing as to need rescuing themselves. At the same time, the
series also marked a return to the Fifties I Love Lucy style of
physical comedy and slapstick humor, continuing the move from
realism precipitated by the family hour.
Practically overnight, the thrust of new comedy shows had
changed. Though Welcome Back, Kotter, Happy Days, and Laverne
and Shirley had serious moments, their humor was straightforward,
physical, and not very sophisticated or overly concerned with relevant social issues. Comic caricatures and super-"cool" heroes such
as the Fonz and Barbarino became the important new hooks for
the plots and laughs. This marked the beginning of the end of
the dominance of Norman Lear's style of comedy, and his new
entry for CBS, One Day at a Time, was his last new network
series to become atop ten hit in the Seventies. Laverne and Shirley
was placed in the hot slot following Happy Days (Welcome Back,
Kotter was moved to lead into Barney Miller on Thursday), and
both series immediately jumped into the top ten. They were joined
there by another ABC clone, The Bionic Woman, who was literally
raised from the dead and given her own show.
In the spring of 1975, atwo-part story on The Six Million Dollar
Man introduced Jaime Sommers (Lindsay Wagner), an old flame
of Steve Austin's who, after an accident, was also given nuclear
powered limbs. The ratings for the episodes had been extremely
high and the public obviously wanted to see more of the Bionic
Woman; however, she had been killed at the end of that story.
Such minor considerations had never stopped comic book writers
in the past, so she was brought back in the fall of 1975 in another
two-part episode of The Six Million Dollar Man. In January, The
Bionic Woman became a weekly family hour series of its own.
In order to help boost the new program's ratings, both Steve Austin
and Jaime Sommers occasionally appeared in each other's stories,
and both series were plugged in the coming attractions at the end
of every episode. Anyone who was interested in one of the shows
would end up watching both. Just to be safe, Silverman also flipflopped the two series a few times, running The Bionic Woman
in The Six Million Dollar Man's time slot, and vice versa.
ABC had unlocked the secret of the family hour, going straight
for the motherlode: kids from two through seventeen. The kids
responded and turned ABC's family hour fare into certified hits
on five of the seven nights of programming. Suddenly, ABC was
dominating most nights of the week, combining its family hour
success with solid action-adventure shows.
In the past, ABC had blown ratings leads by finding one program
type and working it to death. Silverman did not let this happen
and seemed determined to develop winning programs in many directions so that ABC could build its own well-rounded stable of
hits and draw viewer loyalty similar to the support that had taken
CBS through season after season of success. Even as the new ABC

season was aspinoff from Happy Days featuring two young women,
friends of the Fonz, Laverne (Penny Marshall, sister of the show's
producer, Garry Marshall) and Shirley (Cindy Williams), who had
graduated high school and were striking off on their own. They

hits became familiar to more and more people, Silverman began
inserting special programming to lure new viewers who would then
hopefully stick around for the regular series.

were aggressive working class characters employed at aMilwaukee
brewery, but with avery active social life that frequently put them
in conflict with snotty upper-class types. Like Fonzie, they drew
on their natural instincts and know-how rather than formal educa-

In early February, ABC devoted thirty and one-half hours of
prime time to coverage of the winter Olympics in Innsbruck, Austria. NBC's coverage of the winter games four years earlier had
bombed, so many television insiders regarded this as a foolhardy

tion in successfully facing these situations. Though set in the late
Fifties (like Happy Days), Laverne and Shirley presented women

risk, but it paid off'. Roone Arledge's Wide World of Sports crew,
led by Howard Cosell, Frank Gifford, and Chris Schenkel, clearly
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explained each event. They produced "up close and personal" profiles of standout performers, filmed in the athletes' home towns
before the formal competition, to give viewers human background

MD. and captured a 40% share of the audience against CBS's
gimmicky "Sting" rip-off, Switch, earning a spot in the fall lineup.

information in addition to the usual endless statistics. Bewildering
events such as across-country ski and shoot competition became

The Olympics were supposed to bomb. Rich Man, Poor Man
wasn't supposed to be abig hit. Family was not even noticed at

comprehensible and exciting contests with heroes the home audience could cheer on. The winter Olympics coverage won most of
its time slots, even up against established entertainment hits.
Immediately after the winter Olympics, ABC introduced its first

first. But they all clicked. CBS and NBC executives had felt certain
that once the flashy specials were out of the way, ABC's new
viewers would melt away. They didn't. For eleven weeks in arow,

major followup to the successful 1974 novel-for-television, QB VII,
the twelve-hour adaptation of Irwin Shaw's Rich Man, Poor Man.
Like the British historical dramas presented on public television's
Masterpiece Theater, Rich Man, Poor Man was a high-gloss soap
opera. It traced the lives, loves, and intrigues of ahigh-class family
over the span of one generation, focusing on two fiercely antagonistic brothers (played by Peter Strauss and Nick Nolte). Like the
Olympics, this miniseries also cracked the top ten.
In the spring, Silverman gave producers Aaron Spelling and
Leonard Goldberg the chance to move from the cop mold to more
serious themes in Family. The series' concept had been kicked
about at ABC for three years but landed nowhere because the
network had been afraid that the average viewer would not be
able to identify with the Lawrence family: they "lived too well,
dressed too well, and spoke too well," one executive said. In short,
they were portrayed as real people who talked about serious matters
such as death, divorce, alcoholism, and homosexuality without
wrapping the discussions in vicious putdowns or simpleminded
caricatures. Silverman had enough faith in the series to give it
an extended tryout against first-run competition in early March,
rather than waiting for the late spring and summer rerun season.
With practically no publicity, it replaced the ailing Marcus Welby,

through the winter and into the spring, ABC won the weekly ratings
race, not just with its specials, but with growing viewer loyalty
to its regular series. During the second season, ABC had four of
the top five shows, nine of the top twenty, and thirteen of the
top thirty. It was steadily chipping away at the cumulative ratings
lead CBS had built at the start of the season.
In the summer, ABC carried the summer Olympic games in
Montreal and these proved more successful than the incredible
1972 Olympics in Munich. For two weeks, the network junked
its prime time schedule and presented the Olympics all night, every
night. It won every time slot every night, with an average 49%
share of the audience. With this sports blockbuster, ABC matched
and passed CBS's seasonal average. In one amazing season, ABC
had become the number one network, ending years of programming
frustration.
Fred Silverman appeared to be amiracle man, with everything
he touched turning to gold. Actually, he still had not proved himself
in creating new programs from scratch—he had relied on spinoffs
and series already under development before he came to ABC.
However, there was no denying his ability to program the material
at hand into the best possible slots. Fred Silverman had taken
his new network to the top and there was no one in the industry
better equipped to keep it there.
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36. The Big Event

DESPITE ABC's incredible performance from January to August of 1976, the network had just barely edged out CBS in the
cumulative ratings for the entire 1975-76 season. CBS, in fact,
had technically won the "regular" season (September to April),
losing only when the summer rerun period was averaged in to
the total. The fall of 1976 was therefore expected to mark the
beginning of a very tight season-long ratings battle. To counter
the revitalized ABC, NBC turned to special event programs while
CBS eased in a handful of new shows, still convinced that, in
the new season, viewers would return once again to their old favorites. As the network temporarily on top, ABC planned to build
on the momentum of last season's dramatic come-from-behind victory, confident that it had won viewer loyalty with its new hits
and frequent specials.
Just as he had done in keeping CBS on top earlier in the decade,
Fred Silverman carefully arranged ABC's series, stars, and special
events for the fall, yet he remained flexible enough to make last
minute changes to counter the competition with the strongest possible line-up. He shifted a variety series featuring the musical duo
of the Captain and Tennille from ascheduled summer tryout period
directly into the fall line-up where it could serve as both an ideal
family hour program and an ABC promotional device. Then, at
the end of August, he changed the announced time slots of five
series, including new episodes of the popular Rich Man, Poor Man
story. He rescheduled that series (labeled Book II) from aSaturday
night slot to the frontlines on Tuesday at 9:00 P.M., right after
Laverne and Shirley.
Counting on the strength of its familiar veterans, CBS held firm.
NBC, however, juggled its own schedule in response, changing
the announced time slots of six shows, eliminating Stup (a situation
comedy based on the film "Shampoo"), and postponing the John
O'Hara-inspired drama Gibbsville until an appropriate second season slot opened. These changes took place so close to the opening
of the new season that the special fall preview edition of TV Guide
(which hit the stands in mid-September) still contained close-up
background information on these two NBC proto-series. The editors apologized and explained that the text, graphs, and writeups
in that issue reflected the new season as it stood at press deadline
time, but that everything could change at any moment. Even the
once sacrosanct fall schedules had succumbed to the increasingly
common last-minute network brinkmanship aimed at scoring the
season's first ratings blow.
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Attempting to gain an additional edge, each of the networks
also jammed September with special events such as blockbuster
films, extended length series premiere episodes, TV movies, and
celebrity-studded variety shows. The previous fall Silverman had
used such "stunting" and "frontloading" techniques extensively
in order to keep the other networks from building an insurmountable ratings lead over then number three ABC. This season, all
three networks stressed such programming both to pump up their
ratings on particular nights and also to tout their overall schedules
by using regular series stars as special headliners and guests. Such
cross-pollination encouraged viewers to follow anetwork's entire
line-up to see their favorite series stars in action.
During premiere week, variety star Sonny Bono played aruthless
rock manager and record promoter on CBS's Switch, while the
casts of both Switch and One Day at a Time appeared on the
season opener of The Tony Orlando and Dawn Rainbow Hour.
Freddie Prinze, from Chico and the Man, played acharacter similar
in spirit to his fast-talking Chico in anew NBC made-for-television
movie, "The Million Dollar Ripoff." On ABC, stars such as Penny
Marshall and Cindy Williams from Laverne and Shirley and the
sweathogs of Welcome Back, Kotter appeared throughout the week.
They ushered in the new Captain and Tennille variety show as
well as new series from Bill Cosby (Cos) and Kotter's producer,
James Komack (Mr. T and Tina). To plug the one-hour season
premiere of Happy Days featuring Roz Kelly as Pinky Tuscadero
(a tough-talking woman with her eyes on the Fonz), Kelly also
appeared the night before as aspecial guest on The Captain and
Tennille.
Once viewers had sampled the many new offerings and specials,
they did just as CBS had predicted and returned to their old favorites. However, these favorites now included Lee Majors, Henry
Winkler, John Travolta, Robert Blake, Peter Strauss, Lindsay Wagner, Penny Marshall, Cindy Williams, and Gabe Kaplan—all stars
of series on ABC.
Fred Silverman had analyzed the network situation perfectly
the previous season. The special events and flashy changes in the
early months of 1976 had lured viewers and introduced them to
the regular ABC stars and series. As these shows began winning
week after week in the ratings, more and more people fell into
the habit of looking in on the programs presented by the new
number one network. These new viewer habits carried over into
the fall and the expected tight three-way race never developed.

Instead, ABC quickly jumped out in front and stayed there, dominating four or five nights a week. It was soon clear that ABC
had solidified its position as the number one network and would
win the 1976-77 setason with ease. The real fight became the contest
for the number two spot.
Of course, ABC had its share of clunkers including Holmes and
Yo Yo, The Nancy Walker Show, and Mr. T and Tina—which
never caught on even with all the hype. Overall, however, the

successful All in the Family and M*A*S*H) the former number
one found itself in the cellar. With the exception of a new blue
collar working sitcom, Alice (based on the hit movie "Alice Doesn't
Live Here Anymore"), all the new CBS shows bombed. More importantly, many previously solid CBS hits such as Phyllis, Kojak,
and Sonny and Cher were dropping even as the ABC line-up soared.
Part of CBS's problem could be traced directly to the family
hour, which CBS corporate president Arthur Taylor had originally

network did extremely well with its returning shows and even
managed to come up with the only new regular series to break
into the top ten, Charlie's Angels.
Produced by crime show veterans Aaron Spelling and Leonard
Goldberg (of Starsky and Hutch and The Mod Squad). Charlie's
Angels featured atrio of beautiful women taken from routine policework and assigned to special undercover detective duty by aman
known only as Charlie (John Forsythe). He dubbed them his squad

proposed and championed. Overnight it had_shifted the emphasis
in prime time programming away from relatively adult fare such
as Kojak to the types of teen-oriented material that ABC had specializied in for years. While ABC rolled on with shows such as
Laverne and Shirley, CBS was unable to develop new programs

of "angels" and used them for dangerous undercover missions

that could adapt its strengths to the demands of atelevision world
less interested in topical issues and realistic violence.
A more important cause of CBS's downfall, however, was that
while on top the network had become complacent and overconfi-

suited to their particular talents. Charlie never appeared in person,
but gave his instructions over aspeaker phone, outlining the details

dent. Instead of developing awide range of pilots and new shows
as back-up inventory, the network had stagnated. Since the fall

of each high-priority mission. When not near aphone, the angels
took orders from Charlie's flunky, John Bosley (David Doyle).
Despite the familiar cloak and dagger trappings, Charlie's Angels
was far more than a routine detective-adventure show. It was an
excuse to show sixty minutes of suggestive poses by walking, talking

of 1974 CBS had come up with only three new hit shows (Rhoda,
The Jeffersons, and One Day at a Time) to step in and share some
of the load. As a result, CBS's success depended almost entirely
on an increasingly old line-up. ABC, in contrast, had only one
program— The Streets of San Francisco—that had been on before
the fall of 1973.
In the late 1960s, CBS management had committed the same

pin-up girls.
Each of Charlie's angels waged her battles in form-fitting clothes,
abikini, or nightgown, soundly thrashing international spies, deranged maniacs, and other strawmen-villains without ever working
up asweat. Yet they also willingly responded to the orders from
their off-camera male superior, creating the perfect male sexual
fantasy with adream woman for every man: Sabrina (Kate Jackson)
was the lowkey intelligent type that combined brains and beauty;
Kelly (Jaclyn Smith) symbolized the traditional high society
charmer who was always in style; and Jill (Farrah Fawcett) brought
up images of torrid backstreet passion with her windswept coiffure
and knowing smile.
Television critics gasped in horror when they realized that the
suggestive soft-core porn of ABC's latest hit was the most popular
new series of the season. They rushed to point out the obvious
flaws of Charlie's Angels, panning the show as "dreadful,"

sin with an over-reliance on aging rural series, but then-network
president Bob Wood and his chief programmer Fred Silverman
had been able to snap CBS back to life by pruning the schedule
and ushering in the Norman Lear-All in the Family era. That
action had come just in time. Now, it was too late to save the
1976-77 season. As one CBS insider put it, "We're running out
of gas."
In October, CBS's Arthur Taylor walked the plank and the
network began atop-to-bottom executive housecleaning. The new
management team, led by Gene Jankowski, faced both the longterm task of rebuilding the network's schedule and the immediate
challenge of trying to salvage the current season by at least moving
ahead of NBC into the number two spot.
NBC found itself in a much better competitive position going

"schlock" and "stupid." Yet just as the general public had ignored
the critical lambasting of The Beverly Hillbillies the decade before,
viewers (male and female) eagerly followed the adventures of the
three scantily clad glamour lovelies despite the knocks. The threadbare plots, papier-mâché characters, and wooden dialogue did not
matter. Women were pleased to see ateam of female adventurers
more than hold their own in a standard television setting. The
men were more than happy to ogle. Besides, nothing explicit ever
took place on the screen.
The sex on Charlie's Angels was really just suggestive titillation—
squeaky clean TV sex. Even with their bra-less wardrobe, Sabrina,
Kelly, and Jill were, in truth, just like previous television glamour
girls such as the genie (Barbara Eden) of I Dream of Jeannie,
the perfectly constructed female robot (Julie Newmar) of My Living
Doll, and the aspiring starlets of Bracken's World. They never

into the fall of 1976. Not only did the network have high hopes
for two special prime time vehicles (dramatic miniseries and "big
event" specials), it had also developed anew comedy-variety show
the previous season that had become the talk of television: Saturday
Night Live.
Since the early Fifties, NBC had consistently turned to comedyvariety as an important television programming strategy. Stars such
as Bob Hope, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, Sid Caesar, Flip Wil-

appeared in scenes of torrid physical passion, just in revealing
costumes. The active imaginations of the viewers filled in the rest

talent such as Steve Martin, Don Novello (as Vatican correspondent

with whatever fantasy seemed appropriate.
With Charlie's Angels ABC had once again struck ratings gold
and the reality of the network's competitive position at last hit
home at CBS. After the first month of the new season, though
CBS still had twelve of the top forty shows (including the very

son, and Dan Rowan and Dick Martin had headlined some of
the network's most successful programs. Though Bob Hope and
Dean Martin continued to do occasional specials, NBC had been
unable to find successful new headliners for aweekly series going
into the mid-Seventies. The network had brought in the Smothers
Brothers as mid-season replacements in 1974-75, but—after strong
opening ratings in January, 1975—their series failed. Despite fresh
Father Guido Sarducci), and writer Chevy Chase, the Smothers
seemed unable to adapt to the new decade. They fluctuated between
familiar rehashes of bits from their late Sixties show (with Pat
Paulsen and Bob "Officer Judy" Einstein) and bland new skits
with guests such as Ringo Starr.
For the fall of 1975, the network turned to former Laugh-In
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writer Lorne Michaels to supervise a new comedy-variety show.
(Over the previous two seasons Michaels had worked on two successful comedy-variety specials starring another Laugh-In graduate,
Lily Tomlin, first as a writer, then as a producer.) Because the
proposed new NBC series was viewed as somewhat experimental,
it was slotted to appear late night on Saturdays, 11:30 P.M. to
1:00 A.M., three times a month. This placement was also aimed
at tapping the young adult audience, along-ignored but growing
group of viewers that the networks had begun to pursue during
the 1972-73 season.
The initial shows targeted for this demographic group featured
rock music. ABC was first in November, 1972, with alate Friday
night special, In Concert. The program soon became a twicemonthly fixture and NBC followed in early 1973 with its own
weekly late night series, The Midnight Special (hosted by legendary
rock disk jockey Wolfman Jack). That program also broke new
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In the fall of 1974, NBC slotted a monthly news and public
affairs program, Weekend, in the Saturday night slot of 11:30 P.M.
Its slightly tongue-in-cheek style catered toward this same young
adult crowd. For the fall of 1975, NBC's new Saturday night comedy-variety show was to fill in the remaining three weekends of
each month.
In setting up the new program, Michaels was determined to
develop Saturday Night Live as a special entity, different from
standard prime time network variety. Like NBC's Your Show of
Shows from the early 1950s, there would be guest stars, but they
would be generally limited to aguest host that would work with
acontinuing company of writers and supporting players. Like the
late night rock shows, the musical guests (rock, jazz, and folkoriented) would be presented straight, performing one or two songs
without engaging in banal "transition" patter. Like Laugh-In and
the original Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour, there would be topical

night exposure attracted a solid audience consisting primarily of
young adults that shunned prime time (going out for the evening

references and satirical jabs, as well as parodies of television, movies, and commercials. And, like the fondly remembered golden
age of television, the program would be presented live, from New
York City, before areal studio audience.
The decision to do the program as alive New York production
immediately gave the project adistinct flavor and generated high

instead) but who returned to catch their favorite acts before turning in.

expectations, while the late night weekend slot provided the much
needed time to work out the rough spots. The first broadcast of

ground by becoming the latest-starting network show in television
history, beginning after the Friday night Tonight show (1:00 A.M.
Saturday morning). Though rock had rarely been able to capture
sufficiently high ratings to succeed in prime time, the late Friday
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NBC's Saturday Night Live took place on October 11, 1975, with
veteran comic George Carlin as host and Billy Preston and Janis
Ian as the musical guests. It was very uneven. Singer-songwriter
Paul Simon hosted the second show and, in effect, turned it into
a Paul Simon musical special. (He had three guest singers and
together they performed nearly a dozen numbers.) Yet in just a
few months, working with subsequent hosts such as Rob Reiner,
Lily Tomlin, Candice Bergen, Richard Pryor, Buck Henry, and
Dick Cavett, the program's crew jelled and the show began to
develop its style, areputation, and afollowing.
High school and college students were among the first to latch
on to the show, partially because the program was deliberately
outrageous, sometimes even tasteless, in the style of the increasingly
popular BBC import, Monty Python's Flying Circus, and the homegrown radio, stage, and magazine efforts of the National Lampoon.
The opening joke on the very first show involved the Python-ish
premise of two men dying of heart attacks, capped with the punchline: "Live, from New York, it's Saturday Night!"
As with Your Shows of Shows, the company of regular performers
evolved into the real stars of the series. Dubbed "The Not Ready
for Prime Time Players," Dan Aylcroyd, John Belushi, Chevy
Chase, Jane Curtin, Garrett Morris, Laraine Newman, and Gilda
Radner each developed their own distinctive character types and
caricatures. Chase was the first to attract afollowing, based chiefly
on his mock newscasts ("Weekend Update") and his portrayal
of abumbling, dull-witted President Gerald Ford.
Aykroyd, Belushi, and Chase also served as program writers,
joining National Lampoon co-founder Michael O'Donoghue, Lome
Michaels himself, and nearly adozen others. They produced the
expected excellent movie and television parodies, including a remake of "Citizen Kane" (revealing Kane's last words to be: "Roast

and John Belushi scoring the biggest successes (Chase in "Foul
Play" and Belushi in "National Lampoon's Animal House" and—
with Dan Aykroyd—in "The Blues Brothers"). One of the biggest
stars to emerge from Saturday Night Live, though, was comic Steve
Martin. He hosted the show ahalf dozen times (beginning in the
second season), launching a fabulously successful concert, film,
and writing career in the process.
Unlike Your Show of Shows, all Saturday Night Live episodes
were preserved on video tape and could be rerun during the summer
or during the regular season to give the cast afew weeks off. In
the show's fifth season, NBC took highlights from these tapes and
turned them into abrief prime time series, The Best of Saturday
Night Live.
NBC's 1975 late night comedy-variety experiment was quickly
recognized as an unqualified success and, for the fall of 1976, the
network hoped for similar success in prime time with another traditional NBC programming strength, blockbuster special events.
Ever since the Pat Weaver days of the early Fifties when NBC
had last been on top, the network had done very well with special
programming. In the 1975-76 season, for instance, the prime time
World Series broadcasts had kept NBC in contention for number
one through December. For the 1976-77 season, NBC set aside
aspecific weekly slot for prime time sports extravaganzas, blockbuster movies, special dramatic presentations, and even nostalgic retrospectives. Dubbed The Big Event, this Sunday night series was
designed to expand or shrink to accommodate different types of
programs. Some nights it ran ninety minutes; on others it filled
the entire Sunday night prime time block. Occasionally The Big
Event extended to other nights as well. This was the most flexible,
extensive use of irregularly scheduled programming any network
had attempted in years.

Beef on Rye with Mustard"), Star Trek's final voyage, and a
"Jaws"-like urban killer, the "Land Shark." Political and topical
subjects ranged from President Richard Nixon's final days in office
to Claudine Longet's "accidental" shooting of anumber of helpless
skiers on the slopes. (The latter prompted an on-the-air apology.)
Yet there were also very effective mood pieces such as a chance
coffee shop encounter between ayoung man and awoman he had
admired from afar years before, in high school. By the spring of
1976, Saturday Night Live had gained such afollowing that even
Gerald Ford's press secretary, Ron Nessen (a former NBC news
correspondent), agreed to serve as host, bringing along film inserts
of President Ford himself.
For the next four years, Saturday Night Live grew in popularity
and quality. Though the very nature of alive weekly show meant
that any particular episode might be weak, overall the series
emerged as the most daring and innovative television program of
the late Seventies. Hosts such as consumer advocate Ralph Nader,
football star O. J. Simpson, and rock star Frank Zappa, as well
as more traditional Hollywood actors such as Cecily Tyson, Richard Benjamin, and Elliott Gould, turned in excellent performances
as headliners. Though Chevy Chase left the cast in the program's
second season to pursue a solo career in films (he was replaced
by another of the show's writers, Bill Murray), the rest of the
players remained, further developing their stock of characters and
routines. Skits became increasingly complex and sophisticated with
such presentations as "The Pepsi-Syndrome" (based on the nuclear
accident at Three Mile Island and the film "The China Syndrome")
running nearly twenty minutes.
After five seasons, all the players as well as Lorne Michaels
himself left the show. (A completely new cast took over in the
fall of 1980.) Most attempted solo film projects, with Chevy Chase

Jack Klugman as Quincy, astubborn and dedicated medical
examiner. (From Quincy, M.E. Courtesy of MCA Television
Limited)
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the time, the film won the distinction of being the highest rated

August 30, 1976
Tom Brokaw replaces Jim Hartz as host of Today.
September 20, 1976
The Muppet Show. Jim Henson's muppets get their own program,
a high-quality syndicated half hour aimed at the access slots.
September 23, 1976
Televised debates between presidential candidates return after a
sixteen-year hiatus as Democratic challenger Jimmy Carter takes
on incumbent Republican Gerald Ford.
October 3, 1976
Quincy. ME. (NBC). Jack Kingman stars in a new segment of
The NBC Mystery Movie featuring television's first coroner-as-cop.
October 4, 1976
Barbara Walters, television's first million-dollar newswoman,
joins Harry Reasoner as co-anchor of The ABC Evening News
October 19, 1976
The New Avengers. The popular adventure series of the Sixties
returns in top form on Britain's Thames Television. Patrick Macnee
continues his role as government agent John Steed, aided by two
new young partners: Joanna Lumley as Purdey and Gareth Hunt
as Mike Gambit. The updated Avengers arrive in the States on
CBS in a late night slot for the fall of 1978.

program in television history.
The chief problem with The Big Event was the one that always
followed such special series, from Pat Weaver's spectaculars to
ABC's made-for-TV movies: There were only so many special
events. What's more, each episode had to stand on its own with
less carryover than for a regular series with returning characters
and a consistent situation. Viewers did not automatically follow
The Big Event but rather tuned in special programs that had caught
their attention. In subsequent seasons, then, the emphasis of The
Big Event shifted somewhat to more frequent use of theatrical
features, special made-for-TV movies, and miniseries, mixed in with
occasional specials.
Even with its shortcomings, The Big Event was awelcome success
for NBC and became one of the top ten shows for the 1976-77
season. It demonstrated that viewers would tune to special events,
even those carried over an entire evening or running several nights.
Lacking many regular series hits, NBC frequently billed special
events on other nights as "Big Events" and began to further develop
this "event programming" strategy as its answer to ABC's success.
This dovetailed perfectly with the network's increasing interest
in miniseries, begun that season with the Best Sellers anthology.
Best Sellers was an obvious attempt to cash in on the success
of ABC's novel-for-television hit Rich Man, Poor Man by using
the approach taken by public television's Masterpiece Theater to
present several "novels" in one season. Since 1970, Masterpiece
Theater had served as the weekly slot for such miniseries as The
Pallisers and Upstairs, Downstairs, running one entire work before

The Big Event got off to an inauspicious start with "The Big
Party," aboring collection of live and taped clips from anumber
of "exciting and glamorous showbiz parties" throughout New York
City. Rather than perform, most of the celebrities merely plugged

moving on to the next title. These sweeping, romantic dynasty
epics (chiefly British series, usually set in the 1800s) pulled in
surprisingly high ratings for PBS and had even inspired CBS to
attempt an Americanized version in 1975-76, Beacon Hill. That

their latest projects before waving the camera on. Dick Cavett,
host of the confusing, fractured format, said at one point, "I'm
absolutely humiliated because Idon't know what I'm supposed

series, however, quickly became bogged down by its period production and stilted storyline and lasted for only one-half of aseason.

to be doing." Shortly thereafter, he began doing impromptu hand-

the attractive soap opera hooks of lust and intrigue and wrapping
them within the works of slick pulp fiction in the style of Harold

shadows.
Subsequent Big Event presentations were much better shows,
offering viewers many exciting television programs, from the annual
World Series contest to the American network debut of the 1939
movie classic, "Gone With the Wind." The Saturday Night Live

NBC planned to avoid those problems with Best Sellers by taking

Robbins, Jacqueline Susann, and Irwin Shaw. The network turned
to Universal studios for production of the series and the studio
brought in big name stars as special secondary and cameo players
to support the very beautiful but generally unknown newcomers
cast in the lead roles. In addition, each story was structured to

cast made its first prime time appearance in February with "Live
from the Mardi Gras—It's Saturday Night on Sunday!" Among
the special dramatic presentations were several docudramas includ-

follow the style of the drawn-out British epics that spanned generations, though these American versions usually focused on World

ing "Raid on Entebbe" (the Israeli commando rescue mission to
Africa), "Tail Gunner Joe" (a silly and self-righteous review of

War II.
Best Sellers consisted of four miniseries: Taylor Caldwell's Cap-

McCarthyism), and "Jesus of Nazareth" (a special Easter presentation of the life of Christ, directed by Franco Zeffirelli). There were
also well produced retrospectives that gave producers and writers
the chance to rummage through movie studio and network archives
and to share, on the air, the nostalgic treasure trove they uncovered.
Two of the best of this type were the three-hour "Lift Goes to
the Movies" (a dandy review of cinematic history hosted by Shirley
MacLaine, Liza Minnelli, and Henry Fonda) and the four-andone-half-hour "NBC: The First Fifty Years" (NBC's own history
presented through the eyes of Greg Garrison, Dean Martin's producer, and hosted by Orson Welles, the era's consummate voice
of history).
The Big Event gave NBC a tremendous weekly ratings boost
that pushed it past CBS and into brief head-to-head competition
with ABC, largely due to the record-breaking audience for "Gone
With the Wind," telecast over two nights in early November. At
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tains and the Kings, Anton Myrer's Once an Eagle, Norman Bogner's Seventh Avenue, and Robert Ludlum's The Rhinemann
Exchange. They all did fairly well in the ratings, though overall
Best Sellers was not a blockbuster, averaging just a 27% share
of the audience. This was quite a letdown and far below the top
ten performance of Rich Man, Poor Man the previous season. One
other NBC novel-for-television, however, did much better. Upton
Sinclair's The Moneychangers, which ran in four parts on The
Big Event in December, scored a35% share of the audience presenting exactly the same type of soapy drama as Best Sellers. Apparently
the weekly Best Sellers slot was not the most effective commercial
format for these novels-for-television. In fact, a weekly series
seemed to reduce the impact of the programs as special events.
Incorporating such miniseries within The Big Event format, though,
seemed to offer the best of both worlds. Not only could each one
be touted as aspecial presentation, there was also no need to churn

out "a chapter each week" because other material appeared in
the slot as well. NBC therefore dropped the weekly Best Sellers
after only one season and merged subsequent miniseries into various
Big Event and movie slots.
Even though NBC had made the most substantial commitment
to special events and miniseries for the 1976-77 season, it was
number one ABC that scored with the show that was both the
season's most successful miniseries and television's biggest big
event.
Following the high ratings of one of television's first multi-part
docudramas, QB VII (presented in April, 1974), ABC had begun
work on other historical-type dramas, based both in pure fiction
(Rich Man, Poor Man) and real life (Eleanor and Franklin). One
of the books selected for miniseries treatment was Roots, a work
in progress by black writer Alex Haley, who had distinguished
himself with his assistance on the autobiography of black activist
Malcolm X in the mid-Sixties. At that time, Haley had become
increasingly interested in his own black heritage and, at age fortyfour, set about reconstructing his family genealogy, determined
to trace his personal roots back to Africa, if possible. His search
consumed nearly twelve years and was financed chiefly through
the advance sale of every possible permutation of the story he
hoped to tell, including an adaptation for television.
Plans for the David Wolper production of Roots were already
well under way before Fred Silverman came to ABC, but it was
Silverman who had to decide the most effective way to present
the finished product. Haley's incessant probing had resulted in a
story that was potential ratings dynamite, tracing the struggle for
freedom by Kunte Kinte, an African hunter brought to America
as aslave in colonial days, and his descendents. The twelve-hour
adaptation took Haley's story from the kidnapping of the young
Kunte Kinte (LeVar Burton), through several generations of slavery to the family's post-Civil War independence on their own farm.
Subtitled "The Triumph of an American Family," Roots was an
epic drama of love, war, and death in the soapy style of the successful Rich Man, Poor Man. It was assumed that ABC would place
Roots in aweekly slot (two or three hours at atime) for amonth
or two, just as it had done with Rich Man, Poor Man. Instead,
Silverman chose to transform Roots into aspecial television event
and he scheduled it for eight consecutive nights, from Sunday,
January 23, through Sunday, January 30, 1977, running one or
two hours each night. Such treatment had never been given to
an entertainment program before, though it was not totally unprecedented. In its coverage of the Olympics the previous season, ABC
had junked its entire prime time schedule for two straight weeks
in order to present special sports coverage. The packaging of Roots
was asimple variation on that strategy.
Silverman was taking a chance with the eight nights of Roots,
facing either overkill from too much exposure at once on asensitive
topic, or indifference to the entire subject, especially by whites.
Of all the networks, though, ABC was in the strongest position
and had the most room to maneuver. The continued high ratings

discussions based on the program. Haley himself was already working the lecture-and-talk-show circuit hyping the book, so he started
including plugs for the television adaptation as well. Just before
the miniseries aired, the hardcover edition of Roots topped the
bestseller charts. Yet despite all the promotion, no one was prepared
for the tremendous surge of interest that exploded across the nation.
Roots began with an unexpectedly large number of viewers on
opening night and the interest just kept growing. By the time the
series concluded, it had broken practically every ratings record
in TV history. One-hundred-thirty million people saw some part
of Roots, more than any other entertainment program ever aired,
topping even the spectacular ratings of NBC's presentation of
"Gone With the Wind" two months earlier. ABC won every night
Roots aired and its ratings average for the week (35.5%) was the
highest any network had ever registered. The eight episodes of
Roots held the top eight ratings positions of the week, boosting
all twenty-one of ABC's shows into the top twenty-six as well.
The concluding segment snared a71% share of the audience and
was the highest rated entertainment show in TV history. (The
other seven segments placed fourth, fifth, sixth, eighth, ninth, tenth,
and thirteenth in the all-time ratings compilation.) The first postRoots issue of the showbiz weekly Variety epitomized the entertainment industry's reaction to the program as it bluntly headlined:
"Roots Remakes TV World in Eight Nights!"
The more impulsive analysts and executives went even further,
declaring that thirty years of programming tradition had been exploded practically overnight, and that Roots marked the passing
of regular weekly TV fare in favor of diversified miniseries that

November 11, 1976
"Network," Paddy Chayefsky's filin fantasy of television network
strategy taken to adeadly extreme, opens in New York. Peter Finch
plays Howard Beale, news anchor for the mythical U.B.S. network,
who angrily denounces American broadcasting and American life
in general, shouting, "I'm mad as hell and I'm not going to take
it anymore!" Instead of firing him, the network uses "the mad
prophet of the airwaves" to build an audience. When his ratings
drop, Beale is esAssinated by the network's hired guns.
December 17, 1976
Ted Turner's Atlanta UHF independent station, carried by cable
in six Southern states, becomes a "super station" by sending its
signal, via satellite, to cable systems nationwide.
December 22, 1976
Paramount Pictures buys the Hughes Television Network.
April 1, 1977
After some abortive efforts in the 1950s and 1960s, over-the-air
pay television catches on. KBSC, channel 52 in Los Angeles, institutes a "subscription" television operation called "On TV."
May 4, 1977
After being paid one million dollars, former President Richard

of ABC's regular series had given the network acomfortable lead

Nixon comes out of nearly three years of hibernation to be inter-

in the cumulative ratings race so even a mediocre performance
would not have been disastrous. Just to be safe, though, Silverman
made certain that Roots ended its run before the vital February
ratings "sweeps' began.

viewed by David Frost in the first of five hour-long programs.

Naturally, ABC gave Roots a tremendous buildup on the air,
emphasizing the star-studded cast that included O. J. Simpson,
John Amos, Leslie Uggams, Cicely Tyson, Ben Vereen, Ed Asner,
Chuck Connors, Lloyd Bridges, and Lorne Greene. It also encour-

May 11, 1977
CBS chairman William Paley relinquishes his other job, chief
executive officer, to CBS president John Backe.
June 1, 1977
Roone Arledge, president of ABC Sports, becomes president of
ABC News as well.

aged schools and civic groups to participate in special courses and
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placed an extra emphasis on reality. Some people even asserted
that Roots, and Roots alone, had made ABC number one for the
1976-77 season. Such contentions conveniently ignored both the
merely adequate ratings of other miniseries that season, as well
as the strength of ABC's regular line-up.
In reality, ABC had been safely ensconced at the top before
Roots aired and its ratings never slumped once Roots was gone.
Regular weekly series were still the backbone of television and
Roots did not mark the end of that format. It was merely an exceptionally successful special event. Nonetheless, Roots had passed
beyond being viewed as merely avery successful TV show to the
status of a national phenomenon, and the nation's pundits felt
obligated to explain every aspect of its success. Time magazine
confidently labeled its story: "Why Roots Hit Home." Other magazines, newspapers, and talk shows rushed to present their own
sweeping observations, identifying Roots in terms such as "the ultimate admission of white guilt" and "the beginning of a new era
of racial harmony."
There was certainly agood deal to analyze. Millions of people
had rearranged eight days of their lives in order to follow Roots
on television. Restaurants, social clubs, and movie houses reported
sharp drops in attendance during the broadcast, while bookstores
faced mobs of buyers who depleted their stockpiles of the book.
Places such as drug stores and newsstands, which normally never
touched hardcover editions, sold Roots. Beyond that, people from
every ethnic group began to take an interest in their own personal
roots and thousands followed Haley's lead in digging through state
birth records, newspaper files, and old shipping logs. It was obvious
that Roots had touched Americans in every walk of life, but in
their zeal to come to grips with avery special event, people ignored
many simple, obvious aspects of the Roots phenomenon.
Interest in ethnic pride and U.S. history had been on the upswing
for years, reaching apeak in the 1976 American bicentennial cele-
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brations. Haley, in fact, dedicated the book as his bicentennial
gift to the nation. Roots was therefore presented to an exceptionally
receptive audience which was generally familiar with the highlights
of the country's developments. The program was also handed a
built-in base audience of sorts: An extended cold weather snap
throughout the East and Midwest forced many people to remain
home, so television viewing was slightly higher than usual anyway.
Above all, Roots attracted and kept its audience because it contained the basics of entertaining television: excellent writing, first
rate acting, effective violence, strong relationships, tantalizing sex
angles, a clear-cut conflict between good and evil, and an upbeat
ending. Although race was its central theme, in structure Roots
was actually more like aWestern in the tradition of Bonanza and
Wagon Train only with blacks as the heroes and whites as the
villains. The willingness of whites to identify with the black characters did not reflect an admission of racial guilt as much as the
usual desire of the audience to side with the good guys on TV.
Their allegiance was perfectly consistent with twenty years of television adventure yarns.
Of course, the presentation of blacks as the good guys was a
very important change. Over the eight nights of Roots, millions
shared the black perspective on very familiar events, seeing the
old story of the struggle for personal freedom and the fulfillment
of the American dream from anew vantage point. "The triumph
of an American family" cheered by the nation was, for the first
time, the triumph of black Americans. In a way no lecture,
preacher, or textbook ever could, Roots conveyed the essence of
black pride and black culture to millions of Americans. Roots, in
that sense, did become far more than just a successful television
show. It came to serve as a respected national rallying point for
all black Americans, transforming Alex Haley's personal "obsession" into asymbol of ethnic pride.
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IN EARLY 1975, despite the success of All in the Family, Sanford and Son, Maude, The Jeffersons, and Good Times, producer
Norman Lear found himself unable to convince any of the three
commercial networks to pick up one of his new program projects:
aspoof of soap operas. Even CBS, which had financed the pilot,
declined to exercise its option on the material. Lear was convinced
he had another potential hit on his hands, so he decided to use
his contacts and prestige to deal directly with local television programmers, by-passing the networks completely in order to syndicate
the show. He met with nearly two dozen of the country's top
station managers in late summer, 1975, offering them rights to
Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman.
Pitching ashow too hot for the networks directly to the locals
went against the conventional programming wisdom. Traditionally,
local programmers were viewed as even more fearful of controversy
than the networks. Yet local executives were also interested in
getting the larger slice of the television advertising pie possible
when the "middle men" (the networks) were eliminated. Earlier
that year more than 100 stations had purchased an original science
fiction series, Space: 1999, directly from aBritish production company that had offered it to them following rejection by all three

The program was funny, clever, satirical, sometimes outrageous,
and sometimes touching. In form, it played more like a regular
soap opera than a sitcom: There was a complicated continuing
storyline, no laugh track, and an absence of typical comedy oneliners. Yet the pacing was faster than the usual soaper and the
expected plot complications of illicit sex, love triangles, and dreams
of showbiz success were set slightly but effectively askew by exaggerating both the soap opera style and soap opera plot twists.
Mary Hartman (Louise Lasser) was atypical middle class housewife and mother, only she wore alittle girl's Pollyanna housedress
and pigtails. Her husband Tom (Greg Mullavey) was temporarily
impotent, her young daughter Heather (Claudia Lamb) was ready
to run away, her promiscuous sister Cathy (Debralee Scott) was
suicidal, and her grandfather Raymond (Victor Kilian) had been
identified as the neighborhood flasher. Mary's deepest concern in
the opening episode, however, was over the waxy yellow buildup
on her kitchen floor.
In subsequent weeks as the storyline evolved, viewers found
themselves hooked on the characters of Mary, her family, and
her friends, as well as on the program's quickly won reputation
for unusual plot twists. At the end of the first season, Mary was
chosen the year's "average American housewife" and invited to
appear on television on The David Susskind Show. As the definitive

networks. Lear was then one of the most successful program producers in television, so the locals gave his proposal serious consideration. After viewing afew sample episodes, several stations agreed
to sign on, though Lear did not woo everyone. WNBC and indepen-

consumer housewife who had accepted and modeled her real life
on the commercial images of the perfect television household, she

dent WPIX from New York City turned down Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman before Metromedia's WNEW bought it. Chicago's
top VHF independent, WGN, decided to pass on the offer as well,
so the series went to a low-rated UHF station instead. By Mary

found herself unable to cope with actually crossing over to become
apart of the world of television. In the studio she suffered amental
breakdown on the air.
With such stories, Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman regularly

Hartman's premiere in January 1976, though, Lear had assembled
a complement of fifty-four stations to run the series, five days a
week.

topped its competition, often at the expense of the lucrative local
news shows running against it on the network affiliates. In March,
Metromedia found itself doing so well with Mary Hartman that

At first, many stations placed Mary Hartman in the afternoon,
the time when other television soaps played. Other programmers
discovered that Mary Hartman worked quite well in alate night

the company ripped up its contract with Norman Lear and wrote
anew one for ahigher rate.

slot and many placed the show just after prime time. It was there
that, unexpectedly, the series took off and became anational hit.
For the first time, a syndicated program became the most talked
about series on television.
Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman built a following by walking
the delicate line between reality and farce in presenting the adventures of characters from the mythical town of Fernwood, Ohio.

While Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman never duplicated its frantic
first year following, the show did last for two more seasons, never
losing its feel for outlandish plot twists. Mary began her second
season in amental hospital, recuperating from her on-the-air breakdown. This facility turned out to have another function: It was
one of the "average TV households" selected by the Nielsen television ratings service for estimating national viewing habits. Back
home, Mary's friend Loretta Haggers (Mary Kay Place) achieved
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her dream of recording ahit Country and Western record ("Baby
Boy"), but was tricked into signing over her career management
from her husband Charlie (Graham Jarvis) to a slick con man,
Barth Gimble (Martin Mull). Neighbor Merle Jeeter (Dabney Coleman) managed to stage asuccessful campaign for mayor by proving
that he had nothing to hide: He stood before a town assembly
wearing only araincoat. Mary's father, George Shumway (Philip
Bruns) topped them all. Much to the confusion—but eventual delight—of his wife Martha (Dody Goodman), George came out
of necessary plastic surgery following aplant accident looking exactly like Tab Hunter, from head to toe. (Tab Hunter himself
took over the role.)
Louise Lasser decided to leave the show at the end of the second
season, so the title changed to Forever Fernwood in the fall of
1977. To set up her departure, Mary abandoned her family and
left Fernwood to elope with ahandsome policeman, Sergeant Dennis Foley (Bruce Solomon). The final episode with Lasser showed
Mary's new life as avirtual replay of her old, even down to concern
over the waxy yellow buildup on her floor.
The message of Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman went out loud
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(a humorous soap opera on sexual role reversal) and aMary Hartman spinoff/summer substitute that spoofed late night talk shows,
Fernwood 2-Nite (later called America 2-Nite). Universal studios
and Mobil Oil were even more successful with their respective
first-run projects: Operation Prime Time (OPT) and the Mobil
Showcase Network. These ad-hoc networks were set up for alimited
but effective penetration of prime time, including placement on
network affiliates. The first OPT presentation, asix-hour miniseries
(Testimony of Two Men), scored well on ninety stations during
the May, 1977, sweeps. Mobil's first series, a ten-part program
the company purchased from the BBC (The Explorers—retitled
Ten Who Dared), ran over ten weeks on forty stations, twentyfive of which were network affiliates. Each success guaranteed that
there would be further challenges to the established networks' hold
on programming, even in prime time.

and clear to both local station programmers and program produc-

While all three networks had been embarrassed by the acceptance
of Mary Hartman in syndication after they had turned it down,
ABC was the only one to try a similar format in prime time,
slotting its own soap opera spoof for the fall of 1977. Thirty-fiveyear-old Susan Harris, who had written the abortion episodes of
Maude and created the short-lived Fay for NBC, was the creator

ers: Popular new programs could be successfully sold and promoted
without any involvement by ABC, CBS, or NBC. In 1977, Lear

and chief writer for this new program, called Soap. The series
setup was simple: the trials and tribulations of two sisters and

himself launched two other syndicated ventures, All That Glitters

their families, one wealthy (the Tates) and one middle class (the
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Campbells). The plots would focus on the usual grist of soaps,
with aheavy emphasis on sex.

in the criticism. Westinghouse's only ABC affiliate (WJZ in Baltimore) decided not to air Soap because, "it presented avariety of

Even with the acceptance of Mary Hartman, ABC was nervous
about Soap and held aprivate screening of two episodes for affiliate
executives at an ABC convention in May, 1977. While the reaction

subject matter which does not lend itself to comedic episodic form."
The executive vice president of WOWK in Huntington, West Virginia, called it, "One long dirty joke."

was generally favorable (much to the relief of the network), the
affiliate programmers convinced ABC to allow stations in the Central time zone to delay the show an hour so that it would not

As public protests mounted through the summer, ABC and its
chief programmer, Fred Silverman, began to fight back. The network described Soap as more than just asoap opera: It was "an
adult character comedy with acontinuing storyline." More importantly, Silverman stressed that "no character in Soap is ever re-

appear before 9:00 P.M. The network also promised to add a"viewer
discretion" warning at the beginning of each episode identifying
the series as more adult-oriented. Then something strange happened. Months before an episode of Soap ever hit the air, the

warded for immoral behavior, and, in the final analysis, there will
be retribution for such behavior."

series became the subject of heated criticism across the country.
Advance word about the show clearly conveyed the point that
Soap, like Mary Hartman, would be asexually oriented comedy,

Regarding the controversy over the show itself, Fred Silverman
pointedly remarked:

but no one seemed to know just how far it would go. Speculation
based on plot summaries and hearsay touched off awave of charges
and counter-charges. Newsweek magazine, giving an advance

as the summer of Soap. Never have so many words been
written about a television pilot which so few people have
actually seen.
The Reverend Bob Spencer, an Atlanta Baptist minister, ex-

synopsis of one of the episodes already produced, reported that
Soap would present the seduction of apriest in church. This set
off alarms in Catholic parishes throughout the country, and letters
began pouring in to ABC demanding that the network take the
show off the air—even before it aired one episode. The Tiding,
the official weekly of the Los Angeles archdiocese, observed that
ABC's decision to schedule Soap showed little respect for the audience and that the network's initials really stood for "Absolutely
Brazen Contempt." Citizens of Memphis, Tennessee, picketed local
ABC affiliate WHBQ with placards that read: "Protect our children
from evil!" and "We don't want Soap!" The U.S. Catholic Conference labeled Soap "morally reprehensible," saying the program

The summer of 1977 may well go down in television history

plained the validity, in his eyes, of the protests against the program
before it aired:
We don't have to see the show to know it's indecent. We
believe what we have read in national and local publications.
...Ibelieve in the Bible and Idon't have to see certain
things to know they are wrong.
By August, fifteen ABC affiliates said they would not show the
program, and two advertisers had pulled out. In early September,
both the New York Times and the Washington Post ran editorials

would be "publicly challenged" and should be "removed from television."

on'the Soap controversy. The Times backed the protesters, asking
how else could people object. The Post defended the right to object
but said that people should wait until the show was on before
registering their complaints.

Even some of those select few that had already seen Soap joined

Through all the rumpus, ABC held firm. On the day before

Louise Lasser as Mary Hartman
and Greg Mullavey as her
husband, Tom, in Norman
Lear's humorous soap opera,
Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman. (Tandem
Productions, Inc.)
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light of the first season was the trial of Jessica Tate (Katherine
September 5, 1977
Laugh-In. (NBC). Producer George Schlatter revives the LaughIn format as a monthly special for NBC, but without Dan Rowan
and Dick Martin. Instead, guest hosts perform with a group of
comedy unknowns, including Robin Williams.
September 13, 1977
Richard Pryor Show. (NBC). The daring and imaginative black
comic is perversely stuck in afamily hour slot with his new comedyvariety hour. Following some censorship feuds with NBC, Pryor
himself calls it quits after four shows.
September 15, 1977
Cheryl Ladd steps in as Kris, anew member of Charlie's Angels,
following the departure of Farrah Fawcett in acontract squabble.
September 16, 1977
Sanford Arms. (NBC). When Redd Foxx and Demond Wilson

Chester (Robert Mandan), their daughters Corinne (Diana Canova)
and Eunice (Jennifer Salt), son Billy (Jimmy Baio), and Benson
(Robert Guillaume), their sharp-tongued black butler. Though pronounced guilty, Jessica was saved from imprisonment at the start
of the second season when Chester confessed to the crime, explaining that he had been temporarily out of his mind when he did
it. Jessica's sister, Mary Campbell (Cathryn Damon), spent much
of the first season trying to prevent the murder of her new husband,
Burt (Richard Mulligan), by her son, Danny (Ted Wass), who
had become involved in organized crime.
The best example of the improvement in Soap could be found
in the character development of Mary's other son from her first
marriage, Jodie Dallas (Billy Crystal), ahomosexual. At the start

quit Sanford and Son, NBC bravely tries to keep the series going,

of the series, Jodie served chiefly as the focus for every "gay"

explaining that Fred and Lamont have moved to Phoenix. In their
place, Phil Wheeler (Theodore Wilson) operates a rooming house

joke the writers felt they could get away with. Then Jodie's character was fleshed out and softened. He decided against asex-change
operation, had an unsuccessful affair with a football player, and,
to his own amazement, found himself involved with a woman,
even becoming afather. This eventually led to an emotional legal
battle at the close of the third season in which Jodie gave apowerful,

next to the junk yard. The revamped show lasts only one month.
October 10, 1977
The Dick Cavett Show. (PBS). ABC's former talk show host reappears on public television, hosting ahalf-hour weeknight interview
show.

comes to ABC in anew yearly rotation with NBC.

impassioned courtroom speech in defense of his attempt to win
custody of the child. By then, all that remained of the original
Soap controversy was ABC's continued policy of airing the summer
reruns of the show in late night slots instead of its usual prime

November 4, 1977
Twenty-six years after the premiere of I Love Lucy, the third

feed to the Midwest and the viewer discretion warning in December,

October 11, 1977
After twenty-six years as an NBC exclusive, the World Series

and final of Lucille Ball's sitcoms, Here's Lucy, ends its weekday
morning network rerun cycle and goes off CBS.

the premiere, the ABC Evening News covered the Soap controversy
as a news story and, on September 13, the special one-hour first
episode aired. It was quite aletdown.
People expecting a sophisticated sexy show that would upset
the traditional television taboos were given instead aseries of silly
slapstick scenes and sophomoric one-liners. Unlike Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman, everything in Soap was played for cheap laughs.
The characters were one-dimensional and relegated to delivering
leering putdowns on such topics as homosexuals, extra-marital affairs, impotency, transvestites, and sex-change operations. Even
the much-discussed seduction of the priest turned out to be just
adouble-entendre proposition which produced afew moments of
embarrassment for the cleric but no violation of his vows. Soap
was not the promised outrageous adult satire, just a tiresomely
childish program.
Nonetheless, with all the advance publicity, Soap became the
season's first big hit, immediately landing in the top ten. As the
season wore on, the program slipped abit in the ratings, but several
important revisions then took place. The scripts moved away from
being acollection of scandalous topics and innuendo to focus instead on developing both the comic characters and plotline. Though
still much more joke-oriented than Mary Hartman, Soap began
to mix in less boisterous, more human moments. There was still
a tremendous emphasis on sex, but the characters began to care
for each other.
With this new approach, Soap began to build solid audience
support presenting likable characters in funny situations. The high280

Helmond) for the murder of her tennis-pro lover (played by Robert
Urich). Certain of her innocence, she spent most of the time trying
to cheer up her household, including her promiscuous husband
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time period. The network had quietly dropped both the time delay
1977, as Soap shifted focus.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the public controversy
surrounding the premiere of Soap was that it served as adramatic
illustration of the networks' increased emphasis on sex as areplacement for violence—and a rallying point for reaction against this
policy. This new wave of sexual hooks had begun with the success
of Charlie's Angels for ABC in the fall of 1976 and the number
one network had the most success in exploiting it in other shows
for the 1977-78 season, especially in comedies. As with Charlie's
Angels, these programs took an ogler's approach to sex, emphasizing well-built bodies and suggestive comments over any real sex.
The perfect example of this ABC formula for sexual comedy was
Three's Company, a carry-over hit that had begun in the spring
of 1977.
Three's Company presented three young singles living together
in the same apartment: Jack Tripper (John Ritter), an easy-going
part-time professional cook; Janet Wood (Joyce DeWitt), a levelheaded brunette florist; and Chrissy Snow (Suzanne Somers), a
sexy "dumb blonde" office secretary. Despite the scandalous setup,
nothing ever happened between them. The three were "just good
friends" sharing the apartment in order to split the rent. To assure
Stanley Roper (Norman Fell), their apartment landlord, that their
activities were perfectly harmless, they convinced him that Jack
was gay and had no interest in either woman.
As a mater of fact, Jack would eye both—and practically any
other pretty woman that crossed his path. In addition, everyone
else in Three's Company was always thinking about and talking
about sex, so atypical program would consist of some simple complication (usually resulting from a misunderstanding involving
Chrissy) giving the men achance to leer and deliver risque lines,
and the women a chance to strike suggestive poses and deliver
risque lines. The series was an obstacle course sitcom right out

of the all-talk-no-action mode of Love, American Style from the
1960s and the Rock Hudson-Doris Day "pillow talk" theatrical
comedies of the 1950s, playing it squeaky clean but hinting dirty.
While Three's Company merely carried on the Love, American
Style philosophy, two other of the season's new hit ABC series
followed that actual program format. Produced by Aaron Spelling
and Leonard Goldberg (of Charlie's Angels), both The Love Boat
and Fantasy Island (a mid-season replacement) were mildly titillating anthologies, interweaving several light romantic tales to make
an hour show. Unlike Love, American Style, though, there were
also series regulars that appeared each week to tie the individual
segments together as part of the sanie overall story: Mary Tyler
Moore alumnus Gavin MacLeod acted as the skipper of the Pacific
Princess, Love Boat's romantic cruise ship, while Ricardo Montaiban played the mysterious Mr. Roarke, owner of the tropical island
resort where fantasies seemed to come true.
ABC was comfortably on top, propelled by the tremendous performance of its sitcoms, both the established series such as Happy
Days and the new hits including Love Boat, Soap, and Three's
Company. Even against this competition, former number one CBS
still had solid top ten performances from M*A*S*H, All in the
Family, One Day at a Time, and newcomer Alice, but the network
was very eager to develop new shows itself as part of aconcerted
rebuilding effort. One of the companies it placed strong hope in
was Mary Tyler Moore's production company, MTM. Like Norman Lear's company, MTM had developed a specific approach
to comedy that could be used to spawn other shows. For seven
years, The Mary Tyler Moore Show and its immediate spinoffs
(Rhoda and Phyllis) stood as the base of the company, but when
Moore called it quits at the end of the 1976-77 season, the company
needed to work in earnest to create series successors to these hits.

(a bass violinist with the Boston Philharmonic), We've Got Each
Other (a husband-wife role reversal) and Texas Wheelers (Jack
Elam, Gary Busey, and Mark Hamill as fun-loving ranch hands
in modern rural Texas)—flopped, hurt chiefly by either unfamiliar
characters or adifficult premise to develop. Yet at the same time
the ensemble approach was still working quite well in M*A*S*H
and Barney Miller, which both survived major cast changes by
drawing on the strength of their respective companies of players.
Obviously, the formula was resilient once the show got off the
ground: The difficulty was in trying to quickly acquaint viewers
with atotally new world. For the 1977-78 season, then, the company placed tremendous hope on a careful combination of the
old and the new for what looked like asure-fire comedy winner:
The Betty White Show.
The new program carefully drew basic elements from The Mary
Tyler Moore Show, including two former cast members, Betty White
and Georgia Engel. White played Joyce Whitman, a sweet-faced
woman with abiting tongue (just like Sue Ann Nivens) and Engel
was Mitzi Maloney, Joyce's dumb but kind-hearted apartmentmate
(just like Georgette Franklin). Like Mary Tyler Moore, the series
included ashow-within-a-show. Joyce was the star of anew CBS
television cop show called Undercover Woman (a take-off on the
popular NBC series Police Woman starring Angie Dickinson) and
the stories focused on both her home life and behind-the-scenes
production activity, including anxious reports on the show's ratings.
Included in the support cast were John Hillerman as acerbic show
director John Elliot, Joyce's former husband; Caren Kaye as Tracy
Garrett, a sexy young actress on the make; and Alex Henteloff
as Doug Porterfield, the insecure liaison from the network.
The Betty White Show started strong in a tough slot (against

MTM had developed The Mary Tyler Moore Show as the model
of an adult-oriented ensemble comedy for the Seventies, with very
strong supporting players and excellent writing. While Norman
Lear usually set his stories in a formal family situation (such as
the Bunkers or the Jeffersons) and would "do a show on rape"
(or some other topical issue), Moore's ensemble formed a"professional family" of individuals that worked together and grew to
love, respect, and depend on each other. Such an approach, however, needed time for the writers and performers to develop the
pacing of the series and for the audience to become familiar with
the characters.
MTM's first attempt at anew companion comedy was The Bob
Newhart Show, which began in the fall of 1972, slotted immediately
after Moore's show. This placement gave it a spillover audience

November 14, 1977
Walter Cronkite interviews both Egyptian President Anwar Sadat
and Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin, via satellite, on his
nightly news show. Sadat says he might visit Jerusalem. Cronkite
asks Begin if that would be all right with Israel. Begin says yes.
Five days later, Sadat flies to Israel with Cronkite, NBC's John
Chancellor, and ABC's Barbara Walters in tow.
November 30, 1977
Eric Sevareid, athirty-eight-year CBS veteran, retires upon reaching age sixty-five.
January 22, 1978

that found another good show similar to but distinct from Mary

Sports-world. (NBC). A new weekend afternoon sports anthology,
modeled after ABC's Wide World of Sports.

Tyler Moore. Developed by David Davis and Lorenzo Music, The
Bob Newhart Show focused on the home and office life of alowkey
Chicago psychologist, Bob Hartley (Bob Newhart), and his loving

March 10, 1978

but strongly independent wife Emily (Suzanne Pleshette), agrammar school teacher. The excellent supporting cast included Bill
Daily as neighbor-sidekick Howard Borden, Marcia Wallace as
office receptionist Carol, Peter Bonerz as orthodontist Jerry Robinson, and Jack Riley as Elliott Carlin, an incurable neurotic. Like
The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Newhart's series improved each season as the cast members developed their characters and personalities.
Besides Bob Newhart and the two direct Mary Tyler Moore
spinoffs (Rhoda and Phyllis), MTM had found that the ensemble
comedy formula—while easy to outline in theory—was very tricky
to successfully duplicate with totally new characters and settings.

The Incredible Hulk (CBS). Bill Bixby plays Dr. David Banner
who, when angered, turns into Lou Ferrigno as the big green Hulk.
The series is loosely based on the Marvel Comics hero.
March 19, 1978
Mike Stivic, wife Gloria, and baby bey leave Archie and Edith
Bunker and Queens for anew home in California.
April 10, 1978
America 2-Night. Norman Lear's satiric view of late night television moves intact from Fernwood, Ohio, to Alta Coma, California
(the unfinished furniture capital of the world). Martin Mull is Barth
Gimble, the self-centered host; Fred Willard plays the Ed McMahon
role of sidekick Jerry Hubbard; and musical veteran Frank De Vol
is band leader Happy Kyne, director of the off-key Mirth-makers.

Three promising MTM shows—Paul Sand in Friends and Lovers
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Bill Bixby (/.) played David
Banner, who, when angered,
turned into the Incredible Hulk
(Lou Ferrigno). (From The
Incredible Hulk. Courtesy of
MCA Television Limited)

Monday Night Football and an NBC movie), but then collapsed

NBC's new programming whiz, Paul Klein, introduced ashort-

completely and was gone by January. Even with so many "surefire" hooks, the mixture had failed to jell, hurt chiefly by two

hand description of ABC's programming gimmick: "jiggling." Referring to the bra-less, bouncy breasts of such ABC stars as Suzanne
Somers and Farah Fawcett, he said, "You can get an audience

flaws in the setup: White's caustic character, while agood foil in
a supporting role, did not provide a very likable lead; and the
angle of Joyce's former husband being the director of Undercover
Woman was asilly gimmick that just got in the way of the inevitable
conflicts between the two working on opposite sides of the camera.
The failure of The Betty White Show was agreat disappointment
to MTM, which had pegged the series as its front line comedy
successor to Moore's show. It was also more bad news for CBS,
which wanted some quick success to counter ABC's increasing
number of successful comedies. With this latest failure, the prospect
for quickly regaining the top spot looked increasingly bleak. Neither
Norman Lear nor MTM, which had been the main sources for
CBS's success in the early Seventies, seemed able to come up with
new hits to replace their successful older shows when they inevitably
ended their runs.
As ABC continued securely in its number one spot, NBC and
CBS went on the offensive and became more openly critical of
ABC's programming. This dovetailed perfectly with the protests
by pressure groups which had suddenly realized that their crusades
against violent television had ushered in the increased emphasis

from jiggling."
What neither network pointed out, of course, was that both
were scrambling for that same audience and were looking for ways
to adapt such ABC hooks as comic book adventures, teen comedy,
and sexual-orientation to their own schedules. When ABC's Fred
Silverman decided in early 1977 to cut the still successful Bionic
Woman and The Adventures of Wonder Woman from the ABC
schedule (feeling they had probably peaked), NBC and CBS (respectively) were more than willing to pick them up for the fall of
1977. Besides The New Adventures of Wonder Woman, CBS also
added another comic book series to its schedule, The Incredible
Hulk
NBC was even more blatant in playing up sexual hooks. The
World War II adventure series Black Sheep Squadron (a revival
of the previous season's Baa Baa Blacksheep) introduced four nubile
nurses to the cast, dubbed "Pappy's Lambs" (a dig at Charlie's
Angels which ran opposite the show). A relatively straightforward

aired the program, and then went on to call ABC's shows:
...comic book stuff, cartoon style without the cartooning,

drama series, James at 15, was forced to pump up the scripts
with sex angles, culminating with the day James turned sixteen
and lost his virginity. There was even amale equivalent of Charlie's
Angels, CHiPs, featuring two gorgeous "hunks" (Larry Wilcox and
Erik Estrada) for the women to admire.
NBC's sex angle surfaced most often, however, in the network's
schedule of miniseries, which formed the cornerstone of its programming strategy. One NBC insider said, only partly tongue-incheek, "If ABC is doing kiddie porn, NBC will give the audience

and Isay it is junk ...they're all clever and well done,
but they're like junk food.

adult porn." The soapy drama of The Moneychangers had done
well the previous season taking such an approach, so the network

on sex. As the top network with the top shows, ABC was the
obvious target for their renewed protests. CBS and NBC just joined
in the chorus.
Robert Wussler, president of CBS television, said during the
height of the Soap controversy that his network would never have
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touted 79 Park Avenue, Aspen, Loose Change, and Wheels as spicy
special events. These "novels for television" usually ran over consecutive nights on NBC's Saturday movie, the Sunday Big Event,
and the Monday movie, and all featured steamy sex (frequent
thrashing in bed), seamy characters, and unbridled ambition.
Though not actually showing much more than ABC's sex comedies,
the presentation in these pulpy stories was far more direct: Illicit
sex was just another requirement for success and advancement
in corporate America.
These programs did well in the ratings, to an extent proving
that the success of Roots and Rich Man, Poor Man was no fluke.
Nonetheless, the grand pronouncements regarding miniseries toned
down considerably from the euphoria following Roots. NBC was
the only network committed to miniseries on acontinuing basis.
The other networks regarded them more as extended specials to
be used sparingly as blockbuster lures during the ratings sweeps
or to open the season. ABC, for example, slotted the six-part Washington: Behind Closed Doors, a political drama loosely based on
John Ehrlichman's The Company, as its premiere week lure. That
series did all right, but was not an exceptional blockbuster like
Roots.
NBC scored much better in November with The Godfather Saga,
acombination of the two theatrical "Godfather" films plus nearly
an hour of previously unused footage. "Godfather" director Francis
Ford Coppola himself supervised the entire project, including the
necessary adjustment of particularly violent scenes to the limitations of television. The finished product ran nine hours over four
nights and was dubbed: Mario Puzo's "The Godfather": The Complete Novel for Television. By presenting the saga of the Corleone
family in chronological order, the chilling evolution of gangland
power from young Vito Corleone's first kill to Michael Corleone's
calculated murder of his own brother clearly emerged. For once,
the television version of a theatrical feature was more effective
and powerful than the original presentation.
NBC's success with such special events helped the network cover
the fact that it had very few hit series. Little House on the Prairie
was the network's only top ten entry, and CHiPs, its highest rated
new show, did not even make the top twenty. NBC was in even
worse shape than CBS, which was at least trying its best at a
concerted rebuilding effort.
As the season wore on, the problems with NBC's event strategy
became increasingly apparent as the problems of miniseries became
clear. Miniseries were much more expensive to produce than regular
series, yet generally they did not do well in reruns. Unlike the
interchangeable segments of aregular series, the episodes of aminiseries had to be shown in order, preferably over consecutive nights.
Yet this meant either setting aside weekly slots for miniseries—
thus reducing their "specialness" by making them part of the weekly
program routine—or constant preemption (which undercut attempts to develop strong regular series).
The most dramatic flaw in the miniseries scheme was that the
best time to slot a series could instantly become the worst. A
new story had to do well on opening night or the network was
stuck with amultiple-night failure because it was hard to convince
people to join the events in mid-run. NBC's biggest miniseries
bomb took place during the February sweeps when ABC's How
the West Was Won and CBS's Sunday movie, "Gator," soundly

defeated an episode of King, a highly touted three-part story on
the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
King became the symbol of an unsuccessful miniseries. It was
well-written and featured excellent performances (Paul Winfield
as Martin Luther King, Jr.; Ossie Davis as Martin Luther King,
Sr.; and Cicely Tyson as Coretta Scott King). Nonetheless, it lacked
the sexy hooks of shows such as 79 Park Avenue or the built-in
violence of The Godfather Saga. Consequently, NBC was very careful with its final miniseries of the season, Holocaust, scheduling
it before the spring sweeps and against chiefly rerun material by
CBS and ABC. Network programming boss Paul Klein even downplayed network expectations because Holocaust seemed the perfect
candidate for aratings flop. It was adepressing story of the persecution and systematic murder of six million Jews by the Nazis in
World War II. There was no happy ending and all the heroic
characters—with a few exceptions—were gassed or shot by the
end of the story.
Despite all these apparent handicaps, the four nights of Holocaust
Became the most-watched entertainment show in NBC's history,
drawing nearly 120 million viewers. It became the number two
miniseries in television, right behind Roots. And, like Roots, it
used the basics of good television drama to hit home in a very
special way.
Holocaust transformed anearly incomprehensible crime against
humanity into a personal war drama, focusing on an ambitious
young German lawyer, Erik Dorf (Michael Moriarty), and an upper-middle-class Jewish doctor in Berlin, Josef Weiss (Fritz
Weaver), and his family (Rosemary Harris as his wife Berta; Joseph
Bottoms as their younger son, Rudi; Blanche Baker as their daughter, Anna; James Woods as their son, Karl; and Meryl Streep as
Karl's Aryan wife, Inga). Both were caught up in the rise of Nazism:
Dorf as alegal henchman for the party and Dr. Weiss as an innocent
man fighting to hang on to his family, his dignity, and his life.
Over the four nights of Holocaust he was stripped of them all.
Like Roots, Holocaust acted as a catalyst for ethnic pride and
even anger. Throughout the country, millions watched the re-creation of events that had been a frightening part of their lives.
For another, much younger, generation, Holocaust conveyed the
horror of events they had never really thought about as anything
more than another page of history.
Despite the surprising performance of Holocaust, NBC's basic
programming problems remained unchanged. The network's decision to commit itself to developing expensive miniseries over weekly
shows locked it into that "Iongform" pattern. Without strong new
series to plug in, NBC would have to continue to stress "event
programming." This, in turn, seemed to guarantee a long stint
by NBC at number three and the beginning of a long reign by
ABC as number one.
ABC's formulas ruled the airwaves.
CBS continued to arrange and rearrange its old hits.
NBC produced great special events, but was a prisoner of its
abysmal lack of strong regular series.
Then, in one bold move, this network equation changed.
On January 20, 1978, the man who had guided ABC to the
top, Fred Silverman, announced his defection to NBC. The broadcast industry wondered: Could Silverman pull the TV hat trick
and make NBC his third number one network?
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38. Born Again Broadcasting

THE ANNOUNCEMENT of Fred Silverman's jump from ABC
to NBC not only sent shock waves through the broadcast industry
but also attracted a great deal of coverage by the general news
media. Like his move from CBS to ABC three years before, the
story made good copy. Once again, Silverman was leaving anumber
one television network and taking his tremendous programming
expertise to the last place competition. In 1975 that had marked
the beginning of achanged television world that soon found ABC
at the top of the heap. Comparisons and speculation were inevitable:
Could "Freddie" work his magic once again?
Actually, Silverman faced a far more difficult task coming to
NBC. ABC in the mid-1970s had been on the verge of breaking
out with its kid-oriented shows and was only waiting for a deft
hand to guide it. NBC in 1978 was floundering. The network had
only ahandful of popular prime time shows: The Big Event, Little
House on the Prairie, The Rockford Files, Quincy, and the moderately successful CHiPs. More importantly, NBC was heavily committed to a big-event-miniseries strategy, which placed great
reliance on what had proved to be avery unpredictable form.
There were also other weak spots. Late night ratings king Johnny
Carson was showing increasing signs of wanting to end his seventeen-year stint on Tonight. The previously unassailable Today show
found its ratings lead being whittled away by ABC's Good Morning
America. In the nightly news race, ABC's new World News Tonight
format threatened NBC in the contest for the number two spot
behind CBS's Walter Cronldte. And as a result of such overall
slippage, NBC was even losing affiliates.
NBC was the perfect new challenge for Fred Silverman, offering
him something more important than ahefty new salary and fringe
benefits: an impressive boost to his professional pride. Instead of
serving as just a sharp prime time programmer, Silverman was
hired as president of the entire NBC broadcast corporation, including television, radio, and special projects.
Beyond that, there was the undeniable challenge of once again
playing the part of miracle man. Almost single-handedly Silverman
had built up the image of anetwork programmer to someone just
as important as the programs and stars themselves. With ABC
almost routinely continuing as number one, his day-to-day decisions
there seemed far less crucial. Now, at NBC, he was instantly the
most important man at the network.
Silverman's contract with ABC ran until June 8, 1978, and the
network held him to it. As a result, between January and June,
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Silverman was forced into amanagement limbo of sorts. He could
not communicate with NBC personnel yet was no longer part of
the ABC team. For five months he vacationed while his new network put together the schedule for the fall of 1978 with absolutely
no input from him. This heightened the dramatic effect of Silverman's arrival in June: Who or what would remain?
NBC's emphasis on event programming under Paul Klein ran
in direct opposition to Silverman's philosophies. Though he was
master at slotting special events, Silverman's base of success at
ABC and CBS was regular series, especially sitcoms. NBC did
not have one hit sitcom going into the fall of 1978, so it was
expected that when Silverman took over there would be an allout campaign to beat ABC at its own game with teen sitcoms
and suggestive sex. Yet when Silverman actually assumed control
in June, just the opposite occurred: Fred Silverman suddenly became the champion of "quality" programming. Three days after
assuming office, he told NBC affiliates, "I want NBC not only to
be the audience leader—but also the most respected network."
He also pledged astronger commitment to news, cultural specials,
and family programming.
Obviously, some of this was standard public relations rhetoric,
but Silverman also backed such talk with action. During the summer he made several changes in the announced NBC fall schedule,
replacing Coast to Coast (a sexy adventure-comedy featuring two
airline stewardesses and ahandsome steward) with Lifeline (a cinéma-vérité-style documentary series about real life doctors operating on real patients in real hospitals), and transforming Legs (a
Garry Marshall sitcom about the backstage life of sexy Las Vegas
showgirls) into Who's Watching the Kids?, an apartment house
sitcom emphasizing Jim Belushi (brother of John) and Happy Days
alumnus Scott Baio rather than the glamour girls. Though NBC
could not cut back overnight on miniseries well into production,
Silverman did axe plans for thirty hours of Universal miniseries
that he labeled as too sexploitive. These included a sequel to the
successful 79 Park Avenue and a Taylor Caldwell story about a
prostitute in ancient Rome.
Such moves seemed quite surprising from the man who had
recently presided over aschedule that included Three's Company,
Charlie's Angels, and Love Boat. In a sense, though, this "born
again" commitment to quality was about the best counter-programming hook available. Practically speaking, there was little chance
of changing NBC's competitive position for the 1978-79 season,

so while planning for the future Silverman focused attention on
something other than instant ratings success. He ordered at least
thirty new pilot concepts to be ready in January, when he could
begin to phase in shows more in tune with the long-range Silverman
plan for NBC supremacy. Silverman also felt that ABC's approach
to television had peaked and it was only amatter of time before
viewers grew tired of the ABC schedule as awhole, so he instructed
producers to stay away from "jiggling" themes in the new NBC
pilot projects.
Following Silverman's schedule adjustments, NBC opened the
season astrong number two, temporarily buoyed by good opening
ratings for the twenty-five hour miniseries Centennial (running as
a Big Event) and the usual boost provided by the World Series.
By November, NBC had begun to slide. Centennial fell out of
the top twenty and all nine of the network's new fall series flopped.
During the November ratings sweeps, NBC finished adistant third
with only four programs among the top forty shows.
Though he had promised in June to cut down on last-minute
program shuffling, Silverman decided he could not wait any longer
to act. At the start of December, he wiped the slate clean and
canceled nine of NBC's nineteen series in one day, including all

of the new fall shows that had survived until then. Silverman fell
back on the thirty pilots he had ordered and pulled out nine new
shows, including three sitcoms. Even hold-over program boss Paul
Klein was deposed in the winter shakeup. It was clear the Silverman
era at NBC had begun in earnest.
Despite these moves, the rest of the season was ashambles for
NBC. From January until May, the network's schedule was arevolving door for new shows that premiered, quickly shifted time
slots, and then disappeared. NBC tried virtually any concept for
a series, including: a weekly slot for miniseries (NBC Novels for
Television); arevival of Columbo without the Columbo character
(Mrs. Columbo); a land-locked Love Boat (Supertrain, produced
by NBC itself and featuring a very expensive model train set);
an update of the Millionaire format (Sweepstakes); a cash-in on
the fraternity humor success of the film "Animal House" (Brothers
and Sisters); serialized melodramas (Cliffhangers); and even the
old Stand By for Crime setup of a crime drama mixed with a
game show-type panel (Whodunnit? with Ed McMahon as host
and famed criminal lawyer F. Lee Bailey as a regular panelist).
Even the high-priority search for new hit NBC sitcoms produced
only two marginal successes, Diff'rent Strokes and Hello Larry,

The cast of Lou Grant: (from I.) Ed Asner, Daryl Anderson, Robert Walden, Linda Kelsey, Jack
Bannon, Mason Adams, and (c., seated) Nancy Marchand. (MTM Enterprises)
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back-to-back offerings from Norman Lear's TAT/Tandem company. Hello, Larry was a male version of One Day at a Time,
starring McLean Stevenson as a divorced radio talk show host
with two teenage daughters. De'rent Strokes served as ablackinfused Family Affair, featuring Conrad Bain (of Maude) as a
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plans, aiming for the 1980 Olympic games in Moscow. NBC had
purchased exclusive television rights for them in February 1977
at aprice tag of $100 million, and Silverman knew from his ABC
success with the 1976 Olympics that the games provided the perfect
launching pad for the new season. If NBC had a strong line-up
to promote during the Olympics, the network could, with alittle
luck, be back on top by Christmas, 1980. Informally, that became

Bridges) and his eight-year-old brother, Arnold (Gary Coleman).
Both series offered warm lessons on growing up and occasionally
the two combined for special one-hour joint episodes. Silverman
also treated them as amatched set; even during NBC's many schedule shifts the two moved in tandem. Silverman saw Coleman as
apotential new network star and he hoped that Dirrent Strokes
would help Hello, Larry build its audience as well. Hello, Larry
eventually flopped, but Diff'rent Strokes caught on and Coleman
became afrequent guest attraction on other NBC series.
NBC wound up finishing the 1978-79 season deep in third place,

hits, they used arerun of Roots to open September and then promoted a championship boxing rematch between Muhammad Ali

afull rating point lower than its 1977-78 showing. Silverman eventually admitted that his frantic mid-season juggling was the wrong
strategy, saying that aslower transition would have worked better.

and Leon Spinks into the number one slot the first week of the
new season. Through October ABC continued comfortably on top
with eight of the top ten shows and nineteen of the top thirty.

Most of the chosen pilots had been forced into the weekly schedule
far too quickly and suffered from the lack of production time.
Still, Silverman carried over into the next season afew shows that
had done moderately well and continued with his reorganization

Unlike NBC, ABC had little trouble with its new fall shows: Four
of the five were in the top fifteen. The only thing close to aratings
disappointment for ABC was the late fall collapse of Battlestar
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Sllverman's deadline for success.
For the present, however, ABC continued to reign as number
one. Silverman had left his former network in very strong shape
and ABC president Fred Pierce and Tony Thomopoulos, Silverman's replacement as chief programmer, pursued a vigorous fall
campaign, determined not only to keep ABC far ahead of the
pack, but also to prove that the network's success had not been
due totally to Silverman. Besides touting all the returning ABC

Galactica, the network's attempt to cash in on the spectacular

success of George Lucas's film for 20th Century-Fox, "Star Wars."
Opening with huge crowds in May 1977, "Star Wars" quickly
became the top-grossing movie of all time, appealing to both children and adult audiences. It took a simple space war adventure
yarn, reminiscent of the popular Buck Rogers and Flash Gordon
film serials of the 1930s and 1940s, and effectively updated it with
a witty script and spectacular special effects. Its success led to a
host of imitations and ageneral revival of interest in science fiction
adventures.
The first "Star Wars"-inspired television series was NBC's
Quark, a space comedy (created by Buck Henry) that had just
missed earning a spot on the network's fall schedule in 1977.
Though Quark's May 1977 pilot was set up as a parody of Star
Trek, the revived series added appropriate "Star Wars" touches
and opened in February 1978 with an effective take-off on the
hit film, complete with amysterious power known as "The Source"
(actually the voice of Hans Conned). The series regulars included
Richard Benjamin as commander Adam Quark, skipper of agarbage ship in the United Galaxy Sanitation Patrol; Conrad Janis
as Palindrome, Quark's home base superior; Richard Kelton as
Ficus, Quark's Spock-like logical assistant (he was really a plant
that looked human); and former Doublemint chewing gum identical
twins Cyb and Tricia Barnstable as Betty Iand Betty II, the ship's
radio crew (one was a clone of the other). Subsequent episodes
featured parodies of other popular space tales (including Star Trek,
"2001: A Space Odyssey," and Flash Gordon), but the premise
was far too limited and the series failed to catch on.
For the fall of 1978, Universal came up with Battlestar Galactica,
aflashy big-budget space effort that took the essential "Star Wars"

strange powers, who decided to take him back to his home planet,
Ork. To save Richie, the Fonz challenged Mork to a duel and
then—Richie woke up. Naturally, neither Richie's friends nor family took his story seriously, yet the episode ended with a knock
at the door and the reappearance of Robin Williams, playing a
country hick, asking Richie for directions.
The "Mork" episode ran in February 1978 and went over extremely well, so Williams was given his own series for the fall,
set in the present. For Mork and Mindy, he continued the role
of alien Mork, this time sent on along term fact-finding mission
to Earth, landing in Boulder, Colorado, and taken in by ayoung
single woman, Mindy McConnell (Pam Dawber). On the surface,
Mork and Mindy was just My Favorite Martian updated and should
have been primarily for kids, but instead it managed the "Star
Wars" trick of appealing to all ages. Williams's Mork had acrazy
unpredictable manner (he seemed permanently on speed) and at
any moment could spout lines (in the appropriate voices) from
old movies, TV shows, and even political speeches. These off-thewall improvisations appealed to young adults, while the physical
humor (such as hanging upside down in acloset or drinking orange
juice from apitcher using only his index finger) attracted the kids.
Parents found the program good family entertainment because,
despite his powers, Mork was very much a little boy exploring a
strange new world. Dressed in baggy jeans and suspenders, he
innocently wandered into situations and each week learned some
basic lesson of life.
Even though Mork lived with Mindy (staying in the attic of
her apartment), the two were like brother and sister, with Mork

plot of aspace war and combined it with touches of basic science
fiction philosophy. (There was a small army of humans, led by
Lorne Greene as Commander Adama, fighting the Cylons, arace
of robots out to destroy all mankind.) Battlestar Galactica opened
with a three-hour premiere that so effectively captured the "Star
Wars" techniques and rhythm that 20th Century-Fox sued Universal for copyright infringement. Galactica's early episodes landed
in the top ten and easily clobbered its competition, especially CBS's
highly touted new variety hour starring Mary Tyler Moore. This
produced asigh of relief at both ABC and Universal because, in
order to duplicate the technical effects audiences had come to expect
after "Star Wars," the program's budget for the first few episodes
was several million dollars. This success, however, was short-lived.
The scripts for subsequent episodes of Battlestar Galactica were
far below the quality of the season opener, shifting the emphasis
to simple kiddie adventures closer to Lost in Space than Star Trek
or "Star Wars." In November, CBS juggled its Sunday schedule,
dropped Moore's show, and placed veteran All in the Family against
Battlestar Galactica. Within one month, Archie and Edith had
knocked the space saga out of the top thirty. By the end of the
season, ABC dropped the program as an expensive failure. Both
the network and Universal attempted abit of additional mileage
from their investment the following season with ashort run revival
(Galactica: 1980) and an update of Buck Rogers, but neither registered impressive ratings.
Though Battlestar Galactica turned out to be aflop, ABC scored
spectacular success with avery different sort of space hero, Mork
from Ork, in another spinoff from Garry Marshall's Happy Days.
Marshall explained that one of his children (no doubt inspired
by "Star Wars") suggested it would be fun to do a Happy Days
episode involving aliens from outer space, so he had the adventure
take place in adream. Dozing off one night, Richie Cunningham
dreamt that he met Mork (Robin Williams), a nutty alien with

With WKRP in Cincinnati, MTM again turned the premise of an
unsuccessful Midwest broadcast operation into atop-notch
sitcom: (from I.) top: Frank Bonner and Gordon Jump; middle:
Richard Sanders, Gary Sandy, Jan Smithers, and Tim Reid; bottom:
Loni Anderson and Howard Hessennan. (MTM Enterprises)
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to dominate programming at the expense of more adult fare for
years to come. In particular, the critics pointed to the failure of
September 13, 1978
W.E.B. (NBC). Lin Bolen, a former NBC programmer who
served as the role model for Faye Dunaway's Diane Christensen
character in the film "Network," produces a TV series patterned
after the movie. Appropriately, this is the first show canceled in
the 1978-79 season.
October 8, 1978
Return of the Saint. ATV in England brings back suave adventurer Simon Templar a.k.a The Saint with anew lead, Ian Ogilvy.
CBS airs the revival in a late night slot beginning in December,
1979.
October 14 & 21, 1978
"Rescue from Gilligan's Island." (NBC). After fourteen years
on the "uncharted desert isle," the seven shipwrecked refugees from
the Minnow are rescued at last. This two-part special ends with
everyone shipwrecked again on the same island, but the program
does well in the ratings so they are rescued once more in a May
1979 sequel.
November 18, 1978
California Congressman Leo Ryan, NBC correspondent Don
Harris, and two others are killed in an ambush at the air strip
near the religious commune of Jim Jones in Guyana.
December 15, 1978
MCA begins test marketing "DiscoVision," the first video disk
player put on sale.
January 28, 1979
Sunday Morning. (CBS). Charles Kuralt comes off the road to
host alowkey, informative ninety-minute news show on early Sunday morning.
February 18-25, 1979
Roots: The Next Generations. (ABC). For twelve hours over seven
nights, Alex Haley's search for his family history moves from Reconstruction to Africa in 1967. James Earl Jones plays Haley and Marlon Brando, in a rare television dramatic appearance, plays
American Nazi leader George Lincoln Rockwell.

running to her arms for ahug whenever he was afraid or confused.
In a similar manner, Mindy's father (played by Quark veteran
Conrad Jams) and grandmother (played by Elizabeth Kerr)—who
ran a music shop in town—acted as homespun surrogate parent
figures, casting a stern but loving eye on Mork's crazy actions
(even after they learned he was an alien).
Though the supporting cast was good, Williams and his manic
energy were the obvious focus of the series. He was even allowed
to draw on his improvisational background and ad-lib abit during
the filming before the live audience. As aresult, when Mork broke
into one of his wild spurts of rapid-fire jokes, allusions, and body
movements, the show revved up to a pace reminiscent of Laugh-

aprestigious new CBS drama series, The Paper Chase, as a sure
sign that in this ABC-dominated era of television, aquality show
did not stand achance.
The Paper Chase was based on the 1973 theatrical film starring
Timothy Bottoms as aHarvard law student who fell in love with
the daughter (played by Lindsay Wagner) of his tyrannical law
professor, Charles Kingsfield (John Houseman). For the series,
Houseman continued his role of Kingsfield with a new cast of
students, but the same focus: the struggles of first-year law students
in astudy group trying to develop the necessary discipline to become lawyers. The series tackled such obtuse subjects as legal
ethics, personal discipline, and legal methodology, as well as flashier
matters such as sexual harassment of students and prison reform.
CBS slotted The Paper Chase directly opposite Happy Days and
Laverne and Shirley which, at first glance, seemed "suicidal" scheduling. Actually, though, it made sense as perfect counter-programming. The Wallons, for instance, had proved to be Flip Wilson's
undoing in a similar match-up earlier in the decade. With high
quality writing and good characters, The Paper Chase could slowly
but steadily build an audience and perhaps pull a similar upset.
Its placement against the top teen humor shows of television, however, turned the series instead into asymbolic rallying point that
was regarded somehow as abarometer of whether the American
public wanted quality drama or familiar comedy. Not surprisingly,
the public chose familiar comedy. The Paper Chase was clobbered
in the ratings. Yet, in their eagerness to support aserious drama
show, critics ignored many obvious flaws in the series that were
just as important as time placement to its failure.
John Houseman was very effective in the lead role of Professor
Charles Kingsfield, completely dominating the screen with his presence. James Stephens as James Hart was also good as the hardworking kid from the Midwest waiting on tables to earn his law
degree. The rest of the characters, however, were just adequate.
Worse yet, the scripts were weak, often sabotaging potentially effective themes with hokey, heavy-handed subplots or preachy dialogue. (In two of the best episodes—one on moot court and another
on understanding contract law—the main characters were inexplicably struck by acase of puppy love halfway through the story.)
In addition, the scripts seemed very restricted by the setup of
classes, the small study group, and trying to involve Houseman
in every story.
Still, these flaws might have been overcome by fleshing out the
characters. Instead, The Paper Chase settled for stiff stereotypes
that made most of the characters downright unlikable. Hart's study
group included astrident feminist, the son of aprominent lawyer,
and a smark-aleck jock. Even beyond that, they were all clever
kids studying at aprestigious law school to be rich and successful
lawyers. It was very difficult to feel much sympathy for characters
whose greatest fear was not finishing at the top of the class. Even

In. No one—not even the writers and other performers—knew
exactly what was coming next.
Mork and Mindy was launched with aspecial one-hour episode
featuring guest appearances by Henry Winkler and Penny Marshall
in anew "flashback" sequence showing how the Fonz and Laverne
had actually met alien Mork in the 1950s. With this tie-in from
ABC's top superstars, Mork and Mindy became an instant smash,
adding to ABC's amazing chain of sitcom hits. The network's
continuing ratings success, though, prompted cries of anguish by

Hart, who had to work nights to earn money for school, was exactly
the type of student the average person grew to resent: He studied
hard, always had the right answers, and held down ajob to boot.

television critics, even those that liked Mork and Mindy, because
it seemed to guarantee that teen-oriented shows would continue

appeared obvious that the program was not going to siphon viewers
from the ABC comedy blockbusters running against it, the network
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Stephens, fortunately, was given the opportunity to soften and develop his character. The others were not so lucky. The fact that
The Paper Chase managed to occasionally overcome so many obstacles for some effective scenes was a tribute to the determination
of the cast and the powerful figure of Houseman.
CBS did not let The Paper Chase die without afight. When it

moved the show for a few weeks to later Tuesday night against
much weaker competition (the fading Starsky and Hutch). Even

the events was ashort item in the back of the paper.
This was the heart of the matter: Most newspaper stories are

given this breathing space, the show's ratings did not change significantly—viewers still did not tune in. The series was canceled soon
thereafter, becoming the most glorious television failure in years.
Despite the well publicized flop of The Paper Chase, the state
of quality programming on television was actually quite healthy.
Besides established hits such as CBS's M*A*S 411, ABC's Barney

not Watergate-style headliners that help topple governments, but
rather consist of small slices of life from the news of the day.
Throughout the first season both the writers and the performers
sharpened their skills and moved into amore difficult style: tackling
issues that often had no flashy ending, glib solution, or obvious
bad guys. To do so, the focus shifted away from the exposé orienta-

Miller, and NBC's Saturday Night Live, there were several strong
newcomers, including four high quality shows from the MTM production family: Lou Grant, The White Shadow, WKRP in Cincin-

tion to how shades of problems affected people. In the process,
the Lou Grant ensemble graduated from being merely reporter
types to full-fledged interesting characters that just happened to

nati, and Taxi.
Lou Grant had premiered in the fall of 1977, starting very slowly
in the ratings and barely hanging on through the winter. The show
was asomewhat risky approach to one of the most obvious successors to The Mary Tyler Moore Show. Instead of placing Ed Asner's
Lou Grant character in another sitcom, MTM used him as the
basis for its first hour-long drama program. The premise was simple:
After being fired from his management position at WJM-TV in
Minneapolis, Lou Grant returned to the newspaper business, becoming city editor of the Los Angeles Tribune. Each episode revolved around the investigation and preparation of stories for the
daily paper.
MTM applied its comedy ensemble approach to the new drama
series, building a large supporting cast behind Asner and a wide
range of topical, sometimes controversial, subject matter for the
stories. This was a tricky combination and everyone involved
needed the opportunity to work out the bugs. Asner's Lou Grant
character had been apopular part of The Mary Tyler Moore Show
for seven years and his presence helped buy the time necessary
for development.
At first, the stories and character development focused primarily
on Asner. This allowed him some very effective scenes as amiddleaged man suddenly taking on awhole new career in abrand new
city, but it left the supporting characters less clearly defined. They
seemed more like character types straight out of such theatrical
"newspaper film" hits as "The Front Page" and the more recent
"All the President's Men" (about the Watergate investigation by
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein). There was an irascible editorin-chief (Mason Adams as Charlie Hume), along-haired photographer (Daryl Anderson as Dennis "Animal" Price), ayoung woman
reporter (Rebecca Balding as Carla Mardigian, soon replaced by
Linda Kelsey as Billie Newman), an intense Bernstein-like investigative reporter (Robert Walden as Joe Rossi), ahandsome assistant
city editor (Jack Bannon as Art Donovan), and an older woman
as owner and publisher (Nancy Marchand as Margaret Pynchon).
In addition, some of the scripts ended up abit preachy and selfconscious while others tried to cover too many aspects of some
"burning issue" and emerged as just aseries of interviews ending
in some dramatic headline. For example, in one of the first season's
episodes (Billie Newman's investigation into the background of
an American Nazi), an otherwise effective drama was undercut
at the end by the melodramatic news of the Nazi's suicide as a
result of the Tribune's story. (Billie had discovered he was Jewish.)
One of the best episodes of the first season was more restrained
and realistic in tackling its problem: Should an aging, possibly
senile, judge be removed from the bench? It could have been a
flashy exposé, but instead turned into an intense interpersonal confrontation, reaching adramatic peak during adiscussion between
the judge, Mrs. Pynchon, Lou Grant, and Charlie Hume in the
Tribune's editorial offices. After some serious soul-searching, the

work at a newspaper. The show became an effective equivalent
to the legal drama of The Defenders from the early Sixties, providing
entertaining dramatizations of current topical issues within the
framework of astandard TV series.
By the 1978-79 season, Lou Grant had stretched, found its style,
and flourished. Though Asner's Grant remained the solid rock
at the helm of the city desk, more and more time was turned
over to the other performers. With this more controlled approach
emphasizing characters, Lou Grant was able to mix in stories that
went beyond merely dealing with controversy, including quiet mood
pieces, straightforward character conflicts in the office, and even
asly tribute to Thirties-style Hollywood detective movies (complete
with a Sam Spade-type voice-over narration by Asner.) At the
same time, particular episodes that did take a strong stand were
that much more effective.
In astory dealing with Vietnam veterans, Lou tried to help an

March 5, 1979
NBC's Another World becomes the first ninety-minute soap opera.
March 11, 1979
Mr. Dugan. (CBS). The scheduled premiere for the show that
never was. At the urging of prominent black leaders, Norman Lear
cancels his new sitcom about a black Congressman, even though
promotional clips for the show have already aired.
March 19, 1979
The House of Representatives begins allowing TV cameras to
broadcast its daily sessions.
April I, 1979
William Leonard succeeds Richard Salant as president of CBS
News. Salant, forced to retire from CBS upon reaching age sixtyfive, moves to NBC where he becomes vice chairman in charge
of news.
April 20, 1979
Howard K. Smith quits ABC after seventeen years. Angered
that his nightly commentary on the evening news had been cut
to about three-per-week, Smith leaves his resignation on the ABC
bulletin board in Washington and then goes on vacation.
May 12, 1979
Professional srweer returns to American network television as
ABC airs the first of five North American Soccer League regular
season games per year, plus three playoff games and the "Soe,er
Bowl" championships.
August 27, 1979
CBS begins inserting aWest Coast "update" into its Pacific feed
of The CBS Evening News. Terry Drinkwater, in Los Angeles, supplies the latest information on developing stories as well as items
of special interest to coast residents.

judge decided on his own to retire. The Tribune's only story from
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In Diff 'rent Strokes, a
millionaire-widower (Conrad
Bain) raises both his daughter
(Dana Plato) and two orphaned
brothers (Gary Coleman, I., and
Todd Bridges). (Tandem
Productions, Inc.)

unemployed black vet find ajob, discovering in the process that
there were dramatic differences in the after-effects of World War
II (Lou's war) and the Vietnam war on the men who fought. While
this naturally led to a Tribune series on Vietnam veterans, it also
helped Lou to understand the personal pressures affecting aVietnam veteran on his staff, Animal. The program also made extremely

November. The White Shadow presented Ken Howard as Ken
Reeves, a former professional basketball player who was forced
to retire following an injury. In order to stay with the game, he

effective use of the 60 Minutes style of intercutting between separate
interviews to underscore points. While Rossi asked officials from

took a job as basketball coach for Carver High, a largely black
Los Angeles ghetto school. The stories focused on the white coach's

alocal Veterans Administration office about the unique problems
facing those who had fought in Vietnam, Billie posed similar questions to representatives from an organization of Vietnam vets. As
each person raised an issue, there was an appropriate comment
from the other interview inserted, illustrating how very different
the perceptions of the same situation really were. The episode ended
with mixed results: Animal solved his problem, the unemployed
veteran did not get a job, and all the frustrations discussed in

efforts—on and off the basketball court—to build the talented but
unsuccessful team members into winners by helping them develop

that hour remained unresolved.
A sure sign that Lou Grant had inherited the mantle of the
golden age of television drama came when apressure group tried
to stop the airing of an episode on nursing homes. The program
not only presented an effective look at older Americans, it stirred
the ire of the nursing home industry which tried to get the sponsors
and CBS not to include the episode in the summer reruns. The
story in question focused at first on the shoddy treatment in one
particular nursing home where Billie took an undercover job as
anurse's aide. It quickly expanded to the larger issue of growing
old with dignity and, on that subject, the program took a clear,
unequivocal stand: Nursing homes were not the answer. One character, aseventy-year-old woman, explained that she would rather
spend one day at home than ten years in a nursing home—any
nursing home. Another declared that "even the best of 'em is just
a place to wait to die." To its credit, CBS stuck by the series
and reran the episode.
Like the MTM ensemble comedies, Lou Grant had needed time
to grow. Once in the groove, the show managed to pull off the

Lou Grant's success gave MTM credibility in the drama field
and the company followed with another hour-long series, The White
Shadow, which CBS plugged into the 1978-79 schedule in late

self-respect, discipline, responsibility, and a spirit of teamwork.
Actually, these goals were quite similar to the ideals behind the
ill-fated Paper Chase, only in The White Shadow everything clicked.
The writing, dialogue, and characters at Carver High were solid
and believable, especially the students. As aresult, the series was
able to tackle a wide range of themes in amanner distinct from
but every bit as good as Lou Grant. Some stories dealt with broad
topical issues such as VD, drugs, and teenage pregnancy, while
others concentrated on small slices of life such as the team's first
airplane flight or each senior's decision whether or not to try college.
At the end of the second season, the team won the city basketball
championship and—in violation of television's taboo against anyone
ever aging—all but four of the players graduated. Like any real
high school coach, Reeves had to start all over again the next
school year.
MTM's new-found success in the field of drama was welcome
news to CBS, but the network was even more pleased when the
company at last came up with a sitcom successor to The Mary
Tyler Moore Show, WKRP in Cincinnati.
Another story of broadcasting in the Midwest, WKRP began
with Andy Travis (Gary Sandy), ahot-shot program director, being
brought in to boost the ratings of a"beautiful music" radio station,
WKRP. He immediately changed its format to rock'n'roll, receiving
only grudging approval from station manager Arthur Carlson (Gordon Jump), who was worried what his mother might think (she
owned WKRP). Andy discovered that one of the station's disk
jockeys was a West Coast legend, Dr. Johnny Fever (Howard

difficult task of presenting thoughtful, well-written, and entertaining drama with class and consistency. It also provided a sharp
reminder to CBS that some of its biggest hits had needed time
to catch on. From barely adequate ratings early in its first season,
Lou Grant slowly inched up the charts. It cracked the top thirty

Hesseman) and instituted the format change during the "Doctor's"
morning show. Fever dragged the needle across the instrumental
record then playing and kicked into a hard-driving rock song,

by early spring, winning renewal. By the summer of 1978, it took
off, consistently finishing in the top ten. Thereafter it scored well
enough to be considered both a solid ratings performer and one
of the most respected series on television.

punctuating the format announcement with the word "Booger!"
(He had lost his job in Los Angeles for saying that on the air.)
Travis then brought in another rock pro for the evening shift,
Venus Flytrap (Tim Reid), a hip but mellow black disk jockey.
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The changes in WKRP upset sales manager Herb Tarlek (Frank
Bonner) and news director Les Nessman (Richard Sanders), both
of whom did not like rock'n'roll. Les was astraight-laced newsman
who took his job very, very seriously, especially the hog reports.
(He displayed the Silver Sow award proudly and prominently on
his desk.) Herb spent most of his time making unsuccessful passes
at Jennifer Marlowe (Loni Anderson), the station's beautiful receptionist. Yet they both decided to give the new format a try—it
might catch on and possibly boost the station's ratings from dead
last in the market.
WKRP's premise and ensemble were MTM's strongest since
The Mary Tyler Moore Show and the series won high praise (especially from radio disk jockeys). Like The Mary Tyler Moore Show,
WKRP got in some effective digs at the world of broadcasting.
For instance, as a Thanksgiving promotion, Carlson decided to
release aload of wild turkeys from ahelicopter above ashopping
mall where Les was stationed to do a live remote broadcast. He
failed to realize until it was too late that turkeys cannot fly. Les
described the disastrous results in a horrified voice, using lines
exactly like those in the live radio report of the crash of the German
Zeppelin Hindenburg in 1937.
In spite of such inventiveness, WKRP's ratings were quite low

that the taxi job was just temporary: Bobby Wheeler (Jeff Conaway)
wanted to be an actor, Tony Banta (Tony Danza) a boxer, and
Elaine Nardo (Marilu Henner) an art dealer. In the meantime,
they shared the less glamorous life at the Sunshine Cab Company
working with each other, an immigrant mechanic who barely spoke
English (Andy Kaufman as Latka Gravas) and asurly, diminutive
dispatcher (Danny DeVito as Louie DiPahna). As in every good
MTM show, the group developed into astrong ensemble, fleshing
out the characters while facing awide variety of funny situations.
Unlike the many other ensemble shows, though, Taxi was an immediate top ten smash, given a tremendous boost by the lead-in of
Happy Days, Laverne and Shirley, and Three's Company.
Adding the strong performance of newcomers Taxi, Mork and
Mindy, and (in the early fall) Battlestar Galactica to its returning
hits, ABC jumped out to acommanding lead at the start of the
1978-79 season. It was painfully obvious to CBS and NBC almost
immediately that ABC would walk away with its third straight
winning season in the overall ratings. Yet there was still achance
to score an upset victory in amore limited contest, the brief but
highly competitive race to win the "sweep" months.

through September and October, and it seemed doomed to die
just apopular cult program. CBS, however, came up with an innovative new strategy to give the show asecond chance: Instead of
canceling WKRP, the network pulled the program from the schedule for a few months. This break gave MTM time to work out

Throughout the year, the Nielsen ratings service measured how
well the networks were doing each week, using its sample of some
1,200 "metered" families across the country. Four times each year,
for an entire month, the company conducted amuch more detailed
survey (called a "sweep") that encompassed the performance of
more than 700 commercial stations, which then used the results
to determine their local advertising rates. In order to calculate

the bugs and when WKRP returned in January, CBS gave it the
royal treatment, slotting it between M*A*S*H and Lou Grant.

these ratings, the company set up a much larger sample (several
hundred thousand homes) for November, February, May, and July

WKRP registered the expected better ratings in its new slot and
then took off. During the summer, it shot into the top five, outscoring even M*A *S *H.
WKRP was a near-perfect execution of the MTM philosophy

(representing typical months for their respective seasons).
Because the prime time programming on the network affiliates
was in the hands of the networks, the locals pressured them to

of sitcoms, which may be why CBS gave it asecond chance. The
show had afunny situation with many obvious hooks, yet it also
used the setting as a backdrop for developing the humanity of
its characters. Jennifer looked like a typical "dumb blonde" but
was totally in control of her situation at all times. Leering Herb
played up to her but when she called his bluff, he backed down
and the two actually became friends. Venus hid behind his onthe-air name because he was AWOL from the Army, yet conservative Arthur Carlson stood by him when that news came out and
helped negotiate a compromise settlement with the government.
Johnny Fever loved rock music, but admitted that he felt embarrassed living and looking like a college kid when he was almost
forty. Lee was an insecure, shy man who hid behind amale supremacy view, yet he learned to accept assistance in his private turf,
news gathering, from a woman, Bailey Quarters (Jan Smithers).
The other MTM-family newcomer for the fall of 1978 had a
similar high quality set up and cast, but unlike WKRP in Cincinnati,
ABC's Taxi became an immediate hit. Technically, Taxi was not
an MTM show, but the series had the MTM company style stamped
all over it. In early 1977, as The Mary Tyler Moore Show ended
its run on CBS, ABC signed four veteran MTM producers to turn
out asimilar style show. James Brooks (co-creator of Mary Tyler
Moore and Rhoda), Ed Weinberger and Stan Daniels (co-producers
of Mary Tyler Moore), and David Davis (producer of Rhoda and

air the most saleable shows possible during the sweeps. The increasingly fierce ratings wars in the mid-1970s led to the practice of
stacking these months (especially the heavy-viewing winter month
of February) with blockbuster movies, specials, and flashy gimmicks—in the process, of course, making these supposedly typical
months very untypical.
The February, 1979, sweeps were the most intense to that point.
The month became a merry-go-round of time shifts, stunts, and
specials. One night viewers had to decide between an episode of
Roots: The Next Generations on ABC and the network television
premieres of two major movies: "American Graffiti" on NBC and
"Marathon Man" on CBS. On another February evening, the choice
was between "Elvis," ABC's docudrama on the life of Elvis Presley,
"Gone With the Wind" on CBS, and "One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest" on NBC. There were expanded editions of some series while
others completely disappeared. It was an expensive, confusing
month that left both viewers and executives unhappy. The concentration of so many blockbuster events running against each other—

co-creator of The Bob Newhart Show) came up with Taxi, acomedy
set in aNew York City taxi company's dispatch garage.

and disrupting the regular weekly schedule—frustrated and annoyed viewers. At the same time, counter-programming moves
and stunts were very expensive for the networks. (One night, February 11, was reported to have cost them $13 million.)
Ironically, after all the moves and countermoves, the February
sweeps produced no great surprises and seemed only to confirm
the obvious: ABC was on top with CBS and NBC far behind
fighting for the number two spot. Every media analyst regarded
these results as clear evidence of atelevision status quo that would

Alex Reiger (Judd Hirsch) was the focus of the series, acabbie
who was perfectly happy driving a taxi as his life's work. The
other "hacks" dreamed of grand success in other areas and claimed

be around for a long time to come. ABC's number one position
looked unassailable.
They were wrong.
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39. Gleam in the Eye

IN MAY 1977 ABC made an unusual personnel shift and appointed Roone Arledge, then president of the network's sports
operations, to an additional post: president of ABC News. Though

control room bank of monitors into the open and close of the
program. Moreover, he broke from a hoary news tradition and
eliminated the New York anchor position. Frank Reynolds, still

ABC had successfully taken acommanding lead in entertainment
programming, it desperately wanted similar triumphs in the less
profitable but more prestigious area of news. Arledge had built

in Washington covering the federal government, became the "first
among equals" in an anchor triumverate: Reynolds usually opened

ABC Sports into a highly respected and tremendously successful
arm of the network; and while continuing at that post, he was

and closed the show, with the necessary transition comments divided between him, Peter Jennings on the foreign desk in London,
and newcomer Max Robinson in Chicago, handling domestic reports outside Washington. Barbara Walters remained in New York,

to do the same in news.
Since coming to ABC from NBC in 1960, Arledge had demonstrated a sharp sense for packaging and presentation, overseeing
such operations as ABC's live coverage of the Olympic games

but shifted to special assignments and interviews, her real strengths,
while Harry Reasoner jumped to CBS (the network he had left

and weekly shows such as Wide World of Sports and Monday Night
Football. His news responsibilities required him to apply his expertise to another area of network programming that involved both

sented only afirst step. If ABC was going to tout itself as aleader

live on-the-spot events and reports from all over the nation and
the world.
One of the key areas for improvement was ABC's nightly news
program. In 1976, the network had attracted agreat deal of attention by signing away Barbara Walters from NBC for $1 million
and making her co-anchor of the evening news with Harry Reasoner. That match-up never jelled, leaving Reasoner unhappy and
the ratings virtually unchanged. When Arledge took command
of ABC News he realized that trying to find a personality mix
to outdraw Walter Cronkite was the wrong strategy—even CBS
itself was not sure who could replace Cronkite. Instead, Arledge
concentrated on completely reworking ABC's nightly news format
to give it adistinctly different feel and appearance from the competition.
Arledge's primary goal was to reduce the incessant focus on

for ABC back in 1970).
World News Tonight did improve in the ratings, but that reprein news programming, it needed some dramatic action to build
its credibility. The most obvious move was to expand the nightly
news slot—a proposal fiercely resisted for years by affiliates from
all three networks, even when championed by Walter Cronkite
himself. Local programmers knew that an hour of network news,
or even forty-five minutes, would take time from their own lucrative
newscasts or access slot series. It was unlikely that ABC would
have any better luck with aproposal to expand the evening news.
There was, however, another way for the network to increase its
news programming: use adifferent slot, such as late night (11:30
P.m.) immediately following the late local news. This was the time
all the networks generally used anyway for either their "instant
news" special reports on late-breaking developments in big stories
or the obligatory obituaries on major political and entertainment
figures. The chief problem with the late night slot was that it faced
formidable competition: Johnny Carson. Since the mid-Seventies,
CBS and ABC had garnered respectable, if not spectacular, ratings

the anchor position in the nightly news and, at the start of 1978,
The ABC Evening News began to change. Two former ABC news

against the Tonight show with reruns of movies and old network

anchors, Frank Reynolds and Peter Jennings, appeared more often,
acting as "mini-anchors" for stories from their respective beats:
Washington (for governmental stories) and London (for foreign

series. No one thought that aregular late night news show would
stand a chance against such solid entertainment fare. Then on
Sunday, November 4, 1979, Iranian militants seized control of

news). ABC's news ratings went up, so Arledge decided to develop
his concept further. The result was World News Tonight.
The new format, which premiered in July 1978, was slick and
fast moving. There was less patter between stories, more use of
graphic material—including teasers for upcoming reports—and
catchy electronic stinger music going into the commercials. Arledge
moved the anchors into anewsroom setting and incorporated the

the U.S. embassy in Teheran and, in the process, took more than
fifty Americans hostage.
NBC aired the first report on the events in Iran, showing pictures
of the embassy takeover during halftime of its Sunday afternoon
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football game. All three networks immediately rushed correspondents and crews into the country, while drawing on film from
European broadcasters in the meantime. In the special late night

reports, network correspondents attempted to sort out the events,
and their initial explanation of the situation was rather straightforward: Iranian militants had seized the American embassy in angry
reaction to the decision by the United States government to admit

the Iran Crisis format, though, concentrating on in-depth coverage
of a few items rather than a recap of the earlier nightly news
(much like PBS's MacNeil-Lehrer Report). While Nightline was
not as big adraw as the Iran wrapups, four months of late night

the exiled Iranian Shah, Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, for medical
treatment in New York City. They demanded the extradition of
the former Shah in exchange for the hostages.
All three networks did their best to report every available detail

reports had built a solid base audience for ABC, and the show
was able to compete successfully in the slot. ABC News emerged
from the crisis with stronger news credibility, an expanded news

on the hostage crisis and, on November 18, each one broadcast
its own filmed interview with Iran's religious and secular leader,
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini (conducted by Mike Wallace for
CBS, John Hart for NBC, and Peter Jennings for ABC—all of
whom had to submit questions in advance). After aflurry of late
night reports following the embassy seizure, though, both CBS
and NBC pulled back, scheduling alate night wrapup only if there
were some dramatic developments that day. ABC, however, committed itself to abroadcast at least fifteen minutes long each weeknight "for the duration" (beginning November 8), under the title
The Iran Crisis: America Held Hostage (anchored first by Frank
Reynolds, then by Ted Koppel). In the process, the network not
only attracted ahuge audience (sometimes outdrawing the entertaimnent offerings on both CBS and NBC), but also found itself
in aposition to deal with the story in much greater depth. Instead
of merely repeating what had been reported on the nightly news,
The Iran Crisis featured longer and more detailed presentations
on all aspects of the story. At first, the reports covered the obvious
questions: What happened today? What do Americans think about
it? What can the United States do now? These soon led to a far
more difficult question: Why did it happen? In trying to answer
that, each evening's report became, in effect, amini-lesson in basic
foreign policy and Mideast history.
The Iran Crisis reports served as an all-around unexpected bonus
for Roone Arledge and ABC News. The show attracted a large,
steady audience and helped viewers to become accustomed to a
late night news program. It also established ABC as the network
with complete coverage of the situation. This boost in credibility
and viewership spilled over into other programs. Good Morning
America, which had been gaining on Today for a while, at last
pulled ahead with the bonus carryover audience of people who
had gone to bed watching ABC and who then woke up with the
TV dial still set there. World News Tonight also rose in the ratings,
moving into a virtual deadlock with NBC for the number two
position behind CBS.
The hostage situation lasted far longer than anyone first imagined. Through November, December, and early January, reporters
filed hundreds of stories on virtually every movement, rumor, and
protest in and around the captured embassy. Media coverage, in
fact, became an issue itself both in the States and in Iran. American
correspondents complained that many of the "spontaneous" demonstrations against "Western imperialism" probably took place because the Western camera crews stationed outside the embassy
were ready and eager to film. Officials in Iran, on the other hand,
grew increasingly frustrated at their inability to control the image
of their own country sent back by the journalists. In mid-January,
Iran ordered all American reporters out of the country, so subsequent stories had to be filed from "listening posts" in nearby countries or through other foreign reporters allowed to remain.
By March, though there were still no end to the hostage situation
at hand, ABC decided to change its late night Iran Crisis "special
reports" into a permanent nightly news show that would cover
other stories as well. The show was extended to twenty minutes
each night and retitled Nightline. The revamped program followed

schedule, and higher ratings overall for its World News Tonight
program. Arledge had done his job well and now focused on beating
CBS. Even the nightly news lead would be up for grabs soon because
Walter Cronkite was nearing retirement.
Despite ABC's improved news performance, CBS was still considered the leader in news, based on the tremendous public respect
for Cronldte as acredible source, the quality of CBS's own special
reports, and its increasingly successful news magazine, 60 Minutes,
which had actually become atop ten show.
60 Minutes had been around since 1968, attracting little attention
at first with its deft mix of hard-hitting investigative reporting
and softer, entertaining feature pieces. It ran for three seasons in
prime time, but was exiled in 1972 to the fringe period of very
early Sunday evening where it was preempted every fall by professional football. During the summer of 1975, the show ran in a
Sunday prime time slot and managed to land in the top thirty.
When it returned in December, following the football season, 60
Minutes was placed at the beginning of prime time against The
Wonderful World of Disney. At the same time, correspondent Dan
Rather joined Mike Wallace and Morley Safer as one of the program's co-anchors.
Through 1976 and 1977, the program's ratings rose steadily,
benefiting from the hefty audience of its fall sports lead-in, NFL
football. In April 1977, the CBS news division announced an unheard-of development: Due to the success of 60 Minutes, it was
showing aprofit. This was adramatic change from the long-standing image of news programs as prestigious loss leaders, and for
the 1977-78 season CBS made every effort not to have its Sunday
afternoon football coverage run overtime and thereby shorten 60
Minutes.
Going into the fall of 1979, 60 Minutes was an established top
ten show and, by October, it ranked as the number one network
show overall. This was no fall ratings fluke as 60 Minutes hung
on through the winter and spring, eventually finishing as the number one program for the 1979-80 season—the first television news
show ever to reach those rarefied heights. Such ratings success
sent aclear message to all the networks' programming departments:
60 Minutes was the biggest bargain in television. Not only did it
now offer both prestige and high ratings, but, as a news show,
its budget was only asmall fraction of most entertainment series,
thus allowing a tremendous profit margin. Both NBC and ABC
joined the bandwagon and reinstituted prime time news shows,
with mixed results.
ABC launched 20/20 in the summer of 1978. The June premiere
was a disaster and at times seemed almost a bad parody of 60
Minutes. A pair of ill-at-ease hosts, Harold Hayes and Australian
Robert Hughes (two print journalists) introduced an investigative
report by Geraldo Rivera on the training of vicious greyhound
racing dogs (including gory footage of the animals attacking and
eating rabbits); apiece by Sander Vanocur on the threat of homemade nuclear bombs; and puff-piece interviews with California governor Jerry Brown, his sister, and his mother. Hayes and Hughes
were canned after the first show and veteran Hugh Downs assumed
the hosting chores. The program ran weekly through the remainder
of the summer and as amonthly series during the regular season,
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hammering out its weak spots and moving away from the muchcriticized sensationalist style of the opening episode to amore controlled and focused approach. By the time 20/20 returned as a
weekly series in May 1979, the show had developed its own distinctive weekly magazine format, which was generally more featureoriented than 60 Minutes. As with the nightly news race, ABC
gave up trying to beat CBS at its own game and tailored its program
to adifferent style of appeal.
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Even CBS had difficulty when it tried to create its own featureoriented spinoff to 60 Minutes. Back in January 1977, the network
launched Who's Who (hosted by Dan Rather and Barbara Howar),
built around personalities in the news, much like the weekly feature

NBC decided to use an existing series for its prime time magazine,

magazine People. Each program included extended profiles of or
interviews with famous writers, performers, and politicians, mixed
with short gossipy anecdotes delivered by Rather and Howar. To
contrast with these high-powered celebrities, the program also incorporated reporter Charles KuraIt's popular "On the Road" fea-

promoting Weekend (with Lloyd Dobyns) from a late Saturday
night monthly show to aweekly prime time slot beginning in Janu-

ture from the evening news in which he turned attention to unusual,
amusing, and talented non-celebrities throughout the country.

ary 1979. Weekend's mix of serious subjects and light, satiric features did not transfer well to the demands of weekly prime time

Though individual segments occasionally worked (Kuralt's features
were consistently the most entertaining), the program never jelled
and instead fizzled by June.
For the fall of 1978, CBS went directly to Time Inc., the publisher

exposure, and the show bombed in its new time period (coming
in the lowest rated program on prime time television). In June,
NBC brought in another late night star, Tomorrow's Tom Snyder,
to host the more serious Prime Time Sunday. Though scoring
better than Weekend, this series was also unable to duplicate the
success of 60 Minutes or even 20/20. In the fall of 1980, NBC
revamped the show again as NBC Magazine with David Brinkley,
adding to the usual feature reports around table discussion between
NBC correspondents (much like PBS's Washington Week in Review). However, like its predecessors, NBC Magazine was aratings
flop.
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WATCHING TV

of People magazine, for acelebrity-oriented feature program called
(what else?) People. With David Susskind as executive producer,
the half-hour show (hosted by former Miss America Phyllis George)
faithfully duplicated its slick, glitzy magazine namesake. That, too,
flopped, chiefly because People's print style of dozens of super short
articles and picture captions did not adapt well to television. TV's
People played like aseries of thirty-second commercials sandwiched
between title graphics and upbeat disco music.
Ironically, while all three networks had great difficulty in trying

to successfully copy 60 Minutes, another type of news magazine
was catching on locally in the prime time access slot. This Mondaythrough-Friday program began in August 1976 on Group W's
KPIX in San Francisco, which axed the syndicated Concentration,
Dealer's Choice, The Price Is Right, The New Treasure Hunt, and
Name That Tune from the 7:30-8:00 P.M. access slot in order to
run the new locally produced show. Three of the five canceled
series had been beating their competition, so the move was not
out of desperation at poor ratings. Rather, it reflected a desire
by KPIX program manager Bill Hiller to do something different
with access time, possibly even developing a program that could
itself be profitably syndicated. He made himself executive producer
for Evening: The MTWTF Show (for Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday)—soon simplified to Evening Magazine.
The format for the new show consisted of a nightly celebrity
profile (subjects the first week included Paul McCartney, Bill
Cosby, Valerie Perrine, and John Ehrlichman), brief helpful "tips"
(such as how to exercise while watering your plants), and a"wild
card" feature piece. After only two months, the program was a
hit, registering better ratings than the game shows it replaced.
Within ayear, the Group W stations in Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Baltimore added the program to their schedules. Each
followed the basic format, with their own local production crews
and hosts, and each was also responsible for doing one piece each
week that was offered to the other stations. This gave each show
both alocal and anational slant. By the fall of 1979, the Evening
Magazine format was on forty-five stations (running as PM Magazine on non-Group W stations) and had become the number one
access show in the country.
Television critics, of course, loved Evening Magazine and pointed
to it as the program that fulfilled the ideal of the FCC's much
maligned access rule. While Evening Magazine was certainly much
more informative than most syndicated game shows, it was not
exactly an overnight commitment to educate viewers with hardhitting public affairs. In essence, all Evening Magazine did was
take generally non-controversial "soft" features that were typically
part of many local newscasts anyway and package them with similar
features from other local stations. Yet this familiar feel probably
helped account for the program's popularity, especially with its
use of local hosts to read transition material and introduce each

for laughs and applause. These feature reports included such subjects as an all-male swimsuit competition judged by women, a
man in San Francisco named Sherlock Bones who searched for
lost pets, and even a Candid Camera-type skit featuring real shoppers being asked their opinion of afoul-tasting "new" drink as if
they were part of acommercial. (When they thought the camera
was on, they praised the drink; when they thought the camera
was off, they made faces and admitted it was awful.)
Real People represented one of NBC's few moderate successes
from its 1978-79 "revolving door" season, capturing just enough
viewers during a six-episode spring run to win renewal for the
fall of 1979. Without much fanfare, the ratings for Real People
crept upward and by Christmas of 1979, the show had sneaked
into the top thirty, occasionally beating ABC's Eight Is Enough
in the time slot. As Real People caught on, all three networks
were quick to launch copies, turning the format into abrief programming fad labeled "reality shows."
Alan Landsburg, creator of the pseudo-scientific syndicated access show In Search Of (which examined such topics as witchcraft
and UFOs), produced That's Incredible for ABC. The series harkened back to Robert Ripley's Believe It or Not, showing "incredible"
occurrences that affected real people such as a forest ranger hit
by lightning seven times, awoman who allowed herself to be covered with bees, and a Minnesota policeman who reported seeing
aUFO. Hosts John Davidson, Cathy Lee Crosby, and Fran Tarkenton presented the stories in an upbeat casual style of wide-eyed
amazement ("That's incredible!"). That's Incredible turned in incredible ratings, placing in the season's top ten shows, even ahead
of Real People. Landsburg followed up That's Incredible with Those
Amazing Animals, asimilar series for ABC that focused on "incredible" events in the animal kingdom, and No Holds Barred, abrief
late night CBS show that copied the Real People formula but aimed
it toward the Saturday Night Live audience. CBS also turned to
veteran game show producers Mark Goodson and Bill Todman

story. (Most stations that carried the show did at least one or
two local pieces each week.) While Evening Magazine was born
and bred in local access syndication, there was no reason that its
basic format could not work in network prime time as well. NBC,
in early 1979, became the first network to come up at last with
aworkable feature and personality-oriented program, Real People.
Former Laugh-In producer George Schlatter developed Real
People as astage for non-celebrities, "real people" who were presented to be as amusing, talented, and entertaining as any showbiz
figures. This was the same world of American backroads visited
by such reporters as Charles Kuralt, whose stories usually served
as an off-beat closing feature for the network news. Real People
strung together aseries of such reports and anecdotes on unusual
individuals in strange situations, focusing as much on the personality of the visiting correspondents as on the "ordinary folks" being
interviewed. Schlatter enlisted alarge cast of entertaining personalities to act as co-hosts, correspondents, and regular guests, including
(for the first season) Fred Willard, Jimmy Breslin, Mark Russell,
John Barbour, Sarah Purcell, Bill Rafferty, and Skip Stephenson.
He also took a cue from Allen Funt's old Candid Camera series
and set up the show itself as the playback stage for the films and
tapes of their stunts and interviews, presented to astudio audience

The 60 Minutes team: (clockwise from top) Dan Rather, Harry
Reasoner, Mike Wallace, and Morley Safer. (CBS News Photo)
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September 12, 1979
Shelly Hack, who appeared in commercials for "Charlie" perfume, replaces Kate Jackson as one of Charlie's Angels.
September 13, 1979
Benson. (ABC). Robert Guillaume takes his butler character,
Benson, from Soap to the household of abumbling governor.
September 23, 1979
Archie Bunker's Place. (CBS). A revamped All in the Family,
set at Archie's tavern. Martin Balsam joins as Murray, Archie's
Jewish partner, and Anne Meara plays the new chef, Veronica.
September 23, 1979
The Associates. (ABC). The four Mary Tyler Moore veterans who
succeeded with Taxi fail with apromising ensemble sitcom focusing
on three young members of apowerful Wall Street law firm.
October 8, 1979
David Brinkley gives up his co-anchor chores on NBC Nightly
News for occasional commentary.
November 4, 1979
Three days before Senator Edward Kennedy announces his candidacy for president, "Teddy" airs on CBS Reports. Roger Mudd's
questioning of the senator reveals aconfused and somewhat inarticulate side to the "last Kennedy son," tarnishing his image as an
imposing public figure.
March 4, 1980
The Big Show. (NBC). Nick Vanoff, who produced The Hollywood
Palace, flops with more old style vaudeo, featuring ninety minutes
of singing, dancing, swimming, skating, and comedy.

for a reality show update of What's My Line called That's My
Line. The refurbished program did away with the original's celebrity panel and presented instead on-the-scene reports of real people

nights in order to spread ABC's ratings strength over all seven
nights, and obtain an even larger ratings lead. Though this tactic
went against the traditional network strategy of not tampering
with established successes, it was not really regarded as that much
of arisk. After all, the programs could always be moved back.
CBS's disastrous set of new fall sitcoms (Working Stiffs, The
Last Resort, and Struck by Lightning) only seemed to underscore
the security of ABC's position. Yet in the first week of the new
season, NBC finished on top—due to Fred Silverman's front-loading with blockbuster movies and specials. NBC also won the third
week, due to the baseball playoffs and the prime time broadcast
of Johnny Carson's 17th anniversary on the Tonight show. At
the same time, ABC's former hits were slipping in their new time
slots, sometimes dropping completely out of the top twenty. ABC
recovered somewhat and pulled into the lead for the season by
the fifth week as NBC used up its blockbuster specials and faded.
CBS, however, quickly cut off some of its dead weight new shows
and bounced back as well, moving ahead of NBC by mid-November
and breathing down ABC's neck by Christmas. Part of the reason
for this immediate rebound by CBS was the sudden surge by the
network's Friday night Southern soul mates, The Dukes of Hazzard
and Dallas.
Dallas began as a little-noticed spring series in April 1978, a
product of the Lorimar company (which also turned out The Waltons). The program was ahigh-powered classy soap opera, presenting the oil-rich world of the burgeoning sunbelt as the locale of
the Ewing clan, owners of apowerful energy empire. Though each
episode of Dallas could stand on its own, the series played like a
spicy soap opera, with continuing story threads winding in and
out all season. Aging John "Jock" Ewing (Jim Davis) was the
nominal boss of the company, but he was being steadily usurped
by his crafty oldest son, John Junior, better known as J. R. (Larry
Hagman.) J. R. was determined to keep as much control as possible
over the family business, and he was more than willing to use
anyone and anything to increase his personal power and Ewing
Oil's profits. In fact, he rather enjoyed stepping on other people.

with oddball occupations.
In spite of the success of Real People, NBC had disappointing
results with its subsequent reality shows. The in-house Games People Play lasted just four months, presenting real people participating
in so-called "trash sports" such as beer chugging, tug-of-war, and
bar bouncer competition. However, George Schlatter's outlet for
the vox populi, Speak Up, America, ran only afew episodes. The
program offered real people across the country the opportunity

He blithely ignored his high-strung wife, Sue Ellen (Linda Gray),
and boldly carried on an affair with Kristin (Mary Crosby), Sue
Ellen's sister. Yet, when Kristin tried to turn the tables and have
her own affair on the side, J. R. barged into the bedroom, smiled
at the couple in bed, and coolly telephoned the boss of Kristin's
lover, having the interloper fired on the spot.
Jock's younger and more principled son, Bobby (Patrick Duffy),
was married to Pamela Barnes (Victoria Principal), the daughter

to speak up on the issues of the day, but NBC affiliates felt uneasy
about the deliberate mix of news, public affairs, and entertainment

of "Digger" Barnes (David Wayne, and later, Keenan Wynn),
Jock's former partner turned arch-enemy. Pamela's brother, Cliff
(Ken Kercheval), carried on the family feud by waging a war
against the Ewing empire from his post in the Texas state government. The youngest Ewing, Lucy (Charlene Tilton), Jock's granddaughter (and daughter of the exiled Ewing son, Gary), spent her
time seducing Ewing ranch hands and flirting with anything that
wore pants. Only the Ewing matriarch, "Miss" Ellie (Barbara Bel
Geddes), held no grudge against another main character, and she
always acted as confidante and peacemaker.

inherent in such ashow.
Even with such problems, NBC embraced the reality programming formula because the network needed some kind of breakthrough in its campaign to climb from the ratings cellar.
Nonetheless, going into the fall of 1979, it was still no match for
the powerhouse line-up at ABC, which looked as if it would continue to roll right over the competition. Not only were there such
returning top ten hits as Happy Days, Three's Company, Laverne
and Shirley, Taxi, Mork and Mindy, and The Ropers (a successful
spring spinoff from Three's Company), but the network also had
the World Series in October and the winter Olympic games in
February. There seemed no way ABC could lose.
Buoyed by such assumptions, network president Fred Pierce
and chief programmer Tony Thomopoulos confidently decided to
go for the kill and move some of ABC's big hits (Mork and Mindy,
Laverne and Shirley, Fantasy Island, and The Ropers) to other
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What made Dallas stand out from other soap operas (including
recent prime time failures Executive Suite and Big Hawaii) was
its Texas locale (where myths of the old West clashed with the
reality of modern day business and morals) and the character of
J. R. Most glossy soap operas focused on admirable, if somewhat
flawed, heroes. J. R. was bad and mean and no good and he knew
it. He was avillain people loved to hate, and his personal manipulations added an electricity to Dallas that attracted viewers who

kept tuning in just to see what J. R. would dare try next.
At first CBS did not quite know what to do with Dallas, shifting
the show afew times before settling on aFriday night slot beginning
in January 1979. There it was teamed with another new Southernbased CBS show, The Dukes of Hazzard, aslick television equivalent to the popular 1977 Burt Reynolds film, "Smokey and the
Bandit."
The Dukes of Hazzard presented life in the rural South as just

gedly stuck with its other shifts awhile longer, and that was a
fatal mistake.
CBS had made similar scheduling moves in the 1978-79 season,
rearranging several moderate hits in mid-season to build strength
on other nights. In the process, The White Shadow, One Day at
aTime, and The Incredible Hulk lost their audience and practically
dropped from sight. CBS quickly saw its mistake and, within a
month, moved them all back to their previous slots, thereby saving

and Bo Duke (John Schneider) and the curvaceous female kin
Daisy Duke (Catherine Bach) were out to have a good time in
Hazzard county, despite constant run—ins with the corrupt local
power boss, J. D. Hogg (Sorrell Booke) and his bumbling police

the shows.
In the fall of 1979, CBS yanked its fall flops from the schedule
right away (including its three new sitcom bombs and such losers
as Big Shamus, Little Shamus, California Fever, and Paris). Some
were even gone by the beginning of October. ABC, on the other
hand, took until February to finish its moves. By then, shows such

force, sheriff Rosco Coltrane (James Best) and deputy Enos Strate
(Sonny Shroyer). The two Duke boys were on probation (from

as Laverne and Shirley and Mork and Mindy had lost much of
their ratings luster and needed time to rebuild even in their old

some trumped-up charge) so they had to watch their step, and
they never did anything really bad. They were what country singer
and program narrator Waylon Jennings described as "gold ol' boys

slot. To have former top five shows occasionally in the Nielsen

good fun with fast cars, beautiful women, and moonshine whiskey.
Plots for the shows were simple: Cousins Luke Duke (Tom Wopat)

fightin' the system." The Dukes of Hazzard pulled off its simple,
good-timey premise with light-hearted scripts, acolorful cast, upbeat country music, and non-stop car chases and car crashes.
Dallas and The Dukes of Hazzard complemented each other
well and made aperfect back-to-back Friday night double feature.

basement dragged down the entire ABC schedule and CBS pulled
ahead in January.
One important reason for ABC's inability to move quickly, cut
its losses, and bring in new shows was that the network had failed
to develop adequate back-up strength. Earlier in the decade, CBS
had fallen from first place for much the same reason: While comfortably on top, it had not built up asolid inventory of replacement

thirty. By the end of the 1978-79 season, both were in the top

shows. CBS, however, had also learned its lesson. In the 197879 season, the network was ready with The White Shadow and

twenty. In the fall of 1979, the team kept rising, and both shows
broke into the top ten. CBS had already built winning lineups

The Dukes of Hazzard as early winter replacements. This season,
CBS displayed more of its valuable "bench strength" at the end

One month into their partnership, both shows were into the top

on Sunday and Monday going into the new season, so the DallasDukes of Hazzard combination gave the network three consistently
strong nights. This was one of the main reasons CBS rebounded
so fast from its weak fall start.
For ABC, something was wrong. The network's seemingly invulnerable position had crumbled practically overnight. Boosted by
the World Series and hit movies such as "Jaws," ABC held on
to first place in the cumulative ratings through January, though
CBS won the November ratings sweep. A season that was supposed
to be arout for ABC had turned into aneck-and-neck race.
Fred Silverman had observed, going into the 1979-80 season,
that he expected ABC to fade soon because the network was repeating its most frequent sin, overworking hit formulas. While he had
been with ABC, Silverman had stressed diversity in programming
(from Three's Company to Family) and even raised afew eyebrows
by canceling shows that were still ratings winners (The Bionic
Woman and Wonder Woman) because he felt they had peaked.
Now ABC seemed determined to produce as many teen-oriented
sitcoms as possible, while banking on the success of all its older
series to continue undiminished. Even the homespun Mork and

March 11, 1980
United States. (NBC). Larry Gelbart, the co-creator of ACA 'S•H,
tries a unique thirty-minute comedy on marriage (starring Beau
Bridges and Helen Shaver) reminiscent of Ingmar Bergman's
"Scenes from aMarriage" for Swedish TV. The program runs without an opening theme or laugh track, devoting most of each episode
to conversations about life, death, and sex.
March 15, 1980
Sanford. (NBC). Redd Foxx returns as Fred Sanford, sans son,
but with a rich girlfriend.
April 11, 1980
Fridays. (ABC). In ablatant copy of NBC's Saturday Night Live,
ABC brings together nine young unknowns to serve as the troupe
for aseventy-minute live comedy show from Los Angeles.
May 8, 1980
CBS chairman William Paley fires John D. Backe, his heir apparent. Thomas H. Wyman is named the new president and chief
executive officer of CBS, Inc.

Mindy found itself tinted with titillation in episodes featuring Mork
as aDallas Cowboy cheerleader and Raquel Welch as asexy alien.

June 1, 1980

Silverman explained that when viewers at last tired of ABC, they
would not so much tire of particular shows as of the approach

day of television news.

taken by the entire schedule.
Equally important to ABC's slippage, though, was the miscalcu-

June 9, 1980
Independent Nenvork News. WPIX in New York sends anightly

lation by Fred Pierce and Tony Thomopoulos on the drawing power
of particular hit shows. Viewers did not automatically follow them
to different nights and different times, so all the programs dropped
in their new slots, some immediately, some after a few weeks.
(Mork and Mindy dropped as low as 41st in the ratings one week;
in another, Laverne and Shirley sank to 51st.) ABC shifted Fantasy
Island back to its previous Saturday slot almost immediately and
the show regained much of its ratings strength. The network dog-

Ted Turner's Cable News Network begins twenty-four hours a

national news show via satellite to twenty-seven unaffiliated stations
across the country.
June 30, 1980
John Davidson Show. Group W dumps Mike Douglas as host
of its syndicated talk show for the younger Davidson. Douglas
keeps his show going by syndicating it himself.

1979-80 SEASON
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The Real People people: (from I.)
Byron Allen, Skip Stephenson,
Sarah Purcell, John Barbour.
(George Sch latter Productions,
Inc./Photo by Larry Shulman)

of 1979 by quickly replacing failed series with two strong new
shows: Knots Landing (a Dallas spinoff set in California, with Ted
Shackelford as Gary Ewing, the exiled son) and House Calls (a
hospital comedy starring Wayne Rogers and Lynn Redgrave and
based on ahit movie). Both series became solid hits and kept up
the CBS momentum. In April, CBS temporarily replaced House
Calls with yet another strong series, Flo (a spinoff from Alice),
which immediately jumped into the top ten as well.
ABC, in contrast, had only one big new mid-season hit, That's
Incredible. Tenspeed and Brownshoe, a well produced new cop
show, flashed into the top ten after an intense publicity boost surrounding its premiere, but then faded before the characters had
time to catch on. 240-Robert (a pale copy of CHiPs and Emergency),
B.A.D. Cats (worse than 240-Robert), and a condescending blue
collar sitcom, When the Whistle Blows (worst of all), were tremendous flops.
Still, ABC planned to hang on for the season by riding the
winter Olympics ratings boost, then heavily promoting its key series
as they returned to their previous hit slots and plugging in special
blockbuster movies. The February Olympics did put ABC back
in the lead, but, by March, CBS was rolling with solid performances
on Sunday, Monday, and Friday. Veterans such as Archie Bunker's
Place (the renamed All in the Family), Alice, and The Jeffersons
were once again top ten hits. MTM shows such as Lou Grant,
WKRP in Cincinnati, and The White Shadow were also doing well.
And then CBS's Friday night headliners exploded.
As the battle for the top spot in network television moved into
the spring, Dallas and The Dukes of Hazzard became the hottest
shows on the air, sometimes finishing first and second in the weekly
ratings. At the end of March, Dallas pumped up fresh viewer
interest by closing out its new episodes for the season with the
shooting of the dastardly J. R. by a mysterious assailant. Reruns
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began the following week and many new Dallas viewers, lured
by the closing episode, stayed put to fill in character background
and catch up on the plot lines and setups they had missed from
earlier in the season.
Armed with this line-up of hits, CBS closed the gap on ABC
and the two were in adead heat going into the final week of the
regular season (which ended April 20). The cumulative ratings
victory rested on the performance of a few blockbuster specials.
ABC opened strong on Monday, April 14, with the number one
show of the week, the annual Academy Awards program hosted
by Johnny Carson. CBS neutralized this by scoring big on Tuesday
and Wednesday with the surprisingly well done miniseries, Guyana
Tragedy: The Story of Jim Jones. On Friday, ABC put in "The
Best of That's Incredible," a special edition of its only new big
hit. It all came down to the last day, Sunday, April 20. ABC
pulled out one of its champion theatrical films, "The Sting," for
an encore performance. CBS countered with a special new twohour episode of The Dukes of Hazzard. The downhome Hazzard
County crew beat the con men from Chicago. CBS won the night,
the week, and the season. The final seasonal averages were CBS:
19.6, ABC: 19.5, and NBC, 17.4. CBS held a party to celebrate
its first regular season win since the 1975-76 season, and network
chairman William Paley called it one of his "sweetest victories."
In one season, CBS had outscored and outmaneuvered the competition with a varied, versatile schedule ranging from the high
gloss soap of Dallas to the serious character drama of Lou Grant.
Yet, this dramatic turnaround also underscored how volatile the
network standings had become. Even with one of CBS's strongest
line-ups in years, there was little chance that victory in the 197980 season, however sweet, marked the beginning of another twentyfive year reign at the top by CBS.

giC3C=CY_
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40. The Strike

FOR MORE than three years, NBC's strategy for becoming
the number one network hinged on the 1980 summer Olympic
games. In February, 1977, even before luring Fred Silverman from
ABC, NBC had won the rights to the contests (the first to be
held in the Soviet Union) by committing arecord-breaking $100
million in its bid. This broke down to approximately $22.4 million
for the actual television rights, $50 million for the production facilities in Moscow, $12.6 million to the International Olympic Committee, and $12—$15 million for such miscellaneous items as talent
and transportation.
There was a very good reason for this expenditure: The 1976
Olympics had helped push ABC to the number one slot. Even
though the summer games took place before the annual ratings
battle began for the regular season, they had provided atremendous
opportunity for ABC to promote its upcoming fall schedule. NBC
counted on doing the same in 1980, while treating its overall Olympic coverage as an on-going "big event" with frequent on-the-air
promotions. When Fred Silverman joined NBC in 1978, he also
paced his plans toward the summer and fall of 1980, aiming to
have ready astrong program line-up that could ride the momentum
of the Olympics and bring NBC to the top by Christmas, 1980.
To coincide with its huge investment, NBC signed ABC's Olympics producer in 1976, Don Ohlmeyer, to supervise both the actual
coverage in 1980 and the necessary preparations by NBC's sports
department. Ohlmeyer's first NBC project was Sportswor/d, aweekend afternoon sports anthology modeled after ABC's Wide World
of Sports. This new program gave NBC's sports production crews
the opportunity to sharpen their technical skills while providing
the network with the perfect on-air promotional forum to talk
up Olympic-type competitive events.
As 1980 drew nearer, NBC also scheduled ahost of other tiein programs, ranging from specials such as the animated "Animalympics" to the NBC-financed movie "Goldengirl" featuring Susan
Anton as an American track star at the Moscow games. Ohlmeyer
himself produced afour-hour made-for-TV movie on the summer
Olympics, "The Golden Moment." NBC announced plans for
152 1
2
/
hours of Olympic coverage in 1980, pre-empting most of
its prime time schedule from July 18 through August 5. Then,
on Christmas day, 1979, the entire NBC Olympic project was
put in jeopardy as the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan. '
The Russian invasion shocked and angered many Americans
who were already frustrated by the continuing stalemate over the

hostages taken in the seizure of the American embassy in Iran
the previous month. Looking for some way (short of war) to protest
the Soviet move, many people focused on the summer Olympic
games in Moscow as asymbolic rallying point and they began to
call for a boycott of the event. On January 20, 1980, President
Jimmy Carter appeared on NBC's Meet the Press and expressed
his support for such amove. He said that unless the Soviets withdrew their forces from Afghanistan by February 20, he would
formally request the U.S. Olympic Committee to officially sanction
a boycott. Many athletes, who had been training years for the
games, disagreed with that course of action, saying that it unfairly
mixed sports and politics in violation of the true spirit of Olympic
competition.
While everyone watched for the next move by the Soviets, the
1980 winter Olympics went on as scheduled in Lake Placid, New
York, running from February 12 through 24 and carried by ABC.
The ratings were even better than ABC's successful 1976 winter
Olympics coverage, culminating in a dramatic face-off between
the Soviet Union and the United States—on ice. There, for the
first time in twenty years, the U.S. hockey team beat the Russians,
eliminating them from the Olympic championship series. A video
tape replay of the game placed as the number four program of
the week and, two days later, the U.S. team went on to beat Finland
for the gold medal in hockey.
In the jubilation over the American victory, many people opposed to the boycott were quick to point out that the winter Olympics seemed aperfect illustration of why the United States should
participate in the summer games: Confrontations could take place
in the sports arena rather than on the battlefield. Nonetheless,
the Soviet troops remained in Afghanistan into the spring and,
on April 22, the U.S. Olympic Committee voted 1,604 to 797 in
favor of the resolution calling for a boycott. Though individual
athletes were not specifically ordered to stay home, the committee's
vote meant that there would be no official U.S. team sent to Moscow
and, therefore, no funds available to defray the tremendous cost
of participating.
Throughout the months of public debate on the boycott, NBC
found itself in adifficult position and deliberately kept alow profile.
Because the Soviets said that the Olympics would go on even without U.S. participation, NBC could still carry them. Realistically,
however, such a move would have been apublic relations fiasco.
The network's financial investment in the games had been widely
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reported and to go through with coverage while the athletes themselves were forced to stay home would have appeared to be the
height of cynical self-interest.
In May, NBC announced that its far-flung summer Olympics
programming would be drastically cut back. Because the U.S.
Olympic Committee decided to go through the formality of naming
an American Olympic squad, NBC did cover those team trials
in the spring and early summer. For the actual games in Moscow,
though, NBC limited itself to short feature reports (of about ninety
seconds' duration) during the nightly news. This was virtually indistinguishable from the short clips and summaries offered by ABC
and CBS as well as other news organizations. A few individual
stations went even further and specifically ignored any Olympic
news, refusing even to mention winners in major events or new
world records. Though most news organizations did not go to
that extreme, for most television viewers it was as if the 1980
summer Olympics never took place.
NBC lost more than $50 million in ad revenue as well as money
already spent in preparations through April. There was not even
achance to rebound four years later—ABC had already won the
bidding for the rights to both the summer and winter Olympic
games in 1984. Above all, NBC had lost the promotional vehicle
it had counted on for more than three years. Fred Silverman and
NBC had been done in by events totally outside their control.
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Just afew days after the Moscow Olympics began, though, there
was another development outside network control, but this one
disrupted all three networks. On July 21, 1980, the members of
the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA)
and the Screen Actors Guild (SAG) went out on strike. This halted
production on theatrical films, made-for-TV movies, and most
prime time filmed and taped series. The central issue of the strike
was a desire by the unions to win for their members a share of
the money earned by producers selling the rights to distribute programs on pay television systems and on prerecorded video cassettes
and video disks.
Everyone involved recognized the precedent-setting importance
of the negotiations. At the time, actors received nothing from cable,
cassette, or disk sales, yet, since the mid-1970s, use of these alternate
television systems had grown tremendously. Any new contract
would serve as amodel for future arrangements both by the actors
and other craft unions. Both sides therefore approached the contract talks very carefully and, as aresult, an immediate settlement
was out of the question. Negotiations dragged on through the remainder of the summer while celebrities walked the picket lines.
When the strike began, the companies supplying program material for the networks were just a few weeks into production for
the 1980-81 season and had only ahandful of shows "in the can."
As September approached, it became clear that, for the first time

in television history, the networks would have to begin the new
season without most of their regular series.
Though the strike virtually shut down Hollywood, there were
anumber of areas unaffected. Those performers appearing in commercials, news programs, game shows, sports broadcasts, afternoon
soap operas, and variety shows all operated under different contracts. Programs such as the Tonight show, 60 Minutes, Monday
Night Football, Real People, and The Tim Conway Show could
go on as usual. The networks were forced to improvise with what
was available for the fall, carefully mixing variety specials, theatrical
films, ports events, selected reruns, and the few series episodes
completed before the strike began.
By chance, number three NBC appeared to be in the best shape
to handle the strike season, which seemed aperverse form of justice
to balance its Olympic disaster. NBC had abacklog of both old
and new miniseries and "big event" presentations to draw from,
including the twenty-five hour Centennial from 1978, the combined
Godfather Saga from 1977, and anew twelve-hour miniseries, an
adaptation of James Clavell's novel, Shogun. In addition, the network's "reality shows" such as Real People were unaffected, and
it even had ready agood number of completed episodes from popular series (including four of CHiPs and six of Little House on the
Prairie). NBC also had the World Series and, if the strike dragged
into 1981, the Super Bowl.
With such strong inventory, Fred Silverman went into September
very aggressively, touting the NBC schedule as being 75%-80%
new material through October. CBS and ABC, more reliant on
weekly sitcom and drama series than NBC, were not as fortunate.
Though ABC brought in its own reality shows (Those Amazing
Animals and That's Incredible) and reran its 1978 miniseries of
Pearl during the usual September premiere period, the network
essentially continued its summer rerun schedule, occasionally using
episodes that were several years old. CBS was squeezed even tighter.
Though the network had afew new "pre-strike" episodes of Lou
Grant and The White Shadow, some of its other top series such
as M*A*S*H and Archie Bunker's Place (All in the Family) had
already parceled out all but the preceding season's shows into rerun
syndication. In addition, short-run winter and spring replacement
hits such as Flo and House Calls had only ahandful of episodes
at all, and those had already been rerun in the summer. Thus,
CBS had to scrap most of its schedule and rely instead on elongated
movie presentations and reruns of specials.
NBC sensed the potential for a big victory. Even before the
strike, Silverman had planned to open the 1980-81 season with
a week of Shogun. He stood by that timetable, figuring that the
miniseries could be practically unbeatable without front line series
competition from the other networks. Silverman's calculations were
perfect. The five episodes of Shogun ranked as the top five shows
of the first week of the "new" season, giving NBC the highest
rated week in its history. Shogun became the second highest miniseries ever, right behind Roots.
Unlike Roots or Holocaust, which focused on generations and
families, Shogun was the story of one man's personal struggle.
Richard Chamberlain played the hero, an English sea pilot named
John Blackthorne, who found himself shipwrecked in Japan during
the early 1600s. Facing vast cultural differences, as well as complex
political and religious intrigue, Blackthorne slowly adapted his
Western instincts to the Eastern traditions. The Englishman befriended Toranaga (Toshiro Mifune), aJapanese warlord aspiring
to be the supreme military dictator (or "shogun") of the country,
and fell in love with his translator, the beautiful Mariko (Yoko
Shimada). Along the way, Blackthorne also proved himself in com-

bat and won acceptance in his new land, becoming the first nonJapanese samurai warrior. Shogun was an effective combination
of exotic settings, beautiful photography, alove triangle, and effective bursts of violence.
The entire Shogun miniseries was shot on location in Japan at
a cost of $20 million. Veteran writer Eric Bercovici (who had
done Washington: Behind Closed Doors) turned out the script from
James Clavell's lengthy novel, and Clavell himself served as executive producer. In a truly daring move, they decided to let the
Japanese characters in the story speak in Japanese, without subtitles
or translation. This allowed viewers to share Blackthorne's initial
confusion at, then growing appreciation for, his new country. The
program was challenging, effective, and, much to NBC's delight,
an overwhelming success, giving the network abig lead to open
the season.
The week after Shogun, the striking unions reached atentative
strike settlement with the producers. However, there still remained
two or three weeks for ratification by the rank and file, and then
about three or four more weeks before the first new shows would
be ready to air. So the ad hoc strike schedule continued until
the beginning of November, with new shows, new specials, sports,
and theatrical films generally outdrawing rerun competition. ABC's
NFL Monday Night Football had the best opening ratings in its
history. Both the baseball playoffs (on ABC) and the World Series
(on NBC) also earned record-high ratings. CBS's highly publicized
made-for-TV movie about aJewish woman in aNazi concentration
camp, "Playing for Time" (starring Vanessa Redgrave), scored
as the number one show of its week, giving CBS its only weekly
win during the strike.
At the beginning of October, the actors ratified the tentative
agreement and, on October 6, series production resumed. For the
immediate future, the settlement provided actors with apay rate
boost of 33% for prime time reruns. In the developing new video
fields, there were important long-range precedents: Performers were
granted 4.5% of the distributor's gross for the first year of ashow's
play on pay TV, and 4.5% of the producer's gross on prerecorded
video disk and video cassette sales above 100,000 units. Though
such provisions did not result in any immediate cash, they assured
performers a share in the expanding video industries that could
eventually prove abonanza. As more and more material was required by the many competing cable services, cable programmers
would have to follow the route taken by the commercial networks
years before and develop original movies, variety specials, and even
continuing dramatic, adventure, and comedy series to supplement
their basic schedule of uncut movies and sporting events. All that
was years away, though. The immediate focus following the settlement was to turn out new material for the season already in progress
as quickly as possible.
The networks' post-strike schedules in October, November, and
December were almost as confusing as the strike period because
not every returning series followed the same production timetable.
Half-hour videotaped programs were ready much faster than hourlong filmed series, so the networks had to continue to improvise,
plugging the holes in their schedules as the shows became available.
There were other disruptions as well including election coverage,
the November sweeps, and holiday specials for Thanksgiving and
Christmas. As a result, some season premieres were practically
buried and did not produce the expected instant jump in the ratings.
It was not until January, 1981, that the schedules settled down
at last. Despite NBC's success during the strike season, though,
it was CBS that came out on top, once again propelled by Dallas.
CBS had done the worst of the networks during the strike because
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J. R.'s life. All four episodes finished in the top ten (coming in

September 9, 1980
The FCC creates "secondary stations," anew technical classification that sets up the possibility for thousands of new low-powered
local television stations.
September 16, 1980
As part of Johnny Carson's new contract with NBC, Tonight
shrinks to sixty minutes, but has Carson as host four rather than
three nights each week. Tom Snyder's Tomorrow expands to ninety
minutes to take up the half-hour slack.
October 25, 1980
ABC's Love Boat and Fantasy Island are the first series to get
new episodes on the air after the strike settlement.
October 28, 1980
President Jimmy Carter debates Republican challenger Ronald
Reagan in Cleveland before atelevision audience of forty-six million.
November 2, 1980
In the season premiere of Archie Bunker's Place, Archie comes
to grips with the death of his wife, Edith. This realistic plot development evolved from Jean Stapleton's desire to leave the series for
good.
November 4, 1980
NBC's use of strategic exit polls helps the network to call Ronald
Reagan the winner in the presidential election at 8:15 p.m., beating
ABC's announcement by more than ninety minutes and CBS's by
more than two hours.
November 15, 1980
Under new producer Jean Doumanian, the "next generation"
of Saturday Night Live debuts with a new cast of six unknowns,
but the refurbished program fails to jell. After only four months,
NBC installs another producer (Dick Ebersol) and revamps both
the crew and format.

it did not have as extensive abacklog of flashy "event" programming as NBC. More importantly, this weak start threatened to
scuttle CBS's game plan for the entire season because it diffused
the momentum of the network's strong come-from-behind victory
in the 1979-80 season. CBS had planned to start the 1980-81
season with its winning schedule in place and quickly build its
previous razor-thin victory into ahealthy lead. The strike nullified

at number one, two, four, and nine for the week). The regular
Friday episode the following week continued the story, dangling
spurious clues and suspects. This also finished number one. With
interest once again at a peak, the answer to the eight-month-old
question "Who shot J. R.?" came at last on Friday, November
21. In the closing moments of the program, Kristin, J. R.'s mistress
and personal secretary, confessed that she had done it.
A record number of viewers tuned in to find out the answer,
sending Dallas through the ratings roof. With a 53.3 rating and
a 76 share, it became the highest rated individual show ever on
television, topping such sports events as the Super Bowl and World
Series and previous TV milestones including the birth of Little
Ricky on ILove Lucy, the final episode of The Fugitive, and even
the concluding segment of the original Roots.
Dallas also set the tone for several late-starting new series as
each of the networks tried to duplicate its successful "prime time
soap opera" formula. CBS had actually been first in 1979, turning
to Lorimar, the company that created Dallas, for the Knots Landing
spinoff. For the fall of 1980, CBS picked up another Lorimar production, The Secrets of Midland Heights, a college-town version
of Dallas. Midland Heights was aimed at ayounger audience than
Dallas, focusing on promiscuous students as well as on the local
J. R. surrogate, Guy Millington (John Christopher), the evil son
of the most powerful woman in town.
NBC also turned to Lorimar for aprime time soap, Flamingo
Road, based on the 1949 movie with Joan Crawford. For the television version, Howard Duff played the obligatory evil force, sheriff
Titus Semple, who was the one and only power in the small town
of Truro, Florida. ABC's Dynasty, from Aaron Spelling, featured
John Forsythe (the voice of Charlie in Spelling's Charlie's Angels)
as Blake Carrington, an aging oil tycoon with alusty young wife
and apromiscuous young daughter.
Even with this influx of prime time soaps, Dallas stayed at the
front of the television ratings pack for the remainder of the season
as the many new viewers stuck around to follow the plot complications introduced while J. R. recovered. As CBS's other regular
series fell into place, the network wiped out its ratings deficit from
the strike period and by mid-December passed both ABC and
NBC in the cumulative ratings race, eventually winning the entire
1980-81 season with relative ease.
One reason that NBC, which had taken the ratings lead during

those plans and gave NBC the initiative instead. CBS could only

the strike, fell so quickly from the top was that the network could
not match CBS's line-up of established hit series. Yet, for awhile,

sit on the side and wait.
Once the strike ended and program production resumed, CBS

showing for second place overall by following an innovative three-

set out to quickly win back the audience. Its first move, in midOctober, was to rebuild interest in Dallas by rerunning episodes
from the show's initial tryout as aspring series in 1978. This innovative ploy worked. Few current Dallas fans had followed the series
in its original run and the ratings for the program remained strong.
Then, going into November, CBS began to rekindle the "Who
shot J. R.?" mania that had started with the season finale of Dallas
the previous March. Since then, the program had turned into a
worldwide sensation with afanatic following. In Britain there was
even spirited betting on the identity of the assailant. (Odds were

it looked as if NBC at least had achance at making arespectable
phase post-strike plan.
First, in November, Fred Silverman quickly set in place NBC's
strongest night, Wednesday, bringing back Diff'rent Strokes, Facts
of Life, and Quincy to follow the hit Real People. For phase two,
he held back most of NBC's other returning shows and new series
while ABC and CBS slotted theirs, filling in with short-run series
instead. One of these, avariety hour starring country singer Barbara
Mandrell, proved successful enough to win instant renewal in January.
At the beginning of January, Silverman launched phase three

quoted at 20-1 that J. R. shot himself!)
To open November, CBS staged "Dallas week," airing four episodes of the program in one week (one on Thursday, two on Friday,

and brought in the remainder of NBC's regular series. Because
CBS and ABC had just finished their delayed fall premieres, NBC

and one on Sunday). The first two were reruns of the final episodes

weeks of 1981, the NBC strategy seemed to be working as the
network beat out ABC and came in second four times. Returning
(and revamped) programs such as Lobo, BJ and the Bear, and

from the previous season, featuring some of J. R.'s dirtiest deals
and culminating in his shooting. This effectively set the stage for
the two-part season premiere in which doctors rushed to save
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had a second-season type limelight all to itself. For the first five

Buck Rogers all did well in elongated two-hour openers, and new

of the most confusing programming periods in television history,
it had amuch more significant meaning than merely messing up
the networks' plans for the 1980-81 season. The strike also marked
the first time ABC, CBS, and NBC were forced to confront headon the changing reality of television technology and to acknowledge
the rapidly growing influence of cable TV and home video attachments. For years, the networks had steadfastly ignored or dismissed
advances in these fields, but in 1980 this could no longer be done.
Already many established television production outfits had begun
to diversify in order to fill the programming needs of the new
video outlets. The demands by the actors (and other craft unions)
for ashare in these new sources of profit reflected the increasing
confidence in their inevitable growth. At last, the networks began
to embrace the changing times as well. Near the end of 1980,
first ABC, then CBS, established new cable television divisions
to develop programs exclusively for the new video industries. ABC's
were the first to hit the air.
At 9:00 P.M. on Sunday, April 12, 1981, ABC's cultural cable
service, the Alpha Repertory Television Service (dubbed "ARTS")
began a new era in network television by providing the Warner
Brothers Nickelodeon cable system with three hours of original
programs three nights each week (rebroadcasts filled the other four
nights). Like the sparse schedule of network television four decades

"The most trusted personality in America," Walter Cronkite, ended

before, the ARTS offerings represented only a modest start in a
new market. Yet they were an important first step, signaling at
last acommitment by an established commercial network to stake
out ashare in the new video fields.

nearly nineteen years as anchor for The CBS Evening News on
March 6, 1981. 60 Minutes correspondent Dan Rather took over
the post three days later. (CBS News Photo)

series such as Flamingo Road, Harper Valley P. TA., and Hill Street
Blues turned in impressive ratings.
NBC's three-phase post-strike strategy gave Fred Silverman a
chance to demonstrate his greatest strength: effectively juggling
hit programs on aschedule in order to entice viewers to give the
other shows on the network achance. However, though such Silverman favorites as Real People and Diff'rent Strokes had caught
on, NBC still had not developed asufficient number of solid series
to fill the entire schedule. In many cases, once viewers were lured
to NBC, they found little to keep them there. Instead, NBC still
had to depend on big events and specials both to buy time for
shows to catch on and also to fill between hits. Here, ironically,
Silverman's successful strike strategy took its toll.
In presenting a mostly new schedule during the actors' strike,
NBC had not only drawn from its backlog of material, it had
also aired many blockbuster movies and specials normally kept
until the ratings sweep periods. This tactic put NBC in a very
vulnerable position, particularly during the February sweeps. While
CBS had such top theatrical movies as "Hooper" (with Burt Reynolds) and "The Amityville Horror," and ABC aired "Norma Rae"
and "Jaws 2," NBC was left with tepid made-for-TV films such
as "Kent State" and "Elvis and the Beauty Queen." Worse yet,
with ashortage of attractive event programming, NBC was forced
to throw its regular series against such ABC specials as the threepart, eight-hour sexy miniseries East of Eden and the flashy madefor-TV movie "Miracle on Ice" (recreating America's 1980 Olympic hockey triumph). As a result, Fred Silverman presided over
his third consecutive losing season at NBC. During the summer
he was eased out of power and replaced by Grant Tinker, head
of the MTM production company.

November 17, 1980
Roger Mudd, passed over by CBS as Walter Cronldte's suesor,
defects to NBC News.
November 30, 1980
Tanya Roberts joins Charlie's Angels as Julie Rogers, replacing
Shelly Hack who lasted only one season.
December 20, 1980
As an experiment, NBC televises a football game between the
New York Jets and Miami Dolphins without any play-by-play announcers.
January 12, 1981
Tomorrow Coast-to-Coast. (NBC). Rona Barrett, formerly of
ABC's Good Morning America, joins Tom Snyder as co-host of
NBC's revamped late late night talk show.
January 20, 1981
After twenty-nine years as CBS's chief anchor for special events,
Walter Cronkite reports his farewell news spectacular: the inauguration of Ronald Reagan as President and the release of the American
hostages from Iran.
April 11, 1981
Demands for a share of the profits in the new video industries
result in more strike action against TV and film producers as the
members of the Writers Guild of America walk out. The first program affected: Johnny Carson's Tonight show.
April 12, 1981
Anne Baxter hosts opening night for ARTS, ABC's cultural cable
service. The initial offerings include performances by flutist Michel
Debost, a concert by the Israel Philharmonic, and a feature on
painter Gustav Klimt, kicking off the first week's theme: "Paris:
The Dream and the Reality."

Though the two and one-half month actors' strike created one
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On Beyond Zebra

THE CONSTANT public attention directed toward which network is number one and what shows are in the top ten fosters
the image of television as awide-open free for all. Actually, from
the beginning, network television has borne the stamp of asurprisingly small number of people.
Milton Berle inspired millions to buy their first TV sets in the
late Forties. During the early Fifties, ILove Lucy launched the
Desilu studios and began the domination of filmed sitcoms.
Throughout that decade, Louis G. Cowan presented one quiz show
after another on all the networks. In the late Fifties, ABC drew
more than one-fourth of its schedule from the Warner Brothers
film studios. NBC carried asimilar reliance on Universal studios
through the Sixties and Seventies. CBS's president James Aubrey
presided over programming geared toward rural America in the
early Sixties, building on the success of Paul Henning's The Beverly
Hillbillies. Ten years later, producer Norman Lear developed a
style of television comedy with All in the Family that was more
urban-oriented, topical, and controversial. Garry Marshall supplied
ABC with astring of hit sitcoms that made the network number
one in the mid-Seventies. Ace programmer Fred Silverman directed
strategy at all three networks during the Seventies, going from
CBS to ABC to NBC.
Though thousands of people work toward the finished products,
access in television is really very limited. Ultimately, program material is funneled through just afew networks, studios, and producers.
As aresult, the race for the top spots is more accurately acontest
among those that have already staked out ashare of the television
pie. Placing ashow on television means the opportunity not only
to earn huge profits but also to use a vast pulpit to present a
particular point of view. In the future, as now, those that have
power and influence in television will fight to keep it and those
that do not will fight to attain it.
From its creation in the late Twenties, the Federal Communications Commission recognized the special limited nature of the
broadcast medium and set up rules that called for use of the airwaves for the public's "interest, convenience, and necessity." The
FCC tried to include avenues of access by calling on stations to
incorporate a wide range of programming aimed at serving their
communities. Though often compliance with the commission's rules
consisted only of afew token religious, news, and educational programs, these were important precedents because, from the start
of American television until the mid-Sixties, most cities had only
afew television stations. For the most part, access to the viewing
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public was largely limited to those within the New York-Hollywood
entertainment axis.
Besides fighting for time on existing channels, others in search
of atelevision forum tried to find new outlets, attempting to multiply choices for viewers and available markets for producers. Over
the years, afrequently proposed scheme has been the creation of
afourth commercial network, organizing stations into aforce equivalent to ABC, CBS, and NBC.
American television had, in fact, begun with four networks, but
that situation lasted only afew years. By the mid-Fifties, the DuMont television network foundered and died—largely due to a
weak financial foundation and alack of affiliates. The same problems almost killed ABC as well but the network was able to last
out the lean years by merging with United Paramount Theaters
in 1953, receiving an important influx of cash and stability. By
the mid-Sixties, the number of stations throughout the country
had grown. Many major cities had at least three TV stations and
UHF reception had been mandated for all TV sets. More viewers
were capable of picking up ABC's signals and, as that network
grew, serious discussions began on the possibility of starting anew
fourth commercial network.
In 1967, the United Network, nicknamed "UniNet," became
the only proposed fourth network to, thus far, make it to the
air. Co-founded by 011ie Treyz (a former president of ABC-TV),
UniNet announced grandiose plans for aseven-day-a-week prime
time schedule containing new and varied programming, but the
only show to ever reach the public was The Las Vegas Show, a
clone of Johnny Carson's Tonight on NBC. Hosted by Bill Dana
(a Tonight show regular himself under Steven Allen in the Fifties),
The Las Vegas Show lasted only one month. Local stations were
erratic in their support for the proto-network and the lack of solid
sponsorship caused both the series and UniNet to collapse and
disappear.
Since the demise of the United Network, several companies have
announced plans for beginning new, competitive national networks,
but none have been able to turn their plans into reality. The problem
with starting afourth network is still affiliates. Though there are
many more stations operating than in the lean years of ABC and
DuMont, they are not in the right places. A network needs affiliates
in about 200 cities to reach 90-95% of the homes with TV sets,
and most of the stations currently unaffiliated with ABC, CBS,
and NBC are bunched in only the largest cities. Even with more
than 700 commercial TV stations on the air in the United States

by their affiliates. The commission also forbade the use of off-network reruns in this "prime time access" slot, so independent producers stepped in with more game shows, new versions of canceled
network programs, and even afew original series.
Through the Seventies, producers grew bolder in their access
ventures, producing new comedy, adventure, and drama programs.
Most of these had been rejected by the networks, so they were
placed on individual stations, by-passing the networks completely.
In 1975, the British-made Space: 1999 gave local programmers
big budget space drama with familiar television stars (Martin Landau and Barbara Bain from the successful Mission: Impossible series). In 1976, Norman Lear supplied five episodes weekly of the
adult-oriented Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman comedy soap opera.
Universal studios, television's largest supplier of prime time network programming, took the next step in 1977 when it set up
Operation Prime Time (OPT). Universal aimed to compete directly
with prime time network programming, placing afirst run drama
miniseries on stations throughout the country. The success of the
first OPT series, Testimony of Two Men, turned the experiment
into an ongoing project, with Universal offering about three such
miniseries per year since then.
Both Universal's OPT formula and Lear's Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman went to the heart of access. Instead of trying to build
and maintain afull-time network to compete with the established
commercial giants, they wisely concentrated on small slices of time.
From left: Randolph Mantooth, David Birney, and Devon Ericson,
appearing in Universal's first project for "Operation Prime Time"
(OPT), atwo-part miniseries. (From Testimony of Two Men.
Courtesy of MCA Television Limited)
afourth network cannot reach alarge enough audience (90% of
the viewing public) to attract support from major advertisers.
Long ago realizing that a fourth commercial TV network was
avirtual mathematical and physical impossibility, program producers turned to another form of access: syndication, creating an adhoc network of stations for individual programs. During the late
Forties and early Fifties, independent producers such as Jerry Fairbanks and companies such as Ziv began selling programs to individual stations to slot during time periods not used by the networks.
These efforts stalled in the late Fifties as the networks increased
the amount of their programming and the locals began using a
greater number of readily available old movies as well as reruns
of network filmed series. Syndication producers then joined forces
with the networks to produce the new wave of Westerns and actionadventure series that were starting to dominate prime time. These,
in turn, wound up as syndicated reruns.
Original material for syndication received aboost in the Sixties
when powerful groups of stations such as the Westinghouse,
Metromedia, and Avco chains struck gold with talk shows. They
supplied member stations and other interested locals with videotaped gabfests hosted by Mike Douglas, Mery Griffin, and Phil
Donahue for use in the brief non-network time slots of late afternoon and late night. The government expanded the potential syndication market even further with the "all-channel" bill (requiring
all television sets manufactured after 1964 to include UHF reception capabilities). As UHF grew through the decade, independent

They allowed subscribing stations flexibility in airing the material
and gave the locals aflashy product to use against their competition.
However, the success of Universal and Lear only underscored the
frustration experienced by "outsiders" trying to gain access to prime
time television. Ultimately, Universal and Lear merely offered minor variations of what they were, at the same time, supplying to
the networks. They were members of the established clique merely
tapping a new market. At the time, Lear had a half dozen hit
programs running on the networks and Universal was turning out
similar miniseries for NBC (on such programs as Best Sellers and
NBC Novels for Television). Yet, their shows' resemblance to network offerings probably accounted for their success in syndication.
Viewers weaned on action-adventure sagas and soapy dramas
have come to expect not only certain levels of production standards
but also a familiar approach to entertainment. They will accept
new ideas, but such material requires time to build a following.
In order to win that time, new series have to at least look like a
regular big budget network show. Too often, those outside the
normal channels of Hollywood lack the resources to mount such
productions. Even if a fourth commercial network got off the
ground, it would by-pass unusual new shows and instead simply
mimic the forms on the established networks in order to quickly
build an audience to satisfy advertisers.
Though afourth commercial network offers little hope for significantly expanded access to television, there are alternatives possible,
especially through legal and technical innovations. The government, in fact, has already created the only system to date with a
different motivation from the commercial networks: public television.
Noncommercial television began in the United States in 1952,
but due to alack of funding the system was limited to low budget
"educational" fare. Access to public television was almost ajoke,
because there were very few people watching the cheap-looking,

producers again ventured into the realm of producing entertainment
series, though at first they just turned out new versions of old
game and quiz shows. The government entered the field again
with the FCC's 1971 "access rule" which mandated that all three

Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, public television began acting
more like a full-fledged network as its member stations gained

networks turn back thirty minutes each night to be filled locally

production savvy and the government awarded it ayearly stipend.

deadly dull programs. In the late Sixties, following passage of the

CONCLUSION
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During the administration of President Richard Nixon, public television was strong enough as an alternative network power to pique
the government with its public affairs analysis of war and domestic
policies. As a result, the administration forced the PBS network
to decentralize and return more power to the local stations. Oddly
enough, the complicated system that emerged turned out to be,
overall, very good.
The PBS schedule is set up by a convention of local affiliates
that bid on shows and pledge support for new series. Local stations
usually do not air PBS shows at a set time, instead fitting them
into their own schedules as they choose. The affiliates in larger
cities such as New York, Chicago, Washington, Boston, and Los
Angeles produce programs and offer them to the entire network.
Theoretically, anyone who can navigate the funding bureaucracy
can produce a show—usually using one of the PBS affiliates—
and offer it for nationwide broadcast.
Once a show is picked up, it is treated far differently than it
would be by the commercial networks. Philosophically, PBS is
meant to co-exist as an alternative to commercial broadcasting,
not to replace or defeat it. As a result, programs are treated as
something special. Even a one-shot special may be aired twice
during the same week in its original broadcasts, then offered perhaps
two or three additional times during the same season, and periodically revived over the years. A limited-run series will not be canceled due to "bad ratings" and may even be rerun immediately
by public demand. Movies are often aired without any interruption
and there are special dance, drama, and documentary shows.
Though it works well catering to amore educated upper-middleclass audience, there are many types of programs that do not fit
into the PBS schedule—light comedy and most sporting events,
for instance. In addition, public television stations developed a
reliance on British programming in the Sixties and very often will,
out of habit, include such shows in much the same way that NBC
uses series from Universal studios. Though public television is a
strong alternative, it is not the all-encompassing answer to American television's closed nature.
The all-channel bill promoting the growth of UHF, the prime
time access rules, and public television have demonstrated how,
to a degree, specific governmental intervention can open up the
overall television system. Future governmental moves by Congress,
the FCC, and the courts are the wild cards of broadcasting. An
added factor, however, is the increased national awareness of the

in competition with each other that have to cater to ahuge audience.
In addition, because commercial television is beamed to homes
indiscriminately, nervous executives tend to remove whatever might
be perceived as offensive—even though many people might view
the material as high-quality, mature, adult entertainment. Popular
theatrical movies are edited to soften language, remove violent
and sexual action, and sometimes even change the philosophical
thrust. Series are created for the largest possible audience. Because
commercial television ad rates are based on the relative standings
of the programs against each other, the networks select entertainment formulas that have proven popular and successful in the
past and might "knock off" the competition. However, technology
is changing the system itself, building on ideas that have been
around for decades and are at last starting to take off in the Eighties.
As soon as television caught on with the public in the Fifties,
various production outfits pressed to get pay TV started as acompetitor to free TV. Hollywood studios, losing box office business
to television, were especially interested in a system that would
allow charges beyond commercials and the one-time purchase price
of the TV set. A few such experimental systems got off the ground
in the Fifties and early Sixties, using asignal that was coded and
could only be picked up by viewers with adecoding box in their
home sets. Zenith had an experimental pay-TV station in Chicago
and pay-TV stations stayed on the air for afew years in California
and Connecticut. The stations ultimately failed for the same reason
that various fourth networks flopped: they could not compete with
the selection on the established commercial networks.
Inroads in the concept of pay television took place from another
angle during the Fifties with cable TV. Rural residents who lived
in fringe reception areas—which could only receive signals from
one or two stations (if that many)—willingly signed up to pay
for clear reception of the closest free TV stations. Cable companies
plugged acable connection directly into the home sets, delivering
asignal that even arooftop antenna could not supply.
The market for such cable service grew and soon urban stations
expanded their total audience by hooking up with nearby rural
cable systems. In the mid-Seventies, Atlanta television entrepreneur
Ted Turner revolutionized cable TV by taking it a step further
and transforming his low-profit non-network UHF station into
America's first "superstation," WTBS. Though the programming
on WTBS consisted of only old movies, syndicated reruns, and

tremendous influence and power of the broadcast industry. Recent
moves to alter the status quo, therefore, have turned into fullscale public debates. When Representative Lionel Van Deerlin proposed, in 1978, arewrite of the basic law of American broadcasting,
the 1934 Communications Act (including asuggestion that many
public service obligations for television be removed), religious leaders throughout the country immediately directed organized protests
and objections toward Washington. Eventually the proposed bill
was shelved. Broadcasting's legal cases, then, have moved from
being in-fighting among business interests to public contests. More
importantly, special interest groups have grown more sophisticated
in pressuring sponsors and legislators so that sweeping changes
are very difficult. The more likely source of a revolution in TV
access actually rests with technology. Though it, too, is subject
to political manipulation, it is far more capable of stepping over
legal complications by altering the very process of television transmission itself.
The chief stumbling block to practically any major change in
television access and selection has been the very nature of the
commercial television setup. There are alimited number of outlets
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The success of Time Inc.'s Home Box Office (HBO) service paved
the way for the tremendous growth of cable television in the
early 1980s. (Courtesy Home Box Office, Inc.)

local sporting events, Turner worked to get cable TV systems
throughout the Southeast to include his station in their service.
He realized that, unlike many city dwellers, rural Southern viewers
had rarely been offered achoice beyond network affiliates because
there were few independents operating in their areas. As more
and more local cable systems added WTBS to their cable service,
Turner's station became available throughout the South. Using
TV relay satellities to bounce his signal to cable systems throughout
the country, Turner eventually transformed WTBS into a virtual
national TV station available in almost every state of the Union.
Other non-network stations (such as WGN in Chicago) followed
Turner's lead and began sending their signals to cable systems
throughout their regions. Though these independent superstations
might one day effectively form a fourth network, they currently
just provide another way for more people to see familiar reruns.
Another branch of cable development, pay cable, combined facets
of pay TV and cable technology and this has the potential to produce atrue commercial alternative to network programming, providing expanded access for material that could never be run on
network television. In 1972, Time Inc. set up Home Box Office
(HBO), aprogram service carried over various cable systems, but
one with an important difference. Cable subscribers had to pay
an additional fee above their regular costs in order to receive the
HBO signal. This income allowed HBO to be noncommercial and
still profitable, succeeding with an audience of thousands rather
than millions. At first HBO was seen in only afew Eastern cities,
and its programming was restricted to recent box office films not
yet farmed out to network television, R-rated films considered too
racy to air intact on the commercial networks, and live sporting
events which the networks had by-passed. By the mid-Seventies,
HBO was using TV relay satellites to send its signal coast to coast
and had also developed a number of its own original programs
to drop in between the fihns including concerts, comedy-variety
acts taped in nightclubs, and independently produced entertainment
shows.
The success of HBO and its main rival, Viacom's Showtime,
paved the way for other,' more specialized, cable networks. Ted
Turner launched the Cable News Network, a television version
of all-news radio. ESPN (the Entertainment and Sports Programming Network) offered twenty-four hours a day of sports, while
other cable systems provided such programming as an all-Spanish
schedule or live coverage of Congress A number of UHF stations
in large cities came up with "subscription TV" (STV), resurrecting
the old concept of pay TV using decoder boxes on home sets to
translate a special scrambled signal—providing, in effect, cabletype programming (usually uncut movies) without the cable.
Such subscription stations and cable networks can offer programming far less restrictive and more diverse than "free" TV because
pay-cable does not have to be geared toward the vast general public.
Unlike regular network signals that can be picked up by anybody,
pay-cable systems reach amore select audience that, in effect, invites
the new companies into their homes when they pay the required
fee. Much like PBS, these pay-TV systems offer viewers an alternative to, but not atotal replacement for, commercial television.
PBS, in fact, could become the big loser in the growth of these
services in the Eighties, especially as major producers such as
Group W and even the commercial networks themselves turn out
special "quality programming" for cable. If Public Television loses
its segment of the TV audience to these cable alternatives it will
also, in the process, lose a major source of its financing: direct
viewer donations. PBS may be beaten at its own game, co-opted
by cable technology.

In the late Seventies, technology provided one other important
change in the relationship between the public and television: home
video attachments. Electronic video games introduced the concept
of turning away from any program source, cable or commercial
network, and using the television screen as agame board. Though
these games (variations of Ping-Pong) quickly faded in popularity,
the idea of home control did not fade and people began to consider
other attachments to their sets. Home video tape recorders soon
caught on and, later, prerecorded video disks were put on sale.
The video recorders allowed viewers to tape programs for playback
at a later time, especially when there was nothing on television
that they felt like watching. Video disks presented hit movies directly from the studios to the consumers. The films could be run
again and again at any time without any commercials.
In December, 1977, in Columbus, Ohio, Warner Communications (the corporate outgrowth of the Warner Brothers studios)
began to test a new type of cable concept, Qube. This brought
all the theories of access and control together into one easily billable
form. Qube was a pushbutton computer system hooked into the
home set via cable and it provided an almost unlimited number
of programming choices: commercial network fare, uncut movies,
special events, and various locally produced shows. Qube also offered viewers the ultimate video game: the ability to talk back to
their sets. Using their control boards to punch in "yes" or "no"
answers, viewers could vote on questions or selections put to them
by on-the-air personalities. On Qube's opening day, the parents
of a newborn child listed several possible names for their baby
and, by majority vote, the citizens of Columbus subscribing to
Qube made the decision.
From a commercial point of view, the most important aspect
of Qube's central computer is that it electronically scans the audience every six seconds, supplying, in effect, an instant rating. For
viewers using Qube, the system provides the basis for the best of
all possible television worlds. Once the cable system is installed,
additional cable services are easier to introduce over the extensive
selection of available channels. Adding assorted hardware such
as avideo tape recorder, video disk player, home computer, electronic games, a large size wall screen, and even a home camera,
viewers are at last given an almost limitless selection of material
and producers are given avast market of new outlets. And with
the home camera attachment, everyone can become aTV star at
home—if only for ten minutes or so.
The mere existence of more channels of access is a technical
certainty for the future. Whether there can be anything substantially
different offered is another matter entirely. Even on cable, with
less pressure to reach amass audience, there will have to be somebody watching and willing to pay for particular shows. If the number of viewers for the commercial networks should drop—as the
audience tries the alternative systems—ABC, CBS, and NBC may
shift their emphasis and approach in programming, but not very
much. Most likely, while special limited interest features are offered
on afew cable channels, network television will continue to present
variations and expansions of basic mainstream entertainment.
Drama, comedy, variety, and sports have thrived in the past because, essentially, these forms are workable and popular.
The commercial networks long ago realized that there is only
so much talent in the world and that it is impossible to have exceptional programming nearly twenty-four hours aday. Instead, they
accepted television as being agenerally routine endeavor that can
occasionally provide very special moments. New gadgets may allow
instant talkback, but people have always responded to television
by their treatment of advertisers, contact with stations, and, most
CONCLUSION
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importantly, using the on-off switch. Segments of the audience
have become more vocal and organized in their criticisms of television over the years but, when the dust settles, most Americans
accept and enjoy what they see on tel6ision, despite the bad marks
given to TV by some critics and special interest groups. Fred Silverman, television programming wizard of the Seventies, recognized
this fact and observed:
Iwish a few critics would stop putting down the millions
of people with whom they obviously disagree night after

tastes and preferences of the people watching. Even if new technical
hardware, changes in the broadcast laws, and expanded access
only shift slightly the emphasis in the overall approach to entertainment programming, the fact that more people can have a voice
in selecting the images flickering at home is vital. The public has
often been told that it gets programming as good, as relevant,
and as significant as it asks for. With increased avenues of access
it can actually choose to live up to that responsibility, or ignore
it.

night, season after season. What makes [them] right and
100 million Americans wrong? Commercial television is syn-

A sharper awareness of the history, power, and limitations of
television also has avery personal, practical application. It helps

chronized, we are in harmony with the contemporary prefer-

us to realize the important role television has assumed in our lives.
For more than thirty years, television has served as the nation's
electronic babysitter, giving us a video vision of the world. On
the tube, everything has been organized into tight, easy-to-digest

ences of an overwhelming majority of the American viewing
public. We reflect ...and often ...we anticipate these
preferences.
Television is the most effective means of mass communication
yet devised, reaching millions of people in the privacy of their
own homes instantly and simultaneously. The issues of access and
control have aroused very strong feelings not only because of the
commercial interests involved, but because television forms the
popular culture of America. Television is an important mirror of
the national personality and self-image, reflecting and affecting the
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segments. As a result, we tend to wish that our own everyday
activities were structured like our favorite TV programs, with
catchy music at the beginning, fast-paced action throughout, and
asatisfying climax. Lacking that, we look to television as amagical
escape. It may not present our lives as they really are, but it does
reflect the lives we dare lead only in our dreams.
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.
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